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Foreword

This report constitutes the proceedings of the eighth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-8)

held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 16-19, 1999. The conference was co-sponsored

by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and was attended by 170 people. Sixty-six groups

including participants from 16 different countries were represented. The conference was the

eighth in an on-going series of workshops to evaluate new technologies in text retrieval.

The workshop included plenary sessions, discussion groups, a poster session, and demonstra-

tions. Because the participants in the workshop drew on their personal experiences, they

sometimes cited specific vendors and commercial products. The inclusion or omission of

a particular company or product implies neither endorsement nor criticism by NIST. Any

opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in the individual papers

are the authors' own and do not necessarily relect those of the sponsors.

The sponsorship of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is gratefully acknowl-

edged, as is the tremendous work of the program committee and the track coordinators.

Ellen Voorhees,

Donna Harman
September 19, 2000
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Abstract

This report constitutes the proceedings of the eighth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-8)

held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 16-19, 1999. The conference was co-sponsored

by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and was attended by 170 people. Sixty-six groups

including participants from 16 different countries were represented.

The goal of the conference was to bring research groups together to discuss their work on a

large test collection. The diversity of the participants meant that a wide variety of retrieval

techniques were represented, including new models for retrieval and refined machine learning

techniques. Results were scored using a common evaluation package, so groups were able to

compare the effectiveness of different techniques, and to discuss how differences between sys-

tems affected performance. In addition to the main evaluation, seven additional evaluations,

called "tracks," allowed participants to focus on particular common subproblems. Two new

tracks were introduced this year. The question answering track encouraged research into

systems that return answers, rather than ranked lists of documents, in response to a ques-

tion. The web track investigated retrieval performance over a collection of World Wide Web
pages.

The conference included paper sessions and discussion groups. This proceedings includes

papers from most of the participants (some groups did not submit papers), track reports

that define the problem addressed by the track plus summarize the main track results, and

tables of individual group results. The TREC-8 proceedings web site also contains system

descriptions that detail the timing and storage requirements of the different runs.

xxix





Overview of the Eighth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-8)

Ellen M. Voorhees, Donna Harman
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

1 Introduction

The eighth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-8) was held at the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST) on November 16-19, 1999. The conference was co-sponsored by NIST and the Information

Technology Office of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
TREC-8 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research in text retrieval. For analyses of

the results of previous workshops, see Tague-Sutcliffe and Blustein [11], Harman [4], and Sparck Jones [10].

In addition, the overview paper in each of the previous TREC proceedings summarizes the results of that

TREC.
The TREC workshop series has the following goals:

• to encourage research in text retrieval based on large test collections;

• to increase communication among industry, academia, and government by creating an open forum for

the exchange of research ideas;

• to speed the transfer of technology from research labs into commercial products by demonstrating

substantial improvements in retrieval methodologies on real-world problems; and

• to increase the availability of appropriate evaluation techniques for use by industry and academia,

including development of new evaluation techniques more applicable to current systems.

Table 1 lists the groups that participated in TREC-8. Sixty-six groups including participants from 16

different countries were represented. The diversity of the participating groups has ensured that TREC
represents many different approaches to text retrieval. The emphasis on individual experiments evaluated

within a common setting has proven to be a major strength of TREC.
This paper serves as an introduction to the research described in detail in the remainder of the volume.

It concentrates on the main task, ad hoc retrieval, which is defined in the next section. Details regarding the

test collections and evaluation methodology used in TREC follow in sections 3 and 4, while section 5 provides

an overview of the ad hoc retrieval results. In addition to the main ad hoc task, TREC-8 contained seven

"tracks," tasks that focus research on particular subproblems of text retrieval. Taken together, the tracks

represent the bulk of the experiments performed in TREC-8. However, each track has its own overview

paper included in the proceedings, so this paper presents only a short summary of each track in section 6.

The final section looks forward to future TREC conferences.

2 The Ad Hoc Retrieval Task

The ad hoc retrieval task investigates the performance of systems that search a static set of documents using

new questions (called topics in TREC). This task is similar to how a researcher might use a library—the

collection is known but the questions likely to be asked are not known. NIST provides the participants

approximately 2 gigabytes worth of documents and a set of 50 natural language topic statements. The

participants produce a set of queries from the topic statements and run those queries against the documents.

The output from this run is the official test result for the ad hoc task. Participants return the best 1000

documents retrieved for each topic to NIST for evaluation.
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Table 1: Organizations participating in TREC-8

National Taiwan University

ATJ^T Labs Rpsparrh

1 IfO ^ 1Qwracic
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Center for Information Research, Russia riH^wxl ^^O., JUIQ.

City University/Microsoft rtiVil i

Cymfony Inc. xiuigers university \o groups^
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. XIIIOI Illd-Ll^Ut:- V^X-^ V-* UXXlVcxoXty UX ^dllXUXXXXci, XJcXKclcy

o i^iiiio J.XWLIJV1J.1D yj xii. V ox u

V

TTnivpr^itv of Tr»w;iV/ XIX Vd ox (j V WX XV_/Wd
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LIMSI-CNRS {2 CTOuDsl University of North. Carolina (2 groups)

MIT Laboratory for Computer Science University of North Texas

MITRE University of Ottawa

Management Information Technologies, Inc. University of Surrey

Microsoft Research Ltd University of Twente

MuliText Project Xerox Research Centre Europe

NTT DATA Corporation

Participants are free to use any method they desire to create the queries from the topic statements. TREC
distinguishes among two major categories of query construction techniques, automatic methods and manual

methods. An automatic method is a means of deriving a query from the topic statement with no manual

intervention whatsoever; a manual method is anything else. The definition of manual query construction

methods is very broad, ranging from simple tweaks to an automatically derived query, through manual

construction of an initial query, to multiple query reformulations based on the document sets retrieved. Since

these methods require radically different amounts of (human) effort, care must be taken when comparing

manual results to ensure that the runs axe truly comparable.

The right answers, called relevance judgments, for the ad hoc topics are not known at the time the

participants produce their runs, though participants may use the documents, topics, and relevance judgments

from previous TRECs to develop their systems. Participants are also free to use other sources of training data

if they desire. Fifty new topics (401-450) were created for the TREC-8 ad hoc task. The set of documents

used in the task was the documents contained on TREC Disks 4 and 5, excluding the Congressional Record

subcollection. (See section 3.1 for details about this document set.) Disks 4 and 5 have now been used as

the set of test documents for TRECs 6, 7, and 8 to produce a test collection with 150 topics.

Participants were allowed to submit up to five ad hoc runs to NIST. The runs could differ as the result

of using different query construction techniques, or using different searching methods with the same queries.
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Table 2: Document collection statistics. Words are strings of alphanumeric characters. No stop words were

removed and no stemming was performed.
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U.S. patents, 1993 243 6,711 4445 5391.0

Disk 4

the Financial Times, 1991-1994 (FT) 564 210,158 316 412.7

Federal Register, 1994 (FR94) 395 55,630 588 644.7

Congressional Record, 1993 (CR) 235 27,922 288 1373.5

Disk 5

Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) 470 130,471 322 543.6

the LA Times 475 131,896 351 526.5

When submitting a run, participants were required to state whether the queries were produced manually

or automatically. If any run used an automatic method, participants were required to submit a run that

used just the "title" and "description" fields of the topic statements (see section 3.2 for a description of the

topics).

3 The Test Collections

Like most traditional retrieval collections, there are three distinct parts to the collections used in TREC:
the documents, the topics, and the relevance judgments. This section describes each of these pieces for the

ad hoc collection.

3.1 Documents

TREC documents are distributed on CD-ROM's with approximately 1 GB of text on each, compressed to

fit. For TREC-8, Disks 1-5 were all available as training material (see table 2) and Disks 4-5 were used for

the ad hoc task. The Congressional Record subcoUection on Disk 4 was excluded from the test document

set.

Documents are tagged using SGML to allow easy parsing (see fig. 1). The documents in the different

datasets have been tagged with identical major structures but they have different minor structures. The

philosophy in the formatting at NIST is to leave the data as close to the original as possible. No attempt is

made to correct spelling errors, sentence fragments, strange formatting around tables, or similar faults.
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<DOC>

<D0CN0>FT911-3</D0CN0>

<PR0FILE>AN-BE0A7AAIFT</PR0FILE>

<DATE>910514

</DATE>

<HEADLINE>

FT 14 MAY 91 / International Compeiny News: Contigas plans DM900m east German

project

</HEADLINE>

<BYLINE>

By DAVID GOODHART

</BYLINE>

<DATELINE>

BONN

</DATELINE>

<TEXT>

CONTIGAS, the Germaui gas group 81 per cent owned by the utility Bayernwerk, said

yesterday that it intends to invest DM900m (Dollars 522m) in the next four years

to build a new gas distribution system in the east German state of Thuringia.

</TEXT>

</DOC>

Figure 1: A document extract from the Financial Times.

3.2 Topics

The format of the TREC topics has evolved over time as illustrated in table 3. The table shows the number

of words included in the different parts of the topic statements for each TREC. The original ad hoc topics

(51-150) were very detailed, containing multiple fields and lists of concepts related to the topic subject.

The ad hoc topics used in TREC-3 (151-200) did not contain the concept lists and and the remaining fields

were generally shorter than in earlier topics. Nonetheless, participants in TREC-3 felt that the topics were

still too long compared with what users normally submit to operational retrieval systems. The TREC-4
topics (201-250) were therefore made even shorter: a single field consisting of a one sentence description

of the information need. However, the one-sentence topic eliminated from the topic the statement of the

criteria used to judge a document as relevant—which was one of the motivating factors for providing topic

statements rather than queries. The last four sets of ad hoc topics (251-450) have therefore all had the same

format as in TREC-3, consisting of a title, description, and narrative. A sample TREC-8 topic is shown in

figure 2.

The different parts in the most recent TREC topics allow participants to investigate the effect of different

query lengths on retrieval performance. The "titles" in topics 301-450 have been specially designed to allow

experiments with very short queries. The titles consist of up to three words that best describe the topic.

The description field is a one sentence description of the topic area. As in TREC-7, the description field of

TREC-8 topics contains all of the words in the title field, to remove the confounding effects of word choice

on length experiments. The narrative gives a concise description of what makes a document relevant.

Ad hoc topics have been constructed by the same person who performed the relevance assessments for

that topic (called the assessor) since TREC-3. Each assessor comes to NIST with ideas for topics based on

his or her own interests, and searches the ad hoc collection (looking at approximately 100 documents per

topic) to estimate the hkely number of relevant documents per candidate topic. Because the same topic

set was also to be used in the Web track this year, once the assessors searched the ad hoc collection with

a candidate topic, they also searched the small Web collection using that topic. The NIST TREC team

selected the final 50 topics from among the candidates based on the estimated number of relevant documents



Table 3: Topic length statistics by topic section. Lengths count number of tokens in topic statement including

stop words.

Min Max Mean Min Max Mean
TREC-1 (51-100) 44 250 107.4 TREC-5 (251-300) 29 213 82.7

title 1 11 3.8 title 2 10 3.8

description 5 41 17.9 description 6 40 15.7

narrative 23 209 64.5 narrative 19 168 63.2

concepts 4 111 21.2

TREC-2 (101-150) 54 231 130.8 TREC-6 (301-350) 47 156 88.4

title 2 9 4.9 title 1 5 2.7

description 6 41 18.7 description 5 62 20.4

narrative 27 165 78.8 narrative 17 142 65.3

concepts 3 88 28.5

1 snJ.OU 114114 0 / .0

title 2 20 6.5 title 1 3 2.5

description 9 42 22.3 description 5 34 14.3

narrative 26 146 74.6 narrative 14 92 40.8

TREC-4 (201-250) 8 33 16.3 TREC-8 (401-450) 23 98 51.8

title 1 4 2.5

description 5 32 13.8

narrative 14 75 35.5

<nuin> Number: 409

<title> legal, Pan Am, 103

<desc> Description:

What legal actions have resulted from the destruction

of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, on

December 21, 1988?

<naxr> Neirrative:

Documents describing any charges, claims, or fines

presented to or imposed by any court or tribunal are

relevant, but documents that discuss charges made in

diplomatic jousting are not relevant.

Figure 2: A sample TREC-8 topic.

in both collections and balancing the load across assessors.

3.3 Relevance assessments

Relevance judgments are of critical importance to a test collection. For each topic it is necessary to compile a

list of relevant documents—as comprehensive a list as possible. All TRECs have used the pooling method [9]

to assemble the relevance assessments. In this method a pool of possible relevant documents is created by

taking a sample of documents selected by the various participating systems. This pool is then shown to the

human assessor, who makes a binary (yes/no) relevance judgment for each document in the pool. Unjudged

documents are assumed to be not relevant. The particular sampling method used in TREC is to take the

top 100 documents retrieved per judged run for a given topic and merge them into the pool for assessment.

This is a valid sampling technique since all the systems used ranked retrieval methods, with those documents
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Table 4: Overlap of submitted results

Possible Actual Relevant

TREC-1 3300 1279 (39 %) 277 (22 %)
TREC-2 4000 1106 (28 %) 210 (19 %)
TREC-3 2700 1005 (37 %) 146 (15 %)
TREC-4 7300 1711 (24 %) 130 (08 %)

ad hoc 4000 1345 115

confusion 900 205 0

dbmerge 800 77 2

interactive 1600 84 13

TREC-5 10,100 2671 (27 %) 110 (04 %)
ad hoc 7700 2310 104

dbmerge 600 72 2

NLP "1800 289 3

TREC-6 3,430 1445 (42 %) 92 (06 %)
ad hoc 3100 1326 89

NLP 200 113 2

HP 130 6 1

TREC-7 7,805 1611 (21 %) 93 (06 %)
ad hoc 7700 1605 92

HP 105 6 .5

TREC-8 7,100 1736 (25 %) 94 (05 %)

most likely to be relevant returned first. Each pool is sorted by document identifier so assessors cannot tell

if a document was highly ranked by some system or how many systems (or which systems) retrieved the

document.

To keep the assessment task manageable, only a subset of the runs that are submitted to NIST are

judged (that is, contribute to the assessment pools). When participants submit their runs, they rank the

submissions in the order they prefer them to be judged. NIST ensures that the same number of runs from

each participant is used when creating the pools (provided the participant has submitted that many runs),

and uses the top 100 documents for every topic from every judged run. This strategy does not take advantage

of recent proposals such as those by Zobel [14] or Cormack, Palmer, and Clarke [2] for finding more relevant

documents in fewer total documents judged. Besides being difficult to handle logistically at NIST, there are

concerns about how implementing these proposals might bias the assessments. Zobel suggests judging more

documents for topics that have had many relevant documents found so far and fewer documents for topics

with fewer relevant documents found so far as a way to improve the completeness of the pools. However,

assessors would know that documents added later in the pools came from lower in the systems' rankings

and that may affect their judgments. Cormack et al. suggest judging more documents from runs that have

returned more relevant documents recently and fewer documents from runs that have returned fewer relevant

document recently. But that would bias the pools towards systems that retrieve relevant documents early

in their rankings. For test collections, a lack of bias in the relevance judgments is more important than the

total number of relevant documents found.

3.3.1 Overlap

Table 4 summarizes the amount of overlap in the ad hoc pool for each TREC. The first data column in the

table gives the maximum possible size of the pool. Since the top 100 documents from each run are judged,

this number is usually 100 times the number of runs used to form the pool, though in some years track runs

contributed fewer than 100 documents. The next column shows the number of documents that were actually

in the pool (i.e., the number of unique documents retrieved in the top 100 across all judged runs) averaged

over the number of topics. The percentage given in that column is the size of the actual pool relative to the
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possible pool size. The final column gives the average number of relevant documents in the pool and the

percentage of the actual pool that was relevant. For TRECs 4-7, various tracks also contributed documents

to the ad hoc pool. These are broken out in the appropriate rows within table 4, where the order of the

tracks is significant (a document retrieved in a track listed later is not counted for that track if the document

was also retrieved by a track listed earlier). The TREC-8 ad hoc pools were created only from ad hoc runs.

The average overlap found in the pools has been stable since TREC-4 except for TREC-6. The tremendous

drop in the size of the ad hoc pool for that year reflects the difference in the number of runs NIST was able to

assess that year. Table 4 also shows that the average number of relevant documents per topic has remained

stable after decreasing from an eaxly high. NIST has deliberately chosen more tightly focused topics to

better guarantee the completeness of the relevance assessments.

The figures for average overlap given in table 4 hide details about the source of the documents in the

pool. Figure 3 shows the mean percentage of the total pool and the mean percentage of the total number

of relevant documents contributed by each type of ad hoc run for TRECs 5-8. In the figure, "Automatic"

designates documents that were retrieved only be automatic runs, "Manual" designates documents that

were retrieved only by manual runs, "Mixture" designates documents that were retrieved by runs of different

types, and "Others" designates documents that were retrieved by other tracks that contributed to the ad

hoc pools. For example, for TREC-8 72 % of the pool came from the automatic runs, 14 % of the pool

from manual runs, and 14 % of the pool came from runs of both types. In contrast, 17 % of the relevant

documents came from automatic runs, 24 % of the relevant documents came from mcoiual runs, and 59 %
of the relevant documents came from runs of both types. For each of the years shown, the majority of the

relevant documents were retrieved by multiple categories of runs. Manual runs retrieved a higher percentage

of the relevant documents than they contributed to the pools.

Figure 4 gives a diflferent view of the same issue by looking at the groups that retrieved unique relevant

documents—relevant documents that were contributed to the pool by exactly one group. The figure contains

a histogram of the total number of unique relevant documents found by a group over the 50 test topics for

each of the last four TRECs. The totals are subdivided using the same categories as were used in figure 3.
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Each of the histograms in the figure uses the same scale. A dot underneath the x-axis indicates a group

is plotted there, and all groups that retrieved at least one unique relevant document are plotted. For each

year, the majority of unique documents was retrieved by manual runs. The distribution of unique relevant

documents found has been roughly the same over the four years.

3.3.2 Effect of pooling on evaluation

Some people object to the use of pooling to produce a test collection because unjudged documents are

assumed to be not relevant. They axgue that evaluation scores for methods that did not contribute to the

pools will be deflated relative to methods that did contribute because the non-contributors will have highly

ranked unjudged documents. Displays such as figure 4 contribute to these fears since they demonstrate that

some relevant documents are found by only one group. If that group had not participated, those relevant

documents would not have been judged.

Zobel demonstrated that the quality of the pools (the number and diversity of runs contributing to the

pools and the depth to which those runs are judged) does affect the quality of the final collection [14]. He also

found that the TREC collections were not biased against unjudged runs. In this test, he evaluated each run

that contributed to the pools using both the official set of relevant documents published for that collection

and the set of relevant documents produced by removing the relevant documents uniquely retrieved by the

run being evaluated. For the TREC-5 ad hoc collection, he found that using the unique relevant documents

increased a run's 11 point average precision score by an average of | %. The maximum increase for any run

was 3.5 %. The average increase for the TREC-3 ad hoc collection was somewhat higher at 2.2 %.

We can perform a similar check of a test collection as soon as relevance judging is complete. For each run

that contributed to the pool, we compute the mean average precision (see section 4 for a definition of mean

average precision) of the run using the standard relevance judgments and the set of relevance judgments

produced by removing the relevant documents uniquely retrieved by that run's group. The mean percentage

difference in mean average precision over the 71 runs that contributed to the ad hoc pool was 0.78 %, with

a maximum difference of 9.9 %. Not surprisingly, the manual groups that had the largest number of unique

relevant documents (see figure 4) also had the largest percentage differences in mean average precision. But

given that the manual runs' contributions are in the pool, the difference in evaluation results for automatic

runs is negligible. For automatic runs, the largest percentage difference in mean average precision scores was

3.85 %, which corresponded to an absolute difference of only .0001. Every automatic run that had a mean

average precision score of at least .1 had a percentage difference of less than 1 %.

Figure 5 shows the absolute difference in mean average precision scores plotted against the number of

unique relevant documents contributed by that run's group for each automatic run. The runs are sorted by

increasing difference and then by number of unique relevant documents. The two obvious outliers in number

of unique relevant documents (for runs GE8ATDN1 and iit99aul) reflect organizations that submitted manual

runs in addition to automatic rims; the vast majority of their unique relevant documents were contributed

by their manual run.

While the lack of any appreciable difference in the scores of the automatic runs is not a guarantee

that all relevant documents have been found, it is very strong evidence that the test collection is rehable

for comparative evaluations of retrieval runs. Note that differences of less than 1 % are smaller than the

differences that result firom using diffierent relevance assessors [12]. The quality of the pools is significantly

enhanced by the presence of the recall-oriented manual runs. The organizers of the NTCIR (NACSIS Test

Collection for evaluation of Information Retrieval systems) workshop took good advantage of this effect by

performing their own manual runs to supplement their pools [6].

4 Evaluation

The entire purpose of building a test collection is to be able to compare the effectiveness of retrieval systems.

Providing a common evaluation scheme is an important element of TREC.
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Automatic

a) TREC-5
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Manual

Automatic

b) TREC-6

Others
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Manual

Automatic

c) TREC-7

rmxture

manual

auto

d) TREC-8

Figure 4: Total number of unique relevant documents retrieved per TREC. Each total gives the percentages

of the total that were retrieved by Automatic, Manual, Mixed, or Other runs. Groups are indicated by a

dot beneath the x-axis. All groups that retrieved at least one unique relevant document axe plotted.
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Figure 5: Absolute difference in mean average precision scores when a run is evaluated using relevance pools

with and without that group's unique relevant document for TREC-8 automatic, ad hoc runs. Also plotted

is the number of unique relevant documents contributed to the pools by that group. Runs are orderd by

increasing absolute difference and by increasing number of unique relevant documents.

4.1 Current practice

All TREC tasks that involve returning a ranked list of documents are evaluated using the trec.eval package.

This package, written by Chris Buckley, reports about 85 different numbers for a run. The measures reported

include recall and precision at various cut-off levels plus single-valued summary measures that are derived

from recall and precision. Precision is the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant, while recall

is the proportion of relevant documents that are retrieved. A cut-off level is a rank that defines the retrieved

set; for example, a cut-off level of ten defines the retrieved set as the top ten documents in the ranked list.

The trec_eval program reports the scores as averages over the set of topics where each topic is equally

weighted. (The alternative is to weight each relevant document equally and thus give more weight to topics

with more relevant documents. Evaluation of retrieval effectiveness historically weights topics equally since

all users are assumed to be equally important.)

Precision reaches its maximal value of 1.0 when only relevant documents are retrieved, and recall reaches

its maximal value (also 1.0) when all the relevant documents are retrieved. Note, however, that these

theoretical maximum values are not obtainable as an average over a set of topics at a single cut-off level

because different topics have different numbers of relevant documents. For example, a topic that has fewer

than ten relevant documents will have a precision score less than one after ten documents are retrieved

regardless of how the documents are ranked. Similarly, a topic with more than ten relevant documents

must have a recall score less than one after ten documents are retrieved. At a single cut-off level, recall

and precision reflect the same information, namely the number of relevant documents retrieved. At varying

cut-off levels, recall and precision tend to be inversely related since retrieving more documents will usually

increase recall while degrading precision and vice versa.
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This overview paper generally uses two evaluation measures when discussing retrieval results, the recall-

precision curve and mean (non-interpolated) average precision. A recall-precision curve plots precision as

a function of recall. Since the actual recall values obtained for a topic depend on the number of relevant

documents, the average recall-precision curve for a set of topics must be interpolated to a set of standard

recall values. The particular interpolation method used is given in Appendix A, which also defines many
of the other evaluation measures reported by trec_eval. Recall-precision graphs show the behavior of a

retrieval run over the entire recall spectrum.

Mean average precision is the single-valued summary measure used when an entire graph is too cum-
bersome. The average precision for a single topic is the mean of the precision obtained after each relevant

document is retrieved (using zero as the precision for relevant documents that are not retrieved). The mean
average precision for a run consisting of multiple topics is the mean of the average precision scores of each

of the individual topics in the run. The average precision measure has a recall component in that it re-

flects the performance of a retrieval run across all relevant documents, and a precision component in that

it weights documents retrieved earlier more heavily than documents retrieved later. Geometrically, mean
average precision is the area underneath a non-interpolated recall-precision curve.

The (reformatted) output of trec.eval for each submitted run is given in Appendix A. In addition to

the ranked results, participants are also asked to submit data that describes their system features and timing

figures to allow a primitive comparison of the amount of effort needed to produce the corresponding retrieval

results. These system descriptions are not included in the printed version of the proceedings due to their

size, but they are available on the TREC web site (http://trec.nist.gov).

5 Ad Hoc Retrieval Results

This section briefly summarizes some of the approaches used for the ad hoc task. To recap the specific

task that was to be performed, the TREC-8 ad hoc task entailed using new topics 401-450 to search the

documents on Disks 4 and 5 minus the Congressional Record documents. A run was either automatic or

manual. For an automatic run, all processing was done by the machine without human intervention of any

sort. All other runs were manual runs. There were 129 ad hoc runs submitted for the task: 13 manual runs

and 116 automatic runs.

5.1 Automatic results

Of the 116 automatic runs submitted for the ad hoc task, 37 runs used the complete topic statement, 59 runs

used only the title and description fields, and 20 used only the title field. A run that used only the title and

description fields (so-called "short" runs) wcis required from every group that submitted any automatic run.

Figure 6 shows the recall/precision curves for the eight TREC-8 groups with the best short runs as measured

by mean average precision. The runs are ranked by average precision and only one run is shown per group.

These graphs (and others in this section) are not intended to show specific comparison of results across sites

but rather to provide a focal point for discussion of methodologies used in TREC. For more details on the

various runs and procedures, please see the cited papers in this proceedings.

pir9Attd - Queens College, CUNY ( "TREC-8 Ad-Hoc, Query and Filtering Track Experiments using

PIRCS" by K.L. Kwok, L. Grunfeld, and M. Chan). The PIRCS system is a spreading activation

method, which the authors show can be viewed as a combination of a probabihstic model and a simple

language model. This run was produced using the same basic processing as the CUNY TREC-7 runs.

The final result is produced by using a sequence of 5 different techniques that improve on the ini-

tial result. These methods include average within-document term frequency weights for query terms,

a variable Zipf threshold for selecting indexing terms, collection enrichment (using documents from

outside the collection in the first stage retrieval to improve the density of relevant documents), query

expansion by adding highly associated terms based on a mutual information measure, and reweighting

query terms based on the retrieved set.

okSamxc - Okapi group ("Okapi/Keenbow at TREC-8" by S.E. Robertson and S. Walker). This run used

the BM25 weighting scheme developed several years ago by this group and query expansion based on
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BEST AUTOMATIC SHORT ADHOC
1.0 -,

Recall

Figure 6: Recall/Precision graph for the top eight automatic short ad hoc runs.

bUnd feedback. The process used to select which terms should be included in the expanded query was

new. Instead of simply taking the X candidate terms with the highest relevance weights, terms were

added to the query if their relevance weight exceeded an absolute threshold.

att99atde - AT&T Labs-Research ("AT&T at TREC-8" by A. Singhal, S. Abney, M. Bacchiani,

M. Collins, D. Hindle, and F. Pereira). AT&T also used essentially the same processing for TREC-8
as they used in TREC-7. This processing is based on a vector-space model with length-normalized,

tfxidf weights, and query expansion using blind feedback and conservative collection enrichment. For

this run, the blind feedback step was tweaked slightly. The initial retrieval pass produced a ranking of

the top 50 documents, which was then re-ranked by promoting documents that contain multiple query

terms. The top 10 documents from the new ranking were assumed to be relevant for feedback.

fub99td - Fondazione Ugo Bordoni ( "TREC-8 Automatic Ad-Hoc Experiments at Fondazione Ugo Bor-

doni" by C. Carpineto and G. Romano). This run was produced using the Okapi formula for retrieving

an initial set of documents and then expanding queries based on an information-theoretic term scoring

function. The term scoring function uses the difference of the distribution of a term in the presumed-

relevant set and the entire collection to compute the score. The same function was used in this group's

TREC-7 work, but the ranking in the initial set of documents was much improved this year leading to

much better overall retrieval.

ibms99a - IBM T.J. Watson Research Center ("Ad hoc. Cross-language and Spoken Document Information

Retrieval at IBM" by M. Franz, J.S. McCarley, and R.T. Ward). This run was produced using the

same processing as the IBM group's submissions to earlier TRECs. Okapi weights are used to provide

an initial ranking of passages. Queries are then expanded using an LCA-like procedure based on top-

ranking passages. The final document ranking is created using Okapi weights and the newly expanded

query, with the score for a document computed as a function of the document's score and the score of

its highest ranking passage.

MITSLStd - MIT Laboratory for Computer Science ("A Maximum Likelihood Ratio Information Retrieval

Model" by K. Ng). The MIT group introduced a new probabilistic model based on the change in
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BEST MANUAL ADHOC
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Recall

Figure 7: Recall/Precision graph for the top five manual ad hoc runs.

the likelihood of a dociunent once the query is issued as compared to its a priori probability. The
Ukelihoods are estimated using statistical language modeling techniques. This run was produced using

the new model with an extension to incorporate blind feedback.

Flab8atd2 - Fujitsu Laboratories ("Fujitsu Laboratories TREC8 Report—Ad hoc, Small Web, and Large

Web Track" by L Namba and N. Igata). Fujitsu Laboratories experimented with a number of tech-

niques, many of which were either unstable (i.e., significantly improving some topics while significantly

degrading an equal number of topics) or provided little benefit. This run used a modified Okapi weight-

ing scheme, incorporated query expansion using blind feedback, increased the score of documents that

contained multiple query terms, and increased the score of documents that contained good word pairs

from the topic.

tno8d3 - Twenty-One project ( "Twenty-One at TREC-8: using Language Technology for Information Re-

trieval" by W. Kraaij, R. Pohlmann, and D. Hiemstra). The Twenty-One project uses a vector-space

model where weights are based on statistical language models. Their TREC-8 processing was the same

as their TREC-7 processing, which includes query expansion using blind feedback.

The immediate conclusion to be drawn firom figure 6 is that there are many approaches that lead to

essentially the same retrieval effectiveness. Yet while there axe differences in the details of these approaches,

they all share two properties that we can therefore conclude are fundamental to effective retrieval perfor-

mance. Of primary importance is the use of a high-quality weighting scheme. Query expansion using terms

from highly-ranked documents or documents related to highly-ranked documents is also beneficial.

5.2 Manual results

Figure 7 shows the recall/precision curves for the five TREC-8 groups with the highest mean average precision

scores for manual nms. Once again, the rims are ranked by mean average precision and only one run per

group is shown.

READWARE2 - Management Information Technologies, Inc. ("High Selectivity and Accuracy with READ-
WARE's Automated System of Knowledge Organization" by T. Adi, O.K. Ewell, and P. Adi). This
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run was produced by an analyst using READWARE'S tools to define and refine a set of highly-specific

queries for each topic. The number of queries used per topic ranged between 2 and 65 with a mean of

14. The submitted results were the union of the output of the different queries.

orcl99maii - Oracle Corporation ("Oracle at Trec8: a Lexical Approach" by K. Mahesh, J. Kud, and

P. Dixon). Oracle's interMedia Text retrieval system includes a large lexical knowledge base that

provides a hierarchical classification of concepts with cross-reference links among concepts. The sys-

tem provides an "ABOUT" operator that allows queries that specify a high-level concept to match

documents that contain a particular expression of that concept. This run was produced by having a

searcher interact with the interMedia system (using manual feedback, browsing the lexical knowledge

base, etc.) to define a single (assumed-to-be-best) query for each topic. The submitted results were

the ranked output produced by the final query.

iit99mal - Illinois Institute of Technology group ("IIT at TREC-8: Improving Basefine Precision" by

M.C. McCabe, D.O. Holmes, K.L. Alford, A. Chowdhury, D.A. Grossman, and 0. Frieder). This run

is the latest in a series of manual runs the IIT group has submitted to the past several TRECs. For

this run, the searcher spent approximately a half hour formulating a query using manual relevance

feedback and general knowledge to select query words. The basic retrieval strategy was a vector-space

model, though there was also a mechanism to remove a document from the retrieved set if it contained

concepts that were included on a (topic-specific) negated concepts hst.

CL99XTopt - CLARITECH Corporation ("CLARIT TREC-8 Manual Ad-Hoc Experiments" by D.A. Evans,

J. Bennett, X. Tong, A. Huettner, C. Zhai, and E. Stoica). In previous years, the CLARITECH group

showed that clustering the result set of a search helped users find relevant documents to use in a

subsequent round of relevance feedback. This year, the system enabled the clustering to be computed

over an extended set of index terms. A second change allowed the number of query terms added to

the query during relevance feedback to be query-dependent rather than an arbitrary, fixed number.

Searchers were allowed a maximum of 20 minutes wall clock time per topic. In addition to making

relevance judgments, the searchers could modify the automatically-constructed query if they chose to

do so. This run was the result of both the new clustering and the query-dependent number of expansion

terms.

8manexT3DlN0 - GE Research and Development group ("Natural Language Information Retrieval: TREC-8
Report" by T. Strzalkowski, J. Perez-Carballo, J. Karlgren, A. Hulth, P. Tapanainen, and T. Lahtinen).

This run was the result of an investigation into how effective natural language indexing techniques are

when query statements are large. The origineil TREC topic statement was fed to a standard retrieval

system and topic-related summaxies of the top 30 documents were returned. The user reviewed each

summary and removed any summary that was not relevant. This was the only manual processing in

the run, and users were limited to no more than 10 minutes wall-clock time to perform the review. All

i . summaries not expUcitly removed by the user were attached to the original topic statement, and the

resulting new statement was submitted to the groups' NLP-based retrieval system.

Comparisons of manual runs in the ad hoc task are especially tricky because a wide range of levels of

human effort are lumped together into a single category. Comparing the graphs in figures 6 and 7, at a

minimum we can conclude that users who will participate in their searches can be rewarded with better

search results.

5.3 Future of the ad hoc main task

The ad hoc task was one of the two tasks that were performed in TREC-1 and has been run in every TREC
since then. There are several reasons for the task's primary position in TREC.

• Historically, ad hoc retrieval has been regarded as the fundamental task in text retrieval.

• Having one task that all (or most) groups perform documents the state of the art and provides a basis

of comparison for each groups' results in other tracks.
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Figure 8: Mean average precision obtained by different versions of the Cornell/Sabir SMART system for the

different ad hoc tasks in TREC.

• The main task is the means by which the TREC general-purpose IR test collections are built.

• The task provides a convenient starting point for new pa,rticipants.

However, a number of participants also believe that the community is no longer learning enough from the

results of the task to justify the (participants' and NIST) resources spent on it. Many participants' TREC-8
runs were produced using essentially the same system as previous years' runs simply to satisfy the requirement

for an ad hoc run.

Figure 8 shows how the results in the ad hoc task have plateaued in recent years. The figure gives a plot

of the mean average precision scores obtained by the Cornell/Sabir SMART system for each version of the

system for each ad hoc task (i.e., topic and document sets) as reported by the SMART group [1]. Each line

connects the scores for the same task across the system variants. The '92 System was the system that was

used to produce the runs submitted to TREC-1, the '93 System was used to produce the runs submitted

to TREC-2, etc. Once a new set of topics was released, the SMART group ran that set of topics on each

prior version of the system. The SMART system has consistently been among the better systems in TREC
(except the '99 System in which a technique designed to enhance early precision turned out to harm overall

performance), so the trend is indicative of the field as a whole. Retrieval effectiveness in the ad hoc task has

improved dramatically since the beginning of TREC but has now leveled off.

Because of these considerations and the fact that we now have 8 years worth of test collections, the ad

hoc main task will be discontinued in future TRECs. This is not to say that we believe that the ad hoc

text retrieval problem is solved. Indeed, figure 8 shows absolute performance on the task is less than ideal.

Rather it is an acknowledgement that sufficient infrcistructure exists so that researchers can pursue their

investigations independently, and thereby free TREC resources for other tasks.

6 The Tracks

One of the goals of TREC is to provide a common task evaluation that allows cross-system comparisons,

which has proven to be a key strength in TREC. A second major strength is the loose definition of the ad hoc
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Table 5: Number of task participants.

TREC-6 TREC-7 TREC-8
Ad Hoc 31 42 41

CLIR 13 9 12

Filtering 10 12 14

GIRT 0 2

Interactive y QO /

QA 20

Query 2 5

SDR 13 10 10

Small Web 17

Large Web 8

task, which allows a wide range of experiments. The addition of secondary tasks (called tracks) in TREC-4
combined these strengths by creating a common evaluation for retrieval subproblems.

The tracks have had a significant impact on TREC participation. Table 5 gives the number of participants

in each of the TREC-8 tasks for TREC 6, 7, and 8. The total number of participating groups continues to

grow each year, with 66 groups this year compared to 56 in TREC-7 and 51 in TREC-6.

Each track has a set of guidelines developed under the direction of the track coordinator. Participants

are free to choose which, if any, of the tracks they will join. This section describes the tasks performed in

TREC-8 tracks. See the track reports elsewhere in this proceedings for a more complete description of each

track.

6.1 The Cross-Language (CLIR) track

The CLIR task focuses on retrieving documents that are written in different languages using topics that

are in one language. The TREC-8 track used the same document set that was used in TREC-7: a set of

French documents from the Swiss news agency Schweizerische Depeschen Agentur (SDA); a set of German
documents from SDA plus a set of articles from the newspaper New Zurich Newspaper (NZZ); a set of Italian

documents from SDA; and a set of EngUsh documents from the AP newswire. All of the document sets

contain news stories from approximately the same time period, but are not aligned or specially coordinated

with one another. Participants were provided with a new set of 28 topics, numbered 54 through 81, that

had translations available in English, French, German, and Italian. Participants used one topic language to

search the combined document set.

As in TREC-7, the construction of the cross-language test collection differed from the way other TREC
collections are created. Candidate topics in the native language were created in each of four different

institutions: NIST, USA (English); University of Zurich, Switzerland (French); Social Science Information

Centre, Bonn/University of Koblenz, Germany (German); and CNR, Pisa, Italy (Italian). Each institution

developed candidate topics such that a third of the candidates targeted international events, a third targeted

items of interest in Europe generally, and a third targeted local items of interest. The intention was to create

topics that had different distributions of relevant documents across languages. Each of the institutions

contributed seven topics to the final set of 28, with representatives from each site meeting to ensure the

actual question being asked in the topic was understood by all. The final topics were then translated into

the three remaining languages so that the entire set of topics was available in each language. The relevance

judgments for all topics for a particular document language were made at the site responsible for that

language. The TREC-7 and TREC-8 cross-language collections are the only TREC collections in which

multiple relevance assessors provided judgments for a single topic.

Forty-five runs from 12 different groups were submitted to the track. Eight runs were submitted for the

special GIRT task (described below) and nine runs used a subset of the document collection (for example,

Italian topics run against the English portion of the collection). Only one run was a manual run.

Evaluation of cross-language retrieval poses some challenges. As mentioned above, this is the only task
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in which multiple assessors judge the same topic. Pool creation is also affected: pools must be adequately
balanced across languages to assure sufficient coverage in each language. For TREC-8, 18 runs were added
to the pools. These runs included each group's first choice of runs to be judged plus runs that retrieved

relatively many German or Itahan documents. In addition, a monolingual Italian run was solicited by NIST
to bolster the Italian pools.

We can perform the same analysis as was performed for the ad hoc collection in section 3.3.2 once the pools

are judged. For the cross-language runs, the mean percentage difference in mean average precision scores

computed with and without a group's unique relevant documents was 6.3 %, with a maximum percentage

difference of 15.4 %. This compares with the ad hoc maximum percentage difference of less than 1 %
for automatic runs. The larger difference for the cross-language test collection can be attributed to the

combination of fewer runs contributing to the pools and the lack of high-recall manual runs. While the

difference is clearly larger for the cross-language test collection than the ad hoc collection, a mean difference

of approximately 6 % is okay for most purposes. Experimenters who find many unjudged documents in the

top-ranked list of only one of a pair of runs to be contrasted may need to proceed with care.

The TREC-8 track also had an optional subtask known as the GIRT task. The subtask used the GIRT
collection, a 31,000 document structured database (formatted as SGML fielded text data) from the field of

social science, plus the NZZ articles, and a separate set of 28 topics. The rationale of the subtask was to

study CLIR in a vertical domain (i.e., social science) where a German/English thesaurus is available.

6.2 The Filtering track

The tasks within the TREC-8 filtering track were the same as the TREC-7 track, though the document and

topic sets differed and as did the utility functions used to evaluate the runs. The TREC-8 track used topics

351-400 and the Financial Times document set from Disk 4.

The filtering problem can be viewed as the inverse of the ad hoc retrieval task in that the question

is assumed to be known and the document stream changes. The filtering task is to retrieve just those

documents in the stream that match the user's interest as represented by the query. The main focus of the

track was an adaptive filtering task. In this task, a filtering system starts with just a query derived from

the topic statement, and processes documents one at a time in date order. If the system decides to retrieve

a document, it obtains the relevance judgment for it, and can modify the query based on the judgment if

desired.

For continuity with previous TRECs, two other, simpler tasks were also part of the TREC-8 track. In the

batch filtering task, the system is given a topic and a set of known relevant documents. The system creates a

query from the topic and known relevant documents, and must then decide whether or not to retrieve each

document in the test portion of the collection. In the routing task, the system again builds a query from

a topic statement and a set of relevant documents, but then uses the query to rank the test portion of the

collection. Ranking the collection by similarity to the query (routing) is an easier problem than making a

binary decision as to whether a document should be retrieved (batch filtering) because the latter requires a

threshold that is diflficult to set appropriately.

Fifty-five runs from 14 different groups were submitted to the filtering track. Thirty-three of the runs

were adaptive filtering runs, 11 runs were batch filtering runs, and 11 runs .were routing runs. The results

of the adaptive filtering subtask demonstrate the difliculty of the problem. When evaluated using the rule

that retrieving a relevant document earns a system three "points" while retrieving a nonrelevant document

subtracts two "points" (the LFl utility function below), the average behavior of each system was worse than

the baseline of retrieving no documents at all. With a somewhat easier scoring metric (three points for a

relevant retrieved but only 1 point subtracted for a nonrelevant retrieved) some systems performed better

than the baseline on average, but very small retrieved sets were still best.

Developing appropriate measures for filtering systems continues to be an important part of the track.

The main approach used in TREC is to use utility functions as measures of the quality of the retrieved

set—the quality is computed as a function of the benefit of retrieving a relevant document and the cost of

retrieving an irrelevant document [7]. In TREC-8 two different linear utility functions were used:

LFl = 3R+-2N+
LF2 = 3R+-N+
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where R"*" and N"*" are the number of relevant and non-relevant documents retrieved, respectively. A pair

of non-linear utility functions were also defined for the TREC-8 task, but few runs that were optimized

for those metrics were submitted. Majiy participants in the track felt that the non-linear measures did not

model a user's behavior very well.

6.3 The Interactive track

The interactive track was one of the first tracks to be introduced into TREC. Since its inception, the high-

level goal of the track has been the investigation of searching as an interactive task by examining the process

as well as the outcome. One of the main problems with studying interactive behavior of retrieval systems is

that both searchers and topics generally have a much larger effect on search results than does the retrieval

system used.

The TREC-8 task was very similar to the TREC-7 task. The track used slightly modified versions of six

ad hoc topics. Each of the six topics described an information need such that the document collection (the

Financial Times collection from Disk 4) contained multiple distinct examples or instances of the requested

information. The searchers' job was to save documents covering as many distinct answers to the question as

possible in a 20-minute time limit. The NIST assessor for the topic made a comprehensive Ust of instances

from the documents submitted by the track. The effectiveness of the search was evaluated by the fi:action

of total instances for that topic covered by the search (instance recall) and the fraction of the documents

retrieved in the search that contained an instance (instance precision). Participants were also required to

collect demographic and user satisfaction data from the searchers, and to report extensive data on each

searcher's interactions with the search systems.

The track did not attempt to coordinate cross-site comparisons or test a particular hypothesis across

sites. It did impose an experimental matrix that defined how searchers and topics were to be divided among
whatever experimental and control systems the participants were testing. The matrix was based on a latin

square design to provide an uncontaminated estimate of the difference between the systems. The minimum
experiment defined by the design required 12 searchers so that query order would not be confounded with

other effects. Each searcher performed three searches with each of the two systems, and each query was

searched in each position (first through sixth) by each system.

Seven groups submitted interactive results. Two groups used the minimum experimental design of 12

searchers, four groups used 24 searchers, and one group used 36 searchers. Each group found little difference

between their control and experimental systems. This could mean that none of the various devices imple-

mented in the experimental systems are helpful in the instance retrieval task, or that the statistical power

of the experimental design is not sufficient to detect the difference. Further study of the design of effective

user studies is needed.

6.4 The Question Answering track

TREC-8 was the first time the question answering track was run. The purpose of the track was to encourage

research into systems that return actual answers, as opposed to ranked lists of documents, in response to a

question.

The track used the ad hoc document collection (i.e., the documents on Disks 4 and 5 minus the Congres-

sional Record subcoUection) and 198 fact-based, short-answer questions such as "How many calories are there

in a Big Mac?" Each question was guaranteed to have at least one document in the collection that answered

the question. Participants were to return a ranked list of five strings per question such that each string was

believed to contain an answer to the question. Depending on the run type, answer strings were limited to

either 50 or 250 bytes. Human assessors read each string and made a binary decision as to whether or not

the string actually did contain an answer to the question, hidividual questions received a score equal to the

reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response was returned (or 0 if none of the five responses

contained a correct answer). The score for a run was the mean of the individual questions' reciprocal ranks.

Twenty groups submitted 45 runs to the track. Unsurprisingly, for every group that submitted both

50- and 250-byte runs, the 250-byte runs was better, demonstrating that the 250-byte task is easier. The
submissions from AT&:T Research Labs [8] suggest that existing passage-retrieval techniques can be successful
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for 250-byte runs, but are not suitable for 50-byte runs. For 50-byte runs, some explicit natural language

processing (for example, entity-finding) appears necessary.

6.5 The Query track

The variability in topic performance makes it impossible to reach meaningful conclusions regarding query-

dependent processing strategies unless there is a very large query set—much larger than the sets of 50 topics

used in the TREC collections. The query track was designed as a means for creating a large set of different

queries for an existing TREC topic set.

Participants in the track created different query versions for topics 51-100, possibly using relevance

judgments from Disk 2. A query of a given type was created for each of the 50 topics, forming one query

set. Four different query types were used:

Very short: two or three words extracted from the topic statement.

Sentence: an English sentence based on the topic statement and the relevant documents.

Manual feedback: an English sentence based on reading 5-10 relevant documents only (by someone who
doesn't know the topic statement).

Weighted terms: a list of terms with weights (for example, as produced by an automatic feedback process).

Participants exchanged the query sets they created with all other participants in the track, and all partici-

pants ran all query sets. The document set used for the runs was the documents on Disk 1.

Since the track design included all groups running all query sets, a number of direct comparisons are

possible. First, participants can see how effective their system is using their own queries. Second, they can

see how effective their search component is when using other queries. Finally, participants can evaluate how
effective their query construction strategies are by seeing how other groups fared with their queries.

Five groups participated in the track. There were a total of 23 different query sets produced and 9

different retrieval strategies used in the track. One of the main results of the track was confirmation of the

wide variability in the effectiveness of different systems both within and across topics. One view of the data

is shown in the graph in figure 9. To create the graph, the mean of the average precision scores for a system

wcis computed over the 23 query sets for a given topic. The mean of those averages was then computed over

the 9 different systems and plotted as the circle for the topic in the graph. The endpoints of the error bar

for a topic represent the scores for the systems with the worst and best average scores. The mean of the

average scores is a measure of the intrinsic diflSculty of a topic, while the spread of an error bar represents

how similarly the different systems performed.

6.6 The Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track

The SDR track fosters research on retrieval methodologies for spoken documents (i.e., recordings of speech).

The track, which began in TREC-6, is a successor to the "confusion tracks" of earlier TREC conferences,

which investigated methods for retrieving document surrogates whose true content has been confused or

corrupted in some way. In the SDR track, the document surrogates are produced by speech recognition

systems.

The TREC-8 track had the same general task as was used in TREC-7. A major difference between the

tracks was the size of the collection used. Whereas the TREC-7 collection consisted of 87 hours of broadcast

news programs, representing approximately 2900 news stories, plus 23 topics, the TREC-8 collection consisted

of more than 550 hours of news broadcasts (21,500 stories) and 50 topics.

Participants worked with different versions of transcripts of the news broadcasts to judge the effects of

errors in the transcripts on retrieval performance. The reference transcripts were based on closed captioning

of the broadcasts; these transcripts were assumed to be perfect, though this assumption is less true than with

the reference transcripts used in previous years. The baseline transcripts were produced at NIST by using

NIST's installation of the BBN Rough 'N Ready BYBLOS speech recognizer. The recognizer transcripts

were produced by the participants' own recognizer systems. The recognizer transcripts of the different
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Figure 9: Average precision scores for different systems averaged over the 23 query sets per topic. The circle

is the mean of the average scores computed over the 9 system variants. The error bars represent the worst

and best average score for individual systems.

participants were made available to one another so that participants could perform retrieval runs against

their own recognizer transcripts as well as others' recognizer transcripts {cross-recognizer vnns). The different

versions of the transcripts allowed participants to observe the effect of recognizer errors on their retrieval

strategy. The different recognizer runs provide a comparison of how different recognition strategies affect

retrieval.

Another difference between the TREC-7 and TREC-8 tracks was the introduction of an unknown bound-

ary condition into the TREC-8 track. As in previous years, document boundaries were given in the reference

transcripts, and these same boundaries could be used in the other versions of the transcripts as well (the

known boundary case). In the unknown boundary condition, the information regarding the beginning and

ending of stories was not used. Since the story boundary information is what excluded the non-news portion

of the broadcasts (commercials, musical interludes, etc.) from the test collection, the unknown boundary

condition entailed a much more difficult recognition task. For the unknown condition, the systems returned

a ranked list of time offsets rather than a ranked list of story identifiers. During scoring, the times were

mapped back to the story boundaries. Times that mapped to non-stories were assigned an invalid story

identifier that was always irrelevant. Similarly, all times that mapped to a story that had already been

retrieved for a topic were also assigned an invalid story identifier.

The final difference between the tracks was the provision for using a rolling language model in the

participants' recognizer systems. One of the main causes of recognition errors is out-of-vocabulary words,

and news stories are particularly vulnerable to this problem. To counteract this effect, participants were

allowed to use a language model that (automatically) adapts to newswire texts from previous days if they

desired.

Ten groups participated in the track, with six groups performing the full SDR task (recognition and

retrieval) and the remaining four groups performing retrieval against the transcripts made available from

NIST. In general, both speech recognition performance and retrieval performance was quite good. Retrieval
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performance degraded very little for transcripts with increasing word error rates, probably due to the re-

dundancy of key words in the spoken documents. Comparisons between the same systems run when story

boundaries are known and not known show that the unknown boundary condition is more difficult, though
part of the difference is that the unknown boundary runs had to process commercials and other filler material

that was excluded in the known boundary case. Similar comparisons show that adaptive recognition systems

can be used to more effectively recognize speech data collected over time than comparable static systems.

6.7 The Web track

Like the question answering track, the web track was a new track for TREC-8. The purpose of the track was

to provide the infrastructure required to rehably evaluate new search techniques and to perform repeatable

experiments in the context of the World Wide Web. The track used a frozen snapshot of the web as its

document collection. This collection, known as the VLC2 collection and used in last year's Very Large

Collection track [5], is over 100 gigabytes and represents some 18.5 million web pages.

The track defined two subtasks, the small web and the large web tasks, based on the amount of the web
data used. The small web task used a 2 gigabyte, 250,000 document subset of the VLC2 collection, while

the large web task used the entire collection.

The focus of the small web task was on answering two questions:

• Do the best methods used in the TREC ad hoc task also work best on web data? and

• Can link information in web data be used to obtain more effective search rankings than can be obtained

using page content alone?

The task was exactly the same as the TREC-8 ad hoc task except that the web documents were searched

instead of the documents on Disks 4 and 5. The NIST relevance assessors who judged the ad hoc pools also

judged the corresponding small web pools.

Seventeen groups submitted 44 runs to the small web track. Incorporating link information did not

improve retrieval performance, though that may be the result of the impoverished collection of links available

in a 2 gigabyte sample of the web.

Once again we can use the test described in section 3.3.2 to gauge how complete the relevance judgments

are for this collection. No manual runs contributed to the pools because the track guidehnes prohibited

manual runs. The total number of unique relevant documents over the 50 topics found per group ranged

from a high of 89 to a minimum of 5. The mean absolute difference in mean average precision scores with

and without a group's unique relevant documents computed over the 27 runs that were judged was .0021,

with a majcimum difference of .0073. For the 21 runs whose mean average precision score was at least .1, the

mean percentage difference was 1.05 % with a maximum percentage difference of 2.85 %. These differences

are quite small, and suggest that the pools were adequate to build a reliable test collection.

The large web task was also a traditional ad hoc retrieval task. In this case, however, the full VLC2
collection of documents was searched using 10,000 queries extracted from logs from the Alta Vista and

Electric Monk search engines. Participants submitted the top 20 documents for all 10,000 queries to the

Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced Computational Systems (ACSys). ACSys selected 50 of the

10,000 queries to judge, and judged all 20 documents for each run for those 50 queries.

The large web task is a direct descendent of the Very Large Collection track of previous years, and some

of the eight groups who submitted runs to the task addressed effectiveness versus efficiency issues. Other

groups used the collection to investigate distributed IR algorithms or to examine whether retrieving web

documents is intrinsically different from retrieving other documents such as the newspaper articles that

constitute most of the TREC collections.

7 The Future

The final session of each TREC conference is a planning session for future years. As described above, the ad

hoc main task will be discontinued in TREC-9. Instead, we will focus resources on building a test collection

of web documents. A 10 gigabyte sample of the VLC2 corpus will be used as the document set, and 50
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topic statements will be created using real web queries taken from an Excite log as topic seeds. Pooling and

relevance judging will be done ais for the ad hoc task in previous yeaxs.

All of the other TREC-8 tracks will continue in TREC-9. The question answering and query tracks will

perform essentially the same task as in TREC-8 so that we can gain more experience with those tasks. The
task in the SDR track will also be similar, though there will be more of a focus on retrieval when document
boundaries are not known. The remaining tracks will change more significantly. The cross-language track will

focus on retrieving Chinese documents using English topics; research on cross-language retrieval for European

languages will continue in the new CLEF initiative (see http://www.iei.pi.cnr.it/DELOS/CLEF). The
filtering track will again have adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing tasks, but will use medical

documents to explore how the problems change in a domain-specific environment. The task in the interactive

track will change from an instance retrieval task to a question-answering task.

TREC is expected to continue beyond TREC-9. The set of tracks included in a particular year will

continue to vary depending on the interests of the participants and sponsors, and the suitability of the problem

to the TREC environment. New tracks will be introduced as the need arises. The call for participation for

a particular TREC lists the set of tracks that it will include. The call is issued in December, and is posted

on the main page of the TREC web site (http://trec.nist.gov) while the call is active.
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1 1ntroduction

A cross-language retrieval track was offered for the third time at TREC-8. The main task was

the same as that of the previous year: the goal was for groups to use queries written in a single

language in order to retrieve documents from a multilingual pool of documents written in many
different languages. Compared to the usual definition of cross-language information retrieval,

where systems work with a single language pair, retrieving documents in a language LI using

queries in language L2, this is a slightly more comprehensive task, and we feel one that more

closely meets the demands of real world applications.

The document languages used were the same as for TREC-7: English, German, French and

Italian. The queries were available in all of these languages. Monolingual non-English retrieval

was offered to new participants who preferred to begin with an easier task. However, all the

groups which did not tackle the full task opted for limited cross-language rather than

monolingual runs. These experiments were evaluated by NIST and are published as unofficial

("alternate") runs. We also offered a subtask, working with documents from the field of social

sciences. This collection (known as "GIRT") has some very interesting features, such as

controlled vocabulary terms, title translations, and an associated multilingual thesaurus.

The track was coordinated at Eurospider Information Technology AG in Zurich. Due to its

multilingual nature, the topic creation and relevance assessment tasks were distributed over

four sites in different countries: NIST (English), IZ Bonn (German), lEI-CNR (Italian) and

University of Zurich (French). The University of Hildesheim invested considerable effort into

rendering the topics homogeneous and consistent over languages.

The participating groups experimented with a wide variety of strategies, ranging machine

translation, corpus-, and dictionary-based approaches. Some results are given in Section 4.

There were, however, also some striking similarities between many of the runs, such as the

choice of English as topic language the majority, and the use of Systran by a lot of groups.

Some implications of these findings are discussed in Section 5.

The main goal of the TREC CLIR activities has been the creation of a multilingual test

collection that is re-usable for a wide range of evaluation experiments. This means that the

quality of the relevance assessments is very important. The Twenty-One group conducted an

interesting analysis with respect to the completeness of the assessments and the impact of this

on the pool. We address some of their findings in Section 5.

The paper concludes with an indication of our plans for the future of the cross-language

track, which will bring substantial changes to the format and coordination of the activities.
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2 Overview of CUR

There are three main ways in which cross-language information retrieval approaches attempt to

"cross the language barrier" - through query translation, or document translation, or both.

(Oard, 1997). CLIR research started out with experiments using controlled vocabularies and

associated dictionaries and thesauri, but nowadays free text approaches are most common.
These approaches also dominate experiments in past and present CLIR tracks. Free text

methods can be further classified according to the resources used to cross the language

boundary: machine translation, machine-readable dictionaries, or corpus-based resources.

Machine translation (MT) seems an obvious choice for cross-language information retrieval

systems. It also played a large role in the TREC-8 experiments of a number of groups.

However, CLIR is a difficult problem to solve on the basis of MT alone: queries that users

typically enter into a retrieval system are rarely complete sentences and provide little context

for sense disambiguation.

Corpus-based approaches are also popular. Groups experimenting with such approaches

during this or former CUR tracks include Eurospider, IBM and the University of Montreal.

Lastly, a significant number of cross-language retrieval approaches make use of existing

linguistic resources, mainly machine-readable bilingual dictionaries. Various ideas have been

proposed to address some of the problems associated with dictionary-based translations, such as

ambiguities and vocabulary coverage. One of the groups that have investigated the use of such

dictionaries is the Twenty-One consortium.

3 CUR-Track Task Description

Similarly to last year, CLIR track participants were asked to retrieve documents from a

multilingual pool containing documents in four different languages. They were free to choose

the topic language, and then had to find relevant documents in the pool regardless of the

languages in which the texts were formulated. Most groups approached this task by performing

separate bilingual retrieval runs, and then combining the results. The merging of their retrieval

results was therefore an additional problem for these groups.

Documents for TREC-8 were in English, German, French and Italian. There were 28 topics,

each one provided in all four languages. In order to attract newcomers, monolingual non-

English runs were accepted; however, participants preferred to do bilingual cross-language runs

when they could not do the full task.

The TREC-8 task description also included a vertical domain subtask, working with a

second data collection, containing documents from a structured database in the field of social

science ( the "GIRT" collection). This collection comes with English titles for most documents,

and a matching bilingual thesaurus. The University of Berkeley conducted some very extensive

experiments with this collection.

The document collection for the main task contained mainly news-wire articles. The English

texts were taken from three years (1988 to 1990) of Associated Press news stories. For German,

French and Italian, news stories were taken from SDA, the "Schweizerische Depeschenagentur"

(Swiss News Agency), covering the same time period. While these texts were produced by the

same agency, this does not mean that they contain actual translations. However, there is a

sizeable topic overlap between the texts in the three languages, enabling experiments with

alignment on these collections (for example experiments by Eurospider and IBM). For German,

texts from the Swiss newspaper "Neue Ziircher Zeitung" (NZZ) for 1994 were also added.

Table 1 gives more details on the document collections.
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Document coUections

Language Source No. Documents Size

English AP news, 1988-90 242,918 750 MB
German SDA news, 1988-90 185,099 330 MB

NZZ articles, 1994 66,741 200 MB
French SDA news, 1988-90 141,656 250 MB
Italian SDA news, 1989-90 62,359 90 MB

Table 1: figures for the document coUections.

For TREC-6, the CLIR track topics were developed centrally at NIST (Schauble and Sheridan,

1998). However, problems during the topic creation and relevance assessment process and

reactions from participants showed that this was not an optimal solution. A good translation has

to take regional and cultural differences into account, and this is very hard to achieve if there is

just one topic creation site. Consequently, in TREC-7, a distributed topic creation and relevance

assessment setup was introduced (Braschler et al., 1999). This made it much easier to use native

speakers in the traaslation stage which helped to improve overall quality. However, spreading

this process over several sites means increased coordination overheads. The danger of

producing inconsistent translations was addressed by active communication between the sites

through e-mail and meetings. We retained this distributed setup for TREC-8. In addition, we

received valuable help from University of Hildesheim in ensuring the consistency and quality of

the topics.

The topic creation and results assessment sites for TREC-8 were:

• English: NIST, Gaithersburg, MD, USA (Ellen Voorhees)

• French: University of Zurich, Switzerland (Michael Hess)

• German: IZ Sozialwissenschaften, Germany (Jurgen Krause, Michael Kluck)

• Italian: lEI-CNR, Pisa, Italy (Carol Peters)

At each site, an initial 10 topics were formulated. At a topic selection meeting, the seven topics

from each site that were felt to be best suited for the multilingual retrieval setting were then

selected. Each site then translated the 21 topics formulated by the others into the local language.

This ultimately led to a pool of 28 topics, each available in all four languages. It was decided

that roughly one third of the topics should address national/regional, European and international

issues, respectively. To ensure that topics were not too broad or too narrow and were easily

interpretable against all document collections, monolingual test searches were conducted.

Participants were free to experiment with different topic fields (using either the tide,

description or narrative - or all three), and with both automatic and manual runs, similar to the

definitions of the TREC adhoc task.

4 Results

A total of twelve groups from six different countries submitted results for the TREC-8 CLIR

track (see Table 2). Eight participants tackled the full task (up from last year's five), submitting

27 runs (up from 17). The remainder of the participants either submitted runs using a subset of

languages, or concentrated on the GIRT subtask only. English was the dominant topic language.
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even more so than last year. This development was not anticipated in such a pronounced form.

Still, each language was used by at least one group as the topic language.

Participant Country

Claritech USA
Eurospider Information Technology AG Switzerland

IBM USA
IRTT/SIG France

Johns Hopkins University APL USA
MNIS-Textwise Labs USA
New Mexico State University USA
Sharp Laboratories of Europe Ltd UK
Twenty-One Netherlands

University of California, Berkeley USA
University of Maryland USA
University of Montreal Canada

Table 2: Distribution of participants.
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Figure 1: Runs for the main task
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The relevance assessments used for the evaluation of these runs were performed by the same
four sites listed above.

While the average precision numbers improved in TREC-7 with respect to TREC-6, they

fell slightly in TREC-8; this is perhaps due to having a smaller average number of relevant

documents per topic.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of runs for the main task. The graph shows the best automatic

runs against the full document pool for each of the eight groups. Because of the diversity of the

experiments conducted, the figures are best compared on the basis of the specific features of the

individual runs. These can be found in the track papers. For example, New Mexico State runs

use manually translated queries, which are the result of a monolingual user interactively picking

good terms. This is clearly an experiment that is very different from the runs of some other

groups that are essentially doing "ad-hoc" style cross-language retrieval, using no manual
intervention whatever.

Approaches employed in TREC-8 by individual groups include:

• experiments on pseudo relevance feedback by Claritech (Qu et al., 2000)

• similarity thesaurus based translation by Eurospider (Braschler et al., 2000)

• statistical machine translation by IBM (Franz et al., 2000)

• combinations of n-grams and words by JHU (Mayfield et al., 2000)

• use of conceptual interlingua by Textwise (Ruiz et al., 2000)

• query translation using bilingual dictionaries by Twenty-One (Kraaij et al., 2000)

• evaluation of the Pirkola measure by University of Maryland (Oard et al., 2000)

• transaction models derived from parallel text by University of Montreal (Nie, 2000)

• use of an online machine translation system by Mercure/IRIT (Boughanem et al., 2000)

This diversity of approaches is one of the characteristics that makes the CLIR track

extremely interesting and shows that there is still a lot of room for further studies and

development.

Merging remained an important issue for most participants. University of Maryland tried to

circumvent the problem by using an unified index in some of their runs, but the other groups

working on the main task all had to rely on merging of some sort to combine their individual,

bilingual cross-language runs. Some of the approaches this year include: merging based on

probabilities - calculated using log(Rank) by various groups including IBM, merging using

linear regression on document alignments by Eurospider, linear combinations of scores by JHU,

and of course, straight, score-based merging.

Two groups submitted runs for the GIRT subtask. Berkeley even participated exclusively in

the subtask only, and did some very comprehensive experiments using both the English titles of

the documents and the English/German thesaums supplied with the collection (Gey and Jiang,

2000). These runs show some of the interesting properties of GIRT, and we hope that this

subtask will have more participants in the future.

It is also possible to do ad-hoc style runs on GIRT, ignoring controlled vocabulary, English

titles and the thesaurus. This approach was taken by Eurospider.

5 Observations and Trends

It is interesting to note certain similarities between the submissions of a number of

participants this year. Two main points stand out with respect to die main task: first, 21 out of
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27 submitted runs used English as the topic language, and second, that at least half of all groups

used the Systran machine translation system in some form for parts of their experiments.

Although it is not surprising that English is a popular choice as topic language, we did not

expect this language to be so dominant. While English was also the most popular choice for

TREC-7, the percentage of runs that used non-English topics was substantially higher (7 out of

17). We had hoped that with the CLIR track in its third year, more groups would start to

experiment with non-English query languages. That this has not been not the case could be due

to several factors. The fact that three quarters of the participants are located in English speaking

countries certainly plays an important role. If we can encourage more European groups to

participate in this activity, the ratio should become more balanced.

However, we believe it is also a result of a lack of resources available to some of the groups.

The coordinators have always been aware that the main task of handling four languages may
appear daunting to newcomers. In the past, we attempted to lessen the "shock" by allowing

either cross-language runs on subsets of languages, or monolingual non-English runs. The

intention was to allow groups that did not have access to resources for all languages, or were

lacking experience in handling some of the languages, to start slowly and then expand their

participation in the future.

While it is encouraging to see that most groups did try to tackle the main task, the fact that

the majority of them chose English as their topic language may indicate that they are still

constrained in the kind of resources available to them. They may have found dictionaries for

English and the otlier languages, but not for e.g. German to Italian. The resource problem

therefore seems to remain as a stumbling block. In the future, we hope to invest some efforts

into building a repository for such resources that will allow participants to share whatever free

components they have available. Together with the continued offer to start with easy tasks, this

should also contribute to encouraging new groups to participate in cross-language system

evaluation activities.

Similarly, we feel that part of the reason for the choice of Systran by so many groups also

lies in a lack of resources: using Systran allowed the groups to do at least something with

certain language pairs that they would otherwise not have been able to include in their

experiments. That Systran offers mainly combinations of English with other languages probably

also contributed to the domination of English as topic language.

Another area that merits attention this year is that of the relevance assessments. The

Twenty-One group made an interesting analysis of the TREC-7 pool of relevance judgments.

The quality of the pool and the judgments was also a topic of discussion on the mailing list

leading up to the TREC-8 conference. The literature reports a considerable number of

interesting experiments aimed at testing the quality and the properties of relevance assessments.

The work by Voohees (Voorhees, 1998) is particularly notable. Working with the relevance

assessments of the TREC-4 and TREC-6 ad-hoc task, Voorhees found that the relative

effectiveness of different retrieval strategies remains stable despite marked differences in the

relevance judgments used to measure retrieval. This means that while the actual values of the

effectiveness measure (i.e. average precision) are affected by differences in relevance

judgements, the relative retrieval performance remains almost always constant. While the

analysis by the Twenty-One group was concerned with a slightly different question, namely if

the size of the pool is sufficient, we felt it would be interesting to spot-check the hypothesis that

the ordering remain mostly stable even when the values of the relevance judgments are altered.

In fact, we found that, on the basis of the numbers given by Twenty-One in their paper, the

ranking of the systems would probably have remained nearly identical, even if individual runs

were not judged. Since the runs that were analyzed by Twenty-One are a mix of multilingual

and bilingual experiments, and since it was not possible to re-run all the experiments in time for
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this paper, unfortunately, we cannot give exact figures. However, the only two runs that seem to

have any real potential for changing ranks are the RaliDicAPfZe and ceat7f2 runs. As can seen

from the numbers given in the Twenty-One paper, these are the two runs that provide the most
unique relevant documents. They are also very close to some other runs in their absolute values.

These two factors combine to increase the probability of a change in ranking. Note also that for

the three groups that had multiple runs judged (Berkeley, Eurospider and Twenty-One), the

ordering of the runs does not change in any case. This is consistent with the findings of

Voorhees for the TREC-style relevance judgments analyzed in her paper, where she states that

comparing algorithmic variants of the same system is very reliable.

Constantly questioning the relevance assessments and analyzing their quality remains very

important when the goal is to create a reliable test suite for cross-language system evaluation.

Most research on the topic is encouraging, and the considerations outlined above that indicate a

stable ranking seems to imply that such findings are also valid in the case of the cross-language

pool. We have to remain vigilant with respect to the quality of that pool since, as the Twenty-

One group points out, it is still rather small. We are however confident that participants receive

valuable results from their evaluation through the CLIR track. It is certainly true that non-

participanLs might have more difficulties in interpreting their results based on the small size of

the CLIR pool, as Twenty-One points out. We hope, however, that this will encourage these

people to participate in the future, thus increasing the size of the pool. This is the best way to

improve the pool.

6 Move to Europe and CLEF

From 2000 on, it has been decided to coordinate cross-language system evaluation for what are

traditionally considered as European languages in Europe rather than in the U.S, although still

in collaboration with NIST and TREC. The European side is sponsored by the DELOS Network

of Excellence for Digital Libraries and funded by the European Commission.

There are several reasons that have lead to this decision. Perhaps the main one is that, as

already mentioned, much of the work was already being done in Europe. However, moving the

coordination to Europe not only makes logistic sense but also leaves NIST freer to concentrate

on cross-language evaluation on other language groups. In fact, in 2000, TREC will be offering

a cross-language track using English and Mandarin documents and English topics. Depending

on data availability, the track may also involve Tamil and Malay documents.

More importantly, this move and the launching of an independent activity - known as CLEF
(for Cross-Language Evaluation Forum) - allows us to focus on a wider range of issues. As has

been stated, the main task offered in TREC-7 and 8 - the multilingual retrieval task - was a hard

task and possibly discouraged some potential participants who did not have the resources (or

the confidence) to tackle cross-language retrieval with all four languages. Thus, we have

decided to provide a greater variety of tasks in CLEF 20(X). The aim is both to encourage the

participation of groups who are only now beginning to tackle the issues involved in cross-

language retrieval, and also to extend the possibility of participation to groups developing

systems for other European languages.

There will thus be three main evaluation tasks in CLEF 2000: multilingual information

retrieval, bilingual information retrieval, and monolingual (non-English) retrieval, plus again

the GIRT sub-task for cross-language retrieval in a special domain. Interested groups can

participate in any one or in all four tracks.

Similarly to TREC-8, the main task of CLEF 2000 requires searching a multilingual

document collection for relevant documents, and listing the results in a merged, ranked list.

Although the official languages are again English, French, German and Italian, it is also

possible to submit runs in which the document collection is queried in other languages. In this
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case, participants will be responsible for the translation of the query into their selected

language. The results for such runs will be given separately. A pair-wise cross-language task is

provided in which the query language can be French, German or Italian and the target document

collection is English. Many IR groups are now beginning to work on retrieval over pairs of

languages and this will give them a chance to participate officially in the CLEF activity.

Unofficial bilingual runs in which the query to the English document collection can be in any

other European language can also be submitted and will be evaluated.

Multilingual information retrieval implies a good understanding of the issues involved in

monolingual retrieval. It is often asserted that procedures for monolingual information retrieval

are (almost) completely language independent. This is not however true; different languages

present different problems. Methods that may be highly efficient for certain language typologies

may not be so effective for others. Issues that have to be catered for include word order,

morphology, diacritic characters, language variants. So far, most IR system evaluation has

focussed on English. CLEF will provide the opportunity for monolingual system testing and

tuning and build up test suites in other European languages (beginning with French, German

and Italian in CLEF 2000).

The CLEF multilingual document pool for 2000 consists of comparable corpus

consisting national newspapers for all four languages from the same time period; a change from

the news agency stories of previous years. Topics will be developed much as before; however,

the use of Italian French and German national papers rather than Swiss sources will perhaps

extend the multicultural aspect. It is hoped to be able to offer additional languages in future

years. The number of topics will be increased with the aim of building up the size of the pool as

quickly as possible.

The results of CLEF 2000 will be presented at a two-day workshop to be held in

September in Lisbon, Portugal, immediately after the fourth European Conference on Digital

Libraries (ECDL 2000). The first day will be open to all interested participants and focussed on

research related issues in Multilingual Information Access. The second day will report and

discuss the results of the CLEF activity and will be restricted to active CLEF participants.

More information on CLEF can be found at http://www.iei.pi.cnr.it/DELOS/CLEF/.
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Abstract

The TREC-8 filtering track measures the ability of systems to build persistent user profiles

which successfully separate relevant and non-relevant documents. It consists of three major

subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering, the system

begins with only a topic statement and must learn a better profile from on-line feedback. Batch

filtering and routing are more traditional machine learning tasks where the system begins with

a large sample of evaluated training documents. This report describes the track, presents the

evaluation results in graphical format, and provides a general commentary on lessons learned

from this year's track.

1 Introduction

A text filtering system sifts through a stream of arriving information to find documents relevant to

a set of user profiles. Unhke the traditionaJ search query, user profiles are persistent, and tend to

reflect a long term information need. With user feedback, the system can learn a better profile, and

improve its performance over time. The TREC filtering track tries to simulate on-Une time-critical

text filtering apphcations, where the value of a document decays rapidly with. time. This means

that potentially relevant documents must be presented immediately to the user. There is no time

to accumulate and rank a set of documents according to their relevance. Evaluation is based only

on the quahty of the retrieved set, which is scored using a utility measure. The utihty measure

assigns a positive score for each relevant document retrieved and a negative score to each retrieved

document that is not relevant.

Filtering differs from search in that documents arrive sequentially over time. The TREC filtering

track consists of three subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering,

the system starts with only a user profile and must begin filtering documents without any other prior

information. Each retrieved document is immediately judged for relevance, and this information can

be used by the system to adaptively update the filtering profile. In batch filtering and routing, the

system starts with a large set of evaluated training documents which can be used to help construct

the search profile. For batch filtering, the system must decide to accept or reject each document,

while routing systems caii return a ranked Hst of documents. The core tasks have remained the

same in TREC-7 and TREC-8.

Traditional adhoc retrieval and routing simulate a non-interactive process where users look

at documents once at the end of system processing. This allows for ranking or clustering of the

retrieved set. The filtering model is based on the assumption that users examine documents period-

ically over time. The actual frequency of user interaction is unknown and task-dependent. Rather

than create a complex simulation which includes partial batching and ranking of the document set,
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we make the simplifying assumption that users want to be notified about interesting documents as

soon as they arrive. Therefore, a decision must be made about each document without reference to

future documents, and the retrieved set is ordered by time, not estimated likelihood of relevance.

The history and development of the TREC Filtering Track can be traced by reading the yearly

final reports:

• TREC-7 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec7/t74)roceedings.html (#3 - 2 files) [3]

• TREC-6 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec6/t6-proceedings.html (#4 and #5) [2]

• TREC-5 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec5/t54)roceedings.html (#5) [5]

• TREC-4 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec4/t44)roceedings.html (#11) [4]

Information on the participating groups and their filtering systems can be found in the individual

site reports, also available from the TREC web site.

2 TREC-8 Task Description

The basic filtering tasks have not changed from TREC-7 to TREC-8, so readers familiar with

the TREC-7 task may wish to skip this section. In this section, we review the corpus, the three

sub-tasks, the submission requirements, and the evaluation measures. For more background and

motivation, please consult the TREC-7 track report [3]. The TREC-8 filtering experiments used

the Financial Times document collection (TREC disk 4), which consists of slightly more than three

years of newspaper articles covering part of 1991 and most of 1992-1994. The 210,000 documents

were ordered roughly as a function of time, and aU systems were required to process the collection

(or a subset) in the same order. The documents average 412 words in length and cover a wide

variety of subject matter. All tasks used topics 351-400, which were constructed for the TREC-7
adhoc experiments. The topics contain Title, Description, and Narrative fields and have an average

length of 58 words.

The adaptive filtering task is designed to model the text filtering process from the moment
of profile construction. No training documents are provided. However, once a document is re-

trieved, the relevance assessment (when one exists) is immediately made available to the system.

Unfortunately, it is not feasible in practice to have interactive human assessment by NIST.^ In-

stead, assessment is simulated by releasing the pre-existing relevance judgement for that document.

Judgements for unretrieved documents are never revealed to the system. Once the system makes

a decision about whether or not to retrieve a document, that decision is final. No back-tracking or

temporary caching of documents is allowed. While not always realistic, this condition reduces the

complexity of the task and makes it easier to compare performance between different systems.

Systems are allowed to use the rest of the TREC document collection (excluding the Financial

Times) to generate collection frequency statistics (such as IDF) or auxihary data structures (such

as automatically-generated thesauri). While access to relevance judgements for topics 351-400 was

restricted to the final run, systems could be trained using other topics on the rest of the TREC
collection. As documents were processed, the text could be used to update term frequency statistics

and auxiliary document structures even if the document was not matched to any profile. Groups

had the option to treat unevaluated documents as not relevant. Evaluation is based on utility, as

described in the next section.

^Individual participants have the option to assess documents manually, although all such runs are evaluated in a

different category. No groups submitted manual runs for TREC-8.
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In batch filtering, documents and relevance judgements from the 1991-1992 Financial Times are

available in advance as a training set. The 1993-1994 Financial Times documents form the test set.

As in adaptive filtering, systems may use the relevance judgement from any retrieved document to

update the filtering profile. Evaluation is based on utility. Routing is similar to batch filtering, with

the following two differences. Systems are allowed to use relevance judgements for topics 351-400

from other parts of the TREC document collection as part of the training set. For routing, systems

return a ranked list of the top 1000 retrieved documents and are evaluated according to average

uninterpolated precision, as in adhoc search. Batch filtering and routing are included to open

participation to as many different groups as possible and to improve the quality of the document
pool used for evaluation.

2.1 Evaluation

For the TREC experiments, filtering systems are expected to make a binary decision to accept

or reject a document for each profile. Therefore, the retrieved set consists of an unranked list

of documents. The primary evaluation measure is utility. Utility assigns a value or cost to each

document, based on whether it is retrieved or not retrieved and whether it is relevant or not relevant.

For linear utility, the score is a linear combination of the elements in the contingency table shown

below:

Relevant Not Relevant

Retrieved R+ / A N+ / B

Not Retrieved R- / C N- / D

Linear Utility = A*R+ + B*N+ + C*R- + D*N-

The variables R-f/R-/N+/N- refer to the number of documents in each category. The utility

parameters (A,B,C,D) determine the relative value of each possible category. A positive utility

parameter can be thought of as the value of each document in that category, while a negative

utility parameter is the cost of classifying a document in that category. Therefore, the larger the

utility score, the better the filtering system is performing for a given query profile. For TREC-8,
we use two different linear utility functions:

LFl = 3*R+ - 2*N+ —> retrieve if P(rel) > .4

LF2 = 3*R+ - N+ —> retrieve if P(rel) > .25

Filtering according to a utility function is equivalent to filtering by estimated probability of rele-

vance. Therefore, the utility functions above are listed with the appropriate probability thresholds.

In addition, we tested the following non-linear utility functions for the first time at TREC-8:

NFl = 6*(R-F)°-^-N+

NF2 = 6 * {R+f-^ - N-F

The idea behind the non-linear utility functions (originally due to I.J. Good [1]) is that the value

of a relevant document depends on how many relevant documents have been seen before. In this

formulation, the more relevant documents retrieved, the lower the value of each additional relevant

document. From a practical perspective, our hope is that the non-linear functions will do a better

job of equalizing the size of the retrieved sets for topics with large differences in the number of

relevant documents.
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When evaluation is based on utility, it is difficult to compare performance across topics. Simple

averaging of the utility measure gives each retrieved document equal weight, which means that the

average scores will be dominated by the topics with large retrieved sets (as in micro-averaging).

Therefore, we scale the utility scores prior to averaging. The most obvious scaling strategy is to

divide by the maximum possible utility score for each topic. However, this approach is seriously

flawed for negative utility scores. A system which returns one hundred non-relevant documents will

receive a score of -100 for a topic with one relevant document and -1 for a topic with one-hundred

relevant documents. Since the maximum possible positive score on a topic is 1, topics with negative

utilities will dominate the average. Therefore, a more complex utility scaling function is required.

The scaling function used for TREC-8 is:

ra^x{u{S,nU{s))-U{s)
*^*^'^" MaxU{T)-U{s)

where u{S,T) and u*{S,T) are the original and scaled utility of system S for topic T, U{s) is

the utility of retrieving s non-relevant documents, and MaxU{T) is the maximum possible utility

score for topic T. This scaling function assigns a lower bound to the utility function which can

be set with the parameter s. There is a reasonable justification for this approach. Assume that a

filtering profile is performing really poorly. At some point, the user will get fed up with reading

non-relevant documents and delete the profile entirely. The parameter s sets the number of non-

relevant documents at which the user's tolerance is exhausted. All utility scores less than U(s) are

set to U{s). Therefore, utility scores can range between U{s) and MaxU{T) and the scores are

renormalized to range between 0 and 1 and then averaged.

The parameter s is set once for all topics. The scaled score can be interpreted relative to the

perfect system (utility of 1.0) and the worst possible system (0.0). Unfortunately, the average scaled

utility score is highly dependent on the definition of the worst possible system, as determined by the

parameter s, and so is only meaningful in relation to a particular lower bound. Since the decision

on where to put the lower bound is fairly arbitrary, we wiU plot the average scaled utility scores

over a range of values for s (25-800). A low value for 5 differentiates more between systems that do

weU on topics with few relevant documents. On the other hand, it reduces the penalty for systems

which do very poorly on these or other topics. One could define a two-parameter scaling model

which sets the zero point for utility scaling and the lower bound for acceptable performance to

different values, thus allowing for negative scaled utility. This would make it possible to distinguish

to the two types of behavior described above. For simplicity, we choose to use the same value for

the zero point and the lower bound in these experiments.

2.1.1 Evaluation measures - further discussion

During the period between TREC-7 and TREC-8, there was some continuing discussion of the

problem of devising suitable evaluation measures for filtering tasks. This discussion followed several

different lines, and by no means all the contentious issues were resolved. This section attempts some

kind of summary of parts of the discussion. The reasons for the introduction of the utility scaling

function and of the non-linear utility functions were discussed above. Both ideas were adopted in

the plan for the TREC-8 filtering track, and were included in the guidelines.. However, both ideas

came into some question in the subsequent discussion on the track mailing list.

One characteristic of utility in general that attracted comment was its relationship to recall and

precision. With any utility function, it is possible to imagine two systems X and Y which have the

following characteristics:

Precision(A') > Precision(y)
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RecaU(X) > RecaU(y)

but U{X) < U{Y)

With the linear functions, this arises only when both utilities are negative; this can be demonstrated

as follows. Suppose the system retrieves i?+ relevant and A^"*" non-relevant documents (as above),

and (again as above) the utility function is:

A/'+

V = AR-^ + BN+ = R^{A + B-^)
R''

(B will of course be negative). Then we assume for precision that ^^^^
. > ^ which is

equivalent to ^ < For recall we have i?J > R^. If U{Y) is positive (which implies that

A + B-^ is positive), then

7V+
U{X) ^ /?+(A + S-f)

Hx

> R:piA + B^)

> Rp{A + B-^) since B<0

= U{Y)

However, iiU{X) is negative, we can infer that U{Y) is also negative, but that the above inequalities

are reversed, and U{X) < U{Y). Non-linear utility functions exhibit similar behaviour under

different conditions, and in particular may do so in the positive range. The behaviour was in fact

in evidence in some of the TREC-8 results (see section 3.3).

The significance of this fact was the subject of some debate in the group. It is clear that this

reflects a genuine characteristic of user preference, provided that user preference is well described

by the utility function. However, it also implies that a system might be improved by introducing

a random element to it, which suggests that what we are measuring is less a characteristic of a

system and more of a particular user preference.

Also, one justification for the scaling function is that the zero of the utility scale is essentially

arbitrary: given any decision rule based on probability of relevance, such as those indicated in

section 2.1 above, it could be derived from any number of different utility functions with diflferent

zero points. This suggests that an arbitrary redefinition of the zero point (which the scaling function

achieves by setting the utihty of the worst possible system to zero) wiU not interfere too much with

the essential properties of utility. However, the present argument casts doubt on this conclusion,

because even if two diflferent utility functions with two different zeros generate the same decision

rule, they will have different relationships to recaU and precision. Scaling by the method chosen is

not equivalent to choosing a utility function with a diff"erent zero, and produces diflferent behaviour.

This discussion took place shortly before TREC-8, and therefore did not affect the track guide-

lines or way the results were evaluated. However, it is clear that the issues raised will have to be

revisited for TREC-9.

2.2 Submission Requirements

Each participating group could submit up to six adaptive filtering runs and up to two runs each

for batch filtering and routing. Each adaptive or batch filtering run was evaluated according to a
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pre-specified utility function. There were no required runs this year, although we asked each group

that participated in adaptive or batch filtering to submit one run optimized for the LFl measure.

Runs were classified into one of three categories:

(A) Automatic - Any run which uses fully automatic methods for profile construction and updat-

ing. This can include automatic learning from test documents as they are filtered.

(B) Manual - Any run which uses manual techniques for profile construction, up to and includ-

ing making additional relevance judgments on training documents. No manual intervention

based on information from the test documents is allowed, although automatic learning is still

permitted.

(C) Manual Feedback - Any run which uses manual techniques for updating profiles based on

previously viewed test documents. The run may or may not aJso use manual techniques for

profile construction. .

There are no training documents for adaptive filtering, so manual intervention (B) is limited to

profile construction for this task. In practice, none of the groups submitted manual runs. Groups

were also asked to indicate whether they used other parts of the TREC collection to build term

collection statistics or other resources.

Topics 351-400 were evaluated against the Financial Times collection for the TREC-7 adhoc

experiments, and these relevance judgements served as the basis for the filtering tasks. However,

we wanted to reduce the risk that systems which retrieved many unevaluated documents might be

unfairly penalized, so we asked NIST to perform a second round of evaluation. We are grateful to

NIST for following through on this request, given the heavy assessment load for TREC-8. In the end,

NIST managed to evaluate the top 57 documents from every submitted run, although documents

with existing relevance judgement were not re-assessed. A significant number of new relevant

documents were found in the second round of assessment, indicating that it was a worthwhile

endeavor^.

3 TREC-8 results

Fourteen groups participated in the TREC-8 filtering track and submitted a total of 55 runs. This

represents roughly a 20% increase over the TREC-7 participation level.

# groups # rxins

Total 14 55

adaptive 8 33

batch 6 11

routing 6 11

Here is a list of the participating groups, including [abbreviations] and (run identifiers). Participants

will generally be referred to by their abbreviations in this paper. The run identifiers can be used

to recognize which runs belong to which groups in the plotted results.

• City Univ. London / Microsoft [City] (pltSf

)

• CLARITECH Corporation [CLARITECH] (CL99)

^As reported in the overview presentation of the TREC-8 Conference by Ellen Voorhees.
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Table 1: Summary of task participation (X = participant).

• DSO National Laboratories, Singapore [DSO] (dso99r)

• Informatique-CDC - Croupe Caisse des Depots / ESPCI [ICDC] (S2N2)

• IRIT / University of Toulouse (IRIT) (Mer8)

• KDD [KDD] (kddSf)

• Microsoft Research - Cambridge [Microsoft] (okSf

)

• Queens CoUege CUNY [CUNY] (pir9)

• Rutgers University [Rutgers-K] (Ant)

• Seoul [Seoul] (ScaiS)

• TNO-TPD / Univ. Twente [TNO] (uttno8)

• University of Iowa [Ulowa] (lOWAF)

• University of Massachusetts Amherst [UMass] (INQ)

• University of Maryland [UMaryland] (ume)

Table 1 summarizes the tasks each group participated in and whether or not this is their first year

participating.

3.1 Summary of approaches

In this section, we present a one-paragraph description of the techniques used by each of the groups

in their TREC-8 experiments. Essentially, this information is just a summary of the final papers.

The goal is to enable readers to quickly identify the papers they wish to read and to provide

background information to motivate the commentary on the evaluation results which follows. We
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were unable to find final papers for IRIT, Rutgers-K, Seoul, and UMass at the time this document

was written.

City participated in batch filtering and routing. They focused on measuring the efficiency of

their Pliers system for text filtering using an architecture of 16 Pentium II machines in parallel.

Their routing system is based on the Okapi TREC-5 strategy of partitioning the training set into

two parts: one for term extraction and one for term selection. Their system indexed the training

set (FT91-92) in 5 minutes and filtered the test set in less than 11 minutes.

CLARITECH participated in adaptive and batch filtering. For TREC-7, they concentrated on

threshold selection and updating. For TREC-8, they added profile-specific updating (as opposed to

their former strategy of updating all profiles at the same time after a batch of documents has been

processed) and worked to optimize term selection and the profile scoring function. They chose to

update each profile individually every n (usually 2 or 4) documents retrieved or after a fixed amount

of time has passed. The former update allows the system to quickly take advantage of new training

data (and improved performance) while the latter update aUows the system to make adjustments to

profiles which have retrieved no documents (and had mixed results). They also found that changing

the terms in the profile in response to new training data improves performance even though it makes

accurate threshold calibration more difficult.

DSO participated in routing. They select terms using the AT&T TREC-6 routing method

then assign weights to the terms using a specialized perceptron learning algorithm (dso99rtl).

Their second run (dso99rt2) merges the results of perceptron learning with Dynamic Feedback

Optimization.

ICDC participated in routing. Each document is initially represented by terms which have

a high frequency in the document relative to their frequency in the corpus. In order to reduce

correlation among previously selected terms, a Gram-Schmidt orthogonahzation technique is used

to find the most descriptive term at each step, given the terms already chosen by the model. The

learning algorithm is a linear neural network with early stopping to reduce overfitting.

KDD participated in adaptive filtering. They define the contribution of a term to the similarity

of a query document pair as the difference between the similarity scores with and without that

term. Words with negative scores are prime candidates for query expansion. The basic filtering

model is Rocchio relevance feedback with terms also weighted and selected as a function of their

contribution as defined above.

Microsoft participated in adaptive filtering. Their basic system uses Okapi term weighting with

no query modification or term reweighting based on feedback data. Initial thresholds (probability

estimates) are set via logistic regression on a separate training set of documents and topics. The

probabilities are a function of the retrieval score, the average score of the top 1% of retrieved

documents (also initially estimated from the training set), the maximum possible score, and the

length of the query. The thresholds are set low initially to allow more profile learning. Documents

are processed in weekly batches and the intercept term in the regression is updated. In general,

they find that starting with higher initial thresholds works better.

CUNY participated in all three tasks. For adaptive filtering, they concentrate on threshold

updating. Their system defined a starting threshold (Thi), a lower bound threshold (Tlo), a

precision threshold (G), and a selection rate threshold (SRT). The current threshold T is updated

every 2000 documents. If no relevant docs have been seen, the current threshold (T) is decreased

if the proportion of documents retrieved is less than SRT, but never less than Tlo. Otherwise, the

threshold is increased if the precision of the current retrieved set is less than G and decreased if

precision is greater than G. For batch Filtering and Routing, CUNY's Pircs system uses genetic

algorithms to select and modify multiple profiles. Logistic regression is used for threshold selection.

TNO participated in adaptive filtering. They use a probabilistic retrieval model which assumes
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that the user generates the query from an ideal internal representation of a relevant document.

The initial thresholds are set to a large multiple of the probability of selecting the query from a

random document. Each time a document is selected for a profile, the threshold is adjusted to a

value slightly lower than the one which achieves maximum performance on the retrieved document
set. The model defines a relevance weight for each term (ranging from 0 to 1) which is updated for

new data using the EM algorithm.

Ulowa participated in adaptive filtering. They use a dynamic clustering approach with two

acceptance thresholds. The first acceptance threshold is based on similarity to the topic. All

documents scoring higher than this threshold are dynamically clustered. When a cluster's similarity

first exceeds a second visibility threshold, the most recently retrieved document is sent to the user.

Clusters are then tagged as relevant or not relevant based on the assessment of this document, and

future documents from relevant clusters are also passed on to the user. A document judged not

relevant in a relevant cluster spawns an independent non-relevant cluster.

UMaryland participated in routing. They are interested in using Latent Semantic Indexing

(LSI) for collaborative filtering. Routing queries are constructed by relevance feedback and then

an LSI dimension reduction is performed in the query space. The goal is to find and reuse common
structure in the query set. They submitted one run based on relevance feedback alone (umrqz) and

one run with relevance feedback plus LSI (umrlsi). Overall, LSI tended to slightly hurt performance,

perhaps because there is minimal topic overlap in the TREC-8 query set.

3.2 Evaluation results

Figures 1-8 summarize the evaluation results for the TREC-8 filtering track. Not aU runs appear

on aU graphs due to scaling problems. Missing runs scored below the lower bound on the vertical

axis. There are three different types of graph. Figures 1-2 and 6-7 plot average scaled utility for

a range of values for the lower bound. The horizontal axis represents the number of non-relevant

documents used to define the lower bound (logarithmic scale). The vertical axis represents the

difference in average scaled utihty between each system and the baseline (retrieving no documents

at all). Therefore, the baseline is represented by the straight horizontal axis marked with index

points for the lower bound. Figures 3-5 plot average scaled utility by year for adaptive filtering.

Only a small fraction of the documents come from 1991, so it can be ignored. The lower bound in

these plots is fixed (the value of s is shown at the bottom of the plot). Figure 8 shows the average

uninterpolated precision scores on the left side of the plot. For the ride side, a system's score is

replaced by its rank with respect to that topic, and these ranks are averaged across topics. The

results are then rescaled to cover the same range as the raw scores.

The reader wiU note that there are no plots for non-linear utility. Only two groups submitted

runs optimized for these measures, one by CLARITECH for NFl and adaptive filtering, one by

IRIT for NFl and batch filtering. Therefore, there are no meaningful comparisons that can be

made. We had hoped that the non-linear utility functions would do a better job of equalizing

the size of the retrieved sets. However, a comparison of the variation in the size of the retrieved

set between CLARITECH's NFl run and their four LFl runs shows that there is no significant

difference. Given the lack of interest in the non-linear utility functions, it is unlikely that this

experiment will continue next year, several groups expressed the sentiment that the non-linear

utility functions do not represent a good user model for filtering.

Figure 1 shows average scaled utility for the LFl function and the adaptive filtering task. This

plot demonstrates that the LFl function is a very challenging standard, as none of the systems

manage to beat the baseline. Most of the lines do not cross, indicating that relative system perfor-

mance changes very little as a function of the lower bound. The convergence of lines as the lower
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bound increases is a natural phenomenon caused by the fact that the possible range of scores is

much larger, therefore the actual scaled scores will cluster in a smaller part of the space. This

pattern will be observed in all plots of this type. The two most successful runs (IOWA-2 and

TNO-lp) owe their success to their extremely conservative document selection strategies. Figure 2

shows average scaled utility for the LF2 function and the adaptive filtering task. The task here is

simpler, and five systems consistently beat the baseUne.

Figures 3 and 4 show average scaled utility for the LFl function and adaptive filtering broken

down by year. The difference between the two figures is the scale of the vertical axis. In addition,

the TNO and CLARITECH runs were averaged in Figure 3 to avoid crowding the display at the

larger scale. All systems start below the baseline in 1992, due to the need to calibrate thresholds

by retrieving a few documents with little prior information about the odds that they are relevant.

It is encouraging to see that by 1993 six different runs are above the baseline and this pattern

continues into 1994. However, there are striking differences in system behavior in these plots. We
can distinguish three different patterns in this plot. CL99afLl(b,c) and uttno81fl improve gradually

and consistently over time. CL99afLl(a,d) and uttno81fl(f,p) improve significantly in 1993 and then

fall back shghtly in 1994. Microsoft (okSf ), and to a lesser extent UMass (INQ) and Ulowa, do more

poorly in 1993 but recover nicely in 1994. This indicates that learning behavior differs substantially

from system to system over time.

Figure 5 shows average scaled utility for the LF2 function and adaptive filtering broken down
by year. We see similar patterns to Figure 4, except that most systems are well above the baseline

in 1993 and 1994. Note that the utility scores were scaled independently by year. This means that

the scores are not additive, i.e. you can't add up the scores for a system in Figure 5 and get the

score in Figure 4 at the same lower bound. This is because the upper bound is different for each

plot. In hindsight, it might have made more sense to scale once and then divide up the score by

year.

Figures 6 and 7 show average scaled utility for the LFl and LF2 functions respectively and

batch filtering. Almost all systems score well above the baseline. Figure 8 shows the average

uninterpolated precision and average scaled rank for routing systems.

3.3 Utility vs. Other Measures

The evaluation results for adaptive and batch filtering presented in the previous section are all

based on scaled utility. In order to give a broader view of system performance, we look at a number

of alternative measures in Table 2 and Table 3 below. Scores are tabulated for the best run from

each of the five groups with the highest average scaled utility {U{s) = -100). The measures include

average size of the retrieved set, micro-averaged precision (precision of retrieved set as a whole),

total number of relevant documents retrieved, and the number of topics with utility score greater

than zero. We use micro-averaging for precision to avoid the problem of empty retrieved sets. It is

clear from the results that scaled utility hides a lot of important differences in system behavior.

The most striking pattern for LFl is that scaled utihty is inversely correlated with average

set size and the total number of relevant documents. In other words, retrieving more documents

and more relevant documents leads to worse performance. Even more surprising, uttnolflp and

CL99afLld have a higher precision and a higher recall than IowaF992 but receive a lower utility

score! This is because the precision threshold for LFl is 0.4, and all systems retrieve with a precision

below this level. When a system fails to meet this threshold, each new document has a negative

expected utility, and retrieving more documents lowers the overall utility score. Therefore, higher

precision and higher recall does not always translate into better performance when evaluation is

based on utiUty. This particular property runs counter to most intuitive notions in information
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Kun Average Micro Avg Total # Topics

Name Lr i bet bize rrecision Rel. LFl > 0

Baseline 0.0 0.0 0 0

IowaF992 -0.012 3.5 0.32 57 10

uttnolilp -0.015 5.7 0.36 102 11

CL99afLld -0.025 10.0 0.36 180 11
TAT t f\INQ610 -0.071 17.4 0.31 266 12

ok8f311 -0.153 23.3 0.25 295 14

Table 2: Comparison of LFl to other measures.

Run ^100 Average Micro Avg Total # Topics

Name LF2 Set Size Precision Rel. LF2 > 0

uttnolf2f 0.034 23.2 0.32 372 20

CL99afL2 0.025 11.3 0.35 197 17

INQ612 0.013 17.4 0.31 266 18

IowaF991 0.007 4.3 0.34 74 13

Baseline 0.0 0.0 0 0

ok8f321 -0.011 29.2 0.27 398 23

Table 3: Comparison of LF2 to other measures.

retrieval and may help explain why many people are uncomfortable with the utility measure.

For LF2, system behavior is more regular. Generally, the systems that retrieve more documents

with a higher precision score better. In this case, aU the top-ranked systems exceed the LF2
precision threshold of 0.25. It is sobering to note that even for the easier LF2 function, the best

systems retrieve with positive utility on fewer than half the topics. For LFl, the best systems beat

the baseline on fewer than 30% of the topics!

It is also interesting to note that with the exception of TNO, there is much more similarity (in

terms of set size, precision, and number relevant) between runs from the same system for LFl and

LF2 than between different systems for the same utility function. This pattern is exemplified by

the success of INQ610, which appears to be the same run submitted for both utility measures! One

possible explanation is that many topics are highly insensitive to the choice of retrieval threshold

and that differences in profile construction are more important for changing the size of the retrieved

set. Most likely, this reflects the fact that best performance for LFl and LF2 for most systems on

most topics is to retrieve no documents, and a wide range of thresholds achieve this outcome.

4 General Commentary

Following the progression of system performance from TREC-7 to TREC-8 (or lack thereof!), it

is becoming increasingly clear that the adaptive filtering task is too hard. Once again, no system

performed better than the baseline over aU three years for the LFl utility function. In other words,

it is better not to retrieve any documents according to this standard. Furthermore, systems with

higher precision and higher recall gef a lower score, because they are unable to retrieve with high

enough precision. While systems are clearly ahead of the baseline for LF2, gains are concentrated

in fewer than half the topics. Looking at Figures 3-5, we realize that the situation is not as bad as

it first appears. Most systems suffer during the start-up phase but go on to beat the baseline quite

substantially in 1993 and 1994. However, the current utility functions (particularly LFl) simply
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penalize too strongly against retrieving non-relevant documents early to allow systems to develop

an overall winning strategy.

This suggests a clear road for improvement in TREC-9. Next year, we propose to supplement

the topic statement with one or two positive training examples in order to give systems more
of a head start. In addition, we will find a topic set with a larger number of relevant documents.

The current TREC tasks favor highly conservative filtering strategies which creates an environment

where there is little opportunity for adaptive learning. In addition, there is some interest in working

with evaluation measures based on different user models, such as: find n relevant documents as fast

as possible or return no more than k documents per unit time. We are strongly considering moving

to a text categorization test collection for TREC-9, to give us more flexibility in topic selection

and to reduce the assessment load for NIST. This wiU introduce new challenges, such as defining

an acceptable topic statement from category labels that may not be well defined.

When looking over the system reports, several clear patterns emerge. As suggested in our

commentary last year, it is important to take advantage of new training data as quickly as possible.

For TREC-7, most systems used batch updating, learning new profiles and threshold simultaneously

for aU topics every k documents filtered. In TREC-8, the most successful systems are now updating

their profiles independently with a much smaller batch ratio (usually 1 or 2 documents). Systems

like Okapi and Pircs, which still use large batches, have much more trouble learning rapidly in the

first year, a crucial period for determining overall performance. Differences in updating strategies

may explain two of the dominant learning behaviors found in Figures 3 and 4. These systems gain

more training data, which enables them to make more informed decisions later on, but not enough

to overcome the cost of all the irrelevant material passed on to the user. Given that people tend to

expect good results as soon as possible, this is not likely to be a winning strategy in a real filtering

system.

As in TREC-7, most groups concentrate on optimizing their system's adaptive threshold setting

ability, rather than changing the terms or the term weights in the profile. Once again, the TREC-
8 task encourages highly conservative filtering strategies, which limits the ability of systems to

adaptively learn better profiles. Nonetheless, groups which run comparisons with and without

profile updating, such as CLARITECH and TNO/Twente, find that profile updating does improve

performance. We hope to encourage more work in this area by revising the task for next year.

Overall, the TREC filtering track continues to grow and prosper and we look forward to welcoming

new participants next year.
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Figure 1 - Adaptive Filtering: Scaled LF1 Utility (92-94)
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Figure 2 - Adaptive Filtering: Scaled LF2 Utility (92-94)
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Figure 3 - Adaptive Filtering by year (Scaled LF1 Utility)
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Figure 4 - Adaptive Filtering by year (Scaled LF1 Utility)
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Figure 5 - Adaptive Filtering by year (Scaled LF2 Utility)
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Figure 6 - Batch Filtering: Scaled LF1 Utility (93-94)
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Figure 7 - Batch Filtering: Scaled LF2 Utility (93-94)
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Figure 8 - Routing: Averaged vs. Ranked Precision
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Abstract

This report is an introduction to the work of the

TREC-8 Interactive Track with its goal of investi-

gating interactive information retrieval by examining

the process as well as the results.

Seven research groups ran a total of 14 interactive

information retrieval (IR) system variants on a shared

problem: a question-answering task, six statements

of information need, and a collection of 210,158 arti-

cles from the Financial Times of London 1991-1994.

This report summarizes the shared experimental

framework, which for TREC-8 was designed to sup-

port analysis and comparison of system performance

only within sites. The report refers the reader to

separate discussions of the experiments performed by

each participating group — their hypotheses, exper-

imental systems, and results. The papers from each

of the participating groups and the raw and evalu-

ated results are available via the TREC home page

(trec.nist.gov).

1 Introduction

For TREC-8 the high-level goal of the Interactive

Track remained the investigation of searching as an

interactive task by examining the process as well as

the outcome. To this end a common experimental

framework was designed with the following features:

• an interactive search task

• 6 topics — brief statements of information need

• a document collection to be searched

• a required set of searcher questionnaires

• 5 classes of data to be collected at each site and

submitted to NIST

• 3 summary measures to be calculated by NIST
for use by participating research groups

The framework allowed groups to estimate the ef-

fect of their experimental manipulation free and clear

of the main (additive) effects of searcher and topic
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Table 1: Participating research groups, their systems,

and the number of searches performed on each.

Group

New Mexico State University

at Las Cruces

Oregon Healtli Sciences

University

Searches

72

144

Royal Melbourne Institute

of Technology / CSIRO

Rutgers University

Sheffield University

University of California

at Berkeley

University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill

144

216

144

72

144

2 Method

2.1 Participants

Each research group selected its own experimental

participants, known here as "searchers." There was

only one restriction: no searcher could have previ-

ously used either the control system or the experi-

mental system. Additional restrictions were judged

impractical given the difficulty of finding searchers.

A minimum of twelve searchers was required, but the

experimental design allowed for the addition of more

in groups of four and additions were encouraged.

Standard demographic data about each searcher were

collected by each site and some sites administered ad-

ditional tests.

2.2 Apparatus

IR systems

In addition to running its experimental system(s),

each participating site chose a control system appro-

priate to the local research goals.

and it was designed to reduce the effect of interac-

tions, e.g., searcher with topic, topic with system,

etc.

In TREC-8 the emphasis was on each group's ex-

ploration of different approaches to supporting the

common searcher task and understanding the rea-

sons for the results they get. No formal coordination

of hypotheses or comparison of systems across sites

was planned, but groups were encouraged to seek out

and exploit synergies. Some groups designed/tailored

their systems to optimize performance on the task;

others simply used the task to exercise their sys-

tem (s). Table 1 Usts the research groups that took

part and the total number of searches performed as

part of their experiment. The issues addressed by

each team are discussed in section 3.

Computing resources

Each participating group was responsible for its own
computing resources adequate to run both the con-

trol and experimental systems and collect the data

required for its own experiments and for submission

to NIST. The control and the experimental systems

were to be provided with equal computing resources

within a site but not necessarily the same as those

provided at other sites.

Topics

Six of the 50 topics created by NIST for the TREC-
8 adhoc task were selected and modified for use in

the interactive track by adding a section called "In-

stances" and removing the "Narrative." The six top-

ics were entitled as follows:

• 408i tropical storms

• 414i Cuba, sugar, imports

• 428i declining birth rates
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• 43 li robotic technology

• 438i tourism, increase

• 446i tourists, violence

Each of the six topics described a need for informa-

tion of a particular type. Contained within the doc-

uments of the collection to be searched were multiple

distinct examples or instances of the needed informa-

tion. Here is an example interactive topic.

Table 2: Ba,sic 2x2 Latin square on which evaluation

is based.

Searchers

S2

System.Topic

combinations

E,Tx C.Ty

C,Ty E,Tx

Number: 408

i

Title: tropical storms

Description:

What tropical storms (hurricanes and

typhoons) have caused property damage

and/or loss of life?

Instances

:

In the time allotted, please find as

many DIFFERENT storms of the sort

described above as you cam. Please

save at least one document for

EACH such DIFFERENT storm.

If one dociiment discusses several

such storms, then you need

not save other documents that

repeat those, since your goal

is to identify as many DIFFERENT

storms of the sort described

above as possible.

Searcher task

The task of the interactive searcher was to save doc-

uments, which, taken together, contained as many
different instances as possible of the type of informa-

tion the topic expressed a need for — within a 20

minute time limit.

Searchers were encouraged to avoid saving docu-

ments which contribute no instances beyond those

in documents already saved, but there was no scor-

ing penalty for saving such documents and searchers

were to be told that.

Document collection

The collection of documents to be searched was the

Financial Times of London 1991-1994 collection (part

of the TREC-8 adhoc collection). This collection

contains 210,158 documents (articles) totaling 564

megabytes. The median number of terms per doc-

ument is 316 and the mean is 412.7.

2.3 Procedure

Each searcher performed six searches on the docu-

ment collection using the six interactive track topics

in a pseudo-rajidom order. Each searcher performed

3 searches on one of the site's systems and then 3 on

the other to avoid the extra cognitive load of switch-

ing systems with each search. Instructions on the

task preceded all searching and a system tutorial pre-

ceded the first use of each system. In addition, each

searcher was asked to complete a questionnaire, prior

to all searching, after each search, after the last search

on a given system, and after all searching was com-

plete. The detailed experimental design determined

the pseudo-random order in which each searcher used

the systems (experimental and control) and topics.

The minimal 12-searcher-by-6-topic matrix can be

rearranged and seen as 18 2-searcher-by-2-topic Latin

squares. Each 2-by-2 square has the form shown in

Table 2 and has the property that the "treatment ef-

fect," here E — C, the control-adjusted response, can

be estimated free and clear of the main (additive) ef-

fects of searcher and topic. Participant and topic axe

treated statistically as blocking factors. This means

that even in the presence of the anticipated differ-
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Table 3: Half the minimal 8-searcher-by-8-topic ma-
trix as run.

Table 4: Results by topic.

Searchers
System.Topic combinations (in example order as seen by

searchers)

SI E,T6 E,T1 E,T2 C,T3 C,T4 C,T5

82 C,T1 C,T2 C,T3 E,T4 E,T5 E,T6

S3 C,T2 C,T3 C,T4 E,T5 E,T6 E,T1

S4 C,T3 C,T4 C,T5 E,T6 E,T1 E,T2

SS E,T4 E,T5 E,T6 C,T1 C,T2 C,T3

S6 E,T5 E,T6 E,T1 C,T2 C,T3 C,T4

S7 C,T6 C,T1 C,T2 E,T3 E,T4 E,T5

S8 E,T1 E,T2 E.T3 C,T4 C,T5 C,T6

S9 E,T2 E,T3 E,T4 C,T5 C,T6 C,T1

S10 E,T3 E,T4 E,T5 C,T6 C.TI C,T2

S11 C,T4 C,T5 C,T6 E.T1 E,T2 E,T3

S12 C.T5 C,T6 C,T1 E,T2 E,T3 E,T4

Topic

Mean
insiance

recall

across all

searcher-

systems

Mean
insiance

precision

across all

searcher-

systems

Numbsr
of

instances

identified

by NIST
408i 0.326 0.777 24

41 4i 0.532 0.660 12

428i 0.306 0.667 26

431 i 0.329 0.821 40

438i 0.172 0.734 56

446i 01227 0.517 16

ences between searchers and topics, the designs pro-

vided estimates o{ E — C that were not contaminated

by these differences.

However, the estimate of E — C would be contami-

nated by the presence of an interaction between topic

and searcher. Therefore, we replicated the 2x2 Latin

square 6x3 times to get the minimal 12x6 design for

each site. The contaminating effect of the topic by

searcher interaction was reduced by averaging the

eighteen estimates of E - C that are available, one

for each 2x2 Latin square. This is analogous to aver-

aging replicate measurements of a single quantity in

order to reduce the measurement uncertainty. Each

2-by-2 square yields 1 within-searcher estimate of the

E — C difference for a total of 18 such estimates for

each 12-searcher-by-6-topic matrix.

In resolving experimental design questions not cov-

ered here (e.g., scheduling of tutorials and searches,

etc.), participating sites were asked to minimize the

differences between the conditions under which a

given searcher used the control and those under which

he or she used the experimental system.

2.4 Data submitted to NIST

Six sorts of data were collected for evalua-

tion/analysis (for all searches unless other-

wise specified) and are available from the

TREC-8 Interactive Track web page (www-

nlpir.nist.gov/projects/t8i/t8i.html).

• sparse-format data — list of documents saved

and the elapsed clock time for each search

• rich-format data — searcher input and signifi-

cant events in the course of the interaction and

their timing

• searcher questionnaires on background, user sat-

ifaction, etc.

• a full narrative description of one interactive ses-

sion for topic 408i

• any further guidance or refinement of the task

specification given to the searchers

Only the sparse-format data were evaluated at

NIST to produce a triple for each search: instance

precision and recall (these as defined in the next sec-

tion) and elapsed clock time.

2.5 Evaluation of the sparse-format

data submitted to NIST

Evaluation by NIST of the sparse-format data pro-

ceeded as follows. For each topic, a pool was formed

containing the unique documents saved by at least

one searcher for that topic regardless of site.
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For each topic, the NIST assessor, normally the

topic author, was asked to:

1. Read the topic carefully.

2. Read each of the documents from the pool for

that topic and gradually:

(a) Create a list of the instances found some-

where in the documents

(b) Select and record a short phrase describing

each instance found

(c) Determine which documents contain which

instances

(d) Bracket each instance in the text of the doc-

ument in which it was found

Then for each search (by a given searcher for a

given topic at a given site), NIST used the submitted

Ust of selected documents and the assessor's instance-

document mapping for the topic to calculate:

• the fraction of total instances (as determined by

the assessor) for the topic that are covered by

the submitted documents (i.e., instance recall)

• the fraction of the submitted documents which

contain one or more instances (i.e., instance pre-

cision)

The third measure, elapsed clock time, was taken di-

rectly from the submitted results for each search.

3 Results and Discussion

The mean results by topic are presented here in Ta-

ble 4. For TREC-8, topic presentation sequence was

randomized for each searcher.

A summary of each group's results (instance recall

by site and condition) is shown in Table 5. Compari-

son of systems across sites is not supported by the ex-

perimental design, so comparisons presented here axe

between systems within a given site. A general theme

running through the results w£is that there was lit-

tle difference between each group's experimental and

control systems. Whether it was New Mexico State

University's document summarization approach or

Table 5: Instance recall by site and condition.

Site Condition
Instance

recaii

NMSU
Added document summaries

Baseline full text

0.44

0.40

OHSU
Okapi weigfiting 0.38

Baseline tf*idf weighting 0.33

RMIT/CSIRO
Added categorization interface

Baseline document list interface

0.27

0.31

Rutgers

Relevance feedback

Local context analysis

0.26

0.24

Sheffield

With relevance feedback

Without relevance feedback

'"035

0.39

Berkeley

Enhanced Cheshire interface 0.38

Baseline ZPRISE Interface 0.41

UNC
Passage-level retrieval feedback

Document-level retrieval feedback 0.28

the use of the relevance feedback by Sheffield Uni-

versity, users showed little difference across systems,

many of which contained features shown to be effec-

tive in non-interactive experiments in the past. A
generalization can be made that these techniques,

such as relevance feedback, Okapi weighting, docu-

ment summarization, and greater control over search

terms and Boolean operators, do not show benefit in

the instance recall task.

There axe two possible explanations for this. Ei-

ther there really is no difference or these experiments

lack the research design or statistical power to de-

tect a difference. Only further research, including the

study other types of search tasks and larger numbers

of queries, will resolve this.

The actual results obtained by each group axe sum-

marized in the following paragraphs. For more details

the reader is directed to the site reports in these pro-

ceedings or on the TREC web site (trec.nist.gov).

• New Mexico State University looked at whether

users could find relevant information with a user

interface for viewing retrieval results that showed
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query term occurrence and distribution along

with extracted names of people and locations

shown in document surrogate lists and sum-

maries. Their results showed no difference in

instance recall between the two systems. How-
ever, 11 of 12 users reported that they liked the

summary display better than the full text con-

trol. However, this preference did not match per-

formance. Of note was that users viewed more

documents in the full text condition.

• Oregon Health Sciences University used the in-

teractive track to assess whether batch and user

evaluations give the same results. Batch exper-

iments with TREC-6/7 data showed substantial

differences for various weighting schemes, and

particular benefit for Okapi. User experiments

showed no such comparable benefit. For more

information see the site report in these proceed-

ings (Hersh et al., 2000).

• Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology-

CSIRO tested the hypothesis that by allowing

the user control over the organization of the in-

formation, and the selection of documents using

the organization, the user would find a better

set of documents to view, and hence achieve a

better coverage of aspects. Their control system

featured three windows with a list of document

titles, one document displayed, and a saved in-

stances window. The experimental system re-

placed the list of document titles with a win-

dow containing a list of categories and docu-

ments clustered therein. The categories were de-

rived firom WordNet. Results showed that using

the categorized interface, users read more doc-

uments, saved the same number of documents,

and saved more aspects, but with less accuracy.

User satisfaction did favor the categorized sys-

tem. For more information see the site report in

these proceedings (Fuller et al., 2000).

• Rutgers University compared two different tech-

niques for supporting query reformulation by

term suggestion in interactive HI: user-controlled

relevance feedback (RF) and system-controlled

Local Context Analysis (LCA). Their results

showed that LCA did not perform better, but

was easier for the user. Effectiveness and usabil-

ity were the same for each system. In LCA mode,

more terms were suggested than in RF and more

suggested terms were used in the queries, which

were equally long in both systems. Thus users

had to do less (cognitive) work in LCA. The au-

thors speculated that if LCA terms were "bet-

ter," then maybe the approach would be more

effective, usable, and preferred. For more infor-

mation see the site report in these proceedings

(Belkin et al., 2000).

• Sheffield University focused on searching behav-

ior and user perception of an experimental re-

trieval task assessing the impact of document

ranking, best-passage retrieval, and a query ex-

pansion facility. The experimental setting used

two versions of Okapi, one with relevance feed-

back and one without. Their findings showed

that while user outcomes were the same, search

confidence was positively associated with the

number of instances retrieved. For more in-

formation see the site report in these proceed-

ings (Beaulieu, Fowkes, Alemayehu, & Sander-

son, 2000).

• University of California, Berkeley, assessed new
features added to its Cheshire II experimental

system, in particular the Boolean NOT capabil-

ity and new ways for navigating results and se-

lecting relevant items. Users achieved the same

instance recall as they did with the previous sys-

tem. For more information see the site report in

these proceedings (Larson, 2000).

• University of North Carolina found no difference

among various levels of relevance feedback. For

more information see the site report in these pro-

ceedings (Yang & Maglaughlin, 2000).

These results place an imperative on continued

user-oriented evaluation. While non-interactive eval-

uation will continue to have its role, such as in assess-

ing the feasibility of new algorithms and approaches

and the paramaterization of system features, inter-

active experiments must verify that new system ad-

vances can be used with their intended beneficiaries,
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real users. Just because users and user studies are un-

predictable as well as resource-consuming, this does

not mean we should avoid them.

Since the interactive track has focused on the in-

stance recall task for three years running, a grow-

ing consensus of participating groups prefer to as-

sess different retrieval tasks and documents. Next

year's track will likely move to more of a question-

answering approach using data from the Web track.

The paxticipants also hope to explore specific aspects

of the interactive retrieval task. For example, fu-

ture experiments might decompose the overall task

into pieces, such as query composition or document

selection. Likewise, there is a desire to base experi-

ments on sound underlying models, such as those of

the user, the task, and the typology of information

needs. Future discussion will ensue on the track list-

serv (trec-int@ohsu.edu).

4 Authors' note

The design of the TREC-8 Interactive Track matrix

experiment grew out of the efforts of the many peo-

ple who contributed to the discussion of ends and

means on the track discussion list and through other

channels.
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5 Appendix: Instructions to be

given to each searcher

The following introductory instructions axe to be

given once to each searcher before the first search:

Imagine that you have just returned

from a visit to your doctor during which it

was discovered that you are suffering from

high blood pressure. The doctor suggests

that you taJce a new experimental drug, but

you wonder what alternative treatments are

currently available. You decide to investi-

gate the literature on your own to satisfy

your need for information about what dif-

ferent alternatives are available to you for

high blood pressure treatment. You really

need only one document for each of the dif-

ferent treatments for high blood pressure.
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You find and save a single document dundant documents for each instance?

that lists four treatment drugs. Then you

find and save another two documents that

each discusses a separate alternative treat-

ment: one that discusses the use of calcium

and one that talks about regular exercise.

You've run out of time and stop your search.

In all, you have identified six different in-

stances of alternative treatments in three

documents.

In this experiment, you will face a sim-

ilar task. You will be presented with sev-

eral descriptions of needed information on a

number of topics. In each case there can be

multiple examples or instances of the type

of information that's needed.

We would lik^ you to identify as many
diff'erent instances as you can of the needed

information for each topic that will be pre-

sented to you - as many as you can in the 20

minutes you will be given to search. Please

save one document for EACH DIFFERENT
instance of the needed information that you

identify. If you save one document that con-

tains several instances, try not to save addi-

tional documents that contain ONLY those

instances. However, you will not be penal-

ized if you save documents unnecessarily.

As you identify an instance of the needed

information, please keep track of which in-

stances you have found: write down a word

or short phrase to identify the instance, or-

if the system provides a facility to keep track

of instances-use it.

Carefully read each topic to understand

the type of information needed. This will

vary from topic to topic. On one topic

you may be looking for instances of a cer-

tain kind of event. On another you may
be searching for examples of certain sorts of

people, places, or things.

Do you have any questions about

• what we mean by instances of needed

information,

• the way in which you are to save nonre-
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1 Introduction

The Query Track in TREC-8 is a bit different from all the other tracks. It is a co-

operative effort among the participating groups to look at the issue of "query variability."

The evaluation averages presented in a typical system evaluation task, such as the

TREC Ad-Hoc Task, conceal a tremendous variability of system performance across

topics/queries. No system can possibly perform equally well on all topics: some
information needs (expressed by topics) are harder than others. But what is quite

surprising, especially to people just starting to look at IR, is the large variability in system

performance across topics as compared to other systems. In a typical TREC task, no

system is the best for all the topics in the task. It is extremely rare for any system to be

above average for aU the topics. Instead, the best system is normally above average for

most of the topics, and best for maybe 5%-10% of the topics. It very often happens that

quite below-average systems are also best for 5%-10% of the topics, but do poorly on the

other topics. The Average Precision Histograms presented on the TREC evaluation result

pages are an attempt to show what is happening at the individual topic level.

This large topic/query variability presents a great opportunity for improving

system performance. If we can understand why some systems do well on some queries

but poorly on others, then we can start introducing query dependent processing to

improve results on those poor performance queries.

Unfortunately, we just don't have enough information from the results of a typical

TREC task to really understand what is happening. The results on 50 to 150 queries are

just not enough to draw any conclusions. The Query Track at TREC is an attempt to

gather enough information from a large number of systems on a large number of queries

to be able to start understanding query variability.

1.1 Query vs Topic

For the purposes of this track, a topic is considered an information need of a user. It

includes a fuU statement of what information is wanted as well as information the user

knows that pertains to the request. A query is what the user actually types to a retrieval

system. It is much shorter than a topic, but is the only information from the user that the

system has. Topic 51 (the first topic used in the Query Track) is given below. A query

corresponding to Topic 51 might be something as simple as "Airbus subsidies".
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TOPIC 51

<top>

<head> Tipster Topic Description

<num> Number: 051

<doin> Domain: International Economics

<title> Topic: Airbus Subsidies

<deso Description:Document will discuss government assistance to Airbus Industrie, or mention a trade dispute between Airbus and a

U.S. aircraft producer over the issue of subsidies.

<smry> Summary:Document will discuss government assistance to Airbus Industrie, or mention atrade dispute between Airbus and a

U.S. aircraft producer over the issue of subsidies.

<narr> Narrative:A relevant document will cite or discuss assistance to Airbus Industrie by the French, German, British or Spanish

government(s), or wUl discuss a trade dispute between Airbus or the European governments and a U.S. aircraft producer, most likely

Boeing Co. or McDonnell Douglas Corp., or the U.S.government, over federal subsidies to Airbus.

<con> Concept(s):

1. Airbus Industrie

2. European aircraft consortium, Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm GmbH, British Aerospace PLC, Aerospatiale, Construcciones

Aeronauticas S.A.

3. federal subsidies, government assistance, aid, loan, financing

4. trade dispute, trade controversy, trade tension

5. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) aircraft code

6. Trade Policy Review Group (TPRG)
7. complaint, objection

8. retaliation, anti-dumping duty petition, countervailing duty petition, sanctions

<def> Definition(s): ...

1.2 Issues to Examine

There are a number of issues that we wish to examine in this and future Query Track

experiments. They include

• Can we distinguish between easy and hard queries/topics?

o Are queries hard or are topics hard?

o Even if we can distinguish this from the results, can NLP analysis of a

query distinguish this before-hand?

• What categories of queries can potentially yield performance differences?

• Where do query performance differences come from?

o Examine system vs topic vs query.

• Can we easily create test collections with large numbers of queries with

judgments?

If we can answer these questions, then we may make it possible to improve retrieval

systems dramatically.

2 Query Track Test Collection Creation

The construction of the Query Track test collection consists of 2 sub-tasks. In the first

sub-task, groups take each of topics 51-100 from TREC 1 and create one or more queries

based on the topic. In the second sub-task, each group runs one or more versions of their
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system on all the queries from all the groups. The results are then evaluated and analysis

can begin!

2.1 Query Creation Sub-Task

Groups create one or more versions of each ofTREC topics 51-100 in categories

• Very short: 2-4 words based on the topic and possibly a few relevant documents

from TREC disk 2.

• Sentence: 1-2 sentences using topic and relevant documents.

• Sentence-Feedback only: 1-2 sentences using only the relevant documents. The

aim is to increase vocabulary variability.

• Weighted terms: lists of unstemmed terms with weights, possibly obtained

through feedback on relevant documents from TREC disk 2.

The five participating groups produced 23 Query Sets. Each query set consisted of 50

queries corresponding to topics 51-100, for a total of 1 150 queries. 15 Query Sets were

produced by students and the rest by experts (retrieval system designers).

APL INQ Sab Acs Pir

Johns Hopkins Umass Sabir Acsys Queens

Expert Students Expert Expert Expert

2 weighted terms 5 short 3 short 1 short 1 short

5 sentence 1 feedback

5 feedback

Several versions of queries for topic 51 are given below. It was quite surprising how few

duplicate queries there were, about 16%.

Sample of queries for Topic 51

•51 01 recent airbus issues

•51 02 Airbus subsidies dispute

•5 1 03 Airbus subsidy battle

•5 1 04 Airbus subsidies dispute

•51 05 U.S. Airbus subsidies

•51 06 What are the reactions of American companies to the trade

dispute and how the dispute progresses?

•51 07 What are the issues being debated regarding complaints

against Airbus Industrie?

•51 08 News related to the Airbus subsidy battle.

•51 09 U.S. and Europe dispute over Airbus subsidies

•51 10 Is European government risking trade conflicts over issue of

Airbus subsidies?

•5111 How is the Airbus business in the world ?

•51 12 why did the US put duties on airbus?
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2.2 Retrieval Sub-Task

After the Query Sets were constructed, they were distributed to all the groups to run one

or more retrieval runs on the TREC Disk 1 document collection (about 510,000

documents). The five groups performed 9 retrieval runs:

• APL : 1 run - words plus blind feedback

• INQ: 3 runs

o only query terms

o query terms plus structure

o query terms plus structure plus blind feedback

• Sab: 3 runs

o query terms plus adjacency phrases

o query terms plus phrases plus 6 terms expansion from blind feedback

o query terms plus phrases plus 27 terms expansion

• acs: 1 run - no expansion, base run

• pir: 1 run - blind feedback

The groups submitted the results (top 1000 documents retrieved for each query) to NIST
for evaluation. There were a total of 203 runs; not all groups were able to run the 2

weighted term query sets. Thus the total was 9 runs * 21 NL queries plus 7 runs * 2

weighted terms queries.

The runs evaluated at NIST using trec_eval, concentrating on Mean Average Precision

The results of the initial evaluation were given to the five groups. This included

• Rankings of all documents (440 Mbytes in size)

• MAPs of all groups on aU queries

• Various averages and standard deviations

3 Query Track Analysis

We present a very preliminary analysis of some aspects of the Query Track data. Other

groups, notably the APL group of Johns Hopkins, have done more analysis. In addition,

Walter Liggett of NIST has a paper in this proceedings.

3.1 Individual Query Analysis

We look at the performance of 4 good runs on the top 10 queries per topic. The PIR,

INQe, Sabe, and APL runs are the best runs of their respective groups, all using their own
version of query expansion based on blind feedback. We want to examine how
performance varies due to both system differences and query differences. Here, we look

at how the 4 systems do on 4 topics, looking qualitatively at outliers, and doing an

analysis of variants on each query.
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ANOVA
rce of Varia SS df MS F P-value F crit

Rows 0.049356 9 0.005484 0.820275 0.602844 2.250133

Columns 0.07319 3 0.024397 3.649156 0.024951 2.960348

Error 0.180511 27 0.006686

Total 0.303057 39

Topic 64
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tdl ne about public officials

arrested/suspected'diarged with comiption

List recent iacidents of corruption by public

ofBdals or govemment orp

What is influence and effects of conuption in

high level offices?

Official Conuption

What is the specific charges or action being

taken against conupt offid

allegation coirupt official

coirupticn puUic official

comipt public official

oormpt puMic officials

Bribery, Corruption by Officials

1 1

+
0 0.05

ANOVA

0.1 0.15 02 025 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

ce of Van SS df MS P-value F crit

Rows 0.2374 9 0.0264 3.8435 0.0031 2.2501

Columns 0.1078 3 0.0359 5.2333 0.0056 2.9603

Error 0.1853 27 0.0069

Total 0.5305 39

Topic 85
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ANOVA
ce of Van ss df MS F P-value Fcrit

Rows 0.0243 9 0.0027 134.5 5E-20 2.2501

Columns 0.0001 3 4E-05 1.8921 0.1548 2.9603

Error 0.0005 27 2E-05

Total 0.025 39

0.09

Topic 74
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Total 0.2978 39
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Topic 94
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In Topic 64, all of the queries do well in general, but some of the systems do

poorly for one or two queries. For example, the third system has problems with the

hyphenated query "hostage-taking", handling it inappropriately here. This sort of

analysis highlights the system 'blunders' well; showing clearly that a system has a

problem with a particular query syntax.

Topic 85 is more interesting. It is another easy topic, but one where there is a

large variation due to both systems and queries. Some systems are doing better than

others at focusing in on the key words in the longer queries; the second system does

better with the shorter queries while the fourth system likes the longer queries. All the

systems do well with a good short query that is augmented by a specific concept Uke

"bribery". Again, you can see the differences in the systems due to stemming and word
order (phrases).

In Topic 74, the systems aU behave the same (at a low level of performance), but

the queries differ greatly. Performance improves as the queries shift from a general

conceptual query, to a particular example. Obviously, this is a case where the topic itself

is difficult.

Finally, in Topic 94 the systems are different, but the queries behave the same.

The first three systems are all reasonably consistent across the queries, but the fourth

system varies dramatically across queries.

In general, looking across aU the topics, while using the 4 systems on the top 10

queries, we conclude that

• The queries provide a significant source of variance about half the topics.

• The top 4 systems are generally significantly different only due to "blundered

runs"(e.g., stemming, hyphenation, spelling errors).

Looking at only the top 10 queries means we avoid the effect of "blundered queries".

Most topics have one or two queries that are simply inappropriate for the topic. For

example, query 51-06 in the earlier list of queries for topic 51 is such a blundered query;

it talks about the dispute without ever mentioning that the dispute is airbus subsidies.

However, restricting analysis to the top 10 queries also means we avoid hard, but good,

variants of the topics.

If we do an analysis of variance for each topic working with the entire set of results

(all queries and all systems), we find that queries and systems almost always provided

significant sources of variation, with the variation due to query generally much higher

than the variation due to system. But it is impossible draw any conclusions fi-om this

given the presence of blundered queries, and the fact that we had multiple versions of the

same basic system for SMART and INQUERY engines that are designed to be at

different levels of effectiveness.

3.2 Query Type Analysis

The 21 natural language queries can be broken apart based upon the original category of

their formation.
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Number of queries in set Average MAP
Short Queries 10 .227

Long Sentences 6 .209

Long Feedback Sent 5 .146

Long (overall) 11 .183

The short queries do noticeably better than the longer queries, contrary to what would

normally be expected. Analysis done by Walter Liggett elsewhere concluded that the

long queries are much more variable: often a long query is the best query version for a

topic, but more often a long query is also the worst query version. However, it is hard to

say whether this is really a length factor or just a query origination factor. Half of the

short queries were done by experts and half by students, but only 1 out of the 1 1 long

query sets were done by an expert. This question needs to be re-examined when this

confounding factor can be removed.

RunSet MAP
APL .216

INQa .167

INQp .194

INQe .229

Saba .205

Sabm .224

Sabe .244

Acs .147

Fir .224

The table above gives the performance of the 9 system variations averaged across aU the

queries. Note the performance increase among the INQUERY and SMART (Sabir)

systems as query structure and query expansion terms are added. The differences

between the different versions of the same overall system are significant. The differences

between the top 4 systems (APL, INQe, Sabe, Pir) are not significant. Note that the

scores are much higher (ranging from .288 to .329) when averaged only over the top 10

queries per topic. These scores are much closer to the original TREC 1 scores, where

systems had access to the entire long topic statement.

4 Conclusion

We've reaffirmed the tremendous variation that sometimes gets hidden underneath the

averages of a typical IR experiment.

• Topics are extremely variable

• Queries dealing with the same topic are extremely variable. Even short queries

were rarely duplicated (16%).

• Systems were only somewhat variable.
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The lack of system variability could be due to the particular systems involved. They are

all "bag-of-words" statistical systems, with the good systems all doing either implicit or

explicit blind feedback query expansion. We need to repeat this experiment with more
systems of different types.

We examined differences between using long or short queries. In this experiment,

the short queries performed better. That could be because the particular systems being

tested were not set up to take into account the relationships between query words that full

sentences give you. On the other hand, students constructed almost all the long queries

while experts constructed half of the short queries, so we could just be seeing a user

experience effect. This experiment needs to be repeated.

We have started to analyze components of variance. However, there were a

limited number of independent systems being tested. It is clear we need many more

systems before we can reach conclusions here.

More systems would also be useful for learning to distinguish between a poor

query, and a good query that is hard. The current operational definition of a good hard

query is a query on which one system does well, but other systems do poorly. This

implies enough information exists in the query, but that the state of the art is such that

most systems cannot take advantage of the information. A collection of good hard

queries might be especially useful for developing future systems.

The query coUection as it exists is already a major resource for future

experiments.

• One of the only query collections with spelling and other mistakes!

• Excellent test-bed for system tuning. Comparisons within a topic are valuable:

what query syntax does a system not handle well?

• Provides a large number of queries (11 50) with relevance judgments. This will be

quite useful as systems start to do NLP analysis of queries.

• Provides repeatable, but non-identical, experiments in a controlled environment.

This last point may be especially valuable because it enables experiments of a type we
have not been able to do before. If we view a particular retrieval task as responding to a

given information need with a set of good documents (the relevant documents for that

topic), we now have 23 different ways to accomplish that task (actually, a few less than

23 because of query blunders and duplication). We can start to study variability of

approaches; are some approaches more stable than others? Eliminating topic variability

from such studies is essential.

Analysis of the Query Track data has just begun; there is a wealth of data

available. We encourage you aU to play with the data and to add to it in future Query

Tracks. Who knows what we will find in the future!
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Abstract

The TREC-8 Question Answering track was the first large-scale evaluation of domain-independent

question answering systems. This paper summarizes the results of the track by giving a brief overview of

the different approaches taken to solve the problem. The most accurate systems found a correct response

for more thaji 2/3 of the questions. Relatively simple bag-of-words approaches were adequate for finding

ajiswers when responses could be as long as a paragraph (250 bytes), but more sophisticated processing

was necessary for more direct responses (50 bytes).

The TREC-8 Question Answering track w£is an initial effort to bring the benefits of large-scale evaluation

to bear on a question answering (QA) task. The goal in the QA task is to retrieve small snippets of text

that contain the actual answer to a question rather than the document lists traditionally returned by text

retrieval systems. The assumption is that users would usually prefer to be given the answer rather than find

the answer themselves in a document.

This paper summarizes the retrieval results of the track; a companion paper ("The TREC-8 Question

Answering Track Evaluation") gives details about how the evaluation was implemented. By necessity, a

track report can give only an overview of the different approaches used in the track. Readers are urged to

consult the participants' papers elsewhere in the Proceedings for details regarding a particular approach.

1 The Task

A successful evaluation requires a task that is neither too easy nor too diflScult for the current technology. If

the task is too simple, all systems do very well and nothing is learned. Similarly, if the task is too difficult,

all systems do very poorly and again nothing is learned. Accordingly, we chose a constrained version of the

general question answering problem as the focus of the track.

The document collection used in the task was the same as the TREC-8 ad hoc collection, namely the set

of documents on TREC disks 4 and 5 minus the Congressional Record documents. The documents consist

mostly of newspaper articles and thus contain information on a wide variety of subjects. Peurticipants were

given 200 fact-based, short-answer questions, such as those given in Figure 1. Each question was guaranteed

to have at least one document in the collection that explicitly answered the question.

Participants returned a ranked list of five [document-id, answer-string] pairs per question such that each

answer string was believed to contain an answer to the question. Answer strings were limited to either 50 or

250 bytes, and could either be extracted fi:om the corresponding document or automatically generated from

information contained in the document. Human assessors read each string and made a binary decision as to

whether the string actually did contain an answer to the question in the context provided by the document.

Taking document context into account allowed a system that correctly derived a response from a document

that was incorrect to be given full credit for its response.

Given a set of judgments for the strings, the score computed for a submission was mean reciprocal rank,

defined as follows. An individual question received a score equal to the reciprocal of the rank at which the

first correct response was returned, or 0 if none of the five responses contained a correct answer. The score

for a submission was then the mean of the individual questions' reciprocal ranks. The reciprocal rank has

several advantages as a scoring metric. It is closely related to the average precision measure used extensively

in document retrieval. It is bounded between 0 and 1, inclusive, and averages well. A run is penalized for
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• How many calories are there in a Big Mac?

• What two US biochemists won the Nobel Prize in medicine in 1992?

• Who was the first American in space?

• Who is the voice of Miss Piggy?

• Where is the Taj Mahal?

• What costume designer decided that Michael Jackson should only wear one glove?

• In what year did Joe DiMaggio compile his 56-game hitting streak?

• What language is commonly used in Bombay?

• How many Grand Slam titles did Bjorn Borg win?

• Who was the 16th President of the United States?

Figure 1 : Example questions used in the question answering track.

AT&T Labs Research MultText Project U. of Iowa

CL Research New Mexico State U. U. of Maryland, College Park

Cymfony, Inc. NTT DATA Corp. U. of Massachusetts

GE/U. of Pennsylvania National Taiwan U. U. of Ottawa

IBM Research Royal Melbourne Inst. Technology U. of Sheffield

LIMSI-CNRS Seoul National U. Xerox Research Centre Europe

MITRE Southern Methodist U.

Figure 2: Participants in the Question Answering track.

not retrieving any correct answer for a question, but not unduly so. However, the measure also has some

drawbacks. The score for an individual question can take on only six values (0, .2, .25, .33, .5, 1). Question

answering systems are given no credit for retrieving multiple (different) correct answers. Also, since the

track required at least one response for each question, a system could receive no credit for realizing it did

not know the answer.

2 Retrieval Results

Twenty different organizations participated in the Question Answering track. The participants are listed in

Figure 2. A total of 45 runs were submitted, 20 runs using the 50-byte limit and 25 runs using the 250-byte

limit. Table 1 gives both the mean reciprocal rank and the number of questions for which no answer was

found for each run. (Two submissions that contained errors are omitted from the table.) The scores are

computed over the 198 questions that comprised the official test set. The table is split between the 50-byte

and the 250-byte runs and is sorted by decreasing mean reciprocal rank within run type.

The number of questions for which no answer Wcis found shows that the most accurate systems were able

to find an answer for more than 2/3 of the questions. Furthermore, when the answer was found at all it

was usually ranked first, as shown by the fact that the mean reciprocal rank is also close to 2/3 for these

systems.

While the run with the highest mean reciprocal rank score was a 50-byte run, a direct comparison between

50- and 250-byte submissions from the same participant shows that the 50-byte task is more difficult. For

every organization that submitted runs of both lengths, the 250-byte hmit run had a higher mean reciprocal

rank. This is not a surprising result—a system has a greater chance of including a correct response in a
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Table 1: Meein reciprocal rank (MRR) and number of questions for which no correct response was found

(# not found) for Question Answering track submissions.

Run Name Participant MRR # not found

textract9908 Cymfony, Inc. .660 54

SMUNLPl Southern Methodist U. .555 63

attqaSOe AT&T Research .356 109

IBMDR995 IBM .319 110

xeroxQASsC Xerox Research Centre Europe .317 111

umdqa U. of Maryland .298 118

MTR99050 MITRE .281 118

IBMVS995 IBM .280 120

nttdSqsl NTT Data Corp. .273 121

attqaSOp AT&T Research .261 121

nttd8qs2 NTT Data .259 120

CRL50 New Mexico State U. .220 130

INQ634 U. of Massachusetts .191 140

CRDBASE050 GE/U. of Pennsylvania .158 148

INQ638 U. of Massachusetts .126 158

shefinq50 U. of Sheffield .081 182

shefattSO U. of Sheffield .071 184

UIowaQA3 U. of Iowa .018 188

UIowaQA4 U. of Iowa .017 193

a) Runs with a 50-byte limit on the length of the response.

SMUNLP2 Southern Methodist U. .646 44

attqa250p AT&T Research .545 63

GePenn GE/U. of Pennsylvania .510 72

attqa250e AT&T Research .483 78

uwmt9qal MultiText Project .471 74

mds08ql Royal Melbourne Inst. Tech .453 77

xeroxQA81C Xerox Research Centre Europe .453 83

nttdSqll NTT Data Corp. .439 79

MTR99250 MITRE .434 86

IBMDR992 IBM .430 89

IBMVS992 IBM .395 95

INQ635 U. of Massachusetts .383 95

nttd8ql4 NTT Data Corp. .371 93

LimsiLC LIMSI-CNRS .341 110

INQ639 U. of Massachusetts .336 104

CRDBASE250 GE/U. of Pennsylvania .319 111

clr99s CL Research .281 115

CRL250 New Mexico State University .268 122

UIowaQAl U. of Iowa .267 117

Scai8QnA Seoul National U. .121 154

shefinq250 U. of Sheffield .111 176

shefatt250 U. of Sheffield .096 179

NTU99 National Taiwan U. .087 173

UIowaQA2 U. of Iowa .060 175

b) Runs with a 250-byte limit on the length of the response.
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longer string—but it was not a guaranteed result. That is, longer strings that include a correct response

were not always a correct response themselves. Response strings that contained multiple entities of the same
semantic type as the answer and did not specifically indicate which of the entities was the answer were

marked as incorrect. For example, for the question What is the capital of Kosovo? the 50-byte response of

0 miles northwest of Pristina, five demonstrators

was judged correct, while the 250-byte response of

protesters called for military intervention to end "the Albanian uprising."

</P> <?> At Vucitrn, 20 miles northwest of Pristina, five demonstrators were

reported injured, apparently in clashes with police. </P> <P> Violent clashes

were also repo

was judged incorrect since it is unclear from the response whether the capital is Vucitrn or Pristina.

The submissions from AT&T Research Labs demonstrate that existing passage-retrieval techniques can

be successful for 250-byte runs, but are not suitable for 50-byte runs [18]. Their question answering system

used a traditional vector-based retrieval system to select 50 documents and then scored each sentence within

those documents by the number of question words in the surrounding context. For the passage-based runs

(attqaSOp and attqa250p), the highest scoring sentences were returned as the response. For their "entity-

based" runs (attqaSOe and attqa250e), high scoring sentences were further processed by a linguistic module.

The pcissage-based method was very competitive for the 250-byte limit, but was not nearly as successful

when restricted to just 50 bytes. NTT Data Corporation note similar effects in their runs [20]. These results

suggest that the relatively simple bag-of-words approaches that are successfully used in text retrieval are not

sufficient for extracting specific, fact-based answers.

3 Retrieval Strategies

Many participants used a variant of the following general strategy to the question answering problem. The

system first attempted to classify a question according to the type of its answer as suggested by its question

word. For example, a question that begins with "who" (Who is the prime minister of Japan?) implies a

person or an organization is being sought, and a question beginning with "when" {When did the Jurassic

Period end?) implies a time designation is needed. Next, the system retrieved a small portion of the

document collection using standard text retrieval technology and the question as the query. The system

performed a shallow parse of the returned documents to detect entities of the same type as the answer. If an

entity of the required type was found sufficiently close to the question's words, the system returned that entity

as the response. If no appropriate answer type was found, the system fell back to best-matching-passage

techniques.

This approach works well provided the query types recognized by the system have broad enough coverage

and the system can classify questions sufficiently accurately. Most systems could answer questions that began

with "who" very accurately. However, questions that sought a person but did not actually begin with "who"

{Name the first private citizen to fly in space. What Nobel laureate was expelled from the Philippines before

the conference on East Timor?) were much more difficult. More difficult still were questions whose answers

were not an entity of a specific type {What is Head Start? Why did David Koresh ask the FBI for a word

processor?). Of course, pattern matching on expected answer types was not fool-proof even when "good"

matches were found. One response to the question Who was the first American in space? was Jerry Brown,

taken from a document that says

As for Wilson himself, he became a senator by defeating Jerry Brown, who has

been called the first American in space.

Broadly speaking, each of the following organizations used a variant of the general strategy: AT&T Labs

Research [18], CL Research [10], Cymfony, Inc. [19], GE/University of Pennsylvania [13], LIMSI-CNRS [5],

MITRE Corporation [2], New Mexico State University [15], NTT Data Corporation [20], Southern Methodist

University [12], University of Maryland [14], University of Ottawa/NCR [11], University of Sheffield [8], and
Xerox Research Centre Europe [7]. The approach used by IBM Research [16] was very similar in spirit to
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this approach except they located entities at indexing time and used a bag-of-words scoring metric that

incorporated the entities, thus providing elRcient retrieval at question-answering time. The University of

Iowa [4] classified questions by type and used their filtering system to learn features of answers. Seoul National

University [17] performed an initial document retrieval run and then selected phreises from top-ranking

documents by extracting the immediate neighborhood of the highest-weighted question word. Finally, the

MultiText Project [3], National Taiwan University [9], Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology/CSIRO [6],

and University of Massachusetts [1] used traditional passage retrieval techniques alone.

4 Conclusion

The Question Answering track was the first large-scale evaluation of domain-independent question answering

systems. The questions used in the track were deliberately constrained to fact-based, short-answer questions

to make the task amenable to evaluation. Systems generally classified a question according to the type of

its answer, and then performed a shallow parse of likely documents to find objects of the entailed type.

The most accurate systems were able to answer more than 2/3 of the questions correctly. Existing peissage-

retrieval techniques were adequate for finding answers when relatively long responses were permissible, but

more sophisticated processing was need to focus on the answer itself.

There will be another Question Answering track in TREC-9, which will be mostly the same as the

TREC-8 track. One change in the track will be to have a test set of 500 questions rather than 200 questions,

and to have many fewer of the questions be constructed from a target document.
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Abstract

The TREC-8 Question Answering trcick was the first large-scale evaluation of systems that return

answers, as opposed to lists of documents, in response to a question. As a first evaluation, it is important

to examine the evaluation methodology itself to understand any limits on the conclusions that can be

drawn from the evaluation and possibly to find ways to improve subsequent eviiluations. This paper

has two main goals: to describe in detciil how the evaJuation was implemented, ajid to exEimine the

consequences of the methodology on the comparative performance of the systems participating in the

evaluation. The examination uncovered no serious flaws in the methodology, supporting its continued

use for question answering evaluation. Nonetheless, redefining the specific task to be performed so that

it more closely matches an actual user task does appear warranted.

1 Introduction

The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) is a series of workshops designed to advance the state-of-the-art in

text retrieval by providing the infrastructure necessary for large-scale evaluation of text retrieved methodolo-

gies. Evaluating competing technologies on a common test set has had the desired effect of increasing text

retrieval system effectiveness as demonstrated, for example, by the doubling of performance of the SMART
system since the beginning of TREC [Ij. However, users generally would prefer to receive answers in response

to their questions, as opposed to the document lists traditionally returned by text retrieval systems. The
TREC-8 Question Answering Track is an initial effort to bring the benefits of large-scale evaluation to heai

on the question answering task.

Of course, in general "question answering" is a wide field ranging fi:om simple yes/no answers for true-

false questions to the presentation of complex results synthesized from multiple data sources. Designing an

evaluation entailed defining a specific task to be performed, including how correct responses are recognized

and results scored. The track coordinators, Amit Singhal and Tomek Strzalkowski, came to the TREC-7
conference with a proposed track definition, which was discussed and revised during a TREC-7 track planning

workshop. The task was further refined through discussions by participants and other interested parties on

the track mailing list. The track was advertised by posting to natural language processing related mailing

lists with potential participants referred to the track web site at http://www.reseaxch.att .com/"singhal/

qa-track.html.

The following specification of the track eventually emerged. Participants received a large collection of

documents and 200 fact-based, short-answer questions such as "How many calories are there in a Big Mac?"

Each question was guaranteed to have at least one document in the collection that answered the question.

Participants were to return a ranked list of five strings per question such that each string was believed to

contain an answer to the question. Depending on the run type, answer strings were limited to either 50 or

250 bytes. Human assessors read each string and made a binary decision as to whether or not the string

actually did contain an answer to the question. Individual questions received a score equal to the reciprocal

of the rank at which the first correct response was returned (or 0 if none of the five responses contained a

correct answer). The score for a run was the mean of the individual questions' reciprocal ranks.

The results of the evaluation are reported elsewhere in this proceedings in the Question Answering Track

Overview paper. The current paper examines the evaluation methodology itself. That is, the paper explores

the appropriateness of the evaluation design and the validity of the conclusions that can be drawn. The next

section describes how the design w£is implemented: how the test questions were selected, the instructions
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given to the human assessors, and an analysis of how the assessors perceived their task. One of the main

conclusions of this analysis is that even for these highly constrained questions, answers depend on context and

different assessors have legitimate differences of opinion as to whether a particular answer string is correct.

In light of this finding, section 3 examines the effect of different judgments on the comparative performance

of the answering systems. As is true with differences in relevance judgments for document retrieval, the

differences in zmswer judgments do aifect absolute scores, but relative scores across different runs remain

stable. Using assessor judgments for the question answering task is thus a valid way to compare answering

system quality.

2 Implementation of the TREC-8 QA Evaluation

The description of the QA task given above is complete as far as it goes, yet a number of additional decisions

must be made to actually implement that description. Experience with TREC document retrieval tasks has

demonstrated that seemingly minor details in the implementation of a task can occasionally have far-reaching

effects on the evaluation results. As an example, the introduction of the three best content words as the

"Title" field of TREC topic descriptions in TREC-6 has altered the nature of the TREC topic statements.

In this section, therefore, we present a detailed description of how the QA task was implemented, including

how the questions were selected, how the assessors were trained, and the implications of the mean reciprocal

rank scoring metric. We also include a qualitative analysis of how the assessors perceived their task.

2.1 Creating the question set

The QA task as defined required a test set of 200 short-answer questions. Our goal was to have the test

set represent a wide spectrum of subjects and question types while meeting this general specification. To

accomplish the goal we collected a pool of 1,837 candidate questions from four different sources: TREC QA
participants, the NIST TREC team, the NIST assessors, and question logs from the FAQFinder system. Our
intention was that these different sources would provide different kinds of questions. The TREC participants

have detailed knowledge about how their systems work and might have used that knowledge to select ques-

tions that would stress the technology. NIST team members created questions mostly to investigate how to

teach assessors to create questions, but also have technical knowledge of question answering systems. The
assessors have limited technical knowledge regarding question answering systems, and so represent a general

user's point of view. Nonetheless, the assessors created their questions from the test document collection

specifically for the track, and thus their questions do not represent natural information-seeking behavior.

The questions taken from the FAQFinder logs, on the other hand, were submitted to the FAQFinder system

by undergraduate students who were genuinely interested in the answers to the questions^. Appendix A
lists the set of questions in the final test set. The table at the end of the appendix gives the source of each

question.

The FAQFinder logs contained 1500 questions. A subset of approximately 100 questions was selected by

first eliminating entries that were not in the form of a question or that asked about subject matter deemed
inappropriate for a government-sponsored evaluation, and then selecting those questions most hkely to have

an answer in the test document collection. Starting from the top of that list. Dawn Tice used NIST's PRISE
search engine to look for documents containing answers to the current question, stopping when 24 answers

had been found. Sadly, the FAQFinder question "Where did the Voorhees family ancestors immigrate from?"

had to be eliminated at this step.

The other three sources supplied answer strings and document ids with the candidate questions. Seven

NIST assessors created 70 candidate questions (10 questions each). The assessors used PRISE to search

the QA document collection. Their methodology entailed thinking of a topic of interest, entering key search

terms, and reading the text of the document to form a question. As a result, many of the assessors' questions

are back-formulations of sentences from the texts. For instance, question 151, "Where did Dylan Thomcis

die?" was extracted from document FT934-10120 which reads, "DYLAN Thomas died in New York 40 years

ago next Tuesday."

^The FAQFinder question logs were given to NIST by Claire Caxdie of Cornell University, with permission of Robin Burke,

the creator of the FAQFinder system who is now at the University of California, Irvine.
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Four members of the NIST TREC Team submitted a total of 25 candidate questions. One of the team

members used web search engines to create his questions, which were then verified as having answers in the

QA document collection. The others in the team searched the QA document databeise in much the same
manner as the assessors.

Finally, 242 candidate questions were submitted by 23 groups that signed up to participate in the track

(though in the end not all of these groups were able to submit runs). NIST does not know what methods

participants used to create the questions, but the range of question types suggests a variety of methods was

used.

The 337 candidate questions from sources other than the FAQFinder logs were then filtered by the NIST
team to select the final test set. Our main goal for the first running of the track was to create a set of clean,

straightforward questions and answers. We eliminated any question that a member of the team thought was

ambiguous, that had a list of three or more items for an answer, that had an answer string greater than

50 bytes, or that were much too obscure or contrived (i.e., extreme examples of back-formulations). Since

we were unsure how difficult (or easy) the task would be for existing systems, we tried to select questions

with a range of difficulty, including some questions that we felt would challenge the systems. For example,

while most questions that required compound answers were eliminated, we kept a few questions that had

compound answers by rewording the questions to indicate that a compound answer was required. Thus

question 16, "What two US biochemists won the Nobel Prize in medicine in 1992?" required the names of

both biochemists.

Once the set of 200 questions was selected, NIST checked the document ids and answer strings submitted

by the source to ensure the answer was really there. To do so, we entered the supplied answer texts as

search strings in PRISE. We found some instances of incorrect document numbers or answer strings for the

questions as submitted, but were eventually able to find correct [answer string, document] pairs for all 200

questions (or so we thought).

Despite the care we took to select questions with straightforward, obvious answers and to ensure that all

questions had answers in the document collection, once assessing began it became clear that there is no such

thing as a question with an obvious answer. Not only did most questions have more different answers than

we anticipated, but the assessors determined that two of the 200 questions had no clear answer. Question

131, "Which Japanese car maker had its biggest percentage of sale in the domestic market?" was submitted

by a participant who supplied the answer of "Toyota" with a document that states "Toyota had 42% of the

domestic market." However, the assessors were unsure whether "domestic market" referred to Japan or the

United States, and refused to accept 42% as the largest percentage without further proof. Question 184,

"When was Queen Victoria born?" was a FAQFinder question. Document FT924-6257 contains "Queen

Victoria (1837-1901)," so we assumed the answer was 1837. Unfortunately, a closer reading of the document

makes it clear that 1837 was the beginning of her reign, not of her life. Due to these problems, we eliminated

questions 131 and 184 from the evaluation results.

Part of the reason we did not anticipate the variety of different answers for these questions was with the

way we checked the answer strings. By searching for the answer text as supplied by the source, we were

immediately put in the same mindset as the question author. Had we started from scratch not knowing the

answer, we probably would have found many of the other answers. Of course, this would have substantially

increased the cost of what was already a labor-intensive question selection process. Furthermore, it would

not have made the questions any more obvious, or less ambiguous, but simply would have made us aware of

the complexities at an earlier stage.

Prior to the release of the test set of questions, NIST released a development set of 38 questions. These

questions came from the same sources as the test set, except no FAQFinder questions were included in the

development set (since we had not yet verified any FAQFinder questions at the time the set was released).

The development set included all of the different types of questions as in the test set, but we made no attempt

to keep the proportion of questions of a given type the same in the two sets. None of the development set

questions was included in the test set.
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2.2 Assessor training

The rationale for using human assessors to evaluate a task is to incorporate the perceptions of the end-users

of the technology into the evaluation to the greatest extent possible. This argument suggests we should

give assessors minimal or even no training so we receive their natural reactions. However, we must also be

able to interpret the results of an evaluation, and this argues for ensuring that different assessors have the

same basic understanding of what their task is. Our experience with the document relevance judging task

has demonstrated the importance of adequate training for the assessors [2]. Accordingly, the assessors who
performed the QA task received special training developed specifically for the QA task. The purpose of the

training was not to drill the assessors on a specific set of assessment rules, but rather to motivate their task

and provide guidance on the sorts of issues that might arise while they were assessing the test questions.

To minimize any confusion between tasks, the assessors were required to finish their assessments for the

TREC ad hoc task before being trained on the QA task. The assessors generally finished the ad hoc task at

different times, so most QA training was on a one-on-one basis. At most, we had two assessors being trained

simultaneously on the QA task. Fifteen diflferent assessors were trained on the task.

2.2.1 The QA assessment system

Since the QA task has different requirements from document relevance judging, a new assessment system was

created especially for the QA task, though the new assessment system was based on the relevance judging

system the assessors are very familiar with. Given a question number, the QA assessment system displays

the text of the question ajid each answer string to be judged. The system also displays the document id

associated with each answer string,^ with answer strings sorted by document id so ail strings associated with

the same document are adjacent to one another. To judge a string, assessors click on either the "yes" or

"no" radio button located next to the answer string. Clicking on either the document id or the answer string

displays the corresponding document in a separate window. To assist them in targeting the relevant areas of

a document, assessors can enter a search string that is then highlighted in the document. The search used is

an exact (case-insensitive) string match on the entire string. This is different from the document assessing

system in which the assessors enter a set of search terms and all words that conflate to the same stem as any

of the search terms are highlighted in the text. When we developed the QA assessment system we thought

the exact string match was better-suited to the QA task than was the set of search terms. However, the

assessors found this difference between the two assessment systems difficult, and generally searched using

only one word at a time in the QA task.

The QA training session took approximately two hours, and consisted of a general introduction that

motivated the task, system-based training from a visual training manual of the QA assessment system, and

task-based training using four sample questions with small answer pools concocted by the NIST TREC team.

As a first step, the assessor was asked to read the written instructions reproduced in Appendix B. Next, we

taught the mechanics of the QA assessment system by having the assessor follow the steps in the training

manual. The visual training manual consists of screen shots of the system annotated with explanations of

the system's features.

2.2.2 QA task training

The answer pools for the four sample questions used in the task-based training were concocted by the NIST
TREC team to illustrate the types of issues the assessors would face when judging actual test questions.

Since we did not have previous experience with this task, we were not certain exactly what issues would arise,

but made our best guess from the discussions on the track mailing list and the categorization of questions we
developed while selecting the final test set of questions. In the end, all of the issues included in the training,

plus more, actually occurred in judging the test set questions.

The four training questions (described in detail below) were ordered roughly by difficulty of judging.

First the assessor was given the following scenario to use for judging answer strings:

•^Participants were required to submit a document id with each answer string.
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Assume there is a user who trusts the answering system completely, and therefore does not require

that the system provide justification in its answer strings. Your job is to take each answer string

in turn and judge if this answer string alone were returned to the trustful user, would the user

be able to get the correct answer to the question from the string.

The assessor then began judgmg the answer strmgs for the first training question. Assessors were asked to

hold their questions until they had judged all the answer strings for a given training question. Once they

finished the first question, we reviewed the judgments with them. We paid particular attention to the reasons

for their judgments as we discussed the training questions.

The first training question was "Who was Johnny Mathis's track coach?" and the correct answer is Lou
Vasquez. This question is relatively straightforward, and we used it to introduce the fundamentals of QA
judging to the assessors: that the answer strings would contain snippets of text that were not necessarily

grammatically correct and might even contain word fragments; that the answer string did not need to contain

justification to be counted as correct; that the assessors were to judge the string not the document firom which

the string was drawn (after eight years of judging documents, this lesson was sometimes a hard one to learn);

that the document context must be taken into account; and that the answer string had to be responsive to

the question. The pool also illustrated a problem specific to "who" questions, i.e., whether first name only,

or last name only is sufficient for a correct response. In the case when only part of the name is given, we
told the assessors that they should use their own judgment, though we did suggest that first name only was

probably insufficient while last name only was probably sufficient. But document context then becomes an

issue. We judged as incorrect answer strings that contained "Vasquez" when the document associated with

the response was about Lupe Vasquez or Ruben Vasquez (individuals who are completely imrelated to Lou
Vasquez). Another of the answer strings in this pool contained a list of names extracted from the document
that contained the correct answer, "Lou Vasquez, O.J. Simpson, OUie Matson and Johnny Mathis." This

string was adso judged as incorrect despite the fact that the correct answer is contained within it. The
reasoning behind judging this string as incorrect is that the user, given just this answer string, still does

not know who the track coach is, though admittedly the field is ncirrowed significantly. This is the sort of

"interference" referred to in the written instructions to the assessors and what was meant by insisting that

the answer string be responsive to the question. K answer strings contained multiple entities that were of

the same semantic category as the correct answer, but did not indicate which of those entities was the actual

answer, the response was judged as incorrect.

The second training question, "Who is the President of the United States?" demonstrated a question for

which the correct answer changes over time, thus maJcing document context vital. Responses to questions

phrased in the present tense were judged as correct or incorrect based on the time of the document associated

with the response. In the sample answer pool we had strings containing the names of former Presidents

extracted from a document that stated Clinton was President; these responses were incorrect. We also had

strings where the same Presidents were named but the strings were associated with documents when they

were President; these responses were correct. Another answer string was "Bush" taken from a document

written when George Bush was President but deeding exclusively with shrubs. All the assessors judged that

string as incorrect (and we agreed). We also used the string "Bush" associated with a docimient that was

written on the eve of Bush's inauguration. Since Bush was not yet officially President at the time of the

document, we judged this response as incorrect. When we inserted the inauguration document into the

sample answer pool we assumed we were getting overly convoluted in our examples. But an equivalent issue

did arise in the actual pools. The pool for question 147, "Who is the Prime Minister of Japan?" contained

many responses associated with documents that announced the resignation of Prime Minister Hosokawa.

The third training question, "What is the world's population?" illustrated questions whose emswers

change over time and can be reported to different levels of accuracy or in different units. Once again, the

document context was used to determine whether a particular figure was correct. Example answer strings

of "world population of 5.5 bUhon," "5.4bn," and "5.7bn" were aU judged as correct since the corresponding

documents gave these figures for the current population of the world. However, the answer string that gave

a figure for the world's population extracted from a document that was discussing a historical number (the

population at the time of WWII for a document written in the 1980s) was judged as incorrect. Similarly,

predictions for the future population were also judged as incorrect. Assessors were wcirned to watch for

unfortunate truncation in answer strings. For example, the answer string ".4bn" extracted from a document
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that gives the world's population as 5.4bn is incorrect. There were similar issues that were not covered

in the training material but arose during the actual assessing. Some systems removed punctuation from

the document source before extracting answers, and occcisionally suffered for it. "5 5 billion" was not an

acceptable substitute for "5.5 billion." Money units disappeared this way, too. A response of "500" was not

acceptable when the correct answer was "$500." In general, answer strings that did not contain a unit of

measure for questions that required a quantity as a response were incorrect.

The final training question was "How tall is the Statue of Liberty?" This question was one of the

questions in the development set, and one of the track participants pointed out that there were a number of

documents that talked about various replicas of the Statue of Liberty, each of which was a different height.

NIST decided that a string that correctly extracted the height of a replica from a document that was clearly

discussing a replica would be judged as incorrect, arguing once again that such an answer was not responsive

to the question. Unless the question specifically stated otherwise, we assumed that any question regarding

a famous entity was asking about the famous entity and not about imitations, copies, etc. Once again this

issue was seen in the set of test questions. For test question 73, "Where is the Taj Mahal?" we accepted only

Agra, India, not the Taj Mahal casino in Atlantic City, New Jersey, nor the Taj Mahal Hotel in Bombay.

Similarly, questions 199 and 200 asked for the height of the Matterhorn (i.e., the Alp) and the replica of the

Matterhorn at Disneyland, respectively. Correct responses for one of these questions were incorrect for the

other.

2.3 Judging the test set

Our original intention was that each test question would be judged by one assessor. However, once the

assessing started it became clear that the assessors could judge an entire question much faster than we had

originally planned for, and that judging correctness was much less cut-and-dried than we had hoped for. As

a result, we decided to have each question be judged independently by three assessors. This would allow us

to build a high-quality judgment set and also to gain insight into the effect of human assessors on question

answering evaluation.

On average, an assessor took approximately a half-hour to judge one question. To judge a question,

the assessor needed to judge each answer string that was in that question's answer pool. The answer pool

consisted of each distinct [doc id, answer string] pair in the set of 45 runs submitted to the QA track. The
mean size of an answer pool was 191.6 pairs (minimum pool size was 169 pairs, majdmum pool size was 207

pairs), and the pools contained a mean of 55.3 distinct documents (min 28, max 93). As expected, there was

very little overlap in strings across runs.

In all, fifteen different assessors judged some QA question. Because the assessors started at different

times (depending on when they finished their ad hoc assessing) and worked at different rates, different

assessors judged different numbers of questions and judged questions in different orders. The only invariants

in assigning questions to assessors were that each question was judged three times and that no assessor

judged a question more than once. The three sets of judgments for one question were mostly independent

of each other, though there were occasional discussions among the assessors about particularly interesting

assessing situations.

2.3.1 Assessors perception of their task

During the assessing process, the assessors interacted freely with the NIST TREC team members, asking for

clarification of the assessment guidelines and verifying their application of the guidelines to particular cases.

The interaction provided an informal mechanism for us to learn how the assessors perceived their task. We
also instituted two more formal methods for gathering this information. Every time an assessor started a

question, he or she was given a sheet of paper to record the canonical answers (i.e., the simplest form of the

answers) to the question. We asked that they write any other comments they had about the question on

the same sheet, and most sheets were returned with comments. The most detailed information came firom

a series of "think-aloud" observations of assessors judging an entire question. During a think-aloud session,

the assessor was asked to think aloud as he or she considered each answer string in the answer pool. An
observer (Tice) recorded the comments as the assessor judged the strings. Interruptions by the observer

were kept to a minimum, although assessors were occasionally reminded to think aloud. Eight think-aloud
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sessions were held, one each with five different assessors on five different questions plus all three assessors

on a sixth question. To eUminate any "start-up" effects in the observations, each of the assessors judged at

least three questions before being observed. The sessions were performed in a separate room with only the

assessor and the observer present.

We had two goals for the information we gathered from the assessors. First, we hoped to gain a better

understanding of how the assessors perceived the task and how they actually judged the answer strings (as

opposed to how they were guided to judge the answer strings). Second, we wanted to discover if there were

specific aspects of the task that could be improved for future evaluations.

Our observations suggest that the assessors understood their task and could do it. Several commented

on how enjoyable they found it. Since this was the first time they had done this type of assessing, they were

sometimes surprised (or amused or frustrated) by what the systems returned. For some questions, most of

the answer strings were associated with the document that contained the answer, but none or few of the

strings actually contained the answer. For example no one successfully extracted Marlon Brando as the

actor who played the peurt of the Godfather in the movie "The Godfather" (question 77). Frequently strings

woiild be truncated immediately before the answer. The answer pool for question 1, "Who is the author of

the book, 'The fron Lady: A Biography of Margaret Thatcher'?" contained not only the string "The Iron

Lady; A Biography of Margaret Thatcher by" but also responses of RonaJd Reagan, Giroux, Deirdre Bair,

Alfred A. Knopf, Lady Dorothy Neville, and Samuel Beckett. The systems' lack of true understanding of

the text sometimes led to amusing responses. One response to question 21, "Who was the first American

in space?" was Jerry Brown, taken from document LA110190-0188 which says "As for Wilson himself, he

became a senator by defeating Jerry Brown, who has been called the first American in space." (The answer

string was marked as incorrect.) A similar response was returned for question 196, "Who wrote 'Hamlet'?":

"'Hamlet,' directed by Franco Zeffirelli and written by . . . well, you know." (This response was also judged

as incorrect.)

Because we told the assessors the NIST TREC team created the answer pools for the traiining questions,

many assessors believed we had a hand in creating the responses to the test questions as well, and didn't

really seem to beUeve our claims of complete ignorance as to how the systems had created their responses.

The assessors often picked apart the questions word for word looking for "tricks." They were unhappy with

question 93, "Who first circumnavigated the globe?" because their research outside of NIST showed that

Magellan died before the trip was completed. We had them accept Magellan as the answer anyway. They

also objected to questions 131 and 184, which we subsequently removed from the test set.

The assessors generally followed the assessing gmdelines, though we did find some common patterns of

mistakes. As alluded to earlier, some assessors needed reminding to judge an answer string based on what

the string itself contained rather than what the associated document contained. For example, for question

146, "In what year did Ireland elect its first woman president?" one assessor was observed marking strings

that contained no year as correct because the document contained the year. Another pattern was to mark

strings as incorrect because they did not contain supporting evidence for the correctness of the answer.

This was not so much a problem when the answer string contained only the answer ("What is the capital

of Kosovo?"—answer string "Pristina") but when the answer string contained random other information

(answer string "Arkan Calls For Expulsion of 700,000 Albanians AU0305195294 Pristina KOSOVA DAILY
REPORT Nr. 347 in English 3 May 94 AUO 305195294 Pristina KOSOVA DAILY REPORT Nr. 347").

Of course, there were also just plain blunders: times when the assessor hit the wrong button or whatever.

Frequently the assessors would catch the blunders and correct them, but inevitably there were some blunders

that persisted.

There was one aspect of the judging task that caused the assessors significant difficulty—an aspect related

to the way in which the QA task itself was defined. The track guidelines required participants to return a

document with the answer string and allowed answer strings to be generated (i.e., the answer strings did

not have to be extracted from the document returned). The document was returned to provide the context

for judging the answer string. The context was used not only to provide a frame of reference for questions

whose answer changes over time, but also to give credit to systems that correctly extract information from

a document that is in error. There were a number of instances, however, when an answer string contained

the correct answer but that answer could not possibly have been determined from the document returned.

For example, the correct answer for question 193, "Who is the 16th President of the United States?" is
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Abraham Lincoln. One of the answer strings returned contained Abraham Lincoln, but the associated

document discussed Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. The document does not even mention that Lincoln was
President, let aJone that he was the 16th President. Because generated answers were allowed in the track,

we instructed the assessors to judge these strings as correct. The assessors hated this, and found it very

difficult to do. Giving credit for both a right answer when it was not supported by the document and a

wrong answer when it was supported by the document is too weird and does not reflect a real user task.

This became one of the largest sources of inconsistency among the assessors' judgments as some assessors

stopped checking document context altogether and others failed to mark such an answer string as correct.

2.3.2 Differences among assessors

Many differences among assessors were not caused by mistakes, however, but by legitimate differences of

opinion as to what constitutes an acceptable answer. Two prime examples of where such differences arise are

the completeness of names and the granularity of dates and locations. For example, two assessors accepted

"April 22" as a correct response to question 54, "When did Nixon die?" but the other assessor required the

yeax as well. Year-only is almost always acceptable for historical questions, and even decade- or century-only

is acceptable if the event in question is ancient enough. For question 160, "When did French revolutionaries

storm the Bastille?", "July 14" and "1789" (as well as "July 14, 1789") were all considered acceptable for

some assessors. Similar issues axise with locations. For question 191, "Where was Harry Truman born?"

some assessors accepted only Lamar, Missouri, while others accepted just Missouri. No assessor accepted

just USA, though for other questions country-only designations were judged as acceptable.

People are addressed in a variety of ways as well. The assessor training suggested that surname-only is

usually acceptable while first-name-only seldom is. Besides obvious exceptions such as Cher or Madonna,

there are the different forms of address in other cultures. For example, for question 40, "Who won the Nobel

Peace Prize in 1991?" the full name of the recipient is Aung San Suu Kyi. Some assessors accepted aJl of

"Aung San Suu Kyi," "Suu Kyi," "San Suu Kyi," and "Kyi."

These examples illustrate the myth of the obvious answer. It is pointless to try to create a set of rules

that specify exactly what is acceptable or unacceptable in all cases, since the granularity of an acceptable

response really does depend on the question and on the person receiving the answer. Even if it were possible

to get assessors to judge exactly the same way all the time, that would defeat the purpose of the evaluation.

Eventual end-users of the technology will have different opinions and expectations, and the technology will

have to be able to accommodate those differences to be useful.

2.4 Scoring the results

With three sets of judgments for each question, we were able to form a high-quality judgment set as the final

result of the assessment process. For each question, the three sets of assessor judgments were compared, and

any [string, document] pair that had two different judgments was reviewed by an adjudicator (Voorhees). The

adjudicator's role was not to provide a fourth judgment, but rather to decide if the differences in judgments

were caused by differences of opinions or misapplication of the assessing gmdelines. If a difference was a

matter of opinion, the judgment of the majority of the assessors was used, even if the adjudicator would

have judged it differently. If the difference was caused by an incorrect application of the judging guidehnes,

or caused the judgments to be inconsistent across the set of strings in the pool, the adjudicator overruled

the majority opinion. Appendix C gives the total number of pairs in the pool, the number disagreed on, and

the nmnber of times the majority opinion was overruled by the adjudicator for each question.

On average, 6% of the answer strings that were judged were disagreed on, and 16% of the disagreements

had the majority opinion overruled by the adjudicator. Looking at the total percentage of answer strings

that had disagreements is somewhat misleading, though, since a large percentage of the answer strings are

obviously wrong and assessors agree on those. Following the document relevance judgment literature [3], we
can compute the overlap in the sets of strings that were judged correct. Overlap is defined as the size of the

intersection of the sets of strings judged correct divided by the size of the union of the sets of strings judged

correct. Thus, an overlap of 1.0 means perfect agreement and an overlap of 0.0 means the sets of strings

judged as correct were disjoint. The mean overlap across all three judges for the 193 test questions that had

at least 1 correct string found was .641. The table in Appendix C also gives the overlap for each question.
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The QA track runs were scored using the adjudicated judgment set. Recall that a run consisted of a

ranked list of up to five [answer string, document] pairs for each question, and that every pair from every

run was judged. For each run, the scoring routine read the answer pairs for the current question in order.

The current answer pair was located in the adjudicated judgment file. If the pair was judged as correct, the

reciprocal of the current rank was computed and added to a running sum of reciprocal ranks for this run;

the remaining responses for this question were ignored. If no correct pair was found for the question, the

reciprocal was set to 0. After all questions were processed, the mean reciprocal rank wa.s computed from the

running sum, and both the mean and the number of questions for which no correct answer was found were

written out.

The reciprocal rank heis several advantages as a scoring metric. It is closely related to the average

precision measure used extensively in document retrieval. It is bounded between 0 and 1, inclusive, and

averages well. A run is penalized for not retrieving any correct answer for a question, but not unduly so.

The measure aJso has some drawbacks that perhaps should be addressed in future evaluations. The score

for an individual question can taJce on only six values (0, .2, .25, .33, .5, 1), so it is unlikely that parametric

statistical significance tests would be appropriate for this task. Question answering systems are given no

credit for retrieving multiple (different) correct answers. Also, since the track required at least one response

for each question, systems could receive no credit for realizing they did not know the answer.

3 The Reliability of System Compeirisons

One of the primary ways TREC has been successful in improving document retrieval performance is by

creating appropriate test collections for researchers to use when developing their systems. Unfortunately,

the TREC-8 QA track did not create a comparable QA test collection. The unit that was judged for

correctness was the entire answer string. This is not comparable to judging documents in document retrieval

test collections because different question answering runs almost never return exactly the same answer strings.

Developing a true equivalent of document retrieval's relevance judgment sets for question answering is a high

priority research problem, but for now it remains unsolved.

A second test collection issue is the reliability of the compgirisons between judged runs. Since the preceding

section makes it clear that assessor opinions do differ even for the simple questions with "obvious" answers

that were used as test questions, there is little hope that more carefully defined assessor instructions or

more proscribed question selection procedures will eliminate inconsistencies in judgments among assessors.

We must therefore ensure that the relative effectiveness of two question answering strategies is insensitive

to modest changes in the judgment set since no one judgment set represents a gold standard answer key.

There is reason to believe that this may be the case. Relevance judgments for documents axe also known to

vary across different assessors [4], yet relative retrieval effectiveness is stable despite the differences [6]. This

section investigates whether the stabiUty of dociunent retrieval system evaluation is also true for question

answering system evaluation.

3,1 Defining different judgment sets

As described earlier, the judgment set used to score the TREC-8 question answering systems was created

such that each individual question was judged by three different assessors. Any differences in the judgments

among the three assessors were reviewed by an adjudicator who let the majority's judgment stcind unless

judgments were inconsistent across different answer strings or the assessing guidelines were not followed.

This process reduces the number of blunders in the final judgment set and increases the likelihood that the

stated assessing guidelines were actually followed, though it also more than triples the cost of creating a

judgment set as compared to using a single assessor's judgments for each question. Since different judgments

are available for each question, it is possible to directly measure the effect different judgments have on the

systems' scores. Two questions need to be addressed: whether judgment sets that use a single assessor

for a question ("one-judge qrels") are equivalent to one another, and if so, whether a one-judge qrels is an

adequate substitute for the adjudicated qrels.

The procedure used to measure the effects of different judgment sets on final scores was identical to the

one used to gauge the effect of differences in relevance judgments in document retrieval system evaluation [6],
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namely quantifying the changes in system rankings when different qrels are used to score the runs. A system

ranking is a Ust of the systems under consideration sorted by decreasing mean reciprocal rank. We used a

correlation based on Kendall's tau [5] as the measure of association between two rankings. Kendall's tau

computes the distance between two rankings as the minimum number of pairwise adjacent swaps to turn

one ranking into the other. The distance is normalized by the number of items being ranked such that two

identical rankings produce a correlation of 1.0, the correlation between a ranking and its perfect inverse is

—1.0, and the expected correlation of two rankings chosen at random is 0.0.

With three judgments for each of 198 questions, we can form 3^^^ different one-judge qrels for this QA
task. We generated a sample of 100,003 of these one-judge qrels^ by randomly selecting one of the assessors

for each question and combining the selected judgments into one qrels. We then scored 41 of the QA runs

using each of the 100,003 qrels (the remaining four runs were clear outliers and we removed them for this

part of the investigation). We calculated the sample mean and standard deviation of the mean reciprocal

rank for each run. The means are plotted in Figure 1 where the runs are sorted by decreasing mean. The
error bars in Figure 1 indicate the minimum and the maximum mean reciprocal rank obtained for that run

over the sample. Values for the means, standard deviations, and minimum and maximum scores qrels are

given in the second column of Table 1.

In addition to the 100,003 one-judge qrels, we created four multiple-judge qrels. The first of these is the

adjudicated qrels described above. The second is a straight majority opinion qrels set. This differs from

the adjudicated set in that there was no overruling of the majority opinion when assessments differed. The
remaining two qrels sets are the union and intersection sets. In the union qrels a response is considered to

be correct if any assessor judged it correct; in the intersection qrels a response is considered to be correct if

all three assessors judged it as correct.

The mean reciprocal rank scores for each of the runs for the four multiple-judge qrels axe plotted along

with the sample means in Figure 1, and are given in the first column of Table 1. These points demonstrate

how the system ranking changes for a particular qrels versus the ranking by the mean: a run with a symbol

higher than the corresponding symbol of a run to its left would be ranked differently in the particular

qrels ranking. For example, the first two runs (SMUNLP2 and textract9908) would switch positions when
evaluated by the adjudicated qrels set.

As is true for document retrieval evaluations, the absolute values of the scores do change when different

qrels are used to evaluate the runs. The final column of Table 1 gives the number of questions whose

score changes for that run depending on which individual assessor's judgments are used. However, we are

interested in the effect on relative scores, which means we need to look at how the system rankings change

when different qrels are used. We computed the mean of the Kendall correlations among the system rankings

in two ways. In the first case, we took the mean of all pair-wise correlations in a random sample of 1000

of the one-judge rankings. In the second case, we took the mean of the Kendall's correlation between the

adjudicated qrels and all 100,003 one-judge rankings. Finally we computed the correlation between the

adjudicated ranking and each of the other multiple-judge rankings. The correlations are given in Table 2.

The numbers in parentheses show the number of pairwise adjacent swaps a correlation represents given that

there are 41 different runs being ranked. Since any two one-judge qrels are likely to contain exactly the

same judgments for 1/3 of the questions on average, the qrels are not independent of one another. Thus the

Kendall correlation shown may be slightly higher than it would be with completely independent qrels.

The correlations in the top part of Table 2 show that QA system rankings produced from one-judge qrels

are at least as stable as document retrieval system rankings in the face of changes in judgments. There are

minor differences in the rankings, but most of those differences are caused by runs whose mean reciprocal rank

scores are very close. This answers our first question in the affirmative. One-judge rankings are essentially

equivalent with one another for the purpose of comparative evaluation of QA systems.

The second half of Table 2 suggests that one-judge qrels are also equivalent to the expensive adjudicated

qrels. As can be seen firom Figure 1, the adjudicated score for a run always lies within the boundaries of the

minimum and m£iximum scores obtained on the sample of one-judge qrels. This is not true for the union

and intersection qrels, which is a difference between QA evaluation and document retrieval evaluation.

^In the document retrieval study, three of the qrels sets were special cases. They are not special cases for the QA task, but
existing code computed them, so they were left in.
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Table 1: Variation in mean reciprocal rank by judgment set ("qrels"). The runs are ordered by decreasing

mean reciprocal rank using the official adjudicated qrels (Adj). The next three columns give the score

obtained using the Majority (Maj), Union (Union), and Intersection (Inter) qrels. The next four columns

give the distribution of the mean reciprocal rank over the set of 100,003 single-judge qrels sets: the sample

mean (Mean), the sample standard deviation (a), the minimum (Min), and the maximum (Max). The final

column gives the number of questions whose score varies depending on which single judge assessments are

used.

Qrels Over 100,003 #
Run Adj Maj Union Inter Mean a Ti IT'Mm Max Qs

textract9908 .660 .622 .705 .518 .617
A-I O
.013 .564 .676 48

SMUNLP2 .646 .648 .667 .566
/?A^
.627

A1 A
.010

coo
.583 .662 28

SMUNLPl .555 .530 .586 .395 .504 .014 .446
c c ^
.557

A A
49

attqa250p .545 .549 .596
/IDC
.485 .543 .010 .502 .582 32

GePenn .510 .501 .541 .446
A A/?
.496 .009 .458 .529 32

attqa250e .483 .478 .528
AHA
.434 .480 .009 .439 .517

O 1
31

uwmtSqal .471 .468 .504 .410 .462 .008 .431 .492 37

mdsOSql .453 .452 .495 .405 .452 .008 .418 .486 33

xeroxQASlC .453 .450 .493 .374 .440 .010 .396 .480
o o
38

nttdSqll .439 AAA .497
O OA
.380 .441 .010 .398

A TO
.478

A O43

MTR99250 .434 .429
A a A
.484 .327

Ate
.415

A1 A
.012 .367 .465 AA

IBMDR992 .430 .438 .461
o o o.388

A AA
.429

AAO
.008

OA A
.394 A CA.459 A 121

IBMVS992 .395 A no A6o O OA
.339 .o9o .U(J9

oca
.ODD

A AA
.429

OA30

INQooo o o o.ooo .380 .430 OAT .369 A1 A.010 .326 Ar\Q Aft

nttd8ql4 .371 .od4
A'\ V..415 .276 .353 .Uli one A AO.402 A C45

attqaoOe .o5d .360 .387 O 1 C o c c.355 .008 .626 .oo4 20
T • *'X i~^LimsiLC .341

o o o
.338 .384 OAO.298 o An.340 .008 .308 .6/0 2o

INQ639 .336 .328 .377
AO 1
.281 .330 .009 .295 oc c.ODO 0 1

CRDBASE250 .319 .319 .347 .265 .310
AAO
.008 .277 .343

A O28

IBMDR995 .319 .307 .345 .215 .288 .011
A O O
.233 OOA A A4U

xeroxQASsC .317 .314 .363 .232 .303
A1 1
.011

A C ^
.257

n A^
.347 OA39

umdqa .298 .291
A A

.344
A OA
.239

AAO.293 AAA.009 .257 OOA.330 O C35

clr99s .281 .272 .322
OOA.222 .273 .009 ooo.zoo onn O A

MTR99050 .281 .253 .319 1 A1
.191 .257

A1 A
.010

A 1
.217 ono.6U6 00OO

IBMVS995 .280 .283 .313
A1 A
.212 .269

A1 A
.010

A O 1
.231

one.306 O 131

nttdSqsl .273 .264 .306 .200
A C7
.257

AAA.009 A 1 1
.211

AAO
.293

0£!36

CRL250 .268 .259 .292
t AA
.199 .250 .009 .211 .290 on29

UIowaQAl .267 .oUU .245 nn?.UU 1 .298 17

attqaSOp .228 .277 .218 .011 .174 OO

nttd8qs2 .259 .252 .283 .176 .238 .009 .197 .276 36

CRL50 .220 .205 .233 .147 .195 .008 .160 .226 29

INQ634 .191 .179 .220 .131 .178 .008 .145 .212 29

CRDBASE050 .158 .146 .195 .114 .152 .008 .122 .186 31

INQ638 .126 .124 .150 .094 .123 .006 .098 .146 22

Scai8QnA .121 .119 .138 .087 .114 .006 .089 .137 20

shefinq250 .111 .106 .121 .071 .099 .007 .071 .121 10

shefatt250 .096 .086 .101 .076 .088 .005 .076 .101 5

NTU99 .087 .088 .101 .057 .083 .006 .060 .101 13

shefinqSO .081 .061 .086 .040 .063 .007 .040 .086 9

shefatt50 .071 .066 .076 .056 .066 .005 .056 .076 4

UIowaQA2 .060 .056 .082 .041 .059 .006 .041 .082 14
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Figure 1: Sample mean, min, and max of the mean reciprocal rank computed for QA runs over a sample of

100,003 one-judge qrels. Also plotted are the mean reciprocal rank for the adjudicated, majority, union, and

intersection qrels. Rims are labeled as either 50 byte limit (50) or 250 byte limit (250).

Table 2: Kendall correlation (r) of system rankings and corresponding number of pairwise adjacent swaps

produced by different qrels sets. With 41 systems, there is a maximum of 820 possible pairwise adjacent

swaps.

Mean r Min r Max r

in subsample

with adjudicated

.9632 (15.1)

.9563 (17.9)

.9171 (34)

.9146 (35)

.9976 (1)

.9878 (5)

a) correlations for one-judge rankings

T

majority .9683 (13)

union .9780 (9)

intersection .9146 (35)

a 1-judge qrels .9683 (13)

b) correlations with the adjudicated ranking
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Figure 2: Number of swaps versus difference in mean reciprocal rank as computed using the Adjudicated

qrels. Only pairs of systems that have a difference greater than .015 and that swapped more than 10 times

are plotted.

3.2 Estimating the likelihood of a swap

While statements regarding the average stability of a set of runs are nice, researchers are often more interested

in knowing the likelihood that any two particular runs will be ranked in a different order if the judgment

sets change. Define a swap to be the situation in which one qrels ranks run i before run j and a second qrels

ranks run j before rank i. We can use the sample of 100,003 one-judge qrels to count how often each pair of

runs swaps.

Let B[i,j] be the number of qrels that cause system i to evaluate as better then system j. Then the

number of swaps for i and j is the smaller of B[i,j] and B[j,i] (assuming the larger number represents the

"true" ranking). For the 820 pairs of runs under consideration, 123 had at least one swap. For pairs that

had a difference greater than .015 in their mean reciprocal ranks according to the adjudicated qrels, only

85 ever swapped. As Table 1 shows, the standard deviation of the sample mean for a single run approaches

.015 when qrels sets vary, so runs with smaller differences must be regarded as equivalent.

Figure 2 plots the number of swaps for a run pair against the difference in their mean reciprocal ranks

according to the adjudicated qrels. Pairs with differences of less than .015 are not plotted, nor are pairs

that swapped fewer than 10 times, leaving 66 pairs plotted. Points plotted furthest from the origin of the

graph are of interest because they represent pairs of systems that either swap often or have large differences

in the mean reciprocal rank. For example, the extreme point on the x-axis represents a difference of .102

in the mean reciprocal ranks between the SMUNLPl run and the mds08ql run. This pair of runs swapped

only 14 times, however, thus having an estimated probability of a swap of only .0003 (14/50,000). At the

other extreme, the umdqa and IBMDR995 runs swapped 39,567 times (estimated probability of .791) with

a difference of .021 in the reciprocal ranks. While the difference in scores is (inversely) correlated with the

probability that a pair of runs will swap, it is clearly not the only factor. Run pairs with much smaller

differences between their scores swapped many fewer times than these two runs.
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3.3 Question set size

It is important to remember that the system rankings used as a basis of this analysis were computed using

the mean score over 198 questions. Using averages over a sufficient number of questions is vital to obtaining

a stable evaluation.

What is sufficient? PVom a stability viewpoint, more questions in a test set is always better than fewer

questions. But a test set with more questions is also more expensive to build than a set with fewer questions.

With so little experience with the task, it is premature to set a final figure, though the TREC-8 evaluation

does provide interesting data points. All of our analysis thus far has shown that 200 (or 198) is sufficient. To
set a lower bound, note the last column in Table 1 that shows the number of questions whose score changed

when the assessor changed for each run. Since some runs had almost 50 questions that were affected by

judgment differences, a test set should probably have at least 100 questions.

4 Conclusion

The first running of any TREC track is more a test of the evaluation methodology used in the track than

of the participating systems. This is particularly true with the TREC-8 QA track, which used an evalu-

ation methodology based on human assessors for the question answering task. This paper validated the

methodology used by showing it was both appropriate and effective.

The general question answering task was deliberately simplified for the TREC-8 track by constraining

the questions to be fact-based, short-answer questions. The results of the track make it clear, however, that

even for this highly-constrained version of the task legitimate differences of opinions exist as to whether a

supplied answer string actually answers the question. Assessors differ on how much of a name is required,

and on the granularity of times and locations. Having the evaluation accommodate diflferences of opinion

in the answer keys reflects a requirement of the real problem; if assessors have different opinions on what

constitutes an answer then eventual end-users of the technology will have different opinions as well. The
technology must be able to accommodate user differences to be useful.

An evaluation is effective if the conclusions that can be drawn from it are meaningful and valid. The
purpose of the TREC-8 evaluation was to compare different technologies for (a limited version of) the question

answering task. The QA evaluation produced a nice spread of scores, and those runs that intuitively seemed

better got higher scores. The comparisons are valid to the extent that they are stable under changes in the

judgments that produce the scores. Indeed, our analysis suggests that the expensive adjudicated judgment

set used in the track can be replaced with a single-opinion judgment, since the system rankings produced by

single-opinion judgment sets are equivalent to one another and to the ranking produced by the adjudicated

judgment set.

While on the whole the TREC-8 QA evaluation was sound, there was at least one problem with this

implementation of the track. Since the track guidelines required a document be returned but allowed answer

generation (as opposed to simple extraction), NIST made the attempt to judge as correct both strings that

contained a wrong answer that had been correctly extracted from a mistaken document, and strings that

contained a correct answer even though that answer could not be obtained from the information contained

within the cited document. In retrospect, this was a bad decision. Taking document context into account

only for certain situations was difficult for the assessors to do, and was one of the largest contributors to

differences in judgments among the assessors. It also does not correspond well to any real user task. In

future evaluations the task should either be a true question answering task wherein the system generates a

response from any resource available to it and is evaluated strictly on whether the returned string contains

a correct answer"* or an information extraction task in which the system extracts a response from text and

is evaluated on successful extraction.

Another issue that must eventually be addressed is the fact that the current methodology does not create

a true test collection. Currently judgments are based on entire answer strings because it is not yet clear

how to map specific answer strings into more general answers. Unfortunately, this renders the judgments

unsuitable for anything other than comparing the specific runs used to build the answer pools. The judgments

do not constitute a generic judgment file for the QA task because the amount of overlap in answer strings

^Some mechanism whereby the assessors learn the set of correct answers is required.
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across runs is quite smaJl. The benefits of large-scale evaluation for question answering technology will not

be fully reahzed until true test collections can be devised.
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A The Test Set of 200 Questions

1. Who is the author of the book, "The Iron Lady: A Biography of Margaret Thatcher"?

2. What was the monetary value of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989?

3. What does the Peugeot company manufacture?

4. How much did Mercury spend on advertising in 1993?

5. What is the name of the managing director of Apricot Computer?

6. Why did David Koresh ask the FBI for a word processor?

7. What debts did Qintex group leave?

8. What is the name of the rare neurological disease with symptoms such as: involuntary movements (tics),

swearing, and incoherent vocalizations (grunts, shouts, etc.)?

9. How far is Yaroslavl from Moscow?

10. Ncime the designer of the shoe that spawned millions of plastic imitations, known as "jellies".

11. Who was President Cleveland's wife?

12. How much did Manchester United spend on players in 1993?

13. How much could you rent a Volkswagen bug for in 1966?

14. What country is the biggest producer of tungsten?

15. When was London's Docklands Light Railway constructed?

16. What two US biochemists won the Nobel Prize in medicine in 1992?

17. How long did the Charles Manson murder trial last?

18. Who was the first Taiwanese President?

19. Who was the leader of the Branch Davidicin Cult confronted by the FBI in Waco, Texas in 1993?

20. Where is Inoco based?

21. Who was the first American in space?

22. When did the Jurassic Period end?

23. When did Spain and Korea start ambassadorial relations?

24. When did Nixon visit China?

25. Who was the lead actress in the movie "Sleepless in Seattle"?

26. What is the name of the "female" counterpart to El Nino, which results in cooling temperatures and very dry

weather?

27. Where did the 6th annual meeting of Indonesia-Malaysia forest experts take pla^e?

28. Who may be best known for breaking the color line in baseball?

29. What is the brightest star visible from Earth?

30. What are the Valdez Principles?

31. Where was Ulysses S. Grant born?

32. Who received the Will Rogers Award in 1989?

33. What is the largest city in Germany?

34. Where is the actress, Marion Davies, buried?

35. What is the name of the highest mountain in Africa?

36. In 1990, what day of the week did Christmas fall on?

37. What was the name of the US helicopter pilot shot down over North Korea?

38. Where was George Washington born?

39. Who was chosen to be the first black chairman of the military Joint Chiefs of Staff?

40. Who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1991?

41. What is the legal blood alcohol limit for the state of California?
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42. What was the target rate for M3 growth in 1992?

43. What costume designer decided that Michael Jackson should only wear one glove?

44. Who is the director of the international group called the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) that is trying

to coordinate gene-mapping research worldwide?

45. When did Lucelly Garcia, a former ambassador of Columbia to Honduras, die?

46. Who is the mayor of Marbella?

47. What company is the largest Japanese ship builder?

48. Where is the massive North Korean nuclear complex located?

49. Who fired Maria Ybarra from her position in San Diego council?

50. When was Dubai's first concrete house built?

51. Who is the president of Staunford University?

52. Who invented the road traffic cone?

53. Who was the first doctor to successfully transplant a liver?

54. When did Nixon die?

55. Where is Microsoft's corporate headquarters located?

56. How many calories are there in a Big Mac?

57. What is the acronym for the rating system for air conditioner efficiency?

58. Name a film that has won the Golden Bear in the Berlin Film Festival?

59. Who was President of Costa Rica in 1994?

60. What is the fare cost for the round trip between New York and London on Concorde?

61. What brand of white rum is still made in Cuba?

62. What is the name of the chronic neurological autoimmune disease which attacks the protein sheath that

surrounds nerve cells causing a gradual loss of movement in the body?

63. What nuclear-powered Russian submarine sank in the Norwegian Sea on April 7, 1989?

64. Who is the voice of Miss Piggy?

65. Ncime a country that is developing a magnetic levitation railway system?

66. Name the first private citizen to fly in spcice.

67. What is the longest river in the United States?

68. What does El Nino mean in Spanish?

69. Who came up with the name. El Nino?

70. How many lives were lost in the China Airlines' crash in Nagoya, Japan?

71. In what year did Joe DiMaggio compile his 56-game hitting streaJc?

72. When did the original Howdy Doody show go off' the air?

73. Where is the Taj Mahal?

74. Who leads the star ship Enterprise in Star Trek?

75. What cancer is commonly associated with AIDS?

76. In which year was New Zealand excluded from the ANZUS alliance?

77. Who played the part of the Godfather in the movie, "The Godfather" ?

78. Which large U.S. city had the highest murder rate for 1988?

79. What did Shostakovich write for Rostropovich?

80. What is the name of the promising anticzincer compound derived from the pacific yew tree?

81. How many inhabitants live in the town of Ushuaia?

82. How many consecutive baseball games did Lou Gehrig play?

83. What is the tallest building in Japan?
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84. Which country is Australia's Ijirgest export market?

85. Which former Ku Klux Klan member won an elected office in the U.S.?

86. Who won two gold medals in skiing in the Olympic Games in Calgary?

87. Who followed Willy Brandt as chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany?

88. What is Grenada's main commodity export?

89. At what age did Rossini stop writing opera?

90. Who is the founder of Scientology?

91. Which city in China has the largest number of foreign financial companies?

92. Who released the Internet worm in the late 1980s?

93. Who first circumnavigated the globe?

94. Who wrote the song, "Stardust"?

95. What country is the worlds leading supplier of cannabis?

96. What time of day did Emperor Hirohito die?

97. How large is the Arctic refuge to preserve unique wildlife and wilderness value on Alaska's north coast?

98. Where is the highest point in Japan?

99. What is the term for the sum of all genetic material in a given organism?

100. What is considered the costliest disaster the insurance industry has ever faced?

101. How many people live in the FaJklands?

102. Who is the Voyager project manager?

103. How many people died when the Estonia sank in 1994?

104. What language is most commonly used in Bombay?

105. How mciny people does Honda employ in the U.S.?

106. What is the second highest mountain peak in the world?

107. When was China's first nuclear test?

108. Which company created the Internet browser Moseiic?

109. Where does Buzz Aldrin want to build a permanent, manned space station?

110. Who killed Lee Harvey Oswald?

111. How long does it take to travel from Tokyo to Niigata?

112. Who is the President of Ghana?

113. What is the name of the medical condition in which a baby is born without a brain?

114. How much stronger is the new vitreous carbon material invented by the Tokyo Institute of Technology compared
with the material made from cellulose?

115. What is Head Start?

116. Which team won the Super Bowl in 1968?

117. What two researchers discovered the double-helix structure of DNA in 1953?

118. What percentage of the world's plant and animal species can be found in the Amazon forests?

119. What Nobel laureate was expelled from the Philippines before the conference on East Timor?

120. Who held the endurance record for women pilots in 1929?

121. Who won the first general election for President held in Malawi in May 1994?

122. Who is section manager for guidance and control systems at JPL?

123. How many Vietnamese were there in the Soviet Union?

124. What was Agent Orange used for during the Vietnam War?

125. In what city is the US Declzuration of Independence located?

126. When did Israel begin turning the Gaza Strip and Jericho over to the PLO?
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127. Which city has the oldest relationship as a sister-city with Los Angeles?

128. Who was the second man to walk on the moon?

129. How many times was pitcher, Warren Spcihn, a 20-game winner in his 21 major league seasons?

130. When was Yemen reunified?

131. Which Japanese car maker had its biggest percentage of sale in the domestic market?

132. What is the capital of Uruguay?

133. What is the name for the technique of growing certain plants in soils contaminated with toxic metals, wherein

the plants take up the toxic metals, are harvested, emd the metals recovered for recycling?

134. Where is it planned to berth the merchant ship, Lane Victory, which Merchant Marine veterans are converting

into a floating museum?

135. What famous communist leader died in Mexico City?

136. Who is the Queen of Holland?

137. Who is the president of the Spanish government?

138. What is the name of the normal process in all living things, including humans, in which cells are programmed

to "commit suicide"?

139. How meiny people did the United Nations commit to help restore order and distribute humamitarian relief in

Somalia in September 1992?

140. How many people on the ground were killed from the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland,

December 21, 1988?

141. What is the duration of the trip from Bristol to London by rsul?

142. What is the population of Ulan Bator, capital of Mongolia?

143. Where does most of the marijuana entering the United States come from?

144. How many megawatts will the power project in Indonesia, built by a consortium headed by Mission Energy of

US, produce?

145. What did John Hinckley do to impress Jodie Foster?

146. In what year did Ireland elect its first woman president?

147. Who is the prime minister of Japan?

148. How many soldiers were involved in the last Panama invasion by the United States of America?

149. Where is the Bulls basketball team based?

150. What is the length of border between the Ukraine and Russia?

151. Where did Dylan Thomas die?

152. How many people live in Tokyo?

153. What is the capital of California?

154. How many Grand Slcim titles did Bjorn Borg win?

155. Who was the Democratic nominee in the American presidential election?

156. When was General Manuel Noriega ousted as the leader of Panama and turned over to U.S. authorities?

157. Where is Dartmouth College?

158. How many mines can still be found in the Falklands after the war ended?

159. Why are electric cars less efficient in the north-east than in California?

160. When did French revolutionaries storm the Bastille?

161. How rich is BUI Gates?

162. What is the capital of Kosovo?

163. What state does Charles Robb represent?

164. Who is the leading competitor of Trans Union Company?

165. Which type of submarine was bought recently by South Korea?
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166. When did communist control end in Hungary?

167. What nationality is Pope John Paul II?

168. Who was the capt£un of the tanker, Exxon Valdez, involved in the oil spill in Prince WiUiam Sound, Alaska,

1989?

169. Whom did the Chicago Bulls beat in the 1993 championship?

170. Who was President of Afghanistan in 1994?

171. Who is the director of intergovernmental affairs for the San Diego county?

172. Where is the Keck telescope?

173. How many moons does Jupiter have?

174. When did Jaco Pastorius die?

175. When did beethoven die?

176. How mcuiy people in Tucson?

177. How tall is Mt. Everest?

178. What is the capital of Congo?

179. What is the capital of Italy?

180. What is the capitcil of Sri Lanka?

181. What novel inspired the movie BladeRunner?

182. What was the first Gilbert and Sullivan opera?

183. What was the name of the computer in "2001: A Space Odyssey"?

184. When was Queen Victoria born?

185. When was the battle of the Somme fought?

186. Where did the Battle of the Bulge take place?

187. Where was Lincoln assassinated?

188. When was the women's sufiErage amendment ratified?

189. Where is Qatar?

190. Where is South Bend?

191. Where was Harry Truman born?

192. Who was Secretary of State during the Nixon administration?

193. Who was the 16th President of the United States?

194. Who wrote "The Pines of Rome"?

195. Who wrote "Dubliners"?

196. Who wrote "Hamlet"?

197. What did Richard Feynman say upon hearing he would receive the Nobel Prize in Physics?

198. How did Socrates die?

199. How tall is the Matterhorn?

200. How tall is the replica of the Matterhorn at Disneyland?
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Table 3: Sources of the 198 final test set questions. Two questions (131 and 184) were dropped from the

evaluation after assessors determined there was no answer in the document collection. "Qid" is the question

identifier. The remaining columns indicate the source of the corresponding question: "FAQ" for questions

taken from the logs of the FAQFinder system, "Part" for questions submitted by TREC participants or the

NIST TREC team, and "Assess" for questions submitted by the NIST assessors.

Qid FAQ Part Assess Qid FAQ Part Assess Qid FAQ Part Assess Qid FAQ Part Assess

1 X 51 X 101 X 152 X
2 X 52 X 102 X 153 X
3 X 53 X 103 X 154 X
4 X 54 X 104 X 155 X
5 X 55 X 105 X 156 X
6 X 56 X 106 A 157 X
7 X 57 X 107 X 158 X
8 X 58 X 108 A 159 X
9 X 59 X 109 X 160 X

10 X 60 X 110 X 161 X
11 X 61 X 111

vrA 162 A
12 X 62 X 112 A 163 A
13 X 63 A 113 A 164 A
14 X 64 X 114 A 165 A
15 X 65 A 115 A 166 A
16 X 66 A 116 A 1d7 VA
17 X 67 A 117 VA loo YA
18 X CO68 A 1 1 Q VA 1109 YA
19 X 69 A 119 A 1 (U YA
20 X 70 X 120 VA 1 71111 YA
21 X 71 A 1 0

1

IZl YA LIZ YA
22 X 72 A 122 A 1 7Q

1 1 0 YA
23 X 73 X 123 A 1 7/t1(4 YA
24 X 74 X 124

VA 1 7R170 YA
25 X 75 X 125 A 1 7C17d YA
26 X 76 X 126 A 177 YA
27 X 77 X 127 X 178 X
28 X 78 X 128 X 179 X
29 X 79 X 129 A 180 YA
30 X 80 X 130 A 1 O 1181 YA
31 X 81 X 132 A 182 YA
32 X 82 X 133 A 1 QOIBo YA
33 X 83 X lo4 YA 1 fie;ISO YA

Y 84 X 135 X 186 X
35 X 85 X 136 X 187 X
36 X 86 X 137 X 188 X
37 X 87 X 138 X 189 X
38 X 88 X 139 X 190 X
39 X 89 X 140 X 191 X
40 X 90 X 141 X 192 X
41 X 91 X 142 X 193 X
42 X 92 X 143 X 194 X
43 X 93 X 144 X 195 X
44 X 94 X 145 X 196 X
45 X 95 X 146 X 197 X
46 X 96 X 147 X 198 X
47 X 97 X 148 X 199 X
48 X 98 X 149 X 200 X
49 X 99 X 150 X
50 X 100 X 151 X
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B Written Instructions to the Assessors

Today's search systems take a question and return a list of documents likely to contain an answer to the

question. The user of the system must then read the documents to find the desired answer within them, if

it's there. This can be a very tedious, time-consuming process, and frustrating process.

It would be better if the system returned smaller pieces of text—a few words or a sentence or at most

a paragraph believed to contain the answer. Then the user would have less reading to do in order to see if

any of the pieces contained an answer.

Such improved systems exist today in experimental versions. In order to know how good a job such

improved search systems are doing we need to judge whether, given a question, the systems return pieces of

text that are responsive (i.e., you can recognize the answer in the piece) to the question. Your task will be

to make these judgments.

For each question you will be given several pieces of text varying in size from a few words to a paragraph.

The experimental search systems returned these pieces of text in response to this question. Your job is to

decide whether each piece of text really contains some words that answer the question. Here is how you

should proceed.

For each question:

1. Read the question carefully, then

2. Find the answer by skimming through the document and answer strings. It may be the case that no

one retrieved the answer. If this happens, see Dawn.

3. For each answer string, read the piece of text and judge whether it contains a vaUd answer to the

question.

• If the answer string is the answer, judge it correct (yes).

• If the answer string contains the answer plus supporting text, judge it correct (yes).

• If the answer string contains the answer plus miscellaneous other stuff, judge it correct (yes).

• If the answer string contains the answer plus other text that interferes with recognizing the answer,

then you should decide how much interference there is, but it is probably incorrect.

• K the answer string does not contain the answer, then judge it incorrect (no).

Notes:

• It's possible that there may be more than one answer. Check the document to see whether an answer

string contains a vaHd answer.

• Judge the answer in the context of the document - even if the document gives an answer that you

believe is wrong, judge the answer string on the basis of what the document says anyway.

• It is up the the assessor to decide if "partial answers" are responsive. Example: Last name only may
be acceptable for "who" questions.
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C Assessor Agreement per Question

Table 4: Number of answer strings judged (J); number of answers that were judged differently by different

assessors (D); number of majority opinions overruled in adjudication (O); and overlap of the correct sets

across assessors (QL). The overlap is undefined if no answers are judged as correct.

Qid J D 0 OL Qid J D O OL Qid J D O OL Qid J D O OL
1 189 17 3 .66 51 200 12 1 .83 101 199 1 0 .94 152 200 0 0 1.0

2 175 0 0 1.0 52 197 7 0 .78 102 202 31 1 0.0 153 200 7 3 .22

3 195 47 2 .49 53 202 3 1 .88 103 197 22 1 .49 154 196 15 1 ,53

4 189 1 1 .89 54 189 28 1 0.0 104 184 1 1 .86 155 193 42 2 .43

5 202 1 0 .97 55 185 23 3 .28 105 202 11 0 .27 156 198 16 0 0.0

6 185 9 0 .64 56 192 1 0 .94 106 191 14 2 .62 157 197 17 4 .77

7 191 6 1 .70 57 196 20 2 .50 107 188 3 0 .77 158 194 3 0 .87

8 191 19 0 .10 58 183 14 8 .85 108 203 27 10 0.0 159 176 2 0 .90

9 185 2 0 .80 59 202 19 2 .60 109 198 12 3 .43 160 187 26 2 .62

10 180 9 0 .70 60 194 12 4 .64 110 195 15 4 .75 161 175 17 11 .48

11 200 0 0 1.0 61 183 4 2 .73 111 188 5 0 .62 162 202 11 5 .82

12 197 0 0 1.0 62 186 8 0 .73 112 205 9 0 .90 163 199 31 12 .61

13 198 4 1 .85 63 195 3 0 .97 113 199 5 0 .77 164 195 30 14 ,29

14 191 37 1 .31 64 194 1 0 .95 114 184 1 0 .92 165 182 1 0 .89

15 187 4 0 .73 65 187 30" 15 .35 115 179 18 2 .10 166 193 7 0 .30

16 189 1 0 .95 66 178 1 0 .96 116 199 12 0 0.0 167 195 8 2 0.0

17 197 2 1 .87 67 192 6 1 .40 117 193 32 4 .53 168 202 4 0 .87

18 190 64 0 .36 68 174 3 0 .90 118 177 13 1 .61 169 198 0 0 -

—

19 192 4 0 .92 69 191 4 1 .60 119 187 4 2 .64 170 197 15 1 .83

20 172 10 0 .44 70 199 11 0 .83 120 194 13 1 .64 171 195 2 2 .94

21 196 1 0 .90 71 197 7 0 .78 121 202 11 1 .74 172 198 18 0 ,76

22 184 1 0 .89 72 185 0 0 1.0 122 191 1 0 .97 173 199 26 2 0.0

23 186 0 0 1.0 73 207 69 1 .10 123 197 1 0 .94 174 175 12 0 .50

24 194 37 2 .54 74 198 20 0 .50 124 192 30 3 .47 175 176 4 0 .56

25 190 4 1 .75 75 194 9 1 .47 125 189 0 0 — 176 195 0 0 1,0

26 195 1 1 .96 76 196 26 0 .50 126 196 20 1 0.0 177 196 4 0 ,87

27 183 11 0 .45 77 196 0 0 — 127 186 10 2 .72 178 204 20 5 .76

28 190 10 0 .84 78 190 24 14 .43 128 201 15 0 .73 179 181 12 7 ,66

29 201 12 2 .64 79 189 17 0 .39 129 197 1 0 .96 180 199 13 1 ,85

30 182 4 1 .88 80 186 1 0 .99 130 192 3 0 .89 181 195 0 0 —
31 198 6 0 .79 81 194 1 0 .95 132 197 22 1 .64 182 186 4 1 .20

32 191 3 3 .67 82 195 7 1 .93 133 173 0 0 1.0 183 195 5 0 .86

33 198 10 3 .70 83 195 13 0 .68 134 185 34 0 .52 185 184 8 0 .81

34 176 5 0 .75 84 187 0 0 1.0 135 198 6 0 .50 186 175 14 3 .46

35 190 5 0 .90 85 187 34 1 .65 136 193 0 0 — 187 178 8 2 .62

36 193 2 0 .83 86 193 10 2 .57 137 184 6 3 .85 188 193 18 0 .36

37 192 6 2 .86 87 191 2 2 .60 138 202 3 0 .90 189 200 10 5 ,17

38 193 1 1 .96 88 195 6 0 .82 139 189 24 0 0.0 190 193 16 5 .70

39 193 26 7 .73 89 192 5 0 .29 140 183 4 0 .93 191 194 10 4 .60

A r\4U QO U onyu 7 1
X on 1 41 184 5 0 .44 192 190 30 4 ,29

41 196 19 1 .59 91 205 11 6 .45 142 188 0 0 1.0 193 185 20 14 .09

42 189 12 1 .78 92 187 7 0 .67 143 198 18 18 .17 194 190 7 5 .63

43 198 7 0 .46 93 196 4 0 .71 144 192 32 1 .41 195 196 18 3 .57

44 199 0 0 1.0 94 197 0 0 1.0 145 177 16 3 .62 196 200 9 0 .40

45 185 42 0 .09 95 195 43 20 .16 146 197 6 1 0.0 197 191 5 0 .55

46 197 6 0 .86 96 184 2 0 .33 147 188 18 1 .84 198 169 14 0 .12

47 191 7 1 .61 97 192 12 3 0.0 148 196 3 0 .62 199 192 11 2 .76

48 185 6 2 .92 98 182 4 1 .64 149 203 10 4 .80 200 188 13 3 .50

49 193 23 8 .18 99 177 3 1 .93 150 191 2 1 .78

50 197 4 2 .83 100 191 26 1 .65 151 190 1 0 .96
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Abstract

This paper describes work within the MIST Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) over the last three years in designing
and implementing evaluations of Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) technology within a broadcast news domain.
SDR involves the search and retrieval of excerpts from spoken audio recordings using a combination of automatic
speech recognition and information retrieval technologies. The TREC SDR Track has provided an infrastructure for

the development and evaluation of SDR technology and a common forum for the exchange of knowledge between
the speech recognition and information retrieval research communities. The SDR Track can be declared a success in

that it has provided objective, demonstrable proof that this technology can be successfully applied to realistic audio

collections using a combination of existing technologies and that it can be objectively evaluated. The design and
implementation of each of the SDR evaluations are presented and the results are summarized. Plans for the 2000
TREC SDR Track are presented and thoughts about how the track might evolve are discussed.

1.0 TREC
The National Institute of Standards and Technology sponsors an annual Text REtrieval Conference

(TREC) that is designed to encourage research on text retrieval for realistic applications by providing

large test collections, uniform scoring procedures, and a forum for organizations interested in comparing

results (Voorhees, et al., 2(X)0). The conference, however, is only the tip of the iceberg. TREC is

primarily an evaluation-task-driven research program. Each TREC research task culminates in a common
evaluation just prior to the conference. The results of the evaluations are published by NIST in the TREC
workshop notebook and conference proceedings. The sites participating in the evaluations meet at TREC
to discuss their approaches and evaluation results and plan for future TREC research tasks.

hi recent years the conference has contained one main task and a set of additional tasks called tracks. The

main task investigates the performance of systems that search a static set of documents using new

questions. This task is similar to how a researcher might use a library—the collection is known but the

questions likely to be asked are not known. The tracks focus research on problems related to the main

task, such as retrieving documents written in a variety of languages using questions in a single language

(cross-language retrieval), retrieving documents from very large (100GB) document collections, and

retrieval performance with humans in the loop (interactive retrieval). Taken together, the tracks represent

the majority of the research performed in the most recent TRECs, and they keep TREC a vibrant research

program by encouraging research in new areas of information retrieval. The three most recent TRECs
(TREC-6 - TREC-8) have also included a Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track.

2.0 Spoken Document Retrieval

The motivation for developing technology that can provide access to non-textual information is fairly

obvious. Large multi-media collections are already being assembled. The explosive growth of the

Internet has enabled access to a wealth of textual information. However, access to audio information, and

specifically spoken audio archives is pitifully limited to audio which has been manually indexed or

transcribed. It is true that commerical human-generated transcripts are now available for many radio and
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television broadcasts, but a much greater body of spoken audio recordings (untranscribed legacy radio

and television broadcasts, recordings of meetings and conferences, classes and seminars, etc.) remains

virtually inaccessible. The TREC Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track has been created to begin to

address these problems.

SDR provides content-based retrieval of excerpts from archives of recordings of speech. It was chosen as

an area of interest for TREC because of its potential use in navigating large multi-media collections of the

near future and because it was believed that the component speech recognition and information retrieval

technologies would work well enough for usable SDR in some domains. SDR technology opens up the

possibility of access to large stores of previously unsearchable audio archives and paves the way for the

development of access technologies to multimedia collections containing audio, video, image, and other

data formats. (Voorhees et. al., 1997a)

In practice, SDR is accomplished by using a combination of automatic speech recognition and

information retrieval technologies. A speech recognizer is applied to an audio stream and generates a

time-marked transcription of the speech. The transcription may be phone- or word-based in either a lattice

(probability network), n-best list (multiple individual transcriptions), or more typically, a 1-best transcript

(the most probable transcription as determined by the recognizer). The transcript is then indexed and

searched by a retrieval system. The result returned for a query is a list of temporal pointers to the audio

stream ordered by decreasing similarity between the content of the speech being pointed to and the query

(Garofolo et al., 1997b). A typical SDR process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Typical SDR Process

3.0 TREC SDR Background

In 1996, an evaluation of retrieval using the output of an optical character recognizer (OCR) was run as a

"confusion" track in TREC-5 to explore the effect of OCR errors on retrieval (Kantor, et al., 2000). This

track showed that it was possible to implement and evaluate retrieval on "corrupted" text. After

implementing this track, NIST and members of the TREC community thought it would be interesting to

implement a similar experiment using automatic speech recognition (ASR).

During the 1996 TREC-5 workshop, researchers from NIST and the TREC community led by Karen

Sparck Jones from the University of Cambridge met to discuss the possibility of applying information

retrieval techniques to the output of speech recognizers. While the NIST Natural Language Processing

and Information Retrieval Group had been supporting the evaluation of retrieval technologies under the

auspices of TREC, the NIST Spoken Natural Language Processing Group had been working with the

DARPA automatic speech recognition (ASR) community in evaluating speech recognition technology on
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radio and television broadcast news. The broadcast news evaluation task had accelerated progress in the

recognition of real data and it seemed that the technology was producing transcripts with reasonable

enough accuracy for investigation of downstream application uses such as SDR. The DARPA ASR
community also had access to a 100-hour corpus of broadcast news recordings collected by the Linguistic

Data Consortium (LDC) for ASR training (Graff et al., 1996) that for the first time provided a data

collection which might be sufficiently large for SDR.

The NIST Spoken Natural Language Processing Group and Natural Language Processing and Information

Retrieval Group joined forces to develop a plan for the creation of a research track within TREC to

investigate the new hybrid technology. The primary goal of the track would be to bring the speech and

information retrieval communities together to promote the development of SDR technologies and to track

progress in their development. The track would also foster research on the development of large-scale,

near-real-time, continuous speech recognition technology as well as on retrieval technology that is robust

in the face of input errors. More importantly, the track would provide a venue for investigating hybrid

systems that may be more effective than simple stove-pipe combinations. Thus, the track would also

encourage cooperation and synergy between groups with complementary speech recognition and

information retrieval expertise.

4.0 TREC-6 SDR: Known Item Retrieval

4.1 Evaluation Design

The first year for the SDR Track was truly one of getting the speech and IR communities together and

exploring the feasibility of implementing and evaluating SDR technology. Toward that end, the TREC-6
SDR evaluation was designed for easy entry and straight-forward implementation. Since it would be the

first common evaluation of SDR technology, the evaluation itself was also considered to be experimental.

While the main TREC task was focussing on ad-hoc retrieval of multiple relevant documents from single

topics, we decided that the first SDR Track should employ a known-item retrieval task which simulates a

user seeking a particular, half-remembered document in a collection. The goal in a known-item retrieval

task is to generate a single correct document for each topic rather than a set of relevant topics as in an ad-

hoc task. This approach simplified the topic selection process and eliminated the need for expensive

relevance assessments. It was also thought at the time that an SDR ad-hoc retrieval task might produce

results too poor to evaluate and would discourage participation (Voorhees, et al., 1997a).

Early on we decided that the evaluation should measure not only the end-to-end effectiveness of SDR
systems, but the individual ASR and IR components as well. To that end, the evaluation included several

complementary runs - all using the same set of topics, but with different sets of transcriptions of the

broadcast news recordings in the test collection:

Reference retrieval using "perfect"' human-transcribed reference transcriptions

Baseline retrieval using "given" IBM ASR-generated transcriptions

Speech retrieval using the recordings themselves, requiring both ASR and IR components

The Reference run permitted the evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the retrieval algorithms on a

spoken language collection while removing ASR as a factor. Likewise, the Baseline condition permitted

the comparison of the effectiveness of retrieval algorithms on the same errorful ASR-produced

transcripts. Finally, the Speech run permitted the evaluation of full end-to-end SDR performance.

The Reference transcripts which were contributed by the LDC were formatted in Hub-4-style UTF format

files - one for each broadcast (Garofolo, et al., 1997a). The Baseline recognizer transcripts were

contributed by IBM (Dharanipragada et al., 1998). The Baseline and shared recognized transcripts were

Human transcripts are not actually perfect. Hub-4 training quality transcripts are generally believed to contain 3 - 4% WER.
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stored in SGML-formatted files which included story boundaries and a record for each word including

start and end times. The broadcast recordings were digitally sampled (16-bit samples, linear-PCM

encoded, 16-KHz. sampling rate) using a smgle monophonic channel and stored in NIST SPHERE-
formatted files.

This componentized approach served two purposes: First, it allowed different ASR and IR sites to join

together to create pipelined systems in which the components could be mixed, matched, and separately

evaluated. It also permitted retrieval sites without access to ASR systems to participate in a limited way
by implementing only the Reference and Baseline retrieval tasks. The participation level for sites

implementing both recognition and retrieval was deemed Full SDR and the participation level for sites

implementing retrieval only was deemed Quasi-SDR. Although artificial, to simplify implementation and

evaluation, sites would be given human-annotated story boundaries with story ID's for all test conditions.

This permitted a simplified document-based approach to implementation and evaluation.

NIST developed 47 test topics - half designed by the NIST NLPIR Group to exercise classic IR

challenges. The other half were designed by the SNLP Group to exercise challenges in the speech

recognition part of the problem. Half of the "speech" topics were designed to target stories with "easy-to-

recognize" speech (scripted speech recorded in studio conditions with native speakers and no noise or

music in the background). The other half of the speech topics were designed to target stories with

"difficult-to-recognize" speech (unscripted speech, speech over telephone channels, non-native speakers,

and speech with noise or music in the background). The variety of topics would permit us to examine in

more detail the effect of speech recognition accuracy on retrieval performance.

We found several important differences between broadcast news stories and document-based IR

collections. First, the broadcast news stories were extremely short with regard to number of words. The

TREC-6 SDR. collection had an average number of 276 words per story with most stories containing 100

words or less. Full-text IR collections tend to have documents with many more words - usually an order

of magnitude larger. Further about 1/3 of the stories in the SDR collection were annotated as "filler" ~

non-topical transitional material. We filtered the collection to remove commercials, sports summaries,

weather reports, and untranscribed stories. However, we decided to leave the filler segments in the test

collection to keep it as large as possible. The final filtered broadcast news collection had only 1,451

stories. Although the collection represented a sizable corpus for speech recognition (previous test corpora

were less than 3 hours), it was pitifully small for retrieval testing - at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller

than current IR test collections.

The test specifications and documentation for the TREC-6 SDR track are archived at

http://www.nist.gov/speech/sdr97.txt.

4.2 Test Results

The test participants were given 3 months to complete the evaluation. Thirteen sites or site combinations

participated in the first SDR Track. Nine of these performed Full SDR : AT&T, Carnegie Mellon

University, Claritech (with CMU ASR), ETH Zurich, Glasgow University (with Sheffield University

ASR), IBM, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Sheffield University, and University of

Massachusetts (with Dragon Systems ASR). The remaining 4 sites performed Quasi SDR: City

University of London, Dublin City University, National Security Agency, and University of Maryland.

(See TREC-6 SDR participant papers)

Since the goal of the track was to evaluate retrieval performance, there was no formal evaluation of

recognition performance. However, Full SDR sites were encouraged to submit their 1-best transcripts so

that NIST could examine the relationship between recognition performance and retrieval accuracy. The
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word error rate for the IBM Baseline recognizer was 50.0% (Dharanipragada et al., 1998). The mean
story word error rate was a bit lower at 40%. The mean story word error rate for the other measured
recognizers fell between 35% and 40%. These error rates were substantially higher than those obtained in

the Hub-4 ASR tests. This difference was primarily due to three factors: The transcriptions used for

scoring SDR ASR performance were created as ASR training material and had not been put through the

rigorous verification that NIST employs for its Hub-4 evaluation test data. Likewise, a generic SCLITE
orthographic mapping file was used. The orthographic mapping file maps alternate representations of

certain words and contractions to a common format prior to scoring. A custom version of this file is

created for each Hub-4 test set to minimizes the number of alternative representation confusion errors.

Finally, in order to process the 50-hour collection, several sites chose to use faster, less accurate

recognizers than were used in the Hub-4 tests.

Liitially, we beheved that the retrieval results for the SDR Track would be quite poor. Therefore, we
devised scoring metrics such as Mean Rank When Found and Mean Reciprocal Rank which gave systems

partial credit for finding target stories at lower ranks (Voorhees, et al, 1997a). However, we were happily

surprised to find that the systems performed quite well. So well, in fact, that we chose to use Percent

Retrieved at Rank 1 as our primary metric (Garofolo, et al, 1997b). Retrieval rates were very high for the

Reference transcript condition and most sites showed only a small degradation for retrieval using their

own recognizers. There was generally higher degradation in retrieval using the Baseline recognizer

transcripts due to its high error rate and high number of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. The results of

the evaluation for all three retrieval conditions are shown in Figure 2.

Percent Retrieved at Rank 1 (Best Run)

100% -] —: —
^

90%-

Figure 2: TREC-6 SDR Retrieval rate at rank 1 for all systems and modes (best run)

For Percent Retrieved at Rank 1, the best performance for all three test conditions was achieved by the

University of Massachusetts System (with Dragon Systems recognition for Full SDR) which obtained a

retrieval rate of 78.7% for the Reference condition, 63.8% for the Baseline recognizer condition, and

76.6% for the Speech condition (Allan et al, 1997). In fact, the UMass system missed only one more topic

on the Speech condition than it did on the Reference condition.

An analysis of errors across systems for particular topics (Figure 3) showed that, in general, the "Easy to

Recognize" topic set yielded the best performance for all 3 evaluation conditions while the "Difficult to

Recognize" topic set yielded substantially degraded performance. However, the "Difficult Query" topic

subset yielded even greater performance degradation. It is interesting to note that systems also had

difficulty in retrieving stories for the "Difficult to Recognize" topic subset from the Reference

transcriptions - an indication that factors in transcribed speech other than recognition errors might

influence retrieval performance. However, there was far too much variance from the topic effect to make

any sweeping conclusions.
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Figure 3 : TREC-6 SDR Percent Retrieval at Rank 1 averaged across systems by topic subset

To further examine the effect of recognition error rate on retrieval, we examined performance using the

Baseline recognizer results. For each topic, we sorted the mean rank at which the retrieval systems found

the target story against the word error rate for that story (Figure 4). The sorting appears to show an

increasing trend toward poorer retrieval performance as recognition errors increase.
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Figure 4 : TREC-6 Baseline condition mean retrieval rank sorted by Baseline Recognizer story word error

rate

Interestingly, the same plot for retrieval for the Reference transcripts shows a similar trend (Figure 5)

indicating that stories that are difficult to recognize may also be innately difficult to retrieve - even when
recognized perfectly. One hypothesis is that the complexity of the language within the more difficult-to-

recognize stories is greater than that of the more easy-to-recognize stories.
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Figure 5 : TREC-6 Reference condition mean retrieval rank sorted by Baseline Recognizer story word
error rate

A statistical analysis of variance showed that we had too little data to eliminate a large proportion of

confounding unexplained factors (Garofolo, et al., 1997b). A future evaluation which would provide

multiple recognizer transcript sets which all retrieval sites would run against would help to clarify the

relationship between recognition and retrieval performance.

43 Conclusions

The first SDR evaluation showed us that we could successfully implement an evaluation of SDR
technology and that existing component technologies worked well on a known-item task with a small

audio collection. However, the test participants all agreed that the test collection would have to be

enlarged by at least an order of magnitude before any "real" performance issues would surface. It was

also agreed that the knovra-item task provided insufficient evaluation granularity. For this evaluation, it

seemed that retrieval performance played a much more significant role in overall SDR performance than

recognition performance. However, it was difficult to make any conclusions given the limited evaluation

paradigm and collection.

5.0 TREC-7 SDR : Ad Hoc Retrieval

5.1 Evaluation Design

In 1998, for TREC-7, we set out to address some of the inadequacies in the TREC-6 SDR Track. We still

did not have access to a large enough audio collection for true retrieval evaluation, but we were able to

double the size of the SDR collection using an additional broadcast news corpus collected by the LDC for

Hub-4 ASR training. More importantly, though, we decided to give up the known item retrieval

paradigm and implement a classic TREC ad-hoc retrieval task.

In an ad hoc retrieval test, systems are posed with topics and attempt to return a list of documents ranked

by decreasing similarity to the topic. The documents are then evaluated for relevance by a team of human

assessors. In TREC, to keep the evaluation tractable, NIST pools the top documents output by all of

the evaluated systems and judges only those documents. Therefore, systems get evaluated over all

documents, but only some documents are judged. Although not exhaustive, this approach assumes that

with enough different systems, all of the relevant documents will be included in the pool. The traditional

TREC ad-hoc track provided several forms of information for each topic: A title, a short query form -

usually a single sentence or phrase, and a descriptive narrative giving rules for judging relevance. Given
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the limited size of the SDR collection, we decided to simplify the SDR topics to a single short form. We
also required that all runs had to be fully automatic.

The TREC-7 SDR test collection contained 87 hours of audio with 2,866 usable stories after filtering and

a similar mean and median story length as compared to the TREC-6 collection. As in TREC-6,
participants were given human-annotated story boundaries and story IDs. This removed story-boundary

detection from the technical challenge, but permitted NIST to use the standard TREC document-based

TREC_EVAL scoring software to evaluate the results of the test. A team of 3 NIST TREC assessors

created 23 test topics (averaging 14.7 words in length) for the collection. The following are two of the

test topics they created:

Find reports offatal air crashes. (To^ic 62)

What economic developments have occurred in Hong Kong since its incorporation in the Chinese

People's Republic? (Topic 63)

To more accurately examine the effect of recognition performance on retrieval, we decided to add a new
optional evaluation condition, Cross Recognizer Retrieval, in which retrieval systems would run on other

sites' recognized transcripts. This would permit us to more tightly control for the recognizer effect in our

analyses as well as provide us with more information regarding the relationship between recognizer

performance and retrieval performance. We therefore encouraged all sites running 1-best recognition to

submit their recognizer transcripts to NIST for sharing with other participants. To permit sites to explore

the effect of using different recognizers, we permitted each Full SDR site to run retrieval on both a

primary (SI) and secondary (S2) recognizer.

For the Baseline recognizer, NIST created a local instantiation of the Carnegie Mellon University

SPHINX-m recognizer. Since SPfflNX-in ran in nearly 200 times real time on NIST's UNIX-based

workstations, NIST realized that it would take nearly two years of computation to complete a single

recognition pass over the 87-hour collection. NIST learned of inexpensive clusters of PC-LINUX-based
systems being used by NASA in its BEOWULF project (BEOWULF, 1997) and set out to create a

cluster-based recognition system. The final system incorporated a scheduling server and 40

computational nodes. Given the cluster's enormous computational power, to further enrich the spectrum

of recognizers in the evaluation, NIST chose to create two Baseline recognizer transcript sets. One set

(Bl) was created using an "optimal" version of the SPHINX recognizer and benchmarked at 27.1% word

error rate on the Hub-4 '97 test set (Pallett, et al., 1998) and at 33.8% on the SDR test collection. This

enabled us to for the first time benchmark the difference in performance for the same recognizer running

both Hub-4 and SDR ASR tests. A second set (B2) was created using lowered pruning thresholds and

benchmarked at 46.6% word error rate for the SDR collection.

As in TREC-6, Full SDR sites were required to implement the Reference, Baseline, and Speech input

retrieval conditions and the Quasi SDR sites were required to implement only the Reference and Baseline

retrieval conditions.

The test specifications and documentation for the TREC-7 SDR track are archived at

http://www.nist.gov/speech/sdr98/sdr98.htm.

5.2 Test Results

The TREC-7 SDR participants were given 4 months to implement the recognition portion of the task.

They were then given one month to implement the required retrieval tasks and an additional month to
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implement the optional Cross Recognizer retrieval task. The sites were not restricted in the hardware or

number of processors they could apply in implementing the evaluation.

Eleven sites or site combinations participated in the second SDR Track. Eight of these performed Full

SDR: AT&T [ATT], Carnegie Mellon University Group 1 [CMUl], University of Cambridge [CUHTK],
DERA [DERA], Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology [MDS], Sheffield University [SHEF], The
Netherlands Organization - TPD TU-Delft [TNO], and University of Massachusetts (with Dragon
Systems ASR) [UMass]. The remaining 3 sites performed Quasi SDR : Camegie Mellon University

Group 2 [CMU2], National Security Agency [NSA], and the University of Maryland [UMD]. (See

TREC-7 SDR participant papers)

hi addition to the two NIST Baseline recognizers, 1-best transcripts for 6 additional recognizers were

submitted to NIST for scoring and sharing in the Cross Recognizer retrieval condition. The recognizers

covered a wide range of error rates and provided a spectrum of material for the Cross Recognizer retrieval

condition. Figure 6 shows the word error rate and mean story word error rate for each of the submitted

recognizer transcripts.

Figure 6: TREC-7 SDR Test set word error rate (WER) and mean story word error rate (SWER) for

submitted recognized transcripts with cross-system significance at 95% for SWER

The best recognition results were obtained by the University of Cambridge HTK recognition system with

a 24.6% test set word error rate and a 22.2% mean story word error rate (Johnson, et al., 1998). The

circled mean story word error rate points were not considered to have statistically different performance.

While the SDR ASR error rates were still significantly higher than Hub-4, in general, error rates were

significantly improved from the previous year - even at the faster speeds required to recognize the larger

test collection.

Each retrieval run was required to produce a rank-ordered list of the ID's for the top 1000 stories for each

topic. The top 1(X) IDs from each of these lists were then merged to create the pools for human

assessment. The 3 TREC assessors read the reference transcriptions for each of the topic pool stories to

evaluate the stories for relevance. All of the retrieval nms were then scored using the standard

TREC_EVAL text retrieval scoring software. As in other TREC ad hoc tasks, the primary retrieval

metric for the SDR evaluation was mean average precision (MAP) which is the mean of the average

precision scores for each of the topics in the run. The average precision is equivalent to the area

underneath the uninterpolated recall-precision graph (Voorhees, et al., 1998).

In all, the TREC-7 SDR Track contained 6 retrieval conditions :

Reference (Rl): retrieval using Human (closed-caption-quality) reference transcripts

BaseUne-1 (Bl): retrieval using NIST (CMU SPHINX) ASR transcripts

Baseline-2 (B2): retrieval using NIST (CMU SPHINX) "sub-optimal" ASR transcripts
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Speech- 1 (SI): retrieval using participant's own recognizer

Speech-2 (S2): retrieval using participant's own secondary recognizer

Cross Recognizer (CR) : retrieval using other participants' recognizer transcripts

The results for each of the required test conditions: Reference (Rl), BaseIine-1 (Bl), Baseline-2 (B2),

Speech- 1 (SI) and Speech-2 (S2) are shown in Figure 7. Full SDR participants were required to

implement the Rl, Bl, B2, and SI retrieval conditions. Quasi SDR participants were required to

implement the Rl, Bl, and B2 retrieval conditions.

For all retrieval conditions except S2, the University of Massachusetts system (Allan, et al., 1998)

achieved the best mean average precision. Most systems performed surprisingly well for the recognizer-

based conditions. Even more surprising, AT&T's S2 run (the best recognizer-based run in the evaluation)

outperformed its Rl run. AT&T attributed this excellent performance to a new approach they

implemented for document expansion using contemporaneous newswire texts which they employed for

their S1/S2 runs but not for their Rl run (Singhal, et al., 1998).

The most interesting condition for TREC-7 SDR was the cross recognizer retrieval (CR) condition in

which participating systems ran retrieval on the 6 submitted recognizer-produced transcript sets in

addition to the human Reference and B1/B2 recognizer transcript sets. This experiment gave us 9

recognition/retrieval data points to examine the effect of recognition performance on retrieval

performance. Four sites (University of Cambridge, DERA, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

[MDS], and Sheffield University) participated in the CR experiment. Using the mean story word error

rate (SWER) ASR metric and the mean average precision (MAP) retrieval metric, we plotted the

recognition/retrieval performance curve for each of the four systems (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: TREC-7 SDR Cross Recognizer results: mean average precision vs. mean story word error rate

The figure shows a gentle, but fairly linear drop-off in MAP for recognition transcripts with increasing

SWER. We calculated the correlation coefficient for the metrics to determine how well SWER correlated

with retrieval performance. The average correlation coefficient for the 4 systems was .87 - a significant

correlation.

We explored several other word-error-rate-based metrics to see if we could find an even better predictor

for retrieval performance. Our hypothesis was that such a metric would be useful in developing ASR
systems for retrieval purposes. We explored metrics which used IR methods to filter out unimportant

words for retrieval: stop-word-filtered word error rate and stemmed stop-word-filtered word error rate

(Garofolo, et al, 1998). Surprisingly, however, these metrics turned out to be only slightly more

correlated with mean average precision than word error rate. Other effective approaches to IR-customized

ASR scoring using the TREC SDR data have been explored and reported by Johnson (1999) and Singhal

(1999).

While we were implementing the TREC-7 SDR track, we were also administering a first evaluation in

Named Entity (NE) tagging using broadcast news. The NE evaluation involved identification of people,

locations, and organizations in broadcast news ASR transcripts (Przybocki, et al., 1999). To our fortune,

GTE/BBN had hand-annotated the same data we used in the SDR evaluation with Named Entity tags

(Miller, et al., 1999). Our hypothesis was that these named entities would identify most of the key

content-carrying words in our spoken documents and that if we focussed our ASR metric on these words,

we would obtain a better predictor of retrieval performance than by measuring the error rate of all words.

We re-scored the ASR systems using the named entity word error rate and plotted the ASR metric against

the mean average precision as we had done with mean story word error rate (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: TREC-7 SDR Cross Recognizer results: mean average precision vs. named entity mean story

word error rate
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The plot showed a nearly linear relationship between named entity ASR performance and retrieval

performance with a mean correlation coefficient of .91 across the systems. Most significantly, the plot

more accurately positioned the problematic NIST B2 recognizer which had systematically-increased

errors in longer (probably more-content-carrying) words. For all the systems, the named-entity-based

metric showed a higher correlation with mean average precision than word error rate alone (Garofolo, et

al., 1998). Other things being equal, this finding tells us that an ASR system which recognizes named
entities most accurately will provide the best input for retrieval.

5.3 Conclusions

For TREC-7, we learned that we could successfully implement and evaluate an ad hoc SDR task. With

the new Cross Recognizer condition, we were able to begin to investigate the relationship between

recognition performance and retrieval performance. We found a near-linear relationship between word

error rate and mean average precision and we found that recognition content-word-based word error

metrics such as named entity word error rate provided even better predictors of retrieval performance

than word error rate alone. Although twice the size of it's predecessor in number of stories, our 87-hour

collection was still too far too small to make conclusions about the usefulness of the technology. Further,

we were still evaluating systems using artificial human-annotated story boundaries.

6.0 TREC-8 SDR : Large Audio Collection

6.1 Evaluation Design

In 1998, the Linguistic Data Consortium began collecting a large radio and television corpus for the

DARPA Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) program. In contrast to most TREC tracks^ the TDT
program, is concerned with detecting and processing information from a continuous stream as it occurs in

an online manner (Fiscus, et al., 1999). The TDT-2 corpus, collected to support the TDT program in

1998-99, contains news recordings from ABC, CNN, Public Radio International, and the Voice of

America. With the exception of the VOA broadcasts, which began in early March, these sources were

sampled evenly over a 6-month period between January and June 1998. The corpus also contains a

contemporaneous newswire corpus containing articles from the New York Times and Associated Press

(Cieri, et al., 1999).

With it's time-sampled broadcast news sources and parallel text corpus, the 600-hour TDT-2 corpus was

also almost perfectly suited for use in the SDR Track. Unfortunately, it had no high-quality human
reference transcriptions - only "closed-caption" quality transcriptions. Since the transcription quality

prevented us from reasonably evaluating recognition performance over the entire collection, we selected a

10-hour randomly-selected story subset of the collection for detailed transcription by the LDC. These

high-quality transcripts would permit us to perform a sampled evaluation of the ASR performance. They

also permitted us to evaluate the error rate in the closed-caption-quality transcriptions themselves which

we found to have roughly 14.5% WER for television closed-caption sources and 7.5% WER for radio

sources which had been quickly transcribed by commercial transcription services (Fisher, 1999). These

error rates are significant and the television closed caption error rates approach the error rates for state-of-

the-art broadcast news recognizers.

Several SDR participants were also Hub-4 participants and intended to use their Hub-4 ASR systems

which contained training data from January 1998 (which overlapped with the fu-st month of the TDT-2
corpus.) To eliminate the possibiUty of training/test cross-contamination, we eliminated the January data

from the SDR collection. The final collection contained 557 hours of audio collected between February

^ The TREC Filtering track works on an online retrieval task similar to TDT.
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1, 1998 and June 30, 1998. The collection contained 21,754 stories - an order of magnitude larger than

the 87-hour TREC-7 SDR collection.^

We believe that deployed SDR systems will operate in an archive search modality. The most efficient

means to implement such a system is to employ online recognition (in which recognition is performed on
a continuous basis as audio is recorded) and retrospective retrieval in which the entire collection is

queried after it is formed. This is in contrast to a TDT-type system which performs online retrieval as the

audio is recognized. In both modalities, recognition should use adaptation techniques to adjust to changes

in the collection language over time. Traditional Hub-4-style broadcast news recognizers employed only

static pre-trained language models. If such a recognizer was used in a real time-longitudinal application,

the language in the news and the fixed language model used in the recognizer would diverge, resulting in

increasing error rates over time. Such recognizers are incapable of recognizing new words - words likely

to be important for retrieval. Conversely, given the computational expense of performing recognition,

retrospective recognition at the time of retrieval is impossible for realistically large collections. So, in a

real SDR application where audio would be recorded over many months or years, the recognizer would

have to be re-trained periodically to accommodate changes in the language and new words. To support

this modality, we defined an online recognition mode which supported the use of evolving "rolling"

language models in which the recognition systems could be periodically retrained over the test epoch.

Full SDR sites were permitted to use either a traditional pre-trained recognition system or a continuously

adaptive recognition system which used the contemporaneous newswire text from days prior to the day

being recognized for adaptation. Sites were free to choose whatever retraining period or strategy they

liked as long as they didn't "look ahead" in time as they performed recognition (Garofolo, et al., 1999).

Realizing that the CMU SPHINX recognizer was far too slow to recognize the TREC-8 collection, NIST
set out to find a faster baseline recognizer. During 1998, NIST added a spoke to its Hub^ broadcast

news ASR evaluation in which systems had to run in 10 times real time or fast on a single processor.

This spoke, dubbed lOXrt, encouraged the development of fast broadcast news recognizers which

suffered little degradation in recognition accuracy over their 150Xrt+ cousins (Pallett, et al., 1999).

GTE/BBN offered NIST a LINUX instantiation of their fast BYBLOS Rough 'N Ready recognizer

(which now operated at 4Xrt) to use as a baseline in the SDR and TDT tests (Kubala, et al., 2000). BBN
also gave NIST a basic language modeling toolkit to work with. Given the computational power of

NIST's recognition cluster and the speed of the BBN recognizer, NIST set out to create 2 complementary

baseline recognizer transcript sets. The first set (Bl) used a traditional Hub-4 fixed language model. The

Bl recognizer benchmarked at 24.7% WER on the Hub-4 '97 test set, 23.4% WER on the Hub-4 '98 test

set, and 27.5% WER on the SDR-99 10-hour subset. NIST then created an adaptive "rolling" language

model version (B2) that used the SDR contemporaneous newswire texts for periodic look-back language

model training. Details regarding the B2 recognizer are provided in Auzanne, et al. (2000). The B2
system benchmarked at 26.7% WER on 10-hour SDR-99 subset. This difference in performance might

seem insignificant. However, NIST statistical tests showed that it is significantly different than the B

1

recognizer. Further, the small decrease in word error belies a more significant decrease in the out-of-

vocabulary (OOV) rate of the recognizer. The OOV rate is the percentage of test set words which are not

included in the recognizer's vocabulary and which, therefore, can never be correctly recognized. The

OOV rate for the fixed Bl recognizer was 2.54%. The OOV rate for the adaptive B2 recognizer was

1.97% — a 22.4% relative improvement.

In addition to the Reference, Baseline, Speech, and Cross Recognizer retrieval conditions used in TREC-
7, an optional story boundaries unknown (SU) condition was added for TREC-8. This condition

^ The difference in story density is explained by the large proportion of short CNN stories in the TREC-8 collection. The average

story length in the TREC-8 collection is only 169 words.
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permitted sites to explore SDR where they had to operate on whole broadcasts with no knowledge of

human-annotated topical boundaries. This condition more accurately represented the real SDR
application challenge. A new ad-hoc paradigm had to be created to support the SU condition since it was

not document based as in previous evaluations. The natural unit for audio recordings is time rather than

documents or words. Therefore, it was decided that SU systems would output a ranked list of time

pointers. Given that the TDT program was already investigating technology for story segmentation, we
did not want to require SDR systems to fmd the topical boundaries in the audio recordings. Rather, we
decided to require them to emit only a single time pointing to a "hot spot" or mid-point of a topical

section. This approach allowed us to map the emitted times to known stories and make use of our

traditional document retrieval evaluation software. Thus, this approach focussed on a new and interesting

problem while making use of the existing evaluation infrastructure and permitting some comparison

between runs where story boundaries were known and runs where they weren't known. To keep the task

clean, we required that Full SDR sites implementing the SU option would also be required to run their

recognizers without knowledge of story boundaries. However, to make maximal use of the recognizers

for the CR task, NIST devised a script to backfill the stor>' boundaries into the SU ASR transcripts.

The new SU condition did pose some challenges for scoring. The biggest issue was how time pointers

which mapped to the commercials, fillers, or the same stories should be treated. NIST decided to

implement a mapping algorithm that would severely penalize the over-generation of time pointers. The

pointers were first mapped to known story ID's. Duplicate story ID's, commercials, and fillers were then

mapped to "dummy" ID's which would be automatically scored as non-relevant. The results were then

scored as usual with TREC_EVAL. Since the story boundary known (SK) collection excluded

commercials and other untranscribed segments that were included in the SU collection, direct

comparisons between the two conditions would not be possible. However, this first SU evaluation would

give us an idea of how difficult a technical challenge the SU condition would pose.

A team of 6 NIST assessors created the ad hoc topics for the evaluation. The goal in creating TREC
topics is to devise topics with a few (but not too many) relevant documents in the collection to

appropriately challenge retrieval systems. Prior to coming together at NIST, the assessors were told to

review the news for the first half of 1998 and to come up with 10 possible topics each. The assessors then

tested their putative topics against the Reference transcripts in the TREC-8 SDR collection using the

NIST PRISE search engine. If a topic was found to retrieve 1 to 20 documents in the top 25, it was

considered for inclusion in the test. Otherwise, the assessors were required to refine (broaden or narrow)

or replace the topic to retrieve an appropriate number of relevant documents using PRISE. The assessors

created approximately 60 topics. Topics with similar subjects or which were considered malformed were

then excluded to yield the final test set containing 49 topics.

The test specifications and documentation for the TREC-8 SDR track are archived at

http://www.nist.gov/speech/sdr99/sdr99.htm.

6.2 Test Results

The TREC-8 SDR participants were given approximately three and a half months to implement the

recognition portion of the task and a month and a half to implement the required retrieval tasks. In order

to give the participants the maximum possible amount of time to run recognition, the retrieval period

overlapped the recognition period by one month. After the site's recognized transcripts were submitted to

NIST, they were checked, filtered, formatted and distributed for the Cross Recognizer retrieval condition.

The retrieval sites were then given 3 weeks to perform the CR task. Since NIST had limited time for

assessment, only the pre-CR retrieval results were used to construct the pools for assessment, which took

place in parallel with the CR test. As in TREC-7, the sites were not restricted in the hardware or number
of processors they could apply in implementing the evaluation.
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Ten sites or site combinations participated in the third SDR Track. Six of these performed Full SDR:
AT&T [ATT], Carnegie Mellon University [CMU], University of Cambridge [CU-HTK], LIMSI
[LIMSI], Sheffield University [SHEFFIELD], and Twenty One Consortium [TNO]. The remaining 4

sites performed Quasi SDR: The State University of NY at Buffalo [CEDAR], ffiM [IBM], The Royal

Melbourne Institute of Technology [MDS], and the University of Massachusetts [UMASS]. (See the

TREC-8 participant publications)

In all, the TREC-8 SDR Track contained 1 1 retrieval conditions:

Reference (Rl): retrieval using Human (closed-caption-quality) reference transcripts

Baseline-1 (Bl): retrieval using NIST (BBN Byblos) fixed language model ASR transcripts

Baseline-2 (B2): retrieval using NIST (BBN Byblos) adaptive language model ASR transcripts

Speech- 1 (SI): retrieval using site's own recognizer

Speech-2 (S2): retrieval using site's own secondary recognizer

Cross Recognizer (CR): retrieval using other site's recognizer transcripts

Baseline-1 boundaries unknown (BlU)

Baseline-2 boundaries unknown (B2U)

Speech- 1 boundaries unknown (SlU)

Speech-2 boundaries unknown (S2U)

Cross Recognizer boundaries unknown (CRU)

Full SDR sites were required to run the Rl, Bl, and SI retrieval conditions. Quasi-SDR sites were

required to run only the Rl and Bl retrieval conditions. The B2, CR and all story boundaries unknown
conditions (*U) were optional.

We benchmarked the performance of the speech recognizer transcripts contributed by Full SDR sites for

sharing in the Cross Recognizer condition using the 10-hour Hub-4-style transcribed subset of the SDR
collection. The summary results are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 : TREC-8 SDR Speech Recognition Performance Results (Test Set Word Error Rate and Mean
Story Word Error Rate) with cross-system significance for Word Error Rate

The word error rates were surprisingly low considering the enormous size of the test collection which was

over 2 orders of magnitude larger than test sets used in Hub-4 ASR tests. The graph shows the results for

both test-set word error rate and mean story word error rate. Most of the systems produced transcripts

with word error rates of less than 30%. This is fairly impressive considering the speed at which the

systems had to be run to process the large collection. It is also interesting to note that these scores are

generally lower than the comparable scores from TREC-7 in which ASR systems were not run at such
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fast speeds. The best ASR results were obtained by the University of Cambridge HTK recognizer with a

20.5% WER (Johnson, et al., TREC-8 1999). With the exception of the alternative first-pass-only

Cambridge System and the NIST B2 system, none of the recognizer transcripts were found to be

significantly similar in performance with respect to WER by the NIST statistical significance software.

The figure also shows the results of scoring the original closed-caption-style Reference transcripts against

the more scrupulously transcribed Hub-4-style transcripts.

As with the speech recognition performance, overall retrieval performance was quite good. As with all

TREC ad hoc tests, there was quite a bit of variation in performance for particular topics. The following

sample TREC-8 SDR test topics illustrate the variation:

Topic 105: How and where is nuclear waste stored in New Mexico?

(.85 average MAP across all systems/runs, 7 relevant stories).

Topic 111. Ifwe get more income, will we save more or spend more?

(.34 average MAP across all systems/runs, 28 relevant stories)

Topic 94: What percentage ofthe population is in prison in the U. S. A. and in the E. C. countries?

(.01 average MAP across all systems/runs, 7 relevant stories)

Figure 1 1 shows the results for each of the non-Cross-Recognizer retrieval conditions. The best results

for the Reference and Baseline- 1 recognizer retrieval conditions were obtained by the AT&T system, with

a MAP of .5598 and .5539 respectively (Singhal, et al., TREC-8 1999). The best result for the Speech

input retrieval condition was obtained by the University of Cambridge system with a MAP of .5529

(Johnson, et al., TREC-8 1999). Sheffield University achieved the best performance for the Baseline and

Speech input story boundary unknown conditions with a MAP of .4301 and .4250 respectively (Abberley

etal.,1999).
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Figure 11: TREC-8 SDR Mean Average Precision (MAP) for required and non-cross-recognizer retrieval

conditions

The individual test conditions were useful in contrasting the effect of binary variables such as human
transcripts vs. ASR transcripts and story boundaries known vs. story boundaries unknown. However,
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even more interesting results are found in the Cross-Recognizer retrieval conditions which contain

multiple recognition performance/retrieval performance data points with which we can examine the effect

of recognition performance on retrieval performance.

Four sites participated in the story boundaries known Cross-Recognizer (CR) retrieval condition: AT&T,
University of Cambridge, LMSI, and Sheffield University. Each of these sites ran retrieval on the 8 sets

of submitted recognizer transcripts. Adding the retrieval results for the closed-caption-quality Reference

transcripts, this gives us 9 recognition/retrieval data points for each system. Figure 12 shows a graph of

retrieval performance vs. recognition performance for the story boundaries known Cross-Recognizer

retrieval condition. The CMU recognizer data point was removed since it was an extreme outlier. The

graph shows that retrieval performance degrades very little for transcripts with increasing word error rates

and that retrieval is fairly robust to recognition errors. Our hypothesis is that the redundancy of key

words in the spoken documents permits the relevant documents to be retrieved - even when a substantial

nimiber of words are mis-recognized. For TREC-7, we assumed that this robustness was due to the small

collection size and expected the recognition/retrieval performance drop-off to be much steeper for the

larger TREC-8 collection. However, this does not appear to be the case. When we compare the average

cross-system slope for the recognition/retrieval performance curve for TREC-7 and TREC-8, we fmd that

they are almost identical (.0016 for TREC-8 vs. .0014 for TREC-7). Although the individual systems had

different relative retrieval performance, all of the systems' slopes appears to be relatively flat. The AT&T
system achieved the best CR performance and also had the most shallow recognition/retrieval

performance slope (Singhal, et al., TREC-8 1999).
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Figure 12 : TREC-8 SDR Story Boundaries Known Cross Recognizer Retrieval condition results showing

Mean Average Precision vs. Word Error Rate

Three sites participated in the story boundaries unknown Cross Recognizer (CRU) retrieval condition:

University of Cambridge, Sheffield University, and The Twenty One Consortium. The results of the

CRU condition are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 : TREC-8 SDR Story Boundaries Unknown Cross Recognizer Retrieval condition results

showing Mean Average Precision vs. Word Error Rate

As in the story boundaries known CR condition, although the relative performance of the retrieval

systems differed, their recognition/retrieval performance slopes were relatively flat with an average cross-

system slope of .0018. The University of Cambridge system achieved the best CRU performance

(Johnson, et al., TREC-8 1999). The CRU retrieval scores are significantly lower than the comparable

CR scores, which indicates that the unknown story boundaries pose greater difficulties for the retrieval

systems. Part of this difficulty is explained by the difference in test data. The story boundaries known

systems used transcripts in which commercials, filler, and untranscribed segments were removed, whereas

the story boundaries unknown systems had to process the entire broadcasts. It is even more difficult to

compare the results given the penalization for duplicates in scoring.

6.3 Conclusions

The recognition results for the TREC-8 were extremely encouraging. We saw recognition error rates fall

even as recognition systems were made faster to tackle the large TREC-8 collection. The results for the

retrieval systems were also quite good. Given these factors, we can conclude that not only is the

technology robust to larger spoken document collections, but that it has also improved significantly since

TREC-7. We found that adaptive recognition systems can be used to more effectively recognize speech

data collected over time than comparable static systems. The Cross Recognizer retrieval conditions with

its multiple recognition/retrieval data points showed us that there is a near-linear relationship between

recognition errors and retrieval accuracy and that the retrieval performance degradation slope for

increasing recognition errors is relatively gentle. Finally, we found that SDR technology can be applied

to, and evaluated for conditions in which story boundaries are unknown.

7.0 TREC-9 SDR Plans

After much discussion, the TREC SDR community has decided to stabilize the SDR track for the

upcoming year with only a few minor changes. The most significant of these is that the story boundaries

unknown condition will be mandatory for all participants. The same test collection will be used as in

1999, but a new set of 50 test topics will be developed. Since the story boundaries unknown condition

can make effective use of audio-signal information not found in the transcriptions such as speaker

changes, noise changes, volume changes, music, prosody, etc., we will encourage the development of a

common non-lexical information exchange format which can be used to store and share such information.

We will also encourage SDR participants this year to share this data in addition to their ASR transcripts

for the cross recognizer retrieval condition.
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The test specifications and documentation for the TREC-9 SDR track will be made available at

http://www.nist.gov/speech/sdr2000/sdr2000.htm.

8.0 TREC SDR Track Conclusions and Future

The SDR Track has been an enormous success with regard to its primary goals of bringing the speech

recognition and information retrieval research communities together to explore the feasibility of

implementing and evaluating retrieval from spoken audio recordings. Certainly, we have shown that the

technology can be implemented and evaluated for TREC known item and ad hoc tasks. We've also found

that it can be implemented and evaluated for reasonably large audio collections and for conditions where

story boundaries are unknovra. In fact, progress has occurred so quickly, that one might conclude that

SDR is a solved problem. However, there is still much useful non-lexical information to be harnessed

from the audio signal. Further, while we have explored traditional text retrieval modalities using

automatically transcribed speech, we haven't yet tackled such challenging problems as question

answering or spoken queries in which the mis-recognition of a single word could cause catastrophic

failure of the technology. In our traditional SDR task, the redundancy of words in the collection has

protected us from truly facing these issues. Finally, there are still many more issues to explore and

conquer with regard to the more general problem of multi-media information retrieval.

There has been much discussion regarding the future of the TREC SDR Track and several suggestions for

future evaluations revolving around an audio-only domain have been circulated including passage

retrieval, multi-lingual or cross-lingual SDR, SDR with question answering, interactive SDR, to name a

few. However, most of these problems are already being tackled on a text-only basis within TREC and,

with the possible exception of question answering, the additional information to be learned from them for

audio collections might be somewhat limited. We now have a fairly good idea of the kinds of problems

that ASR introduces for text retrieval and we can most likely model the behavior of other text retrieval

domains using ASR without running full-blown evaluations.

It seems to us that the next challenge is, rather, a broadening to a true multi-media information retrieval

(MMIR) domain which will require not only text retrieval and speech recognition, but video and still

image processing as well.'* Further, these multi-media sources will come in many different forms which

will need to be integrated and threaded. Such threading will no doubt require natural language processing

and knowledge engineering. This is an enormous problem and will require collaboration among many
different technology communities. For SDR, we brought together two research conraiunities. MMIR will

require the involvement of many more. Taken at once, this task seems virtually impossible. So, it will

make sense to break it down into its constituent components or component combinations that can be

incrementally integrated. Accordingly, we believe that several binary or temary technology development

and evaluation projects should be undertaken to explore the more tractable lower-level challenges before

we undertake full MMIR. With this approach, core signal processing technologies such as speech

recognition, speaker identification, face and object identification, scene tracking, etc. can be

incrementally integrated with higher-level information processing technologies. Eventually, the capability

to create robust multi-media information system technologies will emerge.

For next year, NIST is interested in creating a retrieval track that would begin to explore the information

contained in the video signal. If a video corpus including audio is used, we can also begin to explore the

integration of speech recognition and video processing into retrieval applications.

Actually, we've only scratched the surface of audio processing with speech recognition, since a great deal more information

than words are encoded in the audio signal.
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These new domains and integrated technologies will, of course, require the development of new
evaluation methods, formats, and tools. This is perhaps one of the greatest challenges to overcome in

developing a new technology research task. For each of the research tasks that NIST has created

evaluation programs for, there has been significant and sometimes lengthy discussion and debate

regarding the development of metrics and scoring protocols. Metrics which are taken for granted today,

such as mean average precision and word error rate, were once hotbeds of discussion. Further, we will

need to build not only component technology measures, but end-to-end system measures as multi-media

systems technologies take shape. The possibilities are quite exciting, but there is much work to be done.
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Abstract

The TREC-8 Web Track defined ad hoc retrieval tasks over the 100 gigabyte VLC2 collection

(Large Web Task) and a selected 2 gigabyte subset knowrn as WT2g (Small Web Task). Here, the

guidelines and resources for both tasks are described and results presented and analysed.

Performance on the Small Web was strongly correlated with performance on the regular TREC
Ad Hoc task. Little benefit was derived from the use of link-based methods, for standard TREC
measures on the WT2g collection. The number of inter-server links within WT2g may have been

too small or it may be that link-based methods would have worked better with different types of

query and/or with different types of relevance judgment. In fact, a small number of link-based runs

proved to be much more effective than their content-only baseline at finding documents which linked

to documents judged relevant.

A variety of issues were investigated by participants in the Large Web Task. One group investi-

gated the use of PageRank scores and found no benefit on standzu-d TREC measures. Engineering

improvements by several groups led to either considerable reduction in query processing time or

reduction in the amount of haxdwaxe necessary to maintain comparable performance.

1 Introduction

The TREC-8 Web Track activities centred on two tasks: the Small and the Large Web Tasks. The latter

featured the 100 gigabyte, 18.5 million webpage VLC2 collection described in last year's VLC Track

overview [Hawking et al. 1998] and on the Web Track website [ACSys ]. The former made use of a 2

gigabyte, 250,000 document subset of the VLC2, distributed on CD-ROM as the WT2g collection. Note

that documents in WT2g are given different document numbers than the ones they had in the VLC2 (to

enable easy extraction of the document) but include the original document numbers within DOCOLDNO

tags.

As it turned out, the Large and Small Web sub-tracks had very little in common apart from the use

of spidered Web data. Accordingly, they will be described separately.

*The authors wish to acknowledge that this work was carried out partly within the Cooperative Research Centre for

Advanced Computational Systems established under the Australian Government's Cooperative Research Centres Program.
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2 Small Web Task

The focus of the Small Web Task was on answering two specific questions:

1. Do the best methods in the TREC Ad Hoc task also work best on the WT2g collection of Web
data?

2. Can link information in Web data be used to obtain more effective search rankings than can be

obtained using page content alone?

2.1 Topics and assessments

The Small Web Task used the TREC-8 Ad Hoc topics. Submissions were judged by NIST assessors using

the same tools and presentation used for the Ad Hoc documents. The small web and ad hoc documents

for a given topic were judged by the same assessor, almost always the topic author. There was a single

pool of documents for each topic, but since pools were sorted alphabetically by document number, all

small web track documents appeared after the ad hoc documents. (Assessors were free to jump around

in the pool when judging, but seldom did so.)

A public-domain HTML to ASCH converter, substantially modified by Ellen Voorhees, was used to

render the entire web collection into ASCH. The rendered version is what the assessors judged. The

rendering threw away all images, scripts, and frames, replacing them with a simple notice such as [IMAGE

GOES HERE] , unless the HTML provided ALT text in which case that was used (this occurred very rarely).

The text of tables was retained, and a rough approximation of its formatting. Links were NOT rendered.

This rendered collection is what was indexed to enable the assessor to do PRISE [NIST ] searches during

topic development. However, wholesale pre-editing of the source was needed to eliminate Word and

PowerPoint documents, Chinese, Japanese, and other non-text data.

2.2 Judging pools

The number of runs judged was 27, giving a maximum pool size of 2700. The mean actual pool size wa^s

950, 35.2 % of the maximum, while the mean number of relevant documents over the 50 topics is 45,

which is 4.8 % of the number of documents judged.

41.2 % of the documents in the pool were contributed by both a content-only and a content-link run.

39 % of the pool was contributed by only content-only runs, and 19.8 % by only content-link runs. The
statistics for the relevant documents are more skewed: 76.3 % of the relevant documents were found by

runs of both types, 19.2 % of the relevant documents by only content-only runs, and 4.5 % of the relevant

documents by only content-link runs.

Each of the 17 groups that submitted Small Web Task runs found some relevant documents that no

other group retrieved in the top 100 ("unique relevants"). The largest totals over the 50 topics for unique

relevants are 89 for Rutgers(Davison), 60 each for Claritech and RMIT, and 36 for IRIT. The totals for

the other groups ranged from 5 to 30.

The pool statistics for the Small Web Task are roughly comparable to the statistics for the main Ad
Hoc Task. For the Ad Hoc pools, the mean actual pool size was 1736 out of 7100 possible (24.5 %)
and the mean number of relevant documents is 94 (5.4 % of what was judged). The number of unique

relevants was comparatively larger, mostly reflecting the use of manual runs: the top three totals for

unique relevants are 478 for MITI, 114 for Oracle, and 80 for IIT.

2.3 Definition of the WT2g dataset

In order to address the Small Web questions, a subset of the 100 gB VLC2 collection was needed which:

• was comparable in size to the TREC Ad Hoc collection (so as not to discourage participation, and

to avoid perturbing collection parameters more than necessary);
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• was likely to contain a reasonable quantity of material relevant to the TREC-8 Ad Hoc topics;

• included naturally defined sub-collections; and

• contained an interesting quantity of closed hyperlinks (with both source and target page within the

subcollection).

The second and third requirements ruled out a uniform 2 % sample.

The method of choosing the WT2g subset collection was entirely heuristic. We started by identifying

all the distinct hosts represented in the 100 gigabyte collection. Then we counted how many relevant

documents were found in the VLC tasks (using TREC-7 ad hoc topics) and ranked the hosts in order of

decreasing relevant document density. Finally, we collected all the documents from the top-ranked hosts

until we reached a little over 2 gigabytes of data. The number of hosts represented is 956.

We expected that:

• the much higher density of relevant documents on TREC-7 topics than the average for the VLC2
would lead to a similarly higher density for TREC-8 topics; and

• because all available documents from each host were included, the proportion of dead links in this

2 gigabyte sample would be much less than for a randomly chosen sample of the same size.

Table 1: The density of known relevant documents in VLC2, WT2g and the current TREC Ad Hoc collections

for TREC-7 and TREC-8 Ad Hoc topics. The original T7 judgments for WT2g were obtained from runs against

the whole VLC2 collection and were understood to be incomplete. After TREC-7, ACSys judged some additional

documents within WT2g for the T7 Ad Hoc topics. These are reported in the line marked "T7-f-new"

.

Judgments Collection Density of relevant docs

T7
T7
T7-l-new

T7

VLC2
WT2g
WT2g
Ad Hoc

6482/18571671 = 0.03 %
3105/247491 = 1.25 %
6495/247491 = 2.62 %
4674/528155 = 0.89 %

T8
T8

WT2g
Ad Hoc

2279/247491 = 0.92 %
4728/528155 = 0.90 %

Table 1 and Figure 1 show the densities of known relevant documents for the TREC-7 and TREC-8
Ad Hoc topics within various collections. Naturally, there may be considerable variation from one topic

to another.

NIST assessors referred to the WT2g collection during the process of ad hoc topic generation. The

assessors checked the number of relevant documents in the Web collection once they had a candidate

topic from searching the ad hoc collection. The procedure was the same for both collections:

1. Use PRISE [NIST ] to retrieve 25 documents.

2. If, after judging 25 documents there are at least 1 and less than 20 relevant documents, perform

feedback and judge the resulting top 100; otherwise stop since candidate topic is not acceptable.

There was a nominal cut-off of at least 10 relevant documents in each collection to be selected as a

final topic, but slightly less than that were accepted on some topics.
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T8 - 0.92%
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T7 - 0.89%
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Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the data in Table 1.
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\Cross-host links within WT2g: 2797 / 1,166,702 y
Figure 2: Pictorial representation of the data in Table 2.
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2.4 Connectivity data

Nick Craswell developed software for extracting hyper-link connectivity information from WT2g. ACSys
made that data available in two ways. First a connectivity server was made available on the Web. For

each input URL the server would respond with a list of incoming links from other WT2g documents and
outgoing links. However, because of network latencies and the extra client-side coding needed to resolve

each URL to a canonical form and quote any special characters to avoid confusing the CGI script, the

connectivity server was difficult to use. Accordingly, the connectivity data was also distributed by ftp
in a highly compressed format based on WT2g document numbers. The out-links file consisted of, for

each document d, the document numbers of the documents d links to. The in-links file was similar, but

listed for each d the document numbers of documents linking to d.

2.5 Interconnectedness of WT2g

Table 2: The average number of outgoing links per document for various source sets, broken down by destination.

The number of documents in WT2g is 247,491, the number in the assessment pool is 35,089 and the number in

the relevant set is 2279.

Link source Link target Total Links Links per source doc Links per target doc

WT2g Universe 2,259,952 9.13

WT2g WT2g 1,166,702 4.71 4.71

WT2g Assessment pool 330,295 1.33 9.41

WT2g Relevant set 9512 0.04 4.17

Assessment pool Universe 460,449 13.12

Assessment pool WT2g 217,288 6.19 0.88

Assessment pool Assessment Pool 88,468 2.52 2.52

Assessment pool Relevant set 3579 0.10 1.57

Relevant set Universe 23,337 10.24

Relevant set WT2g 10,843 4.76 0.04

Relevant set Assessment Pool 5181 2.27 0.15

Relevant set Relevant set 711 0.31 0.31

Table 2 and Figure 2 show the density of links between different sets of documents. On average,

each document within the collection includes 9.13 outgoing links. 52 % of these links reference another

document within WT2g but only 0.12 % reference a different server within WT2g. It is not known at

this stage, what proportion of the dead links (those whose target lies outside WT2g) are inter-server links

and how many are references to same-server pages which happen to be missing from the VLC2^.

2.6 Summary of participation

Seventeen groups submitted a total of 44 runs, 24 content-only and 20 maiking use of links.

2.7 Content-only runs

Groups which submitted exactly corresponding runs in the Ad Hoc and Small Web Tasks were asked to

supply run identifiers and evaluation results for the Ad Hoc task. The corresponding average precision

scores for these runs on the two tasks are tabulated in Table 4 and plotted against each other in Figure

3. It should be noted that some of the pairs of runs did not exactly correspond. AT&T used duplicate

^Note that if any pages from a server are included in the WT2g, all VLC2 pages from that server are also included.
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Table 3: The best performing content-only runs for each of the 17 participating groups, presented in order of

decreasing average precision.

R Tin i" *a crXVUXX P(Q)9n

iviicrotsoii OKowmx u.oozy
1hi Illicitr ujitou r itiuoWiciiiiX

u iviass n Q'507U.OOZ /
n /1 1 QnU.41oU

MUo / rtlVil 1 mcisUowi U.ozZU U.ocSDU

UiNeucnatei TT»i;i\TTr''\A^O/^*-uniiN JiWzut U.oioU A OA/inU.oy4U

attyywtae U.iil io fi /ii 1 nU.41 iU

UWaterloo uwmtSwO U.oUdd A Qcon

dc&yoowiii u.ouuy U.OO 1 u

v-'ldntcCIl PT QQWohA/TVwij-iyy vveijivi n 9SRQ U.ZooU

U.OiOU

Dublin City Uni DCU99C01 0.1936 0.2510

Seoul Uni ScaiSWebl 0.1854 0.2660

IRIT, Toulouse MerSWctd 0.1638 0.2430

Rutgers disco2 0.1023 0.1270

Oslo hiol 0.0927 0.1420

Ulowa uiowawebl 0.0747 0.1450

UNC iswSOt 0.0291 0.0830

elimination when controlling feedback on the Web runs but not in Ad Hoc. IRIT results constitute the

most obvious outlier, but it is not yet clear why.

2.8 Exploitation of links

Table 5 summarises the methods used by the Small Web participants.

Tables 6-8 summarise the average precision, P@20 and total-relevant-documents-retrieved scores

for each group which submitted at least one content-plus-link run. Each line in these tables gives the

baseline performance in Column 2 and the corresponding performance for each link run in the remaining

columns. Unfortunately, it is not completely clear that the only difference between the content-plus-link

runs and the baseline is the use of links.

The differences between content-plus-link runs and the corresponding baseline are mostly very small

and usually negative. The few large differences were all negative.

2.9 Duplicate elimination

Participants were not encouraged to apply duplicate elimination to their runs. It would thus be unfair

to penalise runs which included duplicates within their rankings.

Despite a claim that there is at least one topic for which all the relevant documents are clones of each

other, it is unUkely that the presence of duphcates would distort relative performance significantly. This

is because of averaging over 50 topics and because the presence of irrelevant near-duplicates can degrade

performance.

Future Web tracks may adopt evaluation measures which do not reward the presentation of multiple

"near-duplicate" pages. However, the following issues need to be resolved:

• What constitutes a near-duplicate?
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Table 4: Pairs of corresponding runs in Ad Hoc and Small Web Tasks.

Ad Hoc Web
Run tag Ave. prec. n 1 1n ^" Q (TXXUIl bd.^ Ave. prec.

bcaioAdnoc .1401 oCaio VVcDi 1 O C /I.io54

acoyaowxii

okSamxc .3169 okSwmx .3829

att99atdc .3089 att99wtdc .3091

att99atde .3165 att99wtde .3113

INQ603 .2659 INQ620 .3327

unofficial .2293 mdsOSwl .3220

MerSAdtdl .2231 MerWctd .1638

uwmtSaO .2143 uwmtSwO .3066

isaSOt .027 iswSOt .029
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Ad Hoc

Figure 3: Average precision on the Small Web Task plotted against average precisions on the Ad Hoc task for

pairs of runs believed to correspond closely, as per Table 4. Also shown is the line of best (least-squares) fit. The

Pearson R coefficient of correlation is 0.884, which is significant at the 0.05 level (two-teuled).
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Table 5: Link exploitation methods used by groups participating in the Small Web Task.

Group Methods

MDS/RMIT Sibling pages

UniNeuchatel Kleinberg, PageRank, Spread. Act., PAS
ACSys PageRank
IIT Modified Kleinberg

DCU Inlink/Outlink frequencies

Seoul Nat. Uni. Score propagation along inlinks

IRIT Spread. Act.

Rutgers like Kleinberg

Oslo College ?

Ulowa ?

Claritech Kleinberg

Table 6: Comparison of average precision scores for runs using Unks with those of the corresponding basehne

runs. Four Hnk-based runs out of the 20 submitted achieved scores which were slightly higher (numerically) than

their baselines. They are highlighted in boldface.

Group baseline links 1 nnks2 links3

MDS/RMIT 0.3220 0.3047 0.2878

UniNeuchatel 0.3150 0.3137

UniNeuchatel 0.2739 0.2747

ACSys 0.3009 0.3007 0.3007 0.2804

IIT 0.2265 0.2265 0.2264

DCU 0.1936 0.1939 0.1921

Seoul 0.1854 0.1819

IRIT 0.1638 0.1488 0.1435 0.1401

Rutgers 0.1023 0.1087

Oslo 0.0927 0.0972 0.0945 0.0859

Ulowa 0.0747 0.0246
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Table 7: Comparison of P@20 scores for runs using links with those of the corresponding baseline runs. Four link-

based runs out of the 20 submitted achieved scores which were slightly higher (numerically) than their baselines.

They are highlighted in boldface.

Group baseline links 1 links2 links3

MDS/RMIT 0.3860 0.3330 0.3590

UniNeuchatel 0.3940 0.3940

UniNeuchatel 0.3650 0.3690

ACSys 0.3870 0.3870 0.3700 0.3870

IIT 0.3150 0.3150 0.3150

DCU 0.2510 0.2490 0.2510

Seoul 0.2660 0.2660

IRIT 0.2430 0.1950 0.2160 0.2130

Rutgers 0.1270 0.1110

Oslo 0.1420 0.1670 0.1580 0.1430
Ulowa 0.1450 0.0290

Table 8: Comparison of total relevant documents retrieved across all 50 topics, for runs using links with those

of the corresponding baseline runs. The link-based runs which retrieved more relevajit documents than their

baselines are shown in bold.

Group baseline links 1 links2 links3

MDS/RMIT 1872 1872 1878
UniNeuchatel 1880 1869

UniNeuchatel 1796 1795

ACSys 1835 1834 1748 1834

IIT 1575 1572 1568

DCU 1017 1017 1017

Seoul 1500 1504

IRIT 1286 1338 1258 1352

Rutgers 1041 1072

Oslo 1292 1288 1394 1176

Ulowa 1074 1074

Table 9: Number of directly and indirectly relevant documents found in the WT2g collection. Note that documents

may count more than once - once for each topic for which they are relevant.

Type Number

Directly relevant

Directly OR indirectly relevant

Directly AND indirectly relevant

Indirectly but not directly relevant

2279

8838

242

6559
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• How to score near-duplicates within a ranking. Zero for all near-duplicates after the. first? Or,

fractional scores?

2.10 Scoring taking into account links

It is possible that a link-based retrieval method may return a significant number of documents which,

although they contain little or no relevant content, contain links to relevant documents. Such indirectly

relevant documents are of value to a searcher in a Web search context because they provide a low-cost

path to relevant documents.

The benefits of link-based retrieval may thus be underestimated because trec.eval does not take this

into account. ACSys has attempted to determine whether this was the case by looking at the indirectly

relevant documents retrieved by the runs listed in Table 7.

The WT2g connectivity data (see http : //pastime . aiiu.edu.au/WAR/WT2g_Links/ilink_WTonly.g2

and the Small Web qrels file were used to find the set of documents which link directly to relevant

documents. Table 9 gives the numbers of directly and indirectly relevant documents.

Table 10: Additional relevant documents found when documents which directly link to relevant documents are

considered to be indirectly relevant. The left, part of the table considers documents found in the top 20 rankings

and the right part considers documents found anywhere within the top 1000 results. In each pait, the base

column shows the total indirectly relevant documents found across all 50 topics. The number of indirectly

relevant documents found by the link-based runs is shown relative to the number found by the corresponding

baseline run. If every indirectly relevant document were considered to have the same weight as a directly relevant

one, each indirectly relevant document found in the top 20 would add 0.001 to the original precision @ 20.

Group

top 20 top 1000

base links 1 links2 links3 base links 1 links2 links3

MDS/RMIT 17 +6 +3 525 0 +85
UniNeuchatel 13 0 597 +838

UniNeuchatel 13 0 590 +772

ACSys 22 0 +1 0 549 -1 -53 -1

IIT 18 0 0 476 +344 +254

DCU 12 0 0 137 0 0

Seoul 16 +2 418 +37
IRIT 17 +13 + 10 +6 438 +96 -13 +17

Rutgers 11 +82 283 +239

Oslo 32 +1 +2 -14 516 +16 +34 -62

Ulowa 25 + 17 394 0

Table 10 reports the number of indirectly but not directly relevant documents included in the runs

Usted in Table 7, both in the full (top 1000) rankings and in the top 20 rankings. The results are presented

so as to highlight any differential tendency of link-based runs to find indirectly relevant documents.

Considering the "top 1000" part of the table, several link-based runs show differentially higher retrieval

of indirectly relevant documents. If all indirectly relevant documents are considered to be as valuable as

directly relevant ones, the total set of relevant documents nearly quadruples in size, recall values for the

top 1000 rankings decline sharply and the ordering of several (content, content+link) pairs changes. Most

notable of these changes are those of the University of Neuchatel whose content+link runs out-recall their

corresponding baselines by 33 % (2477 v. 3304) and 32 % (2386 v. 3157) and IIT whose content+link

runs now out-recall the baseline by up to 17 %. These comparisons are made on the basis of total number

of relevant documents retrieved over the 50 topics.
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Inspection of the table suggests that link methods used by the University of Neuchatel, by IIT and
in one of the IRIT runs resulted in differentially greater retrieval of indirectly relevant documents to an
extent that might possibly change the ranking of corresponding pairs of runs on recall.

Considering the "top 20" part of Table 10, the Rutgers link-based run has a much higher differential

retrieval of indirectly relevant documents than any other link-based run. If every indirectly relevant

document were accorded the same weight as a directly relevant one, the Rutgers baseline P@20 would

increase to 0.138 (from 0.127) and the link-based run to 0.204 (from 0.110). This appears to be the only

pair of runs for which the consideration of indirectly relevant pages may change the ranking of the runs

on P@20. Furthermore, the benefit implied by these figures is almost certainly overstated, due to the

assumption of equal worth for directly and indirectly relevant pages.

The worth of an indirectly relevant document to a searcher depends upon how easy it is to find the

link to the directly relevant page(s). This is influenced by page layout factors not easily determinable

automatically. For example:

1. whether the visual rendition of the link attracts attention;

2. whether the link is at the top of the document or in some other prominent position;

3. whether the anchor and context of the link allow the searcher to identify that the target of the link

is likely to be relevant;

4. whether there are other similarly attractive links which, in fact, lead to irrelevant pages.

On average, the value of an indirectly relevant page is likely to be considerably less than that of

a directly relevant page. Accordingly, scores on TREC measures, revised to take into account indirect

relevance, have not been presented because they would depend upon an arbitrary assignment of relative

weight for indirectly relevant pages.

2.11 Small Web Task discussion and conclusions

The University of Neuchatel and Fujitsu Laboratories report that they could find no correlation between

relevance on the TREC-7 topics and link-based measures.

It seems fairly clear that, in this year's Small Web Task, no measurable benefit was gained on standard

TREC retrieval measures through use of links. A small number of link-based runs benefited substantially

on recall, and one on P@20 provided that indirectly relevant documents are assigned the same value as

directly relevant ones.

The following questions arise:

1. Is the WT2g collection big enough and does it include enough links to permit effective operation of

the link-based methods? Figure 2 shows that there are in fact a lot of links, but only a very small

number of cross-server links.

2. Are link-based methods more likely to be effective for types of information need other than those

modelled by TREC Ad Hoc topics. For example, locating a library's on-line catalogue or the home
page of a particular travel agent.

3. Would link-based methods seem more effective if the TREC relevance assessment model were ex-

panded to recognise that some pages are much more valuable than those which are merely relevant.

For example, the desired on-line catalogue page may be of far more use to the searcher than learned

papers about library cataloguing systems.
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3 Large Web Task

The Large Web Task was by no means as tightly focused as the Small Web Task. A number of different

objectives were pursued by the individual participants. They are summarised as follows:

ACSys Investigate the use of link-based measures on the full VLC2 set. Reduce the hardware required

for VLC2 processing as much as possible, even to the level of a mid-range laptop. Further study

efficiency-effectiveness tradeoffs.

AT&T Test locally distributed IR based on content only.

Fujitsu Labs Comparison of BooleanConjunction-l-Ranked with Ranked. Efficiency issues. How can

VLC2 be indexed using a single index? If multiple concurrent processes on a single processor are

used to process queries, what is the optimum degree of parallelism?

Microsoft - Okapi Determine the effect on speed of stop list size, output size limitation, and use of

memory vs. use of temporary files.

CityU/Microsoft - Pliers To demonstrate good query processing time and scale-up on a large cluster

of machines.

UMass Determine whether UMass conventional retrieval techniques would be effective in the domain of

web pages.

UNC Investigate the possibility of having very fast retrieval from a very large information space using

a variant of Latent Semantic Indexing.

UWaterloG Fast automatic retrieval on natural language queries. Develop the cover density ranking

method, using probability based reasoning. Experiment with variations on query length and use of

plural/nonplural words in queries.

3.1 Large Web Task: Topics and assessments

ACSys obtained 100,000 "natural language" queries from both Alta Vista [AltaVista Company ] and

the Electric Monk [Electric Knowledge LLC ]. These were censored by a perl script to remove possibly

offensive queries (or queries which might produce offensive answers)'^ and random selections were made
from the remainder until 10,000 queries were selected. These queries were numbered 20001-30000 and

distributed to participants.

Participants were required to process all 10000 queries and to submit top 20 rankings to ACSys for

judging. After submissions were received, a perl script was used to repeat the following until 60 topics

had been accepted:

1. Randomly select a topic within the 20001 - 30000 range.

2. If the selected topic had fewer than 2 non-stopwords, it was ehminated. The stopword list had 51

entries.

3. If there were at least two non-stopwords, the topic was presented to one of the judges for acceptance

or rejection. She was asked to accept a topic if she felt she understood what the person who originally

posed the query wanted and if she felt able to judge the relevance or otherwise of documents on

that topic.

^As became obvious during the ACSys demonstration in the Web Track session at the conference, the list of 110 words

to be censored was still missing a few entries!
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22539 who are the current supreme court justices?

24127 how to meike a battery

28771 where can i find the saints eind the catholic church?
24111 how to quit smoking?

22905 how to write bibliographies

22719 where can i find information on herbs?

24698 what are the causes of runoff pollution
26776 armstrong louis

21826 where can i find information on the bahamas
24183 how do volcanoes erupt

28150 animal rights

29001 where can i find information about the death penalty?
22674 slobadan milosevic

25597 how do rocks form?

21475 how does a digital camera work?

26981 where can i find information about the civil war

24976 show me a list of vegetaricin restaurants in new york city.

22610 thalidomide and multiple sclerosis

25060 old Japanese science fictions movies

26274 sinus infection

27375 how do you play chess

29906 where can i find information on the amazon river?

20732 tell me about prozac

26417 how do solar panels work?

24816 hindenburg disaster

28346 find information about american einarchists

26533 why do feet smell?

28850 what are the current ethnic conflicts in azerbaijein?

25358 what eire some psychological principles and attitudes for advertising

28273 how to start business

28854 what eire the current ethnic conflicts in belarus?

26817 where can i find statistics for education in the united states?

27092 methodist sermons

24790 where can i find information about the politic situation in Israel

23274 human genome project

21055 how do i create a web site?

28634 reasons for studying marketing

20784 blood pressure

25233 where can i find information on school violence?

21247 where can i find information on russia?

28677 where can i watch tv on the internet?

21185 where can i find the best jokes?

25663 how are hospitals prepared for y2k?

28798 where can i find information about teenage alcohol abuse in the uk

28846 teen alcohol abuse statistics for the uk

27358 egyptian history

Figure 4: A Scimple of the judged queries used in the Lcirge Web task. Note the two very similar "teen alcohol"

queries at the bottom of the list. Note also the retention of probable query errors: "slobadan", "science

fictions", and "politic situation".
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Something less than 100 selections were eliminated and 718 were rejected by the judge. Of the 60

accepted, it transpired that our judge had accidentally accepted one, 27188 where can i find black
escorts? which she really wanted to reject and she also accepted two topics likely to have the same
answers: 24111 how to quit smoking? / 23728 how do i quit smoking? Topics 27188 and 23728
were rejected.

Sample accepted queries are shown in Figure 4. Note that two similar queries related to "teen alcohol"

were both accepted.

The number judged dropped by a further one when one of the judges was unavailable for a few days

after all other topics were finished. The resulting 57 topics were pruned to 50 by arbitrarily eliminating

all the topics for which there were fewer than 5 relevant documents.

The pooled documents for each topic were presented to the assessors in order of increasing document
length using the RAT (Relevance Assessment Tool) used in previous VLC track experiments. This

time however, a text-only web browser [Lynx ] was used to display documents in a way which rendered

references and tables in a reasonable way (minus images).

The six assessors were all University graduates from specialties other than Computer Science or

Librarianship. Three of them had served as VLC track judges in previous years.

3.2 Large Web Task: Efficiency-effectiveness results

The tradeoffs between efficiency and effectiveness are actually tradeoffs among five dimensions:

1. Speed of indexing;

2. Size of indexes;

3. Speed of query processing;

4. Query processing effectiveness; and

5. Cost.

Table 11 shows how the different runs submitted to the 100 gigabyte collection web track made these

tradeoffs.

For each run submitted against the full 18.5 million document collection, Figures 5 and 6 show a 5-axis

Kiviat diagram summarising performance on each of these dimensions. On each axis, best performance is

represented by a point on the circumference. For effectiveness, best performance corresponds to maximum
P@20 score whereas in each other case best performance corrsponds to minimum score.

To illustrate the scaling process, the smallest index size wets achieved by Fujitsu at 3.9 gigabytes. This

minimum was divided by the actual index size for each run to give a scaled score of 1 for Fujitsu and a

score of 0.1 for a hypothetical index of 39 gigabytes. Scaled scores of less than 0.05 are shown as 0.05 to

prevent the creation of spikes which are too narrow to see.

Use of linear scaling in the Kiviat diagrams tends to exaggerate the differences between runs, whereas

log scaling would have tended to homogenize them. The shape of the diagram indicates the degree to

which that run achieved good performance (relative to the group) on one (or a couple of) dimensions

at the expense of the others, or alternatively achieved a good balance between them. Good balance is

indicated by a filled-out shape, best illustrated by the hypothetical "uniformly best" system shown at

the top left of Figure 5.

The Kiviat diagrams shown in Figure 5 are considerably distorted by the inclusion of the UNC runs

which achieved enormous query processing speed but very low precision. The diagrams in the results

section of the TREC-8 proceedings are quite different because they do not include the UNC runs (which

were submitted after the deadline.)
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Table 11: Summary of Results for all submitted runs over the full 100 gigabyte collection. Note that the UNC
runs were submitted after the deadline and include many unjudged documents. Note also that the query pro-

cessing times reported for Fujitsu correspond to the case where queries were processed as a sequential batch.

Fujitsu achieved better times on the same hcirdware using two processes: 0.40 seconds (flSwlnsb); 0.75 seconds
(flSwlnsr); 0.39 seconds (flSwlsb). See the Fujitsu paper for details.

Group Runid Cost (k$(US)) idx.time (hr.) idx-size (gB) qp-time (sec.) p20

ACSys acsysSlwO 7 8.48 5.78 3.74 0.3360

ACSys acsys81w0_prl 7 . 104 6.46 3.91 0.3360

ACSys acsys81w0_prl0 7 104 6.46 3.87 0.3350

AT&T att99vlci 115 8.62 23.9 0.516 0.55650

AT&T att99vlcm 115 8.62 23.9 0.516 0.5470

Fujitsu flSwlnsb 41 504 5.10 0.75 0.5100

Fujitsu flSwlnsr 41 504 5.10 1.16 0.5080

Fujitsu flSwlsb 41 504 3.95 0.54 0.5070

Microsoft okSvl 16 131.1 66.5 6.73 0.5280

Microsoft ok8v2 16 131.1 66.5 5.35 0.5380

Microsoft/CitylJ pltSwtl 82 3.04 10.6 1.62 0.5610

UMass INQ650 215 268 53.8 39 0.5000

UNC iswqdl 200 40 22 0.005 0.0000

UNC iswqd2 200 40 22 0.005 0.0000

UWaterloo uwmtSlwO 5 8.53 32 0.841 0.5720

UWaterloo uwmtSlwl 5 8.53 32 0.735 0.5580

UWaterloo uwmt81w2 5 8.53 32 1.010 0.5650

Table 12: Scale-up factors for CityU/Microsoft and UNC runs for BASE1:BASE10:VLC2.

Group Measure Scaleup 1:10 Scaleup 10:100 Scaleup 1:100

CityU/Microsoft Index_build time 11.6 10.5 122

Index size 8.23 8.76 72.1

Query Proc. time 4.32 13.4 57.9

P@20 1.62 1.29 2.08

UNC Index-build time 57.1

Index size 3.67

Query Proc. time 0.83

P@20 7
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All-Round Best ACSys - acsysSlwO ACSys - acsysSlwOj>ii

ACSys - acsysSlwO_pno AT&T - attSSvId AT&T - att99vlcm

FuJItau - fIBwInsb Fujitsu • NBwInsr Fujnsu-flSwIab

Large Web Runs - Linear Scaling - Sheet 1

Figure 5: Composite results for all runs submitted in the Large Web Task. Note that the UNC runs were submitted

after the deadline and consequently included a very high percentage of unjudged documents. Accordingly, their

precision result is very low. However, their query processing was two orders of magnitude faster than the next best

fastest, scaling other speed results into oblivion. The AT&T run was also unjudged due to a formatting problem.

The All-Round Best is a hypothetical composition of the best-achieved result on each dimension. Finally, because

ACSys co-ordinated the track, employed assessors and tabulated results, ACSys results should be regarded as

unofficial. (Continued in Figure 6.)
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Microsoft - ok8v1 Microsoft - ok8v2 MS/Clty U - pltBwtl

QPBpMd QPSpMd OPSpMd

UMass-INQ6S0 UNC-I«wqd1 UNC-I«wqd2

UWaterloo - uwmtSlwt) UWaterloo • uwmtSlwl UWaterioo - Ijwmt8hiif2

Large Web Runs - Linear Scaling - Sheet 2

Figure 6: Continuation of Figure 5.
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3.3 L£irge Web Task: Scalability results

Two groups submitted scalability runs in which the VLC performance figures were compared with those

of the BASEl and BASEIO uniform samples. The scaleup factors for these runs are presented in Table

12.

3.4 Large Web Task: Exploiting links

ACSys (in the person of Nick Craswell) computed PageRank scores for all the documents in the VLC2.
Results are reported in the ACSys paper in these proceedings.

In essence, computation of PageRanks took much longer than indexing but use of PageRanks increased

query processing time only slightly (by an average of 0.15 seconds per query, less than 5 %.) However,

the benefit in terms of query processing effectiveness was found to be negligible.

3.5 Large Web Task: Hardware resources

Several groups were successful in reducing the scale of hardware required to process the full VLC2
collection, compared to what they used in the TREC-7 VLC track. UWaterloo reduced their machinery

from four PCs to two. ACSys used one PC instead of eight DEC Alphas and demonstrated query

processing over the full collection on a Dell laptop using only the internal disk drives.

Fujitsu (who did not participate in TREC-7 VLC) demonstrated that, by eliminating non-EngUsh

documents and HTML tags, the whole of the VLC2 could be represented in a single index of only 3.9

gigabytes.

3.6 Large Web Task: Other issues

The various other questions addressed by participants are covered in their own papers.
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Okapi/Keenbow at TREC-8

S E Robertson* S Walker^

1 Summary

Automatic ad hoc and web track

Three ad hoc runs were submitted: long (title, description and narrative), medium (title and description) and short

(title only). "Blind" expansion was used for all runs. The queries from the medium ad hoc run were reused for the

small web track submission. Most of the negative expressions were removed from the narrative field of the topic

statements, and a new expansion term selection procedure was tried.

Adaptive filtering

Methods were similar to those we used in TREC-7. Six runs were submitted.

VLC track

Two unexpanded ad hoc runs were submitted.

2 Okapi at TRECs 1-7

The Okapi search systems used for TREC are descendants of the Okapi systems developed at the Polytechnic of

Central London^ between 1982 and 1988 under a number of grants from the British Library Research & Develop-

ment Department and elsewhere. These early Okapi systems were experimental highly-interactive reference retrieval

systems of a probabilistic type, some of which featured automatic query expansion [1, 2, 3].

All the Okapi work in connection with TRECs 1-6 was done at the Department of Information Science, City

University, London. Most of the Okapi TREC-7 entries were done from Microsoft Research, Cambridge (UK).

For TREC-1 [4], the low-level search functions were generalized and split off into a separate library — the Okapi

Basic Search System (BSS). User interfaces or batch processing scripts access the BSS using a simple command
language-like protocol. However, our TREC-1 results were very poor [4], because the classical Robertson/Sparck

Jones weighting model [5] which Okapi systems had always used took no account of document length or within-

document term frequency.

During TREC-2 and TREC-3 a considerable number of new term weighting and combination functions were

tried; a runtime passage determination and searching package was added to the BSS; and methods of selecting good

terms for routing queries were developed [6, 7]. During the TREC-2 work "blind" query expansion (feedback using

terms from the top few documents retrieved in a pilot search) was tried for the first time in automatic ad hoc

experiments, although we didn't use it in the official runs until TREC-3. Our TREC-3 automatic routing and ad

hoc results were good.

TREC-4 [8] did not see any major developments. Routing term selection methods were further improved.

By TREC-5 many participants were using blind expansion in ad hoc, several of them more successfully than

Okapi [9, 10]. In the routing, we tried to optimize term weights after selecting good terms (as did at least one other

participant); our routing results were again among the best, as were batch filtering runs.

In TREC-6 [11] we continued to investigate blind expansion, with mixed results. We also introduced a new

weighting function designed to make use of documents known or eissumed to be non-relevant. In routing and filtering

'Microsoft Research Ltd, 1 Guildhall Street, Cambridge CB2 3NH, UK, and City University, London, UK. email ser@microsoft.com

^Microsoft Research Ltd, 1 Guildhall Street, Cambridge CB2 3NH, UK. email sw@microsoft.com
^Now the University of Westminster.
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we continued to extend the optimization procedure, including a version of simulated annealing. Again our routing

and filtering results were among the best. The Okapi BSS was modified to handle large databases for the VLC track.

We entered the adaptive filtering track, with fairly good results, for the first time in TREC-7 ([12]). Routing

and batch filtering were dropped.

3 The system

At the Microsoft Research laboratory in Cambridge, we are developing an evaluation environment for a wide range of

information retrieval experiments. This environment is called Keenbow. The Okapi BSS is now seen as a component

of Keenbow.

3.1 The Okapi Basic Search System (BSS)

The BSS, which has been used in all Okapi TREC experiments, is a set-oriented ranked output system designed

primarily for probabilistic-type retrieval of textual material using inverted indexes. There is a family of built-in

weighting functions as defined below (equation 1) and described more fully in [7, Section 3]. In addition to weighting

and ranking facilities it has the usual boolean and quasi-boolean (positional) operations and a number of non-standard

set operations. Indexes are of a fairly conventional inverted type. There have been no major changes to the BSS
during TREC-8.

Weighting functions

All TREC-8 searches used varieties of the Okapi BM25 function first used in TREC-3 (equation 1).

^,^ {ki+l)tf {h + l)qtf

1^^ K + tf h + qtf
^>

where

Q is a query, containing terms T
w'-^^ is the Robertson/Spaxck Jones weight [5] of T in Q

(r + 0.5)/(fi-r + 0.5) „

^ in-r + 0.5)/{N -n-R+r + 0.5)
^'

N is the number of items (documents) in the collection

n is the number of documents containing the term

i2 is the number of documents known to be relevant to a specific topic

r is the number of relevant documents containing the term

if is ki{{l -b) + b.dl/avdl)

ki , b and fca are parameters which depend on the on the nature of the queries and possibly on the database; fci

and b default to 1.2 and 0.75 respectively, but smaller values of 6 are sometimes advantageous; in long queries ks

is often set to 7 or 1000 (effectively infinite)

tf is the frequency of occurrence of the term within a specific document

qtf is the frequency of the term within the topic from which Q was derived

dl and avdl axe respectively the document length and average document length measured in some suitable unit.

Term ranking for selection

Prior to TREC-8 the method used was that proposed in [13] by which terms are ranked in decreasing order of

TSV = r.u;(^' (3)

This time a new method was tried; this is discussed in section 4.
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Passage determination and searching

Since TREC-3 the BSS has had facihties for search-time identification and weighting of any sub-document consisting

of an integral number of consecutive paragraphs. It was described, and some results reported, in [7]. Passage

searching almost always increases average precision, by anything from 2%-10%, as well as recall and precision at the

higher cutoffs. It often, perhaps surprisingly, reduces precision at small cutoffs, so is not used in pilot searches for

expansion runs.

3.2 Hardware

All the TREC-8 processing was done at Microsoft Research, Cambridge. Most of the work was done on a 300 MHz
Sun Ultra 10 with 256 MB and a Dell with two 400 MHz Pentium processors and 512 MB. Both machines were

running Solaris 2.6. Mainly to cater for the VLC track there was about 170GB of disk storage, most of which was
attached to the Sun. The network was lOOMHz ethernet.

3.3 Database and topic processing

Text processing

For interactive purposes it is necessary to provide for the readable display of documents. Since we have not (yet)

implemented a runtime display routine, nor adequate parsing and indexing facilities, for SGML data, all the TREC
input text is subjected to batch conversion into a uniform displayable format before further processing. This is

done by means of hacked up shell scripts specific to the input dataset. For most of the TREC data, output records

have three fields: document number, any content unsuitable for indexing (or not to be searched—such as controlled

descriptors in some datasets), and the searchable "TEXT" and similar portions. However, only two fields were used

for the VLC98 collection.

Indexing

All the TREC text indexing was of the keyword type. A few multiword phrases such as "New York", "friendly fire",

"vitamin E" were predefined and there was a pre-indexing facility for the conflation of groups of closely related or

synonymous terms like "operations research" and "operational research" or "CIA" and "Central Intelligence Agency"

.

A stemming procedure was applied, modified from [14] and with additional British/American spelling conflation.

The stophst contained about 220 words.

Topic processing

Apart from the narrative field, which is only used in "long" topic queries, topic text is processed in the same way

as text to be indexed. In the narrative field terms such as "document", "describe(s)" , "relevan. . .", "cite. .
." are

deleted (in addition to the normal stop terms). There is a facility, new for TREC-8, for removing most negative

expressions. This was tried on most of the past TRECs' ad hoc data, and often made little difference. However, it

was rarely detrimental, and appears beneficial in TREC-8 (see Table 2).

4 Term selection for query expansion

Readers who took part in early TRECs will recall discussions on the issue of "selective versus massive" query

expansion. Many participants did some form of query expansion, particularly by extracting terms from previously

known relevant documents in the routing task. The point at issue was whether one should include all candidate terms

(possibly with small weights), or be selective and add only a small number. The Okapi team had a bias towards

being very selective in expansion.

Since then, of course, many teams, including us, have applied and adapted the relevance feedback methods to

blind expansion (pseudo-relevance feedback). The same problem arises; in fact in this case, there is an earlier stage

of selection, namely the selection of a number of documents from the top of the initial retrieval ranking.

Our general method for query expansion following relevance feedback is to rank terms according to some measure

of their likely contribution to the effectiveness of the search, and then to take a certain (fixed) number from the top

of this ranking. We have used various measures for this ranking purpose, but a common feature of all such measures

is that they are intended only for ranking, that is for measuring relative contribution; none is susceptible to the use of
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ajti absolute threshold or criterion for inclusion. Last year's work on thresholding for filtering inspired us to consider

the possibility of devising an absolute measure which could be compared to an absolute threshold. The potential

advantages of such a measure are:

• If there axe more good terms, more can be included, and vice-versa.

• The measure would take account of the number of relevant documents; one might expect to get stronger

evidence for more good terms from more relevant documents.

The method discussed below is a first attempt at such a measure. We have applied it to the blind expansion

problem, although it is in principle applicable to real relevance feedback as well. We have not yet tackled the

additional selection problem for blind feedback (document selection), and therefore the second reason above does

not really apply; however, there may be a secondary effect here, that if the initial retrieval generates a coherent set

of documents, there is more chance of more good terms emerging from the analysis than if the initial search is poor

and generates a more random set.

It is also worth pointing out that although the idea was inspired by the filtering-threshold problem, the method

itself is very different.

4.1 Statistical significance of new terms

We are looking for new terms which are sufficiently strongly associated with relevance to contribute to performance.

A measure which might satisfy the above requirement would be a measure of the statistical significance of any given

term's association with relevance. Significance measures are typically on a scale which allows a comparison with an

absolute hkelihood of the null hypothesis (that is, an absolute probability of the observation given a hypothesis of no

association). This absolute value might be (say) 5%, 1% or 0.1%; although the choice of level is largely arbitrary, any

fixed single choice would satisfy the requirements given above, when applied to different topics or different numbers

of relevant documents. For reasons given below, these specific values are not themselves appropriate to this case,

but the principle remains.

As in most of our various term selection measures, we look primarily at term presence/absence (we have had

very little success with methods which take account of term frequency). Thus the relation between the term and

relevance (known or assumed) is defined by the usual 2x2 table:

Relevant Not relevant

Term t present n nt - rt nt

Term not present R-n N -R -nt + n N-nt
R N -R N

(as usual, all documents not known or assumed to be relevant axe assumed to be not relevant).

The null hypothesis is that the term is not associated with relevance. The likelihood of the null hypothesis,

given the above data, may be approximated as follows. The probabiUty of the term occurring in a document taken

at random is nt/N. We assume that the term occurs in a small proportion of the collection as a whole (for all

terms of interest, this will be the case). Then the probability that it occurs in exactly rt out of the R relevants is

approximately

(r {')

The second factor is the number of ways we can choose rt from R, and can be calculated as j.^,(^^Lj.^)\

4.2 The criterion

As indicated, a usual criterion for rejection of a null hypothesis would be a likelihood of less than (say) 1%. However,

if we were to apply such a criterion in this case, we would be likely to get a great deal of noise. The reason is that

there are so many terms in a text retrieval system to start with. Suppose that the total vocabulary in the system

(indexed terms) is 100,000. Then we might expect 1000 of these terms to exceed this criterion, even if the null

hypothesis is true of all of them.

This then suggests that we should set the criterion in relation to the size of the vocabulary, V. A threshold of

1/V would imply that we might expect (assuming the null hypothesis applies to all terms) a single noise term. Safety

might suggest setting an even stricter threshold; however, since there will be many terms in the vocabulary that have

a negative association with relevance, and many others that occur in one document only (which would give them no
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chance of being selected on any such criterion), it is probably reasonable to relax the threshold somewhat. In the
experiments, we have used a threshold l/Ve", for some constant c. Thus we may express the criterion as:

1

(5)

If the threshold c is set at 0, this is equivalent to taking a likeUhood threshold of \/V, that is to accepting about
one noise term under the simplest model as discussed above. A positive c is a stricter threshold; a value of 4.6

corresponds to having a less than 1% chance of accepting any noise terms. Experiments suggested that we could

afford to relax the threshold; we used some negative c values.

5 Automatic adhoc and web tracks

The procedure for the official runs (Table 1) was as follows. Pools of potential expansion terms were generated by
running pilot searches on terms extracted from the appropriate topic fields against the TREC disks 1-5 database,

and outputting the top R documents. Terms extracted from these documents were weighted with the usual w^^'>

formula. In some cases an additional weighting wcis appUed to topic terms. Terms were selected from the pools by
means of the new selection procedure equation 5; two runs were done, using different term selection thresholds, for

each topic source type (long, medium and short), and these were merged in pairs to produce the submitted runs.

The thresholds varied between —4 and 4.6; there were other minor variations between runs, including for example

the exact treatment of query terms.

Table 1: Automatic ad hoc and web track, official runs

I AveP
Run source R score > med PIO P30 RPrec Rcl

okSalx TND 20 324 46 570 443 354 694

okSamxc TD 14 317 45 550 425 347 679

okSwmx web, as okSamxc 383 47 516 399 518 900

okSasxc T 10 279 32 488 380 309 637

Table 2 summarizes some diagnostic ad hoc runs, this time with single thresholds. It is not clear that the new
term selection procedure offers any advantage over the old one; more investigation is needed. Removal of negative

expressions was beneficial overall, increasing average precision in 17 topics and decreasing it in 10. However, trials

on data from previous TRECs have shown that the effect averaged over 50 topics is not always beneficial.

6 Adaptive filtering

The system for adaptive filtering is very similar to the one used for TREC-7. It is described in [12] and more fully

in a paper to appear next year [15]. A brief summary only will be given here. Please note that the equation for

adapting the /3 value given in the TREC-7 proceedings contains a mistake; the correct version is given below and in

the Journal of Documentation paper.

We assume the usual filtering situation, as constrained by the TREC filtering track rules. In particular, we assume

an incoming stream of documents, a set of persistent user profiles (initially based on text topics), an accumulating

collection of all the documents that have arrived so far, and a history for each profile, including relevance judgments

for documents previously returned to the user. The entire process is switched on at time t — 0.

6.1 Calibration

The system used the usual BM25 match function, but the filtering task requires a threshold to be applied to the

match values, to drive a retrieval decision. Thresholding in this system is tied to a calibration of the match function,

to give values which can be regarded as actual probabilities of relevance. An initial calibration of the score is modified
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Table 2: Ad hoc diagnostic runs

"Long topic" runs Conditions AveP % gain P30 % gain

okSalpU.neg baseline (no expansion, no passages)

okSalpU baseline + neg exprns removed + minor mods to parsing rules

ok8al2np.tns + exp 20 docs, eqn 5 term selection, threshold c = 0.0

ok8al2.tns + passages

271 0.0

277 2.2

310 14.4

327 20.6

380 0.0

386 1.6

427 12.4

437 15.0

ok8al2np.tns.rsv Same # trms/query as ok8al2np.tns but trm sel by eqn 3

ok8al2np.tns.rsv.f51 as previous but fixed 51 terms per query

ok8al2np.tns.rsv.f30 as previous but fixed 30 terms per query

310 14.4

314 15.9

310 14.4

432 13.7

436 14.7

432 13.7

"Medium topic" runs Conditions AveP % gain P30 % gain

okSampll baseline (no expansion, no passages)

ok8amlnp.tns + exp 14 docs, eqn 5 term selection, threshold c = —4.0

okSaml.tns + passages

261 0.0

304 16.5

318 21.8

361 0.0

415 15.0

422 16.9

ok8amlnp.tns.rsv Same # trms/query as ok8amlnp.tns but trm sel by eqn 3

ok8amlnp.tns.rsv.f55 as previous but fixed 55 terms per query

298 14.2

308 18.0

411 13.9

417 15.5

"Short topic" runs Conditions AveP % gain P30 % gam
okSaspU baseline (no expansion, no passages)

okSaslnp.tns + exp 10 docs, eqn 5 term selection, threshold c = 3.0

ok8asl.tns + passages

239 0.0

270 13.0

279 16.7

343 0.0

371 8.2

377 9.9

ok8aslnp.tns.rsv Same # trms/query as okSaslnp.tns but trm sel by eqn 3

ok8aslnp.tns.rsv.fl7 as previous but fixed 17 terms per query

267 11.7

288 20.5

363 5.8

383 11.7

on a per-topic basis, as feedback is obtained. The initial calibration is based on a logistic regression analysis of some

training data. This gives values for 0 and 7 in the equation:

log 0{R\D) = 0 + J /(score, astl
,
maxscore, ql) (6)

/(score, . . .) is basically a normalization function for the score, taking into account some variables which might be

expected to affect it; two forms of /() were used (see below), maxscore is the theoretical maximum score; ql is the

query length in terms.

astl is the average score of the top 1% of retrieved-documents; under TREC filtering rules (no access to any part

of the document stream before f = 0), we do not initially have a direct method of estimating this, so another linear

regression is performed on the same training data to estimate it for the first simulated week:

astl = ai + Q2 maxscore

After the first week, astl is estimated directly from the accumulated collection.

6.2 Score normalization

According to the arguments presented in the last TREC, it would be reasonable to assume that /(score, . . .) should

be linear in the score - that is, the score is assumed to be a linear function of the log-odds of relevance. However,

this assumption depends on the basic independence assumptions of the probabilistic model, which may be doubted.

A close look at the regression data suggested strongly that the relationship was non-linear, in particular that very

high scores did not imply correspondingly high probabilities of relevance. We therefore tried a non-hriear function as

well as a linear one. Choice of functions was determined by the best-fitting logistic regression; we tried various hnear

and non-linear functions and chose the best of each after completing the regression. We also did the same exercise

on three different training sets and took a guess at a compromise solution (this last step was relatively easy, as the

solutions from the three training sets were generally very close).

The first step normalization was a linear one:

score , ,

normscore = ——
, „ , (7)

astl + O.zzmaxscore — l.3ql

For the linear normalization we used exactly this, that is:

/(score,...) = normscore
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For the non-linear normalization, we made a further transformation:

> normscore
/(score, . . .) = ;r-— 8J

U.4 + normscore

6.3 Adaptation

Given a document score and an estimated astl
,
equation 6 can be used to estimate the log-odds of relevance of any

specific document, to be compared to an absolute threshold determined by the desired utility measure. The result

of applying the equation to the score for document Di will be denoted Cj (for calibrated score). Cj is on a log-odds

scale, but can be converted back to a probability pi:

Pi =

/5 + 7 /(score, astl
,
maxscore, ql) (9)

exp Ci

1 -I- exp Ci

for some estimated /3, 7 and astl

.

As we obtain feedback on the model, as well as re-estimating astl , we adjust the calibration by correcting P (7 is

left unchanged), p estimation is based on a Bayesian argument, in order to prevent it going wild with small amounts

of data. The Bayesian prior is represented by m mythical documents whose estimated probabilities of relevance are

assumed to be correct at 0.5. We suppose an iterative sequence of estimates 0^'^^ and corresponding values c|"^ and

p\"'^ for each document. Then the gradient descent formula is:

o{n+l) ^ f,{n) .

^i^lPj 2(l+exp(/?<")-/?(0))) . ,

2^i=lPi \^ Pi ^ ^ (i+exp(/3(")-/3(0)))2

/?(°^ is the initial estimate provided by the original regression equation 6.

(Please note that the first component of the denominator of this equation was incorrect in our TREC-7 report

The form we actually used wcis however correct.)

In the experiments, as last year, one iteration only was performed at each stage (simulated week), and only

when new documents have been assessed; however, successive stages are cumulative, and at each stage all previously

assessed documents are included in the estimation process. This procedure represents a very simple-minded approach

to the normal iterative estimation suggested by the above argument.

Again as last year, we use a 'ladder' of thresholds, starting lower down in order to get some documents to the

user for feedback purposes, even if this lowers performance in the early stages of the profile. The current ladder is

given in table 3.

Table 3: The Ladder: selection thresholds

(Slightly modified from the TREC-7 version)

Initial points are explained in the text.

P{R\D) \ogO{R\D)

0.5 0

0.4 -0.4 Final (LFl runs)

0.25 -1.1 Final (LF2 runs)

0.18 -1.5 First week

0.13 -1.9

0.1 -2.2 High start

0.07 -2.6

0.05 -2.9

0.04 -3.2 Low start

In the circumstances of the TREC filtering task, an additional constraint applies: because the initial estimate

(based on maxscore rather than on astl
) may be unreliable, and may in particular lead to the retrieval of mciny too

many documents, the threshold is kept high for the first week. When a direct estimate of astl becomes available, the
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ladder is brought into effect, and the threshold is moved down to the appropriate place (possibly above the bottom
if we found some documents in the first week).

Various other feedback methods may be brought into effect at various stages in the history of the profile. These

include:

• Reweighting query terms

• Query expansion based on term selection value

• Query optimization (weights and/or selection of terms)

• Threshold optimization.

In general, any query adjustment has to be undertaken before any threshold setting, as it affects both astl and the

scores of the judged documents, all of which are used in threshold setting.

As last year, on this occasion we have tried only the threshold optimization. No term reweighting or query

expansion methods were tried.

6.4 Experiments

Training

The training databases were: LA Times data with TREC topics 301-350; AP newswire data with topics 51-150;

Wall Street Journal data with topics 51-150. All fields of the topics (Title, Description, Narrative) were used.

Each topic was searched on this collection, and the top ranked documents were retrieved, the number being

specified as 1% of the collection. A series of logistic regression analyses were performed, to estimate /3 and 7 in

equation 6, with different functions for /(score, . . .). The final choices for this function were those specified above

(equations 7 and 8); the final choices for p and 7 were -7.5 and 6.6 respectively for the linear score normalization,

and -18.3 and 24.4 for the non-linear normalization.

The test topics themselves were also used in their entirety (title, description, narrative). They were initially

searched on a database consisting of the three training databases merged, to establish initial terms and weights.

Adaptive procedure

Documents were processed in weekly batches. For the first week, the threshold was set at the point labelled 'First

week' (because of the uncertainty of the astl value). From the following week, a direct estimate of astl is available,

and two different initial points were tried (labelled 'High start' and 'Low start' in the table). Thereafter, the usual

ladder rule applied: each profile was moved up one notch for each relevant document found. (As some profiles will

have found relevant documents in the first week, these ones will never actually be at their theoretical starting point.)

astl is re-estimated from the accumulated collection for the first six weeks.

After each week in which some documents have been found for a profile (irrespective of relevance), the adaptive

calibration of /3 is invoked. That is, for each previously seen document, a value of Cj is calculated according to the

current profile and the current value of astl , and one iteration only of the iterative formula 10 is then applied. The

value of m in equation 10 was 5. The new value of 0 remains in force for this profile until the next invocation of the

adaptive calibration.

Runs

Twelve candidate runs were completed, defined by the following parameters:

Treatment: 1 Base (Low start, no threshold optimization); 2 High start; 3 High start -I- Threshold optimization.

Utility function: 1 LFl; 2 LF2.

Score normalization; 1 Linear; 2 Non-linear.

Runs are numbered in the form ok8fxyz, where x is the treatment, y is the utility function, and z is the score

normalization. Because of the limitation on the number of submissions, a random choice of six of these runs was

submitted.
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Results

Official results for the submitted runs, plus unofficial results for the others, are shown in Table 4. The table makes a

topic-by-topic comparison with the other submissions to TREC, on utility scores. Some recall and precision results

for all 12 runs (macro average), using the relevance judgments made for TREC-8, are shown in Table 5.

Table 4: Adaptive filtering: comparison with other TREC-8 official runs

Columns contain number of topics (out of 50)

* unofficial results -—
All years 1994 only

Worst iVlcLllclIl > med Best Worst < med Median > med best

Utility function LFl

(out of 19 systems
)

okSflll* 0 1 7 0

ok8fll2 0 A O
6 4 0 0 zo r

0 20 6

OKoIZil u ZD
r
5 19 2

ok8f212* 0 9 17 1

ok8f311 0 23 6 21 2 0 13 14 Q

ok8f312 0 27 5 18 1 0 15 10 25 9

Utility function LF2
(out of 13 systems)

ok8fl21* 0 38 1 11 0

ok8fl22 23 39 4 7 0 16 26 7 17 4

ok8f221* 0 24 3 23 1

ok8f222 1 28 3 19 2 4 24 10 16 3

ok8f321 0 25 4 21 2 2 17 14 19 5

ok8f322* 1 29 1 20 3

Discussion of results

Overall the results are disappointing. This is partly the result of continuing to concentrate on the thresholding prob-

lem, at the expense of any query expansion/modification techniques. It is encouraging that our relative performance

improves over the three simulated years of the task, even despite the lack of any query modification; the threshold

adaptation methods are certainly valuable.

Starting higher up the ladder than the bottom (ok8f2xx) is clearly advantageous. As indicated at TREC-7,

the ladder is very arbitrary, and it is entirely possible that we have overemphasized the argument about getting

additional feedback material early. The non-linear normalization of score (ok8£!cx2) had a very slight negative effect.

Although it gives without doubt a better approximation to the probability of relevance, its only real effect is outside

the range in which we are interested (in particular, the very top scoring documents), and it appears that the linear

approximation is a quite good enough substitute for this purpose, and may even gain by being simpler. The threshold

optimization seems to help a little.

7 VLC
Database processing

Before indexing, the source text was reduced by removing lines starting with "Server:", "Content-type:", "Last

modified:", etc, document numbers were then identified, followed by the removal of all text inside '< ... >'. Dates

and URLs were retained, but not indexed. This reduced the indexable text by almost 50% to a little over 50 GB.

(Source text was unchanged from TREC-7.)

Examination of a few of the documents suggested that there was quite a lot of non-text material (compressed

data etc). It was decided that it would not be practicable to remove (or avoid indexing) this material. This resulted

in an index with a very large dictionary file of some 70 milUon terms most of which are nonsensical nonce-words, a

typical sequence being "qetura"
,
"qetutmz7"

,
"qetuwuqgrslk79"

,
"qetv"

,
"qetv9pif0yk9" ,
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Table 5: Recall and precision results

Average of ratios precision and recall results

All years

based on 49 topics

(excluding one with no relevant documents)

(none of these retrieved sets was empty)

Precision Recall

okSflll 0.174 0.338

ok8fll2 0.160 0.343

ok8fl21 0.168 0.362

ok8fl22 0.151 0.375

ok8f211 0.239 0.257

ok8f212 0.227 0.274

ok8f221 0.220 0.295

ok8f222 0.203 0.326

oksfsn 0.248 0.252

ok8f312 0.238 0.265

ok8f321 0.236 0.271

ok8f322 0.226 0.289

The database was reindexed without positional information for TREC-8. The resulting index size was 14 GB
(compared with 34 GB for the full index used in TREC-7). The total number of indexed tokens from the 18.6 million

documents was about 5800 million (mean 312 per document), and the corresponding figure for types was 2600 million

(140 per document).

Results

Table 6 summarizes the results. The official runs are ok8vl and ok8v2. All runs used plain unexpanded ad hoc

searches. The standard stop list used for okSvl contains 222 words. The extended stoplist used for all other runs

contained also "i", "inform..", "does", "me", "find"; these were added with the intention of speeding searches, which

they did. With normal "TREC-sized" databases and memory in the 256-512 MB range, BSS searches usually go

more quickly if output sets are formed in (virtual) memory rather than expUcitly on disk; but for the VLC much more

physical memory would be required for this to hold. Finally, the BSS facility for heuristic limitation of output set

size (which has been in use at least since TREC-3) ha^ a marked effect when the required output is few documents

from a large database.

Table 6: VLC results

Run Conditions Sees/query Mod. AveP PIO P30

ok8vl no expansion, no passages

ok8v2 as vl but slightly larger stoplist

ok8v23 as v2 but temp files instead of memory
ok8v22 as v23 but no output set size limitation

5.88 431 568 528

4.30 445 560 538

3.82 445 560 538

7.90 445 560 .538

8 Discussion

The methods used in Okapi in general continue to give good results in several tracks. However, it is noticeable

that of the three main modifications introduced this year (absolute expansion term selection, removal of negations,

non-linear model for score calibration), only the one with a linguistic motivation seemed to help us.

It is clear that in order to achieve reasonable results in the filtering track, we need to move on to query expansion.

However, the concentration on threshold setting has been useful, and the improvement in relative performance in the

third year of the simulation probably indicates that it is doing something which other methods are failing to achieve.
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Abstract

This paper introduces Weaver, a probabilistic document retrieval system under develop-

ment at Carnegie Mellon University, and discusses its performance in the TREC-8 ad hoc

evaluation. We begin by describing the architecture and philosophy of the Weaver system,

which represents a departure from traditional approaches to retrieval. The central ingredi-

ent is a statistical model of how a user might distill or "translate" a given document into

a query. The retrieval-as-translation approach is based on the noisy channel paradigm and
statistical language modeling, and has much in common with other recently proposed mod-
els [12, 10]. After the initial high-level overview, the bulk of the paper contains a discussion

of implementation details and the empirical performance of the Weaver retrieval system.

1 Introduction

This paper introduces the Weaver system for document retrieval, and discusses its performance

on the TREC-8 ad hoc retrieval task. Weaver represents a significant departure from the tra-

ditional tfidf-h&sed retrieval architecture, and its performance in TREC-8 suggests the promise

of exploring new probabilistic approaches to retrieval.

The Weaver system is based on the use of statistical language modeling methods and the

noisy channel paradigm from communication theory. At its core, however, is a model originally

introduced in the context of statistical machine translation [5]. For this reason, we named the

system after Warren Weaver, who nearly fifty years ago was the first to propose (albeit decades

before computers were up to the task) that statistical techniques might be used to automate

the process of translating text from one language into another.

This paper gives a brief overview of the guiding principles behind Weaver, and discusses

several implementation details, including a description of how Weaver estimates the parameters

of its statistical models from the TREC document collection. The following section contains

an abbreviated discussion of the mathematical fundamentals behind Weaver; a more thorough

treatment can be found in [1]. Section 3 provides details on the architecture of the Weaver

system used in TREC-8. Section 4 contains information on the performance of Weaver in

TREC-8, and some preliminary analysis of the results. We conclude in Section 5 by outlining

some directions for future work.

2 The Probabilistic Framework

In formulating a query to a retrieval system, we imagine that a user begins with an information

need. This information need is then represented as a fragment of an "ideal document"—

a

portion of the type of document that the user hopes to receive from the system. The user then
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translates or distills this ideal document fragment into a succinct query, selecting key terms
and replacing some terms with related terms.

Summarizing the model of query generation,

1. The user has an information need

2. From this need, he generates an ideal document fragment dg.

3. He selects a set of key terms from d^, and generates a query q from this set.

One can view this imaginary process of query formulation as a corruption of the ideal

document. In this setting, the task of a retrieval system is to find those documents most
similar to dcj. In other words, retrieval is the task of finding, among the documents comprising

the collection, likely preimages of the user's query. Figure 1 depicts this model of retrieval in

a block diagram.

Document Document-query q
information generation model

ideal document
translation model

query
need fragment

{d} q
Retrieval Search

retrieved
Engine

user's

documents query

Figure 1. Model of query generation and retrieval

We have drawn Figure 1 in a way that suggests an information-theoretic perspective. One
can view the information need S as a signal that gets corrupted as the user U distills it into

a query q. That is, the query-formulation process represents a noisy channel, corrupting the

information need just as a telephone cable corrupts the data transmitted by a modem. Given

q and a model of the channel—how an information need gets corrupted into a query—the

retrieval system's tcisk is to identify those documents d that best satisfy the information need

of the user.

More precisely, the retrieval system's task is to find the a posteriori most likely documents
given the query; that is, those d for which jt)(d

| q, U) is highest. By Bayes' law,

p{q\d^ll)p{d\l()
''^^'^'^^^

—

JWW)
—

•

Since the denominator p{q\H) is fixed for a given query and user, we can ignore it for the

purpose of ranking documents, and define the relevance Pq(d) of a document to a query as

/>q(d) = p(q|d,Z^)^ pidjlfl . (2)

query-dependent query-independent

Equation (2) highlights the decomposition of relevance into two terms: first, a query-

dependent term measuring the proximity of d to q, and second, a query-independent or "prior"

term, measuring the quality of the document according to the user's general preferences and
information needs.
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The documents in the TREC-8 evaluation comprise a rather "well-behaved" collection,

insofar as very few are completely implausible candidates for any possible query. Therefore,

we expect there to be little harm in taking p{q \

U) to be uniform. However, we imagine that

in retrieval systems using real-world document collections, a non-uniform prior will be crucial

for improved performance, and for adapting to the user's needs and interests. At the very

least, the document prior can be used to discount short documents, or perhaps documents in

a foreign language.

We give a detailed formulation of one p(q |

d) model below, but here we will briefly outline

the strategy for constructing the model. We start with a corpus of (d, q) pairs, where each pair

consists of a query and a document relevant to the query. Given this data, one can construct

a translation model jo(q
|

d), which assigns a probability to the event that q is a distillation of

(a translation of) d.

Retrieval as translation

High-performance document retrieval systems must be sophisticated enough to handle synon-

omy and polysemy—to know, for instance, that pontiff and pope are related terms, and that

suit can refer to clothing or a venue for legal grievance. The field of statistical translation

concerns itself with how to mine large text databases to automatically discover such semantic

relations. Brown et al. [4, 6] showed, for instance, how a system can "learn" to associate French

terms with their English translations, given only a collection of bilingual French/English sen-

tences. We shall demonstrate how, in a similar fashion, an IR system can, from a collection of

documents, automatically learn which terms are related, and exploit these relations to better

rank documents by relevance to a query.

By "translation model," we mean a conditional probability distribution p{{
\

e) over se-

quences of source words f = {/i,--.,/m}) given a sequence of target words e — {ei,...,e„}.

In the context of French-to-English translation, the value p{{
\

e) is the probability that, when

presented with the English word sentence e, an expert translator will produce the French

sequence f

.

Brown et al. [4] introduce the idea of an alignment A between sequences of words, which

captures how subsets of English words conspire to produce each French word. They also

introduce the idea of a null word, an artificial word added to position zero of every English

sentence, whose purpose is to generate those French words not strongly correlated with any

other words in the English string.

Using A, we can decompose p(f
|

e) as

p{f
I

e) := ^ p{f, A\e) = Y,p{f\A, e)p{A
\

e) (3)

A A

The IBM family of translation models is predicated on the simplifying assumption that

exactly one English word is responsible for a given French word. We can therefore write

m

1=1

Here Ca, is the English word aligned with the ith French word, and t{f
|

e) is a parameter of

the model—the probability that the English word e is paired with the French word / in the

alignment.

We use the convention that boldface roman letters refer to collections of words such as documents or queries,

while italic roman letters refer to individual terms. Thus p[q\d) refers to the probability of generating a single

query word from an entire document d.
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If f contains m words and e contains n + 1 words (including the null word), there are

{n + 1)'^ alignments between e and f. The most basic member of this family of models,

Model 1, simplifies matters dramatically by assuming that the translation probability p{{ |

e)

does not depend on the order in which the words appear in the sentences. Thus we can write

Given a collection of bilingual sentences C = {(fi, ei), (f2, €2), (fs, ea) . . ., the likelihood

method suggests that one should adjust the parameters of (5) in such a way that the model
assigns as high a probability as possible to C. This maximization must be performed, of course,

subject to the constraints Ylf^if I
^) — 1 for all e. Using Lagrange multipliers,

m
- tif

\

e) = X-'J2p{f,A\e)J2HfJj)He,ea^), (6)

A j=l

where S is the Kronecker delta function.

The parameter t{f
\

e) appears explicitly in the lefthand side of (6), and implicitly in the

right. By repeatedly solving this equation for all pairs /, e (in other words, applying the EM
algorithm), one eventually reaches a stationary point of the likelihood.

Equation (6) contains a sum over alignments, which is exponential and suggests that the

computing the parameters in this way is infeasible. In fact, this is not the case, since

m m n

A i-1 i-1 j=0

This rearranging means that computing ^y[P{fiA
\

e) requires only Q{mn) work, rather than

e(n"^).

Brown et al. propose a series of increasingly complex and powerful statistical models of

translation, the parameters of which are estimated by a bootstrapping procedure. We have

described here only that portion of the IBM translation approach that is directly relevant to

the retrieval method described below. For further details on statistical machine translation,

we refer the reader to two articles [4, 6].

A Model of Document-Query Translation

Suppose that an information analyst is given a news article and asked to quickly generate a

list of a few words to serve as a rough summary of the article's topic. As the analyst rapidly

skims the story, he encounters a collection of words and phrases. Many of these are rejected

as irrelevant, but his eyes rest on certain key terms as he decides how to render them in the

summary. For example, when presented with an article about Pope John Paul IPs visit to Cuba
in 1998, the analyst decides that the words pontiff and Vatican can simply be represented

by the word pope, and that cuba, castro and island can be collectively referred to cls cuba.

We consider the simplest of the IBM translation models for the document-to-query mapping.

This model produces a query according to the following generative procedure. First we choose

a length m for the query, according to the distribution ^(m|d). Then, for each position

J G [1 . . .m] in the query, we choose a position i in the document from which to generate ^y,

and generate the query word by "translating" d^ according to the translation model t{-\di).

We include in position zero of the document an artificial "null word," written <null>. The
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purpose of the null word is to generate spurious or content-free terms in the query (consider,

for example, a query q = Find all of the dociunents. . .).

Let's now denote the length of the document by
|
d

|

= n. The probability p(q |

d) is then

the sum over all possible alignments, given by

; /
I

J s n n m
''M^^ = ^rr^E--EIlHi,\d„). (8)

Just as the most primitive version of IBM's translation model takes no account of the

subtler aspects of language translation, including the way word order tends to differ across

languages, so our basic IR translation approach is but an impressionistic model of the relation

between queries and documents relevant to them. Since IBM called their most basic scheme
Model 1, we shall do the same for this rudimentary retrieval model.

A little algebraic manipulation shows that the probability of generating query q according

to Model 1 can be rewritten as

p{q\d) = 'ip{Tn\d)l[(-^p{qj \d) + ——t{w \<null>)

where

|d) = J2t{qj\w) liw\d)
,

w

with the document language model l{w\d) given by relative counts. Thus, we see that the

query terms are generated using a mixture model—the document language model provides the

mixing weights for the translation model, which has parameters t{q\w). An alternative view

(and terminology) for this model is to describe it as a Hidden Markov Model, where the states

correspond to the words in the vocabulary, and the transition probabilities between states are

proportional to the word frequencies.

3 Architecture of Weaver

As described in the previous section, Weaver assigns relevance rankings to documents according

to a probability p{q \

d) that a user would distill the document into the query. To rank

documents, Weaver doesn't employ a reverse index, but instead visits each document d in the

collection and computes (8) for each. This is a tremendously expensive operation, but one can

reduce the work somewhat by first performing a fast match: eliminate all documents which

share no words in common with the query.

Phrases

Although Weaver takes a non-traditional approach to retrieval, it still relies on a standard

independence or "bag of words" assumption, ignoring word order within documents and queries.

As a modest step in the direction of context-awareness, Weaver does recognize a select set of

two-word phrases.

We identified phrases using the statistical measure of mutual information. Within the

corpus C of documents appearing on TREC disks 4 and 5 (excluding the Congressional Record

documents), we ranked all pairs of words x^y according to their mutual information, and

identified the highest-scoring pairs as phrases. In this context, the mutual information between

two words is the reduction in uncertainty about the presence of y that results from knowing

whether x was the preceding word.
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FINANCI TIME SAN DIEGO
UNIT STATE WHITE HOUS

WALL STREET FISCAL YEAR
PRIME MINIST GEORG BUSH

SOVIET UNION PRIVAT SECTOR
HONG KONG NUCLEAR POWER
SAN JOSE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

STOCK MARKET PENSION FUND

SAN FRANCISCO BILL CLINTON

Table 1: A subset of the 11, 644 phrases automatically discovered from the newswire docu-

ments in TREC disks 4 and 5 using the mutual information criterion.

Define

count(y)
p{y) =

X;^count(w)

count(x, y)

E count(v,w)

as the frequency of the word y and the frequency of the bigram x, y, respectively. Furthermore,

define

H{y) = -p(y)logp(y) - (l-p(y))log(l-p(y))

H{y\x) = -p[^,y)logP^-{l-p{x,y))\og(l-P^'j

as the entropy of the word y and the bigram x, y respectively. Putting these definitions together,

the mutual information score of the bigram x,y is

I{x;y)'^Hiy)-H{y\x)

Intuitively, I{x; y) measures the reduction in uncertainty about whether y will be the next word

in a sequence of text, given that x was the previous word. In practice, bigrams like Hong Kong
tend to exhibit high mutual information. Table 3 lists a selected subset of the 11,644 phrases

automatically extracted from the News portion of TREC disks 4 and 5.

Vocabulary issues

We elected to use the Porter stemmer to canonicalize English surface forms. This stemmer's

deficiencies are well known—it aggressively conflates words, a characteristic which can some-

times be a liability: policy and police, for instance, are mapped to the same stem. On
this first large-scale trial of Weaver, however, we decided to err on the side of a smaller active

vocabulary.

We employed the 571-member SMART stopword list to eliminate common words from

documents and topics. After applying stemming, pruning stopwords, and adding statistical

phrases, we partitioned the collection of active documents into two portions: Federal Register

documents and news documents, as summarized in Table 3. We selected the most common
100, 000 words from each corpus and built separate models on each corpus.
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When searching for relevant documents, we scored Fereral Register documents according
to the models trained on this portion of the data and news documents according to their

own model. Combining rankings across the two partitions was a simple matter: each model
produces a probability estimate p{q \

d), and these estimates are comparable across models.

model corpus size (in documents)

FR Federal Register (1994) 55,630

News
Financial Times (1991-1994)
Los Angeles Times
Foreign Broadcast Information Service

472,525

Table 2: Since the content (and presumably occurrence statistics) of the Federal Register

data appeared markedly different from the rest of the TREC-8 collection, we elected to

separate out this data and process it independently of the rest.

Synthetic data

The translation model is parametrized in terms of t{q
\

w)^ the probability that a word w
in a document will "generate" the word q in a query for which that document is relevant.

Before using these models, one needs to assign a value to each of these parameters. We
compute maximum-likelihood values for the model parameters from a collection of queries

and documents relevant to those queries. Given such a model and a new query q', assigning

relevance judgments is a matter of computing p{q'
\

d) for each d € C.

One could imagine using relevance judgments from previous TREC evaluations as the train-

ing data from which to learn model parameters. However, the number of parameters in the

models we use is sufficiently large (the square of the number of recognized words) that just a

few hundred topics won't suffice to estimate the parameters accurately. In fact, we know of no

publicly-available collection of relevance judgments of suitable heft. Therefore, we synthesize

training data as follows: from a TREC document, select words randomly to create a query,

and take the document to be relevant to the query. For details on generating synthetic data

by sampling, we refer the reader to [1].

For the TREC-8 experiments, we generated, for each of the two partitions of the data, one

million synthetic queries of 15 words each.

System configuration

We ran the TREC evaulation on one of six UltraSPARC II 248 Mhz processors belonging

to a Sun UltraEnterprise 3000 machine containing 1.5GB of physical memory, running the

SunOS 5.5.1. operating system. Other than the fast match described above, we performed no

optimization for speed or memory usage. Parameter estimation and document ranking required

several days to complete.

Smoothing

For statistical models of this form, smoothing or interpolating the parameters away from their

maximum likelihood estimates is crucial. We used a simple linear mixture of the background

unigram model and the EM-trained translation model:

Pa{q\d) - apiq\V) + {l-a)p{q\d)
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= ap{q\V) + {l-a) liw\ d) t{q\ w)

.

If G d

The weight was empirically set to a = 0.05 by optimizing performance on a different dataset:

a portion of the 1998 TREC Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) data. Figure 3 shows the

behavior of the system on the TREC-7 evaluation as a function of a.

The effect of smoothing

10

0 -1 1 1 r- 1 . 1-
1

,

0 0 1 0 2 0-3 0 4 0.5 0 6 0.7 0 6 0,9 1

alpha

Figure 1: Retrieval performance of Weaver on the TREC-7 ad hoc retrieval task, as a func-

tion of a, the weight of the corpus-wide ("back-off") unigram language model in p(q |

d).

Although we set a = 0.05 for the TREC-8 evaluation, it appears that the system is quite

insensitive to the exact degree of smoothing, at least within a reasonable range.

4 TREC-8 Performance

Table 4 contains the precision/recall results for the Weaver system within the TREC-8 ad hoc

automatic evaluation, as reported by NIST. Figures 2 and 3 display the performance of Weaver
relative to all other systems participating in the TREC-8 ad hoc automatic evaluation.

Precision:

0.00 0.6426 Precision at:

0.10 0.4673 5 docs: 0.4480

0.20 0.3671 10 docs: 0.4120

0.30 0.3179 15 docs: 0.3600

0.40 0.2804 20 docs: 0.3370

0.50 0.2363 30 docs: 0.3100

0.60 0.1887 100 docs: 0.2134

0.70 0.1574 200 docs: 0.1554

0.80 0.1157 500 docs: 0.0940

0.90 0.0753 1000 docs: 0.0588

1.00 0.0355 R-Precision: 0.2696

Average : 0.2447

Table 3: Performance of the Weaver system in the TREC-8 automatic ad hoc evaluation.

The topics consisted of titles and descriptions.

We report our results on the topics consisting of titles and descriptions only, but note in

passing that the system performed slightly worse (roughly two percentage points in overall
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Weaver: relative performance

0.9

0,8

0.7

401 406 411 416 421 426 431 436 441 446

Figure 2: Performance of the Weaver system (represented by points) relative to the median
performance of all automatic ad hoc TREC-8 systems (represented by vertical lines).

precision) when provided with the narrative portion as well. This is a somewhat unsuspected
result—we observed the narratives to aid performance in internal experiments on earlier TREC
datasets—which we plan to explore further.

5 Conclusions

TREC-8 marks the first large-scale evaluation of the retrieval-as-translation paradigm. Along
with the language modelling approach put forward by the University of Massachusetts [12]

and the Hidden Markov Model system deployed by BBN in TREC-7 [10], Weaver represents

a departure from the traditional tfidf-h&sed retrieval architecture. Its major asset is a strong

theoretical grounding in probability; its major weakness is the computational burden it incurs.

Our immediate future plans will focus on ways to reduce this burden without compromis-
ing accuracy. Equipped with a faster retrieval engine, we hope to be able to conduct more
experiments to understand how best to extend and improve the Weaver system. We are also

investigating ways to incorporate pseudo-feedback into the probabilistic framework.
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Abstract

This paper presents the architecture, operation and
results obtained with the Lasso system developed in

the NaturaJ Language Processing Laboratory at SMU.
The system relies on a combination of syntactic and
semantic techniques, and lightweight abductive infer-

ence to find answers. The search for the answer is

based on a novel form of indexing called paragraph in-

dexing. A score of 55.5% for short answers and 64.5%

for long answers was achieved.

Background
Finding the answer to a question by returning a small

fragment of a text, where the answer actually lies, is

profoundly different from the task of information re-

trieval (IR) or information extraction (IE). Current IR

systems allow us to locate full documents that might

contain the pertinent information, leaving it to the user

to extract the answer from a ranked list of texts. In

contrast, IE systems extract the information of inter-

est, provided it has been presented in a predefined, tar-

get representation, known as template. The immediate

solution of combining IR and IE techniques for ques-

tion/answering (Q/A) is impractical, since IE systems

are known to be highly dependent on domain knowl-

edge, and furthermore, the generation of templates is

not performed automatically.

Our methodology of finding answers in large collec-

tions of document-, relies on natural language process-

ing (NLP) techniques in novel ways. First, we perform

a processing of the question by combining syntactic in-

formation, resulting from a shallow parse, with seman-

tic information that characterizes the question (e.g.

question type, question focus) . Secondly, the search for

the answer is based on a novel form of indexing, called

paragraph indexing and new related retrieval methods.

Finally, in order to extract the answers and to eval-

uate their correctness, we use a battery of abductive

techniques, some based on empirical methods, some on

lexico-semantic information. The principles that have

guided our paragraph indexing and the abductive in-

ference of the answers are reported in (Harabagiu and
Maiorano 1999).

When designing Lasso, the Q/A system developed

by the NLP group at SMU, our goal was not to em-

ploy NLP techniques just for enhancing the IR results.

Instead, we developed a Q/A model that retains the

elegance of IR systems, by using shallow processing,

and adds the exactness of IE systems, by providing

with methods of finding and extracting answers with-

out deep NLP. Furthermore, to comply with the open-

domain constraints of the TREC Q/A task, we relied

only on lexico-semantic resources that are of general

nature. This design allows the escalation to Q/A sys-

tems capable of handling questions that impose high-

level reasoning techniques (e.g. questions used in the

evaluations of the High Performance Knowledge Bases

(HPKB) program (Cohen et al.l998).

Overview of the Lasso Q/A System
The architecture of Lasso comprises three modules:

Question Processing module, Paragraph Indexing mod-
ule and Answer Processing module. Given a question,

of open-ended nature, expressed in natural IcUiguage,

we first process the question by creating a represen-

tation of the information requested. Thus we auto-

matically find (a) what type of question it is, from the

taxonomy of questions at hand, (b) what type of an-

swer is expected, and most importantly, (c) what is the

question focus defined as the main information required

by the interrogation. Furthermore, the Question Pro-

cessing also identifies the keywords from the question,

which are passed to the Paragraph Indexing module,

as illustrated by Figure 1.

In Lasso, documents are indexed by a modified

Zprise IR system available from NIST. Our search en-

gine incorporates a set of Boolean operators (e.g. AND,

OR, NOT, near). We post-process the results of the IR
search engine by filtering out the returns that do not

contain all keywords in the same paragraph. This op-
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Question

Question Processing

cp Question Type

Answer Type

Question Focus

I
Question Keywords

Documents

Paragraph Indexing
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Index

IR Search Engine )

( Paragraph Filtering

Answer(s)
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Answer Processing

(Paragraph Ordering }
-

-
( Paragraph Quality

^

^> Parse

Answer Identification

Answer Extraction

Answer Correctness

Figure 1: Architecture of the Lasso Q/A System

eration allows for on-the-fly generation of a paragraph

index. The second important feature of the Paragraph

Indexing module comes from the evaluation of the qual-

ity of the paragraphs. When the quality is satisfac-

tory, we order the paragraphs according with a plau-

sibility degree of containing the answer. Otherwise,

we add/drop keywords and resume the paragraph re-

trieval. This loop generates a feed-back retrieval con-

text that enables only a reasonable number of para-

graphs to be passed to the Answer Processing module.

The advantage of processing paragraphs instead of

full documents determines a faster syntactic parsing.

Our parses also involve Named Entity recognitions and

use of lexico-semantic resources that are valuable in the

extraction of the answer. The extraction and evalua-

tion of the answer correctness is based on empirical

abduction.

Question Processing

The role of the question processing module is to: (1)

determine the type of question, (2) determine the type

of answer expected, (3) build a focus for the answer,

and (4) transform the question into queries for the

search engine.

In order to find the right answer to a question from

a large collection of texts, first we have to know what

we should look for. The answer type can usually be

determined from the question. For a better detection,

of the answer, the questions are first classified by their

type: what, why, who, how, where questions, etc. A
further classification follows to better identify the ques-

tion type. Table 1 shows the classification for the 200

TREC-8 questions.
"

We further realized that the question type was not

sufficient for finding answers. For the questions like

Who was the first American in space?, the answer type

is obvious: PERSON. However, this does not apply

for example to the questions of type what, as what is

ambiguous and it says nothing about the information

asked by the question. The same applies to many other

question types. The problem was solved by defining a

concept named focus.

A focus is a word or a sequence of words which de-

fine the question and disambiguate it in the sense that

it indicates what the question is looking for, or what

the question is all about. For example, for the ques-

tion What is the largest city in Germany?, the focus

is largest city. Knowing the focus and the question

type it becomes easier to determine the type of the an-

swer sought, namely: the name of the largest city in

Germany.

The focus is also important in determining the list of

keywords for query formation. We noticed that some
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Q-cIafS
Q-subclass

Nr. Q Nr. Q
answered

.yVnswd* type Acting yJl, uucotflUll

what 64 54

bsisic what 40 34
7 7

—

'
—

money/number/
definition/title/

nnp/undefined

What was the monetary value of
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989?

monetary value

what~\vho 7 7 PPRQON /

ORGANIZATION
}A/hat costuTne desiQner decided
that Michael Jackson should only
wear one glove?

costume designer

what-when 3 2 DATE In what year did Ireland elect

its first woman president?
year

what-where 14 12 LOCATION What IS the capital of Uruguay? capital

who 47 37

ORGANIZATION
wVltiKJ la t'ft'C lULLIirUI UJ LIIC UUUn,

"The Iron Lady: A Biography
n t KAnm ntc f I'h h ev*^ eUj IVi (J, 1 y u 1 t. If J. (t-ULC/t-C/ i

dli LI lUI

how 31 21

basic how 1 0 MANER How did Socrates die? Socrates

how-many 18 13 NUMBER How many people died when
the Estonia sank in 1994?

people

how-long 2 2 TIME/DISTANCE How long does it take to travel

from Tokyo to Niigata?

-

how-much 3 2 money/price How much did Mercury spend
on advertising in 1993?

Mercury

how-much-
<modifier>

1 0 UNDEFINED How much stronger is the new vitreous

carbon material invented by the Tokyo
Institute of Technology compared with
the material made from cellulose?

new vitreous

carbon material

how-far 1 1 DISTANCE How far is Yaroslavl from Moscow? Yaroslavl

how-tall 3 3 NUMBER How tall IS Mt. Everest? Mt. Everest

how-rich 1 0 UNDEFINED How rich is Bill Gates? Bill Gates
how-large 1 0 NUMBER How large is the Arctic refuge to

preserve unique wildlife and wilderness

value on Alaska's north coast?

Arctic refuge

where 22 16 LOCATION Where is Taj Mahal? Taj Mahal

when 1 Q DATE ^A/hen did the Jurassic Period end? 3 ur3.ssic F^6rioci

which 10 8

which-who 1 1 PERSON Which former Klu Klux Klan
member won an elected office

in tne C/.o.

.

former Klu Klux Klan
member

which-where 4 3 LOCATION Which city has the oldest relationship

as sister-city with Los Angeles?
city

which-when 1 X DATE In which year was New Zealand
excluded from the ANZUS alliance?

which-what A O

ORGANIZATION
^A^hich Japanese car maker had
its biggest percentage of sale in

the domestic market?
car maker

name 4 4

name-who 2 2 PERSON/
ORGANIZATION

Name the designer of the show
that spawned millions of plastic

imitations, known as "jellies"?

designer

name-where 1 1 LOCATION Name a country that is developing

a magnetic levitation railway system? country

name-what 1 1 title/nnp Name a film that has won
the Golden Bear in the Berlin

Film Festival?

film

why 2 0 REASON Why did David Koresh ask for a

word processor?

David Koresh

whom 1 0 person/
organization

Whom did the Chicago Bulls beat in

the 1993 championship? Chicago Bulls

Total 200 153

77%

Table 1: Types of questions and statistics. In this table we considered that a question was answered correctly if its

answer was among top five ranked long answers.
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words in the questions never occur in the smswer, and

that is because their role is just to disambiguate the

question. For example, in the question In 1990, what

day of the week did Christmas fall on?, the focus is

day of the week, a concept that is unlikely to occur in

the answer. In such situations, the focus should not be

included in the list of keywords considered for detecting

the answer.

The process of extracting keywords is based on a set

of ordered heuristics. Each heuristic returns a set of

keywords, that is added in the same order to the ques-

tion keywords. We have implemented eight different

heuristics. Initially, only the keywords returned by the

first six heuristics are considered. If further keywords

are needed in the retrieval loop, keywords provided by

the other two heuristics are added. When keywords

define an exceedingly specific query, they are dropped

in the reversed order in which they have been entered.

The heuristics are:

• Keyword-Heuristic 1: Whenever quoted expressions

are recognized in a question, all non-stop words of the

quotation became keywords.

• Keyword-Heuristic 2: All named entities, recognized

as proper nouns, are selected as keywords.

• Keyword-Heuristic 3: All complex nominals £md their

adjectival modifiers are selected as keywords.

• Keyword-Heuristic 4- All other complex nominals

axe selected as keywords.

• Keyword-Heuristic 5: All nouns and their adjectival

modifiers are selected as keywords.

• Keyword-Heuristic 6: All the other nouns recognized

in the question are selected as keywords.

• Keyword-Heuristic 7: All verbs from the question are

selected as keywords.

• Keyword-Heuristic 8: The question focus is added to

the keywords .

Table 2 lists two questions from the TREC-8 competi-

tion together with their associated keywords. The Ta-

ble also illustrates the trace of keywords until the para-

graphs containing the answer were found! For question

26, the paragraphs containing the answers could not be

found before dropping many of the initied keywords. In

contrast, the answer for question 13 was found when
the verb rent was added to the Boolean query.

Paragraph Indexing

Search engine

The Information Retrieval Engine for Lasso is related

to the Zprise IR search engine available from NIST.

There were several features of the Zprise IR engine

which were not conducive to working within the de-

sign of LASSO. Because of this, a new IR engine was
generated to support Lasso without the encumbrance

Q-26 What is the name of the "female

"

counterpart to El Nino, which results in

cooling temperatures and
very dry weather ?

Keys female El Nino dry weather cooling temperatures

femede El Nino dry weather cooling

female EI Nino dry weather

female El Nino dry

female El Nino
femcile El

Q-13 How much could you rent a Volkswagen
bug for in 1966 ?

Keys Volkswagen bug
Volkswagen bug rent

Table 2: Examples of TREC-8 Question Keywords

of these features. The index creation was, however,

kept in its entirety.

The Zprise IR engine was built using a cosine vector

space model. This model does not allow for extrac-

tion of those documents which include all of the key-

words, but extracts documents according to the sim-

ilarity measure between the document and the query

as computed by the cosine of the angle between the

vectors represented by the document and the query.

This permits documents to be retrieved when only one

of the keywords is present. Additionally, the keywords

present in one retrieved document may not be present

in another retrieved document.

Lasso's requirements are much more rigid. Lasso

requires that documents be retrieved only when all

of the keywords are present in the document. Thus,

it became necessary to implement a more precise de-

terminant for extraction. For the early work, it was

determined that a Boolean discriminate would suffice

provided that the operators and and or were imple-

mented. It was also necessary to provide the ability to

organize queries through the use of parentheses.

We opted for the Boolean indexing as opposed to

vector indexing because Boolean indexing increases the

recall at the expense of precision. That works well

for us since we control the retrieval precision with the

paragraph operator which provides document filter-

ing. In addition, the Boolean indexing requires less

processing time than vector indexing, and this becomes

important when the collection size increases.

To facilitate the identification of the document

sources, the engine was required to put the document

id in front of each line in the document.

The index creation includes the following steps: nor-

malize the SGML tags, eliminate extraneous charac-

ters, identify the words within each document, stem

the terms (words) using the Porter stemming algo-

rithm, calculate the local (document) and global (col-
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lection) weights, build a comprehensive dictionary of

the collection, and create the inverted index file.

The index generation process for Lasso is the same

process as used by Zprise, however, several minor

changes were necessary for the inclusion of the data

presented.

It was observed that while the Zprise index process

should work for multiple databases, it did not. Since

there are four distinct sources of data present in the

collection, four unique indices were created (one for

each source) . The fact that LASSO uses a Boolean dis-

criminate versus a cosine vector space similarity mea-

sure makes this permissible. Furthermore, it became

necessary to expand the number of SGML tags that

axe included in the index creation process. This was

necessary since each source chose to use a different, but

overlapping, set of SGML tags.

Paragraph filtering

The number of documents that contain the keywords

returned by the Search Engine may be large since only

weaJc Boolean operators were used. A new, more re-

strictive operator was introduced: paragraph n. This

operator searches hke an and operator for the words

in the query with the constraint that the words belong

only to some n consecutive paragraphs, where n is a

controllable positive integer.

The parameter n selects the number of paragraphs,

thus controlling the size of the text retrieved from a

document considered relevant. The rationale is that

most likely the information requested is found in a few

paragraphs rather than being dispersed over an entire

document.

In order to apply this new operator, the documents

retrieved by the search engine have to be segmented

into sentences and paragraphs. Separating a text into

sentences proves to be an easy ta^k, one could just

make use of the punctuation to solve this problem.

However, the paragraph segmentation is much more

difficult, and this is due to the highly unstructured

texts that can be found in a collection. Thus, we had

to use a method that covers almost all the possible

paragraph separators that can occur in the texts. The
paragraph separators that were implemented so far are:

(1) HTML tags, (2) empty Hues and (3) paragraph in-

dentations.

Pciragraph ordering

Paragraph ordering is performed by a radix sort

that involves three different scores: the largest

Same-word-sequence-score, the largest Distance-score

and the smallest Missing-keyword-score. The defini-

tion of these scores is based on the notion of paragraph-

window. Paragraph-windows are determined by the

need to consider separately each match of the same

keyword in the same paragraph. For example, if we

have a set of keyword {kl, k2, k3, k4} and in a para-

graph kl and k2 axe matched each twice, whereas k3

is matched only once, and k4 is not matched, we are

going to have four different windows, defined by the

keywords: [kl-matchl, k2-matchl, k3], [kl-match2,k2-

matchl, k3], [kl-matchl, k2-match2, k3], and [kl-

match2, k2-match2, kS]. A window comprises all the

text between the lowest positioned keyword in the win-

dow and the highest position keyword in the window.

Figure 2 illustrates the four windows for our example.

Paragraph-window 1

1

kl-matchl k2-matchl \

i

k3\

k2-match2

kl-match2

Paragraph-window 3

kl-match

k2-match2

1 k2-matchl

kS

kl-match2

Paragraph-window 2

1

kl-matchl k2-matehi

k3

k2-match2

kl-match2
\

Paragraph-window 4

kl-matchl k2-matchl

[ir\
k2-match2

kl-match2
|

Figure 2: Four windows defined on the same paragraph

For each paragraph window we compute the follow-

ing scores:

• Same.word-sequence-score: computes the number of

words from the question that are recognized in the

same sequence in the current paragraph-window.

• Distance-score: represents the number of words that

separate the most distant keywords in the window.

• MissingJzeywords-score: computes the number of un-

matched keywords. This measure is identical for all

windows from the same paragraph, but varies for win-

dows from different paragraphs.

The radix sorting takes place across all the window

scores for all paragraphs.

Answer Processing

The Answer Processing module identifies and extracts

the answer from the paragraphs that contain the ques-

tion keywords. Crucial to the identification of the sxi-

swer is the recognition of the answer type. Since admost

always the answer type is not explicit in the question,

nor in the answer, we need to rely on lexico-semantic

information, provided by a parser that identifies named
entities (e.g. names of people or organizations), mone-

tary units, dates and temporal /locative expressions, as

well as products. The recognition of the answer type,

through the semantic tag returned by the parser, cre-

ates a candidate answer. The extraction of the answer

and its evaluation are based on a set of heuristics.
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The Parser

The parser combines information from broad cover-

age lexical dictionaries with semantic information that

contributes to the identification of the named entities.

Since part-of-speech tagging is an intrinsic component

of a parser, we have extended Brill's part-of-speech tag-

ger in two ways. First, we have acquired new tagging

rules and secondly, we have unified the dictionaries of

the tagger with semantic dictionaries derived from the

Gazetteers and from WordNet (Miller 1995). In addi-

tion to the implementation of grammar rules, we have

implemented heuristics capable of recognizing names of

persons, organizations, locations, dates, currencies and

products. Similar heuristics recognize named entities

successfully in IE systems. Having these capabilities

proved to be useful for locating the possible answers

within a set of candidate paragraphs.

Answer Extraction

The parser enables the recognition of the answer

candidates in the paragraph. Each expression tagged

by the parser with the answer type becomes one of

the answer candidates for a paragraph. Similar to the

paragraph-windows used in ordering the paragraphs,

we establish an answer-window for each answer candi-

date. To evaluate the correctness of each answer can-

didate, a new evaluation is computed for each answer-

window. We use the following scores:

• Same.word-sequence-score: it is computed in the

same way as for paragraph-windows.

• Punctuation.sign-score: is a flag set when the an-

swer candidate is immediately followed by a punctua-

tion sign.

• Comma-3-words-score: measures the number of ques-

tion words the follow the answer candidate, when the

latter is succeeded by a comma. A maximum of three

words are sought.

• Same-parsesuhtree-score: computes the number of

question words found in the same parse sub-tree as

the answer candidate.

• Same-sentence-score: computes the number of ques-

tion words found in the same sentence as the answer

candidate.

• Matched-keywords-score: computes the number of

keywords matched in the answer-window.

• Distance-score: adds the distances (measured in

number of words) between the answer candidate and

the other question words in the same window.

The overall score for a given answer candidate is com-

puted by:

Combined-score= 16*Same-Word-sequence-score -F

-\-16*Punctuation-sign-score

-1-32* CommaS-Words-score -f-

-^16* Same-parsesubtree-score +
-\-lQ*Same-sentence-score -f-

-tl6* Matched-keywords-score —
—4 * Distance — score

Currently the combined score represents an un-

normalized measure of answer correctness. The an-

swer extraction is performed by choosing the an-

swer candidate with the highest score. Some of the

scores approximate very simple abductions. For ex-

ample, the recognition of keywords or other ques-

tion words in an apposition determines the Punc-

tuationsign-score, the Same-parsesubtree-score, the

CommaS-Words-score and the Samesentence-score to

go up. Moreover, the same sequence score gives higher

plausibility to answer candidates that contain in their

window sequences of question words that follow the

same orders in the question. This score approximates

the assumption that concepts are lexicalized in the

same manner in the question and in the answer. How-
ever, the combined score allows for keywords and ques-

tion words to be matched in the same order.

Table 3 illustrates some of the scores that were at-

tributed to the candidate answers Lasso has extracted

successfully. Currently we compute the same score for

both short and long answers, as we analyze in the same

way the answer windows.

Question-8 What is the name of the rare neurological

disease with symptoms such as : involuntary

movements (tics), swearing, and incoherent

vocalizations (grunts, shouts, etc)?

Answer
(short)

Score: 284.40 who said she has both

Tourette 's Syndrome and

Question-34 Where is the actress Marion Davies,

buried ?

Answer
(short)

Score: 142.56 from the fountain inside

Hollywood Cemetery

Question-73 Where is the Taj Mahal ?

Answer
(long)

Score: 408.00 list of more than 360 cities

throughout the world includes the Great

Reef in Australia, the Taj Mahal in India,

Chartre's Cathedral in France, and
Seregenti National Park m Tanzania. The

four sites Japan has listed include

Question- 176 What is the nationality of Pope John
Paul II ?

Answer
(long)

Score: 407.06 stabilize the country with its

help, the Catholic hierarchy stoutly held out

for pluralism, in large part at the urging of

Polish-bom Pope John Paul II. When the

Pope emphatically defended the Solidarity

trade union during a 1987 tour of the

Table 3: Examples of Lasso's correctness scores.
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Performance evaluation

Table 4 summaxizes the scores provided by NIST for

our system.

Percentage of

questions in top 5

NIST score

Short Einswer 68.1% 55.5%

Long answer 77.7% 64.5%

Table 4: Accuracy performance

Another important performance parameter is the

processing time to answer a question. On the aver-

age, the processing time per question is 6 sec, and the

time ranges from 1 sec. to 540 sec. There are four main

components of the overall time: (1) paragraph search

time, (2) paragraph ordering time, (3) answer extrac-

tion time, aiid (4) question processing time. Compared

with the rest, the question processing time is negligible.

Figure 3 shows the relative percentage (represented on

the vertical axis) of the first three components, for the

entire range of overall question processing time. The
horizontal axis ranks the questions according with their

processing time, from the shortest time of 1 sec. to 540

sec.

It can be seen that as the overall time increases,

the answer extraction time (including parsing) tends to

represent a higher percentage then the rest, meaning

that answer extraction is the module where most of

the time is spent. This is important as it indicates a

bottleneck in the time performance of the system.

Lessons learned

In principle, the problem of finding one or more an-

swers to a question from a very large set of documents

can be addressed by creating a context for the ques-

tion and a knowledge representation of each document

and then match the question context against each doc-

ument representations. This approach is not practi-

cal yet since involves advanced techniques in knowl-

edge representation of open text, reasoning, natural

language processing, and indexing that currently are

beyond the technology state of the art. On the other

hand, traditional information retrieval and extraction

techniques alone can not be used for question answer-

ing due to the need to pinpoint exactly an answer in

large collections of open domain texts. Thus, a mix-

ture of natural language processing and information

retrieval methods may be the solution for now.

In order to better understand the nature of the QA
task and put this into perspective, we offer in Table 5

a taxonomy of question answering systems. It is not

sufficient to classify only the types of questions alone,

since for the same question the answer may be easier or

more difficult to extract depending on how the answer

is phrased in the text. Thus we classify the QA sys-

tems, not the questions. We provide a taxonomy based

on three criteria that we consider important for build-

ing question answering systems: (1) knowledge base,

(2) reasoning, and (3) natural language processing and

indexing techniques. Knowledge bases and reasoning

provide the medium for building question contexts and

matching them against text documents. Indexing iden-

tifies the text passages where answers may lie, and nat-

ural language processing provides a framework for an-

swer extraction.

Out of the 153 questions that our system has an-

swered, 136 belong to Claiss 1, and 17 to Class 2. Ob-

viously, the questions in Class 2 are more difficult £is

they require more powerful natural language and rea-

soning techniques.

As we look for the future, in order to address ques-

tions of higher classes we need to handle real-time

knowledge acquisition and classification from different

domains, coreference, metonymy, special-purpose rea-

soning, semantic indexing and other advanced tech-

niques.
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Class KB Reasoning NLP/Indexing Examples and Comments

1

dictionaries simple

heuristics,

pattern

matching

complex noun,
apposition,

simple
semantics,

keyword
indexing

Q33: What is the largest city tn Germany?
A: .. Berlin, the largest city in Germany..

Answer is: simple datum or list of items found verbatim in a sentence

or paragraph.

2 ontologies low

level

verb
nominalization,

semantics,
coherence,

discourse

Q198; How did Socrates die?
A; .. Socrates poisoned himself..

Answer is contained in multiple sentences, scattered throughout
a document.

3 very large

KB
medium
level

advanced nip,

semantic
indexing

Q: What are the arguments for and against prayer in school?

Answer across several texts.

4 Domain KA
and
Classification,

HPKB

high

level

Q: Should Fed raise interest rates at their next meeting?

Answer across large number of documents, domain specific

knowledge acquired automatically.

5 World
Knowledge

vprv hiph

level,

special

purpose

Q: V^hat should be the US foreign policy in the Balkans now?

Answer is a solution to a complex, possible developing scenario.

Table 5: A taxonomy of Question Answering Systems. The degree of complexity increases from Class 1 to Class 5,

and it is assumed that the features of a lower class are also available at a higher class.

way to Organize Knowledge. Technical Report of Sun

Microsystems Inc., 1997.
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Abstract

This paper discusses the use ofour information extraction (IE) system, Textract, in the question-

answering (QA) track of the recently held TREC-8 tests. One ofour major objectives is to examine

how IE can help IR (Information Retrieval) in applications like QA. Our study shows: (i) IE can

provide solid supportfor QA; (ii) low-level IE like Named Entity tagging is often a necessary

component in handling most types ofquestions; (Hi) a robust natural language shallow parser

provides a structural basis for handling questions; (iv) high-level domain independent IE, i.e.

extraction ofmultiple relationships and general events, is expected to bring about a breakthrough

in QA.

1 Introduction

Natural language QA (Question Answering) is an ideal test bed for demonstrating the power of EE

(Information Extraction). In our vision, there is a natural co-operation between IE and IR

(Information Retrieval).

An important question then is, what type of IE can support IR in QA and how well does it support

it? This forms the major topic of this paper. We structure the remaining part of the paper as

follows. In Section 2, we first give an overview of the underlying EE technology that Cymfony has

been developing. We then present in Section 3 the use of this technology to implement the

prototype for the QA Track. In Section 4, we examine question types and discuss their relationship

with IE tasks. Finally, in Section 5, we propose a more sophisticated QA system supported by 3

levels of IE.

* This work was supported in part by the following grants from the Air Force, Rome Laboratories: AFRL/IFKRD Phase

2 (Contract No. F30602-98-C-0043) and AFRL/IFKRD Phase 1 (Contract No. F30602-99-C-0102).
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2 Overview of Textract IE

The last decade has seen great advances and interest in the area of IE. In the US, the DARPA
sponsored Tipster Text Program [Grishman 1997] and the Message Understanding Conferences

(MUC) [MUC-7 1998] have been the driving force for developing this technology. In fact, the

MUC specifications for various IE tasks have become defacto standards in the IE research

community. It is therefore necessary to present our IE effort in the context of the MUC program.

MUC divides IE into distinct tasks, namely, NE (Named Entity), TE (Template Element), TR
(Template Relation), CO (Co-reference), and ST (Scenario Templates) [Chinchor & Marsh 1998].

Our proposal for three levels of IE is modeled after the MUC standards using MUC-style

representation. However, we have modified the MUC IE task definitions in order to make them

more useful and more practical.

More precisely, we propose a hierarchical, three-level architecture for developing a kernel IE

system which is domain-independent throughout.

In fact, for level- 1 IE, Cymfony has already developed Textract 1.0, a. state-of-the-art NE tagger

[Srihari 1998]. Textract 1.0 has obtained a score of 91.24% in combined precision and recall (i.e. F-

measures), when tested on the MUC-7 dry run data using the MUC-provided scorer. Our tagging

speed, approximately 100 MB/hour on a Pentium system, is also comparable to that of the few

deployed NE systems, like NetOwl [Krupka & Hausman 1998] and Nymble [Bikel et al 1997].

It is to be noted that, in our definition of NE, we significantly expanded the type of information to

be extracted. In addition to all the MUC defined NE types {person, organization, location, time,

date, money and percent), the following entities are also identified by our existing NE tagger:

• duration, frequency, age

• number, fraction, decimal, ordinal, math equation

• weight, length, temperature, angle, area, capacity, speed, rate

• product, software

• address, email, phone, fax, telex, www
• name (default, i.e. proper name which does not belong to any of the above category)

Sub-type information like company, government agency, school (belonging to the type

organization) and military person, religious person (belonging to person) are also identified. These

new types or sub-types of named entities provide a better foundation for defining multiple

relationships between the identified entities and for supporting question answering functionality.

For example, the key to a question processor is to identify the asking point {who, what, when,

where, etc.). In many cases, the asking point corresponds to an NE beyond the MUC definition, e.g.

the /low-type questions: how long {duration or length depending on the question context), howfar
{length), how often {frequency), how old {age), etc. Therefore, an extended NE tagset is helpful for

sophisticated IE and QA.

Leve-2 IE, or CE (Correlated Entity), is concerned with extracting pre-defined multiple

relationships between the entities. This represents a giant step forward from existing deployed IE

systems such as NetOwl, IdentiFinder [MUC-7 1998] as well as Cymfony Textract 1.0, which only

output isolated named entities. With CE extraction, salient information is made available to a user

since individual, isolated named entities are inter-related. Cymfony has recently implemented a CE
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prototype. Consider the person entity for example; our CE prototype Textract 2.0 is capable of

extracting the following key relationships:

• name: including aliases

• title: e.g. Mr.; Prof; etc.

• subtype: e.g. MILITARY; RELIGIOUS; etc

• age:

• gender: e.g. MALE; FEMALE
• afniiation:

• position:

• birth_time:

• birth_place:

• spouse:

• parents:

• children:

• where_from:

• address:

• phone:

• fax:

• email:

• descriptors:

As shown, the information in the CE represents a mini-CV of the person. In general, our CE
template integrates and greatly enriches the information contained in MUC TE and TR. In terms of

relationships, there are only a couple of relationships (employee_of, location_of) defined in MUC
TR.

The final goal of our IE effort is to further extract open-ended general events (GE, or level 3 IE) for

information like WHO did WHAT (to WHOM) WHEN and WHERE. By general events, we refer to

argument structures centering around verb notions plus the associated information of time and

location. GE is dramatically different from the MUC ST task because it is open-ended and domain

independent, while ST is pre-defined and highly domain dependent.

Currently, Cymfony is n the stage of research and prototype implementation for this high level IE

technology. We show an example of our defined GE extracted from the text (MUC-7 data) below:

Julian Hill, a research chemist whose accidentaldiscovery ofa tough, tajfylike

compound revolutionized everyday life after it proved its worth in warfare and

courtship, died on Sunday in Hockessin, Del.

[1] <GE_TEMPLATE> :=

PREDICATE: die

ARGUMENTl: Julian Hill

TIME: Sunday

LOCATION: Hockessin, Del.

We show below the overall system architecture for the IE system Textract Cymfony has been

developing.
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Figure 1: Textract IE System Architecture

As shown, the core of the system consists of 3 kernel IE modules and 6 linguistic modules. These

modules remain domain independent. The multi-level linguistic modules serve as an underlying

support system for different levels of IE. The IE results are stored in a database which is the basis

for IE-related applications like QA, BR (Intelligent Browsing and threading), and AS (Automatic

Summarization).'

It can be shown that each level of IE has immediate application in enhancing the function of IR

systems. For example, NE, CE, and GE all support QA. In other words, we do not need to wait

until a more sophisticated module is completed before we can try to port our component technology

to QA. This is what we have done in TREC QA by employing only NE and a Shallow Parser.

Table 1 gives a concise comparison of the IE task definitions in our architecture and those defined

inMUC.

' More precisely, the CE technology supports intelligent browsing/threading in the sense that a viewer has access to the

collected information about any entity (CE) he is interested in and can jump freely between inter- related entities. The

GE results can be used as basis for automatic summarization. When it is adapted to a particular domain, Textract also

has a wide variety of application potential (e.g. intelligence, police archive, commercial banking, medical records,

classified ads, personalized news abstraction, etc.). However, we believe the key application area is information

retrieval.
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Our modules Corresponding MUC
definitions

Remark

NE NE more NE types defined

CE TE, TR more TR types defined in CE
GE ST substituting domain dependent ST by our domain

independent GE
CO CO our CO allows for non-deterministic output

Table 1: Comparison ofIE Task Definitions

Our approach to IE consists of a unique blend of machine learning and FST (finite state transducer)

rule-based system [Srihari 1998]. By combining machine learning with an FST rule-based system,

we are able to exploit the best of both paradigms while overcoming their respective weaknesses.

3 NE-Supported QA

This section presents our approach to QA based on Named Entity tagging. We used our NE tagger

Textract 1.0 for the TREC-8 QA Track and obtained very encouraging results of 66.0% accuracy.

An analysis showed that over 80% out of the 200 questions asked for an NE as a response, e.g. who

(PERSON), when (TIME
|

DATE), where (LOCATION), how long (DURATION
|

LENGTH), how

far (LENGTH). Therefore, our NE tagger has been proven to be very helpful. For example, in

answering questions like "when did something happen", the answer should at least contain an NE of

time (or date). Questions of the type "who did this" usually require an answer containing an NE of

person. Of course, the NE of the targeted type is only necessary but not complete in answering such

questions because NE by nature only extracts isolated individual entities from the text. More

sophisticated technology like CE or GE is required in locating the targeted answer. Since the CE
prototype Textract 2.0 was not yet available; we were unable to use this new technology in

enhancing our QA performance. Nevertheless, using even simplistic methods like "the nearest NE
to the queried key words" or "the NE and its related key words within the same line (or same

paragraph, etc.)", NE can help narrow down the targeted text portions which contain potential

answers. This is the basic strategy which we employed for our QA prototype.

Would it be possible to achieve the same effect using a traditional search engine without NE
support? The answer is largely negative because it is difficult to form a query pertaining to the

information about when or any NE in general. Although most search engines allow users to form

some types of queries using wild cards for pattern matching, they still do not help very much in

locating the targeted NE (and associating the NE with something else). This is due to many types of

NE (except, perhaps, the NE of percent) being expressed in many variable forms in natural

language, in fact many more varieties than one usually expects. Even a sophisticated user may not

able to readily come up with good patterns to cover the great number of varieties of NE when

forming a query to the system for an answer.

Figure 2 illustrates the system design of Textract/QA Prototype. There are two components for the

QA prototype: Question Processor and Text Processor. The Text Matcher module links the two

processing results and tries to find answers to the processed question. Matching is based on

keywords, plus the NE type (if the question pertains to an entity) and their common location within

a same sentence.

In addition, not all types of NE can be captured by pattern matching effectively. A considerable number of NEs of

person, organization and location appear in texts with no obvious surface patterns to be captured. That is exactly the

rational behind our hybrid approach to EE combining pattern matching rules and statistical learning [Srihari 1998].
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Figure 2: Textract/QA 1.0 Prototype Architecture

Question Processing

The Question Processor consists of two modules: Asking Point Determination and Question

Expansion. The results are a list of keywords plus the information for asking point. For example,

the question:

[2] Who won the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize?

contains the following keywords: won, 1998, Nobel, Peace, Prize. The asking point Who refers to

the NE type person, which is determined by the module Asking Point Determination. The output

before question expansion is a simple 2-feature template as shown below:

[3] asking_point: PERSON
key_word: {won, 1998, Nobel, Peace, Prize}

The following is an example where the asking point does not correspond to any type of NE in our

definition:

[4] Why did the Cultural Revolution occur in China?

The system then maps it to the following question template:

[5] asking_point: REASON
key_word: {occur. Cultural, Revolution, China}

Basically, the module Asking Point Determination scans the question to search for question words

(w/i-words) and maps them into corresponding NE types/sub-types or pre-defined notions like

REASON. We adopt two sets of pattern matching rules for this purpose: (i) structure based pattern

matching rules; (ii) simple key word based pattern matching rules (regarded as default rules).

The first set of rules are based on shallow parsing results of the questions using our existing EST
based Textract English Shallow Parser; the same shallow parser is also used in our IE system, as
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shown in Figure 1. This parser identifies basic syntactic constructions like BaseNP (Basic Noun
Phrase), BasePP (Basic Prepositional Phrase) and VG (Verb Group).

The following is a sample of the first set of rules:

[6] Name NP(city|country|company|mountain|river)

--> CITY|COUNTRY|COMPANY|MOUNTAIN|RIVER

[7] Name NP(person_w) --> PERSON

[8] Name NP(org_w) -> ORGANIZATION

[9] Name NP(NOT person_w, NOT org_w) --> NAME

Rule [6] checks the head word of the NP. It covers cases like VGfNameJ NP[a country] that VG[is

developing] NPfa magnetic levitation railway system]. Rule [7] works for cases like VGfName]
NPfthe first private citizen] VG[to fly] PP[in space] as citizen belongs to the word class person_w.

Rule [9] is a catch-all rule: if the NP is not of class person (person_w) or organization (org_w),

then the asking point is a proper name (default NE), often realized in English as a capitalized string

of words. Examples include Name afilm that has won the Golden Bear in the Berlin Film Festival.

We used the following pattern transformations to expand our ruleset:

(Please) name NP[X]
—> what/which Aux(be) (the name of) NP[X]
-> NP(what/which...X)

In other words, the 4 rules are expanded to 12 rules. For example. Rule [10] below corresponds to

Rule [6]; Rule [11] is derived from Rule [7]:

[10] what/which Aux(be) NP(city|country|company|mountain|river)

-> CITY|COUNTRY|COMPANY|MOUNTAIN|RIVER

[11] NP(what/which ... person_w) -> PERSON

Rule [10] extracts the asking point from cases like NPfWhat] Auxfis] NPfthe longest river] PPfin

the United States]. Rule [11] covers the following questions: NPfWhat costume designer]

VGfdecided] that NPfMichael Jackson] VGfshould only wear] NPfone glove], NPfWhich former

Ku Klux Klan member] VGfwon] NPfan elected office] PPfin the U.S.], NPfWhat Nobel laureate]

VGfwas expelled] PPffrom the Philippines] PPfbefore the conference] PPfon East Timor],

NPfWhatfamous communist leader] VGfdied] PPfin Mexico City], etc.

As seen, shallow parsing helps us to capture a variety of natural language question expressions.

However, there are cases where some simple key word based pattern matching would be enough to

capture the asking point. That is our second set of rules. These rules are used when the first set of

rules have failed to produce results. The following is a sample of such rules:

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

who/whom ~>
when ~>
where/what place ~>

what time (of day) ~>

PERSON
TIME/DATE
LOCATION
TIME
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ri6i what dav fof the week^ ~> DAY
ri7i what/whirh month MONTH
ri8i what app/how old *> AGE
ri9i what brand —

>

PRODUCT
[201 what —

>

NAME
[211L^A J

how far/tall/hi ph > LENGTH1-^1-^1 ~ VJ XXX

[22] how large/big/small --> AREA
[231 how heavv —

>

WEIGHT
[241 how rirh "> MONEY
[251 how often ~> FREOUENCY
[26] how manv —

>

NUMBER
[271 how loTiP —> LENGTH/DURATION' ^' ^

' ^ X X X/ X^ Xxik. X X\^l ^

[281 why/for what --> REASON

At times, the rule keeps ambiguity unresolved and produces non-deterministic output for the asking

point. For example, how long maps to NE type duration
\

length; the Text Matcher will attempt to

find sentences which contain either an NE of duration or an NE of length and at the same time

maximally satisfying the key word based matching constraints. Obviously, this is a naive approach;

however, this simple approach is more robust and has proven to be very helpful in our TREC
experiments.

The second module in the Question Processor is Question Expansion (corresponding to query

expansion in IR). Currently, this module is a simple lexical lookup procedure. It attempts to find

synonyms to the key verbs (plus their morphological variants) and/or synonyms to the non-NE

notion for the asking point. After expansion, the template for the template [3] would be:

[29] asking_point: PERSON
key_word: {won |win

|

gain
|

gained
|

get
|

got
|

acquire
|

acquired
|

obtain
|

obtained,

1998, Nobel, Peace, Prize}

The template corresponding to [5] is expanded to the one shown below:

[30] asking_point: { because
|
because of

|
due to

|
thanks to

|
for the reason

|

since
|
as

|
for

|
in order to

|
in order that

|
to VB

}

key_word: (occur
|
occurred

|

happen
|

happened
|
take place

|
took place,

Cultural, Revolution, China}

The last item in the asking_point list attempts to find an infinitive by checking the word to followed

by a verb (with the part-of-speech tag VB). As we know, infinitive verb phrases are often used in

English to explain a reason for some action.

Text Processing

On the text processing side, we first send the question directly to a search engine in order to narrow

down the document pool to the first n, say 200, documents for NE processing. We employed the

TREC-supplied search engine results from the AT&T engine for this purpose.

The Text Matcher attempts to match the question template with the processed documents for both

the asking point and the key words. There is a preliminary ranking algorithm built-into the matcher
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in order to find the most probable answers. The primary rank is a count of how many unique

keywords are contained within a sentence. The secondary ranking is based on the order that the

keywords appear in the sentence compared to their order in the question. The third ranking is based

on whether there is an exact match or a variant match for the key verb.

Finally, we implemented a procedure to filter the extracted sentences representing potential answers

to a string of 50 bytes or less, as required by the QA Track. This procedure ensures that the output

must contain the information, NE or other key words, determined by the asking point.

Cymfony Textract/QA participated in TREC QA in the category of submitting text strings less than

50 bytes. Our accuracy was 66.0%. Considering we have only used NE technology to support QA
in this run, 66.0% is a very encouraging result. There is considerable room for performance

enhancement. We believe that high level IE like our defined task of CE and GE are more helpful in

QA (see 5 for discussion).

4 IE Results as Answers to Questions

We study general question types and how they are related to IE in this section. This suggests our

future research direction in terms of using IE for QA. We show that our proposed hierarchical IE

system covers a wide range of questions which are not supported by the conventional MUC-defined

IE tasks

An IE system performing MUC tasks is helpful in performing the QA function. For example, in

answering questions like where is some company located, the TR information (location_of)

provides a ready answer. The identification of different types of NE is also helpful in raising the

retrieval hit rate in performing QA. However, there are many more frequently asked questions

where MUC BE is of little help. These questions are of two major types, as shown below.

Type I: ask about X's Y (X is an entity, Y is its one aspect/feature, including relationship), e.g.

What is X's address, email and telephone number?

What is X's profession ?

Who (or Which organization) is X's employer?

Who is X's wife ?

Where is the company X located?

What products does the company X have?

Type n: ask about when, where, who/whom, what of an event, e.g.

When did something happen ?

Where did something happen?

Who did that?

Whom did X meet?

What did X give to Y?

To whom did X give Y?

The first are entity-related questions. As any entity is related to its environment in multiple aspects,

the couple of TRs defined by MUC only cover a fraction of this type of questions. The design of

Correlated Entities is motivated by users' frequent needs to search for various aspects of information

(Y) about an entity X, namely Type I questions: what is X's Y. As shown before, we have defined

many more relationships which are deemed important for an entity in our CE template. It covers
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Type I questions much better than MUC TR. In addition, it is expected that, with implementation of

some trivial function on a threaded search, the type of questions which can be answered by our CE
system can be extended from X's Y to more general questions of the following type: Xl's X2's ...Y?

For example. What is Julian Werver Hill's wife's telephone numberl (equivalent to What is Polly's

telephone number?) Where is Werver Hill's affiliated company located? (equivalent to: Where is

Du Pont Inc. located?), etc.

The second are event-related questions, but they are about general events. The MUC ST
information does not seem to be of help in answering general event questions as it is entirely

domain dependent. For example, ST defined by [MUC-7 1998] is specific to the domain of air

vehicle launch reports. It is defined to only capture "information about launch vehicle, the payload

of that vehicle, the date and site of the launch, and information about the mission type, function and

status". This type of extremely domain dependent information does not seem to have a place in

general purpose IR/QA. The most powerful QA support, we believe, comes from our General Event

design as it can address questions on open-ended domain independent events. Our effort in

implementing GE is expected to produce a breakthrough in QA.

In summary, we have pointed out the limitation of the MUC EE standards in QA. We demonstrate

that for each level of our domain independent IE, our design serves the purpose of QA much better.

5 Future Work: Multi-level IE Supported QA

Figure 3 illustrates the system architecture for our proposed QA development plan based on three

levels of IE support from Textract 3.0 (under development).

Qjesficn Processa

Figure 3: Textract/QA 3.0 System Architecture

To tackle the parsing of the questions (Q) and the extraction of an appropriate answer (A) from the

free text, there are two sub-systems: (i) Question Processor; (ii) Text Processor. It should be

noted that these two sub-systems go through parallel processes and share the same NLP resources

until the point of matching and ranking. In fact, questions form a sub-domain of natural language

phenomena, following the same syntax. In our design, a question goes through tokenization, POS
tagging, NE tagging and shallow parsing and full parsing to generate the semantic template for the

question. The only NLP module which does not have a place in question processing is CO since

questions are normally related to each other to form a meaningful discourse. This design keeps the
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QA system both modular and flexible. Both sub-systems can make use of the same linguistic and IE

support.

The merging of question templates and GE templates in the Template Matcher are fairly

straightforward. As they both undergo the same NLP processing, the resulting semantic templates

are of the same form. Both question templates and GE templates correspond to fairly

standard/predictable patterns (the PREDICATE value is open-ended, but the structure remains

stable). More precisely, a user can ask questions on general events themselves {did what) and/or on

the participants of the event {who, whom, what) and/or the time and place of events {when, where).

This addresses by far the most types of general questions of a potential user.

For example, if a user is interested in company acquisition events, he can ask questions like: Which

companies were acquired by Microsoft in 1999? Which companies did Microsoft acquire in 1999?.

Our system will then parse these questions into the templates as shown below.

[3 1 ] <Q_TEMPLATE> :=

PREDICATE: acquire

ARGUMENT 1: Microsoft

ARGUMENT2: WHAT(COMPANY)
TIME: 1999

If the user wants to know when did some acquisition happened, he can ask: WHEN was Netscape

acquired? Our system will then translate it into the pattern below.

[32] <Q_TEMPLATE> :=

PREDICATE: acquire

ARGUMENT 1: WHO
ARGUMENT2: Netscape

TIME: WHEN

Note that WHO, WHAT, WHEN above are variables to be instantiated. Such question templates

serve as search constraints to filter the events in our extracted GE template database. Because the

question templates and the extracted GE template share the same structure (just compare the above

question templates [31] [32] with the GE template in [1]), a simple merging operation would

accomplish the function of providing the user with exactly the event and its related information he is

searching for.

Nevertheless, there are two important questions waiting to be answered: (i) what should be done if

a verb used in a question differs from one used in the processed text, even though both verbs convey

the same meaning? (ii) what should be done if the question asks something beyond the GE (or CE)

information?

The first question occurs when the question is Wien was Netscape acquired and the text is Netscape

was bought by AOL in 1998. As discussed previously, although our GE extractor is designed to

capture variations of surface structures (e.g. passive expressions) into the semantic structure

{argument structure) of GE Template, the open ended PREDICATE slot is simply filled by the

actual verb used (with inflection removed), buy in this case. The same thing happens to question

parsing, resulting in acquire as the filler of the PREDICATE slot. In order to successfully merge

synonyms like acquire and buy, we have designed a module Question Template Expansion based on

ontology. The use of an on-line ontology is conceived in our interface system to automatically

produce related patterns based on the question template. For example, from the ; from the template
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X acquire/buy Yfrom Z, another patter using the trigger word sell is automatically produced: Z sell

YtoX ; from the template X own Y, a derived template using synonymous trigger word (have,

possess) is produced: X have/possess Y etc. This open-ended question answering feature supported

by the GE results and lexical resources of an ontology is the ultimate goal for the QA application of

our IE system.

The answer to the second question lies in our 'back-off model, i.e. the model which we used in the

TREC QA Track (presented fully in Figure 2 and included as a part in Figure 3). As this naive QA
implementation is based on maximally satisfying the key word constraints plus the NE constraint, it

is much more robust. Questions like why, how which are beyond the information in our GE (and

CE) defined scope^, will still get a list of potential, possibly less accurate, answers.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents work done at Cambridge University on the

TREC-8 Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) Track. The 500

hours of broadcast news audio was filtered using an automatic

scheme for detecting commercials, and then transcribed using a

2-pass HTK speech recogniser which ran at 13 times real time.

The system gave an overall word error rate of 20.5% on the 10

hour scored subset of the corpus, the lowest in the track. Our

retrieval engine used an Okapi scheme with traditional stopping

and Porter stemming, enhanced with part-of-speech weighting

on query terms, a stemmer exceptions list, semantic 'poset' in-

dexing, parallel collection frequency weighting, both parallel

and traditional blind relevance feedback and document expan-

sion using parallel blind relevance feedback. The final system

gave an Average Precision of 55.29% on our transcriptions.

For the case where story boundaries are unknown, a similar re-

trieval system, without the document expansion, was run on a

set of "stories" derived from windowing the transcriptions after

removal of commercials. Boundaries were forced at "commer-

cial" or "music" changes and some recombination of temporally

close stories was allowed after retrieval. When scoring duplicate

story hits and commercials as irrelevant, this system gave an Av-

erage Precision of 41.47% on our transcriptions.

The paper also presents results for cross-recogniser experiments

using our retrieval strategies on transcriptions from our own first

pass output, AT&T, CMU, 2 NIST-run BBN baselines, LIMSI

and Sheffield University, and the relationship between perfor-

mance and transcription error rate is shown.

1. INTRODUCTION

The TREC-7 Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) Track showed

that successful retrieval of information where the original source

of the documents is audio is possible for small collections [4,

5]. The results showed that although retrieval performance de-

graded when recogniser performance worsened, the fall off was

rather gentle and good retrieval can still be achieved on tran-

scriptions with over 100% Processed Term Error Rate [10], cor-

responding to 66% Word Error Rate (WER) [11]. Further work

has shown that various extensions to our retrieval system can in-

crease performance across the whole range of error rates, with

an Average Precision (AveP) of 55.88 obtained on reference

transcriptions, 55.08 on our own transcriptions (24.8% WER)
and 44.15 on transcriptions from DERA [17] (61.5% WER) on

the TREC-7 task [15].

Although by speech recognition standards, the 100 hour test data

for TREC-7 represented a large task, the 2866 stories and 23

queries provided only a small collection to test retrieval systems.

The conclusions which could be drawn about SDR were there-

fore limited and a larger collection was needed to confirm the

results. The 500 hours of TREC-8 data, with 21,754 stories and

50 queries, represents such a collection and the results presented

in this paper show how our methods adapt to a larger task.

>

An additional feature of our TREC-8 system is that no knowl-

edge about story boundaries is used for recognition, and two re-

trieval runs are made for each set of transcriptions. For the first

run, manual "story" boundaries have been added and commer-

cials have been manually removed {story-known) whilst for the

second, no such information was used and the retrieval system

attempted to find relevant passages in the document collection

{story-unknown). This led to added challenges in recognition as

well as retrieval, with a pre-processing stage being added to re-

move some data automatically labelled as commercials before

recognition began.

This paper firstly describes the TREC-8 SDR tasks and the data

used in both development and evaluation of our TREC-8 SDR
system. The commercial-detection scheme and the speech recog-

niser are described in detail in sections 2 and 3 respectively,

with the performance of all the sites participating in the cross-

recogniser runs also given in the latter. The retrieval engine is

then described in section 4, along with a detailed analysis of

how the individual retrieval components interacted and affected

the overall results. Section 5 focuses on the development of

the story-unknown system using concatenated TREC-7 data and

describes the final evaluation system, giving the results for the

TREC-8 task. Cross-recogniser experiments are presented in

section 6, where the influence of transcription quality on both

the story-known and story-unknown tasks is investigated. Fi-

nally, conclusions are offered in section 7.
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1.1. Description ofTREC-8 SDR Tasks

The TREC-8 SDR track contains two main tasks. Tlie first,

story-known (SK) SDR, is similar to the TREC-7 SDR track,

with audio from American broadcast radio and TV news pro-

grams provided along with a list of manually-generated story

(or document) boundaries. Natural language text queries, such

as "What natural disasters occurred in the
world in 1998 causing at least 10 deaths?"
are then provided and participating sites must submit a ranked

list of potentially relevant documents after running a recogni-

tion and retrieval system on the audio data. Real relevance as-

sessments generated by humans are then used to evaluate the

ranked list in terms of the standard IR measures of precision and

recall. For TREC-8, sites may also run their retrieval system

on a "reference" transcription which uses manually-generated

closed-caption data, and on other automatically generated tran-

scriptions from NIST (baselines) or from other participating sites

(cross-recogniser).

The second TREC-8 task assumes no knowledge of the story

boundaries at both recognition and retrieval time (story-unknown

case). The end points of the shows are given as the start time of

the first "story" and end time of the last "story" but no other

story information, including the location of commercial breaks

within the show, can be used. Retrieval then produces a ranked

list of shows with time stamps, which are mapped in the scor-

ing procedure to their corresponding story identifiers (IDs). All

but the first occurrence of each story is marked irrelevant, as are

commercials, before the standard scoring procedure is applied.

For both tasks in TREC-8, the recognition is an on-line task,

i.e. for any given audio show, only data and information derived

from before the day of broadcast can be used. Therefore, un-

like for TREC-7, unsupervised adaptation on the test collection

can only use data up to and including the current day. Retrieval

however is retrospective and can use any data up until the last

day of the document collection (June 30th 1998). Further details

can be found in the TREC-8 specification [6].

1.2. Description of Data

There are two main considerations when describing the data for

SDR. Firstly the audio data used for transcription, and secondly

the query/relevance set used during retrieval. Table 1 describes

the main properties of the former, whilst Table 2 describes the

latter, for the development (TREC-7) and evaluation (TREC-8)

TREC-7 (dev) TREC-8 (eval)

Nominal Length of Audio 100 hours 500 hours (SU)

Number of Documents 2,866 21,754 (SK)

Approx. Number of Words 770,000 3,900,000 (SK)

4,700,000 (SU)

Average Doc length 269 words 180 words (SK)

Table 1 : Description of data used

'Only 49 of the 50 queries for TREC-8 were adjudged to have relevant doc-

uments within the TREC-8 corpus

TREC-7 (dev) TREC-8 (eval)

Number of Queries

Average Length of Query

Mean # Rel Docs per Query

23

14.7 words

17.0 docs

50

13.7 words

36.4 docs (SK)

Table 2: Description of query and relevance sets used

2. AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF COMMERCIALS

To enable both the case of known and unknown story bound-

ary SDR to be investigated, the recognition must be run on all

of the 500 hours of audio without using any knowledge of the

story boundaries. Since a substantial portion of the data to be

transcribed was known to be commercials and thus irrelevant

to broadcast news queries, an automatic method of detecting

and eliminating such commercials would potentially reduce the

number of false matches, thereby increasing the precision of the

overall system. Removing commercials early on in processing

would also reduce the amount of data that needed to be tran-

scribed and hence speed up the overall recognition system. The

first stage of our SDR system was thus a commercial detec-

tor designed to eliminate automatically some sections of audio

thought to correspond to commercials, whilst retaining all the

information-rich news stories.

2.1. Development on TREC-7

The commercial detector was based on finding segments of re-

peated audio using a direct audio search (described in [12]),

making the assumption that (usually) only commercials are re-

peated. Experiments were performed on the 8.7 hours ofTREC-
7 SDR data from ABC by searching for segments of similar

audio within the data. The results from using 2 sliding win-

dow systems with length L and skip S to generate the initial

segments are given in Table 3 along with a system which uses

the automatically generated wideband segments from our 1997

Hub-4 segmenter [7]. Since the segmentation and commercial

detection processes interact, results after both stages are given.

Segments Cut-Off Alone -(-Segmentation

Generation Non-Story Story Non-Story Story

Automatic low 31.59% 0.00% 46.27% 1.30%

WB segs medium 36.94% 0.01% 51.62% 1.31%

high 39.97% 0.24% 54.65% 1.54%

Slide low 59.41% 0.17% 68.35% 1.38%

L=10s medium 62.45% 0.39% 70.27% 1.56%

S=2s high 64.53% 0.57% 71.83% 1.69%

Slide, low 50.30% 0.05% 58.72% 1.33%

L=20s medium 57.75% 0.38% '65.21% 1.60%

S=4s high 63.92% 1.25% 70.41% 2.44%

Table 3: Proportion of story/non-story rejected by direct search

on coded audio for TREC-7 ABC data

A low cut-off threshold on the shorter window-length system

was chosen to maximise the rejection of commercials whilst

keeping the rejection rate of genuine stories below 0.2%. The

effect of relabelling segments shorter than a certain smoothing

length, Ts, which appeared between two segments labelled as

commercials was investigated, with the results given in Table 4.
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This shows that smoothing for up to a minute between detected

commercial segments increases the performance of the commer-

cial rejection system.

Ts(s) Non-story Rejection Story Rejection

0 (none) 59.41% 0.17%

30 62.31% 0.17%

60 70.90% 0.17%

90 73.34% 0.45%

Table 4: Effects of smoothing on TREC-7 ABC data

These general principles were used in the design of the TREC-8

system, but some changes and additions were made to reflect the

different nature of the TREC-8 story unknown task: for exam-

ple, only data broadcast before the current day can be used to

identify commercials in TREC-8.

2.2. The TREC-8 System

In a more realistic scenario, the user is not likely to be interested

in retrieving information which has been re-broadcast, (i.e. re-

peats) whether it be a commercial or a news story. However,

the TREC-8 evaluation set-up meant it was better to retain seg-

ments containing news content even if they were repeats, whilst

eliminating those repeated segments which correspond to com-

mercials. Safeguards were therefore added to try to reduce the

probability of any matching audio which was not a commercial

being falsely rejected during the commercial detection stage.

audio

windowing system

foiTO lof PLPs

segments

matches

repeats

1
Tind matches broadcast

liistory

filter on match

frequency and type

I

intermediates

smooth between
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and grammar

commercial
postulates

merge and

refine boundaries

j hypothesised commercials

Figure 1 : The commercial detection process

A block diagram of the commercial detection process used for

the TREC-8 evaluation is given in Figure 1. Audio of the current

show was analysed into 5 second windows with a window shift

of Is. Each window was characterised by the covariance ma-

trix of the (wideband) PLP cepstral coefficients as used in the

subsequent speech recognition passes. A broadcast history was

built up which consisted of the windows for a certain amount

of broadcast data (typically 20 hours) from that broadcaster,

running up to a few days before the date of the current show.

The delay was introduced to reduce the probability of an ac-

tual news story occurring in the broadcast history being directly

re-broadcast in the current show. The broadcast history was ini-

tialised using the January 1998 TDT-2 data and rolled through

the TREC-8 SDR evaluation data as the data was processed.

Each segment in the current show was then compared to the

segments in the broadcast history. If the arithmetic harmonic

sphericity distance [1] between the covariance matrices of the

segments was less than a threshold, then the pair was marked as

"matching". Note that a non-zero threshold was necessary, even

when looking for identical audio, since there is no guarantee that

the sampling and window shifts in each case are synchronous

with the audio event in question.

For a segment to be marked as a true repeat, the number of

matches between the segment and the broadcast history had to

be above a given threshold, to reduce the number of false alarms

due to similar, but not identical audio (for example for segments

which overlapped by say 80%) matching erroneously. The prob-

ability of a re-broadcast story being labelled as a repeat was

further reduced by defining the number of different days in the

broadcast history which must be involved in the match before

the segment was accepted as a repeat.

The merging process was then applied which relabelled as inter-

mediates any small gaps which occurred between two segments

already labelled as repeats. The intermediates were then rela-

belled as commercials, only if the resulting smoothed "commer-

cial" was less than a critical length, the repeats always being re-

labelled as commercials. For the CNN shows a show "grammar"

(constructed from the CNN TREC-7 data) was used to constrain

the locations in the audio that could be labelled as commercials.

Due to the limited time resolution of the commercial labelling

process, conservative start and end points were also used.

2.3. Results for the TREC-8 System

Since the audio was eliminated at an early stage and could not

be recovered later during processing, a very conservative sys-

tem, COMM-EVAL, which removed 8.4% of the audio, was used

for the evaluation. A contrast run, COMM-2, which removed

12.6% of the audio, was later made to see the effect of relax-

ing the tight constraints on the system. The breakdown of data

removed using these systems compared to the manually gener-

ated story labels is given in Table 5. Note that these "reference"

labels are not an exact reflection of the story/commercial dis-

tinction, since a few commercials have been wrongly labelled as

stories and some portions of genuine news have not had story

labels added and hence are erroneously scored as commercials;

however they offer a reasonable indicator of the performance of

the commercial detector within the context of this evaluation.

The results show that automatic commercial elimination can be

performed very successfully for ABC news shows. More false

rejection of stories occurs with CNN data, due to the frequency

of short stories, such as sports reports, occurring between com-

mercials. The amount of commercial rejection with the VOA
data is low, due mainly to the absence of any VOA broadcast

history from before the test data. However, overall the scheme

worked well, since 97.8% of the 42.3 hours of data removed by

the COMM-EVAL system (and 95.0% of the 63.4 hours removed

by the contrast COMM-2 run) were labelled as non-story in the

reference.
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Broad. Non-Stories Stories Total

COMM
EVAL

CNN
ABC
rJVl

VOA

26.19hr=35.7%

12.78hr=65.5%

I jiii-~ L\j.\j /V

0 47hr- 5 ()%

2822s=0.46%

28s=0.02%
997<5-n 10%
] ^9c-0 04%

27.0hrs=n.0%

12.8hrs=20.5%

9 Ohrs- 9 9%
0 Shrs- 0 *5%

ALL 41.4hrs=36.3% 0.9hrs=0.2% 42.3hrs=8.4%

COMM
-2

CNN
ABC

VOA

43.26hr=59.0%

13.78hr=70.6%

0 '56hr- 6 0%

10640s=L73%

107s=0.07%

208s=0 06%

46.2hrs=18.9%

13.8hrs=22.1%

9 7hr<j- 9 Q%
0 62hrs= 0 6%

ALL 60.2hrs=52.9% 3.2hrs=0.81% 63.4hrs=12.6%

Table 5 : Amount of data rejected during commercial elimination

3. THE TREC-8 HTK BROADCAST NEWS
TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM

After the commercial detection and elimination, the data is au-

tomatically segmented and classified by bandwidth and gender.

The segmenter initially classifies the data as either wideband

(WB) speech, narrowband (NB) speech or pure music/noise,

which is discarded. The labelling process uses Gaussian mixture

models and incorporates MLLR adaptation. A gender-dependent

phone recogniser is then run on the data and the smoothed gen-

der change points and silence points are used in the final seg-

mentation. Putative segments are clustered and successive seg-

ments in the same cluster are merged (subject to the segment

length remaining between 1 and 30 seconds). The TREC-8 seg-

menter, which ran in approximately 0.75x real time, included

a revised mixture model for music and applied new insertion

penalties, but is essentially similar to the system described in [7]

with the modifications for faster operation from [18].

Since silence, music and noise are discarded during segmenta-

tion, it is interesting to note the interaction between this stage

and the commercial elimination phase. The results, given in Ta-

ble 6, show that the proportion of data discarded by the seg-

menter decreases from 9.5% to 7.4% if applied after the com-

mercial elimination stage.

Original

Commercial Elim

before seg.

502.4

460.2

after seg.

454.6

426.0

Table 6: Number of hours of audio retained during processing

The main transcription system used a continuous mixture den-

sity, tied-state cross-word context-dependentHMM system based

on the CUHTK-Entropic 1998 Hub4 lOxRT system [18]. The

speech was coded into 13 static cepstral coefficients (including

CO) and their first and second derivatives. Cepstral mean nor-

malisation was applied over each segment. After commercial

detection and segmentation, a 2-pass recognition system was

applied. The initial transcription pass through the data, denoted

CUHTK-pl, used gender-independent, bandwidth-specific tri-

phone models, with a 60,000 word 4-gram language model to

produce a single best hypothesis. The gender of each segment

was then labelled by choosing the most likely alignment of this

transcription using male and female HMMs. Top-down covariance-

based clustering [9] was then applied on a gender and bandwidth

specific basis to all the segments broadcast on a given day and

MLLR transforms were generated for these clusters using the

first pass transcriptions.

The second pass used the MLLR-adapted gender-dependent tri-

phone models with a 108,000 word 3-gram mixture language

model to generate lattices from which a one-best output was

generated using a 4-gram model. This transcription, denoted

CUHTK-slu, was used for the story-unknown retrieval exper-

iments, whilst the story-known transcription, CUHTK-sl, was

simply generated by filtering this output using the known story

boundaries. The overall system gave a word error rate of 15.7%

on the November 1998 Hub4 evaluation data and 20.5% on the

10-hour scored subset of the TREC-8 evaluation data and runs

in about 13xRT on a single processor of a dual processor Pen-

tium ni 550MHz running Linux.

The HMMs were trained using 146 hours of broadcast news au-

dio running up to 31st January 1998, supplied by the LDC and

used for the 1998 Hub-4 task. The gender-independent wide-

band models were generated initially, then narrowband mod-

els were created by single pass retraining using a band-limited

(125Hz to 3750Hz) analysis. Gender-specific models were gen-

erated using a single training iteration to update the mean and

mixture weight parameters.

Three fixed backoff word-based language models were trained,

from broadcast news text, newspaper texts and acoustic tran-

scriptions, which were all generated using data from before 31st

January 1998. The first model was built using 190 million words

of broadcast news text, covering 1992-1996 (supplied by the

LDC), Nov. 1996 to Jan. 1998 (from the Primary Source Media

Broadcast News collection) and Jan. 1998 (from the TDT-2 cor-

pus transcriptions). The LDC also supplied the 70m words from

the Washington Post and Los Angeles Times covering 1995 to

Jan. 1998, which were used for the newspaper texts model. The

third model was built using 1.6m words from the 1997 and 1998

acoustic training transcriptions and 1995 Marketplace transcrip-

tions. Single merged word based models were created which

resulted in effectively interpolating the three models, forming a

single resultant language model. The final 60k language model

had 6.0m bigrams, 14.6m trigrams and 9.4m 4-grams, whilst the

108k model had 6.2m, 14.8m and 9.4m respectively.

3.1. WER Results from Cross-Recogniser Runs

As well as our own transcriptions {CUHTK-sl) we used several

alternative sets to assess the effect of error rate on retrieval per-

formance. These came from manually generated closed-captions,

both unprocessed {cc-unproc) and with some standard text pro-

cessing of numbers, dates, money amounts and abbreviations

(cc-proc); two baselines produced by NIST using the BBN
Rough'N'Ready transcription system, (NIST-Bl and NIST-B2),

including a fixed and dynamically updated language model re-

spectively; transcriptions from recognisers from LIMSI, Sheffield

University, AT&T, and Carnegie Mellon University (CMU); and

the output of the first pass of our system {CUHTK-pl).
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A 10-hour subset of the TREC-8 (story-known) evaluation data

was taken and detailed transcriptions made by the LDC for scor-

ing the recognisers. The results are given in Table 7.

Recogniser Corr. Sub. Del. Ins. Err

cc-proc 92.7 2.4 4.9 1.5 8.8

cc-unproc 88.8 4.1 7.1 1.2 12.4

CUHTK-sl 82.4 14.0 3.7 2.9 20.5

LIMSI 82.0 14.6 3.4 3.5 21.5

CUHTK-pl 77.3 18.5 4.2 3.9 26.6

NIST-B2 76.5 17.2 6.2 3.2 26.7

NIST-Bl 75.8 17.8 6.4 3.3 27.5

AT&T 75.8 20.4 3.8 5.1 29.3

Sheffield 71.9 22.0 6.1 3.9 32.0

CMU 39.6 28.1 32.3 4.0 64.4

Table 7: WER on 10 hour subset of TREC-8 evaluation data

The results show that the CUHTK-sl automatic transcriptions

are very good, suggesting that the error rate, though some dis-

tance from that for the manually-generated closed caption tran-

scriptions, is still low enough not to degrade retrieval perfor-

mance substantially. It is pleasing to note that the relatively

simple CUHTK-pl system, which uses a smaller vocabulary,

has no adaptation and runs in around 3 times real time, gives a

reasonably low word error rate.

4. RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

The basic system we used for SK retrieval in TREC-8 is similar

to that presented at TREC-7 [11], but the final system also con-

tains several new devices. These include Semantic Poset Index-

ing (SPI) and Blind Relevance Feedback for query expansion,

both on the test collection itself (BRF) and a parallel corpus

(PBRF), all of which have been shown to increase performance

on the TREC-7 task [14, 15]. A new technique called Paral-

lel Collection Frequency Weighting (PCFW) is also presented

along with an implementation of document expansion using the

parallel corpus within the framework of the Probabilistic Model.

4.1. System Description

4.1.1. Preprocessing

A term ti is a set of words or word sequences from queries or

documents which are considered to be a unique semantic unit.

We call the first set of operations which define the relationship

between terms and their components preprocessing. The fol-

lowing preprocessing techniques are sequentially applied on all

transcriptions and queries before indexing and retrieval.

The words are first made lower case and some punctuation char-

acters are removed. Hyphens and digital numbers were kept

even though they do not occur in the ASR-transcribed docu-

ments.^ Some sequences of words are then mapped to create sin-

gle compound words, and some single-word mappings are also

^One might think that some hyphens should be removed from the manu-

ally transcribed documents (e.g. health-related) whereas others should not (e.g.

anti-abortion). Because of a lack of preliminary experiments we decided not to

remove any hyphens or digits.

applied to deal with known stemming exceptions and alterna-

tive (possibly incorrect) spellings in the manual transcriptions.

The list of compound words and mappings was created manu-

ally for our TREC-7 SDR system [11]. A set of non-content

(stop) words was removed from all documents and queries, with

an additional set also being removed from just the queries, e.g.

{find, documents , . .}. Abbreviations, (in several forms)

are mapped into single words, e.g. [C. N. N. -> cnn].

The use of Porter's well-established stemming algorithm [19]

allows several forms of a word to be considered as a unique

term, e.g. ti{train) = {train, training, trainer, trains, ...}.

Unlike the mapping techniques, this algorithm is not limited by

the use of a fixed thesaurus and therefore every new word in a

test collection can be associated with its various forms.

4.1.2. Indexing

The index (inverted) file contains all the information about a

given collection of documents that is needed to compute the

document-query scores. For the collection, each term ti in the

term-vocabulary has an associated:

• collection number n{ti) : the number of documents which

at least one of the components of ti occurs in.

• list of term frequencies tf{ti,d), which is the number of

occurrences of all of the components of ti in document d.

The index file also contains the number of documents in the col-

lection, A'", and the length of each document dl{dj).

Semantic Poset Indexing (SPI) [14] is used to allow tf{ti, d) and

n{ti) to take into account some semantic relationships between

terms. More specifically, semantic poset structures based on un-

ambiguous noun hyponyms from WordNet [2] and a manually-

built geographic locations tree were made. A term occurring in a

poset is then redefined as the union of itself and all more specific

terms in the poset associated with that term, before the statistics

are calculated. For example, the term frequency for a term ti

thus becomes the sum of the frequencies of occurrence of itself

and all more specific related terms within a given document.

4.1.3. Retrieval

A part-of-speech (POS) tagger is run over the queries and the

weight of each query term ti is scaled by a factor pos{ti) using

the POS weighting scheme from our TREC-7 system [11]. The

score for a document with respect to a given query is then ob-

tained by summing the combined weights, cw{ti,dj), for each

query term ti according to the following formulae:

cw{ti,dj) —

n{U) ^

posjt,) (log AT - log n(t.)) • tf{t„dj) -{K + l)

K -{l-b + b- ndl{dj)) + tfiU, dj)

To tf{t^,d^) = 0

2-^ 1 1 </(<.,£?.) > 0

dl{d^) N
Lj\w,ujj nuiyuj ) — •=

w€V

dieD

dl{dj) =^tf{w,dj) ndl{dj) =
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where V is the term vocabulary for the whole document collec-

tion D] and K and b are tuning constants

4.1.4. Blind Relevance Feedback (BRF)

When the documents in the collection are ranked according to

a given query, it is possible to expand the query by adding sev-

eral terms which occur frequently within the top documents but

rarely within the whole collection. The T terms which obtain the

highest Offer Weight are added to the query. The Offer Weight

of a term is : _

{r + 0.5)iN -n- R + r + Q.5)
ow{ti) log

{n-r + 0.5)(i? -r + 0.5)

where R is the number of top documents which are assumed

to be relevant; r the number of assumed relevant documents in

which at least one component of ti occurs; n the total number

of documents in which at least one component of ti occurs; and

N is the total number of documents in the collection.

4.]. 5. Document Parallel Blind Relevance Feedback (DPBRF)

The method of document expansion described within the Vector

Model in [20] at TREC-7, can also be used within the probabilis-

tic framework. By considering a document as a pseudo-query,

it is possible to expand that document using BRF on a parallel

collection. For a given document, the 100 terms with the low-

est n{ti) are used as the pseudo-query. BRF is then applied on

the parallel collection (with i? = 10) and the top 400 terms are

added to the original document with a term frequency based on

their Offer Weight.

4.1.6. Parallel Collection Frequency Weighting (PCFW)

If the test collection is small or contains many transcription er-

rors, the values of n{ti) may not be sufficiently reliable to use

in the prediction of relevance. It is possible to exploit the larger,

higher quality parallel collection to obtain better estimates for

n{ti) (and N), to use within the combined weights formula. The

collection number, n(tj), for a given term is therefore replaced

by the sum of the collection number for that term on the test cor-

pus and the parallel corpus; with the number of documents, N,

being adjusted accordingly.

4.1.7. The Final System

The index file was made as follows:

1 . Preprocess & apply SPI to the test collection to give It

2. Preprocess & apply SPI to parallel collection to give Ip

3. Perform DPBRF using the pseudo queries from the test

collection documents on Ip and add the new terms into

the index file It.

4. Replace the collection frequency weights in It with the

PCFWs derived from It and Ip and update N accordingly.

The query file was produced by:

1 . Preprocess the original natural language request file and

attach a POS weight (POSW) to each query term.

2. Perform PBRF using Ip and add the new terms to the

query.

3. Perform BRF on It and add the new terms to the query.

4.1.8. The Parallel Collection I

The parallel collection used in DPBRF, PBRF and PCFW is

composed of 51, 715 stories extracted from the L.A. Times, Wash-I

ington Post and New York Times over the period of Jan 1st to

June 30th 1998. This contains the TREC-8 SDR test collection

period (Feb 1st to June 30th 1998).

4.2. Experiments on TREC-8 SK SDR

The AveP results for our final system on all the sets of transcrip-

tions made available is given in Table 13 in section 6. Here we
concentrate on the effect on performance of each aspect of the

system on our own CUHTK-sl transcriptions.

4.2.1. Results on the CUHTK-sl Transcriptions

It is important to try to understand the contribution of each indi-

vidual device towards the overall performance of the IR system.

Table 8 gives the values of AveP we obtain by progressively de-

composing the system.

Lines 1 and 2 show that the addition of all these devices together

led to a relative increase in AveP of 23%. Lines 3-5 show that

adding just PBRF or BRF individually improve the performance

over a system with no blind relevance feedback, but applying

PBRF alone gives better results than their combination.

Lines 6-11 show that the improvement due to PCFW is reduced

by the use of PBRF. BRF degrades the performance even more

when PCFW is present. A similar behaviour can be observed on

lines 12-15 for POSW, namely that adding POSW increases per-

formance on the basic system, but degrades when all the other

devices are also included. However, this is not the case for DP-

BRF, as lines 16-17 show that including DPBRF when all other

devices are present increases AveP by 5.7% relative.

SPI exhibits a rather different behaviour. It has no significant

effect on the baseline system (see lines 18-19), but since the

parallel corpus was indexed with SPI, all the devices apart from

POSW were affected by the use of this technique. Lines 20 and

21 show that AveP reached 56.72% when SPI was not used and

thus SPI actually degraded the performance by 2.5% relative.

By comparing lines 20 and 22, we can see that the poor contri-

bution of BRF was due to the inclusion of SPI.

In summary, the inclusion of the techniques discussed increased

AveP by 23% relative. Some interaction between the devises

was found and it was noted that an AveP of 56.72% could be

achieved if SPI had not been included. The corresponding AveP

on the processed closed-caption data was 57.66%.

5. THE STORY-UNKNOWN (SU) SYSTEM

For the SU evaluation, no knowledge of the manually-labelled

story boundaries can be used either in retrieval or recognition.

The system must present a ranked list of show:time stamps,

which are mapped to the corresponding story (or commercial)

IDs before retrieval performance evaluation, with commercials ^

and duplicates scored as irrelevant. '
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Table 8: Breakdown of results on the CUHTK-sl transcriptions

showing different combinations of the retrieval techniques

Two main approaches to the SU task exist, the first consists

of labelling story boundaries automatically and then running

the standard retrieval engine; whilst the second never explic-

itly finds the story boundaries, but rather locates the relevant

passages in the transcriptions and performs some merging of

temporally close relevant passages to reduce the possibility of

producing multiple hits from the same story source. We investi-

gated one technique from each approach, namely Hearst's text-

tiling [8] for topic boundary detection and a windowing/ recom-

bination system.

For development, the 100 hours of TREC-7 SDR test data was

used. This did not exactly model the TREC-8 SU task, since the

commercials had already manually been removed from the data,

but offered a reasonable basis to compare the different systems.

Two methods of scoring were used, the first is the official eval-

uation scoring procedure, where all instances of a story other

than the first one are scored as irrelevant (named dup-irrel). The

second, by removing all duplicates before scoring, was more le-

nient and provided an indication of the "best" performance that

could be achieved if a perfect merging system (that removed du-

plicates, but did not re-score or re-order the ranked list) were

added after retrieval. This was named dup-del and represents a

reasonable indication of the potential of any given system.

A simple experiment was conducted to compare a text-tiling sys-

tem with a windowing system. Text-tiling was originally de-

signed to group paragraphs in long textual reports together and

therefore is not ideally suited to the SU-SDR task, since the tran-

scriptions contain no case, sentence or paragraph information.

"Pseudo" paragraphs of 10s of speech were made for each show

and the default text-tiling parameters [8] were used along with

some additional abbreviations processing, to obtain the "tile"

boundaries. Our standard retriever, similar to our TREC-7 sys-

tem [11], was then used to produce the final ranked list. The
windowing system made pseudo-stories of a given length and

skip before running the retriever as before. The results are given

in Table 9. The windowing system seemed to offer greatest po-

tential and hence the basis of the SU system was chosen to be a

sliding window of length 30 seconds and skip 15 seconds.

System dup-irrel dup-del #"Stories"

TREC-7 Story-known 50.3 50.3 2866

Text-tiling 23.2 25.3 4195

Windowing - 120s@60s

Windowing - 120s@30s

Windowing- 30s@15s

Windowing - 30s@ 10s

28.2

24.7

34.0

35.5

5226

10181

18669

27890

33.9 46.1

27.7 44.0

Table 9: AveP for simple SU systems on the TREC-7 data

The standard retrieval engine was then replaced by a more com-

plicated system, similar to the one described in [14], mdiforced-

breaks were added during the windowing to prevent windows

being formed over gaps of more than 5 seconds in the audio.

Any very short windows (<8 seconds or <16 words) were re-

moved at this stage. The results are given in Table 10. The

increase in performance due to a more sophisticated retrieval

engine, which includes SPI and relevance feedback, is clearly

shown. Forcing breaks at gaps in the audio did not have much ef-

fect on the TREC-7 data (which contained no commercials), but

it was hoped that these gaps (generally formed by music/silence

removal in the segmentation, or commercial elimination for the

TREC-8 system) would offer a good indication of story bound-

ary for the TREC-8 data, and hence should be enforced as hard

breaks.

System dup-irrel dup-del

Baseline from Table 9

Improved Retriever

Improved Retriever + forced-breaks

33.9

36.5

36.0

46.1

51.2

51.6

Table 10: SU AveP improvements on the TREC-7 data

Post-processing the retrieval output in order to prevent multiple

hits of the same story was then examined. Smoothing was added

such that for any given query, any stories which were returned

as relevant and originated from within a certain time, Tmerge-,

in the same broadcast were pooled, with only the highest scor-

ing window being retained. The others were placed in order at

the bottom of the ranked list. The results for different values of

Tmerge ^re given in Table 1 1

.

The results show that the best performance using the TREC-8
evaluation measure (dup-irrel) for the TREC-7 data is obtained

with a smoothing time of 105s. This is surprisingly high, but

it was thought that the probability that two temporally close

windows both being retrieved for a given query but not being
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merge 0 15 30 45 60

diin-iirelUU L/ 1.1 X

dup-del

36.0

51.6

45.0

51.6

45.6

51.1

46.2

50.7

46.9

50.6

Tmerge 75 90 105 120

dup-irrel

dup-del

47.5

50.6

47.8

50.3

48.1 48.0

50.050.3

GENERATE

TRANSCRIPTIONS

Table 1 1 : AveP for different merge times for post-processing on

the TREC-7 data

from the same story was quite low. Since the TREC-8 collec-

tion contained more data and had a greater proportion of CNN
broadcasts, which generally produce shorter stories, the param-

eter Tmerge was sct to the sub-optimal, but shorter 75s for the

TREC-8 evaluation.

Attempts were made to modify the score from the retriever of

any window which represented a merged group of windows,

before re-ordering during the post-processing phase, but this

proved not to be beneficial for the TREC-7 data. Finally hard

breaks, as defined by a certain length gap in the audio, were also

enforced in the post-processing phase, so that no merging could

take place over such a break. The results are given in Table 12

for a Tmerge of 75 seconds and 120s.

Audio Gap T -75smerge '
-'^ merge = 120s

for Boundary dup-irrel dup-del dup-irrel dup-del

100s or oo 47.51 50.62 48.03 50.03

15s 47.46 50.61 48.05 50.11

:

' 10s 47.49 50.63 48.08 50.13

5s- 47.46 50.64 48.34 50.45

Table 12: Effect of enforcing hard boundaries in post-processing

on TREC-7 data

No real benefit is shown for the TREC-7 data when the smooth-

ing is relatively conservative, but for the case of Tmerge-^'^Os,

when the smoothing time is greater than optimal value, the en-

forcement of boundaries for audio gaps of 5 s does increase per-

formance slightly. Since the problem of over-smoothing was

thought to be greater for TREC-8 as the commercials had not

been manually removed, the enforcement of boundaries at 5s

gaps in the audio was maintained.

The final system, summarised in Figure 2, gave an AveP of 41.47

(R-prec=41.98) on our own transcriptions on the TREC-8 task.

A more detailed analysis of the SU results for TREC-8 can be

found in [13].

6. CROSS-RECOGNISER EXPERIMENTS

Several sets of transcriptions from other participating sites were

offered to allow comparisons to be made between retrieval us-

ing different recognition systems. The detailed breakdown of

the word error rate of these transcriptions is given in Table 7 in

section 3.1. The AveP for both the SK and SU runs, along with

GENERATE

SLIDING WINDOVv'S

RUN
RETRIEVER

i

POST-PROCESSING

eliminate commercials

eliminate music and silence

generate 30s windows @ 15s

enforce boundaries at gaps >5s

truncate shorter windows

remove short/few-word windows

as for SK system with no document

expansion

enforce boundaries at gaps > 5s

take only first for windows within 75s

output top 1 000 per query

Figure 2: The TREC-8 SU system

the term error rate [10] after stopping and stemming (SSTER)

and word error rate (WER) is given in Table 13. The AveP

for a benchmark system with no relevance feedback, document

expansion or parallel collection frequency weights (BASE) is

given as a comparison. ^

The term error rate after document expansion (DETER) is also

given in Table 13 as a comparison. To calculate this measure,

pre-processing, poset mapping and then document expansion

are performed on both the reference and hypothesis transcrip-

tions before the standard term error rate is calculated.'*

Recogniser

Error P

WER
.ate on 1(

SSTER
)hr subset

DETER
Ave

SK
rage Prec

BASE
ision

SU
cc-proc

cc-unproc

8.8

12.4

14.2

18.0

30.82

83.07

54.93

52.32

48.54

48.93

CUHTK-sl 20.5 27.8 45.89 55.29 46.04 41.47

LIMSI

CUHTK-pl
NIST-B2

NIST-Bl

AT&T
Sheffield

CMU

21.5

26.6

26.7

27.5

29.3

32.0

64.4

29.1

36.5

35.0

36.1

38.6

44.7

77.8

47.25

56.13

51.56

81.12

55.73

60.66

103.52

54.12

54.51

53.02

49.63

52.75

52.85

39.36

45.19

44.84

43.64

43.25

43.89

42.47

31.37

40.19

41.50

38.70

38.62

38.24

Table 13: AveP for SK and SU cross-recogniser evaluation con-

ditions with corresponding transcription error rates

Figure 3 shows the relationship between stopped-stemmed term

error rates (SSTER) and AveP Whilst the benchmark (BASE)

performance can be predicted reasonably well from SSTER, there

is more, seemingly unpredictable, variation for the case of the

complete SK system. In particular, the AveP for the NIST-Bl

^The unprocessed version of the closed caption transcriptions cc-unproc
is not included in all the subsequent analysis since it does not reflect the standard

output format

"^Since there is no guarantee that the terms added to the reference transcrip-

tions during document expansion will be "good" terms for the subsequent re-

tieval runs, the new "reference" transcriptions may no longer represent the ideal

case, but it was hoped that this measure would allow the effects of document

expansion to be seen and in particular to show up any major problems which

occurred during the document expansion process.
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SSTER vs AveP for TREC-8

story Known (SK)
SK (BASE)
Story Unknown

SSTER (%)

Figure 3: Relationship between AveP and SSTER

and cc -unproc runs is much worse than that predicted by the

SSTER. However, the DETER for both these cases is unusually

high, suggesting the problem for these runs lay in the document

expansion process.^

It is interesting to note that the best-fit lines for both the com-

plete SK system and the benchmark SK cases are almost paral-

lel, ( gradients -0.26 and -0.27 respectively), showing that the

inclusion of relevance feedback for query and document ex-

pansion and parallel collection frequency weights improves the

overall AveP by around 8.5% absolute across the complete range

of transcription error rates.

The SU results follow a roughly similar pattern, suggesting that

generally transcriptions which work well for the SK case also

work well for the SU case. It is pleasing to note that the output

from the first pass of our system, CUHTK-pl, does better than

might be predicted from its error rate. This is due in part to the

reduction in false alarms because of the elimination of commer-

cials in the system. This is confirmed by the results given in

Table 14, which show that the AveP on CUHTK-pl transcrip-

tions would have fallen by 0.5% if the commercial detector had

not been used, whereas the performance on LIMSIs transcrip-

tions increases by over 0.5% when the detected commercials are

filtered out during the post-processing stage (see [13] for more

details).

Run No Commercials

removed

COMM-EVAL
removed

CUHTK-pl
LIMSI

41.00%

40.19%

41.50%

40.75%

If knowledge about the retrieval process itself is known in ad-

vance, then the TER can be modified to exploit this information

to model the retrieval process more closely and therefore hope-

fully provide a better predictor of the performance of the final

system. An example of this is using SSTER, where the stop-

ping, mapping and stemming processes used in the first stage

of indexing the transcriptions, is incorporated into the error rate

calculation.

If more information is known about how the scores are gener-

ated within the retriever for a given term, then new TERs can be

defined which incorporate this information. The generic TER
function thus becomes:

TER = zjum^) - Hiw)\)]

where f-u; is some function which generally depends on the word

w, R is the reference and H the hypothesis. This can be seen

to reduce to the standard TER when / is the identity function.

Some other possibilities for the function f^i which allow the col-

lection frequency weighting (inverse document frequency),^ or

the combined weights formula to be included directly are:

fw{x) =

fw{x) =
x/n

X [log{N) - logiuyj)]

X [logjN) - logjn^)] [K + 1)

x + K[l-b + h ndl]
(1)

where A'^, K, b, n and ndl have the same meaning as in sec-

tion 4.1.3. It is also possible to include the frequency of each

term in the query as a scale factor within fw if the queries are

known, but this makes the score query-dependent, which may be

undesirable, and care must be taken in defining the query terms

if relevance feedback is used for query expansion.

The TERs using (1), including stopping, stemming, mapping,

posets, document expansion and parallel collection frequency

weights within the combined weighting formula are given in Ta-

ble 15. Unfortunately these numbers do not appear to offer a

better predictor for our AveP results. This may be because the

words added to the "reference" during document expansion may

not be the best in terms of retrieval performance, or that only the

query terms themselves should be taken into account, or simply

the overall performance on the entire 500 hour collection cannot

be predicted well using the scored 10 hour subset.

Rec. HTK cc-proc HTK-pl LIMSI NIST-B2

Table 14: Effect on AveP for the SU case when automatic com- Error 55.51 37.93 67.86 57.20 62.46

mercial detection is included Rec. Sheff AT&T cc-unproc NIST-Bl CMU
Error 72.80 66.79 104.75 91.90 121.68

6.1. New TERs to Predict Performance

Term Error Rates were introduced in [1 1] to model the input to

the retriever more accurately than the traditional word error rate.

^It was found that a disk filling up during the document expansion process

for NIST-Bl was responsible for the relatively poor performance for this case.

When rectified, the AveP for NlST-Bl was 52.81

Table 15: Term error rate modelling stopping, stemming, map-

ping, posets, document expansion and PCFW with combined

weighting on the scored 10 hour subset

^Another method of modifying the TER to model retrieval weighting more

closely can be found in [20]
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7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the systems developed at Cambridge

University for the 1999 TREC-8 SDR story known and story

unknown evaluations.

A new method of automatically detecting commercials has been

shown to work well, with 97.8% of the 42.3 hours of data auto-

matically labelled as commercials being marked as non-story in-

formation by humans. By automatically eliminating these "com-

mercials" at an early stage, the computational effort required

during speech recognition was reduced by 8.4% and the Aver-

age Precision for the story unknown task was increased by 1.2%

relative.

Two HTK-based transcription systems were made. The first ran

in 3 times real time and gave a word error rate (WER) of 26.6%

on the scored 10 hour subset of the data. The second ran at 13

times real time and included a second pass with a 108k vocabu-

lary and speaker adaptation, giving a WER of 20.5%, the lowest

in the track by a statistically significant margin.

Several extensions to our retriever have been described and shown

to increase Average Precision on our best transcriptions for the

story-known case by 23% relative, giving a final value of 55.29%.

These included semantic poset indexing, blind relevance feed-

back, parallel blind relevance feedback for both query and doc-

ument expansion and parallel collection frequency weighting.

The system developed for the case where story boundaries were

not known included automatic detection and elimination of com-

mercials, windowing using the segmentation information, re-

trieval using all the strategies developed for the story-known

case except document expansion, and post-filtering to recom-

bine multiple hits from the same story. The final system gave an

average precision of 41.5% on both sets of our transcriptions.

Finally, experiments were described using other transcriptions

and the relationship between transcription error rate and perfor-

mance was investigated. The results from TREC-7 showing that

the degradation of performance with increasing error rate was

fairly gentle were confirmed on this significantly larger data set.
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Abstract

Oracle's system for Trec8 was the m^erMedia Text retrieval engine integrated with the OracleS/

database and SQL query language. interMedia Text supports a novel theme-based document

retrieval capability using an extensive lexical knowledge base. Trec8 queries constructed by extract-

ing themes from topic tides and descriptions were manually refined. Queries were simple and intui-

tive. Oracle's results demonstrate that knowledge-based retrieval is a viable and scalable solution for

information retrieval and that statistical training and tuning on the document collection is unneces-

sary for good performance in Tree.

1. Introduction

Oracle's approach to Trec8 is a novel theme-based retrieval method implemented on top of traditional

boolean techniques. Theme-based retrieval enables querying for documents that are about a certain theme

or concept. The set of themes from a document together define what a document is about. Themes are

extracted from documents and queries by parsing them using an extensive lexicon together with a knowl-

edge base of concepts and relations. High precision is achieved by a disambiguation and ranking technique

called theme proving whereby a knowledge base relation is verified in the lexical and semantic context of

the text in a document.

Oracle's solution, known as interMedia Text is a part of the Oracle database with a standard SQL interface

for creating indexes and issuing queries. Database integration and SQL interface make the retrieval engine

highly scalable and easy to use. For TrecS (ad hoc, manual), Oracle used its interMedia Text product with-

out any modifications and with absolutely no training or tuning on the Tree document collection. As such,

Oracle's solution is expected to deliver equally good quality and performance in other topic domains or

with other document collections.

2. Theme-based Document Retrieval

interMedia Text builds an inverted index of a document collection that is either stored or referenced (via

file paths, URLs, or procedures) in a database column. In addition, it also adds a hierarchy of ranked

themes extracted from each document to the inverted index. Information retrieval queries are part of SQL
SELECT statements and hence can be easily combined with other structured queries (e.g., to query docu-

ment metadata). Queries return hitlists with relative scores in the range of 1.. 100 that can be used for rank-

ing the hits.

1. Product availability: OracleS/ mferMedia Text Release 2 (8.1.6) is currently available in the

market. The product is also available for download for Oracle Technology Network members at

http://technet .oracle .com
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interMedia Text supports theme or concept-based retrieval using the ABOUT operator which extracts

themes from free text queries to match against themes in the inverted index. Theme queries are inherently

hierarchical in nature. For example, our query from Topic 436 (railway accidents) included 'ABOUT(rail

transportation)' which is in effect equivalent to expanding the term to a large number of narrower concepts

and their synonyms using the knowledge base. Figure 1 shows some of the terms in this hierarchy. How-
ever, theme queries are not expanded; instead document themes are indexed hierarchically so that docu-

ments containing any of the narrower terms would be indexed against the theme rail transportation.

Hence, theme queries yield high recall numbers and run much faster than an expanded query. Recall is also

increased by recognizing noun phrases and by converting synonyms and alternate forms to canonical

forms.

CATEGORY: rail transportation

Conrail, Incorporated

Amtrak

Association of American Railroads

Norfolk Southern Corporation

Southern Pacific

Union Pacific Corporation

automatic train control, automatic train controls, ate system, ate systems

brakepersons, brakeman, brakemen, brakewoman, brakewomen, brakeperson

broad gauges

cog railroads

cowcatchers

gandy dancers

monorails

rail stations, railroad stations, railroad terminals, railway stations

railroad tunnels

railroads, railways

siderodromomaniacs

stationmasters

streetcars

tramways

SUBCATEGORY: trains

bullet trains, commuter trains, express trains, goods trains, passenger trains, shuttle trains

center dump ballast cars, chair cars, dining cars, drop-bottom dump cars, log cars, mail cars, observation cars

railcars, railway cars, sleeping cars, tank cars, tender cars

SUBCATEGORY: subways

London Underground

Metropolitan Railway

New York City Subway

BART - Bay Area Rapid Transit

Washington D. C. Metro

Fig. 1: Knowledge base contentfor rail transportation. A sample ofover 600 terms under this

category is shown.
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Moreover, not every document that contains the narrower terms (e.g., "trains") are indexed against rail

transportation due to a process called theme proving which increases precision. High precision is

achieved by proving document themes in the lexical and semantic context of the text in the document. Two
themes prove each other if they are closely connected in the knowledge base either hierarchically or

through cross references. This eliminates many bad hits arising from word sense ambiguities.

There is also no need for users to formulate extremely long queries or develop a thesaurus for a topic such

as rail transportation. ABOUT queries on such terms are effective since interMedia Text has an exten-

sive knowledge base that was built with a focus on information retrieval.

Theme queries are simple and intuitive. For example, shown below is our query for Topic 414 (Cuba,

sugar, exports) which obtained the best recall and an average precision well above that topic's median:

'ABOUT(cuba) *
3, ABOUT(sugar) *

5, ABOUT(Russia) * 2,

(ABOUT(export) or ABOUT(import))'

ABOUT queries can be combined with boolean operators and term weighting as shown above. The ',' is an

abbreviation for the ACCUMULATE operator. ^ ABOUT queries can also be combined easily with conven-

tional text queries. For example, our query for Topic 450 (King Hussein, peace) was:

'(King Hussein=Hussayn=Husayn=Husyan * 5,

ABOUT(peace talks) *
3, peace *

2, ABOUT(lsrael))

MINUS (Iraq or ABOUT(lraq))'

2.1. Lexical Knowledge Base

Theme extraction depends heavily on a good quality lexical knowledge base. Oracle's knowledge base,

built in-house, contains over 200,000 concepts from very broad domains classified into 2000 major catego-

ries. These categories are organized hierarchically under six top terms: business and economics, sci-

ence and technology, geography, government and military, social environment, and

abstract ideas and concepts. Concept classification, choice of categories, and the hierarchical orga-

nization are all carefully designed for their usefulness in information retrieval rather than ontological

purity, with a special focus on avoiding problems of semantic ambiguity. For example, unlike other linguis-

tic or AI ontologies [Bateman et al, 1990; Bouaud et al, 1995; Guarino, 1997; Lenat and Guha, 1990;

Mahesh, 1996; Miller, 1990], the top terms are not terms low in content such as "noun", "thing", "event",

or "role".

The hierarchy is organized by a mix of relations such as taxonomic, partitive and other relations, the choice

being driven by the salience of the relation rather than uniformity across the ontology. For example, SQL -

Structured Query Language is under databases because of its strong association with databases

although it is really a programming language. Other relations are encoded as cross references to avoid any

ambiguity in parent-child relations. Cross references across the hierarchies play a role in theme proving to

enable disambiguation and better ranking of themes.

Each concept is mapped to one or more words or phrases that are in their canonical form. Each canonical

form has several altemate forms such as inflectional variants, abbreviations, acronyms, alternate spellings,

and synonyms. Canonical form mappings are carefully controlled in the knowledge base to give higher

1. The ACCUMULATE operator is ideal for Tree queries. It behaves like OR except it assigns

higher ranks to documents that match more terms and terms with higher term weights.
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accuracy than a stemming approach. The total vocabulary of 450,000 terms includes a large number of

proper names with an extensive coverage of names of places, organizations, and people.

Each entry has a large set of flags indicating its lexical attributes such as its part of speech as well as sev-

eral attributes that indicate its information content and the degree of its importance for information

retrieval. The latter set of flags has been carefully assigned to each entry in the lexicon. This is a key source

of information used for recognizing important themes in a document, thereby improving theme ranking.

2.2. Theme Extraction

Known phrases are recognized using a greedy algorithm. Unknown words and proper name phrases are

recognized and treated as themes. Words and phrases are normalized to their canonical forms to avoid hav-

ing to expand query terms. Every normalized term is a potential theme for the document.

Precision at n hits is improved by theme ranking. Themes are assigned initial ranks based on their flags in

the knowledge base, as well as several factors derived from the structure of the document and the fre-

quency of the theme in the document. If a theme maps to a concept in the knowledge base and it is success-

fully proven in the document context, all of its ancestors in the knowledge base hierarchy are also included

as themes of the document.

Ranks of parent themes are determined by their distance to the descendant themes, as well as by the accu-

mulated strength of all descendent themes in the theme hierarchies present in the document. Theme ranks

are also adjusted based on the amount of evidence from related themes that proved the theme. Documents

in a hitlist are ranked by combining the scores of document themes that match query themes and any user

assigned term weights in the query.

Theme proving is an efficient partial solution to the general problem of word sense ambiguity. It essentially

verifies if the single predominant sense encoded in the knowledge base is valid in the current document

context. Two themes prove each other if they are closely connected in the knowledge base either hierarchi-

cally or through cross references. If a theme is not proven, its parent themes are not included in the index.

This eliminates many bad hits arising from word sense ambiguities.

For example, document LA082890-0005 is about a plane crash and it mentions that the plane was used to

train pilots. This document is not relevant for Topic 436 (railway accidents) in spite of the words "acci-

dent" and "train". This is included in the NIST qrels (i.e., it was retrieved as one of the top 100 hits for this

topic by at least one system). interMedia Text did not retrieve this document at all although the word

"train" is under rail transportation in its knowledge base. Theme proving determined that there was no

other evidence for rail transportation in this document and hence rejected the railway sense of "train".

3. Trec8 Run

Oracle used its OracleS/ interMedia Text Release 2 (8.1.6) product without any modifications. Only the

public interface of the product was used to produce the Trec8 run. Oracle's run was produced on a Sun

Sparc Ultra 1 workstation running the Solaris 2.6 operating system.

3.1. Filtering and Indexing

Documents were extracted into separate files, one per file. An attempt was made to filter the documents to

extract just the text bodies using the DTDs specified for each collection. However, since about 4000 docu-
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ments did not strictly conform to the DTDs and were empty upon filtering, our final approach was to

remove the LA Times index terms that were to be excluded as stated in the Tree guidelines [Trec8 Guide-

lines] and simply filter out all SGML tags. File names and paths were entered into an Oracle database

table. A combined index (i.e., a theme index plus an inverted text index) was built on the collection thus:

CREATE INDEX trecTJndex ON trec7_clocs(doc_text) INDEXTYPE IS ConText;

3.2. Training and Hining

There was absolutely no training or system tuning on the Tree document collection. The lexical knowledge

base was not modified in any way. No new stoplist was created. In fact, the index was built before the

Trec8 topics were available.

3.3. Query Formulation

All queries were strictly text and theme queries. No other structured criteria were used in the SQL queries.

The first set of queries was constructed automatically using the natural language theme query ABOUT
operator:

'

SELECT docJd FROM trec7_docs WHERE

CONTAINS (docjext, 'ABOUT(<title>), ABOUT(<description>)', 1)>0

ORDER BY score(l) DESCENDING;

These initial free text queries were converted to preliminary boolean queries using interMedia Text's

Explain feature. In effect, this amounted to extracting themes from the title and description. This involves

recognizing phrases, discarding function words and useless words, and normalizing the words and phrases

to their canonical forms using the knowledge base. All of the themes were accumulated in the resulting

internal query (using the ACCUMULATE operator).

3.4. Manual Query Refinement

25 topics each were assigned to two members of our team. Each member browsed the top few hits from

each topic to identify good and bad query terms. interMedia Text's Theme Highlighting feature was used

to obtain an HTML rendering of the document with highlights. The feature highlights not only the words

and phrases that were normalized to a theme in the query, but also all of its related and supporting terms

(identified during the theme proving operation). This enabled the user to quickly grasp why a particular

document was retrieved for the query. Figure 2 shows a relevant document for Topic 436 (railway acci-

dents) that is highlighted for the theme query 'ABOUT(rail transportation)'.

1. interMedia Text assigns scores in the range I.. 100. However, in the final submission, each hit

had a unique weight = (1000 - rank) instead of the score in the l..l(X) range. This was done to

avoid any unpredictability in the results since the trec_eval program uses an unstable sorting

routine (qsort), i.e., it does not preserve the ranks of hits with equal scores when computing pre-

cision and recall numbers.
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NATION IN BRIEF;

MARYLAND;

FINAL CLAIM SETTLED IN FATAL TRAIN WRECK

From Times Staff and Wire Reports

Conrail agreed to pay $5.5 million in the last of about 370 court claims stemming from a fiery

Amtrak-Conrail train wreck that killed 16 people near Baltimore in 1987.

Attorneys for Susan Schweitzer, 45, of New York, said the settlement came just before selection of

a jury to hear the civil damage trial in Baltimore. The crash occurred Jan. 4, 1987, when three

Conrail locomotives ran through a switch and into the path of an Amtrak train. Conrail

engineer Ricky L. Gates later admitted that he and brakeman Edward Cromwell had smoked

marijuana just before the crash.

Fig. 2: HTML rendering ofdocument LA032790-0024 (Topic 436) with theme

^^^lii^hli^htin^^

The two team members made relevance judgments of the top few hits as they browsed the documents. The

resulting qrels was a small fraction of the NIST qrels but was very useful to track improvements as the

users refined queries based on their findings.

Unlike NIST, our team made a three-valued judgment: YES, NO, or MAYBE. The intended semantics of

MAYBE was "try to make sure this document is retrieved, but ideally it should rank below the YESs" (sim-

ilar to "iffy" in [Cormack et al, 1998]). This greatly improved productivity since the members did not have

to scrutinize borderline documents to make a binary YES/NO decision.

It turned out that the three-valued judgments were meaningful. Our agreement with NIST qrels was 86%
considering only YES/NO and was 77% when MAYBEs were treated as YES. Also, NIST qrels included

86% of our MAYBEs. 42% of our MAYBEs were considered relevant by NIST.

3.5. Increasing Recall

Queries were manually adjusted to increase recall for some topics by substituting a concept one level

above the original theme in the knowledge base. For example, for Topic 449 (antibiotics ineffectiveness),

the original query had "antibiotics". However, not all drugs that are commonly considered antibiotics were

under this concept. The knowledge base had a finer classification of these drugs and it appeared better to go

with the parent concept of antibiotics, antimicrobials, and antiparasitics. The knowledge base

was also used to manually expand queries by adding related terms and sibling concepts for some topics.

Some terms that were only present in the narrative part of topics were also added. For example, in Topic

418 (quilts, income), "quilting books" and "quilting classes" were added from the narrative.

It may be noted that the above use of the knowledge base does not require access to the internal knowledge

base structure. interMedia Text provides a Hierarchical Query Feedback feature which allows users to

browse broader, narrower, and related terms for a query term in the knowledge base.
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Also, many queries initially did not return 1000 hits. Although the team members found no particular rea-

son to return more hits, the queries were expanded to return at least 1000 hits since there is no penalty in

Tree for returning irrelevant documents after all the relevant ones.

3.6. Increasing Precision

Precision and relevance ranking were improved on some topics by tightening the query in several ways.

Boolean operators AND and NOT were used instead of ACCUMULATE. Ambiguous terms, such as

"drugs" in topic 449 (antibiotics ineffectiveness), were either deleted from the query or term weights were

adjusted to lower their impact on relevance ranking. The MINUS operator (which reduces the score of a hit

if the specified term is present) was also used to push borderline hit,s lower in the hitlist. When several

terms were being ACCUMULATEd, equivalent terms were grouped under an equivalence (=) or OR clause

to prevent dilution of term weights.

Some of these refinements are illustrated by our query for Topic 418 (quilts, income) which obtained the

best recall and the best average precision:

'quilted *
6, {quilting books} *

5, {quilting classes} * 4, quilt=quilts * 0.1

,

(ABOUT(quilts) AND (ABOUT(income) or ABOUT(fundraising))) * 2'

4. Trec8 Results

Oracle's results are summarized in Table 1. Eight topics had a 100% recall and 18 topics had over 90%
recall. 5 topics had the best recall at 1000 and the best average precision. Topic 447 (Stirling engine)

obtained 100% recall and 100% average precision. Table 2 shows the distribution of our per topic results

against the median numbers for that topic.

Table 1: Oracle's Trec8 Results

Trec8 measure Orcl99man

Recall at 1000 71.57% (3384/4728)

Average Precision 41.30%

R-precision 43.57%

Initial precision (at recall 0.0) 92.79%

"Final" precision (at recall 1.0) 07.91%

Table 2: Distribution of Oracle's Per Topic Results in Relation to the Median Numbers

best >= median < median worst

Recall at 1000

hits

16 19 15 0

Average pre-

cision

7 26 17 0
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5. Discussion

Oracle used its manual relevance judgments to refine queries. However, relevance ranking of hits was done

entirely by the interMedia Text system and was not in any way influenced by the relevance judgments.

Other participants have interpreted the guidelines for the manual ad hoc track to allow a reordering of hits

using manual relevance judgments. Oracle's results with such reordering are shown below for comparison.

Queryid (Num) : 50

Total number of documents over all queries
Retrieved: 50000
Relevant: 4728
Rel_ret: 3384

Interpolated Recall - Precision Averages:
at 0 00 0 9604
at 0 10 0 8704
at 0 20 0 7715

at 0 30 0 6723
at 0 40 0 5536
at 0 50 0 4775
at 0 60 0 3598
at 0 70 0 2830
at 0 80 0 2128
at 0 90 0 1339
at 1 00 0 0769

Average precision (non-interpolated) for all rel docs (averaged over que-
ries)

0 .4740

Precision

:

At 5 docs : 0 8640
At 10 docs : 0 7940
At 15 docs : 0 7453

At 20 docs : 0 6930
At 30 docs

:

0 6207

At 100 docs : 0 3740
At 200 docs : 0 2389
At 500 docs

:

0 1214
At 1000 docs

:

0 0677
R-Precision (precision after R (= num_rel for a query) docs retrieved)

:

Exact: 0.4800

Our results would have been better and queries simpler if we could have extended the knowledge base for

Trec8 topics. Although Trec8 guidelines [Trec8 Guidelines] say that lexicons may not be extended after

seeing the topics, interMedia Text provides an extensibility feature that allows any ordinary user to extend

its knowledge base by importing a thesaurus in an ISO-2788 like format [IS02788, 1986]. Yet, Oracle

decided not to extend its knowledge base for Trec8.

An analysis of the few topics where our results were poor (i.e., both recall and average precision signifi-

cantly below the median) indicated that in most cases, the major cause was our team members had inter-

preted these topics differently than the NIST evaluators. These were also the topics for which our team

members had doubts and did not expect good results. For example. Topic 405 (cosmic events) depended on

what was considered an event. The qrels indicate that the discovery of some galaxies was an event. Our

team member's interpretation was that it had to be an explosion, collision, and so on in order to qualify as

a cosmic event. The query had been refined to rank documents about the discovery of celestial objects
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lower in the hitlist. As a result, such documents fell beyond the first 1000 in the hitlist.

It is well known that the Tree document collection and retrieval results are overanalyzed [e.g., Banks et al,

1999]. We believe that many systems, especially statistical ones are too well trained on this collection. We
have demonstrated that our system can do well with no training on the collection. We are eagerly looking

forward to the new document collection to be used in Trec9.

6. Conclusions

Theme queries are simple and intuitive. They are easy to explain in symbolic terms to see exactly why a

document was retrieved and assigned a certain rank. Theme-based retrieval requires no training on a docu-

ment set. It works well across domains and document collections. Database integration makes it scalable

and easy to use. The ability to combine theme queries with boolean keyword queries and structured SQL
queries offers a flexible and complete solution to information retrieval.

Knowledge-based hierarchical expansion and term normalization improve recall. Theme ranking and prov-

ing improve precision-both overall and average precision. Theme-based retrieval also finds a significant

number of unique relevant documents (our submission found about 1 10 unique relevant documents). The

ability for ordinary users to customize and extend the knowledge base makes it easy to tailor the retrieval

engine to particular applications.

Oracle's results demonstrate that knowledge-based retrieval is a viable and highly scalable solution for

information retrieval and that statistical training and tuning on a document collection is unnecessary for

good performance.
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Abstract

In TREC-8, we participated in automatic ad-hoc retrieval

as well as the query and filtering tracks. The theme of

our participation is 'retrieval lists combination', and the

technique is applied throughout our experiments to

various degree. It is pointed out that our PIRCS system

may be considered as a combination of probabilistic

retrieval model and a language model approach. For ad-

hoc, three types of experiments were done with short,

medium and long queries as before. General approach is

similar to TREC-7, but combination of retrieval lists

from different query types were used to boost

effectiveness. For query track, we submitted one short-

query set, and performed retrieval for twenty one natural

language query vairants. For filtering track, experiments

for adaptive, batch filtering, and routing were performed.

For adaptive, historical selected document list was used

to train profile term weights and dynamically vary

retrieval status value (rsv) threshold for deciding

document selection during the course of filtering. For

batch filtering. Financial Times FT92 data was used to

define 6 retrieval profiles whose results were combined

based on coefficients trained via a genetic algorithm.

Logistic regression transforms rsv's to probabilities.

Routing was similarly done with additional training data

obtained from non-FT collections and two additional

profiles were defined and combined

1. Introduction

We continue to use our PIRCS system for investigation.

A theme that we emphasize this year is 'retrieval

combination'. Given an information need different

query formulation or different search algorithms may
retrieve quite different document sets. Combining their

retrieval status values (RSV) may reinforce common
relevant ones and lead to new ranking that is more

effective than the original separate sets. The idea has

been in existence in IR practice and literature, and

proposed by many people for many years. We employ it

to various degree as a way to refine our various

experiments.

The basic PIRCS system is a combination of two

retrieval algorithms: document-focused and query-

focused. In Section 2, we point out that document-

focused weighting is similar to weighting based on a

language model approach.

In addition to combination, two strategies for ad-hoc are:

2-stage retrieval and collection enrichment as done in

TREC-7. Both strategies have been found to work more

often than not for queries of different lengths. Ad-hoc

retrievals are discussed in Section 3.

In query track, we use our system with 21 variants of

topics numbered #51-100 to retrieve on Disk 1, and some
observations of the results are given in Section 4.

In the filtering track, adaptive filtering was done by

using accumulated selected documents to help set RSV
thresholds for future document selection. Batch filtering

makes use of FT92 known data to help train multiple

variant profiles and their (near) optimal combination

coefficients. These were used to simulate final filtering

on FT93 & 94 without adaptation. In routing additional

profiles, coefficients and training data were used to

produce ranked outputs. Adaptive filtering is described

in Section 5, batch filtering in Section 6, and routing

retrieval in Section 7. Section 8 contains our

conclusions.

2. PIRCS Weighting and Language Model

Given a query q to retrieve documents d from a

collection, our basic PIRCS system itself is a

combination of two retrieval algorithms producing a

document-focused and a query-focused RSV's for each

document with a mixing parameter a. Thus (see

[Kwok95] for greater details):

RSV(q,d)= a*RSVd -I- (1- a)*RSVq (1)

with

RSVd= Zk S(qtf k/Lq)* Wdk (2a)

Wdk = log [tfk/(Ld- tfk)*(Nw-Ld-Fk+tfk)/(Fk-tfk)] (2b)

and
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RSVq = Sk S(tfk/Ld)* Wqk

Wqk = log [qtfk/(Lq- qtfk)*(Nw-Fk)/Fk]

(3a)

(3b)

where tf k, qtf k are the frequency of term k in d and q
respectively, Ld = tf k , L<i = 2k qtf k are the lengths of d

and q, S is a sigmoid-like function, Fk = I.^ doc tf k is the

collection frequency of term k, and Nw = Zk Fk is the

number of tokens used in the collection.

Our approach considers a document (or query) as

constituted of conceptual components approximated as

single terms and self-relevant to the document (query)

itself, and we work in a universe consisting of document

components rather than documents. Because of the self-

relevance assumption, every query (document) therefore

has a relevant and irrelevant set even when no relevant

judgment has been made, we are able to bootstrap and

provide probabilistic weights to our terms at the initial

retrieval stage. Because we work with conceptual

components, repeat term usage and item lengths are

accounted for, enabling us to remove the binary

assumption restriction. The weighting of Eqn. 3b is the

familiar probabilistic query term weights but in the

component environment. Eqn. 2b is for document-

focused retrieval and the form of the weighting, after

taking the approximation Nw » all other frequencies,

turns out to be very similar to those used by [HiKr98] via

a language model approach, but with a different

smoothing coefficient.

Thus, our PIRCS system may also be viewed as a

combination of the probabilistic retrieval model and a

simple language model. For many of the past TREC
experiments, our system has been demonstrated to

provide superior effectiveness, and last year it was

observed that PIRCS is one of few automatic systems

that provides many unique relevant documents in the

judgment pool [VoHa98]. We believe this is because our

system is unique among participants in that it is a

combination of two different models.

3 Ad-Hoc Retrieval

The target collection for ad hoc retrieval is from Disks

4&5, consisting of articles from Financial Times, Federal

Register, Foreign Broadcast Information Service and the

LA Times, some 2 GB of text in over Vz million

documents. These are similar to TREC-7 and we used

last year's processed data unchanged.

TREC-8 topics are described in several sections: title,

description and narrative. This year, the official ad-hoc

runs should make use of the title and description sections

only. We call this run pir9Attd. It is a combination of

retrieval lists from pir9AtO (title only) and pir9AtdO (title

and description). We consider this group to be short to

medium queries. In addition we have two more
submitted runs called pir9Aal and pir9Aatd, the former

has queries making use of all sections, and the latter

combines an all section run with pir9AtdO. The title,

title+description, and all section queries have on average

2.54, 6.14 and 12.8 unique terms respectively after

stemming and stopword removal.

Results for short and medium queries are discussed in

Section 3.1 and long queries in Section 3.2.

3.1 Short and Medium Queries

We follow our TREC-7 approach to short query retrieval

by using five methods successively to produce a final

retrieval list. These five methods [KwCh98] are: 1)

average within-document term frequency to weight short

query terms (avtf query term weighting); 2) variable high

frequency Zipfian threshold dependent on query size; 3)

collection enrichment to improve initial stage output

relevant density; 4) enhancing term variety in raw

queries by adding highly associated terms from initial

retrieval based on mutual information measure; and 5),

using retrieved document local term statistics to improve

weighting conditioned on irrelevancy in final retrieval.

submit'

d

Query Type

submit'

d

official

pii9AtO

value % inc

pir9AtdO

value "/
'c inc

pii9Attd

value '
7o inc

Relv.Ret 3299 0 3272 -1 3342 1

Avg Prec .3063 0 .3022 -1 .3207 5

P@10 .4800 0 .4920 3 .5080 6

P@20 .4410 0 .4290 -3 .4450 1

P@30 .4027 0 .3807 -5 .4033 0

R.Prec .3326 0 .3301 -1 .3441 3

Table 3.1a: Automatic Ad Hoc Results for 50 Short

and Medium Queries

unsubmit'd official

Query Type

submit' d <corrected runs >

pir9Aa0

value %
inc

pir9Aatd

value %
inc

pir9Aal

value %
inc

pu9A-al*

value %
inc

pir9Aatd*

value %
inc

Relv.

Ret

3344 0 3382 I 2751 -18 3350 0 3383 1

Avg
Prec

.3241 0 .3303 2 .2624 -19 .3249 0 .3322 3

P@10 .4940 0 .5120 4 .4500 -9 .5040 2 .5140 4

P@20 .4530 0 .4600 2 .3860-15 .4470 -1 .4610 2

P@30 .4080 0 .4120 1 .3327 -18 .4033 -1 .4107 1

R.Prec .3441 0 .3512 2 .3065 -1

1

.3421 -1 .3515 2

Table 3.1b: Automatic Ad-Hoc Results for 50 Long
Queries
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For collection enrichment, we form a miscellaneous

collection by retrieving the top 200 documents from the

sub-collections API -3, WSJ 1-2, FB6 and using the tide

form of the queries. This miscellaneous collection is

used to enrich the top-ranked set of the initial stage

retrieval from the target collection. This year we

modified the method slightly by limiting the number of

external documents for feedback to a maximum so as not

to overwhelm expansion based on documents from the

target. It helps for TREC-7 but is slightly worse for

TREC-8. We also employ combination of retrieval lists

to help improve effectiveness; coefficients of

combination are learnt from TREC5 to 7 results.

Results and Discussion

Our TREC-8 results for short and medium queries are

summarized in Table 3.1, and their nomenclature has

been described in the Introduction. The title only (tO:

mean av. prec. 0.3063) and title+description (tdO: mean

av. prec. 0.3022) runs are very close, with a slight edge

to the former. This year there are several highly specific

topics with words like 'osteoporosis' #404, 'Schengen

agreement' #410, 'killer bee attacks' #430, 'supercritical

fluids' #444. They are better with the title alone than

adding the description. Title only has 26 queries with

better average precision, 19 worse and 5 equal to

title+description. However, for retrieved relevants at

1000, the numbers are reversed: 14:15:21. Longer

queries generally tend to get better recall as was also

found in our previous TRECs. Best result is obtained by

combining their retrieval lists (ttd) giving improvements

of about 5% over (tO), and is our designated official run.

It also has a relevant retrieved at 1000 documents of

3342 which is about 70.7% of the pooled documents that

have been judged relevant (4728).

Comparisons with the all-sites median average-precision,

precision at 100 and 1000 documents are given in Table

3.2. Our runs are well above median. For example, the

official combination run (ttd) has average precision

better than median in 43 instances with 3 queries

achieving the best, and are worse than median in 7 cases.

For title only (tO), the number of queries with precision

better, equal or worse than median are: 35:4:11. Out of

the 35, 1 1 have the best values. This year the title only

and title+description medians are evaluated separately.

official official

pir9AtO

> = <
pir9AtdO

> = <
pir9Attd

> = <

pir9Aal

> = <
pir9Aatd

> = <

AvgPrec 35.11 4 11 34,1 1 15 43,3 0 7 24,1 0 26 37,6 3 10

RR@100 34,18 8 8 36,5 4 10 41,9 3 6 22,7 6 22 36,11 4 10

RR@1K 33,21 11 6 38,147 5 40,14 5 5 18,9 12 20 39,18 7 4

Table 3.2: Ad-Hoc Results: Comparing All

Submitted Runs with Median

Year to Year Comparison

This year's very short (title only) ad-hoc effectiveness is

much better than TREC-7, and deserves some discussion

since both years use the same collection. Within our site

for example, last year's MAP (mean average precision)

was 0.2427 for the title only run and 0.3063 this year.

The MAP difference of 0.0636 (over 20% improvement)

does not seem explainable by parameter adjustments

alone. The reason is because the topics for this year

appears much easier. If we use a value of AP => 0.5 as

an indicator of easy topics, then there are 8 this year and

only 4 in TREC-7. These 8 and their key terms are: 403

(osteoporosis), 410 (Schengen), 415 (golden triangle),

420 (carbon monoxide), 423 (milosovic), 430 (killer

bee), 441 (Lyme), and 444 (superciritical fluid). The AP
sum of this 8 totals 5.6507. The sum of last year's 4 easy

topics plus the next 4 top totaled 4.5988. This estimated

difference amortized over 50 queries contributes .0210 to

the MAP difference, or 33% of the observed increase.

Thus, in year to year comparison, as we already noted in

TREC-7, topic hardness can play a substantial rule.

3.2 Long Queries

Long queries can use all sections of a topic. Our official

long query run is pir9Aatd, which is a combination of the

tiUe+description only run pir9AtdO and another that uses

all wordings of a topic pir9AaO (un-submitted). In

addition, we submitted another run called pir9Aal,

which is the basic pir9AaO with phrase-reranking added.

Unfortunately, an error was committed during the

phrasing operation. Each topic content was first POS-
tagged and each sentence was broken down into noun

phrases. A choice can be made to keep only the noun

phrases or to keep the residual entries such as verbs,

adverbs as well. The wrong choice of keeping more than

noun phrases was made. This leads to erroneous re-

ranking of the retrieved documents and bad results for

pir9Aal. After results were known, we re-do the

pir9Aal run correctly (now called pir9Aal*), and these

are tabulated in Table lb. By some fortune, our pir9Aatd

combination run was done using the uncorrupted

pir9AaO, and it gives very good results. Had we
combined pirc9AtdO with the corrected pir9Aal* run,

the result would be slightly better as shown under the

pir9Aatd* column in Table 3.1b.

It is seen from Table 3.1b that phrase re-ranking in

pir9Aal* (with mean average precision of 0.3249) does

not do much to pir9AaO (0.3241). Combining the all

section run with the title+description run can lead to

about 2-3% improvements over the components. When
compared to results from all sites, Table 3.2, our official
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long query run has 40 queries equal or above the median

with 6 of them being best, and 10 queries worse than

median.

4. Query Track

The purpose of the query track is to explore how query

variants of the same topical concepts may affect retrieval

results. Topics used are 51-100 and retrieval was done

on Disk 1. The data consists of variations in average

non-interpolated precision for three dimensions T, Q and

R. T represents different topics. Q denotes different

query compositions for each topic (total of 23 query

variants, 21 of which are natural language type and one

is our pirla. Two more are weighted query types which

we did not analyze, 'pir' denotes our system. The '1' in

'la' means very short version; longer versions like a

sentence are denoted by '2' or '3'). R means different

retrieval algorithms (specifically 8 of them like INQ,

Sab, etc; one of which pir is our PERCS system).

Readers are advised to refer to the query track report for

a description of these queries and retrieval algorithms.

For comparison we will use the average non-interpolated

precision. We first try to see which query type does best

for each topic using our PIRCS retrieval engine by

noting the best retrieval within each topic (i.e. R=pir, for

each T, find best Q). It shows query type Sable

performs best 9 out of 50 times, and a group of 6 other

query types (INQlc, INQ2e, INQ3d, Sablb, Sab3a and

pirla) perform best 4 out of 50. Others have less. It

seems the Sable query formulation agrees well with our

engine. When we evaluate the average precision over all

topics for each of the 21 query type using our engine (i.e.

R=pir, for each Q average over all T), our pirla

formulation returns the best performance at 0.3030.

Putting this in perspective, the title section of the TREC
original topics gives an average precision of 0.2973. If

the title, description and narrative sections are used to

produce long queries, the average precision is 0.3330.

When the data is averaged over 21 query types for all 50

topics (i.e. for each R, average over all Q and T), we can

see how each retrieval algorithm performs. It seems that

our pir method returns an average precision of 0.2458,

practically the same as Sabe's 0.2459.

When the data is averaged over 21 query types and all 8

algorithms (i.e. for each T, average over all Q and R),

one may get some idea of how hard each topic is for

retrieval. Average precision varies fi^om 0.6527 (topic

70) to 0.0131 (topic 74). Unlike the current ad-hoc

experiments, there are no topics with highly specific

terms like 'oesteoporosis' or 'Schengen agreement' that

can return precision values of 0.8 or higher. Topics 58

(0.5640) and 59 (precision 0.0988) seem to represent one

easy and one hard topic, and we choose them to have a

closer look.

Since we cannot run other retrieval algorithms, we focus

on the results for topic 58 and 59 returned by our pir

engine. For topic 58, out of 21 query types, only 5 have

average precision of less than 0.6884, showing that it is

an easy topic. The reason these 5 do not do well is

because the words 'rail strike(s)' were not used in their

formulation. Instead, 'railroad strike', 'strikes .. against

query Av.Prec.

Initial

Av.Prec.

Final

1 rail strikes (has 'railstrike') -

NIST tide

0.6872 0.7537

2 rail strike reports (") - INQ la 0.6858 0.7497

3 rail strikes, walkouts (") - pirla 0.6413 0.7364

4 strikes by rail (no 'railstrike') 0.6755 0.7347

5 NIST long query (has 'railstrike') 0.5393 0.7173

6 railstrikes 0.2133 0.6915

7 rail walkouts 0.395? 0.6754

8 railway strikes 0.2704 0.3908

9 railroad strikes 0.3165 0.2946

10 Linel (.5) combine Line? (.5) 0.7414

11 (.7) (.3) 0.7534

12 (.8) (.2) 0.7556

Table 4.1a: Topic #58 - Average Precision

Different Query Variants

for

railroads', or 'labor relations .. in transportation industry'

are used.

Table 4.1a shows some deliberate variations of wordings

for Topic 58. For human understanding, 'rail strike',

'railroad strike', and 'railway strike' seem synonymous;

yet for retrieval the latter ones are much worse (Lines 1,

8 & 9, average precision of .7537, .3908, .2946

respectively). The juxtaposition of 'rail strike' also

contribute an additional 2-word phrase 'railstrike' in our

system, but its effect is small (Lines 1 & 4) and does not

account for those large differences. Lines 2 & 3 shows

the idiosyncrasy of IR: one would expect 'walkouts' to

add more content and focus to 'rail strikes', yet it is

worse than adding 'reports'. Paragraph size query is not

as good as the two words in this case as shown in Line 5.

Lines 7, 8 & 9 show that the term 'rail' is critical for this

query concerning strikes. But, how does one know

during query formulation? The document frequency of

rail, railroad and railway are: 3108, 3902, 1516 and do

not seem able to indicate the usefulness of one or the

other. Perhaps one may say that 'rail strike(s)' is the

normal description of this concept.

In the spirit of our theme, we try combining queries of

Line 1 & 7 giving results in Lines 10, 11 & 12. With the

right coefficient, it can surpass the best of its

constituents. Even choosing a coefficient of 0.5 is not
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bad at 0.7414 average precision, better than using the

UNION of such words in a single query shown in Line 3.

Topic 59 is one kind of hard topic, with some of its

variant results shown in Table 4.1b. Out of 21 query

types, only 8 achieve precision above 0. 1 (best is Line 1

of 0.3420) according to our pir engine. It asks for a very

query Av.Prec

Initial

Av.Prec

Final

1 storm deaths - Sab lb 0.2255 0.3420

2 what damaging weather

events have caused deaths -

INQ2b

0.1205 0.3206

3 storm fatalities 0.0869 0.3147

4 has violent rain storms

caused many deaths - INQ3d
0.3173 0.3099

5 deaths caused by storms s/as

typhoons, hurricanes,

tornados- Sab3a

0.3098 0.2744

6 weather deaths, injuries -

pirla

0.0699 0.2718

7 NIST long topic 0.0157 0.0060

8 weather related fatalities -

NIST tide

0.0218 0.0267

9 Linel (.5) combine Line6 (.5) 0.4253

10 (.7) (.3) 0.4197

11 (.8) (.2) 0.3930

12 Linel UNION Line6 0.2709 0.4035

Table 4.1b: Topic #59 - Average Precision

Different Query Variants

for

general concept 'weather related fatalities'. Two simple

words 'storm deaths' is best for this retrieval (Line 1),

while 'storm fatalities' (Line 3) is also very good. It

turns out that 'fatalities' without 'storm' is a bad choice.

Queries using 'weather' with 'fatalities' all return

miserable results like (Line 8). 'deaths' seem to be a

more effective choice (Line 2 & 6) although it is difficult

to see why one is better than the other at query

formulation. 'Weather related' is very general, and it

would seem spelling out the more common occurring

specific cases such as: hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, rain

etc. may be more useful. Line 4 did just that but

surprisingly it was only good (0.2744) and not the best.

The word 'storm' seems to capture the concept 'weather

related bad things' well as it is less polysymous than

'weather'. Combination of retrieval lists (Lines 9, 10 &
11) or combining terms in one query i.e. longer query

(Line 12) can boost effectiveness substantially even for

this hard query.

The study of these two queries only shows that the

choice of words for retrieval is crucial for good results.

How to make a good choice is not at all clear.

5 Adaptive Filtering Track

This year's adaptive filtering task makes use of topics

#350-400 to select documents from the FT (Financial

Times) collection from 1992 to 1994 in date order.

Adaptive filtering is difficult. A possible approach is to

use a two step strategy: at start when little knowledge is

known, a simple adaptive threshold-adjustment and

profile re-weighting method is used. After sufficient

relevant data is available, train and expand profiles

carefully and do filtering without adaptation like in batch

filtering. Batch filtering is discussed in Section 5.

To prepare for filtering, a dictionary was defined by

processing some 1.2 GB of texts consisting of FT91,

AP3, all of Foreign Broadcasting FBIS and WSJ-2
collections. These were chosen to be close to the time

period 1992-94 as well as content. The dictionary size

after stopword removal and Zipf thresholding is about

240K. The filtering collection FT92-94, with long

documents segmented into sub-documents, were then

processed against this dictionary with no manual

classification codes used, only the text portion of each

document. The setup was employed to debug codes for

mapping physical document order on CDROM to given

date order, but not used for training. Training was done

using the TREC-7 AP filtering collections, and

parameters transferred to this TREC-8 task. We
corrected some bugs in our TREC-7 program and also

modified our approach.

Many considerations are needed for adaptive filtering.

These include defining an initial profile together with an

initial selection threshold to start the process, adaptively

train the profile to tailor to the type of documents seen so

far, dynamically adapt the threshold to select or not

select a document for examination, determine how often

these changes are to be made, and at the same time

attempt to maximize a target utility value. Both

adaptation of the filtering profile and that of the

threshold are useful. Improved profiles help to separate

relevant documents fi"om irrelevant ones better, based on

probability or RSV values assigned. Threshold

adjustments help to achieve a utility target for the

selected documents. Our approach emphasizes on

threshold adaptation. Threshold is adjusted periodically

after a number of documents have gone through the

process and when profiles are updated. Profiles are

changed only when a new relevant document has been

selected. Moreover, no query expansion was done.

Initial profiles are defined using the raw topic

descriptions and our dictionary and term statistics. For

document selection when no relevant documents are

known, two RSV thresholds Thi and Tlo are defined

initially. Documents with RSV>Thi should have high

probability of being relevant to a profile, and the

opposite is true for documents with RSV<=Tlo. These

were set by calculating a profile self-retrieval RSV
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(SRSV) [KwGL95]. Each profile is regarded as relevant

to its own description when it is considered as a

document, and this SRSV value is large. In reality,

documents may only overlap partially with a profile and

still be relevant, and their RSV's are much less than

SRSV. Our two thresholds are defined as:

Thi=hi*SRSV, Tlo=lo *Thi, where lo is fixed as 0.8, and

hi depends on the utility target F. Typical hi values we
used are 0.35 for Fl and 0.3 for F2 utilities. These

values are based on experimentation with TREC-7
filtering discussed later. As filtering proceeds, Thi may
be updated, but it is not allowed to fall below Tlo if no

relevant documents have been selected.

Once the process starts, statistics of term usage is kept

for all documents filtered. For documents selected,

whether relevant or not, they are stored as a retrieval

collection for training purposes. In addition, a running

total of the number of documents N that passes through

the system, the number examined Ne, and the number

found relevant Nr are also kept. This allows us to

evaluate an overall average precision preg=Nr/Ne for the

user and the proportion of documents examined Ne/N at

any time, preg is a global precision indicator. In

addition, a local Nr/Ne precision prel for the last two

update rounds is also calculated for fine-tuning the

adaptation of the threshold.

The update schedule is set to once every no=2,000

documents filtered based on experiments with the AP
collection. We try to dynamically adjust the RSV
threshold T (to determine select or not select a

document) based on N, Nr, Ne. Specifically:

if (no relevants seen yet)

T =T*(l-e) when T >Tlo & Ne/N<SRT
else {if (change in Nr)

{

update profile weights

recalculate T using selected docs }

if (change in Ne) {

if (both preg & prel <G) T=T*(l+2*e)

if (both preg & prel >G) T=T*(l-e) }

SRT (selection rate threshold) is set to 0.001 to prevent

relaxing T too much if there are too many documents

selected already and none is relevant, e=0.05 is an

adjustment rate. With other parameters fixed, we

hi\G .4 .45 .5 .55 .6

.3 -271 838 1342 1603 1661

.35 537 1040 1460 1844 1672

.4 431 835 1272 1268 1236

Table 5.1a: Training from AP coilection - utility

values as a function of hi & G: target Fl=0.4

hi\G .3 .35 .4 .45 .5

.27 2070 3028 3575 3590 3304

.3 2967 3823 3772 3893 3494

.35 2848 3314 3564 3346 2821

Table 5.1b: Training from AP collection - utility

values as a function of hi & G: target F2=0.25

consider the utility performance as a function of G and

hi. These are set to achieve maximal utility values

according to training parameters from the AP collection

as shown in Tables 5.1a,b. We submitted two runs for

Fl: pir9LFl (hi =.35, G = .55) and pir9LFla (hi = .35, G
= .6), and two runs for F2: pir9LF2 (hi = .3, G = .4) and

pir9LF2a (hi = .3, G = .45).

Results & Discussion

Table 5.2a,b summarize results of the adaptive filtering

runs which are named pir9LFl and pir9Fla respectively

for the utility Fl. Fl aims at selecting all documents with

a probability of relevance > 0.4. In addition to Fl scores,

we tabulate also docs (number of documents selected),

#rel (number of relevant documents selected), precision

and recall, and N-i-,o,- (number of queries that have

positive, zero and negative utility). The two runs differ

very little.

Comparison
with Median LFl

FT > = < score docs #rel Prec Reel N+ No N-

92 31,13 3 16,1 -575 520 .93 .179 .161 9 7 34

(-1-278) (576) best submitted

93 14,9 15 21 ^38 334 46 .138 .073 8 14 28

(-1-260) (629) best submitted

94 27,15 6 17 -254 257 52 .202 .080 15 14 21

(+260) (647) best submitted

92-4 27,8 2 21 -1268 1111 191 .172. .103 12 6 32

(-^494) (1852) best submitted

Table 5.2a: LFl Adaptive Filtering for pir9LFl

Comparison

with Median LFl
FT > = < score docs #rel Prec Reel N+ No N-

92 32,13 2 16,1 -565 505 .89 .176 .155 10 7 33

(+nS) (576) best submitted

93 16,9 15 19 ^29 332 47 .142 .075 10 14 26

(-1-260) (629) best submitted

94 25,14 6 19 -261 253 49 .194 .076 13 13 24

(-1-260) (647) best submitted

92-4 27,8 4 19 -1255 1090 185 .170 .100 13 5 32

(-1-494) (1852) best submitted

Table 5.2b: LFl Adaptive Filtering for pir9LFla

Comparison
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with Median LF2
FT > = < score docs #rel Prec Reel N+ No N-

92 12.5 11 27,8 -600 1092 123 .113 .214 13 4 33

(+435) (576) best submitted

93 11,5 15 24,7 -174 438 66 .151 .105 16 9 25

(+349) (629) best submitted

94 16,8 17 17,5 -39 251 53 .211 .082 16 10 24

(+383) (647) best submitted

92^ 13,3 6 31,10 -813 1781 242 .136 .131 20 2 28

(+990) ( 1 852) best submitted

Table 5.2c: LF2 Adaptive Filtering for pir9LF2

Comparison
with Median LF2

FT > = < score docs #rel Prec Reel N+ No N-

92 12,6 13 25,8 -583 1155 143 .124 .248 12 4 34

(+435) (576) best submitted

93 9,5 13 28,9 -181 473 73 .154 ,116 14 11 25

(+349) (629) best submitted

94 15,8 15 20,6 -54 294 60 .204 .093 13 12 25

(+383) (647) best submitted

92^ 10,3 6 34,12 -818 1922 276 .144 .149 17 3 30

(+990) (1 852) best submitted

Table 5.2d: LF2 Adaptive Filtering for pir9LF2a

This task was not successful as the Fl scores are

negative for all years. The learning process for the

profile weighting and threshold setting however seem

correctly done as the scores get better in successive

years. When compared with results from all participants,

we have at least 29 instances better or equal to the

median out of 50 for all years.

Tables 5.2c,d summarize our filtering runs for the LF2
utility target of 0.25 precision. As previously, utility

scores improve year to year, but they are all negative,

and results are below median. Filtering the FT
collections appears quite a difficult task. Its

characteristics seem very different from the AP
collection; bringing parameters based on that collection

seems not useful. Even the more restrictive parameters

set for LFl do not return positive scores for the LF2
target. However, after results were known, more
restrictive parameters were set and we were able to

achieve positive utilities of around 65 for Fl and 170 for

F2.

6 Batch Filtering and Routing Retrieval

6.1 Pircs and genetic algorithms

The TREC8 filtering and routing tasks were used as a

testbed for our research in applying genetic algorithms

learning [Gold89,Holl75] in Information Retrieval, in

conjunction with the Probabilistic Information Retrieval

Component System (PIRCS). PIRCS itself is a

combination of two networks, implementing different

retrieval modes, query-focused retrieval (type 1) and
document-focused (type 2) retrieval. The user is allowed

control over the combination coefficients to fine tune

retrieval effectiveness. If these coefficients are set to

(0,1) and (1,0), the resulfing retrievals will be virtually

independent. There are other ways of getting differing

retrievals, one of the most effective is varying the term

expansion levels.

Given a retrieval system r, which assigns a Retrieval

Status Value (RSV^) to retiieved documents, the output

of different retrieval systems can be combined by some
function f(RSVr). A OA can search this space to yield a

combination, which is superior to any individual

retrieval. A simple function of this type, which we use in

the current experiments is linear addition, sum_of(ar *

RSVr ), where the ar are arbitrary coefficients. A retrieval

of this type, which uses RSV as features instead of term

weights, we call second level refrieval.

6.2 Goals for Batch Filtering

Two requirements must be met in order for a batch

filtering system to perform well. It must be able to

create a profile, which will generate a satisfactory

retrieval. In the past TREC meetings there was a high

correlation between the best retrievals and the best

filtering scores. An additional challenge is to set the

retrieval threshold to satisfy the target functions.

6.3 Methodology for Batch Filtering

Fig-1 describes a pictorial representation of the batch

filtering procedure.

The FT92 Collection was indexed and statistics were

collected by our standard PIRCS system. The collection

was divided into two equal parts, a test collection and a

training collection. The creation of the final filtered

documents was a four-step process.

Step 1) Six retrieval profiles were created from the

training subcollection using the Pircs system. They are

listed below a run name abbreviation followed by a short

description:

• (notl) pircs no training type 1

• (not2) pircs no training type 2

• (pircsbl) pircs type 1 expansion 250

• (pircsb2) pircs type 2 expansion 60

• (pircsfl) pircs type 1 expansion 40

• (pircsf2) pircs type 2 expansion 10
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Step 2) Using the six profiles perform retrievals on the

FT92 test subcollection. Combination coefficients are

computed via a genetic algorithm based learning

program. The GA attempts to maximize the average

uninterpolated precision.

Step 3) The six profiles are recreated, using the ftill FT92

Collection. Of course the profiles not! and not2 are

unchanged since the do not learn from relevant

documents. The profiles retrieve documents fi-om FT92
and combined using the coefficients from stepl. A
logistic regression translates the retrieval status values

into a probability.

Step 4) The six profiles are now applied to the FT93-94

collection. They are combined using the combination

coefficients and transformed by the logistic regression

coefficients. The values above the threshold are selected

for filtering.

6.4 Selection of Filtering Threshold

There are two reasonable ways to select the cutoff point.

One method is to calculate retrieval status value for

which the Fi measure yields the maximum. If this occurs

at multiple values select one of them. The other is to use

logistic regression to transform the retrieval status value

into a probability and use the probability for the cutoff.

We used the first method prior to TREC7 (and in

adaptive filtering) the second since then. Translating the

retrieval status value into a probability is also very useful

for the user of the system.

Only 43 topics had relevant training documents and we

did not submit documents for the other 7. The quality of

the training document may not be very good since they

were selected by ad-hoc systems. The routing and

filtering systems make use of the available judged

documents to perform automatic term expansion and

training, and consequently uncover more relevant

documents. At the TREC7 conference 3301 relevant

documents were found for the AP89 collection, while

before TREC7 only 1598 were known. Thus the density

of relevant documents was over twice as much as was

assumed previously. Looking back at TREC7 we

observed, that for our filtering run a .25 threshold we
would do better at the average of .159 probability and a

median of .07, and for the .40 threshold with an average

of .298 and a median of .22! Consequently we decided

to set the threshold at .30 probability for Fl and .15 for

F2. Documents were selected for 30 topics for Fl and for

33 for F2.

The run names for batch filtering documents submitted

are pirc9BFl and pirc9BF2.

6.5 Batch Filtering Results

Subsequently we discovered that our submitted result

contained some Fr92 documents caused by an incorrect

retrieval file. After deleting the FT92 documents from

the filtered files, we recomputed the revised scores.

Table 6. 1 shows the official and revised results.

run > <

Pirc9BFl official 19(7) 23(14) 8

Pirc9BFl revised 25(10) 20(16) 5

Pirc9BF2 official 18(18) 29(15) 3

Pirc9BF2 revised 27(22) 21(16) 2

Table 6.1 Comparison of batch filtering results with

median. Number in parenthesis is number of best

values.

Compare levels > ,= ,< overall

Fl

.30:.40 12,12,8 +4

.30:. 35 8,17,7 +1

.30:.25 12,10,10 +2

.30:.20 12,8,12 0

.30:. 15 19,4,9 +10

F2

.15:.25 17,6,9 +8

.15:.20 14,10,8 +6

.15:. 12 13,10,9 +4

Table 6.2. Compare threshold levels for batch

filtering.

Threshold Score

BFl

.30 official 295

.40 395

.35 395

.30 revised 399

.25 377

.20 415

.15 364

BF2

.15 official 875

.25 746

.20 856

.15 revised 940

.12 964

Table 6.3. Score at threshold level
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We also compared the performance of our revised runs to

other threshold levels. Table 6.2 is a query by query

comparison and Table 6.3 shows the total score for

various levels. It is apparent from the tables that the

decision to use lower levels was justified.

7. Routing Track

The focus of our routing runs is to experiment with our

genetic algorithm combination of retrievals. The first run

pirc9Rl combines 6 retrievals and the second pircs9R2

combines 8. The first submitted routing retrieval

pirc9Rl was prepared the same way as the filtering

retrieval. We created six profiles using the same

expansion and training parameters as described earlier

for filtering. They were combined using a GA attempting

to maximize the average uninterpolated precision just as

for filtering. We also used the same term statistics

computed from the FT92 collection The difference is,

that all the relevant documents from FT91 FT92 LA and

FBIS were used for training.

For the pirc9R2, two more retrievals were added to the

above six to generate the second submitted run. A pure

ga based retrieval and a retrieval using backpropagation.

For each topic 120 term were selected using our standard

pircs system. To these we added 15 positive and 6

negative pairs. The ga optimizes the maximum
likelihood measure, thus performing a logistic

regression. The backpropagation neural network is a

modified version of NevProp a publicly available c

program maintained by Phil Goodman of the University

of Nevada. No hidden nodes were used for the

backpropagafion training. In the past we did not have

good results with these methods, but the diversity the

produce usually enhances the combination.

Routing Retrieval Results

Run name > = <

Pirc9Rl 32(8) 8(2) 8

Pirc9R2 22(5) 8(2) 18

Table 7.1 Comparison of routing results with median.

Number in parenthesis is number of best values.

The combination Pirc9Rl performed well. The ga and np

retrieval did not, and adding it to Pircs9Rl depressed the

result. We plan to investigate the cause of this. One

possibility is that all evaluated documents were used for

training, but the terms added to the query were only

based on the relevant documents. These terms may have

been underrepresented in the evaluated nonrelevant

documents and thus their weight was inflated.

Table 7.2 compares the individual components to the

combined retrievals. Max is the hypothetical retrieval

that could be achieved if the best retrieval for each query

method avQ % chg

from not2

% chg

from Pircsbl

noti 0.2182 23.1% -47.3%

not2 0.1773 0.0% -57.2%

Pircsbl 0.4008 126.1% -3.2%

Pircsfl 0.4140 133.5% 0.0%

Pircsb2 0.3297 86.0% -20.4%

Pircsf2 0.3273 84.6% -20.9%

max 0.4670 1 63.4% 12.8%

Pirc9R1 0.4316 143.5% 4.3%

Pirc9R2 0.3990 125.0% -3.6%

Table 7.2 Individual retrieval results.

Pircsbl pirc9R1 % chng

ReLret 1214 1203 -0.91%

at 0.00 0.7207 0.7380 2.40%

at 0.10 0.6463 0.6801 5.23%

at 0.20 0.5923 0.6245 5.44%

at 0.30 0.5410 0.5737 6.04%

at 0.40 0.5008 0.5132 2.48%

at 0.50 0.4425 0.4539 2.58%

at 0.60 0.3770 0.3941 4.54%

at 0.70 0.3096 0.3315 7.07%

at 0.80 0.2586 0.2679 3.60%

at 0.90 0.1816 0.1917 5.56%

at 1 .00 0.1319 0.1425 8.04%

0.4140 0.4316 4.25%

Precision:

At 5 docs: 0.5080 0.4920 -3.15%

At 1 0 docs: 0.4020 0.428 6.47%

At 1 5 docs: 0.3533 0.376 6.43%

At 20 docs: 0.3190 0.328 2.82%

At 30 docs: 0.2740 0.2747 0.26%

At 100 docs: 0.1462 0.1516 3.69%

At 200 docs: 0.0940 0.0941 0.11%

At 500 docs: 0.0456 0.045 -1 .32%

At 1 000 docs: 0.0243 0.0241 -0.82%

Exact: 0.3985 0.4168 4.59%

Table 7.3 Routing Effectiveness Levels
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was known. Pirc9R2 improved 4.3% over the best

retrieval Pircsfl but it did not reach the performance of

max. Table 5.3 is a more detailed comparison of

Pirc9R2 with the best performing individual retrieval

Pircsfl.

8 Conclusion

In TREC8 experiments we coninued to demonstrate that

our PIRCS system consistently return competitive

results. For ad-hoc retrieval, multiple techniques such as

combination of retrieval lists (data fusion), collection

enrichment and 2-stage pseudo-feedback all can

cooperatively boost effectiveness to the best level. For

query track, we showed the importance of term choices

in query formulation. For adaptive filtering track, we
showed that minimally storing only selected documents

can enable us to do filtering and adaptive threshold

setting. Our utility scores are negative possibly due to

difficulties in acquiring training data for this FT
collecdon. Batch filtering and routing continues to do

well.
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Summary

The Internet paradigm permits information

searches to be made across wide-area networks

where information is contained in web pages

and/or whole document collections such as digital

libraries. These new distributed infonnation

environments reveal new and challenging

problems for the IR community. Consequently, in

this TREC experiment we investigated two

questions related to information searches on the

web or in digital libraries: (1) an analysis of the

impact of hyperlinks in improving retrieval

performance, and (2) a study of techniques useftil

in selecting more appropriate text databases

(database selection problem encountered when

faced with multiple collections), including an

evaluation of certain merging strategies effective

in producing, single, ranked lists to be presented to

the user (database merging problem).

Introduction

There is an increasing interest in hypertext

systems, digital libraries and in effective web

searching [Bernes-Lee 94]. Due to the huge

number of pages and links, browsing cannot be

viewed as an adequate searching process, even

with the introduction of tables of contents or other

classified lists (e.g., Yahoo!) [Alschuler 89]. As a

result, effective query-based mechanisms for

accessing information will always be needed

[Halasz 88]. The search engines currendy

available on the web [Leighton 99], [Gordon 99]

are hardly able to cover all available information

[Lawrence 99] and they are characterized by many
drawbacks [Hawking 99a]. Moreover, in order to

enhance their retrieval effectiveness, most of them

ignore hypertext links. Recent works in IR on the

web seem to acknowledge that hyperlink structures

can be very valuable in locating information

[Marchiori 97], [Kleinberg 98], [Brin 98],

[Chakrabarti 99], [Bharat 98]; and according to

Chakrabarti et al. [99]:

"Citations signify deliberate judgment by the

page author. Although some fraction of cita-

tions are noisy, most citations are to semanti-

cally related material. Thus the relevance of

a page is a reasonable indicator of the

relevance of its neighbors, although the

reliability of this rule falls off rapidly with

increasing radius on average. Secondly,

multiple citations from a single document

are likely to cite semantically related

documents as well." [Chakrabarti 99, p.

550-551]

With small variations, similar hypotheses are

also cited by other authors [Kleinberg 98], [Bharat

98]. Our previous studies on citation schemes

[Savoy 94], [Savoy 96a], [Savoy 97], [Picard 98]

tend to suggest however that citation information

might improve average precision, but only on the

order of 5% to 8% when used with good retrieval

schemes.

The first chapter of this paper verifies whether

or not hyperlinks improve retrieval effectiveness.

In the second chapter, we describe experiments on

the ad hoc track. In this case, we acknowledge

that currently it is becoming more and more

difficult to store and manage the growing

document collections within a single computer.

Recent advances in network technology do

however allow us to disseminate information

sources by partitioning a single huge corpus (or

distributing heterogeneous collections) over a

local-area network (Intranet). Most retrieval

mechanisms currendy proposed however are based

on conventional IR models [Salton 89], and where

a centralized document collection is assumed.

To access these distributed collections, our IR

model sends a request to several separate and

selected text databases (each having its own search
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engine) on the one hand, and on the other, it

implies merging of the resultant output lists in the

form of an "optimal" single list to be presented to

the user. Thus, our approach must address the

following problems [Dreilinger 97]:

• selecting the appropriate set of information

servers to which the query will be sent

(collection selection problem);

• converting the information need into a format

readable by the selected search engines (e.g.,

_ based on the Z90.50 protocol for inter-system

retrieval [Kahle 93], or on STARTS model

[Gravano 97]);

• selecting and sorting the result lists obtained by

different information servers to form a unique

result list (database merging problem).

Chapter two of this paper reflects our interest

in addressing the first and last problems, both of

which may be viewed as serious. To evaluate our

hypothesis, we used the SMART system as a test

bed for implementing the various vector-

processing weighting schemes along with the

OKAPI probabilistic model [Robertson 95]. This

year our experiments were conducted on an Intel

Pentium III/450 (cache: 1MB, memory: 256 MB,
disk: RAIDO HIDE with 2 x 27 GB) and all of our

experiments are fully automated.

1. Small Web Track

Our participation with the web track addresses

the following question: do hyperlinks provide

useful evidence in enhancing a search engine's

retrieval?

Some statistics describing the web collection

are listed in Table 1 and other characteristics are

described in [Hawking 99b]. Of note is that this

corpus possesses 1,171,795 hyperlinks leading to

an average of 4.73 hyperlinks per page (used

primarily for navigational purpose across the web

site). Relative to the Web which is currently

estimated to contain about 800 million web pages

[Lawrence 99], our test collection might be viewed

as being relatively small. There is consequently

the risk that a large portion of the hyperlinks

between pages having different URLs (defined as

the IP number) will be unusable, because the

destination node will very likely be outside of the

collection. According to our computations, there

were 2,797 hyperlinks to pages on different hosts.

representing 0.24% of the total. Moreover, most

of these links were grouped in clusters (e.g., one or

a few web pages from one site point to one or a

few web pages from another site).

In order to proceed with our evaluation, we
used the non-interpolated average precision at

eleven recall values, based on 1,000 retrieved

items per request. To determine whether or not a

given search strategy is better than another, we
need a decision rule. The following rule of thumb

could provide serve as such a rule: a difference of

at least 5% in average precision is generally

considered significant and a 10% difference is

considered material [Sparck Jones 77, p. A25].

From the original WWW pages, we retained

the following logical sections: <title>, <hl>,

<center>, <big> and for delimiting document

boundaries: <docno>. Thus, the most common
tags <P> (or <p>, together with </P>, </p>) have

been removed. Text delimited by the tags

<DOCHDR>, </DOCHDR> were also removed.

A classical stemming procedure was applied and

stopwords were removed.

1.1. Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

It is recognized that pseudo-relevance feedback

(blind expansion) is a useful technique for

enhancing retrieval effectiveness. Thus, we have

evaluated the OKAPI search model with and

without query expansion to verify whether or not

this technique might improve retrieval

performance when faced with different query

formulations (such technique is known to be time-

consuming). In this study, we have adopted

Rocchio's approach [Buckley 96] with a = 0.75, P
= 0.75 and the system is allowed to add 17 search

terms to the original query during feedback which

are extracted from the 30-best ranked documents.

The resulting retrieval effectiveness is depicted in

Table 2a.

Pseudo-relevance feedback results in

satisfactory and significant enhancement over

baseline performance. This improvement is more

important when dealing with short queries (2.4

search terms in average). However Table 2b

shows that retrieval time is significantly increased

with procedure.
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Size (in MB) 2,000 MB
# of web pages extracted from 969 URLs 247,491

# of distinct indexing terms in the collection 1,850,979

# of distinct index terms / web page

mean 218.25

standard error 326.42

median 125

maximum 22722

minimum 1

# of indexing terms / web page

mean 554.295

standard error 1402.86

median 213

maximum 179,303

minimum 1

time required to build the inverted file

(user time) 26:28

elapsed time 1:44:44

# of relevant web pages (100 queries) 8,868

from Topic #351 to Topic #400 6,589

from Topic #401 to Topic #450 2,279

Table 1: Small Web Collection Statistics

Precision (% change)

Model \ Query Title Title & Desc Title, Desc & Narr

doc = OKAPI, query = NPN

with query expansion

23.49

29.55 (+25.80%)

27.39

31.36 (+14.49%)

30.34

30.74 (+1.32%)

Table 2a: Average Precision ofBlind Query Expansion

Search Time in sec. (% change)

search time (original) / request

search time (expand) / request

0.3033

4.570 (+1406%)

0.5279

4.748 (+999%)

0.8185

5.138 (+527%)

Table 2b: Search Time per Request (in sec.)

1.2. Hyperlinks

Based on our previous studies on citation

schemes [Savoy 96a], [Savoy 97], [Picard 98], we
have taken hyperlinks into account to hopefully

improve retrieval effectiveness. The common point

of spreading activation techniques [Cohen 87] used

in our previous works [Savoy 96a], [Savoy 97] and

the probabilistic argumentation systems (PAS)

[Picard 98] used here is to consider links as a way of

improving the initial ranking of documents.

Instead of directly trying to use the hyperlinks for

refrieval, we believe it is better to understand how

they relate to the relevance of a document, and to

estimate to what degree this relationship holds

(Section 1.2.1). Then we will apply the spreading

activation technique and PAS to integrate these links

into the retrieval process (Section 1.2.2). Finally we

will draw some conclusions on the potentiality

offered by links for retrieval on the web, in regard of

the experimental results obtained (Section 1.2.3).
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1.2.1. Relationships between Hyperlinks and

Relevance

The hypothesis underlying our experiments is

that hyperlinks contain some information about

relevance. Before starting experiments, it is

therefore certainly advisable to have a better

understanding of how and to what degree links are

sources of evidence about relevance. This can be

enlightening and can help in determining which

techniques better fit the particular situation at hand.

Our main idea in using hyperlinks is to consider

tthat they may propagate some score or probability.

But when should a link propagate information to

other documents? Clearly if the document is not

relevant, this will not tell us much about the linked

documents. However if it is relevant, one should

expect that there is some probability that the linked

documents will also be relevant, or in other words,

that the link is "valid". Obviously, the higher this

probability, the greater the link's information about

relevance. It would then be interesting to estimate

this probability using a training set, in order to get an

idea on what can (and cannot) be expected from

links. For this purpose we used Topics #351 to

#400.

A possible technique for estimating this link

probability is the following. For each relevant

document, we compute the fraction of linked

documents that are themselves relevant, then we

compute the average of this fraction on all queries

(Algorithm 1). An objection to this method is that

some documents are linked to more than one

relevant document, and will have a higher

probability of being relevant. To avoid an upward

biased estimate, we exclude these documents from

computation, and compute the probability in the

same way as Algorithm 1 (Algorithm 2). Finally, the

link probability might vary largely between queries,

mostly because the number of relevant documents

can vary by one or even two orders of magnitude. In

order to keep a few queries from dominating the

computation, we take Algorithm 2 but compute the

median instead of the mean (Algorithm 3). The
resulting probability estimates are given in Table 3.

From data depicted in Table 3, one can find that

depending on the algorithm used, the estimate may
vary greatly. The experiments presented in the next

subsection make direct use of this probability, and

work better for the smallest estimates found with

Algorithm 3. This finding strongly suggests that this

value is a better estimate of the link probability. It is

lower than equivalent estimates found with the

CACM collection (based on bibliographic references

rather than hyperlinks).

Other experiments, which are not displayed here

evaluated the impact on a document's probability of

relevance, given that it is linked or not to one of the

five best ranked documents. It seems that being

linked to one of the five best ranked documents does

not affect the probability of relevance for the 25

best-ranked documents, and increases it slightly for

higher ranks. This result tends to confirm that

hyperlinks should have a small impact on retrieval

effectiveness.

1.2.2. Experiments

For the two techniques, we only considered only

links from/to the 50 best-ranked documents. We
took the initial rank and score of each document, and

computed a retrieval status value (spreading

activation) or a degree of support (PAS), after the

integration of link information. Documents were

then reranked according to this new score/degree of

support.

We first experimented with the simple technique

of spreading activation. In that method, the degree

of match of a document and a query, as initially

computed by the IR system (denoted s(D)), is

propagated to the linked documents . through a

certain number of cycles using a propagation factor.

We used a simplified version with only one cycle

and a fixed propagation factor X for all links of a

certain type (incoming or outgoing). In that case,

the final retrieval status value (RSV) of a document

D linked to n documents is:
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Estimation Method Incoming Links Outgoing Links

Algorithm 1 0.145 0.106

Algorithm 2 0.066 0.090

Algorithm 3 0.062 0.051

Table 3: Probability Estimates ofLinksfor Our Three Algorithms

RSViD) = 5{D) + A-^siDJ
1=1

We experimented with several values of the

propagation factor Pi. Even for the smallest values of

X, a deterioration in retrieval effectiveness resulted,

and this deterioration increased monotonically for

increasing parameter values. This tends to show that

simple and intuitive techniques, which produced

satisfactory results in other retrieval environments,

do not seem to perform well in this situation. It is

our opinion that hyperlinks seem to provide less

information than do the bibliographic references or

co-citation schemes used in our previous studies.

In a second set of experiments, we used

probabilistic argumentation systems (PAS) [Picard

98]. For this study, we used a simplified version of

our approach where a document's degree of support

(and thus its rank) can be affected only by its direct

neighbors. In that case we do not need to keep track

of inferences, and can derive a simple formula which

can be understood as a more refined way of

spreading activation. Instead of propagating a

document's score, we propagated its probability of

being relevant. This probability was multiplied by

the probability of the link, denoted p(link), and then

assessed according to Section 1.7.1. To compute the

probability of relevance of a document given its rank

p(D
I

rank), we fitted a logistic regression

[Bookstein 92] to its rank for the set of training

Topics #351 to #400.

The individual contribution of a document Di is

then p(Di
|

rank) ' p(link), instead of s(Dj) ' X used

with the spreading activation technique. In the case

where a document had more than one source of

evidence indicating relevance, the spreading

activation technique summed the individual

contributions. In the PAS technique, the initial rank

of a document and the contribution of each linked

document were considered as different sources of

evidence. A source of evidence ej has a certain

probability p(ei) to being valid, and the degree of

support (DSP) of a document is computed as the

probability that at least one of the source of evidence

is valid.

dsp(D) = 1-11(1- (pie,))
1=1

Experiments using all incoming or outgoing links

did not demonstrate any improvement. We then

decided to include only the most important sources

of evidence: the initial rank of the document D, the

best incoming document Din and the best outgoing

document Dout •

dsp(D) = l-(l-(p(D\rank))-

(l-p( D,„
I

rank ) p(link.^ ))

(l-p(D„Jrank)-p(link^J)

For the values of p(linkin) and p(linkout)

computed with Algorithm 3, we obtained

improvements of between 1% to 1.5% for Topics

#351 to #400. Other values of these probabilities

did not yield higher retrieval effectiveness. The

results obtained on Topics #401 to #450 are given in

Table 4. However, hyperlinks may be valuable for

other purposes; for example, citation information

have been used to define co-citation clusters for

better visualizing the relationships between

disciplines, fields, specialties, and individuals papers

[Small 99].

1.2.3. Official Web Runs

Our official run (UniNEW2Ct, content-only)

resulted in an average precision of 31.50, 41 times

above the median and for the two queries (#424,

#434), it displays the best results. The related

official run (UniNEW2Link, content & links) shows

a small but not significant degradation in average

performance.
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Official Run Name Average Precision # > Median ff rsest

UniNEWCt 27.39 34 0

UniNEWLink 27.47 (+0.29%) 44 3

UniNEW2Ct 31.50 41 2

UniNEW2Link 31.37 (-0.41%) 44 9

Table 4: Summary ofOur Official Runsfor the Web Track

1.3. Summary of Results

The various experiments carried out within the

web track showed that:

- Hyperlinks do not result in any significant

improvement (at least as implemented in this

study). Link information seems to be marginally

useful for retrieval on the web, especially when

the retrieval system produces relatively high

retrieval effectiveness;

- Pseudo-relevant feedback techniques (blind query

expansions) result in significant improvement but

they increase search times (by a factor of ten in

our implementation);

2. Distributed Collections

To evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of our

distributed ER model, we formed four separate sub-

collections according to the source of the available

documents. Table 5 summarizes various statistics

about these four sub-collections and depicts general

statistics of the collection named TREC8.

In this study with our distributed IR model, we

assumed that each search engine used the same

indexing scheme and the same retrieval procedure.

Such a distributed context reflects a local area

network more closely than does the Internet where

different search engines may collaborate to search

for information [Le Calve 99]. Our approach may
be more closely identified by the following

characteristics. In the first stage and based on the

current query, our IR model must select the more

appropriate set of sub-collections on which the

search will be done (Section 2.2, see also [Callan

95], [Xu 98], [Fuhr 99], [Hawking 99a]). Based on

this selection procedure, the query will be sent to the

selected text databases and depending on the results,

the system will merge them into a single result list to

be presented to the user (Section 2.3).

Before describing the collection selection and the

collection fusion approaches. Section 2.1 identifies

retrieval effectiveness measures achieved by various

search models with the whole collection and with

each of our four sub-collections. These results from

this evaluation are useful in our context, since our

investigations are not limited to a single search

model. Rather, they may be used with different

search strategies, leading hopefully to a more

general conclusion.

2.1. Environment

In order to obtain a rough idea regarding the

retrieval effectiveness of our sub-collections

compared to that of the whole TREC8 collection, we
conducted different experiments using various

weighting schemes, the vector-processing model

(denoted using SMART parlance, see Appendix 1)

and the OKAPI probabilistic model. To adjust the

underlying parameters of the OKAPI search model,

we used advl = 750, b = 0.9, ki = 2. For the Lnu
weighting scheme, we set the parameters to:

slope = 0.2 and pivot =150.

The results depicted in Table 6 show that the

retrieval effectiveness of each sub-collections was

higher than that of the whole collection, but it must

be remembered that the number of queries and the

number of relevant documents were not the same

across all sub-collections. We do think however that

this information indicates that a good selection

procedure may enhance the retrieval effectiveness

compared to the average precision achieved from

using the whole collection.
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FT FR FBIS T A TimpQ TRFrR1 I\ 1 A O

JUH IVIIJ Al'^ MR4 / J iVilj 1 QfM AjfR
1 ,yU4 IVlJj

# of documents z iu, iJo JZO,l JJ

# of distinct index terms / document

mean 10/1/1 1 T 1 1 ^ 1 /i 1141.DO ICQ A g- \ in OA136.04

SlanUaiU CIIUl 197 95 1 9S 04 1 94 1 1 i 14.

meaiau 101 1 981 zo 1 07 1 991 zz 1 OSlUo

luaAiinuin 9"^ S17 040 9"^ 1 ^zJ,J 1

J

llUIIllliUill 9 1 0 9Z

ff oi inucAing lerrn^ / uucuniciiL

mean '^90 1 1 9A7 9ZO / .Z 9^9 fi^^ZOZ.oO 9/in QQz4u.oy

SLdnUaTU CITUr 1 198 3 SQ8 89 948Z4o.J Jul .J J

incuiau 151U 1 989 1f^8 1 841 o4 1 7 11/1

maximum 9 1 1 Q4d "^00 1 f-, 1 OOlO, iUU 911 Q1AZl i,yj4

minimuni 9 1 0 1 0 9z

375,499 1 96 220 502 099 ^•^7 409 1 008 4^^^

mm iHr 0 092 • 1

0""
0 1 845 -lO'"* 0 0805 •in'' 0 3794 • 1

0"**
fiQO'^ 4Q • 1

0'''

max df 210,156 55,629 130,470 131,891 264,765

tim*=» tr\ VmiiIH fVi/^ m\/i^rtAri tiIaIIIIIC ID UlillU. LllC illVCILCLl IHC 19-55 ZH. J) J? DD .\J\J

rrom lopics tFjui lo nHju

ft KJL iCiCVaiii ULi^Uiiidiio 4 903 844oil 4 410 3 5^5 1 J,U^Z

# of queries 1 ID 1 Al143 1
1jU

irom lopics ffjui lo ff4uu

3,233 638 2,743 2 350 8 964

# of queries 95 50 60 98 100

from Topics #401 to #450

# of relevant documents 1,670 206 1,667 1,185 4,728

# of queries 49 19 43 45 50

Ta^/e 5: Statistics on TREC8 Collections

Precision

Collection FT FR FBIS LA Times TREC8
49 queries 19 queries 43 queries 45 queries 50 queries

Model 1,670 rel. 206 rel. 1,667 rel. 1,185 rel. 4,728 rel.

OKAPI - NPN 40.00 38.27 33.75 31.11 29.65

Lnu - LTC 34.17 25.64 25.50 26.94 24.57

ATN-NTC 33.96 35.56 30.65 27.90 26.25

NTC - NTC 18.63 17.35 13.92 15.79 13.09

LTC - LTC 23.60 30.85 22.59 21.15 17.49

LNC - LTC 25.28 23.75 20.32 24.67 19.40

LNC - LNC 18.26 11.24 12.42 21.86 12.05

ANC - LTC 24.39 26.20 20.53 23.04 17.51

NNN-NNN 6.97 3.25 2.71 6.90 1.61

BNN-BNN 9.00 5.74 5.04 3.65 3.12

Table 6: Average Precision ofIsolated Collections (Query = Title, Desc &. Narr)
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2.2. Selection Strategy

As a first attempt to define a selection procedure,

we wanted a strategy that, based on the current

request, might produce a binary outcome, specifying

whether or not the underlying sub-collection

contained pertinent document(s) or not. Our

challenge was to define an automatic procedure that

would answer to the question "Does this collection

(with its search engine) provide a satisfactory answer

(at least one relevant document) to this question?".

Therefore, the expected answer was not an integer

value specifying the number of records to be

retrieved from the underlying sub-collection but a

binary outcome. With such a procedure, the

computer could be aware of the limits of its

knowledge, knowing when it does not know.

In this study, we wanted to verify whether or not

past requests might be useful sources of evidence for

such selection purposes. To achieve this, we defined

a selection procedure based on the k-nearest

neighbors (k-NN) technique that works as follows

(see also [Voorhees 95], [Voorhees 96], [Savoy

96b]).

For each new topic Q, the system found the k

nearest neighbors in the set of all existing requests

Qj, j = 1, 2 m (m = 149, k = 3, cosine measure).

The three-best ranked past requests were retrieved

and the system determined whether or not, for those

three requests, the underlying sub-collection

contained any pertinent records. Based on the

majority rule, the system might decide whether or

not to conduct a search into the underlying sub-

collection.

During the testing stage of our system (based on

Topics #301 to #400), we noticed that the FT sub-

collection contained pertinent information for 95

queries out of a total of 100, while the LA sub-

collection had relevant documents for 98 queries.

Therefore, we decided, for each new request (Topics

#401 to #450), to search in both the FT and LA sub-

collections without considering our selection

procedure. On the other hand, based on the training

requests (Topics #301 to #400), the FR collection

may produce relevant information for 50 queries and

the FBIS sub-collection for 60. Therefore, we apply

our selection procedure only for these two sub-

collections.

The complete evaluation of our decision rule is

given in Tables 7. First, in Table 7a, the decision

taken by the system is represented in the rows while

the true state of Nature is depicted in the columns.

For example, the number "8" indicates that 8 times

the system decided to retrieve information from the

FR sub-collection and these decisions were correct

(true positive). Of course, our selection procedure

produces also errors, e.g., for the FR collection, it

decided four times to conduct a search while this

corpus did not hold any relevant information (false

positive).

As an overall correctness indicator, we would

compute the accuracy of the decision rule by

dividing the number of correct answers (true positive

+ true negative) by the number of cases. Other

evaluation measures are depicted in Table 7b. From

these results, it can be seen that the k-nearest

neighbors (k-NN) technique does not result in a

satisfactory overall performance. Our selection rule

is not very sensitive and often fails to conduct a

search when it is appropriate.

Our selection procedure is thus far from perfect

and the retrieval performance it achieves is also

affected by its poor decision-making performance,

as shown in the last column of Table 8 (merging

according to the raw-score strategy, see Section 2.3).

Indicated in the second column of this table is the

average precision achieved when all the documents

formed a single huge collection (baseline). Depicted

in the third column is the average performance we

might expect when, for all requests, we decided to

search in all the sub-collections and merged the four

result lists based on the raw-score merging strategy

(see Section 2.3). Under the heading "Optimal

Selection" are listed the average precision obtained

using an error-free (perfect) selection procedure,

ignoring sub-collections having no relevant

information for a given query (merging done by the

raw-score scheme).
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FT? true state true state

prediction do retrieve no retrieve prediction do retrieve no retrieve

do retrieve 8 4 do retrieve 13 2

no retrieve 11 27 no retrieve 30 5

total 19 31 total 43 7

Table 7a: Evaluation ofOur Selection Procedure

Measure \ Collection FR FBIS

Accuracy (# correct decisions / # cases) 35/50 = 0.7 18/50 = 0.36

Sensitivity (# true positive / # positive cases) 8 / 19 = 0.42 13/43 = 0.302

Specificity (# true negative / # negative cases) 27/31 =0.871 5/7 = 0.714

Table 7b: Various Evaluation Measures ofOur Selection Rule

Precision (% change)

Strategy Single No Selection Optimal Our Selection

Collection Selection Approach

OKAPI-NPN 29.65 27.39 (-7.62%) 29.31 (-1.15%) 22.64 (-23.64%)

LNU - LTC 24.57 23.75 (-3.33%) 24.55 (-0.08%) 19.25 (-21.65%)

ATN- NTC 26.25 24.64 (-6.13%) 26.18 (-0.27%) 20.51 (-21.87%)

NTC - NTC 13.09 12.89 (-1.53%) 13.59 (+3.82%) 11.56 (-11.69%)

LTC - LTC 17.49 16.26 (-7.03%) 17.49 (0.00%) 13.61 (-22.18%)

LNC - LTC 19.40 19.00 (-2.06%) 19.81 (-1-2.11%) 15.45 (-20.36%)

LNC - LNC 12.05 12.31 (-1-2.16%) 13.05 (-1-8.30%) 10.13 (-15.93%)

ANC - LTC 17.51 17.47 (-0.23%) 18.32 (+4.63%) 13.88 (-20.73%)

NNN- NNN 1.61 1.60 (-0.62%) 2.62 (+62.73%) 3.31 (+105.6%)

BNN- BNN 3.12 3.15 (-1-0.96%) 3.74 (+19.98%) 2.22 (-28.85%)

Table 8: Average Precision of Various Selection Strategies and Merging Done

by the Raw-Score Strategy (Query = Title, Desc & Narr)

2.3. Collection Merging

Recent works have suggested that some solutions

to the merging of separate answer lists may be

obtained from distributed information services. As a

first approach, we might assume that each database

contains approximately the same number of

pertinent items and that the distribution of the

relevant documents is the same across the servers'

answers. Based only on the ranking of retrieved

records, we might interleave the results in a round-

robin fashion. According to previous studies

[Voorhees 95], [Callan 95], the retrieval

effectiveness of such interleaving schemes is around

40% below the performance achieved by a single

retrieval scheme working, with a single huge

collection representing the entire set of documents.

The third column of Table 9 confirms this finding

but to a lesser extent (around -27%).

In order to take account of the score achieved by

the retrieved document, we might formulate the

hypothesis that each information server applies the

same or a very similar search strategy and that the

similarity values are therefore directly comparable

[Kwok 95], [Moffat 95]. Such a strategy, called

raw-score merging, produces a final list, sorted by

the retrieval status value computed by each separate

search engine. However, as demonstrated by

Dumais [94], collection-dependent statistics in

document or query weights may vary widely among
sub-collections; and therefore, this phenomenon

may invalidate the raw-score merging hypothesis.

The fourth column of Table 9 indicates the retrieval

effectiveness of such merging approach, showing a

relatively interesting performance in our case
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(degradation of around -2.5%). Thus, the raw-score

merging seems to be a simple and valid approach

when a huge collection is distributed across a local-

area network and operated within the same retrieval

scheme.

As a third merging strategy, we may normalize

each sub-collection's retrieval status value (RSV) by

dividing it by each result list's maximum RSV. The

fifth column of Table 9 shows its average precision,

representing surprisingly poor retrieval effectiveness

(average reduction of -25%).

Finally, we suggest using the logistic regression

approach to resolve merging problems that have

shown interesting performance levels when merging

heterogeneous result lists produced by different

search models where only ranks of the retrieved

items are available as a key for merging [Le Calve

99]. In the current case, the explanatory variables

are the logarithm of the rank of the retrieved item

together with its score. The average precision

achieved by this method shown in the last column of

Table 9 is similar to the raw-score merging strategy.

2.4. Official Ad Hoc Runs

Our first official run (UniNET8St, ad hoc,

automatic, short queries) resulted in an average

precision of 29.06, 38 fimes greater than the median

and for two queries (#403, #416), it revealed the

best results. Our second official run (UniNETSLg,

ad hoc, automatic, long queries) resulted in an

average precision of 31.38, 40 times greater than the

median and for four queries (#416, #429, #431,

#438), it revealed the best results. Both results were

obtained using the OKAPl retrieval scheme with blind

query expansion (a = 0.75, (3 = 0.75) and the system

was allowed to add 50 search terms to the original

query during feedback, with added terms extracted

fi-om the 5-best ranked documents.

2.5. Conclusion

When dealing with distributed collections across

a local area network and using the same retrieval

model for all these sub-collections, our experiments

show that:

- Selection procedure, based on k-NN technique,

does not seem to be worthwhile approach;

- Based on various search strategies, it seems that

the raw-score approach might be a valid first

attempt for merging result lists provided by the

same retrieval model.
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Precision (% chan

Strategy Single Roiind Raw-Score Normalized Logistic

Model Collection -Robin Merging Score Regression

OBCAPI-NPN 29.65 21.61 (-27.12%) 27.39 (-7.62%) 22.66 (-23.58%) 26.83 (-9.51%)

LNU - LTC 24.57 17.72 (-27.88%) 23.75 (-3.33%) 17.35 (-29.38%) 23.86 (-2.89%)

ATN - NTC 26.25 19.07 (-27.35%) 24.64 (-6.13%) 19.74 (-24.80%) 23.29 (-11.28%)

NTC - NTC 13.09 9.25 (-29.33%) 12.89 (-1.53%) 9.59 (-26.74%) 12.64 (-3.44%)

LTC - LTC 17.49 13.12 (-24.99%) 16.26 (-7.03%) 12.96 (-25.90%) 16.67 (-4.69%)

LNC - LTC 19.40 13.69 (-29.43%) 19.00 (-2.06%) 14.11 (-27.27%) 18.82 (-2.99%)

LNC - LNC 12.05 9.40 (-21.99%) 12.31 (+2.16%) 8.71 (-27.72%) 12.75 (+5.81%)

ANC - LTC 17.51 13.40 (-23.47%) 17.47 (-0.23%) 13.21 (-24.56%) 17.52 (+0.06%)

NNN - NNN 1.61 2.76 (+71.43%) 1.60 (-0.62%) 0.77 (-52.2%) 3.54 (+119.88%)

BNN - BNN 3.12 2.71 (-13.14%) 3.15 (+0.96%) 2.34 (-25.0%) 2.78 (-10.90%)

Table 9: Average Precision of Various Merging Strategies (Query = Title, Desc & Narr)
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Official Run Name Average Precision # > Median #Best

UniNETSSt 29.06 38 2

UniNETSLg 31.38 (+7.98%) 40 4

Table 10: Summary ofour Official Ad Hoc Runs
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PLIERS AT TREC8
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^Microsoft Research Ltd, Cambridge CB2 3NH

Abstract: The use of the PLIERS text retrieval system in TREC8 experiments is

described. The tracks entered for are: Ad-Hoc, Filtering (Batch and Routing) and the

Web Track (Large only). We describe both retrieval efficiency and effectiveness results

for all these tracks. We also describe some preliminary experiments with BM_25 tuning

constant variation.

1. D^^TRODUCTION

The work described here is a continuation and expansion of last year's PLIERS entry [1] that concentrated

on the VLC2 track. In TREC-8 we have entered for three main tracks: Ad-Hoc, Filtering and the Web
Track. For the Filtering track we have entries for the Batch Filtering/Routing sub-tasks only and the large

task in the Web Track. The main focus of our research is in the area of retrieval efficiency and we

continue that theme in this paper (we accept that this focus differs from much of the other work done in

TREC). However we have attempted to improve the retrieval effectiveness in our system by looking at the

issue of tuning constants for BM_25 and the relationship between them.

The hardware used for much of these experiments is the "Cambridge Cluster" that consists of 16

nodes each with two Pentium PII-30 processors (32 processors in all), 384 MB of RAM and 9 GB of disk

space on each. The nodes are connected by a fast Ethernet switch for general operation and a Myrinet

(Gigabit class) switch for use by parallel programs. Also used for comparison and indexing purposes is a

Pentium PII with 1 processor, 128 MB of RAM (much less than the Cluster nodes) and 9 GB of disk

space. All 16 nodes of the Cluster were used in the parallel experiments, but we did not utilize all of the

processors. In Indexing we used 17 processors (1 timer process and 16 indexer processes). For search we

used 18 processors (1 batch client, 1 client interface and 16 leaf processes mapped). For the Filtering track

we used 16 processors (mapping was 1 processor for a master Router, 15 processors for Slave Routers).

The topology used is given in [1].

The structure of the paper is as follows. Details of indexing experiments and the

databases/collections used are described in section 2. Initial work done on tuning constants is outlined in

section 3 and a hypothesis is put forward concerning their use. The TREC-8 Ad-Hoc experiments are

described in section 4. The Filtering Track experiments are described in section 5, while the Web Track

experiments and some prior experiments with VLC2 data are outlined in section 6. A conclusion is given

in section 7 particularly with regard to the tuning constant hypothesis.

2. INDEXING EXPERIMENTS AND DATABASE DETAILS

The text collections used for the experiments described in this paper are taken from the 5 GB Tipster

collection and the 100 GB VLC2 collection. The same stop word list [2] and stemming algorithm (Lovins)

used in the VLC2 experiments [1] was applied to all of the Indexed text. An SGML/HTML parser was

used to identify various aspects of documents such as end of document: it was also used to remove the

<SUBJECT> field in the LA Times collection (disk 5). Controlled Fields such as XX, CN, IN etc found in

FT data were indexed. We record a number of different aspects of these collections. Collection data such

as the number of documents in the collection, total word length of collection and total size of text is

declared. For each indexing run we record aspects of the index such as the type of distribution used for

Inverted file (partitioning or replication), type of Inverted file (with or without position data). Inverted file

size (together with % of text) and relevant documents per collection used for training (Filtering Track

only). Information on timing data includes indexing times plus various parallel processing measures such
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as speedup (sequential time/parallel time), efficiency (speedup/number of processors) and load imbalance

(LI) [3] (Max node time/Average node time).

2.1 AD-HOC TRACK

Inverted File Type Machine Time
(Hours)

Speedup Efficiency LI Index Size

(% of Text)

Postings Only Pentium

Cluster

0.81

0.059 13.68 0.85 1.06

324 Mb (17%)

342 Mb (18%)

With Position Data Pentium

Cluster

1.04

0.064 16.17 1.01 1.06

832 Mb (43%)

851 Mb (47%)

Table 1 - Ad-Hoc Indexing Experiment Details

Table 1 show details of Ad-Hoc Indexing experiments. The Ad-Hoc text collection consists of Tipster

Disk4 and Disk5 minus the Congressional record on disk4. It consists of 528,155 documents and the text

size is 1,904 MB: the total word length detected was just under 270 million words. Indexing experiments

on both the Cambridge Cluster and the single Pentium were done. Inverted files were partitioned on the

cluster using the local build method with document identifier partitioning [4]: a method which keeps all

data local during Indexing. A total of 17 processors was used to map 16 Indexer processes and 1 timer

process. This is the same method used in last year's experiments [1]. Indexes with and without position

data v/ere produced. The cluster yielded good results particularly on Indexes with Position Data where the

extra memory on the Cluster paid dividends: super-linear speedup and efficiency were recorded. There is a

slight increase in Index size on the Cluster due to repetition of keyword records found in the type of Index

used. The increases are only minor however: 0.05% for pwstings only files and 0.02% for files with

position data.

2.2 FILTERING TRACK

DATABASE Batch Routing Training Routing Training Test Collection

Filtering 1: EXTRACT 2: SELECT
Index Time (hrs) 0.085 0.42 0.50 0.18

No Documents 64,139 251,396 256,761 140,651

Text Size in MB 167 979 1,013 382

Index Size in MB 37.72 158 162 85

(% of Text) (22.3%) (16%) (16%) (22%)

Relevance 548 1836 1797 1276

Judgments (Avg) (10.96) (36) (35) (25.52)

Collection Word 27 138 142 60

Length (Million)

Description FT 1992: l/2ofDisk4/5 l/2ofDisk4/5 FT1993/4:

Disk 4 Minus FT 1993/4 Minus FT 1993/4 Disk 4

Table 2 - Filtering Track Indexing Experiment Details

Table 2 shows details of Filtering Track experiments. The Indexing for all the databases was done on the

single Pentium. Indexes with postings only data were produced for all the databases. The Batch Filtering

database was replicated (by copying) across the Cluster that is each node in the Cluster has the same

index. The Routing Training data was split into two collections: one for query extraction and another for

query optimization: named EXTRACT and SELECT. Files from the Routing collection were distributed

evenly to EXTRACT and SELECT, which differs from the method used in Okapi experiments of the same

type [5]. Of the Routing collections only SELECT was replicated (by copying) across the Cluster (the
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EXTRACT database is used to make the term pools and is not used in the term selection process). The

Test collection was kept on the single Pentium.

2.5 WEB TRACK

COLLECTION WTlOOg BASEIO BASEl
Index Time (hrs) 3.04 0.29 0.025

LI 1.10 1.06 1.10

Scaleup WT100g:0.91 WT100g:0.8

BASE10:0.87

No Documents 18,500k 1,870k 187k

Text Size in GB 100 10 1

Index Size in GB 10.64 1.21 147MB

(% of Text) (11%) (12%) (14%)

Collection Word 8,600 865 87

Length (Million)

Description Full Db 10%ofWT100g l%ofWT100g

Table 3 - Web Track Indexing Experiment Details

The Web Track collection (WTlOOg) consists for 100 GB of spidered web data and was originally used in

last years VLC2 track [6]. The BASEl and BASEIO are baseline collections of the WTlOOg. All three

collections were distributed as evenly as possible across the 16 nodes of the Cluster by linear assignment

i.e. 1^' X files are placed on the 1" node, 2"^ x files are placed on the 2°'' node etc: x is approximately total

collection files divided by the number of nodes. Inverted files were partifioned on the cluster using the

local build method with document identifier partitioning [4]. A total of 17 processors was used to map 16

Indexer processes and 1 timer process. The indexing times for the Web Track collections compare

favorably with the results given at last years VLC2 track: the times stated above are faster than all VLC2
indexing times and meet the standard sought at last years VLC2 (an indexing time of 10 hours or less).

The load balancing for all Indexing experiments on the Web Track is good with only slight levels of

imbalance recorded: this confirms that the strategy used for distributing the collection to nodes was a good

one. The Index time scaleup from the baselines to WTlOOg and from BASEl to BASEIO are good, with

very little deterioration in time per index unit. The index sizes also compare very well with only one

VLC2 participant yielding smaller Indexes than the figures we quote above. The Indexes produced on all

collections contained postings only data.

3 TUNING CONSTANTS FOR BM_25

One aspect of PLIERS that has yet to be fully investigated is the retrieval effectiveness of the system. One

way of looking effectiveness is to examine the issue of tuning constants for the weighting function BM_25.

The method does not require much effort in order to increase effectiveness and experiments can be

conducted very quickly and easily. There are two constants defined for BM_25 [7]: Kl that effects the

influence of term frequency while the constant B is used to modify the effect of document length. Given

that there has been no systematic work done with Okapi we also decided to examine the relationship

between the two constants as well as the relationship between those constants and other variables such as

Recall and Precision.

The collection used for initial experiments on tuning constants was AP 1989/90 from last years

Filtering track (also used for preliminary Filtering/Routing runs - see below) and the VLC2 collection

also from TREC-7. We used topics' 1-50 over the AP data in with queries defined from Titie Only, Tide

& Description and Titie/Description/Narrative. For the VLC2 data we used topic 351-400 in TiUe Only

form (we wanted the best possible figure in order to improve effectiveness for the Web Tracks small

queries). The relevance judgments used were taken from TREC-7 for those topics. The values for B
ranged from 0.1 to 0.9 as B is always in the range 0-1. We were more flexible with Kl as values can go
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from 0 to infinity and varied values with each query type depending on how interesting the results were.

We investigated a number of different measures including TREC average Precision, Recall and Precision

at 20. Our criterion however was to find the best combination of B/Kl on average Precision criterion. We
plotted B against Kl and ran experiments against each other plotting the evaluation measure as a third

variable. We then chose the best Kl/B combination for a given query for use in Ad-Hoc and Web Track

experiments (the constants chosen are reported in the relevant sections below).

We give a very brief description of our experimental results and some conclusions arising from

them. In the case of average precision on the AP data it was found that Kl tended to be more significant

than B except when B < 0.3 with Title/Description/Narrative queries. The VLC2 data was measured with

Precision at 20 with which B was more significant. With Recall there tended to be more of an interaction

between the constants, apart from Title/Description on AP data where Kl was dominant. It is clear from

the data that there are trends and that the tuning constant variation data is not random. The data does

however yield different shapes of siuface depending on effectiveness measure, query content and

collection used (given the small number of collections used). We would say that in general Kl is more

significant than B, but there does appear to be a noticeable interaction between the constants with some

evaluation measures. The implication is that Term Frequency tends to be significant when using the

BM_25 term weighting function with some measures.

We wish to investigate the following hypothesis: Kl/B values from one data set (where a data set

is defined as a set of queries and a collection), are good predictors for retrieval effectiveness in another

data set, irrespective of measurement used. We will return to the validity of this hypothesis in the

conclusion.

4 AD-HOC TRACK EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of the Ad-Hoc experiments was to examine the issue of term weighting with no passages

(referred to simply as term weighting m the rest of this paper) versus passage retrieval search. The

passage retrieval mechanism used is from Okapi experiments at TREC [8]. We submitted five runs and

recorded extra runs for the two types of search for queries derived on topics' 401-450. For passage

retrieval we did one parallel run and one uniprocessor run. For Term Weighting we did two parallel runs

and two sequential runs composed of runs on Indexes with and without position data. We prepared Title,

Title/Description and Title/Description/Narrative queries for each topic from Okapi generated queries.

The run identifiers together with their query processing type and query type are given in table 4. Extra

runs were done on the single database as well in order to compare times.

TRACK
RUN-ID

QP TYPE QUERY TYPE COMMENTS

pltSahl PASSAGE Title Only 2 Timing runs

plt8ah2 PASSAGE Title/Description 2 Timing runs

plt8ah3 PASSAGE Title/Descr./Narr. 2 Timing runs

plt8ah4 Term W. Title Only 4 Timing runs.

plt8ah5 Term W. Title/Description 4 Timing runs.

plt8ah6 Term W. Title/Descr./Narr. 4 Timing runs. Not submitted.

Table 4 - Details of Ad-Hoc Track runs

The term weighting function used for all runs was BM25. The tuning constants for Title Only

are: Kl=2.5 and B=0.9. For Title and Description we used a Kl value of 2.5 and a B value of 0.6. A
value of 4.0 for Kl and 0.7 for B was used for Title/Description/Narrative queries. The choice of this

tuning constant data was based on experiments described in section 3. The average length of the queries

was: 2.42 for Tide Only, 9.88 for Title/Description and 24.74 for Title/Description/Narrative.
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4.5 Retrieval Effectiveness

Table 5 shows our Ad-Hoc results for TREC8. We include in the table the results for submitted runs,

results for revised runs after a bug (in the parallel program) was fixed and the best values found by

varying the tuning constants Kl and B.

TRACK SUBMIT REVISED BEST
RUN-ID EVALS EVALS (CONST VALS)
pltSahl 0.165 0.212 0.238 (K1=1.0,B=0.3)

plt8ah2 0.160 0.190 0.189 (K1=1.5,B=0.6)

plt8ah3 0.135 0.165 0.161 (K1=1.5,B=0.8)

plt8ah4 0.139 0.181 0.234 (K1=1.0,B=0.3)

plt8ah5 0.149 0.180 0.190 (K1=1.5,B=0.6)

plt8ah6 0.123 0.150 0.157 (K1=1.5,B=0.8)

Table 5 - Average Precision Results for AD-HOC runs

The original results submitted were very poor, but the revised results for the Title Only query

using passage retrieval with the chosen tuning constants are much improved, if a little low. Results on

long queries are not particularly good for any of those runs. The passage retrieval Title Only revised run

(plt8ahl) produced results in which 24 out of the 50 topics were better than the median. This figure was

reduced to 22 out of 50 for the revised term weighting run (plt8ah4). In both of these revised runs we

record an average precision for topic 431 which was better than the best Ad-Hoc run: 0.558 compared to

0.526. It should be noted that nothing special was done with the queries such as using relevance feedback

and/or thesauri.

The tuning constants chosen for all Ad-Hoc queries were not good predictors for the data used

this year. In all cases with all types of query, the graph shape of the Ad-Hoc data is entirely different to

that of the AP data. In the Ad-hoc data Kl tending to be more significant for short queries while B tended

to be more significant for longer queries. A better pair of constants was available and we show them with

their results in table 5. We can state that the hypothesis declared in section 3 above is invalid when a

source collection for choosing tuning constants is different from the target collection on which the

constants are to be applied.

With respect to retrieval effectiveness gain of passage retrieval over term weighting we found

that there were slight improvements for revised submitted runs, but for the best term weighing constant

values there was little improvement and for Title/Description queries we actually recorded a slight

reduction in average precision. It seems likely from this that the best tuning constants in term weighting

search may not be the best pair when applied to query processing using passage retrieval: all tuning

constants applied to Ad-Hoc were gathered on term weighting runs. It should be noted that the problem

we had last year with the passage retrieval module was a minor bug and easily resolved when found.

4.6 Retrieval Efficiency

The response times for all 18 processor parallel runs were good with all average query processing times

under 10 seconds [9]: 7 of the 9 parallel runs were under a second. The single processor runs registered

good times with a maximum of 1 1 seconds for Title/Description/Narrative, while 7 of the 9 runs had an

average query processing time of under 5 seconds.

The measurements of parallelism (speedup,efficiency. Load Imbalance [LI]) varied considerably

depending on Query and Inverted file type. The most disappointing was Title Only queries on postings

only data: a speedup of 4 and efficiency of 0.29 was registered with the worst LI of 1.44. It is clearly

difficult to justify parallelism for queries applied to a small collection Index loaded on the "Cambridge

Cluster" as communication time will dominate processing time. The best speedups were found with

Title/Description/ Narrative queries on files with position data: a super linear speedup of 16.89 was

recorded with an efficiency of 1.05: more memory is available in the parallel machine. LI was good in 6
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out of the 9 runs with recorded measurements of 1.06 or under. With passage retrieval the parallel version

examines 16 times more documents (16,000 as against 1,000) than the sequential version. All the passage

retrieval runs managed to reduce the average query processing time and still examine the extra data: the

best example was Title Only that took 0.83 seconds on average (sequential run) as against 0.36 on average

for the parallel run.

There are a number of extra costs involved in utilizing Passage Retrieval and the position data

which is recorded in Inverted files, that is costs of searching an Index with postings only data as compared

with searching on one that contains position data. With respect to the extra costs of Passage Processing,

there was very little noticeable difference on the sequential runs (largely because of main memory

restrictions on the data used). However there was a marked change comparing search times on the parallel

processing runs with much larger times for Passage retrieval over ordinary term weighting search: the

worst being a factor of 18 when using Title/Description/ Narrative queries. The extra cost on Term
Weighing search on Indexes with position data as against Indexes without position data was found to be

consistent with a factor just over 2.2 for sequential runs, while the extra cost on the parallel runs was 1.5.

The extra I/O bandwidth that is deployed with this type of parallelism (Shared Nothing) yields benefits

when comparing the search performance on Indexes with postings only data and those containing

position data. It should be noted that the figures declared in this section and used for comparison are

optimistic given that each node in the "Cambridge Cluster" has three times the memory of the

uniprocessor Pentium used.

5 FILTERING TRACK EXPERIMENTS

TRACK RUN-ID SUB-TRACK ALGORITHM OPERATION
pltSfl BATCH FILT. FIND BEST ADD/REMOVE
plt8f2 BATCH FILT. FIND BEST ADD/REWEIGHT
pltSrl ROUTING FIND BEST ADD/REMOVE
plt8r2 ROUTING FIND BEST ADD/REWEIGHT

Table 6 - Details of Filtering Track runs

The main purpose of the Filtering track experiments is to show speed efficiency for the term selection

algorithms used in the past for Filtering/Routing by Okapi at TREC [5]. Recall that 16 processors were

used in these experiments. For the purpose of these experiments we used the Find Best algorithm: this is

largely because earlier experiments (to be published later [11]) indicated that the best time

reduction/effectiveness is achieved with that method of term selection. In this paper we report only on

runs done on 16 nodes using 16 processors (other runs will be reported in [11]). Topics without relevant

documents were not treated differently from topics with relevant documents as we were testing the

parallelization of the query optimization algorithms. We used two operations in conjunction with the Find

Best algorithm: Add/Remove terms and Add terms with re-weighting. They are both more

computationally intensive than Add only and yields better retrieval effectiveness. We treated the databases

differently in the different sub-tracks. With Batch Filtering runs we did extraction of terms and term

selection on one database: this was because of the small number of relevant documents available in the

training set. However with Routing we were able to do extraction of terms on one database and term

selection on another as per Okapi experiments [5]. The number of relevant documents in the Routing

training set allowed us this flexibility (the main reason for splitting the training set when using the term

selection algorithms is to reduce the overall level of overfitting). All term selection runs were optimized

using TREC average Precision: we tried using the utility function LFl but the results were poor. This

confirms the Okapi experiments result which predict that average Precision is a good predictor for other

measures, but the other measures do not predict each other well. All Batch Filtering runs were optimized

for the Ul utility function.

We did some initial experiments with last year's AP Filtering track data to test the software: the

results are reported briefly in the retrieval effectiveness sections below. We split the discussion of Filtering
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track experiments into two sections one of effectiveness and one for efficiency. Each section has

discussion on the sub-tracks entered: Batch Fihering and Routing. We entered four runs for TREC 8:

details of these can be found in table 6.

5.1 Retrieval Effectiveness

a) Batch Filtering

TRACK SELECTION TEST DB AVERAGE AVG
RUNID (Recall/Prec) (Recall/Prec) EVALUATIONS SCALE

PER TOPIC D
LFl

pltSfl 0.856/0.843 0.142/0.280 907 0.354

plt8f2 0.855/0.849 0.149/0.287 2022 0.376

APRun 0.852/0.816 0.250/0.118 5764

Table 7 - Details of Batch Filtering Efficiency Results

Both submitted filtering runs were optimized for the LFl utility function. We present the results in table

7: the average scaled utility function used is from Hull [10]. The Recall/Precision for the selection runs are

all very good indeed: the number of relevant documents per topic is 51 compared with just under 11 per

topic for the FT data therefore our runs this year have done better with less data. This is also true of

Precision on the FT test database but not true of Recall. Our filtering runs for this year sacrifice Recall for

Precision. The Precision for filtering is comparable with Routing results (see table 8 below) and much

higher than was expected given the type of method used for filtering and the number of relevant

documents available. Comparing Add/Remove operation to Reweight we found an increase of 2.5% for

the former over the latter: this increase is not particularly significant given that Reweighting need 2.2

times the Average evaluations per topic than Add/Remove. The increase in scaled average utility was

more significant: using Reweight operation yielded a 6% advantage over Add/Remove.

b) Routing

TRACK SELECTION TEST DB AVG EVALS
RUN-ID (Recall/Prec) (Recall/Prec) PER TOPIC
plt8rl 0.873/0.696 0.858/0.286 1932

plt8r2 0.887/0.734 0.845/0.288 5364

APRun 0.824/0.608 0.543/0.286 5481

Table 8 - Details of Routing Efficiency Results

As with Batch Filtering we did one test run on AP data with Find Best using the Add re-weight operation.

The Precision/Recall for term selection was high with values of 0.824 and 0.608 respectively. The results

on the test collection compared favorably with participants of the TREC-7 Routing sub-track: 5 of the 10

runs submitted produced a better average Precision of 0.286. Recall/Precision for this years runs on

selection data was very good indeed with Recall just under 0.9 and precision around 0.7. Results on the

test database are very good on recall which is about 0.85, while precision was adequate at around 0.28.

Comparing Reweight operation as against Add/Remove we found that Reweight did bring benefits over

Add/Remove but the gain was only 0.7%. This figure is not much of an increase for the extra work needed

in Reweight where a factor of 2.78 more evaluations where needed over Add/Remove. With respect to

precision on run pltSrl, 20/50 topics were better than median while two equaled the best: topics 355 and

380. For run plt8r2 15/50 were better than median and the same two topics as in plt8rl equaled the best. It

should be noted however that these two best yielding precision topics only contained one relevant

document each. In two of the topics 387 and 394 run plt8r2 recorded the best average precision. Overall
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the results where acceptable, if a little disappointing compared with other participants in the Routing sub-

track.

5.2 Retrieval Efficiency

a) Batch Filtering

The average query selection time for the AP data set was 115 seconds, taking on average 26.56 iterations

to select an average of 28.2 terms. The results submitted on the FT data set for TREC-8 are in stark

contrast. For run pltSfl the average term selection time per topic was 6.7 seconds with an average of 8

iterations choosing an average of 9.3 terms. Run plt8f2 was slightly more costly computationally taking 19

seconds per topic on 8.5 iterations with an average of 10 terms chosen per topic. The LI was very poor for

FT data: a LI of L65 was recorded for plt8fl while for plt8f2 the figure was 2.15. The LI for AP data was

1.46, an improvement on the FT data figures but are still not particularly good. The reason for the reduced

load balance in these experiments is that some nodes had terms which were far more costly to evaluate

than others: even though the processes were given virtually the same number of terms to inspect. In the

context of time it would not therefore seem to be any use in applying parallelism to the Okapi term

selection algorithms for smaller databases where there are only a limited set of relevance judgments. It is

important to try and find the accumulation level for relevant documents on topics where parallelism could

be applied to the term selection algorithms usefully.

b) Routing

The average term selection time for AP data was 23 minutes with an average of 49.5 iterations choosing

51.5 terms on average. The average term selection times for FT data were much smaller: taking 1.75

minutes for run pltSrl and 6 minutes for plt8r2. The number of terms chosen was an average of 21 for

pltSrl and 27 for plt8r2. The number of iterations on FT data was also much reduced being on average 20

for pltSrl and 25 for plt8r2. The LI for add with re-weight operation was much better than for

Add/Remove operation: term selection on AP data yielded a LI on 1.25 while for plt8r2 the figure was

1.28. Run pltSrl yielded a LI of 1.33 by contrast. The results with respect to efficiency are far superior in

Routing than batch Filtering: this is largely due to the size of the data set used and the number of

relevance judgments available in the Routing task compared with Filtering. The size of the data set used

has a considerable impact on load imbalance. The size of the collection would be therefore a factor when

examining the viability of deploying term selection algorithms. Results from runs which use lesser

numbers of processors will be reported later [11].

6. LARGE WEB TRACK EXPERIMENTS

TRACK RUN-ID QP TYPE DATABASE COMMENTS
pltSwtl Term W. WTlOOg 1 Timing run

plt8wt2 Term W. BASEIO 1 Timing run

plt8wt3 Term W. BASEl 1 Timing run

Table 9 - Details of Web Track runs

The purpose of our Web Track experiments was to examine the scalability of the PLIERS data structures

and algorithms as well as contribute to the debate on centralized versus distributed web search indexes.

We submitted three runs, one for the full WTlOOg and the other two for the baselines. We ran all 10,000

of chosen web queries against each of the databases, using the same query configuration for each run

using 18 processors of the Cambridge Cluster. We used term weighting search with the BM25 weighting

function. Details of the Web Track runs are given in table 9. We also report details of our preparatory

VLC2 experiments.
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6. 1 Retrieval Effectiveness

a) VLC2 Experiments

QUERY GEN. BASEl BASEIO VLC2 QUERY
SIZE

Title 0.102 (0.130) 0.235 (0.264) 0.318 (0.377) 2.46

Title/Descr. 0.117 0.256 0.370 9.46

Title/Descr/Narr 0.103 0.228 0.392 26.54

Okapi VLC2 0.111 0.240 0.429 19.34

Table 10 - Precision at 20 for VLC2 Experiments

We present the retrieval effectiveness results on the VLC2 data in table 10. The figures in brackets are

evaluations with tuning constants set as: Kl= 1.5 and B = 0.2. These were found to be the best

combination on VLC2 data evaluations. The other runs are with tuning constants set as Kl=2.0 and B =

0.6: these settings were used in last years VLC2 experiments [1]. We declare runs on generated queries

based on the Tide, Description and Narrative as wells at the Okapi generated VLC2 Queries we used last

year. Queries were generated from topics 351 to 400.

We have managed to improve the retrieval effectiveness of PLIERS considerably since last year's

entry [1]. For example comparing the results for PLIERS at VLC2 with the Okapi VLC2 queries used we

have a figure of 0.111 compared with 0.08 and 0.056: an improvement of 39% and 98% respectively.

Examining the tuning constant data has allowed us to improve our Title Only queries quite considerably

(we did not do experiments on other query type because of time constraints). Our Title Only results

compare favorably with last years VLC2 runs where 0.377 is higher than 4 out of 18 submitted runs

(which were based on tile/description in the main). However our Okapi VLC2 query runs results are only

higher than 5 out of the 18 submitted runs and we therefore need to examine the issue of effectiveness on

larger queries (including experiments with tuning constant variation). As with other participants in last

year's VLC2 track, we also recorded a significant rise in precision at 20 moving from the baselines to the

full collection [6].

b) Web Track Experiments

DATABASE MODIFIED
AV PREC

PREC @ 10 PREC @ 20

BASEl 0.189 0.320 0.269

BASEIO 0.323 0.476 0.436

WTlOOg 0.458 0.550 0.561

Table 1 1 - Large Web Track Retrieval Effectiveness Results

The results from the 50 evaluated Web Track queries are very good indeed on all collections, particularly

the full 100 Gbyte collection (see table 11). They represent a vast improvement over last years results and

clearly reinforce the evidence provided by the Ad-Hoc experiments that effectiveness on short queries is

good. The most important aspect of these experiments is that the tuning constants chosen in Title Only

VLC2 runs were good predictors for retrieval effectiveness for Precision at 20: the chosen Kl and B
values were best in the 50 evaluated Web Track runs. The trend in both tuning constant data sets is very

much the same. We can clearly state from the evidence provided with the data used in the Web track

experiments that the hypothesis stated in section 3 holds when the source and target collection are the

same. This demonstrates the possibility of examining statistics from a given collection (and perhaps using

some form of heuristic process) in order to choose a given pair of tuning constants for incoming queries.
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6.2 Retrieval Efficiency

a) VLC2 Experiments

In Table 12 we present the average query processing times in seconds together with the ratios to the

appropriate baseline measures. The ratio is defined as: Big Collection Response time/Little Collection

Response Time. We also give a measure of Scalability that is the proportion of time as against the

database or collection size: The equation is as follows:

Scalability = Average Query Response Time (Smaller Collection) * Data Size (Larger Collection')

Average Query Response Time (Larger Collection) Data Size (Smaller Collection)

Equation 1 - Scalability Measurement

This metric has the advantage over simple ratios in that its result actually relates query

processing times to the size of data in question. We give two figures in our results for comparison

purpose; one relating to the actual text size and one to the Inverted file size.

QUERY GEN. BASEl BASEIO WTlOOg
Title 0.052 0.074(1.4) 0.87 (16.8, 11.78)

Title/Descr. 0.063 0.339 (5.4) 4.4 (69.8, 12.99)

Title/Descr/Narr 0.11 1.06(10.05) 14.64 (138.2, 13.76)

Okapi VLC2 0.14 0.93 (6.83) 12.21 (89.9, 13.2)

Table 12 - Average Query Processing times for VLC2 experiments (ratios to baselines)

The processing speed for most runs is very good. We report the average of the two runs submitted

for each database. Only two of the VLC2 runs exceed the 10 second requirement for query response times,

but these are the two largest queries applied to the index (see table 10 for query sizes). One of the runs,

namely Title Only meets the VLC2 requirement of a 2 second or less response time for queries over the

full collection [6] and compares favorably to query response times for VLC2 participants. Query

processing times in proportion to the collection size showed sub-Unear growth when comparing BASEl to

the other collection runs: the exception was the larger Title/Description/Narrative runs. The ratio from

BASEIO to WTlOOg shows super-linear growth for response times for all runs.

QUERY GEN. BSI-BSIO

INV TXT
BSMOOg

INV TXT
BSlO-lOOg

INV TXT
Title 5.953 7.03 4.43 5.76 0.744 0.819

Title/Descr. 1.581 1.867 1.07 1.39 0.675 0.743

Okapi VLC2 1.239 1.464 0.826 1.07 0.670 0.733

Title/Descr/Narr 0.843 0.996 0.537 0.698 0.637 0.701

Table 13 - Scalability Results for VLC2 experiments

The Scalability results are given in table 13. The best scalability results are found with Title Only

queries, some of which are very spectacular for both text and index Scalability. It is clear from the data

that there is a strong correlation between query size and scalability: as we increase the size of the query,

scalability declines. We have organized table 13 in descending order of Scalability so this can be clearly

seen. This effect is due to memory use: more constituent query terms mean that larger numbers of sets

have to be manipulated: this effect would clearly be more of a problem on uni-processor experiments.
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b) Web Track Experiments

DATABASE QP TIME (LI) SCALE-INV
Bsl BslO

SCALE-TXT
Bsl BslO

RATIO
Bsl BslO

BASEl 0.027(1.08)

BASEIO 0.121 (1.03) 1.93 2.28 4.32

WTlOOg 1.616(1.02) 1.27 0.655 1.65 0.721 57.9 13.4

Table - 14 Average Query Processing times (sees) for Large

Web Track experiments (Scalability/Ratios)

The processing speed for all runs is also very good, but not as good as for Title Only VLC2 runs.

However, all runs meet the 10 second requirement for query response times. Load balance is good for all

runs. The prepared average query length was found to be 2.49 terms: many terms in the queries were non-

content bearing words and some queries contained none at all. A frequent query was the single term "a".

Why was the response time for Web Track queries higher than Title Only on WTlOOg (nearly double)

despite the fact that Web Track Queries are only slightly larger than Title Only Queries? We compared

the average set size of the 50 Title Only to a sample of 50 Web Track queries and found that the average

set size per term for Title Only was 28K, whereas for the sample Web Track queries the average set size

was 48K. The memory requirements for sets are very much larger for Web Track queries than for Title

Only. We experimented with differing levels of in-core keyword on the sub-set of Web Track queries and

found that we got best results with only 9% of the keyword dictionary in main memory (a document map
file is kept in main memory that contains document lengths needed for BM_25). There is clearly an offset

between the number of keywords and document lengths you keep in memory persistently against sets

being retrieved and manipulated for Query service. Having to do I/O for list elements when weighting

inverted list could reduce the search performance dramatically.

Measuring Scalability over both the text and Inverted file we found that the figures for BASEl to

WTlOOg were very good, while the corresponding figures from BASEIO to WTlOOg were acceptable. The

same pattern with respect to elapsed time ratios found with VLC2 Title Only runs was found with Web
Track runs: BASEl to the other collections yielded sub-linear ratios, while BASEIO to WTlOOg yielded

super-linear ratios. From Table 13 it can be seen that Title Only VLC2 queries yield better Scalability

from BASEl to other collections than the Web Track queries: this is another effect of the memory
requirements for Web Track queries stated above.

It should be noted that the Scalability/Ratio measurements from BASEl to the other collections

should be treated with some caution, since the memory requirements and communication overheads for

search times are vastly different. As with some of the smaller Ad-Hoc runs it is not clear that parallelism

brings much benefit on collections of BASEl's size (see section 2.1). While these results are good there is

clearly some scope for improvement, in parficular the application of various query optimization

techniques available [12].

7 CONCLUSION

We draw a number of conclusions from the experiments described above. From our work on tuning

constants we state that a hypothesis which asserts that tuning constants from one set of experiments can be

applied to another set is correct, providing the same collection is used in both experiments. We further

restrict this assertion by stating that we only have evidence for the validity of the hypothesis for small 2 to

3 work queries on the Precision at 20 variable. However given that we have shown there are collection

dependent variables which affect the retrieval effectiveness of the chosen tuning constants (as applied to

the BM25 weighting function), we would hope that further experiments on larger queries will produce

further positive evidence for the validity of our hypothesis. We would also hope that other variables such

as Recall and Average precision would yield favorable results. Clearly there is scope for the investigation

of factors which might affect the choice of constants. This would require a much more rigorous

methodology and extensive experimental framework than we have applied in our experiments.
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We need to investigate why longer Ad-Hoc queries in our system do not yield good retrieval

effectiveness results. Further research into query optimization techniques for Ad-Hoc search would be

fruitful: this would also require an investigation into the trade offs with respect to effectiveness and

efficiency found with such techniques. In the case of the Filtering/Routing track we need more evidence

on the number of relevant documents needed for choosing the type of term selection technique, for a

collection of a given size.
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Optimization in CLARIT TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering

Chengxiang Zhai, Peter Jansen, Norbert Roma, Emilia Stoica, David A. Evans

CLARTTECH Corporation

Abstract In this paper, we describe the system and

methods used for the CLARITECH entries in the TREC-8
Filtering Track. Our focus of participation was on the

adaptive filtering task, as this comes closest to actual

applications. In TREC-7, we proposed, evaluated, and

proved effective two algorithms for threshold setting and

updating—the delivery ratio mechanism, which is used to

obtain a profile threshold when no feedback has been

received, and beta-gamma regulation, which is used for

threshold updating. This year, we explored two ways of

improving filtering performance given these our threshold-

setting algorithms as a basis by (1) allowing profile-specific

anytime updating and (2) optimizing the other filtering

system components, in particular, the retrieval/scoring

mechanism and the profile vector learr\ing. Our results

show that profile-specific frequent updating indeed

improves filtering performance. In addition, they suggest

that optimizing the scoring function and the term vector

learning component independently leads to even further

improvement, providing another indication of the

effectiveness and robustness of our threshold updating

mechanism.

1 Introduction

Our basic approach to filtering is a vector-space-based two-

step procedure similar to the one used in many other

systems: first we compute a relevance score for each

document-profUe pair, and then we make a binary decision

to accept or reject tiie document based on comparison with a

score threshold. When, over time, feedback information

becomes available for the accepted documents for any

profile, the profile term vector and threshold can be

updated periodically.

A filtering system capable of performing these tasks

consists of the following major components:

1. An initial profile term vector creation component

2. An initial threshold setting module
3. A scoring mechanism that computes a relevance score

based on a doaunent vector and a profile vector

4. A profile term vector updating module
5. A threshold updating module
For TREC-7, we buUt our filtering system by adapting a

regular retrieval system. This approach has the advantage

that several of the main required components are already

implemented in some form. For example, the creation of an

initial term vector (1) and the scoring mechanism (3) are

naturally supported by any retrieval system, whereas term

vector updating (4) can be achieved by means of any

relevance feedback mechanism. That leaves two
components to be designed and implemented, namely the

two threshold-related components. One component (2) sets

the initial threshold at the beginning, i.e., without any

feedback infoimation, the other (5) updates the threshold

based on the collected user feedback. In TREC-7, we
proposed and evaluated an algorithm for each of these: the

delivery ratio algorithm for initial threshold setting and the

beta-gamma regulation algorithm for threshold updating

[Zhai et al. 1999]. They proved to be very effective as

reported in the evaluation of the TREC-7 filtering track

[HuU 1999].

This year, we examined methods for improving the

overall filtering performance given these basic threshold-

setting algorithms. We considered two directions: (1)

allowing profile-specific "anytime" updating; and, (2)

optimizing the other two components in a filtering system:

the retrieval/scoring mechanism and the profile vector

learning mechanism.

One special challenge in adaptive filtering is the problem

of extremely sparse data. Without reasonably frequent

feedback—at least some of which must be positive—no

effective learning is possible. In our TREC-8 work, we
explored the possibility of improving filtering performance

by performing frequent profile-specific event-driven

(anytime) updating. More specifically, we wanted to allow

each profile to update after some small number of new
documents were accepted by that profile (2 or 4 in the

official experiments). It was here, however, that the

Umitatioris imposed on us by the use of a retrieval engine

became significant, and this eventually prompted us to a

complete redesign of the system.

The second hypothesis we tested in TREC-8 is that we can

improve the filtering performance by improving individual

filtering system components independently. Somewhat
simplif5nng the classification given above, we can view the

filtering problem as consisting of three facets: (a) scoring

and ranking, (b) term vector learning, and (c) threshold

regulation. We were interested in seeing how techniques

for optimizing the scoring function and the term vector

learning module would interact with techniques for

optimizing threshold learning. To test the hypothesis that

the positive effects of the optimization of each individual

module would outweigh and supersede any negative effects

or interference, we held the beta-gamma variables constant

while varying other components of the system. In particular,

we varied (1) the TF formula (maximum-frequency TF

normalization vs. the BM25 TF formula [Robertson et al.

1994; Robertson & Walker 1994]), which mainly affects the

scoring function, and (2) the coefficients in Rocchio vector

learning [Rocchio 1971] (static, fixed coefficients vs.

djmamic coefficients that depend on the (growing) niimber

of positive examples).

In the following sections, we first describe the new
evaluation system we used for our TREC-8 experiments.

We then describe our adaptive experiments and analyze the

adaptive filtering results. In Section 4, we briefly discuss

our batch filtering runs.

2 The CLARIT Adaptive Filtering Evaluation

System (CAFES)

Our system for TREC-7 was essentially based on the

retrieval-oriented CLARIT toolkit, which formed the core of

all our past TREC efforts [Evans & Lefferts 1994; Milic-
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Frayling et al. 1998; Zhai et al. 1999]. Though powerful, this

toolkit did not allow for easy implementation of profile-

specific updating, and offered only limited experimental

flexibility in other respects.

Hence, to support the experiments we intended for the

current TREC evaluation, we built an entirely new
evaluation system only minimally dependent on the

CLARTT toolkit—the CLARIT Adaptive Filtering Evaluation

System (CAFES). Like most of CLARIT, CAFES is based on
the standard vector space model, and written in C++. It

consists of many independent modules that interact with

each other, allowing maximum flexibility and efficiency in

experiments. The algorithms that are implemented include

the standard vector-space retrieval algorithms [Salton 1988],

supporting various kinds of TF formulas, dot-product

similarity measure, the cosine measure, and Rocchio term

vector learning [Rocchio 1971], as well as our new delivery

ratio and beta-gamma threshold regulation methods [Zhai

et al. 1999]. On the downside, the system contains as of yet

no support for the use of CLARTT constraints and
subdocuments (used for example in our TREC-8 Ad Hoc
submission).

The Rocchio learning algorithm is implemented with the

flexibility of using different TF weighting methods. Clearly,

the choice of TF may affect the centroid vector. Although it

is not a-priori clear whether Rocchio learning is compatible

with the BM25 TF formula, which was derived based on a

probabilistic retiieval model, in practice they appear to

work together very well. The Rocchio learning method
makes it very easy to update a vector at any time: since we
maintain a vector accumulator over time, we simply need to

compute the average of the accumulator and then merge the

new vector with the original profile vector. Note that, as we
allow the IDF to be updated over time, the incremental

Rocchio accumulator could contain the sum of docimient

vectors weighted using different IDFs.

The system offers the option to normalize each example

document vector (i.e., scale the vector to unit length) before

adding it to the accumulator. This gives each example an

equal weight in its contribution to the angle/direction of the

centioid vector. Without the normalization long vectors

dominate, which may be undesirable in some situations,

such as when a doomient treats mtiltiple topics.

When the selected terms are merged into the existing

profile vector, the tnmcated vector formed by the selected

terms and the existing profile vector are both first

normalized to imit length, after which the new term vector

can be rescaled by a parametrized coefficient (the merged
weight will be the sum of the original weight (or zero, if the

term does not exist in the original profile) and the new term

weight multiplied by this coefficient). We provided two
ways to assign this coefficient: (1) constant and imiform for

all profiles or (2) dynamic, i.e., depending on the nimiber of

examples from which the terms are extiacted. The djmamic

formula is: C = * a + (1 - a) * C^^ , where a = e'^*'^ . The

dynamic coefficient is essentially a weighted average of a

minimum coefficient and a maximum coefficient in which
the weight is determined by the niimber, N, of examples
used and a parameter /S that controls the "sensitivity" to N.

When jS is zero, a = I, so C — C^^^ . When |6 is non-zero, it

determines how quickly the coefficient approaches

C = as the number of examples increases.

To estimate an initial profile threshold, we implemented

the "delivery ratio" method, which was described in [Zhai

et al. 1999]. The idea is to set the initial threshold in such a

way that the filter can be expected to accept a given ratio or

proportion of documents from the stream. The acceptance

ratio, or delivery ratio, essentially serves as a substitute for a

utiUty fiinction in the absence of relevance judgments. The
actual threshold is estimated by using a small reference

corpus.

For threshold updating we implemented the beta-gamma
adaptive threshold regulation method proposed in [Zhai et

al. 1999]. This method selects a threshold, 6, by
interpolating between an "optimal" threshold, dop, and

"zero" threshold, 6^^^^ . The optimal threshold is the

threshold that yields the highest utUity over the

accumulated training data, given the current profile term
vector. The zero-threshold is the highest threshold below
the optimal threshold that gives a non-positive utility over

the training data under the assumption that all documents
that were rejected are non-relevant. The interpolation factor

is sensitive to the nimiber of judged examples used for

computing the threshold. The actual formula is

e - ae,,,„ + (1 - a)e„p, , where a = ;5 + (1 - ^y-^ .

The parameter P corresponds to a correction factor for the

training score bias, and 7 expresses our confidence in the

optimal utility threshold based on the number of judged

examples, N, to compute it.

The beta-gamma threshold regulation method requires the

scoring of the training examples. Doing this for all of the

examples would be very expensive, but fortunately this is

not necessary. All we need are the documents with scores

either above or closely below the threshold point. Thus, in

CAFES, we maintain a "sample set" of training documents
for precisely this purpose. Specifically, we keep track of

only the documents above a reference threshold, usually a

certain fraction of the regular threshold (e.g., one half).

Naturally, when a threshold is updated, the reference

threshold will also be updated. The effect is that the sample

for threshold tiaining consists of all the documents above an

adaptive reference threshold. To control the use of sample

documents, we introduced a few additional parameters. For

example, we can restiict the actual sample used for

threshold training to those that are not "K-documents

older" than the current document, vmless there are too few

samples, where "too few" is defined by other parameters.

This gives us the flexibility to emphasize recent documents

in certain ways.

One of the most significant features of CAFES is that it

allows profile-specific anytime updating. The updating

time is an important parameter in profile-specific updating.

In our system, a profile (both the vector and the threshold)

will be updated when one of the following conditions is

satisfied:

1. It has accepted enough new dociiments, where enough
is defined by a parameter.

2. It has not been updated for a long time, where the

length of time elapsed is specified by a parameter. This time

elapse wiU be referred to as the maximum update delay

(MUD).
The idea behind the first condition is to allow us to control

the update timing based on the amotint of feedback

information, which can be measured by the number of
[
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documents accepted for the profile. Alternatively it can be

measured by the nvimber of relevant documents accepted,

which we will explore in the future. The idea behind the

second condition is to address the problem of under-

delivery (e.g., when the initial threshold is set too high), by

allowing a profUe to update even if it has not accepted any

documents. These two conditions also allow us to move
smoothly between the tmiform/chunk-based updating

strategy and the profile-specific strategy. If the "enough"

parameter is very big, then the update timing is similar to

chunk-based or uniform updating, as every profile is

updated after the same interval, determined by the elapsed

parameter. If the lapse is very long, on the other hand, then

the updating time is determined solely by the amount of

delivery for each profUe, which provides profile-specific

timing for updating.

Of course, the threshold must be updated whenever the

term vector is updated, because the old threshold (trained

using the old vector) would no longer be compatible with

the new vector.

3 Adaptive Filtering Experiments

3.1 Experiment design and official submissions
Preprocessing. All documents, including the testing

docimients and the reference documents, and aU topic

descriptions are pre-indexed by aU the single words
occurring in novin phrases as well as all the two-word noim
phrases, as recognized by the CLARTT Parser [Milic-

FrayUng et al. 1998]. Preprocessing only eliminated the

"<PROFILE>", "<DATE>", "<PUB>", and "<PAGE>"
fields, so the controlled-language fields remained in the

corpus and were used for indexing.

IDF Statistics. The IDF statistics are needed for term

weighting, which affects both scoring accuracy and Rocchio

term vector learrung. Because we cannot use IDF statistics

collected from the testing documents, we constructed our

initial IDF statistics from all the 1991 Financial Times
documents (FT91) (~14MB, 5368 documents), which are not

part of the testing set. Ideally, we would like to update the

IDF statistics by gradually mixing the initial statistics with

the term counts in the actual documents seen over the

stream, as the system sees more and more documents.

However, oui preliminary experiments on AP and FBIS

data indicate that doing so does not seem to have as much
impact on the overall filtering performance as other factors.

Hence, we decided to use the initial IDF statistics

throughout.

Initial profile tenn vector. An initial profUe vector is

built from the original topic description (using aU fields).

The profile terms are assigned TF-IDF weights. There are

two different TF formulas that we tried. One is the standard

maximum frequency nonnalized TF score (MaxNorm TF)

used in the CLARIT system (i.e., 0.1 + 0.9 x TF(t)/MaxTF(d))\

The other is the BM25 proposed by Robertson and
colleagues [Robertson et al. 1994; Robertson & Walker 1994].

For the BM25 TF formula, since we cannot use the average

length as computed over the testing documents, we simply

' We changed the constant coefficients for this TF formula with
respect to the ones used in earlier CLARTT experiments (0.5 + 0.5 x

TF(t)/MaxTF(d)) because we found this to work sHghtly better in

the context of the CAFES system.

set it as a parameter. In all the BM25 TF experiments, the

average document length is set to 1,000 (tokens). The
parameter k and b in BM25 are set to 1 and 0.5, respectively.

The length for the query BM25 formula is set to 20.

Scoring algorithm. Two document profUe matching
formulas are considered: one is the cosine measure, and the

other is simply the dot product. Since only the dot product

makes sense for the BM25 TF, we always use dot product

when the TF formula is BM25. When the TF formula is

MaxNorm, we always use the standard cosine measure.

Initial profile thxeshold. We use the same initial

threshold setting algorithm and the same parameter value

as we used in TREC-7: the delivery ratio threshold method
with a delivery ratio of 0.0005. That is, our initial threshold

corresponds to accepting one out of every 2,000 documents.
The initial threshold is estimated based on the FT91 data.

Threshold updating. We use the same threshold

updating algorithm as we did in TREC-7: the beta-gamma
threshold regulation algorithm. Beta was always set to 0.1.

We chose a value of 0.1 for gamma (instead of the 0.05 we
used for TREC-7), because, in our preliminary experiments

with AP and FBIS data, this was found to be a more robust

setting. The reason for this difference might be that, instead

of using examples only from the previous chunk, we now
used aU the past examples for each profile for threshold

updating. In other words, the meaning of N in our beta-

gamma method has changed slightly. Threshold updating

involves the use of all past examples up to 1,000 samples. If

more than 1,000 samples are used, we forget any sample
older than 30,000 docvmients. The sample is collected by
using a second reference threshold, which is set to half of

the regular threshold. The profile-specific updating time is

either of two or four new accepted documents. A profile

also must be updated if it has not been updated for more
than 3,000 docimients in the testing stream.

Term vector updating. We use Rocchio term vector

learning, but only positive examples are used to expand the

profile. Specifically, a centroid vector accumulator is

updated whenever a profile accepts a relevant document.

The terms in an example document are weighted by TF-IDF

weighting. The TF formula is the same as the TF formula

used in scoring. So, if BM25 is the TF formula used for

scoring, then it is also used to weight the terms for the

purpose of Rocchio learning. When the profile term vector

is to be updated, this centroid accumulator is used to select

the top 20 highest scored terms to add to the original profile.

We tried two different methods for setting the coefficient:

(1) fixed coefficient (0.1) and (2) dynamic coefficient

(Cmin=0.1, Cmax=2, b==:0.1) [see Section 2].

Official submissions. We submitted six runs for the

adaptive filtering task, including four runs optimized for

LFl and two other runs optimized for LF2 and NFl
respectively. The parameters used in each run are shown in

Table 1.

Ron TF Updating

formula Interval

CL99afLLa MaxNorm Dynamic 4

CL99afLlb BM25 Dynamic 4

CL99afLlc BM25 Dynamic 2

CL99afLld BM25 Static 2

CL99afL2 BM25 Static 2

CL99afN I BM25 Dynamic 2

Table 1. OCQcial runs
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3.2 Results Analysis

3.2.1 Effect of frequent profile-specific updating

The updating time can be an important parameter in

adaptive filtering. Intuitively, we want to update as

frequently as possible to take advantage of any feedback

information as early as possible. However, with littie

training infoimation, overly frequent updates may mislead

the system, as the training algorithm may show divergent

behavior. In our preliminary experiments on AP and FBIS

data, we compared imiform updating at every N documents

with (in addition) profile-specific updating at every new

accepted document. We observed that profile-specific

frequent updating is most beneficial for avoiding over-

delivery, and usually does not hurt the performance of

good-performing topics. Thus, we adopted profile-specific

updating for all our official runs, but we varied the

updating time. Specifically, CL99afLlb and CL99afLlc are

essentially the same, except that CL99afLlb updated

profiles every four new accepted documents, while

CL99afLlc updated profiles every two new accepted

documents. Since the only difference is the use of different

updating intervals, the comparison of these two runs will

show the effect of frequent profile-specific updating. The

results are shown in Table 2.

T.FlfTniZl,,:.,., #lTit2<InM;.:

07 1 17 7 7S

,93 _ ... 0,44 n 47

94 0 47 1

92-94 1 98 7^ 7 7S

Table 2. Effect of frequent profile-speciDc updating

It is clear that more frequent updating consistently

improves performance. We also see that the greatest

difference comes from the difference at the time period 92.

For periods 93 to 94, there is no difference for most topics.

We suspect that this is largely the effect of stopping over-

delivery.

Figure 1 shows the effect of different updating intervals (1,

2, & 4) when the MUD constraint is not used.

1 tFI intnw ftM » m0f« tf«qu»m Ihrwhold l^dtSng (bIMIl on «InOUnl of ileflvory)

_

jilJljSjJLjaJLiijy

Figure 1. fcttect ot updating frequency on Lfi

We see that a high updating frequency is generally better.

Even so, the spectacular increase for topic 391 by 89 points

for LFl from an updating interval of 4 to one of 2 is

unexpected. After examining the experiment trace, we

foimd that this is because when the interval is 4, the

threshold was raised to a high value quite early in the

stream leading essentially to a shut-off of this profile.

Specifically, at the second updating point (i.e., after

accepting 8 documents), the training set contained two very

high-scoring non-relevant docimients, and this boosted the

threshold up to a value at which it rejected almost all of the

subsequent documents. With an interval of 2, the updating

points were different, the slightly different threshold

accepted a few more documents, and though the threshold

was still high, it was low enough for the beta-gamma

algorithm to be able to regulate the threshold within an

appropriate range. This example shows that with frequent

updating the performance is more sensitive to the initial

training examples, and that unreliable initial feedback

information may cause long-term damage to the profile. It

also warns us to be careful about interpreting the results,

i.e., the large 'improvement' for topic 391: indeed, had we
updated the profile with a much lower frequency, we would

not have suffered from the accidental bias in the training

sample at aU!

We also looked at the effect of the Minimum Update

Delay. We observed that while using the MUD seems to

have a positive effect when the interval is 2 or 4, it generally

has a negative effect when the interval is 1. Our original

intent of using the MUD for coping with vmder-delivery did

not work very well.

3.2.2 Effect of TF weighting

The use of different TF formulas affects the filtering

performance in several ways: (1) through the scoring

function, which affects score range and ranking accuracy

and (2) through vector updating, as different tenris might be

selected or a term may receive a different weight. The

difference in score range may also affect the effectiveness of

threshold setting, since the parameters in our threshold

method might be sensitive to the actual score range. Since

we foimd the BM25 TF formula to be generally more

effective for retrieval, we were curious whether it would

also improve filtering performance. Some of our official

submissions were designed to measure this effect.

Specifically, CL99afLla (MaxNorm TF) and CL99afLlb

(BM25) differ only in the TF formula they use. (Note that

this also implies the use of different similarity measures, as

the BM25 TF formula is best used with the dot product

[Robertson & Walker 94], whereas the MaxNormTF formula

is used with the cosine similarity measure.)

The results of the comparison of CL99afLla and

CL99afLlb are shown in Table 3. In the table, we have

shown the number of topics for which one TF formula is

better than, the same as, or worse than the other. We also

show the difference of average utility.

Time
Period LFlfMaxNarm)

#8M25>
MaxNorm MaxNorm

#BM25»
MaxNorm s;

92 -0.64 19 27 4

93 03 12 9 29

94 0.62 9 6 35

92-94 02S 20 24 6

Table 3. Topic count comparison between MaxNorm TF and

BM25 TF formulas

It appeals that at the beginning (i.e., for 1992 documents),

MaxNorm outperforms BM25 both by average utility and by

topic coimt, but for the later time periods BM25 is better.

Overall for all three years of documents, BM25 is better for

the average LFl utility, while MaxNorm is better for more

topics. We can also see that most of the difference results in

the begiiuiing period. Indeed, for 93 and 94, there is no

difference at all for a majority of topics. There are a few

topics (e.g., 391) for which BM25 significantly outperforms

MaxNorm in all three periods.

It would be interesting to see if the TF formula has

contributed to the utility increase by producing a better

ranking. In other words, we want to know if there is a

correlation between the utility increase and the ranking

accuracy improvement.

In Figure 2, we show, for each topic, the increase of LFl

utility value (i.e., LF1(BM25) - LFl(MaxNorm)) over the
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whole 92—94 period, along with the scaled increase in the

average precision, i.e.,

100 X (
avg_pr(BM25) - avg_pr(MaxNorm)

)

Some topics were excluded because their average precision

was not very reliable (for those topics neither TF formula

retrieved more than three relevant documents over 92—94).

The average precision over all 50 topics is much better for

BM25 then for MaxNorm (0.26 vs. 0.19).

ia>t»BJiri*«)

EZ3Ln(BM2S)-LF1 (MMNomi)

Figure 2. Ranking accuracy and utility increase

The correlation between the increase of average precision

and the increase of LFl utility is clear, but not perfect. In our

system, the TF formula has a more complicated influence

than just contributing to the scoring function, as it also

affects the Rocchio term vector updating. Further study is

needed to fuUy imderstand the effect of TF in filtering.

However, it is clear that a certain minimum ranking

accuracy is required if we are to expect positive utility

values. If this minimum cannot be achieved it is better (in

terms of utility) to return no documents at all.

3.23 Effect of vector updating

In our adaptive filtering model, updating the profile takes

two steps. First, the term vector is updated to improve the

ranking/scoring accuracy; second, the threshold is updated

to optimize the decision cutoff point. Presumably, the

(sparse) feedback information can benefit both vector

updating and threshold updating. However, it is not a-priori

clear that the score bias introduced by vector updating

(because of the training documents receiving a higher score)

as no negative effect on the effectiveness of threshold

updating. Thvis, it is interesting to evaluate whether the

combination of vector and threshold updating improves the

performance over either component separately.

We compared the official run CL99afLla with an

imofficial run that is the same as CL99afLla, except that no
vector updating was performed (i.e., only doing threshold

updating), and foimd that using vector updating leads to

occasionally significant changes in utility, which for some
topics even turned a negative utility to a positive one. This

suggests that the vector updating has Indeed helped

Improve the ranking/scoring accuracy and thus made it

possible to set a threshold to produce a positive utility.

3.2.4- Effect of dynamic Rocchio coefficient

One parameter in the Rocchio algorithm is the coefficient

applied to the positive centroid vector. This coefficient

controls how much weight we put on the centroid as

opposed to the original term vector constructed from the

topic description. Intuitively, we want to trust the centroid

more If the centroid is computed using more examples.

Thus, in some of our official runs, we tried a heuristic

dynamic coefficient that is greater when there are more
positive examples to learn from. Our official runs CL99afLlc

and CL99afLld differ orily in that CL99afLld uses a fixed

coefficient (0.1), whUe CL99afLlc uses a dynamic coefficient,

ranging from 0.1 to 2.0. The two runs are compared in

Figure 3 along with the corresponding difference in average.

We can see a certain correlation between them, but there are

also cases where a decrease in utiUty accompanies an
Increase in average precision. Indicating a possibly harmful

interaction between scoring and threshold updatmg.

LPI Inc'avgpr Inc
riOO)

LFl Increase and Scaled avg-pr

•LF1 mamise (CLBSofLle-
CL»9atL1<l)

—^1 (»'(avgPr-incf«a«>)

^^l^
Toptc

Figure 3. Utility difference vs. avg. precision difference

This effect may be due to the fact that a larger coefficient

tends to Increase the score bias, as, indeed, the recent

training examples receive a higher weight in the centriod.

As a result, the trained threshold is too high. Thus, a higher

coefficient is less desirable from the point of view of

threshold learning, as any benefits resulting from the use of

an adaptive coefficient may be cancelled out. As evidence

to support this, we observe that the average nimiber of

documents accepted for the dynamic coefficient is less than

that for a fixed coefficient (7.4 vs. 10 documents/topic).

4 Batch Filtering Experiments

Our batch filtering experiments were designed mainly for

validating our threshold updating mechanism. We did no
preliminary experiments, but instead simply copied the

parameters for threshold updating from our adaptive

filtering runs. The initial threshold was trained using FT92,

also with the same threshold setting parameters. To see

how much value our adaptive threshold setting algorithm

can add on top of Initial training over FT92, we compared

the batch filtering results with an alternative LFl

experiment in which no updating of either vector or

threshold was performed over FT93-94. Updating turned

out to be better for 16 topics and less good for 19 topics. For

the remaining 15 topics there was no difference. The average

LFl utUity value is better for the updatmg run (CL99bfLl)

by 0.7.

This difference is disappointing, although, for some topics,

adaptive updating does in fact significantiy increase

performance. For example, topic 389, exhibiting the largest

increase, jumps from 83 to 122. The updating run accepted

more documents for this topic than the nm without

updating (44 vs. 31) suggesting that our initial threshold

may have been too high, and the adaptive updating helped

to lower it over time.

Unfortunately, our experimental setup had a few mistakes

with large consequences. For example, the runs were
unable to make use of the FT92 training examples during

the adaptive updating phase, and looked only at examples

collected from the testing stream (FT93-94). This problem

could explain the lack of benefit from adaptive filtering. In
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addition, our run for LF2 used the wrong initial threshold

(optimized for LFl).

Even so, some conclusions and suggestions appear

warranted, based on an examination of those topics for

which the system performed adequately. One observation

is that our threshold setting may be generally too

conservative (too high). If this is the result of score bias

(artificially high score on the training documents), then

increasing the value of beta in the beta-gamma algorithm

should help here. Another possibility is to divide the

training data in two parts, one of which is used for vector

training, and the other for threshold setting. The penalty for

this approach, of course, is a less effective use of training

examples.

Many more analysis and experiments suggest themselves,

and they are on our list for future work.

5 Summary and Further Work

We explored two approaches to improving adaptive

filtering performance given the threshold setting algorithms

we proposed in TREC-7. First, we tried to allow more
frequent and profile-specific updating in the hope that this

would result in a more efficient use of the sparse examples

available in adaptive filtering. Second, we tried to improve

the other two filtering system components—the scoring

function and the term vector learning module

—

independently, with the additional aim of gaining

understanding of how these two components interact with

the threshold component.

Our results show that the more frequent profile updating

does indeed consistently improve filtering performance.

Our results also show that the improvement of scoring and

term vector learning module generally leads to an

improvement of filtering performance, but the relationship

is more complex than can be understood from these

experiments alone. One clear conclusion is that term vector

updating increases the benefit of threshold updating and

results in an often significant increase in utility. The effect

of the TF formula is less clear: some topics are more strongly

affected than others, and differences occur both in scoring

and term vector learning. Finally, the term coefficients used

inO Rocchio learning do not seem to have a great impact on

performance.

Based on these experiments and our experiments in TREC-
7, we believe that our threshold setting and updating

approach is effective, robust, and practically useful. In fact,

our method of adaptive filtering is very general. Our
approaches to establishing thresholds—both initial

thresholds (using delivery-ratio threshold setting) and
dynamically updated thresholds (using beta-gamma
threshold learning)—could be appUed in any vector-space

filtering system and combined with any document-profile

scoring function, as well as any term vector learning

method. Moreover, our methods are also general enough to

work with any utility fionction, including non-linear utility

functions. An optimal choice of parameters may depend on
the context, but we have reason to believe the general

approach is robust.

In our future research, we intend to explore other possible

threshold updating methods, e.g., based on logistic

regression. We also hope to pay some more attention to the

batch filtering task, and to study how to optimize the beta-

gamma threshold regulation method in that setting.
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1 - Introduction

The University of Iowa attempted three tracks this year: filtering, question answering, and

Web, the latter two new for us this year. All work was based upon that done for TREC-7 [2], with

our system adapted for the specifics of the QA and Web tracks.

2 - Adaptive Filtering Track

Our existing approach to search/filtering involves a dynamic clustering technique where the

threshold for formation of new clusters and the threshold for visibility of 'sufficiently important'

clusters can be specified by the user when the topic is presented to the system. The TREC
requirements for multi-query support and simulation of user judgment responses led us to modify

the single set-of-clusters model, creating a two-level scheme. Note that we did not use the

controlled-language field in the FT database.

The primary level corresponds to the internal representation of a topic definition. The original

threshold specifications were retained here to allow specification of the first-order recall of the

system. We experimented with a variety of means of generating a primary similarity measure, but

settled on one based upon the text of the topic's concept definitions for the submitted runs.

The secondary level is where the adaptive portion of the system functions and where we found

the most benefit in parameter tuning. Each primary cluster (and hence, each topic) has a private set

of zero or more secondary clusters. When a document clears the threshold for a primary cluster, it

either joins an existing secondary cluster or forms a new one, based upon a membership threshold.

The shift from a single membership threshold to a primary/secondary pair allowed us to achieve a

tunable level of recall (by using a lower primary threshold, as mentioned above) while teasing out

distinctions between candidate document clusters through use of a higher secondary threshold.

Introduction of a declaration threshold for secondary cluster similarity to the primary then

gave us a means for adaptation. When a secondary cluster's similarity first exceeds the visibility

threshold, its most recently added document is declared to the user and a relevance judgments is

obtained. The secondary cluster is then colored appropriately. Secondary clusters containing

relevant (and unjudged, if any) documents are colored green and have all subsequent members

declared as relevant. Secondaries containing non-relevant (and potentially, unjudged) documents

are colored red and declare no further members. A non-relevant document joining a green cluster

spawns an independent and new red cluster. Adaptation then occurs over time as secondary clusters
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exceed the visibility threshold and are colored, with red secondary clusters mitigating the lack of

precision provided by the recall-centric primary threshold.

Secondary clusters exceeding the declaration threshold potentially contain a mix of different

document types (relevant, non-relevant and unjudged). We currently address this in the following,

conservative manner: if a secondary cluster contains

• the most recent document is relevant, color it green;

• the most recent document is non-relevant documents, color it red;

• fewer than a specific number (currently 10) of unjudged documents and no relevant or non-rel-

evant documents, leave it uncolored until the first relevant or non-relevant document is added,

then color it appropriately (note that this optimistic stance has a distinct effect w.r.t. false pos-

itives); and finally,

• more than a specific number of unjudged documents and no relevant or non-relevant docu-

ments, color it red (we do this pessimistically due to the low density ofjudged documents in

the corpus).

Refinements for this year involved implementation of two primary cluster term adaptation

schemes and a phrase recognizer. The first adaptation scheme supported a Rocchio-based

weighting of positively and negativelyjudged documents in calculating the primary similarity. Due

to the relatively high density of negative and unjudged documents in the document stream,

negative judgments are used in the weighting only in the presence of positive judgements. Positive

judgments are always used. The second, 'differential' adaptation scheme is similar to the first,

except that the positive and negative term vectors are comprised only of terms not found in the

other vector or in the original query vector.

The phrase recognizer loads a dictionary of phrases derived from the WordNet thesaurus and

injects matched phrases into the term vectors for queries and documents as they are lexed. The

original terms are retained to accommodate partial terminology matches.

We submitted two runs optimized for LFl, IOWAF992 using no phrase recognition and the

Rocchio-based weighting scheme (scores shown in Figure 1) and IOWAF991 using phrase

recognition and the differential-based weighting scheme (scores shown in Figure 2) The

performance of the Rocchio-based approach proved to be surprisingly conservative, adapting well

to negative information, but not substantially acquiring relevant documents. (Note that we do not

'turn off queries - all topics were active for the entire run.) The performance of the differential

approach is substantially the same as the Rocchio-based scheme with the exception of a small

number of distinctly poorly performing topics. Our current suspicion is that this is due to the

appearance in the phrase dictionary of a number of 'stop' phrases (e.g., 'and so on,' 'in point of

fact,' etc.) that occur in the text of the topic, similarity was skewed higher for a number of non-

relevant documents. We will be experimented with more limited phrase dictionaries as a means of

controlling this, as well as with more domain-specific phrase dictionaries.

Hull, in his summary of the TREC-8 systems, computed scaled utility [3]. The scaled utility

Ug (S,T) accounts for the fact that the topics differ in the number of relevant documents that exist
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Figure 1: Rocchio Filtering - LFl
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Figure 2: Differential Filtering - LFl

in the database. (The smallest number of positive judgements is 0 and the largest is 747 while the

average across the queries is 1 14 with a standard deviation of 155).

Us*(S,T) = { max(u(S,T), U(s)) - U(s) } / {max U(T) - U(s) }

where u(S,T) is the utility for the system S and topic T pair; U(s) is the utility of retrieving s non-

relevant documents (and 0 relevant ones); MaxU(T) is the maximum possible utility for topic T
which is dependent upon the number of relevant documents present for the query.

The scaled utility normalizes performance against a given number of retrieved non-relevant

documents. The scaled utility computed with s = 25, 50, 100 and 200 are presented for the top four

TREC-8 systems in the second through fourth rows of Table 1. The table provides the number of

relevant documents retrieved (RR), number of non-relevant documents retrieved (NR), number of
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Group Run Name RR NR UN LFl
*

"25
-

ubl

*

"50
-

ubl

*

"lOO
-

ubl

*

"200
-

UDl

Baseline 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

U. of Iowa Iowaf992 57 120 0 -69 -0.022 -0.012 -0.007 -0.003

Claritech CL99afLld 180
a -100 -0.056 -0.029 -0.014 -0.007

U. of Twente Uttnolflf
b a a -60 -0.029 -0.016 -0.008 -0.004

U. of Mass. INQ610 266 a a -406 -0.113 -0.065 -0.035 -0.019

Table 1: TREC-8 Performance Scores for Top Four Systems (LFl and Scaled Utility

a. Data is not available to us.

b. This data is not available to us. Please see the footnote on page 3. These calculations were made using

the data distributed by David Hull to TREC-8 filtering track participants. The slight differences in

scaled utility figures may be due to differences in rounding up strategies.

unjudged documents retrieved (UN), the LFl scores and the scaled utility scores. (The raw data

used for these calculations for the other systems are from David Hull's preliminary analyses

presented at TREC-8.) *.

3 - Question Answering Track

Our work in this track involved two distinct implementations employing different sources of

relevance judgements.

3.1 - Run 1: Lexical Clues and Singhal's documents

Our aim was to determine how an approach based on surface analysis using lexical clues could

be successful in the question answering task. We used the 200 top documents for each question

distributed by Singhal. A question grammar was designed by starting with the training questions

and expanding upon it using our own experience regarding the nature and structure of questions.

The question grammar was used to insert appropriate tags into the free-text questions. For example,

questions that began with "When" or containing the word "date(s)" or "year(s)" had a DATE tag

inserted. Similarly, questions with the word "dollar(s)" or "cost(s)" had aMONEY tag inserted. In

addition to DATE and MONEY, clues to tag the questions and sentences with NUMBER, and

NAME were developed. These lexical clues were embedded into rules in a lex program used to

preprocess the test questions. The 200 document sets were processed using a parallel method. First

each document was segmented into a set of sentences. Next, each sentence was processed through

an equivalent sentence grammar that also inserted the same set of tags. Finally SMART was used

to retrieve the top ranking five sentences which formed the basis for the submission.

It should be noted that when David Hull presented filtering results at the TREC-8 conference he had men-

tioned that the IOWAF992 run was the best. However he later provided corrected data for the filtering

runs due to an error in his data for theTwente group. Our analysis of the corrected data indicates that the

Twente run is slightly better than ours in that it yields -60 LFl across all topics. However, our scaled util-

ity scores are slightly better than theirs. All Twente data reported here are derived from the corrected data

distributed by Hull.
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We explored retrieval strategies based on free-text alone against retrieval based on free-text

augmented with tags on the training set. The latter strategy seemed most effective. Similar

explorations indicated that weighting the tags higher than the free-text terms yielded better results.

Error analysis indicate weaknesses in our sentence segmentation algorithm. Many output

sentences were far from being informative. Also, there were errors in the tagging programs. For

example, identifying names turned out to be very challenging. Interestingly, this simple approach

yielded a mean reciprocal rank of 0.267 over the 198 questions. Answers were found in the top 5

ranks for 81 questions. When considering the difficulty of each question, this method provided the

best rank for 37 questions and the second best rank for 18 questions. This covers 68% of the 81

questions answered.

In future work, we will extend our explorations with these ideas after first refining the present

approach which will be followed by suitable extensions.

3.2 - Runs 2, 3 and 4: Part-of-Speech Tagging and TRECcer's documents

The remaining three runs used the top 10 documents matched out of the primary similarity

scoring for TRECcer, our adaptive filtering system. Each question was tagged and matched against

a coarse taxonomy of question types (basically, who/whaL^when/where/...) to establish the

document features necessary for a match. Each matched document was segmented into distinct

sentences and these sentences were then tagged using an implementation of Brill's rule-based

algorithm [1]. Separate vectors of verb phrases and noun phrases were generated for each sentence

and these were scored against the feature set extracted for the question. Three outputs were then

generated, each at a different level of granularity. The first {sentence) comprised the complete

sentence, truncated if necessary to fit within the 250 byte limit. Most sentences were significantly

smaller than this. The second {50 byte) comprised the first 50 bytes of a matching sentence. The

third, and most aggressive, {noun phrase) attempted to narrow the response down to a single

clause, typically a noun phrase for 'who' or 'where' questions. A combined plot of results from the

four runs appears in Figure 3. One interesting result of our two-pronged approach is that of the 23

matches at any level for the 250-byte POS approach, only 7 overlap with the matches at any level

for the Lexical Clue approach.

4 - Small Web Track

Our work in the small Web track involved adapting our Web search engine to accommodate

TREC-style source document specification and generation of a vector similarity score for each

document against each of the queries. This is rather distinct from our normal mode of operation,

where all document vectors are stored in an underlying database layer and a lexicon of term

frequency is generated. Instead, due to time constraints relating to database commit overhead, we

opted for an approach more akin to adaptive filtering, where the term statistics were accumulated

as the run progressed. This allowed us to process the data quickly, but at the price of less-than-

optimal weights for terms early in the run. Figure 4 shows the results of the content-only output.

There is a definite trend as the number of relevant documents increases to fail to match a

proportionally increased number of documents. This effect is due, we believe to the term frequency

issue.
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Figure 4: Web Track, Content Only

One of the hazards in the small Web track is that the sampled document are not guaranteed to

comprise a connected Web subgraph. Our previous means of computing content+link scoring

hence did not fare well compared to a simple content-only approach. Contrasting the exact

precision against percentage retrieved of relevant documents, as shown in Figure 5, demonstrates

that weighting a document's similarity with its link connectivity with few exceptions degraded

performance. Because of this we feel that the small Web task, if it is to remain in the Web track,

should employ documents that comprise a connected subgraph. This is much more typical of the

data that would be acquired by a spider.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a new hybrid algorithm that we used for the routing task at

TREC-8. The algorithm combines the use of Rocchio's formula for term selection, and an

improved variant of the perceptron learning algorithm for tuning the term weights. This

algorithm is able to give good performance on TREC-8 test data. We also achieved a slight

improvement in average uninterpolated precision by using Dynamic Feedback Optimization

(DFO) as another weight tuning algorithm and combining the ranked list generated by DFO
with that of perceptron.

1 Introduction

DSO is a first-time participant in TREC. We only participated in the routing task at the TREC-8
filtering track.

Broadly speaking, there are two popular approaches to the routing task. The first approach uses the

Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971), and hcis its root in the information retrieval community. Recently,

a number of extensions have been made to this approach. These include the use of better document

representation (Singhal et al., 1996), better non-relevant document selection (Singhal et al., 1997),

and Dynamic Feedback Optimization (DFO) for weight tuning (Buckley and Salton, 1995). This

approach has yielded very good results and is used by a number of TREC participants, including

Cornell (Buckley et al., 1998), AT&T (Singhal, 1998), and NTT DATA (Nakajima et al., 1999).

The second approach treats the routing task as supervised learning from training data and has its root

in the traditional machine learning community. This approach is exemplified by the work of Xerox

(Schiitze et al., 1995; Hearst et al., 1996; Hull et al., 1997) in the context of the routing task in TREC,
as well as most of the past research on text categorization (Apte et al., 1994; Cohen and Singer, 1996;

Dagan et al., 1997; Lewis et al., 1996; Ng et al., 1997; Yang, 1999). In particular, our own previous

research on perceptron learning for text categorization (Ng et al., 1997)) falls under this approach.

A natural question arises as to which of these two approaches is better at the routing task. One may
wonder whether the success of the Rocchio formula is due to the selection of a good set of terms, or

due to the assignment of a good set of weights. Although the machine learning approach for text

categorization has reported good results, most of the work were only tested on the Reuters corpus

(Lewis, 1992) but not on TREC data sets. Xerox has reported good results in TREC-4 routing using

the machine learning approach (Hearst et al., 1996). However, their subsequent result at TREC-5
routing (Hull et al., 1997) was not as good as groups using the Rocchio approach. That this question

is still unresolved is evidenced by a recent paper (Schapire et al., 1998) which attempted to compare

the performance of the Rocchio approach with Adaboost, a recently developed learning algorithm

from the machine learning community.
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In this paper, we present a new hybrid algorithm used at TREC-8 for the routing task that combines

these two approaches. We treat the generation of the profile for a topic as a two-step process: first

select a set of terms, and then assign appropriate weights to these selected terms. Our algorithm

uses Rocchio's formula to select the terms, but after the terms are chosen, the weights assigned by

Rocchio's formula are discarded. It then reverts to the use of an improved variant of the perceptron

learning algorithm for tuning the weights of the selected terms. Our first submitted run dso99rtl uses

this hybrid algorithm.

To further improve accuracy, our second submitted run dso99rt2 attempts to combine two weight

tuning algorithms, namely perceptron and Dynamic Feedback Optimization (DFO) (Buckley and

Salton, 1995). Both submitted runs start with an identical set of terms selected by Rocchio's formula,

but each algorithm separately tunes the weights and two profiles are generated per topic. The final

ranked list of test documents is produced by merging the individual ranked lists of the two profiles.

2 The First Submitted Run: dso99rtl

For each topic, our routing algorithm learns a profile, which is a set of selected terms where each term

is assigned a numeric weight. A term can be a word or a phrase, where a phrase is defined as any two

consecutive words in a document that are both non-stop words. Once a profile is learned, it is used

to rank all test documents, using the dot product score.

Our first submitted run, dso99rtl, is generated by our new hybrid routing algorithm. This algorithm

consists of two parts: feature selection and weight tuning. Feature selection picks a set of terms using

Rocchio's formula, whereas weight tuning is achieved by an improved variant of the perceptron learning

algorithm. The broad outline of the training and test phase of our method is shown in Figure 1 and

Figure 2, respectively.

Our algorithm also incorporates recent advances made in the area of document representation (Singhal,
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1998; Singhal et al., 1996) and non-relevant document selection (Singhal, 1998; Singhal et al., 1997).

• Document representation: We used the document representation scheme employed in (Singhal,

1998). Each document or topic statement can be represented in Itu, Ltu, or Lnu form. These

document representation forms take into account the number of times a term appears in a doc-

ument, the number of documents in the training collection that contain the term, as well els a

document length normalization factor.

• Non-relevant document selection: For each TREC topic, there are many non-relevant documents

available for training. A non-relevant document may be one explicitly judged as non-relevant by

a human assessor, or it may be considered as non-relevant based on the "complete" judgment

assumption made in TREC. To be computationally tractable as well as to give high routing

accuracy, it is important to select only a good subset of non-relevant documents for training.

In our algorithm, there are two places where non-relevant document selection takes place. (1)

During feature selection using Rocchio's formula, the non-relevant documents are selected using

the "query zone" method of (Singhal, 1998; Singhal et al., 1997). (2) In selecting the non-

relevant documents for perceptron learning to tune the weights, the top 7,000 non-relevant training

documents are chosen by explicitly using a learning algorithm (perceptron) to learn a classifier

to rank the potential non-relevant documents.

Our TREC-8 training document collection T consists of all TREC documents (minus the 1993 and

1994 Financial Times documents) that have been explicitly judged as relevant or non-relevant to any

of the topics 351-400. All documents are preprocessed where stop words and punctuation symbols are

removed, and the terms are stemmed using Porter's algorithm.^

In the remainder of this section, we describe the feature selection and the weight tuning components

of our algorithm.

2.1 Feature Selection

This component is the same as that used in (Singhal, 1998).

2.1.1 Non-relevant Document Selection

First, the topic statement is represented in ltu form. Then each training document in the training

document collection T is represented in Lnu form. Each training document is ranked by its dot product

score with the topic statement. Let R be the set of all documents judged to be relevant to a topic

i by the human assessors. Then T — R \s the set of all potential non-relevant documents of topic i.

All non-relevant documents in T — i? that are ranked within the top 5,000 training documents by the

dot product score, as well as all relevant training documents of a topic are selected for use in the

computation of Rocchio's formula.

^We were not aware of the presence of the so-called "controlled language" fields in the Financial Times documents,
and so the contents of these fields are used.
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2.1.2 Rocchio's Formula

Each of the selected training documents is then represented in Ltu form. The topic statement is still

represented in ltu form. The following vector denoted by the Rocchio formula is then computed:

a X topic statement vector + /? x average relevant vector — 7 x average nonrelevant vector

where average relevant (non-relevant) vector is the average vector of all the selected relevant (non-

relevant) training documents. In the resultant vector, we only consider the words or phrases that

are present in the topic statement, or the words that occur in at least 10% of the relevant training

documents, or the phrases that occur in at least 5% of the relevant training documents. We then select

the top 100 words and the top 20 phrases with the highest positive weights from the set of eligible

words and phrases in the resultant vector. We use the parameters a — p — 64, and 7 = 64.

2.2 Weight Tuning Algorithm: Perceptron

Perceptron is the learning algorithm used in our past work on text categorization (Ng et al., 1997).

Given a set of terms as features, and a set of training documents represented as feature vectors using

the selected features, the perceptron algorithm can learn a set of weights that effectively discriminate

the relevant from the non-relevant documents.

2.2.1 Weight Tuning

The input to the perceptron algorithm is the set of 100 words and 20 phrases selected by Rocchio's for-

mula. However, all the weights determined by Rocchio's formula are discarded. Instead the perceptron

algorithm determined from scratch the best weights of the selected terms.

All relevant training documents of a topic are used by the perceptron algorithm. In addition, 15

copies of the topic statement are added to form 15 additional relevant training documents. A subset

N2 comprising the top 7,000 non-relevant training documents are selected and used by the perceptron

algorithm. The method of selecting these 7,000 non-relevant documents is described in the last part

of this section. The set of training documents is represented in Lnu form. The maximum number of

epochs that the perceptron algorithm iterates is 100.

We made two changes to the standard perceptron algorithm that resulted in significant improvement

to the average uninterpolated precision (AUP):

1. In the standard perceptron algorithm, the final weights chosen for the selected features are those

of the epoch at which the number of misclassified training documents (whether relevant or non-

relevant) is minimized. However, since the number of relevant training documents in TREC is

a lot less than the number of non-relevant training documents (7,000) we used, minimizing the

total number of misclassified training documents tends to neglect the relevant documents. We
have devised a metric to deal with the skewed distribution of relevant versus non-relevant training

documents. Let R (N) be the total number of relevant (non-relevant) training documents, and

let T {n) be the number of misclassified relevant (non-relevant) training documents at an epoch.

We choose the feature weights of the epoch at which the metric value r/R + n/N is minimized.
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2. Having settled on the epoch at which the weights are chosen, all terms with negative weights at

this epoch are discarded before forming the final profile. This is analogous to discarding terms in

the Rocchio formula with negative weights. In effect, the perceptron algorithm further prunes the

set of terms chosen by the Rocchio formula, in addition to setting the weights of the remaining

terms.

2.2.2 Non-relevant Document Selection

We are now left with describing the method of selecting the top 7,000 non-relevant documents to

complete the description of the submitted run dso99rtl.

In our own work, we also found that the choice of the non-relevant training documents has a significant

impact on the accuracy of the routing task, confirming the findings of (Singhal et al., 1997). However,

instead of using the dot product score with the topic statement to rank the potential non-relevant

training documents, we explicitly learned a classifier (using the perceptron algorithm) to rank the

potential non-relevant documents. The approach is outlined in Figure 3.

We start with the set of all relevant documents R of a, topic i, as well as the set A'^i of all documents

that have been explicitly judged as non-relevant to topic i by the human assessors. Given R and A^i,

we use the correlation metric of (Ng et al., 1997) to dynamically select a set of words as features.^

We first compute the correlation metric of any word which occurs more than 5 times in the relevant

training documents. The average correlation metric value of all words with positive metric values

is then computed. A word is selected as a feature if its correlation metric value is greater than the

average.

This set of cho^en words, as well as the training documents R and A''!, are used by the perceptron

algorithm to learn a profile. The maximum number of epochs that the perceptron algorithm iterates

is 300. The learned profile is then used to rank all potential non-relevant training documents T — i?,

and the top 7,000 non-relevant training documents are selected to form the set A^2 of non-relevant

documents mentioned earlier in this section.

^This metric has also been independently proposed by (Ballerini et al., 1997) for use in the routing task. The metric

is termed U-measure in their work.
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3 The Second Submitted Run: dso99rt2

To further improve accuracy, our second submitted run dso99rt2 attempts to combine two weight

tuning algorithms, namely perceptron and Dynamic Feedback Optimization (DFO) (Buckley and

Salton, 1995). Both submitted runs start with an identical set of 100 words and 20 phrases selected

by Rocchio's formula, but each algorithm separately tunes the weights and two profiles are generated

per topic. The final ranked list of test documents is produced by merging the individual ranked lists

of the two profiles. The broad outline of the training and test phase of our second submitted run

dso99rt2 is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.

3.1 Weight Tuning Algorithm: Dynamic Feedback Optimization

Dynamic Feedback Optimization (DFO) has been used in conjunction with Rocchio's formula to tune

the weights of selected terms in the work of (Singhal, 1998). The DFO algorithm is described in detail

in (Buckley and Salton, 1995). The algorithm starts with the initial weights assigned by Rocchio's

formula. It proceeds in three passes. In each pass A;, the algorithm traverses the terms in ascending

order of their weights. For each term, its weight is increased by a factor Rk. If the new set of weights (in

which one term weight is increased by a factor of Rk) gives a higher AUP on the training documents,

the new set of weights is kept, else the original set is retained. We use the increment factor Ri — 2.0,

i?2 = 1.5, and R3 = 1.25.

i'

'
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3.2 Merging

All test documents are represented in Lnu form. Each of the two profiles generated by the two weight

tuning algorithms will be used to produce a separate ranked list of the top 1,000 documents per topic.

The rank of a test document is determined by the dot product score s assigned by a profile to the

document.

To generate a final ranked list of top 1,000 documents, all scores assigned by each profile have to be

normalized to range between 0 and 1. Let max (mm) be the maximum (minimum) score assigned by

a profile to the top 1,000 documents. Then the normalized score of a raw score s is (s — rnin)/{max —

min). The final score of a test document is the average of the two normalized scores from the two

profiles. The final ranked list is then determined by the final score of the test documents.

4 Results

There were six groups of participants with a total of eleven submitted runs to the routing task at

TREC-8 (Each group can submit up to two runs). Our two submitted runs achieved the top two

scores among the eleven runs, as measured by the official metric of average uninterpolated precision

(AUP).

Our two submitted runs give very close performance. The AUP score of dso99rtl is 45.1%, while that

of dso99rt2 is 46.2%. Thus, dso99rt2 is slightly better than dso99rtl, by 1.1% in AUP. Of the 48 topics

with at least one relevant test document, dso99rt2 achieves scores equal to or above the median for

46 of these 48 topics. Furthermore, the maximum scores of 15 topics were contributed by dso99rt2,

and the maximum scores of 11 additional topics were contributed by dso99rtl.

In addition, we have tested a variant of our hybrid algorithm on 4 past year TREC data sets (TREC-3,

TREC-5, TREC-6, and TREC-7), and the algorithm is able to achieve very competitive scores. Our

evaluation indicates that merging multiple weight tuning algorithms is able to improve the AUP score

in general.
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Abstract

This year a Fujitsu Laboratory team participated

in three traclvs:that is ad hoc, small web track, and

large web track. As basic techiniques, we compared

four popular stemmers, and we made simple re-

moving stop pattern techniques for TREC queries.

For the ad hoc task, and small web track, we used

the same techiniques. We experimented with area

weighting, co-occurence boosting, bi-gram utliza-

tion, and reranking by bi-gram extraction from pilot

search.

The effect of blind application with those te-

chiniques is rather limited, or even uncertain in the

TREC8 experiment. What we can say from TREC8
result is that blind application of co-occurence

boosting and area weighting may be effective for

the small web track. They requerie query depen-

dent application.

In the large web track, our main interest is ef-

ficiency, that is how much resources are required

to process 100GB of web text and 10000 real web

queries in practical time. Using a statistical based

language type checker, we can eliminate 23% of non-

English text. This leads to speeding up a inde.xing

and reducing the index size. The search speed for

an inverted file is CPU intensive if the target ma-

chine has main memory in excess of 10-25% of the

index size. So with simple, but effective index com-

pression methods, the throughput of query process-

ing is about 0.54-1.1 query/second even by a single

300MHz Ultra-spare processor.

1 System Description

1.0.1 Terafi

Tera6[l] is a fuUtext search library, designed to pro-

vide an adequate number of efficient functions for

commercial service, and to provide parameter com-

bination testing and eaisy extension for experiments

in IR. For TREC8 we added functions for reranking

pilot search results, and fixed bugs found during the

TREC8 experiment.

1.0.2 trec_exec

trec.exec is designed for automatic processing of

TREC. It contains a procedure controller, evalua-

tion module
,
logging module, and all non-searching

units such as query generation, query expansion and

so on.

The motivation of making this prorgram is that

we could not fully tune the system in the TREC7 ex-

periment. In the TREC7 experiment it took about

5 minutes to evaluate the result, and we had dif-

ficulty in analyzing what parameter was actually

effective as logging of parameters was imperfect.

trec.exec can execute all the TREC processing for

one run in about one minute, and it can be used for

system tuning by hill-climing.

2 Common Processing

The following process is common among all tracks.

Large web track does not use bi-gram, reranking

by N-gram, and QE.
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2.1 Indexing/Query Processing

2.1.1 indexing vocabulary

The indexing vocabulary consists of character

strings made up of letters, numbers, and symbols,

and no stop words were used in indexing. For

TREC8, we modified the grammar of the token rec-

ognizer to accept acronyms with symbols such as

U.S., and AT&T as one token.

2.1.2 Stemmer

We compared the popular stemmers. We selected

four algorithms SMART[2], Porter^
,
Lovins[4], and

Pickens [5] which are popular or can be used free ex-

perimentally. Their token recognizer was modified

to compare in the same condition.

The table 1 is the result of a pilot search on the

same parameter settings. The parameter tuning is

based on the SMART stemmer and TREC7. Best

average precision wass bold face, and worst was

italic. T is the title field, D is the description field

, and N is the narrative field. Blank field was not

tested.

RUN SMART Porter Lovins Pickens

TREC4
D 0.218,3351 0.216,3447 0.221,3364

TREC5
D 0.163,2125 0.158,2010 0.149,1935

T 0.151,2050 0.146,1899 0.144,1684

TD 0.159,1973 0.156,1989 0.150,1823

TDN 0.208,2314 0.200,2360 0.190,2233

TREC6
T 0.211,2200 0.218,2215 0.182,2120 0.217,2182

D 0.173,1763 0.158,1631 0.170,1721

TD 0.237,2323 0.243,2320 0.223,2201 0.244,2324

TDN 0.254,2711 0.243,2581 0.240,2624

TREC7
T 0.194,2199 0.187,2227 0.156,2129 0.189,2182

D 0.210,2538 0.200,2392 0.182,2329 0.203,2391

TD 0.237,2323 0.215,2551 0.194,2479 0.219,2555

TDN 0.257,2762 0.238,2661 0.230,2638 0.256,2874

Table 1: Comparison of stemmers (average-

precision,rel-ret)

^We found the official homge page of Porter Stemming
Algorithm [3], and found that the author said almost all the

implementation wcis different from the original one, and he

made improvement of rules. Since we found the page in a

few days ago, we did not try the official one.

Since the system is tuned based on the SMART
Stemmer, and nothing is known about the relation

between stemmer and system parameter tuning, it

is difficult to deduce a concrete result.

What we feel is that SMART or Pickens are a

better choice, and our choice is SMART.

2.1.3 Information in inverted file

Text number, term frequency, and term position are

stored for the ad hoc task, and small web track

for run time phrase processing and reranking by bi-

gram extraction.

Only text number and term frequency are stored

for the large web track to save disk space.

2.1.4 Stop word list for query processing

As in the TREC7[1], we used a stop word list of

about 400 words of Fox[6], and words with a high

df (more than 1/7 of the number of all documents)

were also treated as stop words.

2.1.5 Stop pattern removal

The expression of TREC queries are artificial, so

frequently appearing patterns such as "relevant doc-

ument" are stop patterns. We generahzed this ob-

servation, and removed the words which meet one

of the following condition.

1. Word in stopword list is a stopword.

2. Word which is not a proper noun^, and whose df

in TRECl-7 queries is more than 400*0.1 is a stop

word.

3. Word bi-gram whose df in TREC 1-7 queries is

more than 400*0.02 is a stop pattern.

4. Word tri-gram whose df in TRECl-7 queries is

more than 400*0.01 is a stop pattern.

5. All the words in a sentence that contains "not rel-

evant" are stop words.

6. 4 words following "other than" are stop words.

7. 4 words following "apart from" are stop words.

For the TREC-8, this parameter setting seems

to remove too many patterns. The result is that

official result is worse than with simple removal of

stopwords about 0.5-1 point.

-U.S appears 94 times in TRECl-7 queries.
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2.2 Weighting Scheme

The term weight is qtf * tf * idf, and the score for

one document is the sum of the term weights with

co-occurence boosting.

1. qtf

qtf is the combination of the following param-

eters

qtf — fw * tf * ttw

where

/ is the topic field (title, description or narra-

tive).

fw is weight of the topic field. We set the value

for the title field to 3.0, the value for the de-

scription field 1.5, the value for the narrative

is 0.9. Some teams [7], [8], [9] used weighting

depending on field type, and we take the same

approach.

tf is the bare frequency in each field.

itw is the term type weight. It is set to 3 for

terms, and set to 1 for phrase(word bi-gram).

2. tf

We simply used the tf part of 0KAPI[7].

, r (fei + l}*term_/r€q

ki = 1.5,6 = 0.75

3. idf

We used a modified idf of OKAPI. We intro-

duced a cut off" point for low df words, and

decreased the idf value for high df words.

•jr 1 N— (n*a)
idf = log2 ^

—-

N is the number of documents

n is df if ( df > 1/10000 * N) else

n = 1/10000 * N
a is set to 3

2.3 Co-occurence Boosting

As in TREC7, we use co-occurence boosting te-

chinique which favours co-occurence of query terms

in a document. Co-ocurrence boosting is imple-

mented by simply multipling the boost ratio to the

similarity of each term.

t

Si is the degree of similarity between a

document and topics.

i is the document number.

/ is a term that document, includes.

Wt^i is the part of similarity of termj in

documentj

.

B is the boost-ratio by term co-

occurrence.

In the experiment of last year, we could not get im-

provment except in very short queries. One of the

reasons was that applying this techinique to any

symbols, that is word with high idf, word with low

idf, and phrase(word bi-gram) caused the theme

to drift. So we limited the application of this te-

chinique only to words, and words within a limited

df range.

Apparently, the best parameter B depends on the

query, and we still have not found an automatic

parameter control method. So we set the B to 1.10

for the title word, to 1.05 for the description word,

and to 1.03 for the narrative word, and to 1.0 for

the word added by query expansion.

2.4 phrase(bi-gram)

Instead of traditional IR phreise (two adjacent non-

stopword pair with order or without order), we per-

mitted limited distance in phrase. The motivation

for introducing fixed distance is as follows. The

first motivation is that non-stopword may exist be-

tween two adjacent words in a query. For example,

in TREC7 query 351 "Falkland petroleum explo-

ration" , the word Island may be inserted between

"Falkland" and "petroleum", but the two words

may be located near each other in the sentence

within a limited distance. The second motivation

is that there are many stopword lists in the world

and it is diffcult to select one ,and we don't like to

remake the index every time we choose a different

stopword set for an experiment, and stopwords are

rather area dependent. The third motivation is that

it is easy and fast enough to experiment by comput-

ing the frequency of the bi-gram using a word off"set

in an inverted file at run time.

The experimental environment is that the bi-

gram uses bare idf, and its weight is 1/3 that of a

normal word. The bi-gram is constructed from two

adjacent non-stopword pair in a query which is not

separted by stop pattern in stop pattern removal.

Their source area is only the title and description

fields. Table 2 shows the average precision after QE.
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3 Ad hoc task

We tried many techiniques in the TREC8 ad hoc

experiment, and most of them did not survive as

their effects were uncertain or too merginal, and

were just logged by trec.exec. As the following anal-

ysis shows, except QE, most of the techniques which

we applied to the official runs were severely query

dependent or target document dependent.

3.1 Ad hoc official runs

The results are shown in Table 4. TREC8 query

was easier than that of TREC7, and there is little

difference between the title only run and title and

desciption run.

Run-id FlabSas Flab8atd2 FlabSatdn FlabSax FlabSat

field TD TD TDN TDN T
Av Prec 0.290 0.293 0.324 0.316 0.287

R-Prec 0.324 0.320 0.353 0.350 0.315

P@20 0.420 0.420 0.470 0.451 0.426

Retrieved 50000 50000 50000 50000 50000

Rel-ret 3090 2990 3261 3207 3084

Relevcint 4728 4728 4728 4728 4728

best 0 2 1 1 3

>= med 42 39 39 41 40

Table 4: Eleven Point Average (Official Run)

The conditions of each run are given in table 5.

Name FlabSas Flab8atd2 FlabSatdn FlabSax FlabSat

bi-gram + + + + +
Co-boost + + + +
Reraink + -/+ +
QE + + + + +
Data fusion +

Table 5: Parameter condition of official Runs

FlabSax is data fusion of FlabSatdn and very

long query version of the Flabatd2 condition. For

the TREC7 experiment, merging two different sys-

tem results in 1-1.5 points up in some cases (eg.

OKAPI-flNQUERY). But as this result shows, it is

not stable.

3.2 Ad hoc analysis

The effect of the techiniques we employed, field

weighting, co-occurence boosting, bi-gram in query,

and reranking by bi-gram are shown in the following

tables.

bi-gram field boost rerank No QE QE
0.243 0.271

+ 0.247 0.288

+ + 0.251 0.290

+ + -1- 0.252 0.291

+ + -f 0.241 0.293 (*ofRcial)

Table 6: The effects of each techniques (title and

description)

bi-gram field boost rerank No QE QE
0.215 0.259

+ 0.236 0.288

+ 0.236 0.289

+ + + 0.238 0.290

+ + + 0.235 0.288 (*ofRcial)

Table 7: The effects of each techniques (title)

4 Small Web Track

The processing of Small Web Track is the same as

that of the ad hoc task.

No link run is submitted as we did not have

enough time, and it seems difficult to use link infor-

mation for 2GB text.

What we felt during system training by TREC7
queries was the searching for small web data easily

drifted away from the main theme.

The result seems to support our feelings, that is

field weighting and co-occrence boosting is the most

effective of our techniques, and QE is less effective

than in the case of the ad hoc task.

4.1 Small Web Track official Runs

Two runs are submitted, FlabSwtdnN and

FlabSwtdN. Their procedure was the same as that

of FlabSatd2. FlabSwtdnN used full field, and
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FlabSwtdN used title and description field. The

results are shown in Table 8.

Name r laDowtciniM r laDowcuiN

field TDN TD
link NO NO
A DAverage rrec 0.340 0.332

R-Prec 0.353 0.355

P@20 0.401 0.398

Retrieved 50000 50000

Rel-ret 2279 2279

Relevant 1988 1954

best/ >= med 5/42 1/42

Table 8: Official small web track result

4.2 Small Web Track analysis

The following two tables show the combination of

each techinique.

bi-gram field boost rerank No QE QE
0.289 0.325

+ 0.296 0.323

+ + 0.304 0.338

+ + + 0.315 0.340

+ + + + 0.301 0.332 *oflicial

Table 9: The effects of each technique (title and

description)

bi-gram field boost rerank No QE QE
0.294 0.321

+ 0.306 0.332

+ + 0.323 0.347

+ + + 0.331 0.358

+ + + 0.322 *0.346

Table 10: The effects of each technique (title de-

scription,and narrative
)

* official result is 0.340.

5 Large Web Track

Our goal for the large web track is to show that a

single CPU is enough for processing 100GB of Web

data, and even a slow CPU (Ultra-Sparc 300MHz)
is enough. This is because inversion and searching

is CPU intensive if hardware conditions are met,

and such hardwares are not so expensive today.

The balance between speed, precision and hard-

ware cost was our research goal.

5.1 Hardware environment

One Sun Ultra2 workstation was used for the lage

web track. It has 1GB memory and has 2 Ultra-

spare 300MHz CPUs. Most of the processing was

done using 1 CPU, sometimes 2 CPU were used.

5.2 islang

As pointed out by some groups[7], large web track

data contains considerable non-English data. This

data increases the size of the index, and slows down
the inversion, and is never retrieved in English

query processing.

A statistical based language type checker, called

islang, which rejects both non-English text, and
non-language text was originally designed to se-

lect Japanese and English text for Web search

engine[10].

The basic idea of islang is that frequently appear-

ing spelling, prefix and suffix patterns are the key

expression in language type checking, and we can

use the tri-gram as the pattern in English.

The algorithm is as follows.

1. Training

(a) L is the training corpus containing N pat-

terns.

(b) The pattern is the tri-gram of case folded al-

phabetical ciscii character.

To reflect the word construction of English,

patterns in word and patterns adjacent to

word boundaries are treated as two different

patterns.

(c) Simply count the frequency of patterns and
calculate the information of each patterns in

the corpus.

n,(i = 1, 2...n) is the pattern in L
fi is the frequency for n, respectly.

Pr=-log2{^)

2. Checking

(a) T is the target text contciining M patterns.
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(b) tt{i — 1, 2...n) is the pattern in T.

/, is the frequency for t, respectly.

(c) Calculate average information and score.

If ti is not found in Ui, use a * —log2{1./N)
instead of p,

socre is
2""

(d) If score is over the threshold, reject text as

not belonging to the language.

a is set to 1.0, and threshold is set to 40000, and

TREC7 documents are used as a training corpus.

The example of rejected documents from lAOOl-

0000-BOOl- set are given in Table 11.

DOCID score text

5 44167 Die Dapsy Dinos Leider wurde

44 81499 Sydsvenskan - Nyhetsrsikt ...

52 51064630 323c 2f44 4f43 4e4f 3e0a ...

Table 11: Sample of rejected document by islang

23% of the text is rejected as non-English. The
sum of word entry in inverted file is reduced to 10

million from 20million, and the index size is reduced

to 4.0GB from 4.8GB without stopword condition.

5.3 Large web track result

Our main concern is the balance between perfor-

mance and precision. Introducing Boolean AND
condition speeds up query processing, but precision

may go down. To compare simple ranking and AND
condition with ranking, we submitted two runs.

All runs did not use phrases, and query expansion.

B+R means ranking document with AND condition

of every non-stopword in a query. If the number of

retrieved documents is less than 20, then ranking

search is retried. This AND conditional interface is

popular in actual Internet services. R means tra-

ditional accumulator method. Only flSwlsb used

index with stopwords. Tablel2 shows our official

result.

Run-id av-prec P@10 P@20 Calc speed(sec)

flSwhisb 0.4103 0.536 0.510 B-fR 0.75

flSwlnsr 0.4064 0.538 0.508 R 1.16

flSwlsb 0.4116 0.540 0.507 B+R 0.54

Table 12: Large web official result

There is no remarkable difference in precision.

B-fR search and index with stopwords seems to be

the best choice considering speed.

5.4 Performance of pre-processing

The preprocessing involves web detagging, running

islang, and indexing. The official pre-processing

data is as follows.

1. Detagging etc. took 3 or 4 weeks using 1 CPU.

The process contains gzip, gunzip, cat, copy

and rm for original data due to shortage of disk

space. But most of the time was comsumed by

a poor detagging script. After detagging text

size is reduced to about 50GB.

After submission of result, we wrote C version

of detagging program. Its processing time was

about 10 hours including the time for gunzip

the data.

2. islang takes 5.23 hours using 2 CPU.

23% of the text was rejected as non-English.

3. Indexing

It took about 30 hours using 1 CPU.

To compare the effect of the stopword, we

made two indexes. 'With stopword' uses the

stopword list of SMART[2], and rejects non-

alphabetical symbols, digital string equal or

greater than 1000000, and strings longer than

24 characters.

The official inversion is very slow because we

failed to keep working area(300MB) of mem-
ory. Solaris2.6 swapped out the working area

while inversion was being done. So' more than

half of the time was comsumed by page-in and

page-out. After submission of the official re-

sult, we found we could lock the work area

in memory by mlock(), and mincore() system

calls in Solaris2.6, but we did not retry by

now{1999/10/27).
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condition time status work oirea

With stopword

Without stopword

30.38 hours

27.63 hours

official

officicd

300MB
300MB

Table 13: Inversion time

The Index size is given in table 14.

files with stopword without stopword

inverted file 3.01 4.03

dictionary 0.46 0.59

text size array 0.07 0.07

text number id 0.41 0.41

total 3.95GB 5.10GB

Table 14: Index size

5.5.2 Average Processing Speed

The regulation of a large web track says that query

processing speed is the total processing time divided

by the number of query. Other teams generally take

the data parallel model to speed up processing, so

we took the round-robin model to increase speed.

The processing is very simple. We split a query file

into 2 or 3 files, and run 2 or 3 search programs to

the same index. 1,2, and 3 processes are compared

and the result is given in Table 15.

Rvm-id 1 process 2 process 3 process

flSwlnsb 0.75 0.40 0.53

flSwlnsr 1.16 0.75 0.87

flSwlsb 0.54 0.39 0.63

Table 15: Query processing speed (elapsed seconds

per query)

5.5 Performance of query processing

In this section we show the basic figure of query

processing.

5.5.1 Design of Terafi

We briefly list the features of TeraB concering per-

formance.

1. I/O optimization

(a) simply locating the bitmap entry of an in-

verted file for the same term in continuous

area.

(b) Clustering frequently accessed bitmap en-

tries. (not used in TREC run)

2. Index entry is compressed by extended gamma
coding [11] which aims at a balance between

index size and decoding speed.

3. A Skip list [12] is used to minimize decoding

cost.

4. Many code optimization techniques are used

such as loop expansion, macro expansion, and

other coding techniques.

As the result shows that 2 process is the fastest

in 2 CPU environment. This suggest searching is

CPU intensive for some conditions, and we show

the evidence in the following secitons.

5.5.3 CPU time vs real time

If CPU time is dominant in most of the searching

processes, there is little difference between the dis-

tribution ofCPU time and real time. The histogram

of query processing speed is figure 1 . This speed

only includes searching the inverted file.
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Figure 1: CPU time vs real time
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For most of the queries CPU time is nearly equal

to real time. But in the case of huge queries they

differ.

Figure 2 shows the relation between the number

of terms in query and average processing time.

0 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 2: CPU time vs real time

The shortest CPU time is less than 1/1000 sec-

ond, and the longest CPU time is 7.7 seconds. The
shortest real time is less than 1/1000 second, and

the longest real time is 28.1 seconds.

5.5.4 Index size vs available Memory

What actually affects the search performance is

memory pages which the OS caches, and not search

system caches if the index uses Unix File System'*.

But it is difficult to know what block of what files

the OS caches. So we limit available main memory
size using a memory resident program using mlock()

and mincore(), and check search program perfor-

mance.

The result is omitted in this paper, but we get the

same result as that of past experiment. In our past

experiments on patent abstract (index size about

IGB), the query processing was CPU intensive if

memory size is more than 10-25% of index size.

In our past experiment with Japanese patent data

(index size 10GB), and actual query (about 13000

queries), the total of the accessed inverted file entry

is about 1GB.

5.5.5 More speed

We simply list the techiniques for increasing speed.

""This means not using raw disk

1. inversion

(a) Stemmer

The speed of the stemmer is given in Table

16.

Stemmer speed(Gbyte/hour)

No stemmer 16.5

Porter 6.64

SMART 6.36

Levins 7.10

Table 16: Stemmer speed comparison

Almost all stemmer implementations are

run time rule matching, so they are not

fast from the view of implementaion.

(b) Sorting in sort merge inversion

Terafi uses a sorting merge algorithm for

inversion, and quick sort algorithm is used

to sort the entries of an inverted file. But

the quick sort algorithm is not the fastest

in this special case.

Stemming and sorting occupies more than 70%
of our inversion process.

2. Searching

(a) I/O optimization

Though the main memory size is large

enough compared with index size, in-

verted file entry which is actually accessed

in query processing is not clustered.

(b) Changing Measures

We used OKAPI for all TREC8 runs. The

tf calculation of OKAPI requires division

every time as its form is tf/{tf + a). It

slows down the searching speed. To the

contrary, the vector space model measures

such as dtn.dnb [13] require division only

once for each document. Table 17 shows

the CPU time of OKAPI and dtn.dnb

weighting.

Measure CPU real

OKAPI
ddb.ddn

0.353

0.270

0.496

0.410

Table 17: Measure speed (elapsed second per query)
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6 Conclusion

Though the combination of above techniques seems

to be working for automatic ad hoc, and small web
track, each technique is serverly query/search re-

sult dependent. We need control method whether

we apply those techniques or not. The result on

the Large Web track is good. The balance of index-

ing speed, index size, searching speed, and precision

is satisfactory, considering the hardware resources,

which is not measured by price because current PC
is faster than old workstation, and is cheaper.
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trec6 t 0.260 0.260

trec6 d 0.185 0.187

trec6 td n 1U.zbi U. JOJ

tree? t 0.244 0.235

trec7 d 0.273 0.273

U. iO i

trec8 t 0.288 0.283

trecS d 0.256 0.257

trec8 td 0.293 0.290

Table 2: Short distance bi-gram vs phrase

2.5 Reranking by best bi-gram

The bi-gram in query is limited to non-stopword

pairs. This is because any bi-gram combination of

terms in query easily drifts away from its original

theme with its strong idf. ^ But in some cases, a

non-adjacent pair in original query is a key expres-

sion. For example in TREC7 query 351 "Falkland

petroleum exploration", the bi-gram expression of

"Falkland" and "exploration" in rather narrow win-

dow (less than 50 words) is a good expression. All

the 14 documents which contain this pattern are

relevant. What we thought is frequently appear-

ing bi-gram pattern of query terms in top ranked

documents in the pilot search may contain such ex-

pressions, and can be used to make the document

level average increase. Using TSV of Okapi, we se-

lected bi-grams in rather middle size windows, and

rerank the result of pilot search.

1. Rank top 1000 documents

2. Calculate the TSV score of every bi-gram of

the terms in a query in fixed window size(set

40). The top 20 documents are supposed to be

relevant, and the 500-1000 ranked document

are supposed to be non- relevant.

3. Sort the bi-gram by TSV score

4. Select the best N (set 5) bigram whose mutual

information is over the threshold(set -5). The
threshold setting of mutual informaition means

we accepted all the best bi-gram, and we did

^We did not try Robertson's phrase weighting[7] at

1999/10/27

not consider the TSV score of the words in bi-

gram.

5. Rerank the pilot search result after adding bi-

gram score (tf*idf)

The effect of blind application of this techniques

with this parameter setting and scoring seems to be

dubious. Unexpectedly its effect on TREC4 is 10%
and TREC5 5% and TREC7 3%, and we apphed

this techiniques to some of the official TRECS runs.

The top ranked bi-gram expressions were the

combination of main theme word(title word), and

the other words in most cases. For example the

selected bi-gram expression in TRECS query 406

"Parkinson's disease" were "Parkinson disease",

"Parkinson symptoms", "Parkinson treat", and

"Parkinson patient".

Table 3 shows the change of document level av-

erage, and average precision after QE in this case.

Cond @10 @20 (No QE) av-prec(QE)

With

Without

0.50

0.40

0.350

0.350

0.452

0.371

Table 3: Document level average and average pre-

cision after QE for topic 406

2.6 Query Expansion

Query Expansion was used for the ad hoc task, and

small web track. The Boughanem formuIa[7] was

used to select terms.

TSV = ir/R-as/S).uM^ (1)

uA^' is modified and more general version of Robert-

son/Sparck Jones weight.

The a was set 0.001, and k4 was -0.3, k5 was

1, and k6 was 64. The top 20 documents in the

pilot search were supposed to be relevant, and the

documents ranked from 500 to 1000 were supposed

to be non-relevant. The top ranked 40 words which

are not included in original query, which are not

included in the stopword list of SMART, whose tsv

score are more than 0.003, whose df are more than

20, and whose df are less than 33000 were added to

the original query.

No collection enrichment technique was used.
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Abstract

This paper describes the official runs of the Twenty-One group for TREC-8. The Twenty-One group

participated in the Ad-hoc, CLIR, Adaptive Filtering and SDR tracks. The main focus of our experiments

is the development and evaluation of retrieval methods that are motivated by natural language processing

techniques. The following new techniques are introduced in this paper. In the Ad-Hoc and CLIR tasks

we experimented with automatic sense disambiguation followed by query expansion or translation. We
used a combination of thesaurial and corpus information for the disambiguation process. We continued

research on CLIR techniques which exploit the target corpus for an implicit disambiguation, by importing

the translation probabilities into the probabilistic term-weighting framework. In filtering we extended

the the use of language models for document ranking with a relevance feedback algorithm for query term

reweighting.

1 Introduction

Twenty-One^ is a project funded by the EU Telematics programme, sector Information Engineering. The

project subtitle is "Development of a Multimedia Information Transaction and Dissemination Tool" . Twenty-

One started early 1996 and was completed in June 1999. Because the TREC ad-hoc and CLIR tasks fitted

our needs to evaluate the system on the aspects of monolingual and cross-language retrieval performance,

TNO-TPD and University of Twente participated under the flag of "Twenty-One" in TREC-6 and TREC-7.
Because the cooperation is continued in other projects: Olive and Druid we have decided to continue our

TREC participation as "Twenty-One". For the Ad-Hoc, CLIR and SDR tasks, we used the TNO vector

space engine. The engine supports several term-weighting schemes. The principal term weighting scheme we

used is based on statistical language models (LM). Cf. [10] and the appendix for a more detailed description

of the baseline system.

2 The Ad Hoc task

2.1 Expansion of title queries

For TREC-8 we decided to focus our experiments on title queries, because they correspond better to the

average queries of current IR system users. For title queries, query expansion seems an obvious technique to

improve retrieval eflfectiveness. We have experimented with techniques to use a lexical thesaurus for query

expansion. The thesaurus is part of the VLIS lexical database of Van Dale publishers. Query expansion

involves a series of steps:

1. POS tagging and lemmatization of each query word

^Information about Twenty-one, Olive and DRUID is available at http://dis.tpd.tno.nl/
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2. Lookup of the lemma in the VLIS lexical database. The result is a "Lexical Entity" (LE), which is a

reference to a concept description in the VLIS database

3. Often the previous step results in a list of concepts, especially in the case of homonyms. In these cases

some form of disambiguation is needed.

4. Expansion of the concepts with related concepts, e.g. synonyms and/or hyponyms

5. Realisation of the expansion concepts in English, using the VLIS translation relations

Unfortunately the technique did not yield convincing results on the TREC-7 topic set, so we decided

to base the official TREC-8 runs on our TREC-7 system, without any of the newly developed techniques.

However, these techniques were used in one of the official TREC-8 CLIR runs.

We will discuss one potential reason for the failure of query expansion techniques for title queries: One
of the problems in developing a system tuned for title-only runs is the fact that the judgments for test

collections are based on the full topics. The title field is a two or three word summary of the topic which is

composed after the topic has been developed. Therefore such a title will always cover only a limited set of

topic aspects. If different persons would interpret the title query, they would have different interpretations

of the relevance of retrieved documents. That is because title queries are necessarily under-specified. But

because the judgments have been done with the full topic description in mind (including detailed constraints

when a document is - or is not - relevant) it is hard to devise a query expansion method which will improve

average precision of a title run, because it is hard to predict which query constraints are described in the

description and narrative sections of the topic.

2.2 Experimental setup and results

For the official runs in the ad-hoc task we eventually re-used our TREC-7 system, because the experimental

query expansion systems scored significantly worse on the TREC-7 test collection. The TNO vector space

engine was configured to use LM weighting using an Aj of 0.15 and standard Porter stemming. Stop-words

were removed from the documents, including words that are frequent in previous TREC topics like relevant

and document. Queries were generated automatically from the full topics (title, description and narrative)

using the same procedure as used for indexing.

The results of our official runs in the Ad Hoc tasks are given in table 1. We submitted 3 official runs,

using either only the title or both the title and description fields. We compared a baseline run with a

Pseudo Relevance Feedback(PRF) run. After an initial retrieval run, the top 200 of the weighted index

terms extracted from a concatenation of the top 3 documents were added to the query with a ratio of 20 : 3,

i.e. the weight of the added terms was multiplied by 3/20 before adding. These parameters were determined

empirically by experimenting with the English topics of the TREC-6 CLIR track.

run-name topic fields mode AVP
tno8d3 t-hd PRF 0.2921

tno8d4 t-l-d base 0.2778

tno8t2 t base 0.2423

tno8t3 t PRF 0.2755

Table 1: Ad Hoc results

3 Cross Language Information Retrieval (CLIR)

3.1 Introduction

Like in previous years, our CLIR approach is based on query translation using bilingual dictionaries. A
Twenty-One cross-lingual run consists of three steps:
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1. Translate the topics in the three other languages (we used the English topics as source)

2. Perform 4 parallel runs on the sub-collections, with the translated topics

3. Merge the 4 runs into a final result file

Unlike the Ad Hoc task where we used Porter stemming, we used morphological stemming based on the

Xelda tools of XRCE Grenoble for all languages ^. We have some indications that the fact that the stemmer
only removes inflectional affixes, results in reduced effectiveness. Experiments with a derivational version are

planned. For German we experimented with several strategies to deal with compounds, which were initially

developed for Dutch [16]. We eventually used a non-optimal strategy (i.e. the strategy which replaces a

compound by its parts) because the optimal strategy ( just add compound parts as index terms) interfered

with the merging strategy (retrieval status values (RSVs) are not compatible). All CLIR runs used the fuzzy

expansion procedure as described in [10] to catch spelling variants of proper nouns and typos.

3.2 Translation strategies

Query translation in Twenty-One is based on the VLIS lexical database developed by Van Dale Lexicography

for translations into German and French and on Systran for the translation from English into Italian. We used

three different strategies for selecting translations from the VLIS database: dictionary preferred, boolean and

disambiguation. The dictionary preferred and boolean strategies were also used last year, the disambiguation

strategy was developed for this year's participation.

3.2.1 Dictionary preferred

In the dictionary preferred translation strategy, the selection of translations is based on the number of

occurrences of a certain translation in the dictionary. Some lemmas have identical translations for different

senses. If this is the case, this translation ,is selected. If no translation occurs more than once, the first

translation is chosen by default.

3.2.2 Boolean

For the boolean strategy, translations are weighted baised on the number of occurrences in the dictionary.

If a translation occurs in the dictionary under three senses we assign it a weight that is three times as

high. As Dutch serves as an interlingua, translation can be carried out via several Dutch pivot lemmas.

This possibly generates even more occurrences of the same translation. The implicit assumption made by

weighting translations is that the number of occurrences generated from the dictionary may serve as rough

estimates of actual frequencies in parallel corpora. Ideally, if the domain is limited and parallel corpora on

the domain are available, weights should be estimated from actual data.

3.2.3 Word sense disambiguation

This year we also experimented with a word sense disambiguation technique for cross-language retrieval. In

this technique, dictionary-based word senses are disambiguated using corpus information. First, the original

query is used for monolingual retrieval on the TREC ad-hoc corpus. All terms in the top N documents

produced by this run are saved. Subsequently, the LEs and all lexical realisations of query terms are looked

up in the VLIS database. The semantic relations defined in VLIS are used to look up synonym, hyponym
and hyperonym LEs of each different sense of a query term and their lexical realisations. In this way we
gather a structured group of words associated with each particular sense of a query term. These groups are

further expanded using words from example sentences which are also included in the database.

The groups of words for each possible sense of a query term are subsequently compared with the terms

from the monolingual retrieval run and "evidence" for each sense is computed based on the overlap between

the two sets of terms. The sense for which the most evidence is found is selected. If no evidence is found at

all or all senses score equally, the first sense is selected by default.

^In TREC-7 we relied on the Porter stemmer for Italian, developed at ETH
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LEs hyperonym relations synonym relations hyponym relations

bank concern undertaking business enterprise house institute banker deposit mortgage loan trade

bank rise elevation mound sandbank shoal aground stuck

pipe object duct funnel nozzle tube supply drain eustachian

pipe tobacco peace clay water hookah opium

Table 2: example word groups

Query translation is now fairly straightforward. The translations for the selected word senses are looked

up in the VLIS database, if more than one translation is given for a particular sense the boolean weighting

strategy is applied (cf. section 3.2.2 above).

We experimented with different values of N for the initial monolingual retrieval run, 20 turned out to

be the best choice. We also experimented with re-weighting words associated with a particular word sense

based on their semantic relation to the original term, e.g. assign hyponyms a higher weight than hyperonyms.

This experimentation provided some evidence that hyponyms are very important for sense determination

but synonyms should possibly be excluded from the sense groups.

3.3 Merging Strategies

The merging strategies used for TREC-7 were a major performance bottleneck, because the merged runs

scored about 75-80% of the averaged average precision of the constituting runs. We compared different

merging strategies: i) naive merge: this means simply merging the result files, assuming that the RSVs are

"compatible" ii) Rank based merge: This technique was applied by IBM at TREC-7 [6]. The assumption

is that log{R) where R is the rank number has a linear relationship with the probability of relevance. The
method estimates the linear model on training data (e.g. previous TREC collection) e.g. by applying

regression and simply replaces each RSV in a run by the estimated probability of relevance which is a

function of the rank, iii) combination of evidence: just add the RSVs of method i and ii.

The LM term weighting model is founded in probability theory, but the RSVs in the implementation in

the TNO vector space engine are not equivalent to the probability of relevance. The RSVs are actually a

log of the probability of relevance offset by a query dependent constant and a collection dependent constant.

For the naive merge method we divided the RSVs by the query length in order to compensate for differences

in query length between different language versions of a topic^ . The IBM merge strategy has the implicit

assumption that all topics have a similar probability function of R for all languages. It's obvious that this

assumption is not optimal, because the distribution of relevant topics over the different collections is not

equal, with the extreme case that some topics only have relevant documents in 1 or 2 sub-collections. Our

combined strategy simply sums the original RSV (which is the log of the probability of relevance, normahzed

on query length but offset by some unknown constant) with the estimated log of the probability of relevance

at rank R. The method empirically scored well, probably because the IBM probability estimates help to map
to a normalized RSV. There is some theoretical justification because the probability at rank R P{D\R) can

be used as an estimate for the a-priori probabiUty that a document is relevant P{D).

3.4 Results

Table 4 lists the results for our official runs. We discovered an error in the tnoSgr merged run, it did

contain no French docum.ents. The tables list the results for the fixed tnoSgr run. As a baseline we included

tnoSmx, a run which is based on a merge of 4 monolingual runs. We hoped to improve the pool with this

run, in order to enable a better evaluation of the monolingual and bilingual intermediate runs. The best

result is achieved by tnoSgr-fixed the boolean run. The table also lists the results of the other merging

alternatives. From our preliminary analysis we conclude that for the xlingual runs the naive score based

merging strategy performs always better than the interleaved or rank based probability estimates strategy.

The combination of evidence approach adds some extra improvement in most cases. The rank based merging

strategy is based on precision at rank R estimates of the TREC7 tno7mx run. However, the TREC8 topic

^Only necessary for the merged monolingual run
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run-name description

tnoSdpx

tnoSgr

tnoSdis

tnoSmx

dictionary preferred translation of English query into 3 other

languages; fuzzy expansion of each query term

probabilisticly interpreted boolean query of all possible translations

of the English queries into 3 other lajiguages
;
fuzzy expansion

disambiguation and translation of English queries into 3 other

languages; fuzzy expansion of each tremslated term

reference run: merged run of four raonolinguaJ searches; fuzzy

expansion of each query term

Table 3: description of CLIR runs

run-name combination of evidence

official

interleave

unofficial

naive

unofficial

rank based

unofficial

tnoSdpx 0.2523 0.2049 0.245 0.2214

tno8gr-fixed 0.2789 0.2288 0.2763 0.2102

tnoSdis 0.2407 0.1905 0.2355 0.1906

tnoSmx 0.3226 0.3159 0.2763 0,2625

Table 4: mean average precision of CLIR runs

set has much less relevant English documents. This is probably the reason that the success of a pure rank

based merging strategy is limited.

When we look at the results of the constituting runs (table 5), the results are more consistent than in

TREC-7. In TREC-7 the best performing intermediate runs were the dictionary preferred runs, and the

boolean run was the best merged run. In TREC-8 the boolean strategy hais the best intermediate and

merged average precision.

If we compare the cross-language runs with their monolingual counterparts on a per-query basis, there

are a number of queries with very poor results for all three query translation strategies. We have identified

some of the factors which contributed to this effect.

• The failure to recognize and translate phrases as a unit. This is especially detrimental for the English

to German runs where Enghsh phrases have to be translated into German single word compounds, e.g.

"World War" "Weltkrieg", "armed forces" "Bundeswehr" (query 61).

• Tagging errors, e.g. "axms" (weapons) was tagged as the plural of "arm" (body part) by the Xerox

tagger (query 66).

• Because most words in query titles were capitalized, we decided to convert them to lower case to

prevent the tagger from tagging all title words as proper nouns. This had the effect that those title

words that were actually proper nouns were not tagged correctly, e.g. the proper name "Turkey" was

translated as "Truthuhn" and "dindon" (bird) in German and French respectively (query 66).

Although the results with disambiguation were somewhat disappointing, we intend to continue our ex-

periments with word sense disambiguation in the future. One possible improvement we intend to investigate

would be to use the unique Lexical Entity identifiers provided by the VLIS database instead of actual words

run-name avg.prec. avg.prec. avg.prec. avg.prec. average merged relat. to

english french german Italian over 4 avg. (%)

tnoSdpx 0.3130(m) 0.3319 0.2053 0.3017 0.2880 0.2523 88

tnoSgr-fixed 0.3130(m) 0.3672 0.2511 0.3017 0.3080 0.2789 91

tnoSdis 0.3130(m) 0.3099 0.1806 0.3017 0.2763 0.2407 87

tno8mx(m) 0.3130(m) 0.5510(m) 0.4100(m) 0.3620(m) 0.4090 0.3226 79

Table 5: per language performance and the eflfect of merging on 28 topics TREC-8, (m) indicates monolingual

run
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as a conceptual interlingua. Our current strategy has the disadvantage that after the monoHngual disam-

biguation process, which reduces source language query terms to unique LEs, new ambiguities are introduced

in the translation process when the LEs are realized as actual words in the target language.

Not surprisingly, since it was less well tested than the other two strategies which were also used last year,

we also found that the disambiguation procedure contained a few omissions which resulted in the failure to

translate query terms. We found that some LEs in the VLIS database did not have lexical realisations in all

languages (i.e. so-called lexical gaps). In those cases the VLIS database suggests a less optimal translation.

These translations were not found by the disambiguation procedure, however.

3.5 Pool validation

Judgements for the cross-language task are probably not as complete as the judgements for the other TREC
tasks [10]. In this section we try to get an indication of how much of a problem the incomplete judgements

actually are. For previous TREC CLIR task runs, we evaluated each run that contributed to the pool using

relevance judgements both with (standard evaluation) and without the relevant documents that the run

uniquely contributed to the pool.^. The difference between the two evaluations will give an idea of how
reliable the collections are for future work.

run name average precision difference unique

unjudged judged rel.

98EITdes 0 1919 0 1962 0 0043 2 2 % 45

98EITful 0 2514 0 2767 0 0253 10 1 % 159

98EITtit 0 1807 0 1841 0 0034 1 9 % 27

BKYCL7AG 0 2345 0 2406 0 0061 2 6 % 44

BKYCL7A1 0 2012 0 2184 0 0172 8 6 % 120

BKYCL7ME 0 3111 0 3391 0 0280 9 0 % 164

RaliDicAPf2e 0 1405 0 1687 0 0282 20 1 % 176

TW1E2EF 0 1425 0 1569 0 0144 10 1 % 107

ceat7f2 0 1808 0 2319 0 0511 28 3 % 293

ibmcl7al 0 2939 0 3168 0 0229 7 8 % 135

lanl982 0 0296 0 0487 0 0191 64 5 % 140

tno7ddp 0 2174 0 2382 0 0208 9 6 % 152

tno7edpx 0 2551 0 2846 0 0295 11 6 % 109

umdxeof 0 1448 0 1610 0 0162 11 2 % 140

max: 0.0511 64.5 % 293

mean: 0.0205 14.1 % 129

standard deviation: 0.0124 16.1 % 67

Table 6: TREC-7 pool validation

Table 6 shows the results of the pool validation experiment. On average, an unjudged run will have 0.02

higher average precision after judging. However, the difference may be much worse, up to 0.05 for ceat7f2.

It might be possible to use information about the quality of the pool like the mean and standard deviation

of the differences to define a confidence interval on the average precision of unjudged runs, but that goes

beyond the scope of this paper. A complicating factor is how to handle the case where a pair of judged

runs from the same group uniquely found a relevant document. The runs that show the ma:ximum absolute

difference (ceat7f2) and the maximum relative difference (lanl982) come from systems of which only one run

was judged. For a research group that did not participate in TREC-7, the penalty for not being able to judge

the run may therefore be higher than table 6 suggests.

Table 7 shows that the total number of judged documents is more or less the same as last year. However

the average number of relevant documents per topic is lower than 100. This probably means that the quality

of the pool has improved, which makes the collection more useful for per language comparisons.

''Thanks to Chris Buckley for proposing the pool validation experiment
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collection total judged relevant no hits judged judged relevant no hits judged

docs. docs. docs. in topic fraction docs. docs. in fraction

english 242,866 8,973 956 59,63,66,75 0.0013 9,810 1,689 26,46 0.0014

french 141,637 5,751 578 76 0.0014 6,130 991 0.0015

german 185,099 4,098 717 60,75,76 0.0008 4,558 917 26 0.0009

italicin 62,359 4,334 170 60,63,75,80 0.0024 3,062 501 26,44,51 0.0018

totaJ 631,961 23,156 2,421 average: 0.0013 23,560 4,098 average: 0.0013

Table 7: CLIR task statistics (a) 28 topics TREC-8, (b) 28 topics TREC-7

4 Adaptive filtering

In the TREC-7 filtering task three important issues turned up [5]: 1) the initial threshold, 2) threshold

adaption and 3) query reweighting. Setting the thresholds probably has the greater impact on perceived

performance in terms of utility [21]. Once the threshold performs satisfactory, it is hard to improve upon

the performance by query reweighting. Although we put a considerable amount of work in the threshold

algorithms, the main objective of the Twenty-One participation was the development of relevance weighting

algorithms for the linguistically motivated probabilistic model. Details of the probabilistic retrieval model

can be found in the appendix of this paper.

4.1 Evaluation setup

For the filter track we used the experimental linguistically motivated probabilistic retrieval engine developed

at the University of Twente. Initial document frequencies for term weighting were collected from the '87 to

'91 editions of the Wall Street Journal (TREC CDs 1 and 2). We did not use the '92 editions because this data

would not have been available in a real world application. The topics and The Financial Times documents

were stemmed using the Porter stemmer and stopped using the Smart stop-list which was augmented with

some domain-specific stopwords like 'document' and 'relevant'. We used title, narrative and description of the

topics to build the initial profile. The controlled language fields of the Financial Times test collection were not

used. We did not process the incoming documents in chunks. That is, document frequencies were updated

for each incoming document; a binary decision was made directly for each incoming document; selected

documents were immediately checked for relevance; thresholds and profiles were immediately updated after

the relevance assessments. Unjudged documents were assumed to be not relevant. All selected documents

were saved for future updating of thresholds and query profiles.

4.2 Setting the initial threshold

The linguistically motivated model ranks documents by the probability that the language model of the

document generates the query (see the appendix). For ranking this is sufficient, but for binary selection of a

document we need to answer the question " when is the probability high enough?" . One way to answer this

question is to relate the probability of sampling the query from a document to the probability that the query

is the result of a random sample from the entire collection. Queries that have a high probability of being

sampled from the collection (i.e. queries with common words), should receive a higher initial threshold than

queries with a low probability of being sampled from the collection (i.e. queries with uncommon words). We
might approximate the probability that the query Ti , Ta , • •

, Tn of length n is sampled from the collection

as follows.

PiT,=tuT2=t2,---,Tr. = tn) = f[^^^ (1)

Initially only documents that generate the query with a much higher probability than equation 1 should

be selected. The initial threshold might be set to select documents with probabilities that are more than

100.000 times higher than the probabihty of random selection. This does not result in a very high threshold,

because words that appear only once in the Wallstreet Journal receive a probability smaller than 1 in 2

million according to equation 1 and the probabilities P{T = t\D = d) of a term t given a document-id d are

much higher for matching terms.
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After rewriting the probability measures to their corresponding vector product weighting algorithms (see

the appendix), the document frequencies in the initial threshold disappear. The vector product threshold

that corresponds with the decision above is threshold = nlog(l/(l — Aj)) + c, where c = log(lOO.OOO). This

shows an interesting feature of the initial threshold. In its vector product form, the threshold is related to

the relevance weights Aj. High initial relevance weights result in a high initial threshold. Relevance weights

were initialised as Aj = 0.5 and were re-estimated after feedback.

4.3 Threshold adaption

The threshold adaption algorithm is the part of the system that uses the utility functions to optimise its

performance. We simply decided to aim just below the optimum utility given the similarities of the documents

that were selected be the system. Updating was done as follows.

1. recompute the similarities of all selected documents (because of changed document frequencies and

changed relevance weights);

2. recompute the initial threshold (because of changed relevance weights) and add it to the selected

documents like it was a non-relevant document;
3. rank the selected documents by their similarities and find the maximum utility maoc]

4. the new threshold will be the similarity of the lowest ranked document that has a utility of max — 3

when optimising for LFl and max — 1 when optimising for LF2.

As long as the system does not find any relevant document, it will increase its threshold quite fast. In general,

it will never lower its threshold again, although this might happen in practice because changed document

frequencies and relevance weights sometimes change the ranking of selected documents.

4.4 Relevance weighting of query terms

Initially, when no information on relevant documents is available, each query term will get the same relevance

weight Aj = 0.5. So, initially we assume that the query profile is best explained if on average half of the

query terms is sampled from relevant documents and the other half is sampled from the updated Wall Street

Journal data. If a relevant document is available, we might be able to explain the query profile better.

Query terms that occur often in the relevant document (s) are more likely to be sampled from the relevant

document. They should get a higher relevance weight. Query terms that do not occur (often) in the relevant

document (s) are more likely to be sampled from the Wall Street Journal data.

Notice that we cannot simply use the proportions of relevant and non-relevant documents that contain

a query term to directly estimate the new relevance weight as is done in classical probabilistic models [19].

When searching for the best relevance weights, we have to take into account the term frequencies of terms

in the relevant documents. A possible approach to relevance weighting is the EM-algorithm (expectation

E-step:

M-step:

771;

PiT^ = U\Dj=d,)
(P) ;

(p+ l) _ 771; -I- 1.5

~
r + 3

Figure 1: relevance weighting of query terms: EM-algorithm

maximisation algorithm [4]) of figure 1. The algorithm iteratively maximises the probability of the query

ti-,t2, ,tn given r relevant documents di^d-z,- ,dr. Before the iteration process starts, the relevance

weights are initialised to their default values a|°' = 0.5, where i is the position in the query. Each iteration

p estimates a new relevance weight a|'''''^^ by first doing the E-step and then the M-step until the value of

the relevance weight does not change significantly anymore. The M-step should be a maximum likelihood

estimate according to its definition [4], but we used a Baysian update because a small number of relevant

documents should not radically change the initial relevance weights.
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4.5 Experimental results

Six official runs were submitted: three optimised for LFl and three optimised for LF2. For both utiUty

functions we did the same three experiments.

1. a basehne run that only uses the initial threshold setting and threshold adaption routines;

2. the same run as 1, but with relevance weighting of query terms;

3. the same run as 1, but using a very high initial threshold.

The high initial threshold experiments were done using the TNO vector engine under slightly different

conditions. These two runs use the AP Newswire data for the initial estimation of document frequencies

and a somewhat different stop list. We do not think that these slightly different conditions change the big

picture of our evaluation results.

run name description LFl LF2 prec. recall

uttnoSlfl optimised for LFl -9.30 4.86 0.242 0.240

uttnoSinf optimised for LFl; query reweighting -7.28 7.10 0.243 0.251

UttnoSlflp optimised for LFl; high initial threshold -1.20 2.46 0.216 0.105

uttno81f2 optimised for LF2 -12.96 4.80 0.232 0.254

uttno8If2f optimised for LF2; query reweighting -9.12 6.60 0.237 0.254

uttno81f2p optimised for LF2; high initial threshold -5.54 1.34 0.199 0.127

Table 8: adaptive filtering, official results averaged over topics

Table 8 lists the evaluation results of the official runs using four evaluation meaures: LFl, LF2, precision and

recall averaged over topics. Recall and precision were calculated by assigning 0 % recall to topics with no

relevant documents and assigning 0 % precision to topics with emtpy retrieved sets. Both baseline runs show

a consistent improvement in the average utility and the average precision/recall after relevance weighting of

query terms.

The high initial threshold run shows different behaviour. When optimising for LFl (uttnoSlflp), the

performance in terms of average LFl utility improves considerably. At the same time, the performance in

terms of precision and recall goes down. When optimising for LF2, a high initial threshold results in a system

with lower performance than the baseline in terms of average utility, precision and recall.

4.6 Some thoughts on the evaluation

The problem with the LFl utility is that it is plain too hard to build a system that does not perform below

zero utility on average. Scoring negatively on utility means that the user would prefer to use no system at

all. We found ourselves deliberately worsening our filtering system (that is lowering its precision and recall)

to improve the utility score up to a point where we came pretty close to no system at all. The uttnoSlflp

run did not select any document for 22 out of 50 topics.

Average utility and average precision/recall both have their disadvantages if used for the evaluation

of adaptive filtering runs. In short, precision causes problems with topics for which the system selected

no relevant document at all, and the problem with average utility is that it will be dominated by topics

with large retrieved sets [11]. We feel that utility and precision/recall are both valuable measures for the

evaluation of adaptive filtering systems. In future evaluations, situations in which both measures contradict

each other, like for the LFl experiments mentioned above, should be avoided. An obvious solution would be

to aim a little bit lower. The LF2 utility function seems to be a reasonable measure for future evaluations.

5 Spoken Document Retrieval

5.1 Word recognition vs. word spotting

In TREC-7, TNO [5] investigated whether effective retrieval algorithms based on phoneme recognition and

a word spotter could be built. The absence of a Language Model (which is a key component in a word based
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recognizer) was found to be a serious drawback. For TREC-8, LIMSI kindly provided the word recognition

transcripts. For details on the speech recognition algorithms we refer to LIMSI's paper in this volume.

5.2 Olive

TNO-TPD
,
University of Twente and LIMSI participate in the EU project Olive. This project is a di-

rect descendant of the Twenty-One project. Olive uses Twenty-One retrieval technology to retrieve video

fragments from a video database. In order to enable an automatic indexing step of the video material, we
employ automatic speech recognition on the soundtrack of the video. The recognition transcripts contain

detailed timecode information which ensures a precise coupling of the transcripts with the video. For video

retrieval, a user must type a query, the query is matched against an index of noun phrases extracted from

the recognition transcripts. The resulting hitlist is visualized by marking hits on a bar which represents the

timeline of a video. Clicking on one of these marks will start the video at the corresponding offset through a

streaming server. The video material that is used in Olive is in German and French. The speech recognition

for these languages is developed at LIMSI. Because the TREC SDR task is higly relevant for Olive, we
decided to cooperate with LIMSI for the TREC-8 task. LIMSI provided us with transcripts of both the

TREC-7 and TREC-8 SDR data, and we tuned our retrieval on the TREC-7 SDR test collection.

5.3 Relevance Feedback

We studied pseudo relevance feedback techniques that were successfully applied by other groups in TREC-7.
After some testing on TREC-7 we found that a technique introduced as "Blind Relevance Feedback" [15]

performed best. The relevance feedback was applied on a larger secondary corpus: the TREC Ad Hoc
corpus. Even though the corpus covers a different time-span, results with the secondary corpus were better

than BRF on the SDR corpus. The following BRF parameters were used:

• select top 20 documents

• compute 60 best terms based on BRF algorithm

• add new terms down-weighted with factor 20/6

5.4 Unknown story boundaries

We reviewed the literature on story segmentation but because of time pressure we were only able to implement

a baseline system for unknown story boundaries, based on fixed windows. So we did not attempt to detect

story boundaries at all, we simply wanted to know how a baseline system would perform. In [18] a default

section window size of 250 words was recommended, this was estimated as a 15kbyte length fragment of the

transcript files, because the average number of bytes per recognized word (including timecode mark-up) is

about 60. The segments have an overlap of 50 bytes to avoid missing words that occur right at a window

boundary.

5.5 Experimental setup and results

We tested two term weighting algorithms (LM and BM25) in combination with two automatic query expan-

sion techniques (PRE and BRF) on the TREC-7 SDR test collection. A combination of BM25 and BUnd
relevance feedback (as implemented by Cambridge University[15]

)
yielded the best results. For TREC8 we

found that LM weighting performed consistently better than BM25 in combination with BRF (see table 9).

The somewhat poorer performance of LM on TREC-7 SDR can probably attributed to the rather small size

of the TREC-7 collection, the TREC-8 results are probably much more reliable.

The results^ for the known story boundary conditions are good, though they could be improved. It

was only after the submission deadline that we discovered that quite a few topics contain proper noun

abbreviations in a format which is idiosyncratic for recognizer output, e.g, U. S. which would normally be

^We list the uninterpolated average precision over 49 topics
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run-narne transcript source term weighting mode AVE
tno8b-rl-limsi manual BM25 BRF 0.4806

tno8b-bl-limsi NIST BM25 BRF 0.4650

tno8b-sl-limsi LIMSI BM25 BRF 0.4826

tno8c-rl-limsi manual LM BRF 0.5169

tno8c-bl-limsi NIST LM BRF 0.4898

tno8c-sl-limsi LIMSI LM BRF 0.4969

Table 9: SDR results: Known Story Boundaries

spelled as US. Our tokenizer will remove the abbreviation dots, and the single letters will be stopped as well.

What we need is a special tokenizer which recognizes these special cases.

run-name transcript source mode AVP
tno8b-blu-hmsi

tno8b-slu-limsi

NIST
LIMSI

BRF
BRF

0.0238

0.0325

Table 10: SDR results: Unknown Story Boundaries

The unknown story boundary condition yielded very poor results. This is probably due to the fact that

no effort was done to merge clusters of hits into single documents. Multiple hits in the same story were quite

heavily penalized in the scoring algorithm. Further analysis is needed to check this assumption.

6 Conclusions

The probabilistic retrieval model based on statistical language models performs consistently well in all

tracks. The results of the experiments with sense disambiguation are slightly disappointing, although a real

evaluation is only possible when the techniques are more mature. It is a question however whether the

disambiguation step can be effective because documents are indexed on terms, not on senses. We improved

upon our CLIR results of last year, due to a better merging technique, unfortunately our best official xlingual

run (tnoSgr) suffered from a merging error. Our best xlingual run uses the corpus for implicit disambiguation

and interpolates between a rank and score based merging strategy. In Adaptive Filtering we showed that

LM weighting can be extended with a relevance feedback algorithm. Finally, in the SDR track we showed

that a word error rate of 26.3% does not harm retrieval effectiveness in a significant way when standard

retrieval techniques are used.
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Appendix: using language models for document ranking

The Twenty-One TREC-8 evaluations are based on the use of statistical language models for information

retrieval [8, 9, 10]. This appendix gives an overview of the model and of its application to cross-language

information retrieval and adaptive filtering. Similar models were developed and evaluated by other groups

participating in TREC [3, 12, 14, 17].
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A.l An informal description of the underlying ideas

When using statistical language models for information retrieval, one builds a simple language model for

each document in the collection. The term "language model" refers to statistical models similar to language

models used in e.g. speech recognition. Given a query, a document is assigned the probability that the

language model of that document generated the query.

The metaphor of "urn models" [13] might give more insight. Instead of drawing balls at random with

replacement from an urn, we will consider the process of drawing words at random with replacement from

a document. Suppose someone selects one document in the document collection; draws at random, one at

a time, with replacement, ten words from this document and hands those ten words (the query terms) over

to the system. The system now can make an educated guess as from which document the words came from,

by calculating for each document the probability that the ten words were sampled from it and by ranking

the documents accordingly. The intuition behind it is that users have a reasonable idea of which terms are

likely to occur in documents of interest and will choose query terms accordingly [17]. In practice, some query

terms do not occur in any of the relevant documents. This can be modeled by a slightly more complicated

urn model. In this case the person who draws at random the ten words, first decides for each draw if he will

draw randomly from a relevant document or randomly from the entire collection. The yes/no decision of

drawing from a relevant document or not, will also be assigned a probability. This probability will be called

the relevance weight of a term, because it defines the distribution of the term over relevant and non-relevant

documents. For ad-hoc retrieval all non stop words in the query will be assigned the same relevance weight.

For adaptive filtering, the user's feedback will be used to re-estimate the relevance weight for each query

term.

The model evaluates Boolean queries by treating the sampling process as an AND-query and allowing that

each draw is specified by a disjunction of more than one term. For example, the probability of first drawing

the term information and then drawing either the term retrieval or the term filtering from a document can

be calculated by the model introduced in this paper without any additional modeling assumptions. Boolean

queries were used to model more than one possible translation per query term in cross-language information

retrieval.

Furthermore, the model can be extended with additional statistical processes to model differences between

the vocabulary of the query and the vocabulary of the documents. Statistical translation can be added to the

process of samphng terms from a document by assuming that the translation of a term does not depend on

the document it was sampled from. Cross-language retrieval using e.g. English queries on a French document

collection uses the sampling metaphor as follows: first an French word is sampled from the document, and

then this word is translated to English with some probability that can be estimated from a parallel corpus.

A.2 Definition of the corresponding probability measures

Based on the ideas mentioned above, probability measures can be defined to rank the documents given a

query. The probability that a query Ti,T2, - • ,Tn of length n is sampled from a document with document

identifier D is defined by equation 2.

n
•

: , .

: P{TuT2.---,Tn\D) = ^{{l-K)P{Ti) + KP{Ti\D)) (2)

In the formula, P{T) is the probability of drawing a term randomly from the collection, P{T\D) is the

probabiUty of drawing a term randomly from a document and is the relevance weight of the term. If a

query term is assigned a relevance weight of = 1, then the term is treated as in exact matching: the system

will assign zero probabihty to documents in which the term does not occur. If a query term is assigned a

relevance weight of 0, then the term is treated like a stop word: the term does not have any influence on

the final ranking. In section A. 4 it is shown that this probability measure can be rewritten to a tfxidf

term weighting algorithm. A similar probability function was used by Miller, Leek and Schwartz [12]. They
showed that it can be interpreted as a two-state hidden Markov model in which A and (1 — A) define the

state transition probabilities and P{T) and P{T\D) define the emission probabilities.
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The evaluation of Boolean queries for cross-language retrieval is straightforward. For each draw, different

terms are mutually exclusive. That is, if one term is drawn from a document, the probability of drawing e.g.

both the term information and the term retrieval is 0. Following the axioms of probability theory (see e.g.

Mood [13]) the probability of a disjunction of terms in one draw is the sum of the probabilities of drawing

the single terms. Disjunction of m possible translations Tij (1 < j < m) of the source language query term

on position i is defined as follows.

m
PiTn U T,2 U • • • U Tim\D) = ^((1 - Xi)P{Ti,) + XiP{Tij\D)) (3)

Following this line of reasoning, AND queries are interpreted similar as unstructured queries defined by

equation 2. Or, to put it differently, unstructured queries are implicitly assumed to be AND queries. If a

relevance weight of Aj = 1 is assigned to each query term, then the system will behave like the traditional

Boolean model of IR. Statistical translation is added to these probability measures by assuming that the

translation of a term does not depend on the document it was drawn from [9]. li Ni, N2, • • •
, Nn is a English

query of length n and a English term on position i has rrii possible French translations Tij {1 < j < rrii),

then the ranking as structured queries would be done according to equation 4

n mi

P{N, , iV2, • • •

,

Nn\D) = nE - X^)P{Ti,) + KP{Tii \D)) (4)

The translation probabilities P{Ni\Tij) can be estimated from parallel corpora, or alternatively by using

occurrences in a machine readable dictionary . A very similar model that also combines document ranking

and statistical translation was introduced by Berger and Lafferty [2, 3]. Their model differs from equation 4

only by a different smoothing method, using global information on Ni instead of global information on each

T

A.3 Parameter estimation

In information retrieval it is good practice to use the term frequency and document frequency as the main

components of term weighting algorithms. Our probabilistic model does not make an exception. The term

frequency tf{t, d) is defined by the number of times the term t occurs in the document d. The document

frequency df{t) is defined by the number of documents in which the term t occurs. Estimation of P{T) and

P{T\D) in equation 2, 3 and 4 was done as follows:

The value of the relevance weights Aj might change for different applications. High relevance weights result

in tfxidf rankings that obey the conditions of coordination level ranking [10], that is, documents containing

n query terms are always ranked above documents containing n — \ query terms. High relevance weights

are a good choice for applications that aim at high precision or applications in which very short queries are

used, like web search engines. Documents that are judged as relevant by the user can be used to re-estimate

the relevance weights. An algorithm for relevance weighting was developed for the adaptive filtering task

(see section 4).

A.4 Some notes on the implementation

Similar to traditional probabilistic models of information retrieval [19] probability measures for ranking

documents can be rewritten into a format that is easy to implement. A presence weighting scheme (as

opposed to a presence/absence weighting scheme) assigns a zero weight to terms that are not present in a

document. Presence weighting schemes can be implemented using the vector product formula. This section
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presents the resulting algorithms. Rewriting equation 2 results in the formula displayed in figure 2 [10]. It

can be interpreted as a tfxidf weighting algorithm with document length normalisation as defined by Salton

and Buckley [20].

vector product formula: score(c?, q) = Wqk Wdk

k € match-
ing terms

query term weight: Wqk = tf(k,q)

tf{k,d)T.df{t) Afc
document term weight: Wdk = log(l H— — •

df{k)Zttf{t,d) l-X,
-)

Figure 2: tfxidf term weighting algorithm

If a structured query is used, the disjunction of possible translations as defined by equation 3 should

be calculated first. As addition is associative and commutative, we do not have to calculate each linear

interpolation of equation 3 separately before summing them. Instead, the document frequencies and the

term frequencies of the disjuncts respectively, can be added beforehand. The added frequencies can be used

to replace df{k) and tf{k,d) in the weighting formula of table 2. A similar ranking algorithm for Boolean

queries was introduced earlier by Harman [7] for on-line stemming. Harman did not present her algorithm

as an extension of Boolean searching, but instead called it 'grouping'. Instead of adding the document

frequencies, the TNO vector engine calculates the actual document frequencies of the disjuncts, by merging

their postings at run time. A similar approach for cross-language information retrieval was adopted by

Ballesteros and Croft [1] by using a 'synonym operator' on possible translations.

If translation probabilities are used following equation 4, the adding of respectively the document fre-

quencies and the term frequencies of the disjuncts should be done as a weighted sum with the translation

probabilities as weights.
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Abstract

For TREC-8, the Berkeley experiments concentrated on the special GIRT col-

lection. We utilized the GIRT thesaurus in multiple ways in working on English-

German Cross-Language IR. Since the GIRT collection is truly multilingual (doc-

uments contain both German and English text), one would expect multilingual

queries to achieve the best performance. This proved not to be the case.

1 Introduction

Successful cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) combines linguistic techniques (phrase dis-

covery, machine translation, bilingual dictionary lookup) with robust monolingual information re-

trieval. The Berkeley group has been using the technique of logistic regression from the beginning

of the TREC series of conferences. In TREC-2 [2] we derived a statistical formula for predict-

ing probability of relevance based upon statistical clues contained with documents, queries and

collections as a whole. This formula was used for document retrieval in Chinese[3] and Spanish

in TREC-4 through TREC-6. We utilized the identical formula for English queries against Ger-

man documents in the cross-language track for TREC-6. In TREC-7 the formula was also used

for cross-language runs over multiple European languages. During the past year the formula has

proven well-suited for Japanese and Japanese-English cross-language information retrieval[4], even

when only trained on English document collections. Our participation in the NTCIR Workshop in

Tokoyo (http://www.rd.nacsis.ac.jp/htcadm/workshop/work-en.html) led to different techniques

for cross-language retrieval, ones which utilized the power of human indexing of documents to im-

prove retrieval via bi-lingual lexicon development and a form of text categorization which associated

terms in documents with humanly assigned index terms[l].

2 The GIRT Collection

GIRT collection contains German documents (some have English sections inside) from the field of

social science. It has some special features that make it ideal to try out different ideas. Among
them are:

1. Each GIRT document was manually assigned controlled terms which are from the Social

Science Thesaurus. Figure 1 shows a sample GIRT document.

On average there are about 10 terms given to a document. This o9"ers an opportunity to explore

how to utilize controlled vocabulary to enhance retrieval effectiveness.
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<DOC>
<DOCNO>
GIRT950410I85
</DOCNO>
<TITLE>
Auslundcrlnncn in der beruflichen qualinzlcnjnjj • eine Hundrcichung
<n'ITLE>
<TITLE-ENC>
Funiale alierui in occupational qualification : a guide

<n'ITLE-ENG>
<AUTHOR>
DJarsrI, Nader; Briining, Gerliild

</AirrHOR>
<DOCTYPE>
Sonstigvs

</DOCTYl'E>
cYEAR>
vm
<A'EAR>
<PLACE>
Frankfurt am Main
</PLACE>
<CY>
DEll

</CY>
<ISBN>
3-8(15 l]-4!l2-<>

</ISBN>
<LANGUAGE>
DE
</LANGUAGE>
<CONTROl LED-TER.M>
Auslander; Fraui Bcruf; Qualifiliation; Bildunpichancc; Ausbildungssituation; Bundesrepublik Deutschland

</CONTROLLED-TERM>
<CLASSIFlCATION>
Art>eitsmarkt- und Beruf^irurschunB *

</CLASSIFICATION>
<METHOD>
Dokunu-nlation

</METHOD>
<FREE-TERM>
GIRT
</FREE-TERM>
<CORPORATE-SOlIRCE>
Dcutscher Volkshociuichul-Verband c.V. Piidagogi5che Arbeit&sitelle

c/CORPORATE-SOirKCE>
<TEXT>
"Die Handrelchung gibt durch Hintererundlnformationrn und Errahrungsberichtv Anregungen fur Personcn,

die in dcr beruflichen ErMachsenenbildung tal\^ sind, damit die Qualifizieruni^niHltiiahnien auch fiir Frauen

aus nicht-deutschen Kutturbereiclien verstiirkt geoffnet wcrden. Die dargebtcllten FruKisbereiehe busieren auf

Modellvcrbuchen und einzcinen innovativen Prujekten. Sie sind punktuelle Inipulsgeber in ciner

Weiterbildungsland.schaft, die fiir die Zielgruppe \'Au^landerinnenV unzureichend uus^estaltet isl."

(Autorenreferal, lAB-Doku)

<n'EXT>
</DOC>

Figure 1: Sample GIRT Document, TREC-8 CLIR.

2. There are a total of 37637 documents in GIRT collection. Among them, about 27458 (73%)

have both German and English titles. About 2714 (7%) have corresponding German and Enghsh

text sections (abstracts). This feature would make it possible to apply some multilingual corpus

techniques to create a specialized bilingual dictionary.

3 Approaches to GIRT Retrieval

3.1 Experimental setup

The GIRT collection was used in our experiments. Both German and English sections in a document

were indexed. For the German sections, no stemmer was used. Single words were indexed except

for Controlled-term section, in which the whole terms (phrases usually) were indexed in addition

to the single word components. For the English sections of a document, the SMART stemmer was

used. Single words were indexed, and no phrases were used.
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3.2 Query translation

In CLIR, essentially either queries or documents or both need to be translated from one language

to another. Query translation is usually selected for practical reasons of efficiency. In our GIRT
experiments, we tried the following approach to translate the English query to German:

Thesaurus lookup. The social science Thesaurus is a German-English bilingual thesaurus. Each

German item in this thesaurus has a corresponding English translation. We took the following steps

to translate the English query to German by looking up the thesaurus:

a. Create an English-German transfer dictionary from the Social Science Thesaurus. This

transfer dictionary contains English items and their corresponding German translations. This "vo-

cabulary discovery" approach was taken by Eichmann, Ruiz and Srinivasan for medical information

cross-language retrieval using the UMLS Metathesaurus[5].

b. Use the part-of-speech tagger LT-POS developed by University of Edinburgh

(http://www.ltg.ed.ac.uk/software/pos/index.html) to tag the English query and identify noun

phrases in the English query. One problem with thesaurus lookup is how to match the phrasal

items in a thesaurus. We took a simple approach to deal with this problem: use POS tagger to

identify noun phrases.

c. Look up the single words and noun phrases in the Enghsh query in the English-German
transfer dictionary. In our experiments, we found that in some cases mismatch was caused by the

different formats of words used in the query and the dictionary. For example, "women" is not found

in the dictionary, but "woman" is. "anti-semitism" is not in the dictionary, but " antisemitism" is.

So we adopted some rules when looking up the dictionary, such as, If a word or phrase is not found

in the dictionary, look up its base form. The base form of a word is obtained using WordNet. If a

word with '-' inside is not found in the dictionary, replace the '-' with a space or remove the

In our experiments, over 60% of query words or phrases were found in the transfer dictionary.

Those which were not found are mostly very general terms and may not have affected the retrieval

result.

3.3 Query expansion

We tested two approaches to expand the translated query.

1. Use of thesaurus terms to expand queries. We tried a KNN-similarity method [6, 8] to

assign German thesaurus terms to each English query and add the thesaurus terms to the the

German query translated using the thesaurus lookup. First, we run the English query against

the documents which have English titles and/or abstracts (using Berkeley TREC2 formula), then

extract the thesaurus terms assigned to the top 30 retrieved documents, and rank them by the

number of documents to which they are assigned. The top thesaurus terms that occur in at least

5 documents are chosen and added to the translated German query.

2. Use of the hierarchical relationship in the thesaurus to expand the query. For each German
thesaurus term in the translated query, we add its narrow terms (NT) to expand the query.

4 GIRT Experiments - official runs

We submitted 5 official runs. The only difference between these runs is how the query was con-

structed to run against the collection:

BKCLGROl: English query translated to German using thesaurus lookup.

BKCLGR02: English query translated to German using thesaurus lookup and expanded by

narrow terms in the thesaurus.
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BKCLGR03: English query translated to German using thesaurus lookup and expanded by

German thesaurus terms.

BKCLGR04: English query + German query translated using thesaurus lookup.

BKCLGR05: English query + German query translated using thesaurus lookup and expanded

by German thesaurus terms.

The results of our five official runs are presented in Table 1.

Run ID BKCLGROl BKCLGR02 BKCLGR03 BKCLGR04 BKCLGR05
Retrieved 28000 28000 28000 28000 28000

Relevant 1294 1294 1294 1294 1294

Rel-ret 907 733 936 890 921

Precision

at 0.00 0.6564 0.4124 0.6671 0.7111 0.7036

at 0.10 0.5326 0.3329 0.5402 0.5492 0.5325

at 0.20 0.4485 0.2826 0.4721 0.3388 0.3689

at 0.30 0.3858 0.2568 0.4087 0.2774 0.2854

at 0.40 0.2924 0.1971 0.3131 0.2068 0.2327

at 0.50 0.2640 0.1746 0.2864 0.1550 0.1768

at 0.60 0.2107 0.1175 0.2163 0.1103 0.1435

at 0.70 0.1674 0.0935 0.1726 0.0848 0.1159

at 0.80 0.1242 0.0774 0.1241 0.0572 0.0805

at 0.90 0.0412 0.0131 0.0314 0.0178 0.0319

at 1.00 0.0208 0.0018 0.0008 0.0008 0.0004

Avg prec. 0.2707 0.1667 0.2832 0.2049 0.2232

Table 1: Results of five official GIRT runs.

These results show that adding the original English terms to the queries reduced the overall

precision of the results while modestly increasing the precision for the first few documents.

5 Other GIRT Experiments - unofficial runs

We continued to make other runs on the GIRT collection, exploring a variety of approaches and also

creating some baseline monolingual runs against which to measure our cross-language techniques.

In TREC-7 we made use of commercial machine translation software to do all runs and achieved

better results than bilingual dictionary lookup. In addition to the 5 official runs, we also did these

experiments:

1. SYSTRAN Machine Translation System [7]

2. SYSTRAN translation expanded by thesaurus terms

3. German monolingual

4. German monolingual expanded by thesaurus terms

5. English query directly run against the collection (without translation)

The results for these five experimental runs are shown in Table 2.

These results, when compared with the official runs, show that the vocabulary provided by the

GIRT Thesaurus supplied considerable improvement over general machine translation unaugmented

by a specialized dictionary. Most surprizingly, we found that the general purpose SYSTRAN
translation did not perform as well as the untranslated English query.
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Run ID SYSTRAN SYSTRAN German Monolingual English

W/Expansion Monolingual W/Expansion Only

Retrieved 28000 28000 28000 28000 28000

Relevant 1294 1294 1294 1294 1294

Rel-ret 644 818 838 918 545

Precision

at 0.00 0.4057 0.5302 0.8463 0.7966 0.6802

at 0.10 0.2407 0.3244 0.6554 0.6067 0.4234

at 0.20 0.2078 0.2885 0.5601 0.4856 0.1509

at 0.30 0.1531 0.2504 0.4415 0.4327 0.1238

at 0.40 0.1033 0.1878 0.3037 0.3637 0.1141

at 0.50 0.0849 0.1642 0.2398 0.3058 0.0690

at 0.60 0.0635 0.1144 0.1480 0.2159 0.0289

at 0.70 0.0454 0.0836 0.0842 0.1409 0.0216

at 0.80 0.0228 0.0424 0.0558 0.0741 0.0078

at 0.90 U.OOol 0.0159 A AOOO0.0228 0.0237 0.0000

at 1.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0122 0.0084 0.0000

Avg. prec. 0.1063 0.1654 0.2860 0.2960 0.1211

Table 2: Results of Other GIRT runs

It is interesting to note that while overall precision of the German monolingual run with query

expansion (0.2960) is better than that of our best official run BKCLGR03, the official run finds

more relevant documents (936 versus 918) in the top 1000 than the monolingual run.

6 Conclusions and Acknowledgments

There are many document collections available in the growing digital library world which have been

humanly indexed from a controlled vocabulary. Retrieval techniques which exploit this indexing

to improve retrieval are in their infancy. The TREC-8 GIRT collection provides an interesti"ng

example of how such indexing may be utilized for cross-language information retrieval if indexing is

done from a multi-lingual thesaurus. We conclude that exploiting the special vocabulary features of

the thesaurus can more than double retrieval precision over general purpose machine translation.

We also find that using a multilingual query to search multilingual documents may not achieve

the best possible performance. Furthermore we find that query expansion using narrower terms

from a thesaurus may degrade performance. This is probably because the extra terms seem to add

noise documents to the retrieved set. It remains to be seen whether the inherent structure of the

thesaurus can be successfully utilized to improve retrieval performance.

For future research it would be useful to take the GIRT German/English titles and align them

to create a bilingual lexicon and see how that would perform against the multilingual thesaurus

approach. We are also working on applying promising text categorization techniques, which have

worked in Japanese-English CLIR, for query expansion [1].

This research was supported by the Information and Data Management Program of the National

Science Foundation under grant IRI-9630765 from the Information and Data Management program

of the Computer and Information Science and Engineering Directorate. Partial support was also

provided by DARPA (Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) under research

contract N66001-97-C-8541, AO-F477.
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Abstract

Experiments relating to TREC-8 Ad Hoc, Web Track (Large and Small) and Query Track tasks

are described and results reported. Due to time constraints, only minimal effort was put into Ad
Hoc and Query Track participation. In the Web Track, Google-style PageRanks were calculated for

all 18.5 million pages in the VLC2 collection and for the 0.25 million pages in the WT2g collection.

Various combinations of content score and PageRank produced no benefit for TREC style ad hoc

retrieval. A major goal in the Web Track was to make engineering improvements to permit indexing

of the 100 gigabyte collection and subsequent query processing using a single PC. A secondary goaJ

was to achieve last year's performance (obtained with eight DEC Alphas) with less recourse to

effectiveness-harming optimisations. The main goal was achieved and indexing times aire comparable

to last year's. However, effectiveness results were worse relative to last yecir and query processing

times were approximately double.

1 Introduction

The work reported here comprises a number of text retrieval experiments conducted within the framework

of TREC-8 and addressing questions of interest in the following research areas: Practical information

retrieval; Exploitation of link information.

ACSys completed Automatic Adhoc, Query Track, Large Web and Small Web tasks.

1.1 Basic Relevance Scoring Method

As in TREC-6 and TREC-7 [Hawking et al. 1997], the basic relevance scoring method used in official

ACSys adhoc runs was the Cornell variant of the Okapi BM25 weighting function [Singhal et al. 1995;

Robertson et al. 1994]

log(^~"+°-^)

2 x(0.25 + 0.75 x^) + t/,
= 9* X if a X ....... L . .

(1)

*The authors wish to acknowledge that this work wjis carried out within the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced
Computational Systems established under the Australian Government's Cooperative Research Centres Program.
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where wt is the relevance weight assigned to a document due to query term i, is the weight attached

to the term by the query, tfj^ is the number of times t occurs in the document, is the total number of

documents, n is the number of documents containing at least one occurrence of t, dl is the length of the

document and avdl is the average document length (measured either in bytes or in indexable words)

.

1.2 Hardware and Software Employed

Two different versions of PADRE software, known as PADRE98 and PADRE99 were used in experiments

reported here. An Intel PC with 1 gB of RAM and the Linux operating system was used throughout.

1.3 Query Expansion

A set of synonyms derived by manual inspection of 150 past topics was used in some of the runs with

PADRE99.
Relevance feedback, as described in [Hawking et al. 1997] was used in the PADRE98 Ad Hoc runs. A

more efficient implementation of the same model was used in some of the PADRE99 runs.

1.4 Retrieval in a Production Environment

Many users of Web search engines pose short queries in which small lexical differences in documents and

queries are far more significant than they are with long TREC topics. Some of these tiny but potentially

vital lexical signals may be ehminated by operations which normally contribute to successful TREC
ad hoc participation: stemming, stopword elimination and case folding. Examples of queries in which

such differences may be important include: "the Pope", "to be or not to be", "new Apples", and

Hawking.

We hypothesise that stemming, stopword elimination and case folding operations should be applied

(when appropriate) during query processing rather than during indexing. The PADRE99 runs reported

here relate to indexes which, although case folded, are unstemmed and include all words, numbers and

letter-digit combinations.

Another feature of everyday Web search engine usage is that users who enter short queries tend to

be dissatisfied when results at the top of the ranking do not contain all of the query terms. For queries

of less than five words, the PADRE99 software always presents documents containing more of the query

terms ahead of those with less.

1.5 Statistical Testing of Differences Between Runs

Throughout this paper, wherever comparisons are made between pairs of runs, apparent differences

between means have been tested for statistical significance using two-tailed ^-tests with a = 0.05.

2 Automatic AdHoc Runs

In the following the codes T, D and N are used to indicate use of Title, Description and Narrative fields

of the Ad Hoc topic statements. TDN implies use of all three fields.

Figure 1 reports results for four PADRE98 runs made using the same methods used b.y ACSys in

TREC-7. Almost identical source code was used but two changes were made to overcome problems

encountered in TREC-7: The maximum length of a word recorded in the index was increased from 12 to

16 characters and the stop word list was considerably shortened.

Comparing feedback and no-feedback versions of the PADRE98 TDN runs, differences in average

precision, precision at 20 documents retrieved, and recall were all statistically significant (+11%, +6%,
-1-7% respectively).
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Table 1: Performance of ANU/ACSys Automatic Adhoc runs using PADRE98 software and TREC-7 methods.

Stopwords were not included in the index. (The stopword list included 88 stems.) Index words were stemmed.

Query term weights were assigned on the basis of frequency within previous queries. Pseudo-phrases (ie. word

pairs) were automatically generated for TD and TDN and concept scoring (A; = 1) for the T runs. Relevance

feedback used the top 20 new terms derived from hotspots (defined as the text within 500 characters of a query

word occurrence) in the top 20 documents found by the original query. The stopword list included 88 stems.

Run-id Topic Fields Ave Prec P@20 Recall Notes

acsysSalo TDN .2935 .4400 .7504

acsys8alo2 TDN .2637 .4160 .7041 No relevance feedback

acsysSamo TD .2792 .4260 .7524 Unofficial run, 3 Aug 99

acsysSaso T .2740 .4280 .6978 Unofficial run, 3 Aug 99

Table 2: Performance of ANU/ACSys Automatic Adhoc runs using PADRE99 software. Stopwords were not

excluded from the index and index words were unstemmed. Query term weights were just the occurrence frequency

within the current query. Relevance feedback used the top 30 new terms derived from hotspots (defined as the

text within 100 indexable words of a query word occurrence) in the top 20 documents found by the original query.

The best feedback term received 0.75 of the query-term weight assigned to a query term which occured only once

in the initial query.

Run-id Topic Fields Ave Prec P@20 Recall Notes

acsys8aln2 TDN .2560 .4060 .6955 Corresponds to acsys8alo2

acsysSamn TD .2353 .3790 .6187 Synonym expansion and relevance feedback

acsysSasn T .2309 .3790 .5931 Synonym expansion and relevance feedback

Comparing the three feedback runs, the only significant differences on any of the measures betwen T,

TD and TDN runs are the recall differences between T and each of the longer-topic runs (-f8% in both

CEises).

Queries used in the acsys8aln2 run were the ones generated for acsys8alo2, but translated into the

PADRE99 query language. A stem-matching operator weis appended to each literal in the acsys8alo2

queries to ensure that the effect of stemming was achieved despite the fact that PADRE99 indexes were

unstemmed.

There was no statistical difference on any of the three effectiveness measures between the two runs.

However, the acsys8aln2 queries required an average of 12.98 sec. to run compared with 4.29 sec. per

query for acsys8alo2, on the same hardware.

Query-time stemming is slower because a potentially large chunk of the term dictionary must be

scanned for terms which stem to the target and multiple postings lists accessed instead of just one.

The problem is worse than might be imagined because there are often a surprising number of "words"

(including misspellings) which share a common stem, according to rule-based stemming (Porter method).
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2.1 Follow-up Runs

Further runs were conducted post-hoc to determine the effectiveness of relevance feedback and synonym
expansion as used in the PADRE99 runs. Results are tabulated in Figure 1 but have not yet been

statistically analysed. On the surface, it appears that synonym expansion (as implemented) had negligible

effect and that relevance feedback (as implemented) was clearly beneficial. Increasing the amount of topic

text appears to improve performance but the benefit of relevance feedback appears to diminish as the

length of the topic text increases, particularly on the precision dimension.

3 Query Track

A set of short queries was generated manually by David Hawking for contribution to the track pool.

Hastily constructed perl scripts were used to translate the sets of queries into a form suitable for pro-

cessing by PADRE99. No stemming was applied, no stopwords were eliminated and no particular smarts

(forgive the pun) were applied during processing.

4 Small Web Task

The major questions addressed by this track were:

1. Are the best methods for retrieval over the ad hoc data also the best for the WT2g collection?

2. Can link information be used to enhance retrieval?

The ACSys contribution to answering the first question was to run the acsysSmn query set over the

WT2g data using the identical processing parameters as had been used in the Ad Hoc track. The resulting

run was called acsysSwm. An answer to the question can only arise from a study of the collection of runs.

ACSys contributed to the second question by combining PageRank [Brin and Page 1998] scores with

the content scores generated by the acsysSwm run. For each topic, each document's content score was

normalised so that the highest-scoring document scored 1.0. PageRank scores (which are topic indepen-

dent) were scaled relative to the highest PageRank score. Normalised content and PageRank scores were

treated as orthogonal axes and each document was represented as a point in 2-space. The document's

final score was taken as the vector distance of that point from the origin.

Cursory inspection indicated that differences between the baseline rankings and rankings obtained

by this means were small. Accordingly, in some experiments reported below, the normalised PageRank

scores were multiplied by a factor of 10.0 in order to both create an effect large enough to measure and

to increase the chance that pages with high PageRank scores would be judged.

4.1 How were PageRanks Computed?

PageRank is a measure of "link popularity" within a set of hyper-text documents. One way to understand

the concept of link popularity is to assume a "random surfer" is walking the graph of Web pages in

question, following hyper-links at random. Specifically the surfer has the following behaviour:

1. The surfer has some bookmarks, a subset of the available pages. (In the experiments reported here

the complete set of available pages constituted the bookmarks except in one case where only the

root pages of each of the 953 servers was bookmarked.)

2. The surfer picks a random page from the bookmarks and visits it.

3. If the visited page has no finks to other pages, go to step 2
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Results tabulated on Wed Oct 6 15:55:18 1999 on peace.anu.edu.au

Average Precision

plain -rf -syn rf/syn average

short

medium

long

0.1976

0.2124

0.2209

0.2317

0.2324

0.2422

0.1951

0.2134

0.2241

0.2310

0.2341

0.2404

0.2139

0.2231

0.2319

average 0.2103 0.2354 0.2109 0.2352

Precision @ 20

plain -rf -syn rf/syn average

short

medium

long

0.3520

0.3800

0.3910

0.3900

0.3930

0.4160

0 . 3490

0.3790

0.3790

0.3800

0.3780

0.4000

0.3678

0.3825

0.3965

average 0.3743 0.3997 0.369 0.386

Topic-by-topic recall

plain -rf -syn rf/syn average

short

medium

long

0.5361

0.5691

0.5903

0.5977

0.6171

0.6311

0.5288

0.5686

0.5852

0.5931

0.6132

0.6232

0.5639

0.592

0.6075

average 0.5652 0.6153 0.5609 0.6098

Figure 1: Follow-up runs with PADRE99 on the Automatic Ad Hoc task, exploring the effectiveness of synonym
expansion and relevance feedback for each topic length.
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4. Otherwise, pick a link at random, visit it and go to step 3.

The PageRank of a page is the probability that the surfer will be visiting that page at any point in time.

In a simple system with two pages that link to each other, the probability that a surfer will be at

one page is 0.5. In a more complex system, the probability that the surfer will be at a page is roughly

proportional to the in-degree of that page. If a page has no incoming links and is not on the bookmarks,

the probability of a visit (and hence the PageRank) is zero. If every page has two links, but one link

from every page points to page A, page A will have a very high PageRank, and the page pointed to by

A will also inherit a high PageRank.

PageRanks were calculated using the iterative methods suggested in [Page et al. 1998]. Real Web
users are not random surfers. They are more selective about link-following, they use the Back button

to revisit pages and may find new pages through searching rather than browsing. However PageRanks
are an indication of Ukely page popularity. A page with many incoming links and high PageRank, like

www .microsoft . com is more likely to be visited than one with few incoming links and low PageRank, like

pastime.aiiu.edu.au. A page with no incoming hnks and zero PageRank is very unlikely to be found.

Search engines rely on "spiders" to crawl the Web, and these too are less likely to find a page if it has

fewer incoming links [Lawrence and Giles 1999]. For these reasons, a searching/browsing user is more
likely to find a page with more incoming links. However, "popularity" and document utility/relevance,

as measured in ad hoc retrieval tasks such as those in TREC, may well be orthogonal.

4.2 Small Web Results

Table 3: Performance of ANU/ACSys Small Web runs using PADRE99 software. Except for the use of PageRank
scores, conditions were identical to those prevaiung in the Ad Hoc task.

Run-id Topic Fields Ave Prec P@20 Recall Notes

acsysSwm TD .3009 .387 .8231 Content-only

acsysSwmp TD .3007 .387 .8213 PageRank wt 1.0

acsysSwmq TD .2804 .3700 .8025 PageRank wt = 10.0

acsysSwmr TD .3007 .387 .8213 PageRank wt = 1.0 server bookmarks

Results of Small Web runs are summarised in Table 3.

The minuscule difference in average precision between acsysSwm and acsysSwmp results from a large

number of topics in which PageRanks make no difference at all, and a very small number where they

cause harm. The run acsysSwmr which used Server bookmarks performed very similarly.

When the normalised PageRanks were scaled up by a factor of 10.0 (run acsysSwmq), all three measures

were significantly depressed relative to the baseline (by -7%, -4%, and -3% for average precision, precision

at 20 and recall). Only topic 413 ("steel production") benefits from use of PageRanks:

TOPIC AVE PREC. P@20 RECALL

413 (0.0738 0.0866, +17\y.) (0.1500 0.2000, +33\y.) (0.7500 0.7500, +0\y.)

All other topics were either unaffected or were adversely affected.

Further runs were conducted post-hoc to determine the effectiveness of PADRE99 relevance feedback

and synonym expansion as applied to the Small Web data. Results are tabulated in Figure 2 but have not

yet been statistically analysed. On the surface, results axe quite contrary to those obtained on the Ad Hoc
collection. Increasing topic length still improves performance but synonym expansion (as implemented)



Average Precision

plain -rf -syn rf/syn average

short

medium

long

0.2678

0.2999

0.3117

0.2736

0.3178

0.3222

0.3262

0.3530

0.3701

0.3242

0.3525

0.3663

0.298

0.3308

0.3426

average 0.2931 0.3045 0 . 3498 0.3477

Precision @ 20

plain -rf -syn rf /syn average

short

mediiim

long

0.4890

0.5480

0.5690

0.4910

0.5530

0.5580

0.5180

0.5740

0.6020

0.5150

0.5640

0.5790

0.5033

0.5598

0.577

average 0.5353 0.534 0.5647 0.5527

Topic-by-topic recall

plain -rf -syn rf /syn average

short

medium

long

0.7085

0.7428

0.7575

0.7257

0.7693

0.7785

0.7931

0.7976

0.8093

0.7806

0.8207

0 . 8244

0.752

0.7826

0.7924

average 0.7363 0.7578 0.8 0. 8086

Figure 2: Pre-deadline runs with PADRE99 on the Small Web Task, exploring the effectiveness of synonym
expansion and relevance feedback for each topic length
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was clearly beneficial while relevance feedback was almost useless by itself and harmful when combined
with synonym expansion.

5 Large Web Task

PADRE99 includes various engineering improvements to reduce the impact of indexing and query pro-

cessing on the virtual memory system. These were sufficient to allow indexing of the 18.5 miUion page,

100 gigabyte VLC2 collection in under 10 hours on a single 450MHz Pentium 3 system with IgB of RAM.
The official runs relate to an index built as eleven separate components covering approximately 9 giga-

bytes of text each. The index included all unstemmed words comprising letters only up to a maximum
of 12 characters. Each posting recorded the tf value for a term,document pair. Position information was

not included.

Subsequently, the data weis re-indexed in four chunks of approximately 25 gigabytes each.

Each of the 10,000 Large Web Task queries was processed as follows:

1. Stopwords from a list of 51 were eliminated. Note that words were not stemmed.

2. The remaining query words were then sorted by increasing d/, as estimated by the first index

component.

3. Terms were processed until the end of the query unless a high frequency word (occuring in more
than 5% of documents) was encountered after at least three terms had been processed.

4. Document content-scores were accumulated in a hash-addressed set of accumulators. No more than

100,000 accumulators were permitted to become active.

5.1 Large Web Task Results

Timing results are reported in detail in the Web Track Overview. In general, query processing speed

was acceptable at under about 4 seconds elapsed time per query, whether or not PageRanks were used.

However, effectiveness was relatively poor, due perhaps to the use of individual words rather than stems

(which may bias term df weighting as well as failing to discover useful matches) and to the use of too

few document accumulators^ without a sensible ordering of postings within postings lists (as was done

last year.) Time did not permit much experimentation or testing.

Table 4: Performance of ANU/ACSys Small Web runs using PADRE99 software. Except for the use of PageRank

scores, conditions were identical to those prevailing in the Ad Hoc task. PageRank scores were derived using

Universal bookmarks (i.e. every page was bookmarked).

Run-id Topic Fields Mod. Ave Prec P@10 P@20 Notes

acsysSlwO TD .2352 .3440 .3360 Content-only

acsys81w0_prl TD .2363 .3460 .3360 PageRank wt = 1.0

acsys81w0_prl0 TD .2231 .3380 .3350 PageRank wt = 10.0

Results of Large Web runs are summarised in Table 4. It is interesting that the measures for modified

average precision and for P@10 are numerically higher for the equal-weighted PageRank run although it

is not expected that the differences are statistically significant.

^Once all the available relevance scoring accumulators have been assigned to documents, score contributions for other

documents are ignored.
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6 Conclusions

The lack of significant difference between the PADRE98 and PADRE99 long topic Automatic Ad Hoc

runs suggests that an index built without stopword elimination and without stemming can be used to

achieve the same query processing effectiveness, while avoiding loss of potentially useful information. The
significant increase in query processing cost is something which needs to be addressed, is the relatively

poor performance of the efficient relevance feedback mechanism.

The incorporation of PageRank scores in rankings in the Large and Small Web tasks produced no

benefit. It is concluded that PageRanks are not useful within the TREC context, even when using queries

actually taken from Web search engine logs.

The results on the Large Web task indicate that it is quite feasible to index a 100 gigabyte collection

of Web documents on a US$7,000 PC and to process queries at a reasonable rate. The compactness of

PADRE99 indexes has permitted the demonstration of query processing over the 100 gigabyte collection

using a Dell laptop (266MHz Pentium II processor with 128 MB of RAM) and only 6.5 gB of disk

space. Unfortunately, to achieve this has required taking query processing short cuts (avoiding phrases,

stemming and query expansion and limiting the number of document accumulators) which cause harm
to effectiveness.
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Abstract

In 1999, AT&T participated in the ad-hoc task and the Question Answering (QA), Spoken Document
Retrieval (SDR), and Web tracks. Most of our effort for TREC-8 focused on the QA and SDR tracks.

Results from SDR track show that our document expansion techniques, presented in [8, 9], are very

effective for speech retrieval. The results for question answering are also encouraging. Our system

designed in a relatively short period for this task can find the correct answer for about 45% of the user

questions. This is specially good given the fact that our system extracts only a short phrase as an answer.

1 Introduction

Question answering and spoken document retrieval were the main areas of interest for AT&T at TREC-8.
For most of our work, we used an internally modified version of the SMART retrieval system developed at

Cornell University [2, 6].

Our question-answering system first retrieves the top ranked passages in response to a user question.

These passages are then passed to a linguistic processing sub-system that analyzes the user question and the

passages to spot entities that might answer the 'question. These entities are then ranked based on several

heuristics that were developed on training questions. To establish a baseline, we also submitted two runs

based only on passage retrieval that did not use the linguistic processing sub-system of our QA system.

For speech retrieval, we continued our experiments with document expansion using related corpora [8, 9].

Results are once again consistently good.

2 Ad-hoc Runs

Our ad-hoc runs are little changed from our 1998 ad-hoc submissions. Please refer to [8] for the details of

the algorithms used.

For this task, we strongly believe that full-length TREC topics are artificially long in comparison to real

user queries. Another artificiality of the TREC environment is the structure of these topics, i.e. the existence

of separate title, description and the narrative sections. Such structure will not be encountered in more
popular search environments. Therefore, we ignore the narrative section in all our runs. Additionally, we
ignore the knowledge that certain words are title words or description words in a topic. We experiment

with very short, title only queries (t), and longer, title and description (t+d) queries.

We submitted two runs in each category: att99tc and att99te for title only queries and att99tdc and

att99tde for title and description queries. Our conservative runs att99tc and att99tdc are a repeat

of our 1998 conservative collection enrichment based runs based on pseudo-feedback. Our experimental runs

att99te and att99tde do some "locality-based" document selection to be used in pseudo-feedback. For

these runs, we retrieve the top 50 documents using our standard vector-space ranking. We then re-ranked

these fifty documents to promote documents that contain multiple query words in the same sentence or

adjoining sentences (see details in Section 3 on Question Answering). Top ten documents from this reranked

list are assumed relevant for pseudo-feedback.
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Query

Sections

Baseline

dnh.dtn

Expansion from Conservative

Collection Enrichmenttarget collection TREC D12345

t (att99atc)

# Q better/worse

0.2363 0.2736 (+15.8%)

0/0

0.2884 (+22.1%)

29/21

0.2853 (+20.8%))

34/16

t (att99ate)

# Q better/worse

0.2363 0.2740 (+16.0%)

0/0

0.2840 (+20.2%)

24/26

0.2835 (+20.0%)

28/22

t+d (att99atdc)

# Q better/worse

0.2592 0.2943 (+13.5%)

0/0

0.3170 (+22.3%)

30/20

0.3089 f-fl9 2%^

34/16

t+d (att99atde)

# Q better/worse

0.2592 0.3024 (+16.7%)

0/0

0.3237 (+24.9%)

27/23

0.3165 (+22.1%)

29/21

Table 1 : Effect of conservative collection enrichment

Run Average Precision Best >= Median < Median

att99atc (title only) 0.2853 2 32 16

att99ate (title only) 0.2835 4 30 16

att99atdc (title+desc) 0.3089 2 41 7

att99atde (title+desc) 0.3165 4 38 8

Table 2: Results for adhoc runs

The results for our ad-hoc runs are shown in Tables 1 and 2. There are several possible variations on

the database used for pseudo-feedback: expansion from the target collection (no collection enrichment),

expansion from a large collection (collection enrichment), and conservative collection enrichment [8]. Even

though the conservative method has somewhat somewhat poorer average precision than methods that expand

from the large collection alone (collection enrichment), as the rows labeled # Q better/worse show, it is more

stable with respect to the number of queries that improve or deteriorate in comparison to expansion from

the target collection (This is the sensible baseline for this comparison since if we compare to unexpanded

queries, which is the baseline used in the average precision rows, all expansion strategies will show large

gains and the relative performance of different expansions will be hard to judge).

Overall, these results are quite reasonable. In our view, the minor improvements that we gain out of

doing various modifications to our simple two-pass pseudo-feedback based algorithm (used in att99atc and

att99atdc), are not fundamentally better and they come at an increased processing cost. Algorithms quite

similar to the one used in att99atdc have consistently been one of the best over the last three or four TREC
conferences. This leads us to wonder whether we are learning something new from the ad-hoc runs in recent

years.

3 Question Answering

Our question answering system is a hybrid IR-linguistic system. The retrieval component first retrieves top

ranked passages for a question, and the linguistic component then processes those passages in light of the

user question to identify entities than can potentially answer the question.

3.1 Passage Retrieval

The passage retrieval system involves the following steps:

1. The top fifty documents for a question are retrieved using a straight vector match (no query expansion).

2. Each section of these top fifty documents is broken into sentences and each sentence is assigned a score

based on the following algorithm:

• the sentence score is initialized to zero, and the passage size is also initialized to zero;
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• the query term weight of every question word that appears in the sentence is added to the sentence

score, the passage size is set to the sentence size (in bytes);

• if a query word bigram appears in the sentence, an extra credit^ is assigned to the sentence,

• if an adjoining sentence contains a question word not contained in this sentence, and if by adding

this adjoining sentence to the passages the passage size doesn't exceed 500 bytes, half the query

term weight for this word is added to the sentence score;

• if a next to adjoining sentence contains a question word not covered yet, and if by adding this

adjoining sentence to the passages the passage size doesn't exceed 500 bytes, quarter of the query

term weight for this word is added to the sentence score.

3. Highest scoring passage from each section is printed along with its score.

4. The highest scoring fifty passages are then selected for processing by the linguistic module.

3.2 Linguistic Processing

This section describes the natural-language processing component of the system. Input to this component is

the text of the query, together with a set of (ranked) passages that are the output from the IR component.

Output from this component is a list of answers ranked in order of importance. The top 5 answers were

submitted to the TREC evaluation.

The bcLsic strategy can be divided into three stages:

1. Extract a candidate set of possible answers from the passages, along with their types. The candidate

set is a set of entities falling into a number of categories, including people, locations, organizations,

quantities, dates, and linear measures. A full list of the types, and a description of how they are

extracted, is given in section 3.2.1.

2. Produce a partial ranking of the entities according to how well their type matches the query. Usually

this will involve a binary distinction of whether or not an entity is of the correct type: for example,

given the query

Who is the author of the book. The Iron Lady: A Biography of Margaret Thatcher?

it can be assumed that entities of type PERSON are preferred, and a partial ranking is formed where -all

entities of type PERSON are placed ahead of other entity types.

3. Produce a final ordering of the entities by taking into account their frequency and position in the

passages. The partial ordering from stage 2 contains many equally ranked entities: in the above

example all PERSON entities would be ranked the same. The third stage produces a finer grained

ranking of entities of the same type through the use of frequency and position information.

The following sections describe in detail how these three processing stages were carried out.

3.2.1 Entity Extraction

The following types of entities were extracted as potential answers to queries:

Proper Names Proper names (capitalized sequences of words) were extracted from the passages, and then

classified into one of the categories PERSON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION or OTHER using a classifier built

using the method described in [4].^

^ 0.25 X (lower of the two component query term weights)

^The classifier makes a three way distinction between PERSOH, LOCATIOH and ORGAHIZATIOB; names where the classifier makes
no decision were classified as OTHER.
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Dates All years (4 digit numbers starting with 1 . . . or 20 ... ) were extracted from the passages. The
CASS parser [1] was used to extract full dates (such as January 1st 2000).

Quantities Bare numbers were extracted using the CASS parser. Noun phrases involving modification by

a number were also extracted by CASS: for example The Three stooges, 4 airports, 270 people. In this

latter case the headword of the noun phrase {stooges, airports or people) was extracted; these entities

could then be later identified as good answers to How many ... questions such as How many stooges

were there?

Durations CASS was used to extract time durations such as three years, four hours and so on.

Linear Measures CASS was used to extract measure amounts such as 170 miles or 180 feet.

We should note that this list of types is almost certainly not complete. Monetary amounts (e.g., $25

million) were added to the system shortly after the TREC run, but other gaps in coverage remain.

3.2.2 Ranking of Entities by Type

This stage involved processing the query to identify the type that is required by the user. The following

rules were used to do this:

• All queries starting with Who, Whom were taken to be of type PERSON.

• All queries starting with Where, Whence, Whither were taken to be of type LOCATION.

• All queries starting with When were taken to be of type DATE.

• All queries starting with How few, How great. How little, How many, How much were taken to be of

type QUANTITY.

• All queries starting with How long were taken to be ambiguous between DURATION and LINEAR-MEASURE.

All queries starting with How tall, How wide. How high. How big, How far were taken to be LINEAR-MEASURE.

• Queries containing the wh-words Which or What typically also involve a head noun that describes the

type of entity involved. These questions fall into two formats: What X where X is the noun involved,

or What is the ... X. Here are a couple of examples:

What company is the largest Japanese ship builder?

What is the largest city in Germany?

For these queries the head noun (e.g., company or city) was extracted, and a lexicon mapping nouns

to types Wcis used to identify the type of the query. The lexicon was partly hand-built (including some

common cases such as number —> QUANTITY or year —> DATE). A large list of nouns indicating PERSON,

LOCATION or ORGANIZATION categories was automatically taken from the contextual (appositive) cues

learned in the named entity classifier described in [4].

• In queries containing no wh-word (e.g.. Name the largest city in Germany), the first noun phrase that

is an immediate constituent of the matrix sentence is extracted, and its head is used to determine

query type, as for What X questions.

If these rules fail to identify the type of the query, then all entities get equal ranking.

In most cases, the query classification stage implies a binary distinction (ranking) of the entities, depend-

ing on whether they are or are not of the correct type. However, there are a couple of special cases where

finer distinctions are made. If a question is of the DATE type, and the query contains one of the words day,

month or year, then "full" dates are ranked above years. Conversely, if the query contains the word year,

then years are ranked above full dates. In How many X questions (where X is a, noun), quantified phrases

whose head noun is also X are ranked above bare numbers of other quantified phrases: for example, in the

query How many lives were lost in the Lockerbie air crash, entities such as 270 lives or almost 300 lives

would be ranked above entities such as 270 people or 150.
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Run Mean Answer Length Answer in Top-

5

Mean Score

attqa50e 10.5 bytes 89/198 0.356

attqa50p 50 bytes 77/198 0.261

Table 3: Results for the 50-byte answer category

3.2.3 Ranking of Entities by Position

Finally, the frequency and position of entities in the retrieved passages was taken into account. First,

some normalization of entities is done: dates are mapped to the format year-month-day, proper names are

normalized by last-name, Then a score is calculated for each entity. Each time an entity occurs in the

top-ranked passage (or passages) from the IR system, its score is incremented by 10. Each time it occurs

in a lower ranked passage, its score is incremented by 1. This score is used as a secondary ranking method
superimposed on the partial ranking given by the query classifier.

3.3 Results

We submitted two linguistics based runs, one in the 50-byte answer category and another in the 250-byte

category. We also submitted two comparable pcissage retrieval based runs.

3.3.1 50-bytes

The most realistic run is our 50-byte entity based run attqaSOe; this run extracts only the entity that the

system thinks is the answer. The details of this run are described above in the section on linguistic processing.

For comparison we also did a 50-byte passage based run (which involves no entity recognition/extraction).

The passage only run trims the top ranked sentences to reduce them down to fifty bytes. It drops some

function words from a sentence, and it drops the question words assuming they won't be in the answer. If

the resulting trimmed sentence is still over fifty bytes, it outputs the first 50 characters.

The results from our 50 bytes runs: attqaSOe, the entity-based run, and attqaSOp, the passage-based

run, are shown in Table 3. We expected our entity based run to be better than the passage based run, and

it is. This reinforces the belief that IR system need context to do their job well. When an IR system is

constrained to extract a very tiny piece of text as the answer, it doesn't do very well. Even with extracting

about five times as much text as compared to our entity-based system (50 bytes/answer instead of just 10.5

for the entity-based system), the passage-based system gets fewer answers right and the answers are not

ranked well. These results indicate that to do question answering such that the answer is just a phrase (or

a very short snippet of text) we will need to enhance a purely keyword-based system with some linguistic

processing.

3.3.2 250-bytes

Our 250-bytes passage based run attqa250p involves the following steps:

1. The passages retrieved as per the algorithm described in Section 3.1 are first refined so that no single

document contributes more than one pcissage to the passage pool. (As described in Section 3.1, diff"erent

sections of a document can each contribute a passage to the passage pool.) When one document

supplies more than one passage, the highest scoring passage is selected. Ties are broken in favor of

longer passages as they have a higher chance of containing the answer.

2. Near-duplicate passages are removed from the pool. If a low-scoring passage has a cosine-similarity of

over 0.50 with a highly ranked passage, the low-scoring passage is removed from the pool. The main

motivation behind doing this is to improve our chances of hitting the answer in one of the top five

passages, instead of repeating same information in multiple passages.
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Run Mean Answer Length Answer in Top-5 Mean Score

attqa250p 249 bytes 135/198 0.545

attqa250e 247 bytes 120/198 0.483

Table 4: Results for the 50-byte answer category

3. The top five passages from the remaining pool are printed in order of their scores. If a passage is longer

than 250 bytes, the key-sentence of that passage (remember we build passages around a key sentence

by adding previous and next sentences, and we keep adding sentences as long as we are under 500

bytes) is printed. If we still have some bytes to spare, the later bytes of previous sentence are added,

and then the earlier bytes of the later sentence.

Our 250-bytes linguistic (entity) based run attqa250e involves the following steps:

1. The ranked list of entities as ranked for our entity-based run attqa50e is used as a a starting point.

2. Pcissages are ranked using the passage ranking algorithm described in Section 3.1.

3. The first passage that contains the top-ranked entity in the entity list is presented to the user. The
top ranked entity and other entities covered by this passage are removed from the entity list.

4. This process is repeated until we have five 250 bytes passages.

Results for our 250-byte runs are shown in Table 4. Our passage ba^ed run in the 250-bytes category was

one of the best runs in this track. This result indicates that when a passage-retrieval system is allowed some

more text in its output, it can do a very good job answering questions. This further reinforces the belief

that IR systems need context to do their job well. We believe that these results can be improved notably

with more effort, and we are working in that direction.

3.4 Error Analysis of the Entity-Based System

3.4.1 Ranking of Answers

We looked first at the performance of the entity-based system, considering the queries where the correct

answer was found somewhere in the top 5 answers (46% of the 198 questions). We found that on these

questions, the percentage of answers ranked 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 was 66%, 14%, 11%, 4%, and 4% respectively.

This distribution is by no means uniform; it is clear that when the answer is somewhere in the top five, it is

very likely to be ranked 1st or 2nd. The system's performance is thus bimodal: it either completely fails to

get the answer, or else recovers it with a high rank.

3.4.2 Accuracy on Different Categories

Table 5 shows the distribution of question types in the TREC-8 test set ("Percentage of Questions"), and

the performance of the entity-based system by question type ("System Accuracy"). We categorized the

questions by hand, using the eight categories described in section 3.2.1, plus two categories that essentially

represent types that were not handled by the system at the time of the TREC deadline: Monetary Amount

and Miscellaneous.

"System Accuracy" means the percentage of questions for which the correct answer was in the top five

returned by the system. There is a sharp division in the performance on different question types. The

categories Person, Location, Date and Quantity are handled fairly well, with the correct answer appearing

in the top five 60% of the time. These four categories make up 67% of all questions. In contrast, the other

question types, accounting for 33% of the questions, are handled with only 15% accuracy.

Unsurprisingly, the Miscellaneous and Other Named Entity categories are problematic; unfortunately,

they are also rather frequent. Table 6 shows some examples of these queries. They include a large tail of



Type Percentage System Type Percentage System
oi Questions Accuracy of Questions Accuracy

Person d2.5 Other Named Entity 14.5 31

Location 1 Q 0/ .b Miscellaneous 8.5 5.9

Date 11 45 5 1 .1 n ^5 51 r IVApn ci 1 vc^XjillCcLL iVXCcLoUli C o.o u

Quantity 9.5 52.7 Monetary Amount 3 0

Organization 2 0

Duration 1.5 0

TOTAL 67 60 TOTAL 33 15

Table 5: Performance of the entity-based system on different question types. "System Accuracy" means
percent of questions for which the correct answer was in the top five returned by the system. "Good" types

are on the left, "Bad" types are on the right.

What does the Peugeot company manufacture?

Why did David Koresh ask the FBI for a word processor?

What are the Valdez Principles?

What was the target rate for M3 growth in 1992?

What does El Nino mean in Spanish?

Table 6: Examples of "Other Named Entity" and "Miscellaneous" questions.

questions seeking other entity types (mountain ranges, growth rates, films, etc.) and questions whose answer

is not even an entity (e.g., "Why did David Koresh ask the FBI for a word processor?")

For reference, Table 7 gives an impression of the sorts of questions that the system does well on (correct

answer in top five)

.

3.4.3 Errors by Component

Finally, we performed an analysis to gauge which components represent performance bottlenecks in the

current system. We examined system logs for a 50-question sample, and made a judgment of what caused

the error, when there was an error. Table 8 gives the breakdown. Each question was assigned to exactly one

line of the table.

The largest body of errors, accounting for 18% of the questions, are those that are due to unhandled

types, of which half are monetary amounts. (Questions with non-entity answers account for another 4%.)

Another large block (16%) is due to the passage retrieval component: the correct answer was not present in

the retrieved passages. The linguistic components together account for the remaining 14% of error, spread

evenly among them.

Question Rank Output from System

Who is the author of the book. The Iron Lady: A Biography of

Margaret Thatcher?

2 Hugo Young

What is the name of the managing director of Apricot Computer? 1 Dr Peter Horne

What country is the biggest producer of tungsten? 1 China

Who was the first Taiwanese President? 1 Taiwanese President Li

Teng hui

When did Nixon visit China? 1 1972

How many calories are there in a Big Mac? 4 562 calories

What is the acronym for the rating system for air conditioner

efficiency?

1 EER

Table 7: A few TREC questions answered correctly by the system.
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Errors

Passage retrieval failed 16%
Answer is not an entity 4%
Answer of unhandled type: money 10%
Answer of unhandled type: misc 8%
Entity extraction failed 2%
Entity classification failed 4%
Query classification failed 4%
Entity ranking failed 4%

Successes

Answer at Rank 2-5 16%
Answer at Rank 1 32%

Table 8: Breakdown of questions by error type, in particular, by component responsible. Numbers are

percent of questions in a 50-question sample.

The cases in which the correct answer is in the top five, but not at rank one, are almost all due to failures

of entity ranking.^ Various factors contributing to misrankings are the heavy weighting assigned to answers

in the top-ranked passage, the failure to adjust frequencies by "complexity" (e.g., it is significant if 22.5

million occurs several times, but not if 3 occurs several times), and the failure of the system to consider the

linguistic context in which entities appear.

4 SDR Runs

We used our own speech recognizer to process the SDR track data. In this track, we continued our ex-

perimentation with document expansion from last year [8, 9]. This year we only submitted runs based on

document expansion. Our first run att-sl is a reproduction of the algorithm we developed in [9]. Our second

run att-s2 is also based on document expansion, but it is aimed at containing excessive increase in weights

of already important document terms (see below for details).

4.1 Speech Recognizer

The speech recognition system used for the SDR track used a multi-pass search paradigm. The resulting

transcriptions were obtained by performing two recognition passes, the first using both an acoustic and low

complexity language model, the second retaining the acoustic scores from the first pass and using a more

complex language model. The acoustic model of this system is described in section 4.1.1, the language

models and search algorithm are described in section 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Acoustic model

The acoustic model Wcls trained on all the SDR track data available from previous evaluations. The data

used for training was from 14 different news programs from the period May 10, 1996 until January 31, 1998.

The total amount of transcribed recordings used in training was 143 hours.

The speech waveforms were parameterized using a mel-frequency cepstral analysis and energy measure-

ments. The system used the first 12 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and a normalized energy parameter

as well as the first and second derivatives (39 dimensions in total), computed at a rate of 100 frames per

second. To compensate for channel effects, the cepstral mean of the signal was subtracted for the cepstral

vectors.

^The sole exception was a query misclassification caused by a parse failure—miraculously, the correct answer made it to

rank five despite being of the "wrong" type.
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A training dictionary for all 36475 unique words seen in the training transcriptions was generated using
our text-to-speech system [3] followed by hand corrections/additions. The resulting dictionary had 38616
entries (average of 1.06 entries per unique word). The used phone set consisted of 42 phone models, 1 silence

model and 5 non-speech models.

All phones were modeled using three-state left-to-right HMMs except for the silence model which was a
single state HMM. All state emission distributions were modeled by Gaussian mixture densities. Mixture
densities were estimated by iteratively segmenting the data using the Viterbi algorithm and estimating
mixture densities for the given segmentation using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (i.e. the

mixture identities were hidden but the state segmentations were not). To initialize the mixture components
for the EM algorithm, the A;-means clustering algorithm with a Euclidean distance metric was used on
variance normalized data. The final acoustic model was trained in three stages. In the first stage, a context

independent system was build. To bootstrap this first training stage, an initial state-level segmentation was
obtained by a Viterbi alignment using our last evaluation system. Then 20 mixture component state emission

densities were estimated in three iterations. In the first iteration, 8 mixture component densities were
estimated. In the second, the number of mixture components was increased to 20 and this model was refined

by another iteration. In the second training stage, the sharing among triphone state emission distributions

were defined. Shared state distributions were defined by decision tree clustering using a likelihood design

criterion and allowing questions about the phonetic identity of the phone context. Finally, in the third stage,

mixture densities were estimated for the shared state distributions. The final densities were obtained in four

iterations, the first two to estimate 4 mixture component densities, the second two to estimate 12 mixture
component densities.

4.1.2 Language model and Search Algorithm

In the first recognition pass, lattices were built that were rescored in a second recognition pass. The most
likely transcripts were then used together with the acoustic model from the first pass to find the boundary
times of the words in the transcriptions by the Viterbi algorithm.

The first recognition pass used a pruned trigram language model, the second an un-pruned 6-gram model.

Both first and second pass models were Katz [5] backoff language models. The first pass trigram model was

pruned using the approach of Seymore and Rosenfeld [7] using a pruning threshold of 100. In addition to

the transcriptions of previous SDR evaluations we also used the transcripts of the Hub4 evaluations and two

printed media sources (the LDC North American news corpus and United Press International (ClariNet)).

Different language models were constructed for every two week period in the evaluation data. A total of

11 sets of first and second pass language models were constructed for the 5 month period that the evaluation

data covers. First a model was constructed for the first two week period using all available training data

prior to that period. Then, for the construction of the models for each subsequent two week period, the

data from the preceding two week period was added to the data used for the first two week period model. A
weighting scheme was used to emphasize the contribution of the most recent two week period data as well

as to emphasize the spoken news transcripts with respect to the printed sources. To accompany the two

week language models, a different dictionary was used for each two week period. The dictionaries included

all unique words found in the transcriptions as well as all unique words occurring with a frequency larger

than two in the printed sources. The sizes of the dictionaries for the different two week periods ranged from

210340 entries to 261215 entries.

4.2 Retrieval System

We used the NA News corpus and UPI news (also used in the language model training described above) as the

related corpus for document expansion as well as the large collection for conservative collection enrichment

(see [8]) for query expansion. The retrieval cutoff date for this track was July 1, 1998. For 1998, the NA
News corpus only has news for January to April 1998. We use all these news articles in our runs. We also

added to this UPI news available through Clarinet news for the months of April to June 1998. This gave us

a related corpus of 182,755 news articles.
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Algorithm/Transcript

details

No query

expansion

Query expansion from Conservative

Coll. Enrich.target collection Print News

No document expansion

Itt (Closed Captions)

0.4574 0.5103

+11.6%
0.5742

+25.5%
0.5390

+17.8%
No document expansion

nist-bl (WER:27.5%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4113

(-10.1%)

0.4888

+18.8%
(-4.2%)

0.5498

+33.7%
(-4.2%)

0.5194

+26.3%
(-3.6%)

No document expansion

att-sl (WER:29.3%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4058

(-11.3%)

0.4798

+18.2%
(-6.0%)

0.5506

+35.7%
(-4.1%)

0.5164

+27.3%
(-4.2%)

No document expansion

cmu-sl (WER:64.4%)

Loss due to ASR

0.2916

(-36.3%)

0.3740

+28.2%
(-26.7%)

0.4123

+41.4%

(-28.2%)

0.3970

+36.1%
(-26.3%)

No document expansion

cuhtk-sl (WER:20.5%)
Loss due to ASR

0.4286

(-6.3%)

0.5055

+17.9%
(-1.0%)

0.5667

+32.2%
(-1.3%)

0.5339

+24.6%
(-0.9%)

No document expansion

cuhtk-slpl (WER:26.6%)
Loss due to ASR

0.4233

(-7.5%)

0.4890

+ 17.9%

(-4.2%)

0.5531

+32.2%
(-3.7%)

0.5212

+24.6%
(-3.3%)

No document expansion

limsi-sl (WER:21.5%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4226

(-7.6%)

0.5014

+ 18.7%

(-1.7%)

0.5554

+31.4%
(-3.3%)

0.5224

+23.6%

(-3.1%)

No document expansion

shef-sl (WER:32.0%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4001

(-12.5%)

0.4770

+19.2%
(-6.5%)

0.5402

+35.0%
(-5.9%)

0.5065

+26.6%
(-6.0%)

Table 9: SDR Runs: No Document Expansion.

Algorithm-l

Our first document expansion algorithm is taken verbatim from our previous work presented in [9]. The

query expansion algorithm is the same as the one used in our ad-hoc runs, only the target collection and

the large collection for conservative collection enrichment are different. The target collection is the SDR
collection and the large collection is the NA News and UPI news collection described above.

The results for our SDR runs are shown in Tables 9-11. Here are the main observations from these

results.

1. Speech retrieval over automatically recognized speech is very viable. For reasonable transcripts, the

losses in retrieval effectiveness are minimal, 1-5% (the negative numbers shown in parentheses).

2. As expected, query expansion via pseudo-feedback is useful across the board. This can be observed in

the last three columns of the Tables. In each of these columns, the second entry shows the improvements

of the corresponding query expansion algorithm over no query expansion.

3. Our conservative query expansion hurt us in this environment. This is evident by the consistently better

results from doing query expansion from the print news vs. doing conservative collection enrichment.

For example, when doing retrieval from closed caption (second row in Table 10), doing query expansion

from print news yields an average precision of 0.5742, whereas our conservative query expansion yields

only 0.5390, a noticeable drop.

4. Document expansion (see Table 10) is consistently beneficial. For example, our reference run att-rl

would have been 0.5390 instead of 0.5600 had we not used document expansion.

5. Retrieval eflFectiveness is not very sensitive to WER of the recognizers for reasonable recognition. This

is evident by looking at all our official runs (other than the one on emu's transcripts) which have
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Algorithm/Transcript

details

No query

expansion

Query expansion from Conservative

Coll. Enrich.target collection Print News

uocumcni expansion ^/vigo-ij

Itt (Closed Captions)

0.5371

+9.2%
0.5804

+18.0%

u.oDuu aii-n
+13.8%

Document expansion (Algo-1)

Ill&t-UX 1 VV XjXX.^ t *o /O }

Loss due to ASR

0.4779

(-2.8%)

U.04z 1

+13.6%

(+1.0%)

U.0D4d

+18.2%

(-2.7%)

0.5539 att-bl
-1-1 Q%
(-1.0%)

Document expansion (Algo-1)

Loss due to ASR

0.4639

(-5.7%)

+ 12.2%

(-3.1%)

U.OOfiD

+20.4%

(-3.8%)

0.5431 att-sl

-1-17 1%.1/0

(-3.0%)

Document expansion (Algo-1)

cmu-si \^\\ ej!x.v±.^ /o

)

Loss due to ASR

0.3752

(-23.7%)

u.'ioDy

+ 16.5%

(-18.7%)

U.4DoO

+23.5%
(-20.2%)

0.4526 att-cr-cmusi

-r<iiU.D /o

(-19.2%)

Document expansion (Algo-1)

cuniK-si \^\\ Ejix.zu.o /oj

Loss due to ASR

0.4901

(-0.3%)

U.04J1

+10.6%

(+0.9%)

u.oi 10

+ 16.6%

(-1.5%)

0.5592 att-cr-cuhtksl
-Li 4 1 %-rl4.i /o

(-0.1%)

Document expansion (Algo-1)

CUHtlt-oipi 1 VV il/JTL. iSU . u /O j

Loss due to ASR

0.4724

(-3.9%)

u.Douy

+ 12.4%

(-1.1%)

U.0D4 (

+19.5%
(-2.7%)

0.5494 att-cr-cuhtkslpl
4-1 fi ^%

(-1.9%)

Document expansion (Algo-1)

limsi-sl fWER-21 5%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4717

(-4.1%)

+13.3%

(-0.5%)

U.OUO 1

+19.4%

(-3.0%)

0.5516 att-cr-limsisl

+ 16.9%

(-1.4%)

Document expansion (Algo-1)

shef-sl (WER:32.0%)
Loss due to ASR

0.4710

(-4.2%)

0.5277

+12.0%

(-1.8%)

0.5588

+18.6%
(-3.7%)

0.5455 att-cr-shefsl

+15.8%
(-2.6%)

Table 10: SDR Runs: Document Expansion, Algorithm-

1

average precision values in the range for 0.5431 to 0.5600. There is an insignificant 3% gap in average

precision between doing retrieval on closed caption vs. doing retrieval on ASR transcripts which have

up to 32% WER.

Algorithm-2

We remind you that our term weighting scheme assigns weights to words in a document based on their

occurrence frequency in the document and the length of the document. The two bcisic factor are the tf-

factor, which accounts for the fact that words that are repeated within a document are more important; and

the document length normalization factor which is used to assign lower weights to all words in very long

documents. Within one document, the document length normalization factor is same for all terms. However,

the iffactor changes from word to word based on the word's frequency. During the last few years, we have

realized that a word that appears three times in a document is not thrice as important than a word that

appears just once so we have been using a dampened iffactor (a logarithmic or a double-log factor) which

rises sub-linearly with the increase in word frequency. In particular, we use the double log iffactor, i.e. a

word with frequency tf gets a weight oi 1 + ln{l + ln{tf)).

During the course of our experiments with document expansion, we noticed that the expansion algorithm

we use above tends to create an unwanted imbalance in weights of different document terms. For example,

consider a document which contains many instances of the word information. When we use this docu-

ment as a query to find related printed documents, many of the related documents also mention the word

information, since information is an important word in the query vector, i.e. the vector for the recognized

document. When we do document expansion using Rocchio's formula, the word information gets a further

boost in its weight and it ends up being a very heavily weighted word for this document. This is contrary

to the reason for using a dampened i/-factor in our term weighting scheme (as described above).

To address this problem, we changed our document expansion scheme to ensure that frequent words do
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Algorithm/Transcript

details

No query

expansion

Query expansion from Conservative

Coll. Enrich.target collection Print News

Document expansion (Algo-2)

Itt (Closed Captions)

0.4821 0.5403

-hl2.1%

0.5863

+21.6%
0.5677

+ 17.7%

Document expansion (Algo-2)

nist-bl (WER:27.5%)

Loss due to AbK

0.4610

(-4.4%)

0.5406

-<-17.3%

(+0.1%)

0.5716

+24.0%
(-2.5%)

0.5634

+22.2%

(-0.8%)

Document expansion (Algo-2)

att-sl (WER:29.3%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4536

(-5.9%)

0.5208

+14.8%
(-3.6%)

0.5731

+26.3%
(-2.3%)

0.5510 att-s2

+21.5%

(-2.9%)

Document expansion (Algo-2)

cmu-sl (WER:64.4%)

Loss due to ASR

0.3520

(-27.0%)

0.4077

+15.8%
(-24.6%)

0.4643

+31.9%
(-20.8%)

0.4508

+28.1%
(-20.6%)

Document expansion (Algo-2)

cuhtk-sl (WER:20.5%)
Loss due to ASR

0.4711

(-2.3%)

0.5496

+ 16.7%

(+1.7%)

0.5829

+23.7%
(-0.6%)

0.5705

+21.1%

(+0.5%)

Document expansion (Algo-2)

cuhtk-slpl (WER:26.6%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4601

(-4.6%)

0.5336

+16.0%
(-1.2%)

0.5678

+23.4%
(-3.2%)

0.5539

+20.4%
(-2.4%)

Document expansion (Algo-2)

limsi-sl (WER:21.5%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4645

(-3.7%)

0.5349

+ 15.2%

(-1.0%)

0.5698

+22.7%
(-2.8%)

0.5551

+19.5%
(-2.2%)

Document expansion (Algo-2)

shef-sl (WER:32.0%)

Loss due to ASR

0.4508

(-6.5%)

0.5229

+ 16.0%

(-3.2%)

0.5598

+24.2%
(-4.5%)

0.5452

+21.0%
(-3.9%)

Table 11: SDR Runs: Document Expansion, Algorithm-2.

not end up getting very heavy weights. Under this scheme, any word is allowed an increment of one in it's raw

frequency due to expansion. For example, if a word occurred once in the document, its pre-expansion weight

was 1.0 (ignoring document length normalization). If the post-expansion weight for this words becomes 2.0,

which will correspond to a post-expansion raw frequency of 5.57 (since 1 + /n(l + /ri(5.57)) = 2.0), then

this increment is not allowed and the raw frequency increase is capped at 1, yielding the post-expansion raw

frequency of 2 and a post-expansion weight of 1.53. This effect is even more visible for words with very high

raw frequencies (like 10).

We submitted a second run based on this document expansion scheme and the results are shown in

Table 11. Comparing this document expansion algorithm att-s2 (Algo-2) with our previous algorithm

att-sl (Algo-1) in Table 10, we do see that this algorithm yields consistently better results than our old

algorithm. It in fact yields the best results for every transcription, which are shown in column-4 of Table 11

Run Average Precision Best >= Median < Median

att-rl 0.5600 7 27 15

att-bl 0.5539 1 35 13

att-sl 0.5431 5 29 15

att-s2 0.5510 4 31 14

att-cr-cmusl 0.4626 0 18 31

att-cr-cuhtksl 0.5592 2 35 12

att-cr-cuhtkslpl 0.5494 2 32 15

att-cr-limsisl 0.5516 2 32 15

. att-cr-shefsl 0.5455 3 ,30 16

Table 12: Results for SDR runs
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Query

Sections

Baseline

dnb.dtn

Expansion from Conservative

Collection Enrichmenttarget collection TREC D12345

t+d (att99wtdc)

t+d (att99wtde)

0.2470

0.2470

0.2876 (+16.5%)

0.2883 (+16.8%)

0.3033 (+22.8%)

0.3138 (+27.1%)

0.3091 (+25.2%)

0.3113 (+26.0%)

Table 13: Effect of conservative collection enrichment

Run Average Precision Best >= Median < Median

att99wtdc (title+desc) 0.3033 2 40 8

att99wtde (title+desc) 0.3113 2 37 11

Table 14: Results for adhoc runs

(in boldface). Table 12 presents some other statistics on our official runs.

5 Web Track Runs

We submitted two runs for the small Web task: att99wtdc and att99wtde. These runs correspond to our

ad-hoc runs att99atdc and att99atde, respectively. The only difference is that for the web runs, we remove

duplicates from the initial list of documents used in pseudo-feedback. These runs are content- only runs and

do not use the linkage analysis commonly used by Web search engines. For these runs, we first retrieve the

top 100 documents using our standard vector-space ranking. If two documents in this list have a cosine

similarity over 0.80, we assume they are duplicates of each other and remove the lower ranked document
from this list.

For run att99wtde, the list of documents obtained above after duplicate removal is further re-ranked

using sentence based locality described in our question answering effort. Top 10 documents from this reranked

list are assumed relevant and are used in pseudo-feedback based query expansion. For run att99wtdc, no

reranking is done and the top 10 documents are used in pseudo-feedback. Both these runs use the title

and description sections of the queries. TREC disks 1-5 are used as the larger collection for conservative

collection enrichment.

The results from our runs on the 2G web data are shown in Tables 13 and 14. These results are reasonable,

especially given the fact that we did not change our retrieval algorithm in any significant manner for Web
data.

We also submitted two runs for the large Web track: att99vlci and att99vlcm. Both runs are based

on merging results from twenty different collection formed by dividing the lOOG Web data into twenty 50
collections. The run att99vlcm merges the document frequencies from various collections and updates

every collection so that every collection has a uniform view of the global inverse document frequency for

terms. The run att99vlci ignores these issues and take document scores from various collections at their

face value. There is no query expansion used in these runs. These runs are a straight-forward vector-space

match between the query and the documents.

The precision in top 10 documents for att99vlci is 0.6180 and for att99vlcin is 0.5980. These numbers

show that if a very large collection is divided into smaller sub-collections, then one can simply ignore the

global-idf issues and merge results from the individual sub-collections to get effective ranking.

6 Conclusions

Our SDR work establishes the usefulness of document expansion. We are very happy to see the incorporation

of the question answering track, in TREC and look forward to our continuous participation in it next year.
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CMU Spoken Document Retrieval in Trec-8:

Analysis of the role of Term Frequency TF

M. Siegler, R. Jin and A. Hauptmann
The participation of Carnegie Mellon University in the TREC-8 Spoken Document
Retrieval Track used the basic same Sphinx speech recognition system as in TREC-7.
Due to some unfortunate defaults in the parameter setup files, the speech recognizer did

not perform in a reasonable manner. We will not analyze the results of the speech

recognizer runs, as we believe the results contained abnormal types of errors, and

insights or improvements on these errors would not generalize. A thorough examination

of the speech recognition condition is given in [3]. However, we did evaluate a slightly

modified weighting scheme in the reference (R1 ) and baseline (B1 ) conditions, which is

described below.

1. Motivation for ttie Retrieval Formulas

The formula we used for cmu-r1 and cmu-bl runs is based on dtb described by

Singhal[1]. In addition, to improve the accuracy, we use the standard pseudo-relevance

feedback [2], conservative collection enrichment [1] and document expansion [1]. Since

what we have done in that part is similar to what AT&T has done in TREC7 [1], we are

not repeating the description of this approach.

Here we would like to discuss the modification we make in the dtb formula. As many
people pointed out in previous TRECs, directly multiplying term frequency tf with inverse

document frequency idf generally causes poor performance. The poor performance

seems to be due to an overweighting of the tf term. To avoid this overestimation of tf

,

researchers have used ln(tf+1 ) or even ln(ln(tf)+1 )+1

.

However, these approaches look more empirical than theoretical. Our modification on

the tf term is a theoretically motivated attempt to resolve this problem.

2. Analysis

Usually idf for a word A is written as log((N+1 )/M). Here N is the total number of

documents in the collection and M is number of documents having at least one
occurrence of the word A within the collection. In other words, idf for word A can be

thought of as -log(p) where p is the probability that a document contains at least one

occurrence of word A in the collection. Then the term tf*idf for a word A can be written as

Tf * idf = -tf * log(p) = -log(ptf). (1)

We can easily extend the meaning of idf to interpret the term tf*idf for word A as -log(p')

and p' is the probability that a document contains at least tf occurrences of word A. So
we have

Tf * idf = -log(p) (2)

Combing the two formulas together, we have
p' = ptf.
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which means that the probability that a document contains at least tf occurrences of the

word A is the probability that a document contains at least one occurrence of the word A
to the power tf . Obviously this can be true only when the independent assumption that

one occurrence of the word A has nothing to do with another occurrence of the word A is

correct.

However, because of the complicated correlation within word occurrences, the

independent assumption generally is wrong and will cause underestimation of probability

p'. We think this is the reason why multiplying tf with idf directly generally causes
overestimation and gives rise to poor performance.

3. Solution

To avoid this problem of overestimation by multiplying tf directly, we have come up with

two solutions to replace tf*idf. Since tf*idf for word A can be interpreted as -log(p') and p'

is the probability that a document contains at least tf occurrences of word A, the key

issue is how to estimate this probability p'.

One solution is using the word histogram directly. For each word A, we can build up a
histogram function N(x, A) that tells the number of documents containing exact x

occurrences of the word A. With this histogram function, we can compute the "tf*idf" for

word A as

log((N+1)/G(tf, A)).

Here G(tf, A) is defined as

G(tf
,
A) = Sum(N(x, A)) over x and x is integer from x to infinity.

The second method uses a fitted Gaussian distribution to estimate the probability p'. For

each word A, we can compute the average occurrences of word A avg_A and standard

deviation of occurrences of word A std_dev_A from the histogram function N(x, A). Now
we can build the normalized Gaussian distribution as D(x, avg_A, std_dev_A).

Then the tf*idf" can be computed as

-log(l(tf, A)).

Here l(tf, A) is defined as

l(tf. A) = Integral of D(x, avg_A, std_dev_A) over x and x is from tf to infinity.

Furthermore we can use the standard error function to represent l(tf. A) as the following:

0.5 * err((tf - avg_A)/sqrt(2)/std_dev_A)

if tf >= avg_A
l(tf, A) =

0.5 * err((avg_A - tf)/sqrt(2)/std_dev_A) + 0.5

if tf < avg_A

Both these two approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. The good side of

first approach is that it uses the exact data and makes no assumption or approximation.

However it may be misled by the local fluctuation. As for the second approach, it

complements the down side of the first approach by using fitted Gaussian distribution.

However it may cause disaster if the data doesn't fit in Gaussian distribution or when a

small data set doesn't reliably estimate the true average and standard deviation.
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To obtain the good properties of both approaches, we created a new method. We modify

the histogram function N(x, A) for word A as follows: Instead of using natural granularity

1 for X, we use standard deviation std_dev_A as the granularity. We define the

granularity function for each word A as

grand(A) = MAX(std_dev_A/3, 1 ).

Now we can define a new histogram function N'(x, A) as

N'(x, A) - Sum(N{y, A)) over y and y is from floor(x / grand(A))*grand(A) to ceiling(x /

grand(A))*grand(A).

From the definition of N'(x, A), it is easily seen that N'(x, A) is the same for all x in the

range [floor(x / grand(A))*grand(A) .. ceiling(x/ grand(A))*grand(A)].

Now we can use the first approach to compute the "tf*idf" except that this time the

histogram function is N'(x, A) instead of N(x, A). Since the new histogram function is

defined as a sum of the old histogram function over an interval on the order of standard

deviation, it will be more stable and avoids some risks of the first approach.

4. Experiment

From experiments we have performed on the TREC data, we find out that the approach

described above for computing factor "tf*idf" is better than tf * idf or (ln(tf ) + 1 )
* idf

.

However, we did not see any significant improvement in performance of our formula over

(ln(ln(tf ) + 1) +1) * idf. Instead our formula is generally slightly worse than the (ln(ln(tf) +

1) + 1)*idf factor.

By comparing documents weighted by our schema and weighted by (ln(ln(tf) + 1) + 1)
*

idf, we find out that our schema still has the problem of overestimating tf especially when
the tf is larger. We think it is due to the fact that when tf is close to the largest tf, the G(tf,

A) is very inaccurate because of the lack of histogram data. In the future we will

introduce special treatment for this "ending effect".

5. Conclusion

In this paper we attempted tf*idf a more theoretic interpretation and point out a possible

reason why multiplying tf directly with idf causes the poor performance with the given

interpretation. We came up with a word histogram based method of integrating tf and idf

into one factor which is log(1/p') and p' is the probability that a document has at least tf

occurrences of a particular word. We have several success over tf*idf and (ln(tf)+1)*idf

and fail to compete with (ln(ln(tf)+1)+1)*idf. We think the failure is due to the "ending

effect" and we will pursue the problem further in the future.
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Abstract. CLARITECH's submission in TREC-7
demonstrated the utility of document clustering in

retrieval. We continued this work in TREC-8, using a

clustered document presentation exclusively. We also

added significant new functionality to the manual ad

hoc user interface, integrating it with an entity extrac-

tion subsystem (upgraded and customized for TREC).

Extracted entities represent an alternate set of docu-

ment featiu-es. Our experiments suggest that in many
cases users might construct more effective queries by

moving beyond surface terms and drawing from this

more abstract pool of semantic types. Despite the in-

terface enhancements, our focus this year was on sys-

tem rather than human subject performance, and we
simplified the experiment design accordingly. From
the users' perspective, there was only one run; the five

separate submissions represent variations in post-

processing. We spent miiumal time preparing the

irutial queries. Users had 20 (instead of last year's 30)

minutes for relevance judgments, and were allowed to

modify the query from the start. This year, as well,

we reintroduced "vector-length optimization" in the

post-processing of feedback. Recent CLARTTECH
systems have augmented the manually generated

queries with a fixed, arbitrary number of selected

terms from top-ranked documents. This year, we ex-

perimented with a principled truncation of the candi-

date term list, and found this had a positive effect on

the performance of both of our TREC-7 and TREC-8
final queries. We feel that further performance im-

provements are likely to be achieved only by devel-

oping several complementary techniques and apply-

ing them selectively to fine-tune individual queries.

User-directed feature selection and vector-length op-

timization are two such promising techniques.

1 Introduction

CLARITECH's approach to manual ad hoc retrieval in

TREC-7 involved the use of clustering to facilitate us-

ers' identification of relevant documents for subse-

quent feedback and automatic processing. Our results

demonstrated the positive effect of clustering re-

trieved documents (vs. ordinary ranked list presenta-

tion). In particular, at all sampled time points for

subjects giving relevance judgments, subjects who
used clustered sets of documents out-performed those

who used ranked lists. Our overall system results

were quite good.

This year, we revisited the problem of clustering by
adding the ability to cluster documents using a vari-

ety of document features, including entities and se-

mantic abstractions, as well as terms. Our hypothesis

was that, depending on the type of query, different

document features would afford the most natural ba-

sis for organizing results. For example, questions

about a specific topic might best be addressed by
having retrieved results clustered primarily by entities

such as person, place, organization, etc., and only sec-

ondarily by terms. In our TREC-8 experiments, we
offered users the opportunity to cluster results by sev-

eral such user-selected features. In addition, we
shortened the amount of time that users were given to

complete their reviews of documents, from a full 30

minutes per query in TREC-7 to 20 minutes per query

this year. We sampled results at five-minute intervals

during the 20-minute task and can also report on the

relative tiade-off In time on task (efficiency) vs. per-

formance.

Subsequent to obtaining users' judgments, the

CLARIT system processes the judged documents fully

automatically to expand the original query and select

the final set of results. Such processing depends on

identifying terms in judged documents to be added to

the source query vector. In the recent past, we have

had good results when using a fairly large, but arbi-

trarily truncated set of discovered terms. This year,

we returned to an approach that we used In early

TREC experiments and used a principled tiuncation

of candidate supplementary terms—a process we call

"vector-length optimization". In pre-TREC-8 experi-

ments on the TREC-7 data, using our submitted final

queries from last year, we achieved more than 10%
Improvement over our TREC-7 results by truncating

the query vector at that point where the expected

contribution of an additional new term drops below a

threshold of utility. Using such an approach, we
achieved a higher performance on TREC-7 data with

queries that averaged 50 terms vs. the 250 terms In our

submitted final results. In our automatic processing

of judged documents this year, we completed runs

that used both our TREC-7 approach (fixed-length

vectors) and our new technique (length-optimized

vectors).

The two new techniques that we introduced in our

work this year—(a) active use of a variety of docu-

ment features, including entities, and (b) vector-length

optimization—are important, general techniques for
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information management, not only for information

retrieval. We have used these techruques in ovir other

track v^ork this year; and we see in them great poten-

tial for helping to solve that very challenging problem

in information processing—the fine-tuning of several

complementary approaches to the individual require-

ments of a query or task.

2 Experiment design

For this year's TREC experiment, the 50 queries (401-

450) from NIST were entered into the CLARTT system

with minimal editing. We started with the text of the

title, description, and narrative fields as the query,

with editing by a single researcher. The researcher

spent very little time on each query (well under 5

minutes), and was not permitted to retrieve any

documents. Editing was limited to:

• punctuation changes (e.g., replacing commas with

semicolons)

• the omission of query sentences describing non-

relevant documents
• the removal of "empty" words such as documents

that discuss or a relevant document should include

• repetition of nouns modified by conjoined adjec-

tives (e.g., genetic and environmental factors became

geneticfactors and environmentalfactors)

• very occasional addition of an obviously relevant

word or phrase (for example, quilt show in query

418)

• occasional addition of a query constraint, possibly

involving extraction entities

The user's task was as always to submit the initial

queries to a database consisting of the target corpora

and judge the results. Results were presented as

clustered groups of the top 150 documents. Users'

relevance judgments were automatically collected at

5, 10, 15, and 20 minutes. Users were allowed to re-

formulate the initial query and retrieve potentially

new results at any time during the 20-minute task.

They could also terminate the task before the 20-

minute time limit if they felt they had found all the

relevant documents.

AU the documents in the database used by the sub-

jects were indexed with extracted entities. Extraction

entities include cities, provinces, nations, personal

names, employee/appointee titles, business names,

and names of other orgaruzations, such as govern-

ment bodies and universities. Such entities are identi-

fied automatically using the QARTT extraction engine,

which utilizes both standard patterns (e.g., honorific +

known first name + initial + unknown word is a standard

pattern for personal names, like Mr. Hubert M. Nar-

malee) and large or exhaustive lists (e.g., the names of

the 322 nations in the world today). Once identified,

these items can be indexed as terms, but with their

entity type remaining available. The set of entities in

a retrieved document could be viewed by the subjects,

either highlighted in context or in a separate list; the

subjects could also use entities and/or entity types in

constraint formulation. For example, for query 401

—

Wiat language and cultural differences impede the integra-

tion offoreign minorities in Germany?—^the user could

require that all documents retrieved include the na-

tion entity germany. For query 428

—

Wiat other coun-

tries besides the United States are considering or have ap-

proved women as clergy persons?—^the user could re-

quire that all dociunents retrieved include one or

more nation entities, or that the specific nation entity

united states be excluded. It was also possible to in-

clude constraints requiring or prohibiting a particular

term or verbatim string.

The system presents the initial results as term-based

document clusters, but supports clustering (and clus-

ter sunmiarization) by extracted entities in subsequent

clustering (or reclustering) operatior\s. All subjects

had had some prior searching experience, though

some were new to the CLARTT system. All subject

actions, with time stamps at one-minute intervals,

were written to a relational database.

The users generated a set of relevance judgments;

these were further processed fully automatically to

produce the submissions. Due in part to the new user

interface, which simplifies the use of advanced fea-

tures such as constraints, the subjects made heavy use

of the constraint mechanism. Nearly three quarters of

the queries contained constraints; 50% of the total had
"term" constraints, and 22% had constraints involving

extraction entities. Four percent were negative con-

straints (i.e., they excluded documents containing

certain specific terms or entities).

We used the same set of user relevance judgments in

four experimental runs:

• CL99SD, the "empty" run, which used neither of

our new techniques

• CL99XT, in which we took advantage of extrac-

tion entities

• CL99SDopt, using vector-length optimization'

• CL99XTopt, using both extraction entities and

vector-length optimization

' We are omitting from this discussion our second optimized run,

CL99SDopt2, in which we lowered the weights of the user-generated

query to match the feedback term weights. This uniformly hurt

performance. (For simplicity, we refer to CL99SDoptl as

CL99SDopt throughout this paper.)
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Figure 1. Comparative performance analysis: CL99XTopt vs. the group

All runs used pseudo-relevance feedback (an adapta-

tion of the Rocchio method); the system assigned a

coefficient of 0.5 to all new query terms. The system

excluded documents explicitly marked non-relevant

by users, and promoted marked relevant documents
to the top of the rariked list. The XT runs (the two
using the entity database) used constrained queries.

To ensure a complete submission, these runs required

two retrievals—one with and one without the con-

straints. AU documents satisfying the constraints

were returned first; if necessary, the system rounded

out the top 1000 with documents from the uncon-

strained retrieval.

For the baseline run, CL99SD, the system removed all

query constraints, and added a standard fixed-length

vector of feedback terms (250). (This duplicates the

approach we took in TREC-7.) CL99XT, the baseline

entity run, included constraints (using the merging

algorithm described above). CL99SDopt used vector-

length optimization; CL99XTopt used both constraints

and optimization.

The purpose of vector-length optimization is to avoid

the "over-fitting" that can occur when adding too

many feedback terms to a query.

Though we have observed good results in the past

using a fixed-length vector of 250 terms, we often find

that reducing this number yields even better perform-

ance. In fact, reducing the vector to a mere 20 terms

increases the average precision of our TREC-8 base-

line run (CL99SD) fi-om 0.3537 to 0.3638—nearly a 3%
improvement.

We observe that, in general, longer documents require

more feedback terms, while document sets containing

many rare terms need fewer feedback terms. More
specifically, there seems to be a relation between the

distribution of term weights and the number of feed-

back terms required to maximize average precision.

Sorting the candidate feedback terms by decreasing

weight, the point of diminishing (and eventually

negative) value occurs as the curve begins to "flatten,"

as the difference in weight between successive terms

approaches zero. We use a simplOe heuristic to esti-

mate this point: detenrune the range of term weights

and include all terms with weight greater than or

equal to min + p* (max - min), where p is a parameter.

We also imposed an upper limit of 250 terms on the

feedback. The CL99SDopt and CL99XTopt runs de-

scribed here used p = 0.05. (Our official CL99SDopt

subnussion used p = 0.1.)^

^ The two non-entity runs that we actually submitted used an older

version of the CLARIT system—a version without the entity-

indexing option—and = 0.1. In this discussion , we ensure compa-

rability with our XT results by substituting a new set of SD runs,

using the new system and = 0.05.
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3 Retrieval performance

Our official results show the strong positive effect of

extraction entities and the weaker positive effect of

vector-length optimization.

Figure 1 details our results relative to the median.

The whiskers show the entire performance range

(Worst to Best); the boxes show the median and
CLARITECH's (XTopt) average precision score. If the

box is white, the CLARTT score is given by the top

edge, the median by the bottom edge; in these cases,

we outperformed the median. If the box is black, the

CLARIT score is given by the bottom edge, the me-

dian by the top edge; in these cases our performance

was below median.

Table 1 shows the results for the re-rvm versions of the

SD runs (SD and SDopt) using the same code base as

for the XT runs. (Our actual submission used an older

code base for the baseline runs.).

The table shows a slight improvement in average pre-

cision due to vector-length optimization (2% for SD
SDopt and 1% for XT -4 XTopt). There is a much
stronger effect for use of extraction entities and con-

straints (about 9% for SD XT and 8% for SDopt
XTopt). Note that the XT run used a fixed 250-term

vector, while post-TREC experiments determined that

a 20-term vector significantly improves the baseline

performance.

The distinct clumping of values in the other columns

is intriguing and suggestive of the effect of each tech-

nique (constraints and vector optimization) on the

retrieval process. Initial precision and total recaU

seem indifferent to entities and constraints, but re-

spond strongly to optimization. Sustained precision

seems to be aided by constraints, but actually harmed
by vector optimization.

It is instructive to examine the specific types of con-

straints that were used, to see whether performance is

sensitive to the particular form of the constraint. We
have divided all constraints into four (slightly over-

lapping) types. General Entity constraints specify en-

tity types—not specific entities. For instance, one
such constraint might require all documents to con-

tain a person entity. A Specific Entity constraint

might require the person name Abraham Lincoln. A
Term coristraint requires the presence of a specific

term that is not an entity recognized by the extraction

system (e.g., ship or storm). Finally, a Negative con-

straint requires the absence of a term, entity, or entity

type. Tables 2-4 reflect this analysis for four General

Entity, seven Specific Entity, 25 Term, and four nega-

tive constraints. For comparison, the tables also in-

clude results for the 14 completely unconstrained que-

ries, and the overall averages or totals.

Note that constraints were not used at all for the

baseline (SD) runs, yet the average precision values

nevertheless vary widely. This indicates that queries

the users thought needed general entity constraints

were "easy," while those requiring negative con-

straints were the most difficult. Queries requiring

specific entifies were similarly difficult. It is also

striking that actually using the coristraints helps in

nearly all cases.

Run Avg. Precision Initial Precision Precision @ 100 Recall

CL99XTopt 0.3765 0.9245 0.3030 3366

CL99XT 0.3730 0.9060 0.3078 3367

CL99SDopt 0.3489 0.9285 0.2732 3300

CL99SD 0.3425 0.9081 0.2766 3282

Table 1. Comparison of four CLARIT runs on standard metrics.

Average

Precision

^^^XT''^^^'^^;-^ SDopt

General Entity 0.4621 0.5235 0.4659 0.5215

Specific Entity 0.2221 0.2782 0.2203 0.2723

Term 0.3186 0.3576 0.3303 0.3655

Negative 0.1908 0.2201 0.1904 0.2171

Unconstrained 0.3459 0.3457 0.3463 0.3463

AU 0.3425 0.3730 0.3489 0.3765

Table 2. Average precision by constraint type, for four CLARIT runs.
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Note again the striking performance variation, and

the dominance of the entity runs.

Despite the general improvement due to cor^straints,

we fear that in some cases a general constraint might

dredge up large numbers of documents from the bot-

tom of the ranked list. Since documents that satisfy

the coristraint are always ranked above those that do

not, some relevant documents might be excluded. We
will examine the effect of limiting the number of such

documents in order to avoid this problem. We can

imagine several more sophisticated techniques for

merging constrained and unconstrained retrieved

document sets.

Another parameter that merits further examination is

the coefficient of feedback terms. We have tradition-

ally assigned feedback terms lower weights than user-

generated terms, yet follow-up experiments on both

TREC~7 and TREC-8 have indicated that improved
performance often results from assigning weights to

feedback terms that are closer to the average manual
term weight.

Tables 5 and 6 show the TREC-reported statistics for

the runs.

Precision @ 100 SD XT SDopt XTopt

General Entity 0.4100 0.4550 0.4075 0.4425

Specific Entity 0.2214 0.2871 0.2271 0.2871

Term 0.2448 0.2828 0.2400 0.2776

Negative 0.2060 0.2340 0.2020 0.2420

Unconstrained 0.2969 0.2969 0.2900 0.2900

AU 0.2766 0.3078 0.2732 0.3030

Table 3. Precision at 100 documents by constraint type, for four CLARIT runs.

Average Recall SD XT SDopt XTopt
General Entity 88.5 90.3 89.0 90.0

Specific Entity 81.7 92.0 82.3 93.1

Term 57.8 59.2 57.6 58.4

Negative 65.6 69.0 65.6 69.6

Unconstrained 60.5 60.5 61.4 61.4

AU 3282 (Total) 3367 (Total) 3300 (Total) 3366 (Total)

Table 4. Recall by constraint type, for four CLARIT runs.

SD Sdopt XT XTopt

0 0.9047 0.9163 0.9061 0.9245

0.1 0.7438 0.7509 0.7491 0.7703

0.2 0.5875 0.6030 0.5984 0.6148

0.3 0.4601 0.4704 0.4794 0.4826

0.4 0.3794 0.3927 0.4061 0.4021

0.5 0.3148 0.3320 0.3423 0.3407

0.6 0.2555 0.2665 0.2836 0.2862

0.7 0.1984 0.2165 0.2275 0.2335

0.8 0.1549 0.1699 0.1797 0.1842

0.8 0.0852 0.0924 0.1160 0.1135

1.0 0.0392 0.0439 0.0467 0.0443

Avg.Prec 0.3537 0.3682 0.3730 0.3766

Table 5. Recall level precision averages.

Docs •

• SD SDopt XT XTopt

5 0.7600 0.8000 0.7680 0.7680

10 0.7020 0.7080 0.6920 0.6920

15 0.6453 0.6440 0.6280 0.6280

20 0.5840 0.5870 0.5730 0.5730

30 0.4860 0.4887 0.4907 0.4940

100 0.2816 0.2862 0.3078 0.3030

200 0.1969 0.2046 0.2148 0.2144

500 0.1099 0.1132 0.1173 0.1172

1000 0.0661 0.0675 0.0673 0.0673

R-Prec. 0.3709 0.3837 0.3829 0.3788

Table 6. Document level precision averages.
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4 Effect of relevance judgments

In our post-TREC experiments, we compared the

NIST judges' and CLARTT users' relevance judgments,

and evaluated the relative impact of judgment differ-

ences on retrieval performance. Table 7 svintmarizes

the differences between NIST and CLARIT relevance

judgments for the documents that were judged by
both the NIST judges and CLARIT users for the 50

topics. The agreement between the two judgments is

calculated by dividing the number with the same judg-

ment by the total number ofjudged documents.

Agreement is (510 + 340) / (510 + 55 + 162 + 340), or

0.7966—slightly better than in TREC-7, where agree-

ment was 0.7924 for the ranked run, 0.7717 for the

clustering run, and 0.7835 for the combined run. The

total number of documents judged by CLARIT users

was smaUer for TREC-8 (1067)' than for TREC-7

(2216), because of the shorter time allowed for docu-

ment selection.

5 Effect of timing

The cutoff for each subject's relevance feedback was
20 minutes. We reviewed the log of each session for

the average number of relevant documents that had

been found at each three-minute interval and graphed

the result. We found that subjects tend to find a large

number of documents immediately—within the first

three minutes. This reconfirms our TREC-7 hypothe-

sis that the clustered document presentation allows

users to find relevant documents quickly. There is a

second peak at 9 or 10 minutes, presumably a result of

the first round of user feedback. Thus it seems that

even 10 minutes might be a reasonable cutoff time for

the relevance feedback process.

6 Conclusion

We conclude that entity extraction (with constraints)

is useful for retrieval. Entity integration is an impor-

tant step toward a more general information man-
agement approach involving a large variety of user-

directed document features—syntactic, abstract, and

semantic. The user interface for our TREC-8 experi-

ments supported the clustering of documents based

entirely on entity vectors, but this feature was rarely

used. We envision a more general system in which
the user could use a mixture of terms, entities, and

' The CLARIT users' total number of judged documents was actu-

ally 1097, but 30 of the documents that our subjects judged were not

judged by NIST. CLARIT users judged all of those 30 to be non-

relevant, however, so there is no impact on the results.

other more abstract types for sorting and clustering

results, according to the demands of the task.

Vector length normali2ation is also promising, and
more research is required here. We also intend to in-

vestigate the effect of feedback term weighting, and to

develop more sophisticated constraint processing.

CLARIT

Yes No Total ;

NIST Yes 510 55 565 i

No 162 340 502
i

: Total 672 395 1067 :

Table 7. Comparison of CLARIT user judgments with

NIST judgments for the same documents.
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Figure 2. Numbers of documents judged (at

three-minute intervals).
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CLARIT TREC-8 CLIR Experiments

Yan Qu, Hongming Jin, Alia N. Eilerman, Emilia Stoica, David A. Evans

CLARTTECH Corporation

Abstract In the TREC-8 cross-language

information retrieval (CLIR) track, we adopted the

approach of using machine translation to prepare a

source-language query for use in a target-language

retrieval task. We empirically evaluated (1) the

effect of pseudo relevance feedback on retrieval

performance with two feedback vector length

control methods in CLIR and (2) the effect of

multilingual data merging either before or after

retrieval. Our experiments show that, in general,

pseudo relevance feedback significantly improves
cross-language retrieval performance, and that post-

retrieval merging of retrieval results can outperform

pre-retrieval merging of multilingual data

collections.

1 Introduction

TREC-8 marks the first occasion for CLARITECH to

participate in the CLIR track. For commercial

reasons, we have developed technology for English,

Japanese, and Chinese CLIR. With our TREC-8
submission, we are in a position to assess how well

our techniques extend to European languages.

Our approach to CLIR takes advantage of machine
translation (MT) to prepare a source-language query

for use in a target-language retrieval task. We
developed a parameterized cross-language retrieval

evaluation environment, integrating the

functionality of natural language processing,

retrieval, (pseudo) relevance feedback, feedback

vector length optimization, MT, and data merging.

For MT, we use SYSTRAN Enterprise, a commercial

client-server based translation product.

Pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) has been shown,
in general, to improve retrieval performance in

monolingual and in cross-language retrieval using

bilingual dictionaries (Ballesteros & Croft 1996). fi\

CLIR, feedback-based query expansion can occur

before query translation, after query translation, or

at both places. In our pre-TREC-8 experiments, we
observed that, in general, pseudo relevance

feedback significantly improved retrieval

performance for all the selected language pairs

(English-French, English-German, and English-

Italian). We calibrated our system with TREC-6 and
TREC-7 CLIR topics to determine the optimal points

for pseudo relevance feedback and the optimal

parameter settings for the individual language pairs.

In our TREC-8 submissions, we compared two
methods for controlling feedback vector length: one
with a imiform number of thesaurus terms for all

the topics, and the other with a varying (query-

dependent) number determined by vector length

optimization.

Multilingual data merging needs to be addressed in

this work because the CLIR track requires a single

ranked list of retrieved documents from data

collections in four languages. We distinguish pre-

retrieval and post-retrieval data merging methods.
Pre-retrieval data merging refers to the merging of

data collections in different languages into a single

multilingual data collection, while post-retrieval

data merging refers to the merging of retrieval

results obtained from separate data collections in

different languages. Retrieval from a merged
multilingual collection using multilingual topics

eliminates the need for merging retrieval results, but
the method can degrade the system's capability to

process individual languages optimally. The post-

retrieval merging method, on the other hand, allows

optimization of retrieval performance for each
language pair, but it requires merging of retrieval

results. Our TREC-8 results show that post-retrieval

merging of retrieval results can outperform pre-

retrieval merging of multilingual data collections.

In the following sections, we first describe the

system and the language resources employed for the

TREC-S CLIR track. Then we describe ovir

experiments with pseudo relevance feedback and
experiments in multilingual data merging, and
present the evaluation results. Finally, we
summarize our work.

2 System Description

We adopted MT-based query translation as our way
of bridging the language gap between the source

language (SL) and the target language (TL).

We implemented three methods of pseudo
relevance feedback (PRF) for bilingual retrieval. The
simple MT-based query translation and the PRF
methods are illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1(a)

illustrates query translation witiiout expansion. In

this configuration, the topics in a source language
are translated using the MT engine into texts in the

designated target language, which are then used for

retrieval from a target language database. Figure

1(b) illustrates query expansion prior to translation.

Here each topic in a source language (SL) is first

augmented with N thesaurus terms extracted from
the top M subdocuments retrieved from a SL
database. The top M subdocuments are assumed to

be relevant to the query. The resulting topic, which
cor\sists of the original query text and the additional

thesaurus terms in SL, is then sent to the MT engine.

The translation of the source language query text
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Figure 1. CLIR with MT-based query translation and
pseudo relevance feedback

and the thesaurus terms is used for retrieval from a

target language database. In post-translation query
expansion (Figure 1(c)), the original query text is

first translated via the MT engine. then the

translated query text is augmented using the

feedback process. The resulting topic, which
consists of the translated query topic and the

thesaurus terms in the TL, is tiien used for retrieval

from a TL database. The combined feedback

method unites the feedback process prior to

translation in Figure 1(b) and the feedback process

after translation in Figure 1(c). For details on the

CLARIT term extraction methods and the retrieval

engine, the reader is referred to (Milic-Frayling et al.

1998).

For CLIR involving more than two languages, we
decompose the task into bilingual retrieval from the

source language to the individual target languages,

then merge the retrieval results.

3 Linguistic Resources

For processing the English corpus and queries, we
used the CLARIT English NLP module, which
consists of a parser and a morphological analyzer

that utilize the English lexicon and grammar to

identify linguistic structures in texts (Milic-Frayling

et al. 1998). The CLARIT NLP module supports

discovery of various types of linguistic structures,

such as simplex and complex noun phrases (NFs),

verbs, and other selected constituents.

The English grammar was adapted for use in Ger-
man, French, and Italian NLP. Necessary modi-
fications were made to accommodate specific

categories of each language.

For Gei nan NLP, we automatically extracted a core

lexicon rom the German lexicon distributed by the

Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). The resulting

lexicon, with 318,809 entries, specifies word surface

forms, their parts of speech, and normal forms.

For French and Italian NLP, we manually developed
lexicor\s of closed-class categories that are sufficient

to achieve mostly correct phrase segmentation. In

addition, pimctuation marks and special symbols, as

found in multilingual texts, were collected and used
to supplement the core lexicons. No morphological
normalization was done for either language, even
though a design for the French normalization had
been completed.

For all four languages, we also manually
constructed lexicons of stop words, which included
extraneous words and their inflected forms (e.g.,

document, relevant, report in English; document,

pertinent, rapport, rapporter in French; Dokument,
relevant, Bericht in German; and documento, rilevante,

rapporto in Italian). The stop words were selected

from the TREC-6 and TREC-7 topics.

For all the experiments reported in this paper, we
indexed the data collections of individual languages
using simplex NPs and all attested sub-terms. TTie

English topics and their French/German/French
translations were processed similarly into simplex
NPs and decomposed into all attested sub-terms.

We used the SYSTRAN Enterprise software for

translating the queries. The client-server

configuration of this software allows us to integrate

SYSTRAN'S translation capability into our
evaluation environment by calling the client API.
The client API takes as input the source language
query (plus feedback terms if feedback is used)

stored in a file and the specific language pair for

translation, and returns a file with the traiislation of

the source text to the application program. Query
translation is a black box process to the application

program. The language pairs selected for the TREC
experiments included English-French, English-

German, and English-Italian.

4 Pre-TREC System Calibration

In preparation for the TREC-8 CLIR track, we
performed experiments to calibrate the components
of the CLIR evaluation environment. We focused on
testing the effectiveness of pseudo relevance

feedback on the English monolingual retrieval and
the English-to-French/German/Italian bilingual

retrieval. Two feedback-vector length control

methods were tuned: one with urriform vector length,

i.e., the same number of feedback terms for all

topics, and the other with varying vector length

optimized for individual topics. We used Rocchio as

the thesaurus term extraction method, as it was
observed to generate the greatest improvement of

retrieval performance in our previous monolingual
experiments. We conducted experimental runs over

TREC-6 and TREC-7 CLIR topics to obtain: (1) the

optimal place for pseudo relevance feedback, and

(2) the optimal parameter settings for the two feed-

back vector length control methods.
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4.1 Feedback with uniform-length vectors

For PRF using unifonn-length vectors, we focused

on two parameters: (1) Nj, the number of

subdocuments selected for thesaurus extraction, and

(2) N,, the number of terms extracted from the set of

subdocuments for augmenting the original query

vector. For bilingual retrieval, we also tested the

optimal place (pre-translation, post-translation, and

combined positions) or pseudo relevance feedback

should apply. The experiments were conducted

using English as the query language. For the

English monolingual retrieval and the English-to-

French/German bilingual retrieval, we used TREC-6
English topics, and evaluated the results using

relevance judgments for TREC-6 topics. For the

English-to-Italian bilingual retrieval, we used TREC-
7 English topics and TREC-7 relevance judgments.^

In the English-to-French/German/Italian bilingual

retrieval, we observed that, for all the language pairs, all

three pseudo relevance feedback methods sigriificantly

improved Average Precision and Recall, compared to

their respective no feedback (NF) baseline runs. In

particular, post-translation query expansion yielded the

greatest improvement in both average precision and

recall for all the language pains. The optimal settings

obtained from the calibration are = 50 subdocuments

and N, = 75 terms for English monolingual, and = 25

subdocuments and N, = 50 terms for English-to-

French/German/Italian, respectively.

4.2 Feedback with optimized-length vectors

The imiform-length vector method adds the same
number of terms to each profile. In contrast to this,

the optimized-length vector method dynamically

computes the number of terms to be added for

query expansion, using the curve of terms' weights.

The algorithm was developed based on the

observation that there seems to be a correlation

between the change in slope of the curve of the

terms' weights and the average precision of a query.

The algorithm uses the first N weights (arranged

from highest to lowest weights), and adds a term for

query expansion if its weight satisfies the following

condition:

wd) >= min + perc * (rmx-min)

where min is the smallest weight, max is the largest

weight, and perc is a constant. The method aims to

provide the maximum benefit from feedback, while

reducing the number of terms required for feedback.

For the optimized-length vector method, we tuned

two parameters: (1) N„ the maximum number of

terms extracted from a set of subdocuments, for

However, since the relevance judgments for TREC-7
topics were made based on the combined result list rather

than restilts for individual languages, we treated the

Italian results only as suggestive.

which we experimented with N as 80 and 250, and

(2) perc, for which we tried the values 0.25, 0.1, 0.05,

anci 0.01. For bilingual retrieval experiments, we
selected the top 25 subdocuments to be used for

term extraction and the post-trar^slation feedback

method, as they were observed to give the best

retrieval performance in general for the uniform-

length vector method. TTie training experiments
were conducted using English as the query
language. We used the same set of topics and data

collections as described in section 4.1. Compared
with the experiments with no feedback (NF), PRF using

the optimized-length vector method also demonstrated
significant improvements in Average Precision and
Recall. The optimal settings obtained from the

calibration are perc = 025 and N„ = 250 terms for

English monolingual, and perc = 0.05 and N^ = SO terms

for English-to-French/German/Italian, respectively.

5 TREC-8 Experiments

All of our CLIR submissions used automatic query
processing, with English as the topic (source)

language and with the combined fields of title,

description, and narrative as the body of the query.

5.1 Experiments using Pseudo Relevance Feedback
To evaluate the effectiveness of the two vector

control approaches in CLIR, we conducted a

baseline nm {CLARITrmnf) by first obtaining the

French, German, and Italian translations of the

source English topics, and then performing mono-
lingual retrieval for the four languages from their

respective databases without using any feedback

mechanism. Then we combined the four retrieved

result lists into a combined result list using their raw
similarity scores.

We submitted two runs, CLARITrmwfl (PRF with
uniform-length vectors) and CLARITrmwfS (PRF
with optimized-length vectors), to compare the

effectiveness of vector length optimization. With
both runs, we first indexed each data collection

individually, and obtained a ranked list from each

collection. The result lists were then merged based

on raw similarity scores. The two runs were
conducted using the PRF settings specified in

sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Our experiments in Table 1 demonstrated that, in

general, PRF using both vector length control

methods improved retrieval performance. In

particular, both methods yielded significant

improvement in Recall, Average Precision, Exact

Precision, and Precision at 100 documents. Only
Initial Precision decreased. The optimized-length

vector method outperformed the uniform-length

vector method in Average Precision, Initial

Precision, and Exact Precision, but underperformed
the uniform-length method in Recall and Precision

at 100 documents. Such results are consistent with

our observations with TREC-7 topics. Vector-length
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optimization seems to be a promising technique, but
requires more research into its effectiveness.

5.2 Experiments on Data Merging
We evaluated three multilingual data merging
methods to obtain a single ranked list for the

purpose of TREC-8 CLIR track submission.

The first experiment {CLARITdmwf) used pre-

retrieval data merging, i.e., we merged collections of

English, French, German, and Italian documents
into a single multilingual data collection, and
indexed the multilingual collection. The topics were
translated from the source language to the target

languages and were merged together to form
multilingual topics. Retrieval was done using the

multilingual topics to obtain a single result list from the

multilingual data coDection. Pseudo relevance

feedback was conducted for obtaining the optimal

retrieval performance. For text processing, we used a

combined lexicon consisting of all the lexicons for four

languages and an adapted version of the English

grammar. This run was designed as a baseline to be
compared with two runs using post-retrieval result

merging {CLARrTrmicfl. and CLARTTrmiufl).

In CLARITrmwfl, we used normalized similarity

scores rather than raw similarity scores as in

CLARITrmwfl. First, we indexed each collection

individually and obtained a ranked list from each

collection. Then we reconstructed new databases

using the N documents from each ranked list (in

TREC, N = 1000) and re-computed the similarity

scores for each new database. We then merged
ranked lists into a single combined ranked list based
on the recomputed similarity scores. Table 2

presents the retrieval performance statistics for the

three runs.

The performance statistics demonstrate that post-

retrieval merging of retrieval results can outperform

pre-retrieval merging of data collections. Specifically,

post-retrieval merging significantly improved Recall,

Average Precision (except in CLARrTrmzvfl), and Exact

Precision. Initial Precision was decreased for both set

of topics.

The experimental results for TREC-8 topics are

consistent with our observations with TREC-7
topics: merging with score normalization

underperformed merging using raw similarity

scores. One possible reason is that the new
databases for score re-computation are too small

(i.e., N = 1000 documents) for the similarity scores to

be reliable. Another possible reason is that in the

CLARIT system, the idf scores are computed using

subdocuments. If the document lengths vary
greatly across databases, the number of

subdocuments used for idf computation will vary
greatly even when the number of documents
selected is loniform across databases. We intend to

do further research on this issue in our future work.

6 Summary
Our TREC-8 experiments demonstrated that pseudo
relevance feedback can be used to improve retrieval

performance significantly in MT-based CLIR. The
feedback vector length optimization method yields

promising results, but requires more research into

its effectiveness.

Post-retrieval result merging allows the

optimization of retrieval performance for each

language pair and has been demor\strated to

outperform the pre-retrieval data merging method.
However, effective techniques for score

normalization for result merging require further

investigation.
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Run Recall Avg. Precision Initial Precision Exact Precision Prec. 100 docs

1. CLAJRTTnnwfl (incr./Decr. Over (3)) 1807 (13.5%) 0.2297 (25.07o) 0.6198 (-10.9%) 0.2717 (24.0%) . 0.2661 (23.5%)

2. CLAEITrmwfS (mcr./Decr. Over (3))

(incr./Decr. Over (1))

1789 (12.47o)

(-1.0%)

0.2357 (28.3%)

(2.6%)

0.6865 (-1.3%)

(10.8%)

0.2809 (28.2%)

(3.4%)

0.2475 (14.9%)

(-7.0%)

3. CLAEJTnnnf (unofficial, baseline) 1592 0.1837 0.6953 0.2191 0.2154

Table 1: Performance statistics for CLARITrmwfl, CLARITrmwfS, and CLARTTrmnf

Run Recall Avg. Precision Initial Precision Exact Precision Prec. 100 docs

1. CLARTTnnwfl (incr./Decr. Over (3)) 1807 (25.8%) 0.2297 (8.0%) 0.6198 (-7.9%) 0.2717 (9.9%) 0.2661 (17.9%)

2. CLARrrnnwf2 (incr./Decr. Over (3))

(incr./Decr. Over (1))

1626 (13.2%)

(-10.0%)

0.2036 (-4.3%)

(-11.4%)

0.6032 (-10.3%)

(-2.7%)

0.2514 (1.7%)

(-7.5%)

0.2429 (7.6%)

(-8.7%)

3. CLARITdmwf (baseline) 1436 0.2127 0.6726 0.2473 0.2257

Table 2: Performance statistics for CLARITrmwfl, CLARITrmwf2, and CLARITdmwf
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CLARIT TREC-8 Experiments in Searching Web Data

Jeffrey Bennett, Xiang Tong, David A. Evans

CLARTTECH Corporation

Abstract CLARITECH submitted two baseline

content-only runs and completed two additional

content+linJk rui\s in the TREC-8 Web Track. These

represent our first serious attempt to deal with Web
data, and our first automatic runs in several years.

The first question was whether CLARIT would
perform as well on Web data as on more traditional

text. We found that, with extensive pre-processing of

the raw data prior to indexing, the automatic retrieval

system actually performed better on Web data than on

Ad Hoc data. For the link runs, we implemented a

version of the HITS algorithm [Kleinberg 1997],

originally developed at IBM. Our version optimized

HITS for the CLARIT environment, but also reflected

some constraints imposed by limited resources.

Unable to develop and sufficiently test our own
matrix-processing library in time, we used a

commercial product for the nimiber crunching.

Performance on the link runs was poor, but failure

analysis suggests many ways to improve it.

1 Introduction

Even casual inspection of Web data reveals how
different it is from traditional newswire or article text.

Most obviously, it contains extensive HTML mark-up.

Even apparent plain text may conceal many types of

meta and tag data, as the example in Figure 1 shows.

<head>

<META name="keywords" conten1="waste water, biosolids,

waste treatment, geneva, marsh creek">

<title>Marsh Creek Waste Water Treatment Plant</title>

</head>

<body bgcolor="#ffff999" text="#006635" link="#993300"

v|jnk="#CC0099">

<centerxa name="top"><img src="marbar.gif"

align="left"></a></center>

<br clear="aH">

<img src="margenev.gif" align="left" hspace="35"

vspace="1 0">

<p></p><br><p></pxbr>

<h1> Marsh Creek</h1>

<h1><a name="Marsh Creek Treatment Plant"> Waste
Water Treatment Plant

</ax/h1>

Figure 1. Example of web text with HTML markup

Clearly, something must be done; a naive parser,

attempting to find words in the above text, might
extract terms like "Creek</hl>" "Plant</a>", and
"<title>Marsh"—words unlikely to be found in any
lexicon.

To address this problem, the CLARITECH web system

does extensive pre-processing to "sanitize" the text,

while preserving important information encoded in the

mark-up. Non-semantic tags, such "<br>", "<body
bgcolor>", or "<center>", are simply discarded; the

system processes certain other tags with greater care.

Specifically, it removes keywords, header data (e.g.,

the site URL, server address, last-modified date,

document length) and hyperlinks from the main text,

and stores them all in separate fields. (The link field

retains an offset into the main text for future context

recovery.) The system also records forms, images,

and an image count for possible future use. This pre-

processing step allows CLARIT to work on the plain

text and deliver quite satisfactory performance on the

content-only runs, particularly on recall. Our best run
was at or above median recall on 88% of the queries.

Precision was less impressive, but still slightly above

median. Surprisingly, the performance of the automatic

system on Web data was better than the same system's

performance on the ad hoc corpora. We performed a

large number of ad hoc automatic runs (though we
made no submissions to this track), and found that our

system performed at or slightly above median for

TREC-8 queries. This is encouraging, since we have
made no attempt to "tune" our system for automatic

retrieval.

Having essentially no time for pre-experiment

evaluations, we took a very bold approach to the

content -i- link runs. After a brief literature review, we
decided to implement a "CLARITized" version of the

Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm.

The idea is that hyperliriks can be viewed as implicit

annotations that encode human judgments about

relevance. Confronted with the thousands or even
tens of thousands of "relevant" documents that might
be returned by a general query, the link information

can be used to extract a much smaller niunber of

"authoritative" sources on the topic. These pages are

likely to be of greater utility to the user than a

"ranked" list of hundreds of nearly indistinguishable

documents.
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A page linked to by many relevant pages is said to

have "authority," even when the page itself is not

high-scoring. Conversely, pages containing links to

many relevant documents are called "hubs." As with

authorities, the hub pages themselves may be low-

scoring; they may in fact have little or no content

beyond the list of hyperlinks. The premise of the

HITS algorithm is that authorities and hubs have

more utility than isolated relevant documents, and

should therefore be ranked higher.

As a first step, we used the connectivity information

supplied by TREC (rather than examining our own
link fields in context), and only considered links

involving the top 250 or so documents in the ranked

Ust. We used a brute-force method for the link matrix

calculations, and then simply front-loaded the top 30

authorities. Our approach was "bold" in that it did

not examine the content of the authority pages, and

was biased toward densely Unked pages that

conventional retrieval had missed. (On average, 22 of

the 30 authorities came from below the top 1,000.)

2 Experiment design

The content-only runs used standard CLARIT
retrieval with pseudo-relevance feedback. We
generated the queries automatically using the "title"

and "description" fields; assigning a higher weight to

title terms. The two runs we submitted differ only in

the parameters used for feedback: CL99WebM
extracted terms from high-scoring subdocuments in

the top 10 documents, and added up to 30 new terms;

CL99WebH examined the top 30 documents and

added up to 50 terms. The system weighted new
terms lower than existing query terms. We submitted

the top 1,000 documents returned by a second

retrieval using the augmented queries.

The content + link runs started with the output of the

baseline runs, then analyzed the hyperlink

information in top-ranked documents to identify the

top 30 authority and hub pages. To produce the Unk
submissions, we promoted these pages to the top of

the rarJ<ed lists. We tested the utility of the HITS
algorithm in our environment, as well as the effect of

some slight modifications we made in order to

capitalize on the strengths of CLARIT.

We begin by constructing a base set of N pages (S),

and limiting our search for authoritative pages to this

set. N is arbitrary; we chose 1,000 as a practical limit

(imposed mostly by limited time and computing

resources). Using the connectivity information

provided by TREC, we expanded the initial result list

according to the following algorithm: number the

pages {1, 2,...., n}, and iterate through them in rank

order. Copy the fth page to S, then also copy all the

documents that the ith page links to as well (if they

are not already in the S). Proceed untU S contains

1,000 unique documents. The average number of

links per page in the collection was 6.1; accordingly,

the average "depth" of the expansion step was around

230 to 250 documents. We felt this would bias the

results toward documents linked to the most highly-

ranked pages; expanding further might have turned

up densely linked networks of low-ranked, non-

relevant documents. Also, we were unable to process

large (3,000—5,000 square) matrices using the brute-

force methods we employed. The actual depth varied

considerably, from a minimum of 41 to a maximum of

410 documents. (Another approach, which we did not

explore, would be to mine deeper by examining the

links and adding them selectively, rather than simply

dumping them aU into S.)

We then constructed an « x n "adjacency matrix" A,

whose {i,j)th entry is set equal to a non-zero value if

page / links to page /, and zero otherwise. The

simplest approach would be to set link entries to 1.

Our bold approach biased the results toward

unretrieved documents by computing CLARIT-term-

based similarity between "best-hit" subdocuments

when both pages appeared in the top 1,000, and 1

otherwise. Many of these similarity scores were near

zero, effectively discounting links between dissimilar

documents among the top 1,000.

According to the HITS algorithm [Chakrabarti et al.

1999], we assign authority and hub weights to each

document in S. Let the authority score for the fth

document x, = ^ J; ^ the sum of all pages / that link

to /. Similarly, compute the fth hub score y - ^ Xj ;

the sum all pages i links to. There is a natural

feedback effect here, since authority and hub pages

are closely related: good hubs are gocxi because they

point to many authorities; and, authorities are

authoritative precisely because they are being linked

to by good hubs. Given the contents of the adjacency

matrix, and considering the set of hub and authority

scores as vectors, we can derive a process that

expresses this mutually reinforcing relationship and

reduces it to a standard operation in linear algebra.

By filling the matrix with similarity scores between 0

and 1 (non-negative values), we guarantee that the

matrix processing will converge on pages containing

the most dense linkage patterns.

Specifically, the authority vector update formula can

be expressed as X <— {A^ A)X; similarly, the hub
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vector update functiorx is y <r- {AA )y . This is

equivalent to performing power iterations on A^A and

AA^- such iteration (given non-negative coefficients)

converges on the principal eigenvectors of the

associated matrices.

To find the most authoritative sources, we generated

both matrices, used a commercial package to calculate

their principal eigenvectors, and sorted the resulting

vectors by decreasing weight. We now had ranked

authority and hub vectors for the dociunents in S. The

final step was to merge the two vectors to obtain a

single ranked list of "authorities." We did the merge

by computing a total score for each document. If

document Dl was ranked first in the authority vector

and third in the hub vector, it received a score of 1/1

+ 1/3 = 1.333. If D2 was ranked second in both

vectors, it received a score oiVz + '¥i = l, and so on for

all documents. We moved the top N authorities to the

top of the original ranked List, where N was arbitrarily

(based on a literature review) set to 30, and that was
the submission.

3 Retrieval performance

The results show reasonable performance for the

content-only runs, and poor performance for the link

rims (see Table 1.)

Since our link submissions were not judged, and the

HITS algorithm may well find documents that are

non-relevant by TREC standards (i.e., collections of

links without content), we expected the link run

scores to be low, even if our approach was working

and returning helpful documents.

Noting that most of the documents in the top 30 were

originally ranked below 1,000, we thought that

perhaps our approach had been a little too bold. A
more conservative algorithm might perform a simple

resorting of the original results, without bringing in

previously unretrieved documents. We did two
follow-up rxms using this more timid algorithm; see

Table 2 for these results.

These runs faU precisely in the middle; the most
irrelevant documents have been discarded, improving

all performance measures, but results stiU fall far short

of the content-only runs. See Figure 1 for the P-R

curve.

4 Failure analysis of the link runs

Upon closer analysis, these factors were not sufficient

to explain the poor performance. In fact, many pages

had links to common "web statistics" and "hit

counter" sites. There were also many links to pages

giving mutual fund indices and commercial ad sites.

Since we did not examine the pages for relevance, and
actually preferred pages that were not returned by the

conventional search, such irrelevant links formed the

densest patterns!

One such site appeared in the top 30 on seven

different queries, 11 were referenced by six queries,

and 22 were referenced by three queries. Overall, 13%
of the top-ranked documents were non-unique. If the

queries are independent, all the top-ranked

documents should be unique, so this degree of

overlap is a sure indication something is wrong.

Our analysis confirms at least that we know the

linkage pattern detection is working properly. In

future work we could try several different approaches

to address this problem. We could generate a stop-list

of known statistics, counter, and commercial sites.

,

We could "sanity check" the final results for overlap

of top-ranked documents. We could impose a

minimum score or other relevance test on documents
that were not initially returned (or perhaps we should

limit ourselves to resorting documents in the top

1,000, and not look beyond the initial results at all).

Another strategy might be to weight the links using

an adapted IDF formula. We are looking for

"discriminating" links—document sets that link to

each other but not to lots of other documents scattered

throughout the database. A counter site might be

linked to by hundreds of unrelated documents in the

database; it would be assigned a very low "IDF"

score, and assigned a low value in the matrix (or

discarded entirely). We might even use clustering to

try to identify related groups of documents within a

link network.

5 Conclusion

We were encouraged by our relatively good
performance on the content-only runs, particularly

since our system has not been optimized to work
without user feedback. The link runs were
disappointing, but we can see why, and we have

many ideas to address the problems. In keeping with

our general belief that the next breakthrough in

performance wiU come from customizing an approach

for each query from a number of complementary

techniques, we will explore the range of conditions for

which link analysis is appropriate. It would appear to

be most applicable for sorting through large sets of

nearly equally high-scoring documents, as would
result from very general queries. When the query is

more specific, perhaps traditional CLARIT processing

is enough; link analysis might tend to decrease

performance in such cases. In the TREC-8 manual Ad
Hoc task, we discovered that users added boolean
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constraints to nearly 75% of the queries; this implies

that the queries were generally quite specific this year.

This may have contributed to the poor performance,

especially of the CMLnk and CHLnk runs.

Finally, we recognize that this technique is actually

quite general, and could be applied to non-Web data.

We can imagine generalizing the concept of a "link" to

mean, for instance, references to the same RDB field

across multiple databases, similar subdocuments or

themes across different documents, detected "events"

in chronological newswire databases, etc. The concept

has already been applied to citations in databases of

academic papers.
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Run Average

Precision

Initial Precision Precision @ 100 Recall

CL99WebM 0.2885 0.5431 0.1724 1924

CL99WebH 0.2838 0.5315 0.1806 1933

CL99WebMLnk 0.1237 0.2321 0.1518 1923

CL99WebHLnk 0.1266 0.2501 0.1538 1929

Table 1. Comparison of all runs

Run Average

Precision

Initial Precision Precision @ 100 Recall

CMLnk 0.2043 0.3767 0.1728 1924

CHLnk 0.2055 0.3967 0.1782 1933

Table 2. Comparison of "conservative" link runs
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Abstract

This paper describes the development of a

prototype system to answer questions by selecting

sentences from the documents in which the answers

occur. After parsing each sentence in these

documents, databases are constructed by extracting

relational triples from the parse output. The triples

consist of discourse entities, semantic relations, and

the governing words to which the entities are bound in

the sentence. Database triples are also generated for

the questions. Question-answering consists of

matching the question database records with the

records for the documents.

The prototype system was developed specifically

to respond to the TREC-8 Q&A track, with an existing

parser and some existing capability for analyzing parse

output. The system was designed to investigate the

viability of using structural information about the

sentences in a document to answer questions. The CL
Research system achieved an overall score of 0.281

(i.e., on average, providing a sentence containing a

correct answer as the fourth selection). The score

demonstrates the viability of the approach. Post-hoc

analysis suggests that this score understates the

performance ofthe prototype and estimates that a more

accurate score is approximately 0.482. This analysis

also suggests several further improvements and the

potential for investigating other avenues that make use

of semantic networks and computational lexicology.

1. Introduction

CL Research is primarily focused on investigating

the manner in which computational lexicons can be

used for natural language processing tasks. This

research primarily involves the development of

methods for constructing computational lexicons

(particularly through analysis of machine-readable

dictionaries) and examining ways that these lexicons

can be used in such tasks as word-sense

disambiguation and text summarization.

The CL Research question-answering prototype

extended functionality of the DIMAP dictionary

creation and maintenance software, which includes

some components intended for use as a lexicographer's

workstation.' The TREC-8 Q&A track provided an

opportunity not only for examining use of

computational lexicons, but also for their generation as

well, since many dictionaries (particularly specialized

one) contain encyclopedic information as well as the

usual genus-differentiae definitions. The techniques

developed for TREC and described herein are now
being used for parsing dictionary definitions to help

construct computational lexicons that contain more

information about semantic relations, which in turn

will be useful for natural language processing tasks,

including question-answering.

2. Problem Description

Participants in the TREC-8 QA track were

provided with 200 unseen questions to be answered

from the TREC CD-ROMs, (about 1 gigabyte of

compressed data), containing documents from the

Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Los Angeles

Times, Financial Times, Congressional Record, and

Federal Register. These documents were stored with

SGML formatting tags. Participants were given the

option of using their own search engine or of using the

results of a "generic" search engine. CL Research

chose the latter, obtaining 200 megabytes of data, with

the top 200 documents retrieved by the search engine.

These top documents were provided a couple of weeks

before the deadline.

Demonstration and experimental versions of

DIMAP are available at http://www.clres.com.
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Participants were then required to answer the 200

questions in either 50-byte answers or by providing a

sentence or 250-byte string in which the answer was

embedded. For each question, participants were to

provide 5 answers, with a score attached to each for

use in evaluating ties. NIST evaluators then judged

whether each answer contained a correct answer.

Scores were assigned as the inverse rank. If question

q contained a correct answer in rank r, the score

received for that answer was 1/r. If none of the 5

submissions contained a correct answer, the score

received was 0. The final score was then computed as

the average score over the entire set of questions.

In the prototype implementation, CL Research

submitted sentences, although for some types of

questions, answers were also developed for potential

50-byte submission.

3. System Description

The CL Research prototype system consists offour

major components: (1) a sentence splitter that

separated the source documents into individual

sentences; (2) a parser which took each sentence and

parsed it, resulting in a parse tree containing the

constituents of the sentence; (3) a parse tree analyzer

that identified important elements of the sentence and

created semantic relation triples stored in a database;

and (4) a question-answering program that (a) parsed

the question into the same structure for the documents,

except with an unbound variable, and (b) matched the

question database records with the document database

to answer the question. The matching process first

identified candidate sentences fi-om the database,

developed a score for each sentence, and chose the top

5 sentences for submission.

3.1 Sentence Identification in Documents

The parser (described more fully in the next

section) contains a function to recognize sentence

breaks. However, the source documents do not contain

crisply drawn paragraphs that could be submitted to

this function. Thus, a sentence could be split across

several lines in the source document, perhaps with

intervening blank lines and SGML formatting codes.

As a result, it was first necessary to reconstruct the

sentences, interleaving the parser sentence recognizer.

At this stage, we also extracted the document

identifier and the document date. Other SGML-tagged

fields were not used. The question number, document

number, and sentence number provided the unique

identifier when questions were answered to extract the

appropriate sentence from the document.

For the TREC-8 QA run submitted to NIST, only

the top 10 documents (as ranked by the search engine)

were analyzed. Overall, this resulted in processing

1977 documents from which 63,118 sentences were

identified and presented to the parser. Thus, we used

an average of 31.9 sentences per document or 315.5

sentences in attempting to answer each question.

3.2 Parser

The parser used in TREC-8 (provided by

Proximity Technology) is a prototype for a grammar
checker. The parser uses a context-sensifive,

augmented transition network grammar of 350 rules,

each consisting of a start state, a condition to be

satisfied (either a non-terminal or a lexical category),

and an end state. Satisfying a condition may result in

an annotation (such as number and case) being added

to the growing parse tree. Nodes (and possibly further

annotafions, such as potential attachment points for

prepositional phrases) are added to the parse tree when

reaching some end states. The parser is accompanied

by an extensible dictionary containing the parts of

speech (and frequently other information) associated

with each lexical entry. The dictionary information

allows for the recognition ofphrases (as single enfifies)

and uses 36 different verb government patterns to

create dynamic parsing goals and to recognize particles

and idioms associated with the verbs (the context-

sensitive porfion of the parser).

The parser output consists ofbracketed parse trees,

with leaf nodes describing the part of speech and

lexical entry for each sentence word. Annotations, such

as number and tense information, may be included at

any node. The parser does riot always produce a correct

parse, but is very robust since the parse tree is

constructed bottom-up fi-om the leaf nodes, making it

possible to examine the local context of a word even

when the parse is incorrect. In TREC-8, the parse

output was unusable for only 526 of the 63,118

sentences (0.8 percent). Usable output was available

despite the fact that there was at least one word

unknown to the parsing dictionary in 5,027 sentences

(8.0 percent).

3.3 Document and Question Database

Development
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The key step in the CL Research question-

answering prototype was the analysis of the parse trees

to extract semantic relation triples and populate the

databases used to answer the question. A semantic

relation triple consists of a discourse entity, a

semantic relation which characterizes the entity's role

in the sentence, and a governing word to which the

entity stands in the semantic relation.

In general terms, the CL Research system is

intended to be part of a larger discourse analysis

processing system (Litkowski & Harris, 1997). The

most significant part of this system is a lexical

cohesion module intended to explore the observation

that, even within short texts of 2 or 3 sentences, the

words induce a reduced ontology (i.e., a circumscribed

portion of a semantic network such as WordNet

(Fellbaum, 1998) or MindNet (Richardson, 1997)).

The objective is to tie together the elements of a

discourse (in this case, a document) using lexical

chains and coreference to create a hierarchical

characterization of a document. The implementation

in TREC-8 does not attain this objective, but does

provide insights for further development of a lexical

cohesion module.

The first step of this discourse processing is the

identification ofsuitable discourse entities. For TREC-
8, this involved analyzing the parse tree node to

extract numbers, adjective sequences, possessives,

leading noun sequences, ordinals, time phrases,

predicative adjective phrases, conjuncts, and noun

constituents as discourse entities . To a large extent,

these entities include, as subsets, named entities and

time expressions as single entities (although not

specifically identified as such in the databases).

The semantic relations in which entities

participate are intended to capture the semantic roles

of the entities, as generally understood in linguistics.

This includes such roles as agent, theme, location,

manner, modifier, purpose, and time. For TREC-8, we

did not fully characterize the entities in these terms,

but generally used surrogate place holders. These

included "SUBJ," "OBJ', 'TIME," "NUM,"
"ADJMOD," and the prepositions heading

preposifional phrases.

The governing word was generally the word in the

sentence that the discourse entity stood in relation to.

For "SUBJ," "OBJ," and 'TIME," this was generally

the main verb of the sentence. For prepositions, the

governing word was generally the noun or verb that

the prepositional phrase modified. (Because of the

context-sensitive dynamic parsing goals that were

added when a verb or a governing noun was

recognized, it was possible to identify what was

modified.) For the adjectives and numbers, the

governing word was generally the noun that was

modified.

The semantic relation and the governing word

were not identified for all discourse entities, but a

record for each entity was still added to the database

for the sentence. Overall, 467,889 semantic relation

triples were created in parsing the 63, 1 1 8 sentences, an

average of 7.4 triples per sentence.

The same functionality was used to create database

records for the 200 questions. The same parse tree

analysis was performed to create a set of records for

each question. The only difference is that one

semantic relation triple for the question contained an

unbound variable as a discourse entity. The question

database contained 891 triples (for 196 questions), an

average of 4..5 triples per question.

3.4 Question Answering Routines

For TRE.C-8, a database ofdocuments was created

for each question, as provided by the NIST generic

search engine. A single database was created for the

questions themselves. The question-answering

consisted of matching the database records for an

individual question against the database of documents

for that question.

The question-answering phase consists of three

main steps: (1) coarse filtering of the records in the

database to select potenfial sentences, (2) more refined

filtering of the sentences according to the type of

question, and (3) scoring the remaining sentences

based on matches between the question and sentence

database records. The sentence were then ordered by

decreasing score for creation of the answer file

submitted to NIST.

3.4.1 Coarse Filtering of Sentences

The first step in the question-answering phase was

the development of an initial set of sentences. The

discourse entities in the question records were used to

filter the records in the document database. Since a

discourse entity in a record could be a multiword unit

(MWU), the initial filtering used all the individual

words in the MWU. The question and sentence
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discourse entities were generally reduced to their root

form, so that issues of tense and number were

eliminated. In addition, all words were reduced to

lowercase, so that issues of case did not come into play

during this filtering step. Finally, it was not necessary

for the discourse entity in the sentence database to

have a whole word matching a string from the question

database. Thus, in this step, all records were selected

from the document database having a discourse entity

that contained a substring that was a word in the

question discourse entities.

The join between the question and document

databases produced an initial set of unique (document

number, sentence number) pairs that were passed to

the next step.

3.4.2 Refinement of Viable Sentences

The second step ofthe question-answering process

applied more detailed screening of the sentences. This

screening involved the application of criteria based on

the type of question.

As indicated above, one record associated with

each question contained an unbound variable as a

discourse entity. The type of variable was identified

when the question was parsed and this variable was

used to determine which type of processing was to be

performed during the sentence refinement step.

The prototype system recognized six question

types (usually with typical question elements): (1) time

questions ("when"), (2) location questions ("where"),

(3) who questions ("who" or "whose"), (4) what

questions ("what" or "which," used alone or as

question determiners), (5) size questions ("how"

followed by an adjective), and (6) number questions

("how many"). Question phraseology not envisioned

during the prototype development (principally

questions beginning with "why" or non-questions

beginning with "name the ...") were assigned to the

what category, so that question elements would be

present for each question.

Some adjustments to the question type were made

just prior to the refined filtering. Specifically, it was

recognized that questions like "what was the year" or

"what was the date" and "what was the number" were

not what questions, but rather time or number

questions. Other phraseological variations ofquestions

are likely and could be made at this stage.

In general, the functionality for the screening step

involved elimination of sentences from further

processing (based on criteria described below) and

initialization ofthe data structure for holding a 50-byte

answer. An initial score (of 1000) was assigned for

each sentence during this process. And, the number of

viable sentences was limited.

1. Time Questions - The first criterion applied to

a sentence was whether it contained a record that has

a TIME semantic relation. The parser has specific

mechanisms for recognizing prepositional phrases of

time or other temporal expressions (e.g., "last

Thursday"). During the analysis of the parser output,

the database records created for these expressions were

given a TIME semantic relation. After screening the

database for such records, the discourse entity of such

a record was then examined further. If the discourse

entity contained an integer or any of its words were

marked in the parser's dictionary as representing a

time period, measurement time, month, or weekday,

the discourse entity was selected as a potential answer.

2. Where Questions - Each sentence was examined

for the presence of "in" as a semantic relation. The

discourse entity for that record was selected as a

potential answer.

3. Who Questions - There was no eliminafion of

sentences for these questions. All sentences were

continued to the next step. A potential answer was

developed by searching for a record that had the same

governing word as that of the unbound variable. (For

example, "who created ..." would show "create" as the

governing word; a match would be sought for a

sentence record with "create" as the governing word.)

The head noun of the discourse entity would be the

potential answer.

4. What Questions - There was no elimination of

sentences for these questions. All sentences were

continued to the next step. A potential answer was

developed by searching for a record that had the same

governing word as that of the unbound variable. The

discourse entity would be the potential answer.

5. Size Questions - The first criterion applied to a

sentence was whether it contained a record that has a

NUM semantic relation. The parser has specific

mechanisms for recognizing numbers. During the

analysis of the parser output, the database records

created for these expressions were given a NUM
semantic relation. If these expressions were followed

by a noun, the noun would be captured as the
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governing word. After screening the database for

NUIvI records, the governing word of such a record

was then examined further. If any of the words of the

discourse entity were marked in the parser's dictionary

as representing a measure, a unit, or a measurement

size, the discourse entity, a space, and the governing

word were constructed as a potential answer.

6. Number Questions - The same criterion as used

in size questions was applied to a sentence to see

whether it contained a record that has a NUM
semantic relation. In these cases, the number itself

(the discourse entity) was selected as the potential

answer.

3.4.3 Sentence Scoring

Each sentence that passed the screening process of

the previous step was assigned a base score of 1000

and was then evaluated for further correspondences to

the question database records. Each record of the

question database was examined in relation to each

record for the sentence in the document database.

Points were added or deducted based on

correspondences.

If the discourse entity in the sentence record is a

proper or complete substring of the discourse entity in

the question record, 5 points are added when the

semantic relation or governing word match completely.

Five points are deducted if the match is not complete.

If the question discourse entity is an MWU, each

word of the MWU is examined against the discourse

entity in the sentence record. If a word in theMWU is

a substring of the sentence discourse entity, 5 points

are added to the score. If the last word of the MWU is

a substring of the sentence discourse entity (generally

corresponding to the head noun of the MWU), 20

points are added. When we have a substring match,

we also test the semantic relation and the governing

word of the two records, adding 5 points for each

match.

In general, then, points are added because of

matches in the semantic relation and governing word

fields, but only when there is at least a partial match

between the discourse entities of the two records.

Thus, the focus of the matching is on the structural

similarity between the question records and the

sentence records, i.e., on whether the discourse entities

participate in the same type of semantic relations with

the same governing word. Many of the sentences

passed to this step will have minimal changes to their

scores, while those that match on structural similarity

will tend to separate out relative to other sentences in

the documents.

After scores have been computed for all sentences

submitted to this step, the sentences are sorted on

decreasing score. Finally, the output is constructed in

the desired format (for both 50-byte and 250-byte

answers), with the original sentences retrieved from

the documents.

4. TREC-8 Q&A Results

The official score for the CL Research 250-byte

sentence submission was 0.281. This means that, over

all questions, the CL Research prototype provided a

sentence with the correct answer as its 4* choice. This

compares to an average score of 0.332 among the 25

submissions for the TREC-8 Q&A track (i.e., a correct

answer in the 3"* position). In examining all the

answers submitted by the various teams, the CL
Research prototype was one of only two teams that

submitted full sentences, as opposed to a 250-byte

window around an answer.

The CL Research prototype submitted sentences

containing correct answers for 83 of the 198 questions.

Compared to the median scores for the 198 questions,

the CL Research prototype was better than the median

for 40 questions, equal for 109 questions, and less for

49 questions. Since CL Research did not provide a

correct sentence for 115 questions, this means that for

66 questions, the median score among the 25

participating systems was unable to provide a correct

answer. Finally, the CL Research prototype equaled

the best score for 46 questions and the worst score for

115 questions (i.e., the questions where CL Research

did not provide a correct answer).

The CL Research prototype performed better than

the average score of 0.332 for 56 questions. On these

questions, the average score was 0.447 (that is, a

correct answer was given as the T"^ ranked answer over

all participating systems). Thus, the questions for

which the CL Research prototype provided correct

answers were in general easier than the remaining

questions. However, among these questions, 39 were

easier than the average and 17 were more difficult than

the average of 0.332. In other words, the CL Research

prototype did not just answer the easier questions, but

was able to answer some ofthe more difficult questions

as well.
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5. Analysis

The results achieved by the CL Research prototype

seem to indicate that the general approach ofmatching

relational structures between the questions and the

documents is viable. The prototype selected 937

sentences and at least 83 correct sentences out of over

63,000 sentences in the source documents, so the

approach clearly performed much better than random.

Since the prototype was an initial implementation,

focused primarily on just providing a set of answers,

without any evaluation of alternative approaches and

without inclusion of several generally available

research findings (e.g., named-entity recognition, time

phrase computations, and coreference resolution), the

approach seems to have much promise.

Even with the claimed level of performance,

however, it seems that the official results significantly

understate the viability of the general approach in the

prototype. This statement is based primarily on the

fact that only the top 10 documents were used in an

attempt to answer the questions, when frequently an

answer did not appear in any of these documents.

There are several other simple changes (such as

resolution of relative time phrases to a specific date,

where the appropriate phrase was identified in the

prototype as one of the submitted answers) which

would result in a higher score.

Overall, based on post-hoc analysis of the cases

where the CL Research prototype did not provide the

correct answer, it is estimated that a more accurate

overall score is approximately 0.482. (This estimate is

based on post-hoc analysis of 25 percent of the

questions where no correct answer was provided.) The

reasons justifying this estimate are detailed below.

1

.

Cutting off sentences - For three questions, the

limitation to 250-byte strings cut off the portion that

would have recognized by NIST evaluators as correct.

In each case, the appropriate sentence was ranked first,

adding 0.015 to the overall score.

2. Inclusion of document containing answer -

Post-hoc analysis revealed that for one-third of the

questions, the answer was not in the top 10 documents

included in the database for the question. When a

document containing the answer was added to the

database, correct answers were identified in two-thirds

of the cases, with an average inverse rank of 0.320,

adding 0.153 to the overall score.

3. Relative time resolution - One-fifth of the

questions answered incorrectly required resolution of

relative time phrases ("last Thursday," "today," "two

years ago"). The functionality for this time resolution

is essentially already present in the CL Research

prototype and the document date necessary for this

computation is contained in the document databases.

The average inverse rank for the sentences provided in

the prototype results is 0.292, adding 0.033 to the

overall score.

There are some considerations in addition to the

above that also would portray the CL Research

prototype more favorably, but for which no immediate

estimate of improvement in the overall score is

claimed. For 6 percent of the incorrect answers, a

sentence containing the correct answer was generated

and was tied with an answer that was submitted.

However, because the sentence was not generated in a

timely order, it was not submitted.

The correct answer was also generated for another

20 percent of the cases where no correct answer was

provided, but the appropriate sentences were ranked

lower than those submitted. In another 17 percent of

the cases with no correct answers, the answer required

coreference resolution fi^om one of the sentences

submitted. About 10 percent of the cases involved

incomplete creation of document database entries due

to bugs in the parser or in the mechanisms for

extracting database records; it is not yet clear what

effect correcting these difficulties would have. (These

difficulties resulted in no sentences being submitted for

6 questions.)

Further examination of the results is necessary to

understand the factors contributing to success and

failure. A first analysis investigated the relation of the

question parsing and database construction to whether

a question was answered correctly. About 65 percent

of the correct answers had no problems with parsing

and database construction for the question, compared

to 51 percent of questions with incorrect answers.

Only 20 percent of the questions with correct answers

had parsing problems, compared to 25 percent for

those with incorrect answers. About 8 percent of the

questions with correct answers involved questions not

overtly recognized by the prototype (where a default

what question type was used), compared to 11 percent

of the questions with incorrect answers. Finally, 7.5 of

the questions with correct answers had words unknown

to the parsing dictionary, compared to 4.5 percent for

questions with incorrect answers.
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There were no obvious correlates for the scores.

For questions with correct answers, the scores were

tabulated by the number of database records generated

by the questions (which ranged from 2 to 10, with an

average of 4.4 records). Higher scores would have

been expected for those questions with a higher

number of records, but instead the average scores were

about the same across the range. Similarly, the

average scores for the top 5 rank answers were nearly

identical for questions answered correctly and

questions answered incorrectly. The average scores for

the submitted answers were weakly correlated with the

difficulty of the questions (0.18) reported by NIST.

However, the correlation was lower (0.11) for

questions answered correctly and much higher (0.25)

for the questions answered incorrectly. This result is

somewhat paradoxical.

Further detailed analysis is necessary to get at the

most significant contributors to the scores. Heuristics

were used in developing the scoring mechanisms. At

this time, these heuristics have not been evaluated,

either for identifying the valid or invalid contributions

to the scores or for evaluating the weighting scheme.

6. Anticipated Improvements

The immediate possibilities for improvements are

many and the possibilities for exploration are quite

diverse. In addition, there are opportunities to be

explored for integrating the prototype within more

generalized search engines. Finally, the prototype can

be examined for suitability for use with specialized

textual databases.

The immediate improvements are evident from the

analysis indicated above: (1) dealing with problem

cases where answers weren't generated because of

problems with parsing the questions or extracting

appropriate database triples from the questions; (2)

addition oftime phrase analysis routines; (3) extension

of the question types handled by the system; and (4)

problems in extracting the document database triples

arising from the parser or extraction routines.

Less immediate, but straightforward extensions

can be gained by incorporating (1) coreference

resolution techniques and (2) named entity techniques.

The database extraction routines constituted a minimal

implementation. These can easily be extended by

further analysis of the parse output.

At the next level of complexity, the database

extraction techniques require further refinement and

extension. The semantic relations used in the

prototype can be enhanced, particularly beyond the use

of specific prepositions as the characterizing element.

The reliance on specific prepositions is likely to have

reduced matches; generalizing specific prepositions to

more general semantic relations would yield better

matches that would not be dependent on specific

phraseology. The next step along these lines would

involve incorporation of better discourse analysis

techniques (such as text summarization research (Mani

& Bloedorn, 1999)) for tying together records in the

document databases.

Along the same lines, the prototype could be

improved by incorporating techniques from lexical

cohesion and lexical chain research to tie database

records together (Green, 1997). This would

specifically involve use of semantic network data (such

as is present in WordNet or MindNet), particularly to

link synonymic and hypernymic phraseology. Larger

dictionaries would also be of some use.

Finally, the mechanisms in the prototype can be

improved. Further post-hoc analysis will likely lead to

better analysis and selection of sentences. The

mechanisms for examining the selected sentences

(during the analysis of specific question types) were

also somewhat minimal in the prototype; further

analysis is likely to yield improvements. Evaluation of

the scoring mechanisms (understanding why

appropriate sentences received lower scores than

higher ranked sentences and understanding the

contribution of the individual mechanisms) will also

likely lead to improvements.

Since the prototype did not include a general

search engine, the best interface with such systems is

unknown. In addition, there are many applications

that attempt to answer questions from specialized

databases (such as FAQ databases, automatic message

responders, and help files). There are also many

specialized textual databases (historical records or

genealogical databases). It seems that the prototype

can work immediately with more or less static text

databases, but in all these instances should also be able

to take advantage of search functionality already

included in such systems.

Some caveats are necessary in considering the

results of the CL Research prototype and the possible

improvements. Many of the questions in the TREC-8
Q&A track can possibly be better answered by simple
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lookup in dictionaries (including those that contain

small amounts of encyclopedic information). Also, it

appeared as if the phraseology of the questions

frequently was very close to the answers in the text.

The extent to which these considerations affect results

needs to be determined.

7. Summary

The CL Research prototype system was reasonably

successful in answering questions by selecting

sentences from the documents in which the answers

occur. The system generally indicates the viability of

using relational triples (i.e., structural information in

a sentence, consisting of discourse entities, semantic

relations, and the governing words to which the

entities are bound in the sentence) for question-

answering. Post-hoc analysis of the results suggests

several further improvements and the potential for

investigating other avenues that make use of semantic

networks and computational lexicology.
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Abstract

Within the last few years very little as been made of the usefulness of Connectivity Analysis to Information

Retrieval on the WWW. This document discusses hyperlinks on the WWW and our experiments on the exploitation

of the immediate neighbourhood of a web page in an effort to improve search results. In order to test the hypothesis

that Connectivity Analysis can increase precision in the top ranked documents from a set of relevant documents, we

developed a software application to generate and re-rank a query relevant subset of the WT2g Dataset. We discuss

our software in depth and the problems that we encountered during development. Our experiments are based on

implementing a number of re-ranking formulae, each of which tests the usefulness of different approaches to re-

ranking a set of relevant pages, ranging from basic context analysis (inLink ranking) to combined content and context

analysis approaches.

1. Introduction

Within the last few years very little as been made of the usefulness of Connectivity Analysis to Information

Retrieval on the WWW. Connectivity Analysis as an ER technique is based upon the identification and exploitation of

latent linkage information inherent in the structure of the WWW. In fact, as the WWW grows it becomes increasingly

difficult for standard IR approaches to operate effectively. However hypertext links, the building blocks of

Connectivity Analysis are constantly increasing in number and becoming more important.

Our approach outlined in this paper is to utilise connectivity information to improve the ranking of results

from web search. In effect we are attempting to improve the precision of the top documents returned from a search as

it has been shown that up to 85% of users only look at the first page of search results. We do this by developing a

number of approaches each of which is based around re-ranking a set of 'relevant' documents by one of a number of

popularity ranking formula. In so doing we distinguish between different types of links to be found on the WWW of

today, even though only one syntactic type of link is supported by HTML.

2. Background and Hypothesis to Test

An author writing a WWW document will create different types of hyperlinks (or edges) between

documents, even though HTML supports only one syntactic type of hyperlink (represented in HTML by the <a>

tag). In fact web page authors will most probably not be aware of the significance of the different link types that they

are creating. In [4] Spertus discusses hyperlinks and varieties of hyperlink information, based on information mined

from identifying the target of each link. She states that much human thought has gone into creating each hyperlink

and labelling it with anchor text, which forms the basis of the approaches taken in [1,2,3].
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2.1 Analysis of Link Structure

The WWW in its present form is said to consist of approximately 1 Billion web pages and up to 10 Billion

associated hyperlinks. This ratio of approximately 1:10 can easily be viewed in the context of the 2GB WT2g DataSet

we use in the TREC-8 web track. Here we have 247,491 individual HTML documents with a total of 2,254,515 links

(ratio is 1 : 9.1) from these documents to other documents. Henzinger & Bharat in [5] discuss a Connectivity Server,

developed in the AltaVista Labs, that stored 1 Billion edges related to 100 million nodes, generated from AltaVista

crawls. This Connectivity Server would have represented the adjacency matrix A(G) for the AltaVista WWW index.

In the course of our research we had to develop a Connectivity Server to handle queries for our own search software.

Details will follow below.

Generally on the WWW we can separate links into one of two types based on their intended function when
being created:

• Structural (upward, downward or crosswise) links that link separate nodes within a particular domain. They

exist to aid the user in navigating within a domain, or web site.

• Functional (content, or outward) links on the other hand link nodes in different domains (across web site

boundaries). They can be seen to mostly link from a source node to a target node that contains similar and, in the

author's opinion, useful information. The author of a particular node is likely to have found the target node useful

and related to the concept explored in the source node, and for that reason created the link.

In the course of this research we are more interested in the latter type of link as opposed to the former. We
view all nodes within a domain as having being written/developed by the one author and representing the ideas of a

single individual or organisation. Consequently the former can not be seen as a source of useful information for

Connectivity Analysis because we can not allow individuals to directly influence the popularity of their own web

pages (spamdexing). See [4] for a more detailed discussion of Structural links and their uses. Utilising Functional

links can give us a means to judge the popularity of a particular page to WWW page authors and consequently we can

generate a popularity rank for the page. When extracting information from hyperlinks on the WWW, we assume two

properties inherent in hyperlinks from [6], these are:

• A link between two documents implies that the documents contain related content.

• If the documents were authored by different people, then the first author found the second document valuable.

Additionally, one can assume that a page with a large number of Functional outLinks will act as some type

of index page and be a source of links to content that the author of the index (source) page found relevant and useful.

Similarly a page with a large number of Functional inLinks could be seen as a popular page precisely because a lot of

people have found it useful, and consequently linked to it. One could take this a step further and conclude that a

document on a topic such as Formula I Motor Racing which has inLinks from a number of other documents relating

to a similar topic, would be more useful to a user looking for information on Formula 1 than a document which may
have a number of inLinks from more diverse sources. It is this belief that has influenced our TREC approach and led

Kleinberg [7], Brin &. Page [8], and others to their conclusions as to the usefulness of Connectivity Analysis as an

alternative/complementary approach to general ER on the WWW.

Kleinberg [7] describes the WWW as consisting of multiple communities of documents based around

themes. He puts forward the concept of Hubs and Authorities. A Hub page is a page that acts as a source of links to

related content. A Hub page will typically contain many more outLinks than inLinks and may be seen as a form of

index page. An Authority page on the other hand, is regarded as a source of information (an authority) on a subject

and is pointed at by Hub pages. Hubs and Authorities exhibit a mutually reinforcing relationship, that is, the higher

the quality of the nodes that point to a page, the higher the quality of that page, and consequently this in turn

increases the quality of any pages that link into that page. His experiments show that broad queries on broad topics

can benefit greatly from Connectivity Analysis where his software (HITS) can select the most popular (best-

connected) document from within a linkage-based community on the WWW. In addition, we can categorise results

from a query into linkage based clusters by implementing a form of eigenvalue decomposition on a connectivity

matrix generated from the immediate neighbourhood of the Result Set which has been generated in response to a

query.
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2.2 Representation of the Link Structure of the WWW
A natural method of representing the WWW is as a directed graph with (a finite, non-empty set of) nodes

representing documents and edges representing the links between these documents. For a detailed explanation of this

concept see [9] where Adamic describes the WWW in terms of a small world graph. An edge represents a directed

(source to target) link between two nodes because the HTML hyperlink is uni-directional. Within this graph we can

select a sub-graph (G), consisting of a subset of the graph's nodes and a subset of the graph's edges. Before we can

work with a graph such as G we need a method of representing it. The adjacency matrix of the graph is a suitable

method of doing this. In the adjacency matrix A(G) for G, the entry in row / and column j is I if the nodes / and j are

joined by an edge and 0 otherwise. Of course an adjacency matrix for the entire WWW at a given point in time would

be enormous, sparse and very difficult to model. Our representation of connectivity information as an adjacency

matrix opens up whole new mathematical approaches to IR on the WWW, see [7]. Assuming the adjacency matrix

A(G) can represent the outLinks of the set of documents, the vast majority of inLinks into these documents can be

represented by A^(G) which is the transpose of the matrix A(G). A Connectivity Server, similar to the one described

in [5], would operate using an up-to-date adjacency matrix for all the documents indexed by it.

A further implementation of graph theory would allow for the generation of a weighted graph representing

the WWW (or a subset thereof) in which each edge would have an associated weight. A number of formulae that we
have implemented in our research require the use of weighted edges in a sub-graph of relevant documents. This sub-

graph having been generated by implementing a content analysis search on the dataset to select query relevant

documents. By using a weighted graph we can regulate the proportional relevance of link types as we find links to be

of varying importance, depending on the context in which they were created.

The hypothesis we set out to test was whether, given a set of 'relevant' documents, re-ranking them by a

popularity measure would improve the precision of the top results, and consequently populate the higher rank

positions in a result set with a larger number of higher quality/popular documents. Our approach is based on the

assumption that, by implementing a conventional text-based search on the dataset, a small subset of nodes that are

relevant to the topic in question will be generated. The execution of various formulae on this small subset will then

result in applying higher weights to the most popular nodes and therefore increase the ranking of the related

documents in the result set.

Neighbouitiood

depth = 1

Figure 1: Link Types

Our approach was developed in order to provide higher quality results to a search by focusing on the

immediate neighbourhood of the document in the WWW graph, to a depth of 1, see Figure 1. In [1] Li describes the

Hyperlink Vector Voting method which ranks a document on the basis of the number of hyperlinks pointing into it (in

it's immediate neighbourhood) and uses the hyperlinks anchor text as an indication of the semantic content of the

target document. He compares the approach with 'voting' for results on the WWW, i.e. a document's popularity &
content is dependent on other authors, and not directly on the author him/herself. For additional approaches to

suggesting the content of a document, by looking at the anchor text from inLinks into the document, see [2,3].
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3. System Overview

As previously stated, the reason for having a Web Track in TREC-8 was to investigate whether Connectivity

Analysis is a useful aid to web search. In order to test whether the associated hypothesis is true, we developed a

software application which would produce results based on conventional Content Analysis (the baseline result) and

then re-rank those results based on a number of related Connectivity Analysis approaches. Our approach was based

on using the WT2g dataset, consisting of 247,491 HTML documents at 2GB storage requirements. Although we felt

that the 100GB collection would be more useful as a research tool, we didn't have the storage capacity available to

handle such a large dataset at that time.

3.1 DataSet Preparation

The TREC dataset and the connectivity data required pre-processing before they were of use to our software. The

247,491 HTML pages were contained in 1081 separate text files. Each HTML page had to be extracted and stored on

disk before our Content Analysis software would index it. Consequendy we developed an application to extract all

247,491 HTML pages from the source. These pages were given a name based on the TREC document ID (e.g.

"WT04-B21-15.htmr) and saved to disk. As these files were being generated, we extracted a small amount of

information from each document, which we stored in a database. The information we extracted consisted of:

• Document ED (internal unique representation for each document)

• Original document URL
• Document title (where available)

This information would later be used to generate intuitive results for each query, see Figure 4 for an example. This

information was stored in a SQL Server Database and accessed at query execution time. It was found after testing that

the Database Server we used, although it was on an under-powered PC, was capable of handling over 100 queries per

second, which proved sufficient for our needs.

Once all pre-processing of the source files had been completed, files written to disk and our Database

indexes generated, our Content Analysis software indexed the files. To avoid having to develop our own Content

Analysis software, we used AltaVista Discovery. Discovery is a desktop term-based search application provided by

AltaVista and freely downloadable from their web site. Discovery usually indexes Word, Excel, Email files etc... but

also is capable of indexing HTML files stored locally on disk. Consequently it suited our needs for a term-based

search engine that was capable of accepting queries and returning sets of highly-scored documents for additional

processing. It took Discovery in the region of 160 hours to complete the processing of the dataset. Much of this

processing was done in stages at night and at weekends as the PC was being used during the day to develop the

search software. Once completed the index files generated by Discovery amounted to 1GB in size, approximately half

the size of the dataset itself We found a number of limitations with using Discovery for this task:

• Discovery will only accept requests from the local PC on IP address 127.0.0.1. Consequently all searches were

run on the computer that contains Discovery, the Discovery index and the Dataset. Since our official runs, we
have developed a Server to handle queries from a computer other than the one Discovery is installed on and pass

back the result. Discovery is currently installed on a number of computers, each of which indexes a different

version of the dataset.

• Discovery would only list the top 200 documents in response to a query. We found no way around .this limitation

and consequently our results only ever contained a maximum of 200 documents, even when more were deemed

relevant. We avoided expanding the set of 'relevant' documents using the neighbourhood of these documents as

in [7] due to the fact that our Result-Set already contained too many irrelevant documents and that by expanding

this set would incorporate even more irrelevant documents and led to severe 'topic-drift' problems.

• Discovery was slow at providing responses to queries. Most queries took in the order of 15 seconds to produce

content-only results for a query. Using recently acquired hardware we have reduced this time to below 2 seconds

per query.

Due to latency problems encountered when using the on-line Connectivity Server we decided to develop a

local Connectivity Server using the downloadable connectivity data provided by the Web Track organisers. Once it

was made available we developed a simple application to process the connectivity files and insert the linkage data
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into another SQL Server Database which acted as a local Connectivity Server. From our point of view it provided us

with a version of the A(G) Adjacency Matrix for the entire WT2g Dataset, both for inLinks and outLinks. The weight

of each edge between nodes was set to a default value of 1 . The connectivity server worked by accepting a document

id / and returning a list of all document id's that pointed to / or are pointed at by /. The internal structure of the

Connectivity Server is very simple, consisting of simply source node id and target node id pairs to represent each link

between two documents.

The software was implemented in JAVA under Windows NT, and the following two computers were available

for our use at that time:

• PII 350, 64MB RAM, 8GB HDD, Windows NT 4

This computer provided all the processing power for the search session, accepted queries, ran Discovery,

processed the result set and generated results for the user.

• P 120, 32MB Ram, 1GB HDD, Windows NT Server 4 & SQL Server 6.5

This computer provided permanent storage for document indexes and acted as a Connectivity Server.

These machines have since been replaced by a suite of networked PCs, which will be dedicated to our further work in

this area.

3.2 Query Generation Technique

We took two approaches to developing queries from the topics 401-450. The first approach (submitted to

TREC as official runs) was based on the title of the topic alone. However we felt this would adversely influence the

quality of results produced in that a more advanced automatic, or manual technique would produce higher quality

queries and consequently Result-Sets containing a higher proportion of relevant documents, as well as being more

representative of a normal user's query on the WWW. Accordingly we developed a set of queries which were

manually generated from the Topics and ran tests using these queries, the results of which are in this document. We
found that the manually generated queries produced results that increased the precision of the baseline (content-only

results) for the top 30 documents, which is what we are interested in when researching web search techniques. Figure

2 provides exact values for content-only precision at 5 to 1000 documents for both modified and unmodified queries.

Use of the modified queries, as opposed to unmodified queries increases the percentage of relevant documents in the

'root-set' from 8.81% relevant to 22.29% relevant, but decreases the overall number of documents returned from

7964 to 1857, thus giving smaller, but more focused content-only result sets.

0.4

Precision

5 10 15 20 30 100 200 500 1000 Exact

at X documents

Figure 2: Baseline relevance depending on Query

4. Experiments

4.1 Re-ranking

In order to test the usefulness of various Connectivity approaches to web search our experimental software

generates a content-only result set for a query. This is done by sending the query to our Discovery server, reading

back and parsing the results. This baseline set of documents, the 'Result-Set', can be expected to consist of documents
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relevant to the query, or at least highly scored documents, although this was not as successful as we had hoped. We
developed simple re-ranking schemes to re-rank the this set of relevant documents which would allow for easy

visualisation of the differences between a content only approach and a context analysis approach to Web Search.

Consequently the process of executing a search on our software consists of 2 stages, a content analysis stage and a

context analysis stage.

4.2 Stage 1 - Content Analysis

Each search firstly consists of a content analysis stage performed by Discovery on the test collection. The

user enters a query, which is passed to the Discovery Server (an application running on a computer that is running

Discovery), which in turn, sends the query (unmodified) as an HTTP request to Discovery (on the local machine), and

passes the generated result back to the client computer. Discovery queries it's indexes and returns the top 200 results

(max) to the query. The result returned from Discovery is then parsed to produce a set of up-to 200 documents (the

Result-Set), or baseline result. The benefit of this is that a set of documents is generated which is assumed to be

relevant to the query. Overall we found that, at best, only 22.29% of the Result-Set returned from Discovery was

deemed relevant to the queries in topics 401-450. This Result-Set is then available for further processing. This

completes Stage 1 and the results are written to disk. In this way we provide content-only results to the queries, which

were submitted to TREC as an official content-only run {dcu99c01).

4.3 Stage 2 - Context Analysis

Stage 2 consists of a context analysis phase that re-ranks the Result-Set generated in Stage 1, based on a

number of popularity ranking formulae. Each formula was developed as a separate algorithm (each of which we refer

to as a numbered variation), which could be executed on the Result-Set to generate results. In all we developed 7

variations of the re-ranking algorithm (and associated formulae), each of which could be executed independently, i.e.

without affecting the execution of, or results produced by any other variation. In all of the variations, if the

(popularity of documentn) scores of a number of documents are equal, the original document order given by

Discovery is used to decide on the final ranking given to these documents.

In Connectivity Analysis we generally assume that the more popular a document is, the more inLinks that

document will have on the WWW, hence:

Variation 1

Pn = Z inLinkSn

In this case the score is based purely on the number of inLinks to documentn. This we developed as the first

variation that produced results for further evaluation.

However this approach is rather too simplistic. What would happen if a site such as Yahoo or Microsoft were

to be contained in the Result-Set. Regardless of the topic in question these sites would be ranked highest due to the

number of inLinks associated with them. Although none of these sites are represented in the WT2g dataset, we had to

take this possibility into account. Consequently we would recommend limiting and in our research did, limit the

number of inLinks to a maximum of 50, resulting in:

Variation 2

Pn (0. .50) = 2 inLinkSn

In addition to ranking by inLinks, we wanted to recognise the potential of a document to act as a source of links to

further information (a hub document). Accordingly we developed a third variation that took the number of outLinks

into account as well as the number of inLinks. Once again we limited the number of outLinks considered for any one

particular document, however this time we set the limit to 20. This was in order to avoid some large index type

documents swamping the results. In addition we felt that inLinks would be far more relevant in generating a

popularity score for documents than outLinks so we set the number of inLinks to be weighted 4 times the weight of

the outLinks, giving the following formula:
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Variation 3

Pn = { 4 * 2 inLinkSn (0..50) ) + ( 1 * ^ °^tLinkSn (o. .20) )

Increasing the weighting of inLinks would mean that our sub-graph would have constituent edges weighted at 4 if

their targets were the node in question, but any edges with their source being the node in question would retain the

default weighting of 1. This formula that we called Rerank was entered as one of our linkage-based runs to TREC
{dcu99l01). This approach (assuming a Result-Set set of 200 documents) required 400 SQL Queries (this could have

been reduced to 200 queries, if necessary) and consequently required 4 seconds or so to complete. The processing

time required for Rerank, aside from the SQL queries is negligible, just the calculation of Pn 200 times.

Building on the third variation, we developed the fourth that combined both context and content analysis in

Stage 2. Instead of simply re-ranking each document based on a popularity formula we allowed the ranking given in

Stage 1 by AltaVista Discovery to influence ?„ up to the same extent as inLinks. We felt that this should help the

ranking process to keep the most syntactically relevant documents (as chosen by Discovery using it's term matching)

near to the top of the results. The formula we used can be seen below:

Variation 4

Pn = ( 2 * iriLin^Sn (0..50) ) + ( 1 * ^ °^tLinkSn (0..20) ) + ( discWtjjoo. .o) / 2 )

This formula was called RerankAdv and required one additional modification before it was finalised. The type of

links used in calculation of Pn for each document was also taken into account.

As we discussed earlier, it is intuitive that we only want to count Functional links and ignore Structural links

altogether from the re-ranking equation. Consequently we had to check each inLink and outLink to determine its type.

This was done using the domain strings of the node in question. We selected the lowest level substring of the domain

(e.g. www.microsoft.com) for the base URL and the target URL and compared them. If the two were the same URL
then we recorded the match and ignored the link as it was considered to be Structural. We felt that this approach was

more valuable than ignoring all links to microsoft.com as it was felt that a URL such as research.microsoft.com

was not to be considered authored by the same author as www.microsoft.com . The one author per domain assumption

would not apply in this case. Had we taken this strict Functional-only approach we would have been left with a

subgraph of the Connectivity Data, but with only Functional (across domain) links remaining.

Desirable as the approach to only include Functional links may seem, we found that the 2GB dataset

prohibited us from fully implementing this approach. This was due to a lack of Functional links between documents

in the dataset. To overcome this problem and to produce acceptable results we had to allow Structural links to exert

some influence on the Pn score of each document. In a real implementation of this approach on the WWW this would

not be the case as re-ranking by Structural links serves to increase the ranking of documents from large, well inter-

connected (within their domain), web sites. Consequently we weighted Functional inLinks at 4 times the weight of

Structural inLinks and limited the total link score (inLinkn) for each document to a maximum of 50. This replaced our

subgraph with a weighted subgraph with a select few edges (Functional) having a weight of 4, with the rest having

the default weight of 1 . The following formula was used to calculate the inLink score of a node:

inLinkn, 0. .50) = ( ( 4 * ^ funct^ ) + ^ structj, )

This fourth variation, RerankAdv, was submitted as one of our preliminary runs to TREC {dcu99l02). In addition to

these variations another two were developed in order to clarify the benefits (if any) of re-ranking by both Functional

and Structural inlinks. The fifth was to re-rank the Result-Set based on the number of Functional inLinks alone and

the sixth was to re-rank based on the number of Structural inLinks alone:

Variation 5 Variation 6

P„ - ( Xfunct„ ) Pn = ( 2struct„ )
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The seventh and final variation we developed was an attempt to overcome the lack of Functional links in the dataset.

Our approach was to utilise the connectivity information for each document that would be contained in the WWW as

a whole. The problems of using live WWW connectivity data on the 2GB Dataset were threefold:

• many of the documents were no longer in existence as the documents from which the Dataset had been generated

had been spidered in early 1997.

® many may not have been indexed by the Connectivity Source we were querying.

• a number would have had their content modified since spidering and thus the current WWW connectivity

information would be considered invalid.

In order to get around this problem we replaced the actual URL of the document with the URL of its domain. This

shortened URL was then used to query the AltaVista search engine using the "link:URL" query that returns the

number of and actual inLinks into the document in question. We then ranked by the popularity of the main page

(index.html) within each domain.

Variation 7

~ inLinkSjn (m = lowest level of domain string)

5. Results

We entered three of our experimental approaches as preliminary runs into TREC in August 1999, two of

which were linkage-based and the third a content-only run based on the results of Discovery. The linkage-based runs

(Rerank - variation 3 and RerankAdv - variation 4) were detailed earlier in this document Two of our runs were

added to the pool for relevance judgement purposes {dcu99c01 & dcu99l02). Additional experiments that we ran after

submitting our official runs found little or no improvement in precision when incorporating Connectivity Analysis in

the ranking process in the majority of cases. Our experiments find that using Functional links from within the

supplied connectivity data provides the best results of all the Connectivity Analysis approaches outlined in this

document. However the number of Functional links within the dataset are extremely limiting at less than 1% of the

total links and therefore only a limited number of documents would be re-ranked from any one query. Consequently

we are currently unable to come to any definite conclusions as to the benefit of re-ranking by Functional inlinks. We
hope that the 10GB dataset next year will contain a higher percentage of Functional links. Figure 3 below shows the

precision at 5 - 1000 documents returned from running the modified queries on WT2g.

30 100

at X documents

-Content-only

-Variation 5

Variation 6

Variation 2

-Variation 1

-Variation 7

-Variation 3

-Variation 4

Figure 3: Precision at x Documents

We found that re-ranking by Structural inLinks is not viable either as this would only serve to rank highest

documents from within large, well inter-connected domains. Due to the lack of Functional links in WT2g, we found

that the scores for Variation 1, Variation 2 and Variation 6 are almost identical. Variation 1 and Variation 2 do not

distinguish between Functional and Structural link types, yet the score associated with them is almost identical to

the Pn score of Variation 6 which ranks by Structural inLinks only. None of these Structural re-ranking approaches
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improve precision, in fact all decrease precision at 10 documents by at least 28.5% from .3082 to (at best) .2204. The
results from Variation 7 (which used live WWW connectivity data) were noteworthy due to the fact that this was the

only approach that increased precision over content-only results, but only from 30 to 1000 documents.

In addition to topics 401-450, we have executed a number of manual queries on the software. Some of these

queries have produced quite impressive results using the WT2g dataset and associated connectivity data. See Figure 4

for an example of the results generated by a query "Vegetable Soup Recipes". The variation used to generate these

results was a modification of the RerankAdv variation. Further research is needed to determine if these results are due

to particular properties of the dataset that favours certain queries.

c«porch Search RciulU (vci-O.l) - hjkrosoft Internt-i: ..-HraEJl ,aTI«;CR««ti>rth futdi Retufts (vcr 0.1) - Nlcro»oft lnlen>.t..HI3nl

j
Clio J^in* Fiivontas loof* £1^ j Cil'> S/K^ i*"" 'ivorttai Iool> Help

i

^ . . '3 a i2 i *a a n |*'--*.(S3 ISl ^ ^ Si
'

I
Ztcl ramtfd STOP Bafrafk H«a* j Stareh rt«**ftts

|Ai»Wl|4!l€.V...to\=.»pl«.VDf.c..l.,(.tm ^1 <*'•

0. Cookinp With Beer *J|

WT04~B33-3l _|:
http://beennst.org:80/insVftjn/cook-htm (473)

t. M-innfs ftrotrcoli Pbcidss

WT24-623-99
http;//troccoli.com:eOAitchen/mkrecipestoc.htm (369)

7. IQQ7 WpbPDinlpr= [ntprnftt Guide

WT21-B02-S2
http://www. webpointers, com: 60/book.html (270)

3. Cookinij With Bftflr

WT04-B33-36
http://beennst.org:80/fijn/cook.htm (2S0)

4. SQuash-SDortsGara SnortsSurf
j

WT23-623-33
j

http //www. sportsgate.com:eo/5quash.html (23S) i

5. M;innf<; ftroccnli Fnod S«rvicft Rer.iDfi<;

WT24-a23-142
http: //tjroccoli. com: eO/foodservice/fsrecipestoc.htm (231)

6. Ouicic Recioes !

WT23-62e-37S
[

http. //www.midwestorganic, org BO/cookbook/noframes/recipes.htmTjl

,1 1

.(-':

0. Scientific American, Article— Softcial Report ^
WT0a-6D4-13S iJ
http7/www.sciann.com:8O/0397issiie/0397hBanil.html

1. JOE FRANK -SOMEWHERE OUT THERE
WTie-B35-23e
http://secure-transactions.ct)m:eo/c/jfranl</02.html

2. Souash-SoortsGate SnortsSurf

WT23-B23-33
http;//www-sportS9a1e.com; eO/Squash.html
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4. KTCA/kTCI Pronram Scheiiule

WT23-B30-124
hltp://*ww,ktca.or9:80/program/janlB.html

5. ornss ralBa'is^

WT14-63e-19S
http://www.successmaga2ins. com: 80/press.html

6. Netsurfor Dicast 01.36

WT13-BlS-3e
(|ttDV/www,nBtsurf,CQm;eo/nsd/v01/nsd.95.1|l.l8.html ^

Figure 4: Example Result (left = context analysis, right = unmodified content analysis)

7. Conclusions and Future Research

We found that not enough Functional links existed in the dataset to allow many of our variations to function

correctly. There was no way around this Functional link problem, except to turn to the wider WWW as a possible

source of the connectivity data. See our seventh and last variation for details of how we implemented this. We are not

yet in a position to draw solid conclusions from our experiments, but we plan to continue our research into this area.

Of course, one of the drawbacks of these (pure) Connectivity Analysis approaches is that documents which have a

large in-degree (number of inLinks) in the Result-Set will be ranked highly, even above other documents with a

higher relevance to the query but with a smaller in-degree. This is especially true in our case, since the Result-Sets

that our Content Analysis stage generated contained at most only 22.29% relevant documents. It is entirely feasible

that many of our top ranked documents can not be considered relevant to the query at all, yet were ranked highly

because of their popularity. We intend to implement our approaches in the future using a Confidence Factor that will

indicate when and to what extent Connectivity Analysis should influence the search process. This problem of

returning results that may be not entirely related to the topic represented by the query is discussed in [6,7].

Many more advanced Connectivity Analysis approaches have been developed such as those detailed in

[3,6,7,10]. We didn't implement any of these approaches, as we felt that more was to be gained from developing our

own ideas, with the knowledge that the other methods existed. It is our understanding that any implementation of

these approaches would not succeed in improving precision (to any usable extent, if at all) when the experiments

were based on the WT2g dataset, due to the lack of Functional links. We do suggest caution being taken when
reviewing the Small Web Task to take the results in the context of the WT2g dataset, lest one conclude that

Connectivity Analysis does not improve precision in any case. From the work of Kleinberg in [7], it is generally

accepted that for queries on broad topics. Connectivity Analysis will allow for the selection of the most popular
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(densely linked) documents from within a WWW community in response to a query, in addition to automatic result

clustering.

Next year, we plan to partake in the Web Track using the 10GB subset and if available the 100GB
collection. We hope that the 10GB dataset plarmed for TREC-9 will be more representative of the link structure of the

WWW. If we find this not to be the case we will look into spidering our own set of HTML documents utilising a

software spider that we would develop. The spider would gather documents by following the link structure of the

WWW but limiting the number of documents from any particular domain (with exceptions) and implementing a

priority queuing algorithm to select the most useful documents to download. It is our belief that a dataset that is

gathered with the purpose of aiding experimentation into Connectivity Analysis will be vital to our future research.

Our more ambitious plans for next year are supported by an increase in the amount of hardware that we have

available thanks to a recent philanthropic donation to aid our connectivity research project. The hardware, based

around four PHI workstations and a PHI server will be connected together on a dedicated lOOMbit/s switched

network. Total storage capacity on the network is almost 200 GB and each PC is capable of expanding its number of

processors as requirements dictate.
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This year the Eurospider team, with help from Columbia, focused on trying different combinations of

translation approaches. We investigated the use and integration of pseudo-relevance feedback, multilingual

similarity thesauri and machine translation. We also looked at different ways of merging individual cross-

language retrieval runs to produce multilingual result lists. We participated in both the CLIR main task and

the GIRT sub task.

1. Introduction

The main aim of our participation in the cross-language track this year was to try different

combinations of various individual cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) approaches. We
reused the same corpus-based methods that we utilized last year with considerable success, while

experimenting with using a number of off-the-shelf machine translation products.

We also revisited our merging approach, trying out an alternative strategy.

2. General system description

For all of our runs we used a Eurospider retrieval system, which evolved from a prototype originally

created at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich, with continuing development of

the system now at Eurospider Information Technology AG. When indexing the different collections,

we used different stemmers for the individual languages:

• German:

the stemmer distributed with the NIST PRISE retrieval system for our submissions to the

main task, and;

the Eurospider stemmer featuring German word decomposition for the GIRT subtask

submissions.

• French: the Eurospider French stemmer.
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• Italian: the Eurospider Italian stemmer.

• English: the Porter English stemmer.

The retrieval status values are calculated using the Lnu.ltn weighting scheme as described in [6].

3. Main Task

The main task this year consisted of choosing a language in which topics are specified. Queries in that

one language are then used to produce runs against all the documents in all languages (i.e. English,

German, French and Italian documents). Our approach to this task is to initially produce runs using

only a pair of languages, and then to merge these separate runs to produce the final, multilingual

ranked list. For all submissions, we used German topics, and translated them into the other languages.

This means that for all our main task submissions, we first had to obtain four runs (German

monoKngual, German English, German French and German —» Italian).

German German IR German

Topics

3"

Queries

B»

Ranklist

English IR English
5»

Queries
5"

Ranklist

French IR French>
Queries

3-

Ranklist

Multilingual

Ranklist

Italian

Queries

IR
Italian

Ranklist

>

The individual submissions differ in:

• the method used for query translation;

• the method used for merging of the runs, and;

• the fields of the topics used for creating the queries.

We submitted three runs for the main task, ErT99sta, EIT99mta and EIT99sal, which are explained in

more detail in the following sections. All runs were automatic.

3. 1. EIT99sta - Using only Automatic Compiled Resources

This run uses all three fields of the topics (title + description + narrative). It builds on methods we

tested in TREC-7. The defining characteristic is that it does not use any costly, manually built

linguistic resources. Instead, it uses only data structures automatically built from suitable training data.
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This run uses two different methods to perform query translation: pseudo relevance feedback (PRP)

and similarity thesauri. This year we used a German <-> English similarity thesaurus, as opposed to

using a manually built word list that as in TREC-7. Using the thesaurus for this run likely degraded

performance, since the training data for German ^ English was not well suited for thesaurus

construction. However, we wanted to more clearly distinguish this run from run EIT99mta (see section

3.2), making this run completely free of manually constructed resources.

3.1.1. Pseudo relevance feedback

For pseudo relevance feedback, we use the fact that the TREC CLIR collections have similar content

(i.e. news stories and articles), even though they are written in different languages. Therefore, we can

calculate which items in these collections cover the most similar stories, using a process we call

document alignment. Ultimately, we obtained three lists with pairs of the most statistically similar

documents in the combined German-English collection, German-French collection and the German-

Italian collection. We used these lists for the three cross-language runs. For more details on the

document alignment process, see [2].

These lists are applied as follows: to retrieve French documents using a German query, we first run the

German queries against the German documents, obtaining an initial result list. We then compare this

list to our list of pairs of similar French and German documents. If any of the documents in the

German result list have a similar French counterpart, they are replaced. If there is no matching pair,

the document is discarded. Through the replacement step, we obtain a possibly shorter French result

list. We then use the top documents from this hst to do a pseudo relevance feedback loop, (i.e. we
select the most significant terms from this set of documents using methods developed for relevance

feedback — see also [3] and [5]). These terms form our French query, which we run against the

French documents, to obtain a French result list.

Note that the multilingual collections used for document alignment do not necessarily have to be

identical to the search collections, although they were in the case of our TREC experiments.

3.1 .2. Similarity Thesaurus

A similarity thesaurus is a data structure that provides a list of terms in one language that are

statistically similar to a head term in another language. Such a similarity thesaurus can be

automatically built using suitable multilingual training data [4]. We built and used three such thesauri,

German French, German Italian, and German <->• English. The German French and

German Italian thesauri were built on supersets of the TREC SDA data, enriched by additional

years of SDA data, which was provided to us by SDA. The German English thesaurus was built

using the TREC German SDA data and the TREC English AP collection.

In relevance feedback, the original query is usually expanded by terms coming from a term selection

process. The new combined query is then reweighted. However, in the cross-language case, we cannot

use the terms from the original query, since they are in the wrong language. We therefore replace the

original query with terms selected from the similarity thesaurus. We can then apply term reweighting

to combine the resulting terms from both methods, similar to the reweighting step in the classical
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relevance feedback case. For this run, we added the similarity thesaurus translations only in cases

when we had few documents (less than three) coming from the PRF method.

3.1.3. Runs

The four individual runs used to produce the merged result list were obtained as follows:

German monolingual: German retrieval run, followed by pseudo relevance feedback, using the top 21

ranked documents for feedback\ This PRF loop is very similar to the multilingual case described

above, only we can directly apply term selection without having to do document replacement.

We used the NIST stemmer to index the documents and queries.

German —» French: This run used PRF combined with a German/French similarity thesaurus built on a

German/French SDA superset, as described above. We used the top 21 documents for the

pseudo feedback loop.

German —> Italian: This run used PRF combined with a German/Italian similarity thesaurus built on a

German/Italian SDA superset, as described above. We used the top 21 documents for the pseudo

feedback loop.

German —* English: This run used PRF combined with a German/English similarity thesaurus built on

the German SDA and English AP collections, as described above. We used the top 21

documents for the pseudo feedback loop.

3.1.4. Merging

For merging, we again used the document alignments from the pairs of the individual collections. We
produced tables giving relations between scores of individual runs, making it possible to map these

scores to a common range using linear regression. By repeatedly merging pairs of runs, we obtained

the multilingual result lists that we submitted. This merging strategy is also detailed in [2].

3.2. EIT99mta - Adding Machine Translation Resources

As mentioned in the introduction, our aim was to test a combination of approaches to cross-language

retrieval. We therefore added machine translation (MT) to the components used in the previous run.

This run used all topic fields, namely title + description + narrative.

3.2.1 . Machine Translation

Machine translation is interesting for use in cross-language retrieval, since the majority of these

systems utilize linguistic knowledge. However, we believe that MT cannot be the only solution to

CLIR. This is because even though we invested considerable effort, we were not able to locate an off-

the-shelf German Italian machine translation system. We think the fact that these two widely

' The somewhat strange number 21 is due to a minor bug. We intended to use 20 documents.
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spoken European languages are not covered by commercially available software shows that very few

language pairs seem to be economically viable, given the considerable effort required to build these

systems^. In fact, nearly all systems we were able to locate on the consumer market translate either

from or to English.

3.2.2. MT Systems Used

We used the following MT systems:

German English:

• MZ Translator from Holtschke GmbH
• Tl Translator from Langenscheidt

• Systran web translation from Systran

• Power Translator 2000 from Pons

German French:

• MZ Translator from Holtschke GmbH
• Systran web translation from Systran

German —* Italian:

• Systran web translation, using English as a pivot language (German English —* Italian)

3.2.3. Runs

For all languages, we also used the translation coming from the similarity thesaurus (see section 3.1).

We created the EIT99mta submission by combining the output from all MT systems for a given target

language with the similarity thesaurus output to create an intermediate query. This query was then

used in the pseudo relevance feedback loop. Our internal tests showed that using all MT systems

produced small performance gains over using just the best MT system (Systran or Power Translator,

depending on query fields used and query language).

3.2.4. Merging

The four individual runs were merged using the same strategy as explained in section 3.1.4.

This does not exclude the possibility that professional systems for corporate use for this language pair exist, but these are

usually priced outside of the range of many potential customers. Holtschke GmbH is advertising a German Italian

system, but it uses a very small dictionary compared to their other language combinations. A few months after our TREC
experiments, we became aware of a new system by LHS for German >-* Italian. We have not been able to obtain a copy in

time for this paper.
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3.3. EIT99sal- Experimental Run

Our last submission for the main task used only the title + description fields of the topics. This run

used a combination of pseudo relevance feedback and similarity thesaurus. Apart from the different

query length, there were three modifications with respect to this run: only 10 documents were used for

PRP, the similarity thesaurus translation was employed for every query, and a different merging

process was used.

The merging for the first two runs, EITQPsta and Err99mta, both calculate a relation between the

retrieval status values (RSVs) of the two runs to merge. For EIT99sal, we calculated a relation

between the RSVs of one run, and the rank of a similar document in the other run. Since RSVs tend to

fall logarithmically in our system, we used logarithmic regression to obtain the relation between RSVs
and ranks of the two runs.

Initial tests showed that both merging methods resulted in similar performance.

3.4. Results

The following table shows the results we obtained for the three runs we submitted for the main task.

Performance of individual queries

Run Avg. Prec. R-Prec. Best Above Median Below Worst

EIT99mta 0.1937 0.2415 9 10 16

ElT99sta 0.1527 0.2006 9 1 14 4

ErT99sal 0.1108 0.1682 1 4 1 20 2

The results this year are somewhat mediocre, a surprise after our combination of similarity thesaurus

and pseudo relevance feedback worked very well last year. We have also observed that with our new

system, we don't reach the same level of performance as last year when we run the old TREC-7
queries. What exactly causes this problem is still unclear.

The rather big difference between average precision and R-precision shows that the precision seems to

tail off quickly with higher recall. Some degradation may also be due to the fact that this year we used

a German English similarity thesaurus, despite our belief that the training data (the Geiman SDA in

conjunction with the English AP) was not well suited for this purpose. We still need to examine these

factors together with an analysis of the performance of the different merging strategies.

Not surprisingly our second run, EIT99mta, which combined most resources to produce a translation,

performed best. However, for a sizeable number of queries, Err99sta performed nearly as well, or

even better (better results are obtained for 4 of 28 queries). Since this is a completely corpus-based run

which did not use any manually built language resources, there are some queries which retrieve no or

only very little relevant documents. These queries lower the run's performance considerably.

EIT99sal was an experimental run to examine a different method for merging. It used shorter queries,

and performed poorer than the other two runs, since all the other methods we used benefited from the

additional context of the longer queries.
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Main Track Runs

EIT99sta -e—
EIT99mta
EIT99sal

0.8 -

Recall

4. GIRT Sub Task

For the GIRT subtask, the documents only exist in German, with the queries available in German,

French and English. We did pure CLIR runs, ignoring both the English titles provided with the GIRT
documents and the classification terms.

4. 1. Runs

We submitted three runs:

• EIT99gfg, using a French German similarity thesaurus. The French queries are translated

through obtaining the 20 most similar German terms from the thesaurus. No relevance feedback

was used.

• EIT99geg, using an English German similarity thesaurus. Similar to the German English

thesaurus, we doubted its quality due of the lack of suitable training data.

• EIT99gmt, a French <^ German run, which used the Systran web translation to translate the

queries.

All runs use all topic fields (title + description + narrative). All were automatic runs.

4.2.GIRT results

The following table shows the results we obtained for the three runs we submitted for the GIRT task.
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Performance of individual queries

Run Avg. Prec. R-Prec. Best Above Median Below Worst

EIT99gfg 0.1547 0.1844 5 4 1 14 4

EIT99gmt 0.1438 0.1965 5 3 1 15 4

EIT99geg 0.0624 0.1002 2 4 11 11

The numbers for above median and below median should be read with caution, since only few GIRT
runs were submitted, making it hard to compare.

We observed however, that the results swing heavily to either side. Looking closer, we discovered that

unfortunately we had a mismatch in stemming between the terms coming from our similarity thesaurus

translation and the document collection. This is likely to have caused a fair number of good translated

terms to be lost, which would explain the uneven performance on individual queries. We will try to

analyze this problem further.

It is interesting to see that the French —* German similarity thesaurus run (EIT99gfg) outperformed a

high quality Systran MT run (EIT99gmt). Not surprisingly, the English German run did much
worse, again supporting our suspicion that the thesaurus is of inferior quality.

Girt Task Runs
1.0

I

1 1 1 1

EIT99gmt -e—
EIT99gfg -->—

EIT99geg b--

0.8 -

0.6 -

Recall

5. Thanks

Our thanks go to everyone that helped in preparing the document collections, queries and relevance

assessments used in this year's CLIR track. We also thank SDA for providing us with the training data

used to create the similarity thesauri.
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Abstract

We present further evidence suggesting the feasibilty of

using information theoretic query expansion for

improving the retrieval effectiveness of automatic

document ranking . Compared to our participation in

TREC-7, in which we applied this technique to an

ineffective initial ranking, here we show that

information theoretic query expansion may be effective

even when the quality of the first pass ranking is high.

In TREC-8 our system has been ranked among the best

systems for both automatic dd hoc and short automatic

ad hoc. These results are even more interesting

considering that we used single-word indexing and well

known weighting schemes. We also investigate the use

of term variance to refine the weighting schemes

employed by our system to weight documents and

queries.

the latter usually increases as the quality of the initial

retrieval becomes higher, we expected that also the

relative performance improvement due to query

expansion would benefit from a better first pass

ranking. Our results confirmed this hypothesis

partially. The second goal of our participation in

TREC-8 was to test the effectiveness of using the

variance of term occurrence in the collection to refine

the weighting schemes used to weight query and

documents. The results obtained using term variance

were moderately promising. Overall, the average

precision of our best run in TREC-8 was 0.3106,

which was a great improvement over that of our

participation in TREC-7. Moreover, these results were

excellent also on an absolute scale. Our system was

ranked as the fourth best system for automatic short ad

hoc, and as the eighth best system for automatic ad hoc.

What makes these results even more interesting is that

they were obtained using single-keyword indexing.

1. Introduction

This is our second participation in the TREC
conference. In TREC-7 we experimented with a novel

method for automatic query expansion based on an

information-theoretic measure (Carpineto and Romano,

1999). The results showed that passing from

unexpanded to expanded query yielded a high

performance gain (-i- 14%), but, on an absolute scale,

the figures that we obtained were much lower than

those reported by the best TREC systems (e.g., 0.1409

versus 0.3033 for the average precision). This was

mainly due to the ineffectiveness of the ranking system

on top of which the query expansion stage was added,

which used a simple tfidf weighting scheme. Thus, in

TREC-8 we have tried to improve the basic ranking

system in the hope of increasing not only the retrieval

effectiveness of the document ranking produced in

response to a query (whether unexpanded or expanded)

but also the utility of the query expansion itself. Since

2. Test collection indexing

1. Text segmentation. Our system first identified the

individual terms occurring in the test collection,

ignoring punctuation and case.

2. Word stemming. To extract word-stem forms, we

used a very large /n>-structured morphological lexicon

for English (Karp et al, 1992), that contains the standard

inflections for nouns (singular, plural, singular genitive,

plural genitive), verbs (infinitive, third person singular,

past tense, past participle, progressive form), adjectives

(base, comparative, superlative).

3. Stop wording. We used a stop list, contained in the

CACM dataset, to delete from the texts common
function words. In addition, for efficiency reasons, we

removed the terms that appeared in more than 75000 and

less than 5 documents.

All the test collection indexing was of the single-

keyword type. In particular, we used no manually-
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predefined multiword phrases to conflate groups of

related words into single concepts.

3. First pass ranking

We used Okapi formula (Robertson et al., 1999) for

matching queries and documents in the first pass

ranking:

sim{q,d)

with
i

given by

(1)

1)
•

(l-b) + b

and
^

given by

avr_Wd

(2)

+
J dJ

^3 + 1) •

,
N - f, + 0.5

k3 +
log

f, + 0.5
(3)

where kj,k^ and b are constants which were set to 1.2,

1000, and 0.75 respectively. is the length of

document d expressed in words and avr_Wj is the

average document length in the entire collection. The

value N is the total number of documents in the

collection, /f is the number of documents in which term

t occurs, and fj^ ^ is the fi-equency of term t in either

document d or query q.

4. Information-theoretic
expansion

query

To automatically expand the query we used the Rocchio

formula (Rocchio, 1971) coupled with an information-

theoretic term scoring function, similar to the approach

described in (Carpineto et al., 1999). The Rocchio

formula for pseudo-relevance feedback is:

Q <2
1
|fi|

(4)

where Qnew ^ weighted term vector for the expanded

query, Qorig is a weighted term vector for the original

unexpanded query, R is a set of top retrieved documents

(assumed to be relevant), and r is a weighted term vector

extracted from R.

Using basic Rocchio, the weights of the terms contained

in Qorig ^ determined considering their primary

weights, i.e., the weight of each term as determined by

the weighting scheme used to produce the first pass

ranking. In our approach, Qorig was indeed the weighted

query vector used in the first pass ranking, i.e., as

determined by expression (3), but then we used a

different method than expression (2) to weight each

expansion term contained in r. Our weighting was based

on the KuUback-Lieber distance between the distribution

of the term in R and the distribution of the term in the

whole collection. More precisely, each expansion term

was assigned a score given by:

scoreii) = [pR(t) - pc(t)] • log [pR(t) / pQix) ] 5)

where Px(0 is the probability of occurrence of term / in

the set of documents X, R indicates the pseudo-relevant

set, C indicates the whole collection. The main

rationale of using a term-scoring function based on

distribution analysis to reweight expansion terms is

that in this way a term that is good for a given quay

can receive a high score even when its weight in the

collection is low, whereas with basic Rocchio there

may be a mismatching between the relevance of a term

to a given query and the weight actually assigned to it

(Carpineto and Romano, 1999).

From a practical point of view, we considered as

expansion candidates all terms contained in R, and then

selected those with the highest score. To estimate

Px(0. we used the ratio between the number of

occurrences of t in X, treated as a long string, and the

total number of terms in X. The other parameters

involved in this method were chosen as follows. The

constant a and p in expression (1) were set to 1 and

1.5, respectively; we used 12 pseudo-relevant

documents and 50 expansion terms were coasidered for

inclusion in the expanded query. The choice for the

values of these parameters was based on earlier results

obtained in past TREC conferences and on some

experiments that we performed on the TREC-7 data.

5. Refining query and document
weighting with term variance

Classical weighting scheme usually do not take into

account the variance (a2) of term occurrence in the

coUecction of documents. This may be a useful

information to identify terms that truly differentiate arxl

relate subsets of documents. Generally speaking, the

lower the variance of a term, the less likely it is that

the term is a good one. Common function words, for
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instance, are likely to exhibit a low variance because

they tend to occur in similar proportions in all

documents. In order to compute the variance of a term,

we COTsidered the whole set of documents (including

those that did not contain that term) and used two

alternative methods to compute the term occurrence in a

document: term frequency (tf), and normalized term

frequency wrt document length (norai-tf).

We used the term variance to modify both the document

weights and the scores used to weight the expansion

terms. To change the document weights, we simply

multiplied expression (2) by loga^. The modification

of the expansion terms weights required more caution,

because the introduction of may interact with the

information-theoretic measure used to weight the

expansion terms in the first place. Recall that, using

expression (5), a term is assigned a high score if it is

much more concentrated in the top documents than the

whole collection. This indication about the goodness of

a term may be inversely related to the term variance, in

the sense that a small variance may further imply that

the term appears only in the top documents while a

high variance may suggest that the behavior captured by

expression (5) will be more likely attributed to chance.

This implies that the terms to be favored to refine query

weighting are those with small variance, rather than

high variance. In fact, experimenting with TREC-7, we

noticed that using as a factor hurt performance,

while using its inverse improved performance. Thus,

we modified the weights of expansion terms by the

inverse of logCT^.

It is useful to examine the relation between and the

idf factor (logN/df), because the latter is a relative

frequency measure of the same kind as a^, with a

similar goal: identifying terms that help distinguish the

documents to which they are assigned from the

remainder of the collection. One might think that is

directly related to idf (e.g., the higher idf, the higher

a^), but it turns out that this is not the case. A high

value of idf will usually produce a low value of ct^,

while a low value of idfmay be associated to a high as

weU as to a low value of a^, depending on the

distribution of terms in the documents in which they

are contained. On the other hand, if we considered only

the documents that contain the given term, the value of

would be totally independent of the value of idf,

irrespective of how we chose to compute the term

occuirence. In fact, and idf are based on different

variables (number of occurrences versus binary value of

occuirence/non-occurrence) and perform different

statistical operations on those variables (variance versus

mean). Therefore they seem to capture different patterns

of data regularities and can be used together in a

comprehensive weighting scheme.

6. Results

In Table 1 we show the performance of four different

document rankings with expanded query. The four runs

were characterized by the following parameters: title +

description, without variance; title + description +
narrative, without variance; title + de.scription +

narrative, with a^^f-; title + description + narrative,

with <y^norm-tf- Table 1 we also show the results of

document ranking with unexpanded query used as a

baseline. The results are reported using the standard

TREC performance evaluation measures.

Table 1 shows that the four rankings with expanded

query had better results than unexpanded query for

virtually all evaluation measures, including precision

for the first retrieved documents. Of the four expanded

runs, those using T+D+N fared consistently better than

the one with only T+D, with small, but not negligible,

differences. The introduction of variance in the method

employing the full topic description was beneficial,

especially as far as average precision was concerned. In

particular, we obtained the best average precision result

- i.e., 0.3106 - using a^j^Qi^.tf.

As mentioned before, we wanted to test the hypothesis

that when using a better baseline retrieval the shift from

unexpanded query to expanded query would increase the

relative performance improvement. While the

performance of ranking with unexpanded query in

TREC-8 was higher than double what it was in TREC-
7, the relative performance improvement after quay

expansion in TREC-8 was the same as TREC-7
(-1-14%). Thus, the relative performance improvement

due to expansion was not as high as expected. One

possible explanation for this is that when the initial

retrieval is really good, it can be hardly improved

further upon. The reported results were obtained by

averaging over the whole set of topics; a topic by topic

analysis might help better understand when and why the

relative performance variations are different The second

main goal of our experiments was to test the

effectiveness of the use of term variance in the

weighting scheme. Our results provide some evidence

that it may be a promising directions, but of course this

issue needs to be investigated more carefully.

It is also useful to compare the overall performance of

our system with that of the other official runs in the

Ad-hoc category.

Considering average precision as the measure for

performance comparison, our best runs for automatic al

hoc (fub99tt) and for automatic short ad hoc (fub99td)

were ranked as the eight and the fourth best system,

respectively. A query by query analysis revealed that we

achieved better than median performance for 37 topics

in automatic ad hoc and for 40 topics in automatic short
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ad hoc. In automatic ad hoc we obtained the best

performance results for two topics, in automatic short

ad hoc for five topics. Finally, it should be noted that

the documents retrieved by our best runs could not be

included in the document pool used to produce the topic

relevance file by the TREC's assessors. Thus, their

performance might have been better than acmally

reported.

Table 1. Comparative performance of ranking with and without query expansion

unexp. exp. exp. exp. exp.

T+D+N T+D T+D+N T+D+N, a^fj: T+D+N, a2norm-tf

Run tag fub99tcJ fub99a fub99tf fub99tt

Ret&Rel 2938 3298 3262 3281 3299

AV Prec 0.2718 0.3064 0.3068 0.3099 0.3106

1 1 Point Prec 0.2978 0.3229 0.3245 0.3281 0.3285

R-Prec 0.3168 0.3366 0.3364 0.3398 0.3354

Prec at 5 0.5960 0.5760 0.6080 0.6040 0.6160

Prec at 1

0

0.4920 0.5100 0.5300 0.5260 0.5300

7. Conclusion

Our experiments show that information-theoretic

query expansion may produce excellent results, both

on a relative and on an absolute scale. In addition,

they seem to imply that the relative performance

improvement due to query expansion does not grow

monotonically as the quality of the initial baseline

retrieval improves. Finally, they also suggest that it

may be useful to investigate the use of term variance

to refine the weighting schemes employed to weight

documents and queries.
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1. Summary
This report describes the adhoc experiments performed by the GE/Rutgers/SICS/SU/Conexor team in

the context of TREC-8. The research efforts went in four directions:

1. As in previous years, we performed a full linguistic analysis of the entire corpus, and used the re-

sults of the analysis to provide index terms on a higher level of abstraction than can be provided by

stems alone.

2. We made use of two different query expansion techniques, one automatic and one manual, both de-

veloped for TREC-8.

3. The various analysis models were combined using a stream model architecture, where each stream

represents an alternative text indexing method, and the stream's various overlapping knowledge was

merged using a new merging algorithm derived from first principles.

4. The entire text was analyzed for various stylistic items.

Due to the distributed approach, this years' research efforts partly canceled out each other. New ex-

periments in every step of the process did not result in an overwhelming overall result. We are able to

determine that the manual query expansion technique developed at General Electric performed very

well.

2. Background
The work reported here was part of the Natural Language Information Retrieval project (NLIR) (Perez-

Carballo, Strzalkowski, 1999; Strzalkowski et al., 1998 and 1997; Strzalkowski, 1995). One of the

thrusts of this project has been to demonstrate that robust NLP techniques can help to derive better rep-

resentation of text documents for indexing and search purposes than any simple word and string-based

methods commonly used in statistical full-text retrieval. This was based on the premise that linguistic

processing can uncover certain critical semantic aspects of document content, something that simple

word counting cannot do, thus leading to a more accurate representation. In earlier experiments we
demonstrated that NLP could be done efficiently on a very large scale, and that it could have a signifi-

cant impact on the performance of the IR systems we were using then. At the same time, it became clear
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that exploiting the full potential of linguistic processing is harder than originally anticipated. In par-

ticular, simple linguistically motivated indexing (LMI) techniques turned out to be no more effective

than well-executed statistical approaches , at least for English , while more advanced NLP techniques,

such as concept extraction, remained too expensive for large-scale applications (Sparck-Jones, 1999).

Given this state of affairs, we went on to investigate specific conditions under which LMI could be

more beneficial. For example, we have noticed that the amount of improvement in recall and precision

which we could attribute to NLP, appeared to be related to the type and length of the initial search re-

quest. Longer, more detailed topic statements responded well to LMI, while terse one-sentence search

directives showed little improvement. This is not particularly surprising considering that the shorter

queries either contain a handful of highly discriminating terms or are deliberately vague. We adopted

the topic expansion approach in which the original topic is expanded using passages selected from sam-

ple retrieved documents. The intent was to expand the initial search specifications in order to cover

their various angles, aspects and contexts. Based on the observations that NLP is more effective with

highly descriptive queries, we designed an expansion method in which passages from related, though

not necessarily relevant documents were imported into the user queries. This method produced a fairly

dramatic improvement in the performance of several different statistical search engines that we tested

boosting the average precision by anywhere from 40% to as much as 130%. Therefore, we concluded

that topic expansion appears to lead to a genuine, sustainable advance in IR effectiveness. Moreover,

we showed in TREC-7 that this process can be automated while maintaining at least some of perform-

ance gains. Thus far we have used only very simple linguistic tools (i.e., those suitable for high-volume

IR applications) to assist automatic expansion, but we see this area as ripe for more advanced process-

ing techniques, including entity and event extraction, co-reference and cross-reference techniques, etc.

3. Processing scheme
InQuery was used as the indexing and retrieval engine. This year, the linguistic processing of TREC
data, both text and queries, was performed in Helsinki using the newly developed Functional Depend-

ency Grammar (FDG) text processing toolkit. The processed text was sent via ftp to Rutgers and SICS

for indexing.

For some of the manual submissions, the topics were processed at General Electric using the interactive

Query Expansion Tool for manual query expansion; for the automatic submissions, queries were ex-

panded at Rutgers using a passage retrieval algorithm. The expanded topics were processed in Helsinki

to obtain matching search terms for the linguistic indices, and sent back to Rutgers for retrieval.

The results from the various processing and retrieval streams were merged to obtain a final rank order

using a merging algorithm developed for this years' TREC at Stockholm university and SICS.

4. Streams

The stream model (see Fig. 1) has been described in previous TREC papers and in (Perez-Carballo,

Strzalkowski, 1999). Each "stream" uses its own index which is created using a different indexing tech-

nique (some of them involving linguistic processing). The results obtained from all the streams are

combined using merging algorithms. In past TRECs we were able to obtain significant improvements in

performance over the baseline single word indexing stream. The experiments for TREC-8 did not yield

similar improvements. This year, in spite of improved analysis machinery, the linguistic streams per-

formed far less well than earlier years and we were not able to combine them usefully with the standard
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retrieval streams. There are several possible explanations, but the main reason appears to be the several

simultaneous changes in our approach. We changed the character of the streams, reworked the merging

algorithm, and as a result we have not been able to make use of previous years' experience in matching

query processing with text processing and combining results appropriately in time for this report. We
are continuing the experiments that we expect to publish elsewhere.

Figure 1. Stream Model organization

4.1 Linguistic Streams

Some of the linguistic streams we used were created using Helsinki's Functional Dependency Grammar

(FDG) which includes the EngCG-2 tagger and dependency syntax which links phrase heads to their

modifiers and verbs to their complements and adjuncts. FDG was applied to the whole corpus, with the

output passed to the stream extractor.

We tried to merge the results obtained from linguistic streams with the stems stream, as we have done

other years, but were unable to obtain good results (i.e. improve the performance of the stem stream).

Because of lack of disk space we could not use the same automatic expansion algorithm on the linguis-

tic streams so we cannot draw any conclusions yet about linguistic streams or the merging algorithms.

In one experiment we used the InQuery #phrase (see below) operator in order to add phrases from one

of the linguistic streams to the query generated using manually chosen summaries. This seemed to actu-

ally decrease the performance of that run.

In order to have a baseline to be used with the linguistic streams we added InQuery's #phrase operator

to words that appeared close to each other in the topics. No linguistic processing was used at all. This

was done automatically. Some of the "phrases" obtained did not seem to make any sense and no human
would have added them. Surprisingly, the queries that used that device performed better than the lin-
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guistic streams and in some cases better than the pure stems (some of our "official" runs, reported be-

low, use this technique). We are now performing further experiments and tests. More definitive results

and analysis will be presented in the final form of this paper.

InQuery's #phrase operator (quoting from the InQuery manual):

Phrase Operator: #phrase(Tl ... Tn)

Terms within this operator are evaluated to determine if they occur
together frequently in the collection. If they do, the operator is
treated as an ordered distance operator of 3 (#od3). If the argioments
are not found to co-occur in the database, the phrase operator is
turned into a SUM operator. In ambiguous cases the phrase becomes the
MAX of the SUM and the 0D3 operators

.

5. Merging the streams

In previous years, the merging algorithm for TREC was tuned through trial and error, and we always

managed to find relative weighting that improved the score. This process is of course unsatisfactory and

we tried to capture some dependencies that would help to automatically estimate the merging function.

For the past two TRECs we added a rank dependent non-linear weighting scheme in which a docu-

ment's final rank in the merged ranked list is a function of average precision of component streams, as

well as of the rank of the document rank in the various streams. This change had a positive effect on

merging precision, but it still required supervised training in order to optimize the parameters.

This year, we decided to use a more principled approach. We performed a set of merging experiments

using some streams that we judged the most promising based on early experiments. For lack of time and

processing space, and trivial file transfer problems, we restricted the experiments to the following four

streams, postponing the inclusion of much of the linguistic and stylistic experiments made during the

course of the project:

1. run.7.proc.PH.t3dlnl.35: automatic expansion, proximity phrases, words from title are repeated 3

times, runs on stem stream.

2. run.7.ph.t3dlnl.35: before expansion the terms from the ph stream are added to the topics using the

#phrase operator in case it is a phrase, automatic expansion, words from title are repeated 3 times,

runs on stem stream.

3. run.7.proc.P.t3dlnl.35: automatic expansion, words from title are repeated 3 times, runs on stem

stream.

4. run.7.thr.t3dlnl: words from title are repeated 3 times, runs on the thr stream.

Training several different classifiers and combining the predictions of these into a single prediction is a

common method for creating an accurate classifier from a set of training data (Breiman, 1996; Drucker,

et al, 1994; Wolpert, 1992). A number of researchers have demonstrated that such combined classifiers

in general are more accurate than any of the constituent classifiers (Dietterich, 1997; Breiman, 1996;

Merz, 1999; Quinlan, 1996; Wolpert, 1992; Zhang, Mesirov & Waltz, 1992). Bartell, Cottrell and

Belew (1994) have shown similar results in the document retrieval domain: using different retrieval al-

gorithms and then combining them may significantly improve retrieval performance.

The streams in our model capture different aspects of the documents' content. When merging the

streams, the aim is to produce a final result that is more accurate, i.e., has a higher average precision.
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than the output of any of the individual streams. The final result should therefore be a richer set of

documents. Obtaining this result is, however, not trivial.

As detailed above we compose a mixture of different indexing approaches, term extracting, weighting

strategies, and different search engines we use into indexing streams. Each stream represents an alter-

native text indexing method; some require complex linguistic processing, while others are based on

simple quantitative techniques. The results obtained from the different streams are lists of documents

ranked in order of relevance: the higher the rank of a retrieved document, the more relevant it is pre-

sumed to be (in comparison to the other retrieved documents). The ordering is based on the relevance

score - a figure produced by the stream, reflecting the document's accuracy as judged by the system. The

streams perform in parallel and the results from the different streams should be merged to produce one

final result. As the streams capture different aspects of the documents' content, the final result should be

a richer set of documents. The aim of the merging is to produce a final result that is more accurate than

the output of any of the individual classifiers. Obtaining such a result is, however, not trivial.

A merging algorithm called SEQUEL (Asker & Maclin, 1997) was implemented for the task. The ra-

tionale behind SEQUEL is to find the most confident classifier down to a certain threshold. It requires

that the lists are sorted by - in this case - relevance score. The confidence is calculated by finding the

classifier with the highest proportion correct classifications (i.e., relevant documents) at the top, down

to the first non-relevant one. The threshold will be the lowest relevance score within this interval. The

items covered by the span are removed from all classifiers. At a certain value the best performing clas-

sifier is considered the default classifier, i.e., it is used as the single classifier.

The algorithm was trained on 40 out of 50 queries - setting aside 10 queries for testing - from the

TREC-7 materials, using the TREC-7 data and relevance judgments. All non-judged documents were

removed, leaving only the judged documents for consideration. Two different implementations of the

algorithm were made: one where all queries were sorted by the judgment of the system; and one where

the program examined the confidence for each query at the time, taking the average as the result.

Although the algorithm performed well, the combined classifier did not beat the best individual classi-

fier. This could possibly be because of the algorithm not being very "forgiving": immediately upon

finding an irrelevant document the stream is discarded. SEQUEL also tended to work with "chunks" of

documents, covering too many at the time. This could be due to the fact that the relevance scores given

by the retrieval systems range over a quite limited span. (An implementation that normalized the rank-

ing scores to fall between 1 and 0 was also made, but the improvement was not significant.)

The algorithm tended to favor the best performing classifier (it being the most confident stream) and

discard the additional information that the weaker streams may contribute with. Neither does the

method take a possible overlap of retrieved documents in different streams into account. The algorithm

was implemented to consider the top 1000 for each question and classifier. This means that for the ma-

jority of the documents, we only had judgments from one or two streams. It would be more appealing to

apply a method where every document could take advantage of the fact that we use several different re-

trieval methods.

6. Automatic expansion algorithm description.

Using the automatic expansion algorithm described in this section we obtained a 37% improvement of

average precision over a baseline where no expansion was used.
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6.1 Algorithm:

1. The topics sent by NIST were processed to eliminate some words and phrases such as: "a relevant

document".

2. The title text was repeated 3 times, the description 2 times. Our intent was to give different weights

to the different fields.

3. Processed topics were submitted to InQuery in order to retrieve the top 20 documents.

4. For each one of the D documents with highest document score larger than threshold T, extract all

passages of size larger than S. Let the passage score be the sum of all unique occurrences of a query

term (either word of phrase) in that passage.

5. Choose the P passages with highest passage score and add them to the original query. Notice that

given two passages A and B, the score of B may be higher than A (and thus B may be chosen over

A) even though A may belong to a document that has a higher score than B's document.

The values used for the parameters described above were: D = 5; T = .432; S = 50; P = 12

7. Ad-Hoc submissions

We submitted 4 runs for the ad-hoc track.

query id Relevant

documents

retrieved out

of 4728

Average

precision

Precision at

10 docu-

ments

R-Precision . query description

1. 8manexT3DlN0 0.3325 0.3346 0.6520 0.3671 manually-assisted

(judged) topic expansion us-'

ing only title and de-

scription fields.

2. GE8ATDN1 0.3138 0.2623 0.5020 0.2984 automatic topic ex-

(judged) pansion using title

description and nar-

rative fields. Prox-

imity phrases only.

3. GE8ATDN2 (not 0.3068 0.2580 0.5498 0.2993 automatic topic ex-

judged) pansion using title

description and nar-

rative fields. No
phrases used.

4. GE8ATD3 (not 0.3022 0.2618 0.5658 0.2959 automatic topic ex-

judged) pansion using only

title and description

fields. Proximity

phrases plus original

text.

Below are short descriptions of our official ad-hoc runs (shown in the table above). All official runs

submitted were produced using only the stem stream as opposed to being the result of merging evidence

from different streams.

-I
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7.1 Summarization-based manually-assisted topic expansion run (8manexT3DlN0)

Manually-assisted topic expansion using only title and description fields. The methods used to obtain

this run where the same as the ones we used in TREC-7. Summaries used in expansion were derived

from top-ranked documents retrieved by SMART using the initial topics (title+description only). The

key characteristics of this run is the 10 minute time Hmit imposed on topic expansion. All expansion

has been performed via the Query Expansion Tool interface (QET) which allows the user to view only

the summaries of top retrieved documents, and select or deselect them for topic expansion. By default,

summaries of all top 30 documents were used for expansion unless the user manually deselected some

(this was precisely the only form of manual intervention allowed. ) We observed that for many queries 2

interactions were possible within the 10 minute interval. The first interaction (submit original query,

wait for result, get 30 summaries, review & deselect summaries, and commit the selections) would take

typically 4-6 minutes. In the second interactions, only the new documents retrieved in top 30 ranks (if

any) were considered, therefore usually 3-4 minutes were sufficient. The target of expansion was to get

between 5 and 10 "relevant" summaries within the allotted time. If this was achieved within the first

interaction, no further search was performed. Otherwise, the second interaction was attempted if at least

3 minutes remained. This 6-4 split was determined in dry-run trials with TREC-6 queries. The topic ex-

pansion interaction proceeds as follows:

1. The initial natural language topic statement is submitted to a standard retrieval engine via a Query

Expansion Tool (QET) interface. The statement is converted into an internal search query and run

against the database.

2. The system returns topic-related summaries of top N (=30) documents that match the search query.

3. The user reviews the summaries (approx. 5-15 seconds per summary) and de-selects these that are

not relevant. For TREC-8 evaluations (like for TREC-7), we set a time limit of 10 minutes per

query (clock time).

4. All remaining summaries are automatically attached to the original search topic.

5. bThe expanded topic is passed through a series of natural language indexing steps and then submit-

ted for the final retrieval.

7.2 Automatic topic expansion run (GE8ATDN1)

This run uses title description and narrative fields. Proximity phrases only: the query text is replaced by

the output of an algorithm that linked words which appeared in the same sentence at less than 3 words

of each other using the #phrase operator. This run was intended as a baseline but became an official run

when we were unable to beat its performance.

7.3 Automatic topic expansion run (GE8ATDN2)

This run uses title description and narrative fields, like GE8ATDN1, but no phrases are used.

7.4 Automatic topic expansion run (GE8ATD3)

This run, again, uses only title and description fields. It uses "proximity phrases" formed out of words

occurring together.

8. Continuing work
We are currently performing a set of new experiments that takes into account the rankings obtained

from every stream. All documents that have been ranked among the first 1000 documents by at least
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one stream out of N streams constitute a "document pool" of at least 1000 documents and not more than

N*1000 documents. We let every stream score all documents in this pool. As a first experiment, we will

implement a simple linear combination of the judgments from the four streams. A weighted sum of all

the scores from each of the streams will get us the total score that includes the knowledge of all streams

in question. As mentioned before, the span for the ranking scores is not that large, and therefore even a

very small score can alter the ordering of the documents. For these tests we will retain the non-judged

documents.

There is a possibility that some documents could get a better total score by having been given four low

scores (too low to be among the best 1000 documents for any stream) than one with a high score on one

and no rating on the other streams. However, if none of our streams ranks a document among the top

1000 we will discard it. If the experiments with simple linear combinations turn out satisfactory - i.e.

better than the non-adapted learning algorithms - we will continue with more sophisticated methods, by

for example weighting the different streams.

The main point with more "forgiving" classifiers, is to not discard a stream immediately upon finding

an irrelevant document: document relevance is a debatable issue in itself, and cannot easily be com-

pared to other classification tasks where the errors are of a more clear-cut nature.

8.1 Further experiments

This paper is just a preliminary report. Before we present a final version for the TREC-8 proceedings

we must complete at least the following experiments:

» Create indexes for all linguistic streams that allow for query expansion using the same algorithm

used for the stem stream. Try merging algorithms again but with runs obtained using query expan-

sion.

• Merge: stem run (without expansion) with some (or each of the) linguistic stream(s) (without ex-

pansion). Can we get any improvement from merging? If yes, then expansion is drowning the im-

provement obtained by linguistic streams.

• Compare performance of automatic expansion using passages and automatic expansion using sum-

maries.

• Compare the performance of runs obtained using LMI vs. runs obtained linguistic processing on the

queries only.

9. Conclusions

Preliminary results seem to suggest it would be possible to get as good a performance by processing the

query (including expansion) and using an ER. system with an expressive query language such as InQuery

as what we get creating indexes using sophisticated and very expensive linguistic techniques. We
should explore the possibilities of using a much more sophisticated linguistic analysis of the queries but

less on the index. -
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1 Introduction

The Natural Language Systems group at IBM participated in three tracks at

TREC-8: ad hoc, SDR and cross-language. Our SDR and ad hoc participation

included experiments involving query expansion and clustering-induced docu-

ment reranking. Our CLIR participation involved both the French and English

queries and included experiments with the merging strategy.

2 Ad Hoc Track

In the TREC-8 ad hoc experiments we used a two-pass approach, in which the

top documents, as ranked by the Okapi formula [1], were used to construct

expanded queries, which were then used to compute the final scores. We also

experimented with applying a clustering algorithm to obtain a more reliable list

of passages for query expansion.

The data pre-processing agorithm was similar to the one we used in our

previous TREC participations [2], [3]. It consisted of a decision tree based

tokenizer, part-of-speech tagger [4] and a morphological analyzer. Filler query

prefixes were removed using a database of such prefixes from previous TREC
query sets. Morphed document and query unigrams and bigrams were collected

using a vocabulary of 540459 words and a stop list of 514 words.

We applied the Okapi formula [1] in the first pass scoring the as described

in [3]. First pass results are summarized in Table 1, line 1. Based on the first

pass passage ranking, we constructed expanded queries using an LCA technique

[5], modified as described in [3]. Both the documents and passages were scored

with respect to the expanded queries using the Okapi formula. The final (pass

2) score of a document was computed as a combination of the document's score
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title description title + description

AveP P20 AveP P20 AveP P20

passl 0.2480 0.4010 0.2241 0.3760 0.2613 0.4270

pass2 0.2784 0.4090 0.2531 0.3950 0.3005 0.4500

Table 1: Ad hoc retrieval results, automatic.

passage document

AveP P20 AveP P20

baseline TREC-7 0.2032 0.3490 0.2140 0.3820

clustering TREC-7 0.2091 0.3630 0.2154 0.3920

baseline TREC-8 0.2480 0.3980 0.2481 0.3970

clustering TREC-8 0.2507 0.3910 0.2491 0.3950

Table 2: The effect of document clustering on selecting passages for query ex-

pansion, description query fields.

and the score of its highest ranking passage. Second pass results are shown in

Table 1, line 2.

We also experimented with a clustering algorithm used to augment the list

of passages used for query expansion, attempting to reduce the influence of the

passages that rank high in the first pass scoring, but have little in common with

the rest of the high ranking passages. In this experiment, we clustered the list of

top 1000 passages from the first pass using a technique described in [7] and [8].

The clustering algorithm operates by reading a sequence of documents, in our

case a list of passages sorted by their scores in decreasing order, and making
a decision for each document either to add it to one of the existing clusters

(with or without updating the cluster's profile), or to start a new cluster. After

clustering the top 1000 passages, we constructed the lists of passages to be

used for query expansion by selecting first the passages in the cluster created

as the first and continuing by adding passages from the clusters created later,

until we reached the limit of 100 pasages. Table 2 summarizes the results of

the clustering experiments for both document- and passage- based second pass

scoring. We used the clustering technique for our query description field based

run only.

3 Spoken Document Retrieval Track

Our participation in the SDR track consisted of the reference (Rl) and baseline

(Bl) runs. The text pre-processing and scoring techniques in our SDR experi-

ments were based on those applied in our ad hoc entry and described in section

2. Bigram counts were collected for non-stop word pairs including pairs sep-

arated by a stop word. The number of top scoring documents used for query
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reference (Rl) baseline (Bl)

AveP P20 AveP P20

passl 0.4154 0.3940 0.3690 0.3660

pass2 0.4894 0.4530 0.4669 0.4470

Table 3: Spoken document retrieval results.

expansion was reduced to 60 to adjust for smaller size of the database.

We also tried applying a translation model to reduce the impact of speech

recognition errors on the performance of the information retrieval system. In

this view, there are two languages: the corpus of automatically transcribed data

is considered to be one language of a parallel corpus, and a separately available

corpus of manual transcriptions (of the same broadcast stories) is considered

to be a separate language in a parallel corpus. Then retrieval of automatic

transcriptions of broadcast news is considered to be a problem in cross-language

information retrieval, since the queries (being free of speech recognition errors)

more closely resemble the manual transcriptions. We then trained a statistical

machine translation model of the type described in [9] to translate the documents

from the language of automatically transcribed data into the language of hand-

transcribed data. The test corpus was processed with this translation model,

correcting some of the recognition errors and establishing cleaner text features

to be used by the information retrieval system.

The training data was extracted from the January '98 part of the TDT2 cor-

pus [7], which predates the SDR corpus. For the purpose of building the trans-

lation model, the output of the BBN speech recognizer served as the source lan-

guage, close-captioning/manual transcripts being used as the target language.

We aligned the source and target data sets at the level of sentences to form a

parallel corpus. The translation model was trained on morphed representation

of the corpus. We emphasize that manual transcriptions were used only in the

training, not in the decoding phase.

Having trained the translation model, we applied it to translate the data

produced by the BBN recognizer. Both the original and translated databases

were indexed and scored separately with respect to the evaluation queries. We
computed the final document scores as a linear combination of the scores of

original and translated versions of the individual documents. Fig. 1 contains

the average precision values for various relative weight combinations, showing a

minor improvement achieved by incorporatmg a translation model m the system.

The results of our SDR runs based on topics 74 to 123 are summarized in Table

3.
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Figure 1: Combining the results based on ASR and translated data

4 Cross-language Track

4.1 Introduction

IBM's participation in the cross-language track at TREC-7 involved experiments

with all four document languages : English, French, German, and Italian, and

two of the query languages. Two experiments [ibmclSea and ibmclSec) were

submitted based on the English queries, and two experiments (ibmclSfa and

ibmclSfc) were based on the French queries. Our system is a composite system:

we do initial retrievals for each language pair of interest, and then we merge the

appropriate runs. The two experiments for each query language differed only in

the merging strategy, not in the initial retrievals. The techniques studied here

would also have been applicable to other query languages. All four runs used

the long form of the queries. ("Long" queries used all three fields, <Title>,

<Description>, and <Narrative>.) All query processing was fully automatic.

We varied our strategy somewhat between the French and English query ex-

periments. An important theme of our experiments has been that the widely

varying availability and quality of bilingual resources (parallel and comparable

corpora) requires that IR systems vary their strategy between language pairs

accordingly. A second unifying theme of these experiments is the extensive

use of statistical methods, reflecting the long history of statistical approaches

to machine translation in our group. [6] In fact, all bilingual dictionaries and

translation models used in these runs were learned automatically from corpora.
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5 System Description

IBM's multilingual retrieval system is a composite system: a ranked list of

potentially relevant documents is retrieved separately in each document lan-

guage, and then these lists are merged. Because of the available bilingual re-

soures, the retrieval engines associated with each language pair vary somewhat

between langauge pairs. The EqFd is a hybrid query-translation document

translation retrieval system, as described in [10], using the statistical machine

translation algorithm described in [9]. Both the English=> French query trans-

lation and the French=> English document translation were trained from a par-

allel corpus (the Canadian Hansards.) The FqEd retrieval system is identical,

except for the interchange of French and Enghsh. The FqGd system is also

a hybrid query-translation document-translation IR systems, but the under-

lying French=>German and German^French statistical translation models are

trained from a comparable corpus (the SDA newswire itself), not a parallel cor-

pus. The alignment of the comparable corpus was described in [3]. The Fqld
system is identical. The EqGd system is implemented using French as pivot

language: we use the EqFd system to retrieve French documents, automatically

constructed a French query from these documents, and then use the FqGd to

retrieve German documents based on the artificial French query, as described

in [3].

6 Results by Language Pairs

Because the IBM multilingual retrieval system is a composite system, it is im-

portant to observe individual aspects of our system's performance separately

prior to merging. The most important aspects are the performance on the eight

language pairs (systems for both French and English queries were submitted.)

Results by query language and document language are shown in Tables 5. We
also contrast the performance of the English query and French query systems

on individual queries in the scatterplot in Fig. 2. Finally, we also contrast

our systems performance on two subsets of the queries, which will have impor-

tant consequences in the final merging. In analyzing the results of TREC-7, we

noted that a significant fraction of the queries concern local European events,

and these events are under-reported in the AP newswire. Furthermore, these

queries can be automatically recognized, with reasonable reliability, by whether

they specifically mention the name of a European country. This effect is shown

in table 4 in which we denote the set of queries mentioning a European country

E and the remainder of the queries nE. The same queries were identified as a

mentioning a European country in both the English-query and French-query ex-

periments, although this need not have been the case if the human translations

of the provided queries had been looser. We suspect that this effect also cor-

relates with the country in which the query was originally constructed, but we
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document language \E\ \nE\ \total\

English 140 (14.6%) 816 956

French 192 (33.2%) 386 578

German 327 (45.6%) 390 717

Italian 51 (30.0%) 119 170

Table 4: Number of relevant documents by document language and query subset

document language AveP (Fr) P20 AveP (Eng.) P20

English 0.2952 0.3357 0.3049 0.3375

French 0.4706 0.3857 0.4186 0.3804

German 0.3142 0.3268 0.2559 0.2839

Italian 0.2788 0.1357 0.2221 0.1357

Table 5: Results by language pair

have not attempted to guess which queries were constructed in which countries.

7 Importance of Merging

Our merging strategy is to estimate the probability of relevance p of each doc-

ument as a function p{R,ld,<l) of the rank R that the document is retrieved

by the systems for document language 1^, and also to allow this probability to

depend upon features of the query q. The merging strategy as we formulate it

here applies only to the merging of disjoint sets of documents. We have observed

that the average precision at given rank R of information retrieval system is an

approximately linear function of log[R) and we can use this linearity to form a

two-parameter estimate of p for that system and set of queries [3] . We have a

different estimate of p for each language pair. We also have a separate estimate

for the query subsets E and nE (queries mentioning a European countries, and

those that do not, respectively) and we find that this results in a slight im-

provement in performance over the single estimate for all queries. This strategy

makes only the shallowest use of information about the query and the docu-

ments and it retrieves: other information, such as the IR engine's score of the

document with respect to the query has not proven beneficial. Since the average

precisions for this year's queries are significantly lower than last year's, we can

test the sensitivity of the overall average precision to the parameterization of

the merging strategy by tuning our merging strategy to this year's queries. We
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query language submission merging AveP
French ibmclSfa p{R,h,q) 0.2613

French ibmclSfc p{R,ld) 0.2600

English ibmclSea p{RJd,q) 0.2559

Enghsh ibmclSec p{R,ld) 0.2515

Table 6: Results by merging strategy

0.2 0.4 0.6

Average Precision (English queries)

0.8

Figure 2: Scatterplot of average precision on English queries vs. French queries

find an approximate 10% improvement (average precision = 0.2803 on French

queries.) These results are shown in Table 7.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the technique of Predictive Annota-

tion, a methodology for indexing texts for retrieval aimed

at answering fact-seeking questions. The essence of the

approach can be stated simply: index the answers. This is

done by establishing about 20 classes of objects that can

be identified in text by shallow parsing, and by annotating

and indexing the text with these labels, which we call QA-
Tokens. Given a question, its class is identified and the

question is modified accordingly to include the appropri-

ate token(s). The search engine is modified to rank and

return short passages of text rather than documents. The

QA-Tokens are used in later stages of analysis to extract

the supposed answers from these returned passages. Fi-

nally, all potential answers are ranked using a novel for-

mula, which determines which ones among them are most

likely to be correct.

1. INTRODUCTION
For question-answering, system designers have the choice

of using technology from Information Retrieval or Natural

Language Processing, or some combination thereof

[1,3,4].

Information Retrieval systems employing traditional

search engines are efficient but suffer from the fact that

they generally return documents rather than answer pas-

sages, let alone precise answers, and that the documents

that are returned are ranked based on frequency of occur-

rence of query terms rather than any correspondence with

what the query is seeking. Natural Language Processing

systems can to a greater or lesser extent overcome the

problem of semantic matching, but are inherently expen-

sive; this can make processing a database the size of that

in the TREC8 exercise inherently intractable.

Our approach attempts a middle ground. Our group's

principal experience has been with traditional IR systems.

but also with building text-analysis systems such as TEX-
TRACT [6,7].

We decided to build a modified search engine that works

in conjunction with shallow NLP of the text. We call our

technology Predictive Annotation since we identify and

annotate in the text generalizations of the base terms;

these annotations are designed to correspond to the termi-

nology used in questions.

Our approach is based on the following five observations

of questions seeking facts (as opposed to How and Why
questions that seek procedural answers) and the texts that

typically contain them.

(1) In documents that contain the answers, the query terms

that occur there tend to occur in close proximity to each

other. They will typically occur within passages of 2-3

sentences - often within one sentence. It is only the single

occurrence of a query term in this passage that seems to

count; other occurrences elsewhere are more-or-less ir-

relevant.

(2) The answers to fact-seeking questions are usually

phrases: noun phrases ("President Clinton"), prepositional

phrases ("in the mountains") and adverbial phrases ("to-

day").

(3) These phrases can be typed by a set of a dozen or so

labels (such as PERSONS, PLACES, MONEYS,
LENGTHS,...).

(4) These categories correspond to question words

("Who", "Where", "How much", "How long", ...).

(5) The phrases can be identified in text by simple pattern-

matching techniques.

In this paper, we describe the different stages that our

system goes through to select answers and we present our

results on the official TREC evaluation [1].
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2. SYSTEM OPERATION OVERVIEW
It will be clear by now that phrases play a promnent role

in our system. It is no coincidence that, for the most part,

phrases can be detected in text with a relatively simple

pattern-matching algorithm, certainly a requirement that

falls far short of full natural-language understanding.

The implementation of the solution is expressed in modi-

fications to three of the components of a traditional seaich

engine solution, namely query-analysis, text parsing and

indexing, and scoring.

(1) The user queries are pre-processed with question-

words replaced by an invented set of labels we call QA-
Tokens.

(2) The text to be indexed is analysed for phrases of cer-

tain types. The QA-Tokens corresponding to these types

are indexed in addition to the base terms.

(3) The matching process scores short sequences of sen-

tences rather than documents, with weighting much
coarser than the traditional tf*idf or its variants.

Documents
Textract/

Reaporator

Query
Query

Search
Analysis

GunjQA

Answar

Hil-List

Document

Hit-Lisl

Answer Selection

Figure 1: System Architecture

3. QUERY PROCESSING
The query analysis is enhanced by developing a set of

question-templates that are matched against the user's

query, with substitution of certain query terms with our

special QA-Tokens that correspond to the phrase labels

mentioned above. So for example, the pattern "where..."

causes the word "where" to be replaced with PLACES.
The pattern "how much does ... cost" causes those terms

to be replaced with MONEYS. The pattern "how old ..."

causes a replacement with AGES. The base set of such

labels is: PLACES, PERSONS, ROLES, NAMES, OR-
GANIZATIONS, DURATIONS, AGES, DATES, TIMES,
VOLUMES, AREAS, LENGTHS, WEIGHTS, NUM-
BERS, METHODS, MOSTS, RATES and MONEYS.
More specific versions of these, such as STATES,
COUNTRYS, CITYS, YEARS can be used as long as the

phrase analyser (discussed below) can recognize such

quantities. The use of QA-Tokens to represent potential

matching quantities in text is similar to, but much more

general than the noun-phrase matching of Kupiec[5].

In some patterns, the entire set of matching terms is re-

moved, as when "How much does <any text> cost" gets

transformed to "MONEYS <any text>". In some other

patterns, though, one or more of the matching terms is

retained, as when "What is the population of <any text>"

gets transformed to "NUMBERS population <any text>".

The set of these patterns currently numbers around 180.

The QA-Token set currently numbers around 20. The

QA-Tokens are listed in Figure 2, along with the question-

words they can correspond to (this mapping is close to,

but not exactly, one-to-one) and sample patterns in text

they are aiming to discover.

OA-Tnkpn OiiPctiAn t^np

PLACES Where In the Rocky

iVX\_IIJ.l 1 tell 1 lo

rOIINTRY$ WhereAVhat

country dom

STATES WhereAVhat state Massachusetts

PERSONS Who Albert Einstein

ROLES Who Doctor

NAMES WhoAVhatAVhich The Shake-

speare Festival

ORGS WhoAVhat The US Post

Office

DURATIONS How long For 5 centuries

AGES How old 30 years old

YEARS WhenAVhat year 1999

TIMES When In the afternoon

DATES WhenAVhat date July4"', 1776

VOLUMES How big 3 gallons

AREAS How big 4 square inches

LENGTHS How
big/long/high

3 miles

WEIGHTS How big/heavy 25 tons

NUMBERS How many 1,234.5

METHODS How By rubbing

RATES How much 50 per cent

MONEYS How much 4 million dol-

lars

Figure 2: QA-tokens

A synonym operator @SYN() is used to deal with cases

where a question could be validly matched against more

than one type of phrase. Thus a "who" question could
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match a proper name, a profession or an organization, so

will generate @SYN(PERSON$, ROLE$, ORG$,
NAMES) in the modified query.

The document collection is analyzed by TEXTRACT[6,7]

prior to indexing; one of the outputs of this process is a

dictionary containing the collection vocabulary. This is

used in query processing to discover proper names in the

query and optionally to convert names and terms to their

canonical forms. A subsystem of TEXTRACT is used to

convert common words to their lemma forms, and identify

stop-words for removal (which happens AFTER the pat-

tern-matching described above).

We do not weight terms in the index in the traditional IR

fashion; instead we weight selected query terms, and spec-

ify this in the query syntax by means of a weight operator

@WEIGHT(). We use a very coarse granularity of

weighting. We choose a base weight of 100 for common
words.

Proper names and other multi-word terms in the query are

rarer than individual words and so their presence in an-

swer sentences gives more confidence that the sentence is

correct than the presence of single terms from the query,

all other things being equal, so should be weighted higher.

We use a weight of 200 for such items.

Now, any proposed answer text is no answer if it doesn't

contain a type-compatible match to a special query-token

in the query, so special query tokens should be weighted

higher than any other words in the query. We use a

weight of 400 for the QA-Tokens.

Some of the alternatives in the @SYN-groups may be

more desirable than others. For example, "when" might

generate @SYN(DATE$, TIMES), where DATES
matches specific dates (e.g. "July 4th, 1776") but TIMES
matches more general expressions ("in the afternoon"); a

DATES match is therefore usually more desirable than a

TIMES match so might be weighted more. We currently

don't differentially weight within a @SYN-group. How-

ever, we do order the elements in a @SYN-group in de-

creasing order of desirability; this order is considered in

the final answer-selection phase when the passages re-

turned from our search engine contain multiple contenders

for "the answer".

We take into account the density of the matching words in

a scored passage. Intuitively, since the query words all

occur together in a short sentence (the query), so the

closer together they occur in a text passage, all other

things being equal, the more likely the text reflects the

semantics of the query. Hence we calculate a density

component to the passage's score in the range 0 to 99 (the

latter representing the case of all matching terms being

adjacent). This is added to weighted score of appearing

query terms.

Finally, the query can be augmented by the @WIN opera-

tor through which we specify the target window size and

whether matching in this window is to be exclusive or not.

The window size is an integer representing the size in sen-

tences of a moving window of text within which matching

is attempted. We extended this approach to that of using a

dynamic window, which uses the stated window size as an

upper bound, but prefers sub-windows if they happen to

contain the same matches as the larger window. This

approach seems to overcome the need to apply iterative

narrowing and broadening operations to the query as done

by Kupiec[5].

The issue of exclusivity represents the desire to avoid

having a QA-Token match a word in the text that is al-

ready matched with another query term. Thus if the query

is "Whom did President Clinton meet" and the text states

that "President Clinton met Tony Blair ...", we don't want

the PERSONS token in the query to match with the PER-

SONS attached to President Clinton but rather the one

attached to Tony Blair.

4. INDEXING
Our extensions to indexing are somewhat similar to the

Predictive Indexing of [4], which adds to the index related

terms discovered via WordNet[9]. Both techniques are

aimed at increasing recall. Their approach does this by

adding related terms to the index, 'in case' the user

phrases questions with that particular. Instead, we anno-

tate with the QA-Token that stands for the conceptual

category of the index term, and is generated by our query-

analysis process.

The indexer runs its own pattern template matcher against

the text in the documents to be indexed. For each of the

phrase types, a set of patterns needs to be developed. For

example, the following are some of the TIMES phrases:

in the afternoon

in the morning

in :CARDINAL hours

(where :CARDINAL is a cardinal number), and so on.

Clearly to avoid a huge list (consider that instead of

"hours" in the last example, almost any word indicating a

period of time could be substituted), a mechanism for

concisely expressing such variants and for efficient

performance of the matching is desirable. We built such a

system, which we call Resporator, as another annotator for

TEXTRACT.

Whenever the indexer succeeds in matching a phrase pat-

tern template in text, the corresponding QA-Token (such

as TIMES or PLACES) is generated and indexed at that

point in the document, along with the individual terms that

comprised the phrase. We call this process of adding ex-
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tra indexing terms annotation. All original terms in the

document are indexed in the usual way too.

5. SEARCHING
The search engine operates essentially by the usual bag-

of-words matching technique, but is subtly affected by the

presence of the QA-Tokens. Thus the query: "When did

the Challenger explode" gets translated on query analysis

to the bag { @SYN(DATE$, TIMES) Challenger explode}

which matches best against locations in the index that con-

tain (exactly or variants of) the word Challenger, the word

explode and either a DATES or a TIMES token, meaning

some phrasal expression of a time or date.

The QA-Tokens are matched after the other query terms

in order to be able to enforce exclusivity. It is not re-

quired, though, that there be any QA-Token in the query

at all; this is the situation which occurs when the query

doesn't match any of our Query Patterns. The search en-

gine operates in such cases just as it would if there were

QA-Tokens, except that exclusivity is not an issue.

The final mentioned improvement is to the scoring algo-

rithm. Search engines usually score documents based on

how many of the query terms they contain and how often,

combining contribution weights computed for each term

based on document and collection-based statistics. It is

our observation that when a document successfully an-

swers a question, all of the components of the question are

to be found together, usually within a passage of a sen-

tence or two. The number of other occurrences of query

terms elsewhere in the document does not seem to be a

useful indicator of the passage's worth.

Thus we modif>' the scoring algorithm to score sentences

(or short sequences of them) rather than documents. Due

to the more severe filtering constraints imposed by this

(i.e. that all, or most, query terms must occur in such a

passage, rather than the document as a whole), then a less

complicated scoring function, namely the weighting

scheme described earlier, has been found to suffice.

6. ANSWER SELECTION
The earlier sections of this paper described how we re-

trieve relevant passages that may contain the correct an-

swer to a query. The top 10 passages returned by the

search engine at this stage consists of a large number (of-

ten more than 30 or 40) potential answers. The following

three sections describe how we determine which ones

among these answers are more likely.

6.1 Answer ranking
The TREC8 QA-Track requires participants to return se-

quences of text, which we call here spans, of length either

50 or 250 bytes. This part of the paper describes two sys-

tems, AnSel and Werlect, which are used independently of

each other to extract these spans from the passages re-

turned by GuruQA, and rank them. AnSel and Werlect

use different approaches, which we describe, evaluate and

compare and contrast. The output of either system con-

sists of five text extracts per question that contain the like-

liest answers to the questions.

GuruQA is first used to find the passages that are considered

to be most relevant to the question and labels them with

QA-tokens as shown below.

6.2 Sample Input to AnSelAVerlect
The role of answer selection is to decide which among the

spans extracted by GuruQA are most likely to contain the

precise answer to the questions. Figure 3 contains an ex-

ample of the data structure passed from GuruQA to our

answer selection modules. The example is taken from the

official TREC evaluation questions.

Figure 3: Input sent from GuruQA to AnSel

The input consists of four items:

a query (e.g., "Who is the author of the book "The

Iron Lady: A Biography of Margaret Thatcher"?),

a list of passages (one is shown above; it is sur-

rounded with <TEXT> and </TEXT>),

<p><NUMBER>l</NUMBER></p>

<p><QtJERY>Who is the author of the book, "The
Iron Lady: A Biography of Margaret
Thatcher" 7 < /QOERYx /p>

<p><PROCESSED_QUERY>@excwin ( *dynainic*
@weight(200 *Iron_Lady) ©weight (200 Biogra-
phy_of_Margaret_Thatcher) ©weight (200 Marga-
ret) ©weight (100 author) ©weight (ICQ book)
©weight (100 iron) ©weight (100 lady)
©weight (100 :) ©weight (100 biography)
©weight (100 thatcher) ©weight (400 @syn(PERSON$
NAME$)) )</PROCESSED_QUERY></p>

<p><DOC>LA090290-0118</DOC></p>

<p><SCORE>1020 . 8114</SCORE></p>

<TEXT><p>THE IRON LADY; A <span
class="NAME">Biography of Margaret
Thatcher</span> by <span class= " PERSON" >Hugo
Young</span> ( <span class=''ORG">Farrar ,

Straus & Giroux</span> ) The central riddle
revealed here is why, as a woman in a man's
world, <span class= " PERSON" >Margaret
Thatcher</span> evinces such an exclusionary
attitude toward women. </p></TEXT>
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a list of annotated text spans within the passages, an-

notated with span types (QA-tokens), and

the highest-ranked spans in the list of potential answers.

Examples are given later m the paper.

the list of potential span types (or SYN-group) for the

type of question recognized by Resporator (e.g.,

"PERSONS NAMES" in the example above).

In Figure 3, we only showed the first passage retrieved by

GuruQA. It contains five spans, of which three ("Biogra-

phy of Margaret Thatcher", "Hugo Young", and "Marga-

ret Thatcher") are of types included in the SYN-group for

the question (PERSON NAME). The total output of Gu-

ruQA for this question includes five passages and a total

of 14 potential spans (5 PERSONS and 9 NAMEs).

6.3 Sample Output of AnSelAVerlect

Our system has two outputs: one internal to the system

and one that is submitted for evaluation.

6. 3. 1 Internal output

The internal output is a ranked list of spans as shown in

Table 1. It represents a ranked list of the spans (potential

answers) sent by GuruQA.

Score Span

5.06 Hugo Young

-8.14 Biography of Margaret Thatcher

-13.60 David Williams

-18.00 Williams

-19.38 Sir Ronald Millar

-25.80 PP

-26.06 Santiago

-31.75 Oxford

-32.38 Maggie

-36.78 Seriously Rich

-42.68 FT

-198.34 Margaret Thatcher

-217.80 Thatcher

-234.55 Iron Lady

Table 1: Ranked potential answers to Question 1

While only the external output (see below) was required

for the TREC evaluation, our system's internal output can

be used in a variety of related applications. For example,

we can highlight the actual span that we believe is the

answer to the question within the context of the passage in

which it appears. We can also perform frequency analyses

based on the extracted spans.

6.3.2 External output

The external output is a ranked list of 50-byte and 250-

byte extracts. These extracts are selected in a way to cover

7. ANALYSIS OF CORPUS AND QUES-
TION SETS
To train our system, we used the set of 38 training ques-

tions provided by NIST. In the rest of this paper, we will

refer to these questions as TR38. The results presented in

the evaluation section of this paper are based on the 200

test questions (also provided by NIST) which we were not

allowed to look at until the official submission of our re-

sults. In this section we describe the corpora used for

training and evaluation as well as the questions contained

in the training and evaluafion question sets.

7.1 Corpus analysis

The corpus used for both training and evaluation (see

Table 2) consisted of approximately 2 GB of news articles

firom four equally represented sources: the Foreign Broad-

cast Information Service (FBIS), the Los Angeles Times

(LA), the Financial Times (FT), and the Federal Register

(FR). This corpus has been used as a standard in several

past TREC text retrieval conferences.

Year Size in MB No. of Docs

FBIS 1996 493 130,471

LA 1989-90 498 131,896

FT 1991-94 592 210.158

FR 1994 414 55,630

Table 2: Description of the corpus used

7.2 Training set TR38
The training set contained questions for which the answers

were provided to us for system training and parameter

estimation. Some sample questions are shown in Figure 4:

Question/Answer (T38)

Q: Who was Johnny Mathis' high school track coach?

A: Lou Vasquez

Q: What year was the Magna Carta signed?

A: 1215

Q: What two companies produce bovine somatotropin?

A: Monsanto and Eli Lilly

Q: When did Nelson Mandela become president of South
Afi-ica?

A: 10 May 1994

Figure 4: Sample questions and answers from TR38
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7.3 Test set T200
The majority of the questions (see Figure 5) in T200 were

not substantially different in style from these in TR38.

The introduction of "why" and "how" questions as well as

the wording of questions in the format "Name X" caused

us some trouble because at the time we had no matching

question templates. Other problems were caused by ques-

tions that require specific semantic types of answers, such

as "star", "designer", "film", and "export" for which our

system didn't contain extraction and labeling patterns'.

Other problems were because of oversights in our ques-

tion templates and were easily fixed; for example, we

were missing a pattern that matched "How rich ..." and

generated the MONEYS token.

Question/Answer (T200)

Q: Who was chosen to be the first black chairman of the

military Joint Chiefs of Staff?

A; Colin Powell

Q: How tall is the Matterhom?

A: The institute revised the Matterhorn 's height to 14,776

feet 9 inches

Q: How tall is the replica of the Matterhom at Disneyland?

A: In fact he has climbed the 147-foot Matterhorn at

Disneyland every week end for the last 3 1/2 years

Figure 5: Sample questions and answers from T200

Some examples of problematic questions are shown in

Figure 6.

Q; Why did David Koresh ask the FBI for a word proc-

essor?

Q: Name the designer of the shoe that spawned millions

of plastic imitations, known as "jellies".

Q: What are the Valdez Principles?

Q: Name a film that has won the Golden Bear in the

Berlin Film Festival?

Q: What did Shostakovich write for Rostropovich?

Q: What is the term for the sum of all genetic material in

a given organism?

Q: What is considered the costliest disaster the insur-

ance industry has ever faced?

Q: What is Head Start?

Q: What was Agent Orange used for during the Vietnam

War?

Q: What did John Hinckley do to impress Jodie Foster?

' Note that after the evaluation was officially over, we created

new pattems in our system which cover some of these cases.

Q: What was the first Gilbert and Sullivan opera?

Q: What did Richard Feynman say upon hearing he

would receive the Nobel Prize in Physics?

Q: How did Socrates die?

Q: Why are electric cars less efficient in the north-east than in

California?

Figure 6: Some harder questions in T200

We performed an analysis of the most frequent types of

questions that occur in the evaluation corpus. Table 3 con-

trasts the performance of our system's best run on the dif-

ferent types of questions (represented as SYN-groups).

SYN-group N Score Score/

N
PERSON NAME 30 16.5 55.0%

PLACE COUNTRY STATE NAME
PLACEDEF

21 7.08 33.7%

NAME 18 3.67 20.4%

DATE YEAR 18 5.31 29.5%

PERSON ORG NAME ROLE 19 4.62 24.3%

undefined 19 11.45 60.3%

NUMBER 18 8.00 44.4%

PLACE NAME PLACEDEF 14 10.00 71.4%

PERSON ORG PLACE NAME
PLACEDEF

10 3.03 30.3%

MONEY RATE 6 1.50 25%

ORG NAME 4 1.25 31.2%

SIZEl 4 2.50 62.5%

SIZEl DURATION 3 0.83 27.7%

STATE 3 2.00 66.7%

COUNTRY 3 1.33 44.3%

YEAR 2 1.00 50.0%

RATE 2 1.50 75.0%

TIME DURATION 1 0.00 0.0%

SIZEl SIZE2 1 0.00 0.0%

DURATION TIME 1 0.33 33.3%

DATE 1 0 0.00%

Table 3: Performance of A250 on different types of

SYN-groups

8. RANKING SPANS

The two answer ranking systems, AnSel and Werlect use

different algorithms which we describe in this section.

8.1 AnSel
The first algorithm that we used is called AnSel (ANswer

SELection). It is essentially an optimization algorithm that

uses 7 predictive variables to describe how likely a given

span is to be the correct answer to a given question. The
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predictive variables are illustrated with examples related

to the sample question number 10001 from TR38 "Who
was Johnny Mathis' high school track coach?" and the top

potential answers to which are shown in Table 4.

Span Type Number Rspanno Count Notinq Type Avgdst Sscore 1 U 1 AL.

OUie Matson -JD 5 o z 1 0 U.UZjU / - / . J J

Lou Vasquez rtiKoUrl 1 7 o Z 10 U.UzdU/ 0 01-y.yj

1 im U Uononue PCTJCOM 1 7
1 /

1
1 / o

o u.u/zo /
1 0 <.!- 1 Z.J /

Athletic Director Dave Cowen prjr?<;r»M ZJ O A
't /I

-j

— 1 1 U.uZZj /
\ K SI- IJ.o 1

Johnny Ceballos r liixovJiN J 1
1 Q ft mo'iTu.uzzj /

1 Q (17

PFRSON 13 1 2
-j

16 0 02505 -19.36

Johnny Hodges PERSON 25 2 4 1 15 0.02256 -25.22

Derric Evans PERSON 33 4 4 2 14 0.02256 -25.37

NEWSWIRE Johnny Majors PERSON 30 1 4 2 17 0.02256 -25.47

Woodbridge High School ORG 18 2 4 1 6 0.02257 -28.37

Evan PERSON 37 6 4 1 14 0.02256 -29.57

Gary Edwards PERSON 38 7 4 2 17 0.02256 -30.87

O.J. Simpson NAME 2 2 6 2 3 12 0.02507 -37.40

Table 4: Feature set and span rankings for a sample question

8.1.1 Feature selection

The seven span features described below were found to

correlate with the YES/NO categories of the training data.

As an illustration, we use the answer to training question

number 10001.

Number: position of the span among all spans returned.

Example: "Low Vasquei'' was the first span returned by

GuruQA on the sample question.

Rspanno: position of the span among all spans returned

within the current passage.

Count: number of spans of any span class retrieved within

the current passage.

Notinq: the number of words in the span that do not ap-

pear in the query. Example: Notinq CWoodbridge high

school") = 1, because both "high" and "school" appear in

the query while "Woodbridge" does not. It is set to -100

when the actual value is 0.

Type: the position of the span type in the list of potential

span types. Example: Type ("Low Vasquez") = 1, because

the span type of ''Lou Vasquez'\ namely "PERSON" ap-

pears first in the SYN-group, "PERSON ORG NAME
ROLE".

Avgdst: the average distance in words between the begin-

1 ning of the span and the words in the query that also ap-

pear in the passage. Example: given the passage "Tim

O'Donohue, Woodbridge High School's varsity baseball

coach, resigned Mor\day and will be replaced by assistant

Johnny Ceballos, Athletic Director Dave Cowen said.

"

and the span ''Tim O'Donohue", the value of avgdst is

equal to 8.

Sscore: passage relevance as computed by GuruQA.

8.L2 AnSel Training AIgorithm

The TOTAL score for a given potential answer is com-

puted as a linear combination of the features described in

the previous subsection:

TOTAL = Z Wi fi

The algorithm used by the training component of AnSel

learn the weights used in the formula is shown in Figure 7.

For each <question,span> tuple in training set:

1 . Compute features for each span

2. Compute TOTAL score for each span us-

ing current set of weights

Repeat

3. Compute performance on training set

4. Adjust weights Wj

Until performance > threshold

5. Store weights for use in ranking

Figure 7: Algorithm used by AnSel to learn the

weights

8.L3 AnSel Ranking AIgorithm

Once AnSel has learned the weights during the training

stage, it can be used to rank potential answers to other

questions. The algorithm used is shown in Figure 8.
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8.1.4 Example system run

For the question "Who was Johnny Mathis' high school

track coach?", GuruQA retrieved a total of 23 spans (12

were tagged by Resporator as "PERSON", seven as

"NAME", three as "ROLE", and one as "ORG"). The

signature of the question indicates that these are the four

possible span types for the answer, ordered PERSON,
ORG, NAME, ROLE from the likeliest to the least likely.

The computed scores are based on the following scoring

formula:

TOTAL (span) = - 0.3 * number - 0.5 * rspanno

+ 3.0 * count + 2.0 * notinq - 15.0 * types - 1.0

* avgdst + 1.5 * sscore

After AnSel has ranked all potential answers, it extracts a

set of 50- and 250-byte passages that cover the top an-

swers in the list. The actual extracts are shown in Figure 9

Figure 8: Algorithm used by AnSel for ranking poten- Figure 10.

tial answers

Pocument ID Score Extract

LA053 189-0069 892.5 of O.J. Simpson , Ollie Matson and Johnny Mathis

LA053 189-0069 890.1 Lou Vasquez , track coach of O.J. Simpson , Ollie

LA060889-0181 887.4 Tim 0
' Donohue ,

Woodbridge High School 's varsity

LA060889-0181 884.1 nny Ceballos , Athletic Director Dave Cowen said.

LA060889-0181 880.9 aced by assistant Johnny Ceballos , Athletic Direc

Figure 9: Fifty-byte extracts

Document ID Score Extract

LA05 3 189-0069 892.5 Lou Vasquez , track coach of O.J. Simpson , Ollie Matson and Johnny Mathis
during his 32-year career, died Saturday while at his South Lake Tahoe vaca-
tion cabin, it was announced Tuesday . He was 6 8 . His Washington High
school teams won five consecu

LA060889-0181 887.4 Tim 0' Donohue , Woodbridge High School 's varsity baseball coach , resigned
Monday and will be replaced by assistant Johnny Ceballos , Athletic Director
Dave Cowen said.

LA062090-0017 880.6 Civic Center Director Martin Durham said Mathis was to have entered the
parking lot in a convertible Rolls-Royce to cut the ribbon for the dedica-
tion of Johnny Mathis Boulevard .

LA052390-0122 874.8 Ellington liked what he heard. Johnny Hodges was quitting the band and Mor-
gan was invited to replace him, but he couldn't leave high school to go on
the road. The new album's title track and " In a Sentimental Mood " are Mor-
gan 's most recent homages

LA062389-0083 874.6 NEWSWIRE Johnny Majors , Tennessee football coach , said that prize recruit
Derric Evans will not be allowed to play for the Volunteers because of his
arrest Tuesday night in Dallas . Evans and a high school teammate, Gary Ed-
wards , were charged with

Figure 10: Two-hundred-and-fifty-byte extracts

For each question in test set:

1 . Compute features for each span

2. Compute TOTAL score for each span

using weights Wj

3. Rank spans

4. Let current_span = highest ranked

span, and let answer_set =
{

}

Repeat

5. Let current_extract = extract of

50 (or 250) bytes centered around

current_span

6. Skip current extract if already in-

cluded in answer_set

7. Insert current_extract in an-

swer_set

Until answer_set contains five extracts

8. Output answer_set
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8.2 Werlect
The algorithm used to create VS50 and VS250 made use of

many of the same features of noun phrases (spans), that

were used in AnSel, but employed a different ranking

scheme. We refer to this sister algorithm as Werlect (an-

sWER seLECTion).

8.2.1 Approach

Unlike AnSel, the algorithm developed for Werlect was

based not on a simple linear function, but a two-step, rule-

based process approximating a function that included inter-

action between variables. In the first stage of this algo-

rithm, we assign a rank to every relevant noun phrase within

each sentence according to how likely it is to be the target

answer. Next, we generated and ranked each N-byte (N =

50 or 250) fragment, based on the sentence score given by

Guru-QA, measures of the fragment's relevance, and the

ranks of its component noun phrases. Werlect also differed

from AnSel in its development in that there was no training

algorithm, but was instead developed through manual trial-

and-error, optimizing for the TR38 questions.

8.2.2 Step One: Feature selection

The first task of Werlect's two-step analysis is to rank each

noun phrase, or span, for each hit returned by Guru-QA. In

addition to the noun phrase's type, three main features were

used to rank the noun phrases in each sentence. It is hy-

pothesized that the target answer I) is more likely to appear

in multiple hits; 2) may contain, in some part, some of the

query terms, and 3) is likely to be closer in proximity to

matching query terms. With these rules, we hoped to iden-

tify the best noun phrase among several selected within one

hit, and when necessary, promote a span higher than the

rank awarded by Guru-QA.

Thus, the noun phrase features considered in Werlect are

analogous to those used in AnSel, including Type (the posi-

tion of the span type in the list of potential span types),

Avgdst (the average distance in words between the begin-

ning of the span and the words in the query that also appear

in the passage), Sscore (passage relevance as computed by

Textract and Resporator). Two additional features were

also taken into account:

NotinqW: a modified version of Notinq (the number of

words in the span that do not appear in the query). As in

AnSel, spans that are completely contained in the query are

given a rank of 0. However, partial matches are weighted

favorably.

Frequency: how often the span occurs across different pas-

sages (not to be confused with AnSel's Count, which refers

to the number of occurrences only within the current pas-

sage)

Examples of the isolated effects of Avgdst, NotinqW, and

Frequency on answer selection are presented below.

Proximity (AveDist)

We hypothesize that the target answer is closer in proximity

to the matched terms. Figure 1 1 shows a candidate answer

that contains four noun phrases of the desired type, NUM-
BER. The noun phrases appear in bold, with their respec-

tive reciprocal average distances from the matched terms.

The correct answer, 60 million, has the highest reciprocal

average distance (.437) of the four noun phrases.

Figure 11: Question and Text passage with four poten-

tial answers

This criterion effectively helps to identify one potential

answer over the others within a single passage containing

several candidates.

Relevance (NotinqW )

Although we know that a noun phrase that is completely

contained in the query cannot be the answer, a noun phrase

that contains part of the query may be more relevant. For

example, if the question asks, "Who was Lincoln's Secre-

tary of State?" a noun phrase that contains "Secretary of

State" is more likely to be the answer than one that does

not. In this example, the noun phrase, "Secretary of State

William Seward" is the most likely candidate, based on this

criterion.

This criterion also seems to play in a role in the event that

Resporator fails to identify relevant phrase types. For ex-

ample, in the training question, "What shape is a porpoise's

tooth?" the phrase "spade-shaped" is chosen from among

all nouns and adjectives of the sentences returned by Guru-

QA.

Frequency

We hypothesize that a correct answer is more likely to oc-

cur in multiple hits than incorrect answers. For example,

the test question, "How many lives were lost in the Pan Am
crash in Lockerbie, Scotland?" resulted in four answers in

the first two sentences returned by Guru-QA. Table 5: Influ-

ence of frequency on final 50-byte span rank shows the fre-

quencies of each term, and their eventual influence on the

span rank.

"What is the number of buffaloes thought to have been

living in North America when Columbus landed in

1492?"

".
. . there are between 60,000 (.318) to 80,000 (.336)

head of bison in America. . . . That's not many com-

pared to the estimated 60 million (.437) that inhabited

North America when Columbus discovered it in 1492,

or even compared to the 20 million (.25) that still

roamed the Great plains in the 1850's."
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Initial Noun Phrase Frequency Span Rank
Sentence

Rank

1 Two 5 2

1 365 million 1 3

1 11 1 4

2 270 7 1

Table 5: Influence of frequency on final 50-byte span

rank

questions out of 38 while answering 7 others within the next

four places.

First Second Third Fourth Fifth TOTAL
(MRAR)

# cases 14 2 2 1 2 21

Points 14.00 1.00 0.67 0.25 0.40 16.32

(.77)

Table 6: Performance on TR38

Without considering the criterion described here, the com-

peting noun phrases from a single answer, such as "two,"

"365 million," and "11," are tied, and are essentially arbi-

trarily ranked in first, second, and third place. Taking the

frequency into consideration, the phrase "two" is awarded

the top rank within that answer, yielding a span rank of 2

out of all possible 50-byte spans. However, the correct

answer, "270," occurs seven times among the top ten an-

swers returned by the search engine, serving to promote the

fragment that spans it to first place.

8.2.3 Step two: Ranking the Sentence Spans

After each relevant noun phrase is assigned a rank, spans of

50 (or 250) bytes of all answers are created. Then, to each

is assigned a score that is equal to the sum of the noun

phrase ranks plus additional points for other words that

match the query. A fuller account of this algorithm will be

reported elsewhere.

9. EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the performance of our system

on the training data and on the test data. For the test data,

we refer to the four runs that we submitted officially. These

four runs are labeled as follows: A50 (AnSel on 50 bytes),

A250 (AnSel on 250 bytes), W50 (Werlect on 50 bytes),

and W250 (Werlect on 250 bytes).

9.1 Evaluation scheme
For each question, the performance score is computed as

the reciprocal answer rank (RAR) of the first correct answer

given by the. To compute the overall performance of the

system, we use the Mean Reciprocal Answer Rank

(MRAR):

MRAR = 1/n (S, 1/rank,)

9.3 Performance on official evaluation data
The performance of A50 and 250 on T200 are shown in

Table 7 and Table 8, with MRAR of .32 and .43 respectively.

First Second Third Fourth Fifth TOTAL
(MRAR)

# cases 49 15 11 9 4 198

Points 49.00 7.50 3.67 2.25 0.80 63.22

(.32)

Table 7: Performance of A50 on T200

First Second Third Fourth Fifth TOTAL
(MRAR)

# cases 71 16 11 6 5 198

Points 71.00 8.00 3.67 1.50 1.00 85.17

(.43)

Table 8: Performance of A250 on T200

The next table shows some statistics on our two best runs

(for 50 and 250 bytes, respectively).

While on the whole Ansel performed better than Werlect,

we discovered that the relative performances reversed on

those questions where our question analysis was unable to

identify a suitable QA_Token. This phenomenon suggests

a hybrid system should be investigated.

To give a better idea of the performance of our system, we

split the 198 questions into 20 groups of 10 questions (or 9

questions in the two cases in which the evaluators removed

questions from the original 200-question set). Our perform-

ance on a group of questions ranged from 0.87 to 5.50

points for the 50-byte run (A50) and from 1.98 to 7.5 points

for the 250-byte run (A250), as shown in Table 9.

9.2 Performance on TR38
The system performance on TR38 is shown in Table 6. We
were able to get the correct answer in first place for 14
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Ml Dytes Zju Dyies

n onzu on

Avg

Min 0.87 1.98

Max 5.50 7.50

Std Dev 1.17 1.27

Table 9: Performance on groups of ten questions

We know we need to expand the set of question templates

for existing QA-Tokens, as well as add more QA-Tokens
and corresponding templates for a broader set of syntactic

quantities.

Finally, we plan to investigate how language reuse and re-

generation (LRR) [2] techniques can be used to provide

contextual answers to natural language questions in a dia-

logue environment.

The final evaluation (included in Table 10) shows how well

our system did compared to the rest of the 25 participants in

the TREC Q&A evaluation.

Run Median
Average

Our
Average

# Times

Our
Run >

Median

# Times

Our
Run =

Median

# Times

Our
Run <

Median

W50 0.12 0.28 56 126 16

A50 0.12 0.32 72 112 14

W250 0.29 0.39 60 106 32

A250 0.29 0.43 66 110 22

Table 10: Comparison of our entries and the other par-

ticipants

10. CONCLUSION
We presented a new technique for finding answers to natu-

ral language questions using text corpora as reference.

We showed that a span-centered approach to question an-

swering can deliver very good results.

We described seven features that correlate with the plausi-

bility of a given text span being a good answer to a ques-

tion. We showed that a linear combination of these features

performs well on the task of ranking text spans by the esti-

mated relevance to the natural language question.

In the future, we plan to concentrate on getting better cate-

gories of text spans in order to provide fine-grained

matches between question types and span types. We also

intend to perform large-scale parameter learning.
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Abstract

In TREC-8, we participated in the automatic and manual tracks for category A as well as the small web track.

This year, we focussed on improving our baseline and then introduced some experimental improvements. Our

automatic runs used relevance feedback with a high-precision first pass to select terms and then a high-recall

fmal pass. For manual runs, we used predefined concept lists focussing on phrases and proper nouns in the

query. In the small web-track, we submitted one content-only run and two link-plus-content runs. We
continued to use the relational model with unchanged SQL for retrieval. Our results show some promise for the

use of automatic concepts, expansion within concepts and a high-precision first pass for relevance feedback.

1. Introduction

Our work for TREC-8 is a continuation of the work started in TREC-3 when we implemented an

information retrieval system as an application of a relational database management system (RDBMS). We

used unchanged Structured Query Language (SQL) to implement vector-space relevance ranking

[Grossman95, Grossman96]. TREC-4 work demonstrated the relational implementation on category A data

and introduced the concepts-hst approach in the manual runs. In TREC-5, we implemented relevance feedback

and entered the Spanish, Chinese and Confusion tracks. For TREC-6, we expanded our relevance feedback

methodology to include the Inc-ltc term weights [Singhal96]. During TREC-6, we explored the assumption

that certain infrequently occurring terms with high collection weights may actually be artificially inflating the

query-to-document relevance ranking scores. We continued that work in TREC-7 with expanded stop lists and

term thresholding. In addition, with TREC-7 we combined information extraction (IE) techniques with

information retrieval through the use of a relevance feedback filter based on IE. During each of those years,

our system performed well, but we noted that our baseline results were below those of other teams using

similar retrieval strategies. So this year, we focused first on improving our baseline and then on

experimentation with automated concepts and various expansion techniques, including a high-precision first-

pass relevance feedback technique.

We began entering the manual track in TREC-4. This effort has focussed on structuring queries via

concepts and manual relevance feedback while spending less than one half hour on each query. In TREC-5, we
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experimented with the use of manually assigned term weights. For TREC-6, we used inexact term matching

and an automatically generated thesaurus based on term co-occurrence. In TREC-7, our manual run focused

on using phrases and proper nouns within the concepts. In addition, a more detailed iterative process was

introduced. These manual techniques landed us among the top participants in manual track for TREC-7, This

year, we continued the successful techniques and worked to ensure that we added key proper nouns and

phrases for each concept in the query

We participated in the small web track introduced this year. Our relational platform proved to be quite

flexible and was able to index the web documents with minor changes to the pre-processor (parser.) Our

baseline (content-only) run used the straightforward vector space model with Singhal's pivoted cosine

normalization [Singhal96]. Our experimental (link-plus-content) runs used link information to weight and

rerank documents retrieved.

2. Prior Work in Relational IR

The implementation of an Information Retrieval (IR) system using the relational model hinges on the

use of a relation (table) to model an inverted index, which is the central data structure in traditional IR

systems. The traditional inverted index stores each unique term or phrase from the collection and a list of all

the documents containing each term/phrase. The inverted index can also include frequency, offset, or other

desired information. In the relational approach, this index is normalized and stored in a table. Queries using

standard structure query language (SQL) are used to fmd and rank all documents containing the query terms.

Full details of the unplementation can be found in Grossman97 and Lundquist97. One benefit to using the

relational model for IR is the ability to exploit parallel processing via the DBMS. All commercial DBMS

systems offer a parallel version. For TREC-8, our manual runs used Windows NT versions of NCR/Teradata

and Sybase/Adaptive Server Enterprise on Pentium SMP servers. This year's ad hoc and small web track

submissions used Oracle on SUN Solaris machines.

3. Implementation Details

In this section we first discuss the baseline improvements made to our system and then we present our

work in each track - automatic ad hoc, manual ad hoc and the small web track.

3.1. Improving the Baseline

In this year's work, we focused on the fundamentals and conducted many comparisons with the best

systems from last year's TREC. The baseline title+description runs for the top three performers at TREC-7

were OKAPI 0.233, ATT 0.218 and UMASS 0.20. Our own baseline for TREC-7 queries was 0.17. We
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looked for system differences to explain this lower performance. We began by examining the difference that

the retrieval strategy makes. We implemented the same probabilistic retrieval strategy as given in

[Robertson98]. We found that average precision recall did not differ significantly from previous runs using

vector space strategies. We analyzed the result sets and found that they had very high overlap (relevant and

nonrelevant) and very similar rankings. We concluded that the different retrieval strategies (when based on

tf*idf) do not account for the differences in average precision recall.

We next considered the impact of token selection. Various stemming, phrases, and thesaurus

techniques impact the tokens that represent the documents and the queries. We noted that the GSL file was

instrumental in the OKAPI systems token selection — conflating acronyms with their terms, American and

British term variants, as well as many synonym groups. The GSL file only affected a few TREC-7 queries, but

it had a large positive impact on ahnost all that it affected. In addition, the leading systems all used stemming

approaches, while we did not. Phrase usage varied across the systems and was reported to result in a .1 to .2

improvement over terms, which is consistent with our own phrases. Stop Usts also varied across the systems

but it was unclear that this impacted precision/recall. We experimented in all of these areas, and found the

keys improving our baseline were the 'stemming' and our title-phrase generation. We used the kstem+Porter

equivalence groups developed at UMASS to add term variants to the query [Allan98]. This 'stemming' was

quite effective and landed us at 0.196 average precision recall for title+description.

Our phrase generation technique uses every pair-wise combination of title terms. These new phrases

helped (although not by much) most TREC-7 queries and did not cause serious degradation on any query. So

we kept the technique for our TREC-8 runs. Finally, we had reached 0.20 and decided this was close enough

(matching the third best) and moved on to query expansion.

3.2 Automatic Runs: High Precision Relevance Feedback with Automated Concepts

To ensure the top documents used for selecting expansion terms were relevant, we implemented a

high-precision filter. This filter set up a concept for each title query word, used the Porter/k-stem algorithm to

expand terms in each concept, and then required a document to contain at least one term fi^om each concept.

For example, the query 401, "foreign minorities, germany", results in three "concepts" created: 1) foreign,

foreigner, foreigners; 2) minority, minorities 3) german, germany. The high precision first pass requires at

least one word from each concept to be present for a document to qualify. Essentially, this is a logical AND of

several OR groups. Ranking was achieved with the usual vector space similarity measure.

To select terms from these top documents, we used a modified Rocchio approach with the additional

filter of requiring the term to occur in at least 2 of the top documents. We experimented with the number of top

documents and number of terms to use and found that 10 terms from documents was best (see Tables 1 and 2.)
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We note that similar work has been done earlier (most notably [Mitra98]) but our specific variations

(automatic title concepts expanded with k-stems and N > 1 ) are new and effective.

Test Average Precision

Using top 1 doc .1609

Using top 2 docs .2287

Using top 10 docs .2359

Table 1. Calibration of Relevance Feedback using 10 Terms (TREC-7)

Test Average Precision

No Feedback .1966

Add 10 terms .2359

Add 20 terms .2065

Add 30 terms .2057

Add 40 terms .2057

Add 50 terms .2100

Table 2. Calibration of High-Precision Relevance Feedback using 10 Documents {TREC-7}

DIFFin Auto-1 versus median

S 0

Query

Figure 1. UT Automatic Run-1 Differencefrom the Median

When we ran the second pass, we loosened the restriction of requiring at least one word from ALL

title concepts to requiring at least one word from any ONE of the concepts. At this point our average precision

recall was up to 0.2359. Finally, we reranked our resulting set of documents by the percentage of query terms

found in the document. This reranking gained a small improvement, bringing our final TREC-7 run to 0.2454.

3.3. Manual Run

We spent approximately one-half hour formulating each query for our manual runs, using an iterative,

interactive approach. The searcher used manual relevance feedback and general knowledge to identify new

query words.
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3.3.1. Manual Run Implementation Details

Consistent with previous years, our manual effort separated each query into a set of concepts -

search, scoring and negation. Search concepts are used in a vector space retrieval as a fu-st pass. Terms from

scoring concepts are then added to the document vectors and the documents are reranked. Finally, the negation

concept 'disqualifies' a document from the result set. For TREC8, we used the negation concept more

frequently than ever before—in 34 of the topics. Negation concepts included 147 phrases and 63 single words.

Search concepts included 155 words and 498 phrases. The remaining tokens comprised the scoring-only

concepts. The negative concept teclinique eliminated many irrelevant documents from our results. For

example, on Topic 447 (Stirling Engine) we achieved 1,0 average precision recall by eliminated documents

about Stirling University and people with the surname of Stirling.

Search
Concepts

Scoring

Concepts
Negation

Concepts TOTAL

Terms 155 352 63 570

Phrases 498 567 147 1,212

Total 653 919 210 1,782

Table 3. Use of Concepts in Manual Track

As in our TREC-7 work, we emphasized phrases and proper nouns in the IIT manual ad hoc queries.

For TREC-8, we used 1,782 search tokens including 1,212 phrases. Half of the phrases were proper nouns

and the remaining were mostly common noun phrases. Of the 570 single words, 508 were either common or

proper nouns. In other words, 96.5% of all search tokens were either phrases or single word nouns.

3.3.2. Manual Run Analysis

The average precision for our manual run was officially scored at 0.4104. We were at or above the

median on 38 of 50 queries. When we were below the median, it was by a small margin and when we were

above it was on average, by a much larger margin. We conducted failure analysis to determine why some

queries performed poorly and why some did very well. This year, we spent more time reading the documents

retrieved than any other year and believed most documents in the results sets to be relevant to the query.

During our query development phase, the analyst tagged documents as relevant, doubtful, or non-relevant. We

compared our list to the official results and found numerous differences (summarized in Table 4). Document

relevance is subjective, of course, and subject to interpretation, but several of the differences in evaluation

were difficult to reconcile. For example. Topic 423 asked for any references to Mirjana Markovic, the wife of

Slobodon Milosevic - "Any mention of the Serbian president's wife is relevant". We found document FT942-

3554 and FBIS3-2, both of which mention her by name and yet were judged non-relevant (see Figure 2).
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NIST Relevance

Assessment
IIT RelevanceII 1 lidwVClilw^

Assessment

KliitTiKpr ofIVUIIIUwI VI

Documents

Relevant Relevant 895

Relevant Doubtful 188

Relevant Non-Relevant 99

Non-Relevant Relevant 428

Non-Relevant Doubtful 356

Non- Relevant Non-Relevant 1033

Table 4. Comparison ofRelevance Judgments

Clearly such inaccuracies in relevance assessment have an impact on average precision recall. The average

precision recall for our manual run increases to around .4800 when we use our relevance assessments.

<DOCNO> FT942- 13554 </DOCNO>
taken from the text:

".
. .Of special interest in Duga is the diary of Mrs

Mirjana Markovic, the wife of Mr Milosevic. Her

musings on the nature of life, spring-time in Belgrade

often sound the death knell for the political rivals of

her husband or herald an imminent Machiavellian

manoeuvre by the Serbian President. The diary of Mrs

Markovic is then reprinted in Politika, the oldest and

most influential Serbian daily. .

."

<DOCNO> FBIS3-2 </DOCNO>
taken from, the text:

".
. . Independent biweekly that carries political and

social commentary as well as articles focusing on

popular culture. Regularly carries a column of

political commentary written by Mirjana

Markovie—Milosevic's wife—that often

criticizes the Serbian nationalist cause. . .

."

Figure 2. Sample Judgments for Topic 423

Figure 3. IIT Manual Run Differencefrom the Median

3.4. Small Web Track

This year we entered the new small web track. We used our baseline information retrieval system
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with only minor changes to the preprocessor. In this section, we describe our techniques, results and analysis.

3.4.1. Small Web Track Implementation Details

Our Content-Only run (iit99wtl) simply used our baseline relational IR system to process the small

web collection, using the title+description queries. The Link-Plus-Content runs (iit99wt2 and iit99wt3) began

with the document sets retrieved during the Content-Only runs and then incorporated link data and reranked

the results. Many of our initial efforts to incorporate links to or from other web pages resulted in reduced

average precision values when measured against the TREC-7 benchmark data. We observed that the highest

concentration of relevant retrieved documents occurred near the beginning of the documents retrieved for each

topic; therefore, there was little or no need to reorder those high-ranking documents. We then retrieved

documents beyond the original 1000 documents per query. We sought to use web links to identify and add

documents to the result set. The approach we used was similar to the root set proposed in [Kleinberg97]. The

top X documents (50 for Run-1, iit99wt2, and 100 for Run-2, iit99wt3) were included in the root set. The root

set was then expanded so that links to and from those documents were added to the set of retrieved documents

z/they were already present in the set of all documents retrieved for a specific topic. In order to keep the result

set within the maximum 1000 documents per topic, the lowest ranking documents from the original Content-

Only run were removed from the result set. New documents were weighted and added to the retrieved

documents set in such a manner that their original rankings were retained within the new result set.

Run Description

Reievant

Retrieved

Average
Precision

Content-Only 4480 0.2817

Link-Plus-Content 4523 0.2861

Table 5. UT Small Web TREC-7 Benchmarks

3.4.2. Small Web Track Results

A comparison of results from our small web track runs is shown in Table 6. Our Content-Only run

(iit99wtl) scored below the median on 27 of the 50 topics. We were neither the best nor the worst on any

topic. When compared again against the median, our performance for Run-2 (iit99wt2, Link-Plus-Content)

was greatly improved over the Content-Only run (iit99wtl). We received the best average precision score on

three topics (419, 423, and 435) and were equal or above the median on 34 of the 50 queries. Since our

average precision remained the same as the Content-Only run (at 0.2265), the relative improvement over the

median is due to other teams degrading in their link-based runs.
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Run Description

Run
Identifier

Average

Precision

Judged
Relevant

Relevant

Retrieved

Content-Only iit99wt1 .2265 2279 1575

Link-Plus-Content (Run 1) iit99wt2 .2265 2279 1572

Link-Plus-Content (Run 2) iit99wt3 .2264 2279 1568

Table 6. IIT Small Web TREC-8 Results

DIFF in Small Web Track Run-1 versus Median
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Figure 4. IIT Small Web Track Run-1 (Content-Only) Differencefrom the Median

3.4.3. Small Web Track Analysis

Incorporating link information is a challenging problem. As numerous studies have noted, all web

links are not of equal value [Spertus97, Kleinberg97]. We have not yet found an effective way to automatically

evaluate and discriminate between the numerous types of links that exist within web-based documents. Our

excellent performance on query 423 can be attributed to the underlying retrieval engine and not to any specific

techniques for web documents. We did well on it for the concept only run as well as for the link-based runs.

The same can be said for our poor performance on query 403 and 429. An interesting factor in analyzing web

track results is found in the sparseness of the qrels set. The TREC-8 qrels set is only 35 percent as large as the

TREC-7 qrels set (2279 vs. 6495) and only 50 percent as large as the ad hoc track. (2279 vs. 4728).
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DIFF in Small Web Run-2 versus Median
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Figure 5. IIT Small Web Track Run-2 (Link-Plus-Content) Differencefrom the Median

4. Conclusions and Future Work

For TREC-8, we focused on improving our baseline system and tiien introducing some new feedback

techniques. We identified key enhancements to our parser and our feedback engine. We introduced a technique

for using k-stem conflation to expand title-term concepts and use this as a filter for high-precision relevance

feedback. Our success in the manual track shows that phrases and nouns are important elements in runs with

high average precision. Our work in the web track was a good beginning, but our results highlight the fact that

there is still much room for improvement. Adjusting content runs based on link information assumes accurate

content-only results and link information that can effectively weight and rank those results. Research will

continue to improve both elements.

Table 7 summarizes the results of IIT TREC-8 submissions.

iit99au1

(Tit-i-Des)

iit99au2

(Tit+Des)

iit99ma1

(Manual)

iit99wt1

(Content)

iit99wt2

(Link-Plus)

TREC-8 Track Ad Hoc Ad Hoc Manual Sm Web Sm Web

Avg. Precision 0.2305 0.2041 0.4104 0.2265 0.2265

Precision at 10 Documents 0.4749 0.4343 0.7790 0.4100 0.4100

Documents Judged Relevant 4728 4728 4728 2279 2279

Relevant Retrieved 2688 2207 3106 1575 1572

At or Above Median (Avg. Prec.) 23 37 23 34

Below Median (Avg. Prec.) 27 13 27 16

Table 7. IIT TREC-8 Results Summary
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Our future challenges include: (1) further integration of information extraction in relevance feedback,

(2) the need to move beyond proper nouns and experiment with the use of entities as feedback filters, and (3)

methods to more effectively evaluate and weight link information. In addition, the automation of the manual

techniques used to add high quality phrases into our searches is an area for future work.
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Abstract. Our experiments for the ad hoc task of TREC 8 were centered around the

question how to create an automatic query feedback from the documents returned by an initial

query.

1 The Query Process

1.1 Preprocessing of the Documents

In our retrieval experiments with N = 528, 155 articles, we folded all words to lowercase and

indexed all words with a document frequency of no more than 30% and which were not one of

349 stop words. For each document i we compute a weighted document length of

where tij is the term frequency of word j in document i and dj is the document frequency

of word j.

Additionally, we identified roughly 100 potentially interesting words per document which we

stored along with the meta-data of the document at index time. For these words we only kept

nouns and adjectives based on Brill's tagger (Brill 1994) with a medium document frequency:

the noun had to appear in least three documents and in no more that 30% of all documents.

This resulted in a vocabulary of around 280,000 potentially interesting words. In our system we

store a set of around 100 potentially interesting words per document along with the meta-data

of the document at index time. Note that a set H of documents returned by a query may still

have a potentially-interesting-words vocabulary of 10,000s of different words.

1.2 Processing of the Topics

We were only looking at the title and the description field of the topics, not at the narrative

field. Each word of the title is included in the list of query words and also each non-stop

word of the description field. For the description field, we had enhanced the stop words by

about 60 function words of typical queries such as "relevant," "information" etc. Also, we

decided to weigh the contribution of the words stemming from the description field with a factor

of 1/5. A typical query would look like "blood-alcohol fatalities blood-alcohol:0.20 level:0.20

automobile:0.20 accident:0.20 fatahties:0.20".

(1)
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1.3 First-Stage Document Retrieval

For each word j in the query list, we get the list of documents containing this word; we associate

a score Sij to each word j of document i in this list:

s^j = qj^tijilogiO.^N/dJ)f, (2)

where qj is the query weight (here 1.0 for words from the title and 0.2 for words from the

description). Words with a document frequency of more than O.STV^ had not been indexed and

are associated to the empty document list. The exponent 5 is slightly non-standard (one would

expect a 2), but our experiments have shown a beneficial ranking behaviour wrt earlier TREC
queries.

We get another list of documents by broadening the query word using Porter's stemming

and the same weighing scheme as above (2), dj being the document frequency of the stem j

and tij being the term frequency of the words with the stem j; we do not consider stems with

a document frequency of more than O.SN. We repeat this process for all n query terms and,

hence, arrive at 2n document lists. Subsequently, we create the union of these lists adding the

scores of a particular document wrt all the query words and counting the number rii < 2n for

each document, how many of the query terms and stems have been matched. We compute the

final score of a document as

jSquery jSstems

The left factor rewards in a nonlinear way the documents that contain most of the query

terms. Note that the score is normalized wrt the document length (1). The resulting document

list is ordered according to the scores.

1.4 Related Words

The top-ranked 100 documents form a subset H C D oi the whole document set D. We suggest

ranking the importance of each potentially interesting word j in the potentially-interesting-word

vocabulary of H with a weight

Wj = ^^-h,\og{\H\lhjl

where hj is the number of documents in H containing the word j, and dj is the document

frequency of j wrt D. The second factor prefers medium matched-document frequency hj, while

the first factor prefers words that specifically occur in the matched documents. The highest-

ranked words are meant to be related to the query. Indeed, we have something like "hardware"

,

"software", "IBM" etc as the top-ranked words when querying for "computer". In the following,

we use the top-ranked 50 words (according to Wj) which have a weight of not less than 2.5% of

the maximum weight maxj (t(;j). These words are called related words.

1.5 Automated Query Feedback

Another ranked document list is created from a related-words query, however, without stemming

and with a slightly different ranking than (3):
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Si =
( (4)

j€ related

The scores of the related-words document list are normalized, such that the top score is

0.4. The scores of the resulting list of the first-stage document retrieval (see Subsection 1.3) are

normalized so that the respective top score is 1.0. Now these two lists are joined, adding scores

if necessary. This final list is sorted according to the joint score, cut off at 1000 and returned as

result of the query.

2 TREC Evaluation and Conclusions

The ingredients to our information retrieval approach were ranked keyword retrieval using initial

query words from the title, most words from the description of a topic and up to 50 related words

wrt the results of an first-stage query. The above weighting and scoring schemes were picked

using queries and relevant assessments of previous TRECs, though no systematic study has been

carried out to optimize these schemes due to Black of time. During our preliminary studies, it was

observed that query feedback improves precision and recall. Our scoring and ranking schemes

seem rather ad hoc. We are convinced that a more systematic study could have improved

the results considerably. One might want to lay out a more generic ranking scheme than the

one above and introduce a reasonable number of parameters which are adjusted using training

data and test data from previous TREC conferences and taking care of the potential pitfall of

overfitting. This could lead to a potentially stronger ranking function, albeit one that is less

applicable to theoretical reasoning. In addition, one might want to identify different classes of

queries and appropriate ranking functions for each class to optimize the retrieval further. This

is left to further studies.
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1 Introduction

At the Caisse des Depots et Consignations (CDC), the Agence France-Presse (AFP) news releases are filtered

continuously according to the users' interests. Once a user has specified a topic of interest, a filter is customized

to fit this user's profile. Until now, these filters would rely on rule-based methods, whose efficiency is proven

[Vichot et al, 1999], but which require a large amount of work for each specific filter. This drawback can be

avoided by using statistical methods which have the ability to learn from examples of relevant documents.

Recently, we have developed a methodology for the AFP corpus. This paper presents its application to the

TREC-8 corpus.

For the TREC-8 routing, one specific filter is built for each topic. Each filter is a classifier trained to recognize

the documents that are relevant to the topic. When presented with a document, each classifier estimates the

probability for the document to be relevant to the topic for which it has been trained. Since the procedure for

building a filter is topic-independent, the system is fully automatic. Therefore, we describe it for one topic; the

procedure is repeated 50 times.

By making use of a sample of documents that have previously been evaluated as relevant or not relevant to a

particular topic, a term selection is performed, and a neural network is trained. Each document is represented by

a vector of frequencies of a list of selected terms. This list depends on the topic to be filtered; it is constructed in

two steps. The first step defines the characteristic words used in the relevant documents of the corpus; the second

one chooses, among the previous list, the most discriminant ones. The length of the vector is optimized

automatically for each topic. At the end of the term selection, a vector of typically 25 words is defined for the

topic, so that each document which has to be processed is represented by a vector of term frequencies.

This vector is subsequently input to a classifier that is trained from the same sample. After training, the classifier

estimates for each document of a test set its probability of being relevant; for submission to TREC, the top 1000

documents are ranked in order of decreasing relevance.

In order to build the users' profile, routing participants were allowed to use the relevance judgments fi'om the

1992 Financial Times (FT92) collection and any other relevance judgments from any other parts of the TREC
collection except the 1993-94 Financial Times collection (FT93-94).

The FT93-94 collection is the test set; it contains 140,650 documents. Participants are asked to return a ranked

list of the top 1000 retrieved documents fi'om this part of the collection for each topic.

The routing profiles for TREC-8 are to be built for topics 351 to 400. Relevance judgments for these topics are

provided on the FT92 collection. Since the test set is part of the FT collection, it would have been desirable to

use only the FT92 collection for training. However, there are, on average, only 1 1 relevant documents per topic

on the FT92 collection. Since this number is too low for estimating safely the parameters of a statistical model,

the training set, in our experiments, includes all the relevant documents available for these topics on the whole

TREC corpus (except FT93-94): the Federal Register 1994 collection (FR94), the Foreign Broadcast Information

Service (FBIS) collection and the LA Times collection. With these additional collections, the average nimiber of

relevant documents per topic is increased to 71.6 (median 55.5).

2 Problem and data description
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3 Building of the training set

In order to build an efficient filter, the training set must be large and representative enough of the classes to be

learned. A subset of relevant examples and a subset of irrelevant ones compose the training set. Since the number

of relevant documents for each topic is generally low, all the available relevant documents from FT92, FBIS, LA
and FR are selected.

For the subset of irrelevant documents, the number of candidates is huge. However, since the subset of relevant

documents typically includes less than one hundred examples, the subset of irrelevant documents is limited to a

few thousands. For each topic, two categories of irrelevant documents are available:

1 . Those which have been judged irrelevant by a relevance assessor of TREC.
2. Those which have never been looked at; they are assumed to be irrelevant.

The documents from the first category have been checked because they were suspected to be relevant by some
previous system (see TREC overview papers [Voorhees and Harman, 1999] for more details on the pooling

technique used in TREC). Therefore, these documents can be said to be 'close' to the relevant documents: they

are not representatives of the class of the irrelevant documents.

Some first experiments have shown that the results are better if we consider only irrelevant documents from the

second category. Consequently, we sampled randomly 3,000 documents from this category only.

4 Term Selection

Each document of the FT92 collection is first tokenized into single words, case being ignored. In the following,

each word is considered as a single unit called term. No stemming is performed.

We use no controlled vocabulary fields from the FT collection for building the filters.

The goal of the term selection is to define, for each topic, a vector of terms that will represent each document.

The choice of these terms must be done very carefully since the quality of the filter relies heavily on this choice,

whatever the model is. These terms must be chosen to allow a classifier to discriminate between relevant and

irrelevant documents. The number of these terms is a tradeoff between two requirements: the larger the number

of terms, the larger the number of examples required to have a good estimate of the classifier parameters;

however, discarding terms leads to information loss.

Consequently a term selection must choose an appropriate number of appropriate terms for each topic.

4.1 Topic frequency analysis

The total frequency of each term of the FT92 collection is computed. This value is called corpus term frequency.

For each term of a relevant document, we compute the document term frequency divided by the corpus term

frequency. The terms of the document are then sorted by decreasing order according to this ratio. Therefore, very

common words (stop words), which have a very high frequency in the whole corpus, are at the bottom of the list.

The most specific words are at the top of the list, and the very rare words are ranked first.

The first half of the list is saved and the second half is discarded for each document. All the lists of all the

relevant documents are merged and the frequencies of each single term in this list are computed.

A final sorting of the terms is performed, in order of decreasing frequencies, so that the rare words are at the

bottom of the list.

At the end of this process we have a list of terms from which very common terms and very rare terms have been

discarded; the remaining terms are representative of the specific vocabulary of the topic.

Heterogeneity of the training set

The subset of relevant documents in the training set arises from several collections, but the corpus term

frequencies are computed on the FT92 collection. Consequently, some words are much less frequent on the FT92

collection than on other corpuses. For example, the word "California" tends to occur much more frequently on the

LA Times collection than on the FT92 collection.

Consequently a short list of stop words was defined to take into account this heterogeneity. This list includes

words like "California", "los", "angeles", .... A better solution might have been to compute the frequencies over

the whole collection, but since the test set was only part of FT collection, the solution with the stop words list was

adopted.

This first step defines the vocabulary specific to the topic, but the remaining terms are not necessarily the most

discriminant ones and some of them may be highly correlated like "buenos" and "aires" for topic 351.

The goal of the second part of the term selection is to choose, amongst the previous words, the most discriminant

ones in order to achieve a good classification task.
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4.2 Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization

The Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization technique [Chen et al, 1989] is used to rank the remaining terms in order

of decreasing relevance to the output. The method can be described as follows.

We consider a model with Q candidate terms, and a training set containing A' examples of documents whose

relevance is known. The relevance of each document is considered as the desired output of the model: +1 for a

relevant document and -1 for an irrelevant document. We denote by x' = ^[rfi, tfi, rfs'] the vector of term

frequencies of term / in the different examples. We denote by yp the A^-vector of the outputs to be modeled. We
consider the (A^, Q) matrix X = [tf, tf, tj^]. The model can be written as^* = X^, where t? is the vector of the

parameters of the model.

The fu-st iteration of the procedure consists in finding the vector of terms which best explains the output, i.e.

which has the smallest angle with the output vector in the A^-dimensional space of observations. To this end, the

following quantities are computed:

cos k=ltoQ

and the vector for which this quantity is largest is selected. In order to eliminate the part of the output which is

explained by the first selected vector, all remaining candidate inputs, and the output vector, are projected onto the

null subspace (of dimension of the selected term. In this subspace, the projected input vector that best

explains the projected output is selected, and the Q-2 remaining vectors of terms are projected onto the null

subspace of the first two ranked vectors. The procedure terminates when all Q input vectors are ranked. At the

end of this procedure, a list of terms, ranked in order of decreasing relevance, is available.

This method applies only to models that are linear with respect to their parameters. This drawback can be

circumvented by noting that an input, that is irrelevant for a model linear with respect to its parameters, is very

likely to be irrelevant, irrespective of the model. Therefore, term selection is performed with Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalization, and the selected terms are used as inputs to a neural network.

Once the terms are ranked, the pending question is that of deciding to what depth, within the list, the terms should

be selected. This is achieved by introducing a "probe" term, which is a random variable, and by ranking this term,

just as all other candidate terms, with the procedure described in the above section. The candidate terms that are

ranked below the probe should be discarded. Actually, the rank of the probe term is a random variable; therefore,

one has to compute the cumulative distribution function of this variable, and, in the spirit of hypothesis tests, one

must choose a risk of selecting a term although it is less relevant than a random input (typically 1% or 5%). The

computation of the probability for a probe to be more significant than one of the n terms selected after iteration n

can be found in [Stoppiglia, 1997].

4.3 TREC-8 Result for term selection

The term selection method described in the previous section generates a vector of discriminant terms

automatically for each topic. The dimension of this vector is determined by the probe defined above and thus its

length is customized for each topic. The average length of the vector over all the topics is 25 terms, the maximum
length is 40, and the minimum length is 10.

Figure 2 shows the final 10 top terms of topics 351, 352 and 375:

Topic 35

1

Topic 352 Topic 375

islands channel fusion

aires rail fuel

argentine terminal energy

Carlos link science

argentina kent hydrogen

exploration eurotunnel produced

falkland developments reaction

falklands tunnel cold

menem jobs electric

exploitation railway laboratories

Figure 1: Final 10 top words of the term selection
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5 Neural Networks
For each topic, the term frequencies of the vectors defined above are used as inputs of a neural network. Since

the number of relevant examples per topic is low, the simplest architecture is chosen for the neural network i.e. a

simple unit with a hyperbolic tangent function. Therefore, our classifier actually performs a linear separation.

Each filter is the function: tanh(^w,x,

)

,= 0

Where N is the size of the input vector for the topic considered, w; are the parameters to be estimated called

weights and ;c, is defined for i>0 by:

X.- = <

-1 tf.=0

tf.>o
Log(L)

where (^ are the term frequencies of the terms selected by the term selection procedure. For each classifier xo= I.

L is the length of the text. By dividing each term frequency by the logarithm of the length, we take into account

the fact that for longer text, the terms tends to appear more often.

The classifier is trained by minimizing the mean square difference between the desired output and the actual

value of the classifier on the training set. The desired value is +1 if the document is relevant and -1 if the

document is not relevant.

After training, each document of the test set (FT93-94 collection) is processed through the network and the

output of the network is a number between [-1;+!]. The document are then sorted by decreasing order of output,

and the top 1,000 documents are submitted for evaluation.

There are several techniques for minimizing the mean square error; one of the most efficient algorithm is the

BFGS Quasi-Newton algorithm [Bishop, 1995]. However, since the number of relevant examples is small, the

minimum of the cost function corresponds to large weights, so that the networks produce essentially a binary

output: +1 or -1. In this case, the network has been overtrained, and is generalization ability is low.

Consequently, in order to avoid the saturation of the tanh function, an early stopping procedure is used: the cost

is minimized with a gradient descent procedure, and training is stopped after a few epochs.

In other experiments we have tried to use hidden neurons in the network architecture, but this did not improve the

results.

6 Result on the FT93-94 collection

Our methodology has been applied to the topics 351 to 400 for the routing subtasks. The performances are

measured by uninterpolated average precision.

The results produced by the trec_aval' package are listed below. The topics 359 and 369, which have no relevant

document in FT93-94, are not taken into account.

Retrieved:

Relevant:

Relevant Retrieved:

48000

1276

1129

Non interpolated average precision :

R-precision

31,99

31,59

Interpolated

Recall

Precision

Averages

0 67,69

10 56,1

20 48,98

Precision at

5 docs 40,00

1 0 docs 31,67

1 5 docs 27,50

Available at ftp://ftp.cs.comell.edu/pub/smart/
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7 Future Work
In this work, the terms used as inputs of the classifiers were actually single words. In the future, we plan to

improve the text representation by using N-grams. These new terms can be handle in our method exactly like the

single words. We expect the use of these N-grams to improve slightly the overall performance.

Our classifier was just a logistic regression due to the lack of training data available and the risk of overfitting.

An early stopping procedure was used during the training process, but the number of epochs was not optimized

for each topic. In some future experiments, we plan to use weight decay regulaiizers [MacKay, 1992] instead of

the early stopping procedure to avoid overfitting.
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1 Summary

The tests performed for TREC8 were focused on automatic Adhoc, Web, Clir and Filtering

(batch and routing) tasks. All the submitted runs were based on the Mercure system.

Automatic adhoc : Four runs were submitted. All these runs were based on automatic

relevance back-propagation used in the previous TREC, with a slight change for one of

these runs (Mer8Adtd3). A strategy based on predicting the relevance of documents using

the past relevant documents was tested for this run. More precisely, instead of using the

same relevance value for all top retrieved documents, some of them are selected and have

their relevance value boosted.

Web : Four runs were submitted in this track:

1. content based only using Mercure simple search

2. content+ilink, according to Mercure architecture, we consider that document nodes

are linked each other by weighted links. The top selected documents resulting from

the initial search spread their signals towards the other document nodes. The docu-

ments were then sorted according to their activations, the top 1000 documents were

submitted.

3. (2) -|- pseudo-relevance back-propagation method.

4. reranking of the 40 top documents using their links between each others.

Cross-language : Three runs were submitted for our first participation in this track. All

these runs were based on query translation using an online machine translation . Two of

these runs are a comparison between query translation from English to other languages

and from French to other languages.

Filtering - batch and routing : The profiles were learned using three different strategies

: Relevance Back-propagation (RB) and Gradient Back-propagation (GB) used in the
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previous TREC and a new strategy based on Genetic Algorithm (GA). Four runs were

submitted, two batch runs based on RB+GB and two routing runs, one based on RB+GB
and the other one based on GA.

2 Mercure model

Mercure is an information retrieval system based on a connectionist approach and modelled by

a multi-layered network. The network is composed of a query layer (set of query terms), a term

layer representing the indexing terms and a document layer [3],[1].

Mercure includes the implementation of a retrieval process based on spreading activation

forward and backward through the weighted links. Queries and documents can be used either

as inputs or outputs. The links between two layers are symmetric and their weights are based

on the tf.idf measure inspired from the OKAPI and SMART term weightings.

- the query-term (at stage s) links are weighted as follows:

_ {l+log(tJm))*(lo9{N/n,)
^ q

\/ELi (l+^°5(t/u.))*(/o5(7V/n,)2

= 0 otherwise

- the term-document link weights are expressed by:

_ (1 loQ{tj,,)) * + h2 * log{^))

L I L doclen-,
tls + llA * J

—

f
—

• - • ' ^ avg-doclen

The query evaluation is based on spreading activation. Each node computes an input and

spreads an output signal. The query modification is based on relevance back-propagation. It

consists in spreading backward the document relevance from the document layer to the query

layer [1].

2.1 Query evaluation

A query is evaluated using the spreading activation process described as follows :

1. The query u is the input of the network. Each node from the term layer computes an

input value from this initial query: In[ti) = g^- and then an activation value : Out{ti) =
g{In{ti)) where g is the identity function.

2. These signals are propagated forwards through the network from the term layer to the

document layer. Each document node computes an input : In{dj) — Yll-i Out{ti) * Wij

and then an activation
,
Out{dj) — g{In{dj)).

The set of retrieved documents, 0utputu{0ut{di),0ut{d2), ...,Out{df^)) is then ranked in

a decreasing order of the activation value.
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2.1.1 Query modification based on relevance back-propagation

The top retrieved documents are judged and a relevance value is cissigned to each document

(positive for relevant documents, negative for non-relevant documents and nil for non-judged

documents). These values are used to compute the DesiredOutput vector.

DesiredOutput = (re/i, re/2, re/^^), i^elj = for relevant document

and relj = j^§j^^for nonrelevant document

1. This output is in fact considered as an "input" in the back-spreading process and is pre-

sented to the document layer. Each document node computes an input value, In{dj) = relj

and then an activation signal, Out{dj) — g{In{dj)).

2. This activation is back-spread to the term layer. Each term node computes an input value,

In{ti) = YljLii'^ji * Out{dj)) and then an output signal, Out{ti) = g{In{ti)).

3. Finally, the new query-term links corresponding to the new query are computed as follows:

Qi'^'^ = with ^if^^ = * + M, * Out{t,)

Notations :

T: the total number of indexing terms,

A'^: the total number of documents,
(s)

ql^-':
the weight of the term ti in the query u at the stage s,

til the term ti,

dj\ the document dj,

Wij: the weight of the link between the term ti and the document

doclenj-. document length in words (without stop words),

avgjdoclen: average document length, tfij: the term frequency of ti in the document

D„
ni'. the number of documents containing term ij.

Ma and Mj,: tuned and determined by a series of experiments and set to Ma = 2

and Mb = 0.75.

3 Adhoc experiment and results

3.1 Adhoc methodology: Query modification based on past relevant docu-

ments

The main experiment undertaken this year concerns the use of past known relevant documents.

The hypothesis that has been taken is : documents that have been judged as relevant for paist

queries could give a good approximation of relevance in pseudo-relevance feedback context.

Usually, the values used in pseudo-relevance back-propagation are : coef_rel=l for the top 12

documents assumed as relevant and -.75 for documents from 501-1000 assumed as non relevant.

The strategy tested this year consists of selecting some retrieved documents to be boosted

instead of using the same relevance value for all the top retrieved documents. These documents

are selected as follows:

1. Let us consider Dreti the top 12 documents, qrelsi the relevant documents for a given

query q^^ i varying from 1 through 400 (past TREC qrels).
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2. Build comrrii = Dret H qrelsi, each comrrii contains a set of documents from the top

retrieved

3. Select the comrrip containing the greatest number of documents and at least two docu-

ments.

4. Boost the coefficient value of the documents in comrrip. The coefficient value that has

been used is 1.75.

3.2 Adhoc results and discussion

Four automatic runs have been submitted : Mer8Adtdl,Mer8Adtd2,Mer8Adtd4 (title+description)

and Mer8Adtnd3 (long topic). These runs were based on a completely automatic processing

of TREC queries and automatic query expansion based on pseudo feedback : Mer8Adtd4 is

based on the query modification based on past relevant documents; Mer8Adtdl,Mer8Adtd2 and

MerSAdtndS are based on the classical relevance back-propagation using or not non-relevant

documents.

TREC results

Run Best >median < median

MerSAdtdl

Mer8Adtd2

Mer8Adtnd3

Mer8Adtd4

0 26 24

0 26 24

0 28 22

1 27 23

Table 1: Comparative automatic adhoc results at average precision

Table 1 compares our runs against the published median runs. As mentioned in the previous

TREC by [5], it is hard to tell much about relative performance since all automatic runs (title

only, title-fdescription and long topics) are in the same pool. Our results are in the average,

with one best query.

Type Run average precision Exact precision

title-|-description

a

basic td search .2231 .2786

Mer8Adtdl : 12 rel, 0 nrel .2231 (0%) .2786 (0%)

Mer8Adtd2 : 12 rel, 500 nrel .2231 (0%) .2786 (0%)
u Mer8Adtd4 : 12 rel -f past relevance .2247 (1%) .2733 (-2%)

Long Topic basic tnd .2327 .2928

Mer8Adtnd3 .2327 (0%) .2931
( 0%)

Table 2: Adhoc component results - 50 queries

Table 2 shows that the results obtained from all the tested strategies are quite the same.

No strategy has improved the results. However, the results obtained with long topic seems to
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be slightly better than with description+title only. The results obtained this year are quite the

same than those obtained in our previous participation in TREC.

What did we gain from the strategy based on past queries (run Mer8Adtd4)? Note that :

when the condition of boosting the relevance value in Mer8Adtd4 is not satisfied for a given

query, the result of this query is the same than MerSAdtdl. The difference between these runs

can be seen only when some documents from the top selected are boosted.

AvgP Mer8Adtdl AvgP Mer8Adtd4

407 U.zlzU 0.3012 (42.08%) 0.2876 (35.66%)

'±11 0.2497 (36.15%) 0.2497 (36.15%)

412 0.1565 0.2493 (59.30%) 0.3280 (109.58%)

416 0.2595 0.2540 (-2.12%) 0.2744 (5.74%)

422 0.2503 0.2896 (15.70%) 0.2896 (15.70%)

424 0.2279 0.0899 (-60.55%) 0.0955 (-58.10%)

427 0.1866 0.1776 (-4.82%) 0.1710 (-8.36%)

429 0.4561 0.2007 (-56%) 0.2621 (-42.53%)

431 0.4994 0.3061 (-38.71%) 0.3007 (-39.79%)

436 0.0313 0.0531 (69.65%) 0.0531 (69.65%)

438 0.2157 0.3007 (39.41%) 0.3119 (44.60%)

443 0.0912 0.0941 (3.18%) 0.0960 (5.26%)

446 0.1436 0.2548 (77.44%) 0.2548 (77.44%)

Table 3: Adhoc comparison between using the relevance of past documents and no

Table 3 compares the results between MerSAdtdl and Mer8Adtd4, query by query. It can

be seen that 13 queries were concerned with the past relevance strategy. The average precisions

of 7 of them were improved, 4 were unchanged and 3 were dropped.
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4 Web Track

4.1 Web methodology

Mercure has been extended to take into account the links between document nodes. The docu-

ment nodes in Mercure architecture are linked each others. The weight of the link between two

nodes is computed as follows :

^ _ \\link{d,)nlink{dj)\\

min{\\link{di}\\,\\link{dj)\\)

where link{di) is the list of documents (ilink or olink) linked to the document di. Only ilinks

have been used in our experiments. Four runs using the title and the description fields, were

submitted :

1. MerSWctd : content based only -f- pseudo-relevance feedback based on Mercure relevance

back-propagation.

2. Mer8Wcil : content-|-iHnk. According to the spreading activation process of Mercure,

the top 12 documents (resulting from the initial search) spread their signals through the

document-document links towards the document nodes. Each document node computes

an activation value as follows :

N
Out^^'^'^dj) = Out^°^^\dj) + g{J2 dkj * Out'^''^^\dk))

kz=l

The documents are then sorted according to their new activation. The top 1000 documents

were then submitted.

3. Mer8Wci2 : (2) -|- pseudo-relevance back-propagation method. The top 12 retrieved doc-

uments in MerSWcil were then used for relevance back-propagation and the top 1000

retrieved documents resulting from the new query were submitted.

4. Mer8Wci3 : rerank the 40 top documents using the links between documents. Instead

of sorting the top 40 documents according to their activation value these documents are

sorted according to another RSV (Retrieval Status Value) computed as follows : each

document from the 40 top retrieved at the initial search computes an RSV :

RSV{dj)^ J2 dkj

dk£top 40 doc.

The 40 top documents are then sorted according to their RSV. The rank of the remaining

documents 41-1000 is still unchanged.

Table 4 compares our runs against the published median results. Table (5) shows that using

content only + relevance back-propagation (MerSWctd) gives better results than all the runs

using the links. The strategy we used to take into account the links gives no improvment.
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TREC results

Run Best > median < median

Mer8Wctd
MerSWcil

Mer8Wci2
MerSWciS

0 23 27

0 22 28

5 19 31

1 23 27

Table 4: Comparative automatic small web results at average precision

Type Run average precision Exact precision

Title-Description
4;

basic search .1480 .1810

MerSWctd .1638 (11%) .1957 (8%)
it. MerSWcil .1401 (-6%) .1666 (-8%)
u Mer8Wci2 .1488 (1%) .1771 (-2%)
U Mer8Wci3 .1435 (-3%) .1741 (-2%)

Table 5: Small web component results - 50 queries

4.2 Comparison between Adhoc and Web runs

Table (6) compares Adhoc run (Mer8Adtdl) and Web run (Mer8Wctd) . Both runs were based on

Mercure pseudo-relevance back-propagation of the top 12 documents resulting from the initial

Mercure search. The queries are built from the title and the description items. The results

obtained using the Adhoc database are much better than those obtained using the Web database.

A comparison with other participant runs will give some explanations for this difference.

Type Run average precision Exact precision

T+D Mer8Wctd : 12 rel, 0 nrel .1638 .1957

T-l-D MerSAdtdl : 12 rel, 0 nrel .2231 .2786

Table 6: Comparison between adhoc and small web runs - 50 queries
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5 Clir Experiment

This year is our first participation in cross-language track. It consists of three runs: two runs use

English topics and retrieve documents from the pool of documents in all four languages (German,

French, Italian and English), the other one uses French topics and retrieves documents from the

pool of documents in all four languages. Our approach to the CLIR task is to translate the

query from the source language into other languages using an online Machine Translation (MT).

The runs were performed by doing individual runs for pair languages and merging the results

to form the final ranked list. Before merging, the pseudo- relevance back-propagation method

can be used. In this case, the top (12 in this experiment) documents resulting from the initial

search by pair languages are assumed as relevant and thanks to the relevance backpropagation

method, a new query is built for each language and applied to the index in the same language.

The list of documents resulting from these searchs are then merged to form the final ranked list

(shows figure l).The merging consists of sorting the documents resulting from the pair language

search in decreasing order of their activation values. Four index files were created, one index by

language. English words are stemmed using Porter, French words using the truncature (8 first

characters), no stemming for Italian and German words.

QutiyE

MT
\
MT

"- r
"

MT

( Query E ) ( QuervF )

Pscij<k.-B£

IfldeKF / Lideii I IndeK G

List List list List

docs docs docs d0C3

Mergitig

List

docs

E.J,I.a

Figure 1: The cross-language methodology
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Three runs were submitted.

• Mer8Can2x : query source in English + pseudo Relevance Backpropagation (RB)

• Mer8Cfr2x : query source in French + pseudo RB

• Mer8Can2xO : query source in English

TREC results

Run Best >median < median AvgP R-prec

Mer8Can2x
Mer8Cfr2x

Mer8Can2xO

4 10 18

2 12 16

1 14 14

0.2051 0.2386

0.1620 0.2031

0.2059 0.2529

Table 7: Comparative automatic CLIR at average precision

Table 7 compares our runs against the published median runs. It can be seen that the run

Mer8Can2x (English query source+RB) are better than Mer8Cfr2x (French query source+RB).

The translation from English into the other languages seems to work better than from French.

However, it can be seen that the pseudo relevance back-propagation does not bring anything

(comparison between Mer8Can2x and Mer8Can2x0), the average precision even dropped.
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6 Batch and Routing Experiments

The batch and routing experiments were performed using Mercure system. Three different

learning techniques were tested to build the batch and the routing queries : the Relevance Back-

propagation, the Gradient Backpropagation process presented in tree? [3] and a new technique

based on Genetic Algorithm (GA).

The FT92 documents were used as training data. The filtering algorithm starts with an

initial query, built from all the parts of the topic, and its FT92 relevance judgments (positive

and negative). The profiles were learned using the three techniques listed above. A pool of

queries based on the three methods was then selected.

The GA we used to learn the profiles is not a classical GA. The GA operators we defined are

based on some relevant information issued from the IR domain. The details of these operators

can be found in [2].

6.1 Representation of IR for GA
The genetic algorithm attempts to make evolve, generation by generation, a population of queries

towards those improving the outcome of the system. The competition starts between the various

representations of the potential solutions the arbitrator of the competition is the fitness function.

6.1.1 Query individual and query population

The potential solution in our GA is a query. The initial set of queries (initial population)

(Pop(°)), contains the initial query and N given training documents. A subset of these documents

can generate a different query. The query population is renewed at each iteration of the GA by

applying selection, crossover and mutation operators.

6.1.2 Fitness function

A fitness is assigned to each query. This fitness represents the query effectiveness during the

retrieving stage. It is computed according to the relevance of the retrieved documents. The

formula used is:

^^9i(N-Ry.Rl)

where qI^^ is the query u at the generation (5) of the GA, \\Dr\\ is the number of rel-

evant documents retrieved through all generations, ||jDnr|| the number of nonrelevant

documents retrieved through all generations.

6.1.3 Genetic operators

Some genetic operators defined in this work are not pure genetic operators. They have been

adapted to take advantage of some techniques developed in IR. For this reason, the defined

operators are qualified as knowledge based operators.
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Selection.

The selection procedure is based on the roulette wheel selection [6]. It consists in assigning to

every individual of the population a number of copies in the next generation, proportional to

the individual relative fitness. Then, one spin of the wheel selects a single individual each time

until the population size is reached.

Crossover based on term weight

This crossover does not use a crossing point, it modifies the term weights according to their

distribution in the relevant and nonrelevant documents. Let us consider Qu^ and qI^^ two

individuals (queries) selected for crossover. The result is the new individual Qp^^ defined as

follows :

^(s), (s) (s) (s). ^

n^'hJ'K'^'^ J'h \

^^pi '^p2 )

(s) ^ f Max{qlf,qlf) if weight{U, vi^^) > weight{U, oi^))

\ Min{ql^^ ,qlf) otherwise

Where the weight of term ti in a set of documents D is defined by weight{ti, D) =
(s)

YldjeD'^ji is the set of relevant documents retrieved by the population

Pop^^^ and DnJ is set of nonrelevant documents retrieved by the Pop^^K

Mutation based on term relevance

The mutation operator explores the terms occurring in the relevant documents in order to adjust

the corresponding gene values in the query selected for the mutation.

Let us consider Qu^ as the selected individual query and L^^^ as the set of terms from Di^\

the relevant documents retrieved in the previous generation of the GA. The mutation alters the

genes of the selected individual on the basis of the L^*^ terms and on the probability Pm- The

terms are sorted according to a score value calculated as follows:

Score(U) =

This score is used to limit the number of terms that can be used for the mutation process. The

mutation operation is done as follows :

for each term ti in L^*)

if (random{p) < Pm) then /* mutate the gene ti

q^^^) = average{Q\^^) — 5 /* modify the weight of ti in Qu^
endif

endfor
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Where Pm is the mutation probability, random (p) generates a random number p in

the range of [0..1]. The average function is computed as follows :

average{Qi'^) = ^=^^-^
n(s)

is) (s\
where n (s) is number of q\^' ^ Q'm Qu. 5 is a parameter used to control the average

value (we used ^ = 0).

Learning algorithm

- Submit the initial query and do the search

- Build the initial population as follows : the top 10 relevant documents join the

initial query in the set of initial individuals

- Compute the fitness of these individuals

- Apply the genetic operators to these individuals as follows :

- Repeat

Select two individuals, crossover then mutation

- Until Size{Pop^^'^^^)=fixed population size (the population is then built).

- Repeat

For each query in the population do a search

Compute the fitness of each query

Apply the genetic operators

- Until a fixed number of iteration

6.2 Routing task

For the routing task, the queries having the best average precision in the training data were

selected as routing queries. Two runs were submitted : MerSRl based on relevance backpropa-

gation and Mer8R2 based on OA.

TREC Routing

Run Best >median < median AvgP

MerSRl

Mer8R2
3 14 34

1 3 45

0.271

0.108

Table 8: Comparative routing results at average precision

Table 8 shows the comparative routing results at average precision. There was no gain from

the GA-based run. The results obtained in TREC7 filtering database (AP collection) were much
better than those obtained in the FT collection. This is probably due to this collection. In fact,

a lot of queries has only few relevant documents in the part of the FT used as training data.
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6.3 Batch Filtering

The profiles in the batch task are learned using the relevance backpropagation method and

the gradient back-propagation. The pool of the queries contains the queries generated by both

methods. The TREC standard output file of each query was analyzed to build an output file

containing:

< topic >< func >< value >< thresh >< rank >< prec >< recall >< method >

As it has been done in [7]. The weights, corresponding to the document activation, which

maximize the utility function were then found and selected as thresholds. Thus, the queries cor-

responding to these thresholds were selected and tested against the test data. The < method >
field correspond to the used method (relevance backpropagation or gradient backpropagation).

Two runs were submitted : MerSBaLFl based on utility- [LFl] and Mer8BaLF2 utility-[LF2].

TREC batch filtering

Run Best (with score=0) >median < median min = med — max — 0 score 0

MerSBaLFl
Mer8BaLF2

17(9)
15 (7)

38 7 5

33 10 7

22

23

Table 9: Comparative batch filtering results

Table 9 lists the comparative batch results. It can be seen that in both MerSBaLFl and

Mer8BaLF2 runs the results are quite good, 17 best queries in the first run and 15 in the second

run. It can be also noticed that 9 queries among the 17 best in the first run and 7 among the

15 best in the second run have a score = 0. It can be shown also that there are 22 queries with

score zero (no documents have been submitted for these queries).
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Goals

The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics

Laboratory (JHU/APL) is a second-time entrant in

the TREC Category A evaluation. The focus of our

information retrieval research this year has been on

the relative value of and interaction among multiple

term types and multiple similarity metrics. In

particular, we are interested in examining words and

n-grams as indexing terms, and vector models and

hidden Markov models as similarity metrics.

Approach

The Hopkins Automated Information Retriever for

Combing Unstructured Text (HAIRCUT) system was

built to explore the use of multiple term types,

including words, stemmed words, multi-word phrases

and character n-grams of various lengths. The

system is implemented in Java for ease of

development and portability. It supports both a

vector model and a hidden Markov model (HMM)
for comparing queries against documents.

Under the vector model, terms are usually weighted

by TF/TDF. Okapi BM 25 [Walker et al, 1998] and

plain TF weightings are also supported. Cosines can

be computed either relative to the origin, or relative

to the corpus centroid. Terms that appear in a high

percentage of documents are stop-listed. The

HAIRCUT HMM is a simple two-state model

capturing both document and collection statistics

[Miller et al, 1999]. HAIRCUT also supports

breaking documents into passages, although to date

we have received no significant boost in average

precision from doing so.

HAIRCUT performs rudimentary preprocessing on

queries to remove stop structure [Allan et al, 1998],

e.g., affixes such as "... would be relevant" or

"relevant documents should...". Other than this

preprocessing, queries are parsed in the same fashion

as are documents in the collection.

After the query is parsed and appropriately weighted

(TF/IDF for the vector model, TF for the HMM;
query section term-weighting was not used), an initial

retrieval is performed with a single round of blind

relevance feedback. We found a 27.6% relative

increase in average precision on the TREC-7 ad hoc

task when using relevance feedback. To perform

relevance feedback, HAIRCUT first retrieves the top

1000 documents. The top 20 documents are then

used for positive feedback, and the bottom 75

documents for negative feedback. Query terms are

reweighted using the Rocchio score (a=3, P=2, y=2)

and an affinity score, which is a function of the

term's frequency in the retrieved documents and its

frequency in the collection as a whole. The topn

scoring terms, ignoring very high and very low

frequency terms, are then used as the revised query.

After retrieval using this expanded and reweighted

query, we have found a slight improvement by

penalizing document scores for documents missing

many query terms. We multiply document scores by

a penalty factor:

( # of missing terms

number of terms in query
^

We use only about one-fifth of the terms of the

expanded query for this penalty function:

# Top Terms # Penalty Terms

words 60 12

6-grams 400 75

We conducted our work on a shared 4-node Sun

Microsystems Ultra Enterprise 450 server. The

workstation had 2 GB of physical memory and access

to 50 GB of hard disk space.

The HAIRCUT system comprises approximately

25,000 lines of Java code.

For TREC-8 we tested three types of terms: stemmed

words, 6-grams and phrases. After eliminating
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Figure 1. JHU/APLTREC-8 Ad Hoc Results
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punctuation, downcasing letters, and mapping

numbers to a single digit, a word was any remaining

blank-delimited sequence of characters. For n-grams

we used 6-grams formed from the same character

stream used for selecting words. In TREC-7 we used

5-grams [Mayfield & McNamee 1999], but we have

found 6-grams to be preferable for English. Our use

of 6-grams for other languages is based on

convenience, not proven superiority.
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Figure 3. JHU/APL TREC-8 Ad Hoc Base Runs by Topic
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Our focus this year was on combining evidence from

multiple runs. We varied three system features to

obtain runs that were then merged:

• use of a vector model versus use of a hidden

Markov model;

• use of n-grams as terms versus use of words or

stemmed words as terms; and

• use of phrases.

We used two different methods for merging these

runs. In most cases we used linear combination of

normalized scores. Scores were normalized simply by

scaling the range of scores exhibited by the top 1000

documents to the range 0..1. In one case, we selected

the retrieval technique on a per-query basis.

Ad hoc Results

The JHU/APL submissions were based on four

underlying retrieval runs:

• stemhmm: an HMM run using stemmed words,

with a=0.3.

• sixhmm: an HMM run using 6-grams, using

a=0.15.

• sixcos: a vector-based run using 6-grams as

terms and TF/IDF term weighting.

• phrase: an HMM run using common stem bi-

grams, in addition to individual stems, as terms.

Our phrase list comprised one million stem pairs.

JHU/APL submitted five ad hoc runs. All underlying

runs were first normalized as described above. Four

runs were based on topic/description/narrative

(TDN); one run, as required by the TREC-8 rules,

was based on topic and description (TD) only:

• apI8c221: A linear combination of stemhmm,

sixhmm, and sixcos, with scores from both

stemhmm and sixhmm receiving twice the

weight of sixcos.

• apl8c621: A linear combination comprising six

parts stemhmm, two parts sixhmm, and one part

sixcos.



Figure 5. JHU/APL TREC-8 CUR Performance
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• aplSp: A query-by-query combination of

apl8c221 and phrase, in which queries that the

system judged likely to benefit from phrases

were handled exclusively by the phrase run,

while the remaining queries were handled

exactly as in apl8c221.

• apl8n: sixhmm unmodified, submitted as a test

of the efficacy of raw n-grams.

• aplSctd: A TD run combining stemhmm,

sixhmm, and sixcos in a 2:2:1 ratio.

Our official results for these five runs are shown in

Figure 1. Aggregate numbers for the base and

submitted runs are as follows:

Average Relevant Precision

precision retrieved @100

stemhram 0.2914 3156 0.2378

sixhmm 0.2885 3061 0.2436

sixcos 0.2340 2919 0.2106

phrase 0.2850 3153 0.2410

apl8c221 0.3150 3332 0.2558

apl8c621 0.3126 3335 0.2558

apl8p 0.3154 3295 0.2568

aplSn 0.2885 3061 0.2436

aplSctd 0.2860 3117 0.2324

Our submitted TDN runs exhibited

scores over the fifty queries; our

exhibited four bests:

eight of the top

single TD run

Task pool Best At or above

median

apl8c221 automatic TDN 0 40

apl8c621 automatic TDN 4 39

apl8p automatic TDN 1 39

apl8n automatic TDN 3 30

apl8ctd automatic TD 4 37

Figure 2 shows the aggregate improvement obtained

by combining three base runs to form apl8c221.

Figure 3 shows the average precision for each of the

fifty TREC-8 ad hoc topics produced by our four

base runs. The chart shows wide variability in the

responsiveness of queries to the four techniques. As

shown in Figure 4, our linear combination method

manages to outperform each of the base methods in

aggregate by performing in the upper half of the

range of base scores for most queries. Our phrase

combination method, also shown in Figure 4, is a first

attempt to select a retrieval method on a query-by-

query basis.

Cross Language Track

JHU/APL was a first-time entrant in the CLIR track

at TREC-8. We used SYSTRAN® to translate

English queries into German, French and Italian,

HAIRCUT to perform both word-based and n-gram-

based retrieval on the four collections, and linear

combination of normalized scores to combine the

eight runs.

We found that different languages responded

differently to words and n-grams; thus (except for run

aplxl2) within each language we used the following

weights to combine the two types of runs (which

weights were derived from training on the TREC-7
CLIR task):

English French German Italian

6-grams 1.0 3.3 3.5 1.0

Words 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.2
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We submitted four CLIR runs:

1. aplxll: A combination that weighted the

languages as follows:

English French German Italian

2.3 2.0 2.0 1.8

These weights were also derived from training

on the TREC-7 CLIR task. It is unclear whether

these weights optimize average precision on the

TREC-7 task because of differing HAIRCUT
performance on the various languages, because

of the number of relevant documents in the

various languages, or because of other factors.

aplxl2: A two-phase combination, in which the

languages were first individually combined using

the following weights:

Italian

SOX ft07. wi, \otri.

Recdl

-(23.91%) 6-gaTS -(24.09%) Wcfcfe

English French Germaii Italian

6-grams 1.0 2.5 8.5 1.0

Words 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.5

The resulting combined runs were then merged

using these weights:

English French German Italian

2.0 1.1 1.1 0.6

As with aplxll, these weights were tramed from

the TREC-7 CLIR task.

aplxB: A combination that weighted the four

languages evenly:

English French German Italian

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

aplxI4: A combination that weighted English as

1.5, and the other languages as 1.0:
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English French German Italian

1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0

Results from these four runs are shown in Figure 5.

The eight base runs are shown in Figure 6.

Aggregate numbers for our submitted CLIR runs are

as follows:

Average Relevant Precision

precision retrieved @100
aplxll 0.2571 1911 0.2714

aplxl2 0.2471 1944 0.2782

aplxl3 0.2542 1890 0.2711

0.2389 1902 0.2575

The similarity of these runs lead us to believe that

tuning weights under this approach to merging is not

a cost-effective use of one's time.

Our monolingual results for the four languages, using

the human-translated queries provided by NIST, were

significantly below those seen on the TREC-7 CLIR
task:

English French German Italian

T8 Words 0.2481 0.3780 0.2525 0.3152

T8 6-grams 0.2538 0.3342 0.3933 0.2778

T7 Words 0.4533 0.3715 0.3671 0.3936

T7 6-grams 0.4363 0.3767 0.4143 0.3281

The reasons for this drop in performance are unclear.

Given HAIRCUT'S average precision of 31.5% on

the TREC-8 ad hoc task, it seems unlikely that the

drop in English performance is due to some sort of

overtraining on the TREC-7 data. We note a

significant drop in the number of relevant documents

English French German Italian

TREC-7 1689 991 917 501

TREC-8 956 578 717 170

Query Track

JHU/APL also participated in the query track. We
generated four query sets, although space aliens in

black helicopters managed to prevent two of them

from appearing in the official query track collection.

These latter two were generated by hand, by reading

the narrative version of each source query and

generating a title query and a description query for

each. Our first official query set (APL5a) was

created using a variant of the mutual information

statistic [Church & Hanks 1990] to extract important

terms from the top 75 documents retrieved for the

source query. Our second set (APL5b) used the same
statistic to extract important terms from the query

track training set. All terms in these query sets were

unstemmed words; we did not anticipate that other

systems could make use of n-grams.

We used a single system configuration to process

each of the 23 query track query sets. This

configuration used unstemmed words as terms, and a

hidden Markov model to gauge document similarity.

Our results showed tremendous variabilitj' in result

quality across the 23 query sets. The following table

shows HAIRCUT'S performance on each query set,

the average performance over all eight runs submitted

by five different groups to the query track, and

HAIRCUT'S percentage above or below the all

systems average. Our best results were obtained from

APL5b, which was developed using training data.

For further details on the query track, see the Query

Track Overview paper in these proceedings.

HAIRCUT Rel. Prec. All systs. Diff. in

Average ret. @100 average avg.

precision prec.

acsla 0.2521 5553 0.3316 0.2449 2.9%

APL5a 0.2471 5648 0.3300 N/A N/A
APL5b 0.2912 6242 0.4192 N/A N/A
INQla 0.1697 4261 0.2242 0.1771 -4.2%

INQlb 0.2089 4902 0.2642 0.2124 -1.6%

INQlc 0.2261 5195 0.2934 0.2259 0.1%

INQld 0.2061 4901 0.2788 0.1919 7.4%

INQle 0.2300 4480 0.2796 0.2269 1.4%

INQ2a 0.1622 4201 0.2180 0.1612 0.6%

INQ2b 0.1990 4673 0.2586 0.1869 6.5%

INQ2C 0.2658 5427 0.3386 0.2407 10.4%

INQ2d 0.2208 5367 0.2862 0.2022 9.2%

INQ2e 0.2533 5440 0.3222 0.2388 6.1%

INQ3a 0.1486 3725 0.2050 0.1320 12.6%

INQ3b 0.1292 3766 0.1980 0.1182 9.3%

INQ3C 0.1293 3430 0.1716 0.1299 -0.5%

INQSd 0.1601 4220 0.2078 0.1578 1.5%

INQ3e 0.1758 4470 0.2382 0.1754 0.2%

pirla 0.2603 5999 0.3590 0.2464 5.6%

Sab la 0.2550 5610 0.3312 0.2384 7.0%

Sab lb 0.2791 5946 0.3636 0.2504 11.5%

Sable 0.2405 5555 0.3040 0.2533 -5.1%

Sab3a 0.2627 5816 0.3558 0.2364 11.1%

Conclusions

We had good results using a simple linear

combination of scores across several HAIRCUT runs.

In general, HMMs outperformed the vector model,

while n-grams and words were roughly comparable

on average. Using run combination, HAIRCUT sees

an 8% relative gain on the ad hoc task over the best

base run. Such combination is low risk; we have

never found a drop in average precision over fifty or

more queries. Furthermore, effective combination

does not require disparate systems. A single system

can produce the required variability simply by using

different term types or similarity metrics.

Availability of both words and n-grams also helped

us significantly in the cross-language task, for which
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HAIRCUT was a first-time participant. HAIRCUT
exhibited 79% recall at 1000 on the CLIR task, and a

high average precision relative to retrieval using

human-translated queries.
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Abstract. One problem in query reformulation process is to find an

optimal set of terms to add to the old query. In our TREC experiments

this year, we propose to use the association rule discovery (especially

apriori algorithm) to find good candidate terms to enhance the query.

These candidate terms axe automatically derived from collection, added

to the original query to build a new one. Experiments conducted on a

subset of TREC collections gives quite promising results. We achieve a

19% improvement with old TREC7 adhoc queries.

1 Introduction

Enriching a user's query with synonyms or related terms can improve search

performance in a text retrieval system. There are at least two methods to refor-

mulate a search query. The first one is to use relevance feedback where related

terms come from the contents of user-identified relevant documents, or pseudo-

relevance feedback where expanded terms come from the top k retrieved docu-

ments which are assumed to be relevant [4]. The second one is to include terms

from an online thesaurus [6] or manually selected terms [3] to the old query. How-

ever, these two methods (except the pseudo-relevance feedback) involve with the

presence of the user or an additional knowledge source.

We concentrate in our TREC experiments this year with a novel query en-

hancement technique. Additional terms appended to the original query are ob-

tained from applying apriori algorithm, an association rule discovery used in

data mining to extract some useful rules from a large database, to a subset of

TREC collections. We have not obtained any promising result with the new ad-

hoc TREC8 query set yet, but achieved 19% improvement with the old adhoc

TREC7 queries using our DSIR retrieval system [5].

Our report has been organized in the following way. Section 2 introduces

breifly the apriori algorithm, and shows how we apply it to a subset of TREC
collections. Section 3 gives detail how we set up our experiments and provides

preliminajy results. Finally, section 4 concludes this report.
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2 Applying Apriori algorithm to TREC Collection

The apriori algorihtm, introduced by Agrawal [1], has been widely used to mine
useful knowledge in large transaction databases. Typically, a transaction is a

list of items (or goods) purchased by a customer during a visit in a store or

supermarket. Knowledge are derived in terms of a list of association rules such

as "95% of customers who purchase tries and auto accessories also later get

automotive services done", or a formal rule like "85% of customers who buy

product A and B also buy product C and D. Discovering all such customer buying

patterns is valuable for cross-marketing and attached mailing applications. Other

applications include catalog design, product placement, customer segmentation,

etc., based on their buying patterns [2].

The problem description of mining association rules can be given as follows.

The support of a set of items (called later itemset) in a transaction database

is the fraction of all transactions containing the itemset. An itemset is called

frequent if its support is greater or equal to a user-specified support threshold.

An association rule is an implication of the form X => Y where X and Y are

disjoint itemsets. The support of this rule is the support ofXUY. The confidence

of this rule is the fraction of all transactions containing X that also contain Y
(i.e. the support ofXUF divided by the support of X). From the second example

above, the "85%" is the confidence of the rule {A,B} => {C,D}. Given a set of

transactions, the problem of mining a,ssociation rules is to find all association

rules that have support and confidence greater than the user-specified minimum
support, and minimum confidence respectively [2].

To apply association rule mining to our query reformulation problem, we

assume that each document can be seen as a transaction while each separate

word inside can also be seen as item or product bought buy a customer. Applying

apriori algorithm to a TREC collection with specified minimum and maximum
support, and confidence will produce a set of association rules in form ofX ^ Y,

where X and Y are disjoint set of related words (or wordset). An enhanced query

is then reformulated by adding all words in wordset Y if the wordset X appears

in the original query.

3 Preliminary Experiments and Results

We still use DSIR [5] retrieval system in our experiments. Since each pass of as-

sociation rule discovery takes several hours on a Pentium class machine, we then

choose to conduct the experiments using only the FT (Financial Times) collec-

tion. FT is first preprocessed in form of transaction database before applying

apriori algorithm. All derived rules are employed in the query expansion process.

The minimum and maximum support, and confidence are then the additional

indexing parameters. Table 1 below gives some results of our experiments.

The first row in Table 1 gives average precision concluded from a set of ex-

periments using original TREC7 queries to search in FT collection with varying

document-query weighting combinations. We choose this row as the baseline.

The other rows gives results when our new query expansion technique has been
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Run Inc.ntc Inc. ate Inc.anc Incite

no expansion U.U 1 /,z U.UDUD U.U400 U.UooiD

XU -Lu \J •\J\JOO 0 07"^?

[-rio.iv/oj (^-rO.OO /c )
^-Z ( .zy /o j

[-Li. l^/o)

J. \J '-t\J~K}\J 0.0861 0.0631 n 0498 0 079U.U / zu

^-D.OO /o j
^' 1 1 1 7%

10-40-40 0.0736 0.0624 0.0425 0 0893

(+1.94%) (+2.97%) (-7.21%) (+6.95%)

10-40-50 0.0727 0.0610 0.0429 0.0835

(+0.69%) (+0.66%) (-6.33%) (0%)

Table 1. Query expansion results.

applied. The series of numbers, for example "10-40-10", are the percentage of

minimum and maximum support, and the percentage of confidence parameters

used in apriori algorithm.

4 Conclusion

Table 1 illustrates very promising results. We can achieve 19% improvement with

this query expansion technique, without using any additional knowledge source

(i.e. thesaurus, or relevance data) or any user intervention. Since, in our TREC
experiments this year, we are quite shortage of time and computing resource,

we then unfortunately do not finish our test and has any result on the TREC8
query set.
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1 Introduction

For this year's TREC, KDD R&D Laboratories focused on the adaptive filtering experiments

of the Filtering Track. The main focus of our research was the development and evaluation of

the profile updating algorithm.

Our profile updating algorithm is based on the query expansion method based on word

conirihution[l]\2]. Given manual feedback, our QE method has achieved high performance in

the ad hoc track. Therefore, our hypothesis is that this method should work well in the filtering

track. We will describe how we implemented this method to the filtering track, and analyze

experiments.

Our officially submitted results to TREC were generated from a system with a

major bug. The results described in this notebook paper are based on the bug-fixed version

of our system.

2 Profile updating

As mentioned in Section 1, the query expansion method based on word contribution wais imple-

mented for the filtering track. However, some adjustments were necessary for this implemen-

tation. In this section, we will explain the basic idea of this method, describe the adjustments

made for the filtering track, and present experiment results.

2.1 Definition of word contribution

Word contribution is a measure which expresses the influence of a word (or term) to the simi-

larity between the query and a document. This is defined by the following formula:

Cont(w, q, d) — Sim{q, d) — Sim{q'{w), d'{w)) (1)

where Cont{w,q,d) is the contribution of the word w in the similarity between query q and

document d, Sim{q,d) is the similarity between q and d, q'{w) is query q excluding word w,

and d'{w) is document d excluding word w. In other words, the contribution of word w is

the difference between the similarity of q and d, and the similarity of q and d when word w
is assumed to be nonexistent in both data. Therefore, there are words which have positive

contribution, and words which have negative contribution. Words with positive contribution

raise similarity, and words with negative contribution lower similarity.
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2.2 Analysis of word contribution

Figure 1 illustrates the contribution of all words from a query and a document relevant to it.

The data is sorted in descending order according to the contribution of each word.
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Figure 1: Word contribution between Topic 313 and FBIS3-30043

From Figure 1, it is apparent that there are only a small number of words with highly

positive contribution, and a small number of words with highly negative contribution. On
the contrary, most words have a contribution near zero, meaning most words do not have a

significant influence on the query-document similarity.

As obvious from the definition of word contribution, words with highly positive contribution

are presumed to be words that co-occur in the query and document. Such words can be

considered as informative words of document relevance to the query. On the contrary, words

with highly negative contribution which do not occur in the original query can be considered

cis words which discriminate relevant documents from other non-relevant documents contained

in the data collection.

Since the main objective of query expansion is to add words which are effective in dis-

tinguishing relevant documents from the data collection, we assumed that words with highly

negative contribution are extremely suitable for expanding the original query. Moreover, we

presumed that value of word contribution is a measure of the importance the word has for

discrimination. Therefore, the application of word contribution values as the weight of the

extracted word for query expansion should also be eff"ective.

2.3 Query expansion method

Based on our arguments in the previous section, we have developed the following query expan-

sion method.

First, the word contribution of all words in the query and relevant documents are calculated.

If there are Num. documents which are relevant to the query q, the relevant document set for

q is Dreiiq) = {di,
, dNum} From each relevant document di, N words with the lowest

contribution are extracted.

Next, a score for each extracted word it; is calculated by the following formula:
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Score{w) = wgt X Cont{w,q,d) (2)

d€r>rei(?)

where wgt is a parameter with a negative value (since the contribution is also negative). Cal-

culated scores are regarded as the term frequency values of each word. Therefore, when using

the TF*IDF method, the IDF of the word is multiplied to this score to get its final weight.

Finally, all extracted words and their weights are added to the original query. If any of the

extracted words occur in the original query, that word is not added to the new query. Words

with negative scores were also excluded from the expanded query.

2.4 Implementation to profile updating

The query expansion method described in the preceding section requires a "set" of relevant

documents. However, since documents come into the system one by one in the filtering process,

this set of relevant documents cannot be made unless the system accumulates results. We did

not apply this method to our system. Instead, we calculated the word contribution of selected

words occurring in retrieved documents, and added them to the profile.

Although our query expansion method proved to be effective without the use of informa-

tion from non-relevant documents, we felt the necessity to use this information for the filtering

process. Therefore, we took a Rocchio-like approach[3] to apply non-relevant document infor-

mation to the profile. First, the weights of each selected word from non-relevant documents

were calculated by the same method as with relevant documents. Next, instead of adding the

calculated weight, we subtracted it from the original profile. Words with negative weights re-

sulting from this process are not used for similarity calculation, but all weights are preserved in

the profile vector. Therefore, words extracted from both relevant and non-relevant documents

have smaller weights than words which are only extracted from relevant documents.

2.5 Additional System Details

Our system is based on the vector space model. The weighting calculation scheme is based

on the TF*IDF based weighting formulas for the SMART system at TREC-7 [4], with minor

customizations. The TF and IDF factors for our system are as the following:

• TF factor

log(l + Z/) (3)

• IDF factor

where tf is the term's frequency in the document, df is the number of documents that contain

the term, and M is the total number of documents in the data collection. The document

frequency data was generated from TREC CD-ROMs Vol 4 and 5, excluding (of course) the

Financial Times documents. We added 1 to the term frequency inside the logarithm of the TF
factor because the tf value resulting from word contribution occasionally has values below 1,

which results in a negative weight.

Different weights were set for the calculation of scores from word contribution data, based

on the relevance of the document the word was extracted from. Hereafter, Wrei expresses the

weight for words extracted from retrieved relevant documents, and Wnrei expresses the weight

for words extracted from retrieved non-relevant documents.

Moreover, we did not make use of the controUed-language field of the Financial Times

database for our experiments.
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3 Profile updating experiments

In this section, we will describe the experiments made for evaluation of the profile updating

algorithm.

3.1 Experiment conditions

The main interest of our experiment is the influence of the 2 parameters of our algorithm, Wrei

and Wnrei, to filtering results. In this experiment, we set Wrei to {-200, -400, -800}, Wnrei to {-

100, -200, -400, -800}, and ran all possible parameter combinations (12 runs). For comparison,

we also made an experiment run without profile updating.

3.2 Results

Table 1 shows the average scaled utility[5] of each run for all combinations of Wrei and Wnrei-

For comparison, the average scaled utility of the run without profile updating {"NoPlT') is also

shown in this table. The parameter s used for scaled utility calculation is set to 200.

Table 1: Average scaled utility (s=200), FT92-94

-100 -200 -400 -800

-200 0.4558 0.4840 0.5091 0.5257

-400 0.4172 0.4777 0.5107 0.5184

-800 0.3815 0,4349 0.4842 0.5100

NoPU 0.3807

As obvious from Table 1, we achieved significant improvement of performance compared to

the NoPU run, except when the absolute value of Wrei is much higher than that of Wnreh as in

the case when {wrehWnrei} = {—800,-100}. Furthermore, scaled utility constantly improves

as the absolute value of w^rei increases.

3.3 Discussions

Although we have achieved overall improvement by applying query expansion based on word

contribution to our filtering system, the utility is not satisfactory. For further analysis, we

examined the results for each year of Financial Times data (FT92, FT93, FT94). Figures 2-4
illustrate the improvement of average scaled utihty for each year compared to the NoPU run.

As observed from the analysis of yearly results, the profile seems to improve if sufficient

information from relevant documents are fed back to the profile. However, the excessive retrieval

of non-relevant documents before sufficient retrieval of relevant documents lowers the total

utility, resulting in the total decline of performance.

The main cause of this problem is that our algorithm does not utilize information from non-

relevant documents except for the Rocchio-like approach described in Section 2.4. Subtracting

the weights of words extracted from non-relevant documents contributes to higher performance

by lowering the influence of words which occur in both relevant and non-relevant documents.

However, this does not affect the profile until a relevant document has been retrieved, since

negative values in the profile vector are not used for similarity calculation.
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Figure 4: Improvement of scaled utility compared to NoPU (FT94)

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a method which makes more use of information from

non-relevant documents. Such a method should decrease the number of mistakenly retrieved

documents without affecting the retrieval of relevant documents.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have made experiments to evaluate the profile updating algorithm and the threshold ad-

justment algorithm. Experiments on profile updating showed promising results, although there

is a necessity to improve our algorithm to apply more information from mistakenly retrieved

non-relevant documents to the profile.

We are currently working on an algorithm which makes the use of a profile which expresses

the features of past selected non-relevant documents. We hope to evaluate this method in future

TREC filtering experiments.
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1 Introduction

In this report we describe the QALC system (the Question-Answering program of the Language and Cogni-

tion group at LIMSI-CNRS) which has been involved in the QA-track evaluation at TREC8. The purpose of

the Question-Answering track is to find the answers to a set of 200 questions. The answers are text sequences

extracted from the volumes 4 and 5 of the TREC collection. All the questions have at least one answer in

the collection.

The basic architecture of QALC is composed of five parallel modules, two for the questions and three

for the corpora, and a sixth pairing module which produces the sentences ranked by decreasing order of

relevance. Figure 1 illustrates the main components of QALC. More details about each component will be

given in the figures corresponding to the detailed descriptions of these subparts.

The QALC system relies mainly on genuine Natural Language Processing components. Most of the

components rely on a tagged version of the corpus. We use the TreeTagger for this purpose (Stein and

Schmid, 1995). The system is based on the following six modules:

Natural language question analysis The analysis of the questions relies on a shallow parser which spots

discriminant patterns and assigns categories to the questions. The categories correspond to the types

of entities which are likely to constitute the answer to this question.

Term extraction The term extractor is based on syntactic patterns which describe compound nouns. The
maximal extension of these compounds is produced along with the plausible subphrases.

Automatic indexing & variant conflation Automatic indexing relies on FASTR (Jacquemin, 1999), a

shallow transformational natural language analyzer which recognizes the occurrences and the variants

of the terms produced by the preceding module. Each occurrence or variant constitutes an index

to the document which is ultimately used in the process of document ranking and in the process of

question/document pairing.

Named entity recognition Similarly, named entities are recognized in the documents in order to build

indices which are used for measuring the degree of similarity between the questions and the document

sentences. Named entities are extracted through lexico-syntactic patterns combined with significantly

large lexical data.

Document ranking &: thresholding The last two modules are information retrieval modules as opposed

to the four preceding components. Documents are ranked according to a weighted measure of the

indices produced by the automatic indexing and variant conflation module. Only the n best ranked

documents are selected. A further selection of the documents is made if a plateau can be recognized

in the relevance curve of the documents.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of QALC.

Question/sentence pairing Finally, all the data extracted from the questions and the documents by

the preceding modules is used by a pairing module to evaluate the degree of similarity between a

document sentence and a question. The sentences are chosen from the documents selected by the

preceding module.

The following sections present in detail the modules of the QALC system.

2 Natural Language Question Analysis

Question analysis is performed in order to assign features to questions and use these features for the pair-

ing measurement between a query (question) and potential answer sentences (answer). Basically, question

analysis allows the prediction of the kind(s) of answer, called target (for instance, ORGANIZATION). The
retrieved documents (see Section 4.2) are processed in order to recognize the named entities. Named enti-

ties are labeled with the same set of tags as the questions. During the pairing measurement, the more the

question and a sentence share the same tags, the more they are considered as involved in a question-answer

relation.

Example:

Question: How many people live in the Falklands? —> target = NUMBER
^

Answer: ... Falklands population of <b_numex_TYPE=NUMBER> 2,100 <e_numex> is concentrated.

2.1 Target Set

The targets used are PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION (either CITY or PLACE), TIME-EXPRESSION
(either DATE, TIME, AGE or PERIOD), and NUMBER (either LENGTH, VOLUME, DISTANCE, WEIGHT,
PHYSICS or FINANCIAL). Some examples of sentences which can be associated with targets follow. Ele-

ments of sentences (called triggers) which are relevant to assign a given target are underlined.
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PERSON: Who was the first President of the USA?

ORGANIZATION: What laboratory discovered the AIDS virus?

LOCATION:

PLACE: What is the longest river in Asia? What is the name of the highest mountain in the world?

TIME-EXPRESSION:

PERIOD: During which period did the dinosaurs vanish?

2.2 Types of Questions

Question analysis is performed by a specialized shallow parser. It is based on lexical, syntactic and semantic

knowledge, i.e. some specific words, syntactic categories, grammar rules and semantic cleisses for nouns. We
have identified six kinds of formulations for questions allowing the prediction of the kind of answer.

TYPE 1: the answer only depends on the interrogative pronoun. It is the case with who/whom/whose,

where and when.

The following three patterns are dedicated to parse Which/What-questions. These patterns are identical

whatever kind of answer is expected. Disambiguation is provided by the semantic class of the head noun
belonging to the noun phrase (NPsem). These classes are detailed in section 2.3.

TYPE 2: what/which ...be NPsem

TYPE 3: what/which NPsem. A variant of this last rule is TYPE 3b, for questions about time. TYPE 3b:

(PREP) what/which NPtime

TYPE 4: what/which is the name of NPsem.

The last two types entail the analysis of How-questions. TYPE 5 leads the system to choose a target

according to the semantic category of the adjective, and, in TYPE 6 questions, the choice relies on the

semantic category of the NP.

TYPE 5: how AdjSem.

TYPE 6: how much/many NPsem.

Our parser first tries to apply these rules on the beginning of the sentence. If none of them is fired,

the parser tries to find one of these patterns inside the sentence, as in the sentence The Faroes are part of

what northern European country? Some rules lead to find several targets in case of ambiguity. For example,

the target of the question Where is Bolivia? may be either a LOCATION-STATE or a LOCATION-CITY.

2.3 Semantic Categories

Each semantic category corresponds to a target. The category of a noun phrase is based on the semantic

class of its main noun. A noun phrase is made of a determiner (DET), followed by successive adjectives (JJ),

nouns (N) with a possible possessive case (Poss), or verbs at the gerundive (Vbg) or past participle (Vbd)

form. We have decided to search for the largest noun phrase structure:

(DET) (JJ|Nposs|N|Vbg|Vbd)* N (1)

The head of a noun phrase is the last noun of the longest match. For example, in Johnny Mathis' high

school track coach, coach is recognized as the head. We have established 17 semantic classes, hierarchically

structured as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The semantic classes

Let us give some examples to illustrate our recognition of NPs. The NP is in italics, its head is underlined

and the semantic category of the NP is given after the arrow;

What is the number of buffaloes —> NUMBER
What two companies ORGANIZATION
What date/year -> DATE
Which country STATE
What is the world record time —> TIME
What is the capital of ... CITY
Some adjectives used with how, as tall, long, etc., are also classified in semantic classes that belong to

the sub-tree representing numeric entities.

3 Term Extraction

The relevant documents are retrieved through a pairing procedure which relies on a measure of similarity.

The similarity between a document and a query, detailed in Section 6, is computed on the basis of common
terms and on the correspondence between the tags assigned to the question and the named entities extracted

from the sentences. Terms are extracted from the questions and sentences are indexed by these terms. In

this section, we describe the acquisition of terms from the questions. In the next section, the process of

indexing sentences with these terms is detailed.

As for automatic acquisition of terms from questions, we use a simple technique of filtering through

patterns of part-of-speech categories. No statistical ranking is possible because of the small size of the

questions from which terms are extracted.

The questions are first tagged with the help of the Tree Tagger. Then, patterns of syntactic categories are

used to extract terms from the tagged corpora. They are very close to those in (Justeson and Katz, 1995),

but we do not include post-posed prepositional phrases. The pattern used for extracting terms is^:

(((((JJ|Nn|Np|Vbg) )?(JJ|NN|NpiVBG) (Np|Nn)))|(Vbd)|(Nn)|(Np)|(CD)) (2)

The longest string is acquired first and substrings can only be acquired if they do not begin at the same

word as the superstring. For instance, from the sequence nameN^ o/in the-oi US^p helicopters^ pilot^^

s/io^Vbd down^p, the following four terms are acquired: US helicopter pilot, helicopter pilot, pilot, and shoot.

The mode of acquisition chosen for terms amounts to considering only the substructures that correspond

to an attachment of modifiers to the leftmost constituents (the closest one). For instance, the decomposition

^Nn are common nouns, Np proper nouns and CD numeral determiners.
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of us helicopter pilot into helicopter pilot and pilot is equivalent to extracting the subconstituents of the

structure [US [helicopter [pilot]]].

4 Automatic Indexing and Document Ranking

The selection of relevant documents relies on an NLP-based indexing composed of both single-word and

phrase indices and linguistic links between the occurrences and the original terms. The original terms are

those extracted from the questions and presented in Section 3. The tool used for extracting text sequences

that correspond to occurrences or variants of these terms is FASTR (Jacquemin, 1999). The ranking of the

documents relies on a weighted combination of the terms and variants extracted from the documents.

4.1 NLP-based Indexing through FASTR

The automatic indexing of documents is performed by FASTR , a transformational shallow parser for the

recognition of term occurrences and variants. The terms acquired in Section 3 are transformed into grammar
rules and the single words building these terms are extracted and linked to their morphological and semantic

families.

The morphological family of a single word w is the set M{w) of terms in the CELEX database (CELEX,
1998) which have the same root morpheme as w. For instance, the morphological family of the noun maker

is made of the nouns maker, make and remake, and the verbs to make and to remake.

The semantic family of a single word w is the union S{w) of the synsets of WordNetl.6 (Fellbaum, 1998)

to which It; belongs. A synset is a set of words which are synonymous for at least one of their meanings.

Thus, the semantic family of a word lu is the set of the words w' such that w' is considered as a synonym of

one of the meanings of w. The semantic family of maker, obtained from WordNetl.6, is composed of three

nouns: {maker, manufacturer, shaper} and the semantic family of car is {car, auto, automobile, machine,

motorcar}.

Variant patterns that rely on morphological and semantic families are generated through metarules. They
are used to extract terms and variants from the document sentences in the TREC corpus. The following

pattern^ extracts the occurrence making many automobiles as a variant of the term car maker:

Yui'maker) RP' PREP' (ART (Nn|Np)' PREP)' ART' (JJ
|
Nn

|

Np
|
Vbd

I

Vbg)°"^ Ns(' ca/) (3)

VM('"ia^er ) is any verb in the morphological family of the noun maker and Ns ('cor') is any noun in the

semantic family of car.

Relying on the above morphological and semantic families, auto maker, auto parts maker, car manufac-

turer, make autos, and making many automobiles are extracted as correct variants of the original term car

maker through the metarule set used for the QA-track experiment. Unfortunately, some incorrect variants

are extracted as well, such as make those cuts in auto produced by the preceding metarule.

4.2 Document Ranking

The output of NLP-based indexing is a list of term occurrences composed of a document identifier d, a term

identifier—a pair t{q,i) composed of a question number q and a unique index i— , a text sequence, and a

variation identifier v (a metarule). For instance, the following index:

LA092690-0038 ^(131,1) making many automobiles NtoVSemArg (4)

means that the occurrence making many automobiles from document d =LA092690-0038 is obtained as a

variant of term z = 1 in question q = 131 (car maker) through the variation given in Section 4.1.

^RP are adverbs, PREP prepositions, ART articles, and V verbs.
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Each document d in the collection is associated with a vector W{d) = {Wq{d))g^^i 200} of 200 weights,

one for each question q. The weighting scheme relies on a measure of quality of the different families of varia-

tions described in (Jacquemin, 1999): non-variant occurrences are weighted 3.0, morphological and morpho-

syntactic variants are weighted 2.0, and semantic and morpho-syntactico-semantic variants are weighted

1.0.

Since proper names are more reliable indices than common names, each term t{q,i) receives a weight

P{t{q,i)) between 0 and 1.0 corresponding to its proportion of proper names. For instance, President

Cleveland's wife is weighted | = 0.66. Since another factor of reliability is the length of terms, a factor

\t{q, i)\ in the weighting formula denotes the number of words in term t{q, i).

The weight Wq{d) of a query g in a document d is given by the following formula (5). The products

of the weightings of each term extracted by the indexer are summed over the indices I[d) extracted from

document d and normalized according to the number of terms |T(g)| in query q.

y^,,. Y- Hv) X (l + 2P(^(g,z))) X \t{q,i)\

For each query g, the 100 best ranked documents are retrieved. Mainly two types of weighting curves

are observed for the retrieved documents: curves with a plateau and a sharp slope at a given threshold

(Figure 3. a) and curves with a slightly decreasing weight (Figure 3.b).

The edge of a plateau is detected by examining simultaneously the relative decrease of the slope with respect

to the preceding one, and the relative decrease of the value with respect to the preceding one.

if 7777^4 < 0-5 then io = 2 (6)

Through this method, the threshold io is 8 for question #87 (
Who followed Willy Brandt as chancellor

of the Federal Republic of Germany?, Figure 3. a) and 100 for question #86 ( Who won two gold medals in

skiing m the Olympic Games in Calgary?, Figure 3.b). As indicated by Figure 3. a, there is an important

difference of weight between documents #8 and #9. The weight of document #8 is 9.57 while the weight of

document #9 is 7.29 because the term Federal Republic only exists in document #8. This term has a higher

weight because it is composed of two proper names.

The io best ranked documents are then processed by the question/sentence pairing module presented in

Section 6. At the document level, this module relies on single words, term indices, and named entities. Term
indices have been presented in this section, named entities are presented in the next one.
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5 Named Entity Recognition

Named entities are recognized in the documents in order to build indices which are used for measuring

the degree of similarity between the questions and the document sentences. Named entities receive one of

the following types: PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, NUMBER. They are defined in a similar way to the

MUC task (Grishman and Sundheim, 1995) and recognized through a combination of

• lexical lookup (for syntactic or semantic tags on the single words) and rules which use these tags

together with lexical elements; and

• dictionary lookup (the direct access to lists of named entities).

The three lists used for lexical lookup are CELEX (CELEX, 1998), a lexicon of 160,595 inflected words

with associated lemma and syntactic category, a list of 8,070 first names (6,763 of which are from the CLR
(CLR, 1998) archive at New Mexico State University) and a list of 211,587 family names from the CLR
archive at New Mexico State University.

5.1 Numeric Entities

This category groups all kinds of number formulations, time expressions, and specialization of numbers

according to their units, even if they are not expressed with numbers. Numeric entities are given a tag among
FINANCIAL-AMOUNT, LENGTH, VOLUME, WEIGHT, PHYSICS, DATE, PERIOD, and NUMBER.

The recognition of numeric entities is performed in three steps:

• Firstly, we recognize basic entities as cardinal and ordinal numbers, either written with digits or with

letters.

• In a second stage, we apply rules in order to recognize complex numeric entities such as monetary

amounts, distances, or weights.

• In a third stage, we apply rules in order to recognize time expressions (labeled as TIMEX) such as

dates, times, ages and periods. These rules use the output of the first set of rules dedicated to basic

numeric entities such as cardinal and ordinal numbers (written in digits or letters).

• In a final stage, all basic numeric entities that have not been included into a complex entity are tagged

as NUMBER.

5.2 Organizations, Persons and Locations

A list of 22,095 companies from the Wall Street Research Network and 649 organization obtained through

lexical acquisition from the Internet is used to spot organization names. In addition, a set of rules recog-

nizes organizations which are noun phrases that either begin with a specific modifier (such as Christian,

Democratic, Federal...) or have a specific head word (such as Academy, Administration, Association...).

A word which belongs to the list of proper names exploited during the lexical lookup is tagged as a

person. In addition, pairs of capitalized words that begin with a first name, or triples of capitalized words

that begin with a title (such as Dr, President, Ayatollah...) are tagged as persons.

Simple anaphora which correspond to the elision of a subpart of a proper name are handled by the

recognizer: a rule states that all the occurrences of a (name) inside a single document are references to the

person identified by the rule {firstName) {name).

The location recognition module uses two lexical ressources from the CLR: a list of 7,813 city names and

a list of 1,144 country names. No rules have been written for these entities so far.
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6 Question/Sentence Pairing

This section presents the module that selects for each question a list of 5 ranked responses that are no longer

than 250 characters each. This module relies on the results of all the preceding modules:

• each question is assigned a set of terms and one or several categories according to its focus;

• a set of documents is selected for each question. In each of them, named entities and terms extracted

from the questions are tagged.

6.1 General Principles

The Question/Sentence Pairing module relies on two main choices, close to those that support the prelim-

inary version of the Deep Read system (Hirschman et al., 1999). Firstly, we take the sentence unit as our

basic unit for the answers to the questions, given that the QALCsystem aims at finding precise information

that can be expressed in a single clause. Secondly, the Question/Sentence Pairing module directly searches

for the possible answers of a question in all the documents selected by the Document Ranking & Thresholding

module without trying to delimit smaller units. Such a choice allows the scanning of a large set of possible

answers without too high a cost.

Considering the two preceding choices, the Question/Sentence Pairing module is based on a very simple

principle: we compare each sentence from the selected documents for a question to this question and we

always keep the five sentences that are the most similar to the question. This comparison is done first by

transforming both the question and each document sentence into vectors and then, by computing a similarity

measure between these two vectors. As is usual in the field of Information Retrieval, this similarity measure

basically relies on the words of both the question and the sentences from the documents. But in our case, it

also takes into account and merges all the linguistic information from the preceding modules. The final step

of the module consists of cutting down the sentences that are longer than 250 characters. This is done here

by simply removing the first and the last characters until we reach the fixed length.

6.2 Basic Similarity Measure

The similarity evaluation starts by turning sentences (questions and document sentences) into vectors of

words. Such a vector only contains the most significant words of the primary sentence, i.e. mainly its

content words: nouns and proper nouns, verbs, adjectives (including comparatives and superlatives), adverbs

(including superlatives and comparatives), foreign words, symbols and cardinal numbers. These words are

lemmatized and we take their canonical form as a reference in the vectors. We also have a short stop-list

in order to remove some frequent words that are selected according to the previous criterion but that are

not meaningful in our task. All this selection process relies on the morpho-syntactic tagging done by the

TreeTagger, which also performs the lemmatizing.

Each word in a vector is weighted according to its importance in relation to the Question/Answering

corpus. This importance is evaluated by using the tf.idf weighting policy, as it is often done in Information

Retrieval. Word order in vectors is not significant because our similarity measure does not take this parameter

into account. We think that it is too restrictive a constraint considering the kind of processing we do.

The similarity measure between a vector representing a question, Vg, and a vector representing a document

sentence, Vd, is given by:

sim{V„Vd) =^^ (8)

with wqj
,
the weight of a word in the question vector and wdi , the weight of a word in a sentence vector

that is also in the question vector.

This measure evaluates the proportion and the importance of the words in the question vector that are

present in the sentence vector with regard to all the words in the question vector. It is not symmetrical:
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it favors the question point of view. It focuses on the similarities between the questions and the document
sentences because firstly, there are too many differences at this level in comparison with the similarities, and

then, these differences are globally not relevant.

On the other hand, we take into account the difference in length between a question and a document

sentence. This criterion is used as a secondary key for sorting the sentences that are selected as possible

answers to a question . if two sentences have the same similarity value, we sort as first the sentence that has

the closest length with regard to the question.

6.3 Similarity Measure with Linguistic Features

We have chosen to take into account the results of the previous modules without changing our basic mecha-

nism. Two kinds of linguistic features are considered: terms and named entities. Both of them are added to

the vectors as if they were new significant words.

Terms Each of the terms extracted from a question has a unique identifier, which is used for marking the

occurrences and the variants of this term both in the questions and in the document sentences. In the

sentences, this identifier is associated with a score that reflects the distance between the found variant

and its reference form in the question (see Section 4.2). In a question vector, we add the term identifier

with a default weight of 0.5. In a sentence vector, we add the identifier of the recognized terms with a

weight equal to the score of the variant divided by the maximum possible score.

Named entities Each recognized named entity is marked with a specific tag according to its type (see

Section 5). On the other hand, the kind of the answer expected for each question is determined by

the Question Analysts module. Thus, for a question, we add the tag(s) of the expected type(s) of the

answer to its vector and for a sentence, we add the tags of the named entities that have been recognized

in the sentence to its vector. In both cases, each tag is given a fixed weight, which is set to 0.5.

The weights associated with the term identifiers and with the named entity tags have been experimentally

set. They are globally lower than the weights of the words. Thus, as for the difference of length, these

linguistic features are used as a secondary criterion in the similarity measure. They help in increasing the

rank of an answer which has already been selected, but the selection of the possible answers is mainly based

on the number and the importance of the words shared by the question and these answers.

7 Results

Our official results are the following: our mean reciprocal rank is 0.341, with 88 questions answered. More

precisely, we got 56 answers at rank 1, 12 at rank 2, 9 at rank 3, 7 at rank 4 and 4 at rank 5. Globally,

this means that when an answer is found, it often appears on top position. Since our sentence truncating

procedure for producing 250 character answers is very rough, our system sometimes missed the correct answer

although it found a correct sentence. We think that applying very simple heuristics based on the recognized

named entities could easily solve this problem.

One important aspect of the Question/Answering task is the ability to determine the expected type of

answer (i.e. the target) in order to match it with named entities that are recognized in documents. Hence,

we have analyzed our results according to this criterion. Among the 198 questions, a target was identified

for 162 of them. The following table shows the percentage of correct answers in relation to the target type.

Target name Correct answers (%) Target name Correct answers (%)

none 47 location 42

time-expression 27 number 65

person 49
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These results lead us to conclude that the recognition of a target does not influence the system's ability

to find a correct answer, which seems rather contradictory with the main trends of the best participants.

However our results for numbers, that are easily recognizable, comply with these trends and suggest that

we have to enhance our named entity recognition module. We also think that our pairing module takes into

account too weakly the concordance between the targets of questions and the named entities of documents.

8 Conclusion and Future Developments

Since the LIMSI laboratory did not have experience in the development of Question-Answering system before

participating in the QA-track this year, many research issues have arisen from the construction of our system.

Among the future developments that we are considering for our next participation in the QA-track are:

• exploring diff"erent weighting schemes for the computation of the similarity of a question and a sentence.

For instance, when pairing a sentence with a question requiring a date, named entities denoting a date

in sentences should be weighted higher;

• answer unit could be enlarged and position of indices inside a document could be accounted for in order

to focus on the units that gather the largest number of indices and which are more likely to provide

the answer;

• cascaded indexing with FASTR would optimize the computation by running FASTR on a smaller part

of the collection;

• term acquisition could be improved through a disambiguation of long noun phrases and a better part-

of-speech tagging of the questions;

• named entity recognition could be improved through machine learning techniques (Baluja, Mittal, and

Sukthankar, 1999).
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we report on our TREC-8 SDR system, which

combines an adapted version of the LIMSI 1998 Hub-4E transcrip-

tion system for speech recognition with an IR system based on the

Okapi term weighting function. Experimental results are given in

terms of word error rate and average precision for both the SDR'98

and SDR'99 data sets. In addition to the Okapi approach, we also

investiged a Markovian approach, which although not used in the

TREC-8 evaluation, yields comparable results. The evaluation sys-

tem obtained an average precision of 0.541 1 on the reference tran-

scriptions and of 0.5072 on the automatic transcriptions. The word

error rate measured on a 10 hour subset is of 21.5%.

INTRODUCTION

There expansion of different media sources for informa-

tion dissemination (radio, television, internet) has led to a

need for automatic processing tools. Todays methods for

audio segmentation, transcription and indexation are man-

ual, with humans reading, listening and watching, annotat-

ing topics and selecting items of interest for the user. Even

partial automation of some of these activities can allow more

information sources to be processed and significantly reduce

processing costs while eliminating tedious work. Some ap-

plication areas that could benefit from automated transcrip-

tion and indexing technology include the creation and ac-

cess to digital multimedia libraries (disclosure of the infor-

mation content and content-based indexation, such as are un-

der exploration in the OLIVE [13] project), media monitor-

ing services (selective dissemination of information based

on automatic detection of topics of interest) as well as new

emerging applications such as News on Demand (such as

the Informedia [10] project) and Internet watch services.

Such applications are feasible due to the large technologi-

cal progress made over the last decade, benefiting from ad-

vances in micro-electronics which have facilitated the imple-

mentation of more complex models and algorithms.

Automatic speech recognition is a key technology for au-

dio and video indexing, for data such as radio and television

broadcasts. Most of the linguistic information is encoded

in the audio channel of video data, which once transcribed

can be accessed using text-based tools. This is in contrast to

the image data for which no common description language

is available.

In this paper we describe the LIMSI spoken document

indexing and retrieval system developed for the TREC-8
SDR evaluation. This system combines a state-of-the-art

speech recognizer [9] with an Okapi-based IR system. A
Markovian-based IR system has also been developed and

contrastive experimental results using this system are pro-

vided. All of our development work was carried out using

the TREC-7 SDR data set (100 hours) and the associated

set of 23 queries. This year's SDR task was quite more

challenging than the SDR'98 track in that the audio data

was increased to about 550 hours of broadcasts, which has

strong implications on the transcription process. The next

section describes the LIMSI speech transcription system and

the modifications made for use in this evaluation, trying to

find the best compromise between accuracy and speed. In

the following section the two IR systems are presented, and

experimental results for various configurations are provided.

TRANSCRIBING BROADCAST NEWS

At LIMSI we have been working on using statistical mod-

els to transcribe broadcast news data since 1996. Due to

the availability of large audio and textual corpora via the

Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)^, most of our work on

broadcast news transcription has been carried out on Ameri-

can English. In the context of the EC LE OLIVE project [13],

broadcast news transcription systems for French and German

have recently been developed.

Radio and television broadcast shows are challenging to

transcribe as they contain signal segments of various acous-

tic and linguistic natures. The signal may be of studio qual-

ity or may have been transmitted over a telephone or other

noisy channel (i.e., corrupted by additive noise and nonlin-

ear distortions), or can contain speech over music or pure

^ http://www.Idc.upenn.edu
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Figure 1: Overview of transcription system for audio stream.

music segments. Gradual transitions between segments oc-

cur when there is background music or noise with chang-

ing volume, and abrupt changes are common when there

is switching between speakers in different locations. The

speech is produced by a wide variety of speakers: news

anchors and talk show hosts, reporters in remote locations,

interviews with politicians and common people, unknown

speakers, new dialects, non-native speakers, etc. Speech

from the same speaker may occur in different parts of the

broadcast, and with different background noise conditions.

The linguistic style ranges from prepared speech to sponta-

neous speech. Acoustic and language modeling must accu-

rately account for this varied data.

Two principle types of problems are encountered in au-

tomatically transcribing broadcast news data: those relating

to the varied acoustic properties of the signal, and those re-

lated to the linguistic properties of the speech. Problems

associated with the acoustic signal properties are handled

using appropriate signal analyses, by classifying the signal

according to segment type and by training acoustic models

for the different acoustic conditions. Noise compensation is

also needed in order to achieve acceptable performance lev-

els. Most broadcast news transcription systems make use

of unsupervised acoustic model adaptation as opposed to

noise cancelation, which allow adaptation without an ex-

plicit noise model. In order to address the variability ob-

served in the linguistic properties, the differences in speak-

ing styles need to analyzed with regard to lexical items, word

and word sequence pronunciations, and frequencies and dis-

tribution of hesitations, filler words, and respiration noises.

Once such an analysis is carried out. the variability needs to

be accounted for in the acoustic and language models [3].

System overview

The LIMSI SDR'99 transcription system shown in Fig-

ure 1, is based on the LIMSI 1998 Hub-4E system which

achieved an official word error of 13.6% in the Nov'98

AREA evaluation. Prior to recognition the audio stream is

first partitioned. Data partitioning serves to divide the con-

tinuous stream of acoustic data into homogenous segments.

associating appropriate labels with each segment. The seg-

mentation and labeling procedure [4] first detects and rejects

non-speech segments, and then applies an iterative max-

imum likelihood segmentation/clustering procedure to the

speech segments. The result of the partitioning process is

a set of speech segments with cluster, gender and telephone-

band/wideband labels. The speech recognizer uses continu-

ous density HMMs with Gaussian mixture observation den-

sities for acoustic modeling and 4-gram statistics for lan-

guage modeling. The states of the context-dependent phone

models are tied by means of a decision tree.

Audio Partitioner

The goal of partitioning is to divide the continuous au-

dio stream into homogeneous acoustic segments, to remove

non-speech segments and to assign bandwidth and gender

labels to each segment. The audio partitioning procedure,

introduced for the Nov'97 evaluation [4, 5] and used in the

LIMSI Nov'98 Hub-4E system [9], is as follows:

1. First, the non-speech segments are detected (and re-

jected) using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). Four

GMMs, each with 64 Gaussians serve to detect speech,

pure-music and other (background). All test segments

labeled as music or silence are removed prior to further

processing.

2. An iterative maximum likelihood segmentation/cluste-

ring procedure is then applied to the speech segments

using GMMs and an agglomerative clustering algo-

rithm. Given the sequence of cepstral vectors, the al-

gorithm tries to maximize an objective function which

is a penalized log-likelihood. Alternate Viterbi reesti-

mation and agglomerative clustering yields a sequence

of estimates with non decreasing values of the objective

function. The algorithm stops when no further merges

are possible. The cluster size is constrained to ensure

that each cluster corresponds to at least 10s of speech.

This procedure is controlled by 3 parameters: the min-

imum cluster size (10s), the maximum log-likelihood

loss for a merge, and the segment boundary penalty.
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When no more merges are possible, the segment bound-

aries are refined (within a Is interval) using the last

set of GMMs and an additional relative energy-based

boundary penalty. This is done to locate the segment

boundaries at silence portions, so as to avoid cutting

words.

3. Speaker-independent GMMs corresponding to wide-

band and telephone speech (each with 64 Gaussians)

are then used to label the segment bandwidths. This

is followed by segment-based gender identification, us-

ing 2 sets of GMMs with 64 Gaussians (one for each

bandwidth). The result of the partitioning process is a

set of speech segments with cluster, gender and tele-

phone/wideband labels.

Speech Recognizer

As usual [3, 6, 4, 9], the acoustic feature vector contains

39 cepstral parameters derived from a Mel frequency spec-

trum estimated on the 0-8kHz band (or 0-3.5kHz band for

telephone data) every 10ms. For each 30ms frame the Mel

scale power spectrum is computed, and the cubic root taken

followed by an inverse Fourier transform. Then LPC-based

cepstrum coefficients are computed. The cepstral coeffi-

cients are normalized on a segment-cluster basis using cep-

stral mean removal and variance normalisation. Thus each

cepstral coefficient for each cluster has a zero mean and unity

variance. The 39-component acoustic feature vector consists

of 12 cepstrum coefficents and the log energy, along with

the first and second order derivatives. Each phone model

is a tied-state left-to-right CD-HMM with Gaussian mix-

tures. The triphone-based context-dependent phone mod-

els are word-independent but position-dependent. The tied

states are obtained by means of a decision tree.

The decoding procedure of the LIMSI Nov'98 Hub-4E

system has been changed in order to reduce the computa-

tion time required to process the 550 hours of BN data for

the SDR'99 evaluation. Word recognition is performed in

three passes:

1. Word graph generation: An initial hypothesis and

word graph are generated using a small bigram-backoff

language model and gender-specific sets of position-

dependent cross-word triphones.

2. 3-gram decoding with acoustic model adaptation: Un-

supervised acoustic model adaptation is performed for

each segment cluster using the MLLR technique [14]

using the initial hypotheses. Each segment is decoded

with a trigram language model, the adapted acoustic

models, and the word graph.

3. 4-gram decoding with acoustic model adaptation: The

final hypotheses are generated using a 4-gram language

model with acoustic model adaptation using the hy-

potheses of pass 2.

Acoustic model training

We used the acoustic models of the LIMSI Nov'98 Hub-

4E system. These models were trained on about 150 hours of

broadcast data (only the official Hub-4E training data from

1995, 1996, and 1997). The acoustic models are position-

dependent triphones with about 11500 tied states (366K

Gaussians), obtained using a divisive decision tree based

clustering algorithm. Two sets of gender-dependent acous-

tic models were built using MAP [8] adaptation of SI seed

models for each of wideband and telephone band speech. A
portion of the Hub-4E training data was also used to build

the Gaussian mixture models for partitioning (speech, music

and noise models) and for gender and bandwidth identifica-

tion. About 2 hours of pure music portions taken from the

acoustic training data were used to estimate the music GMM.

Language model training

The language models of the LIMSI Nov'98 Hub-4E sys-

tem were used. The language models are fixed and were ob-

tained by interpolation of backoff n-gram language models

trained on different data sets. To build the n-gram LM, four

models trained on the following sources were interpolated:

1. BN transcriptions from LDC (years 92-95) and from

PSMedia (years 96 and 97 (the period 15/10/96 -'

14/1 1/96 was excluded): 203 M words

2. NAB newspaper texts and AP Wordstream texts prior

to September 1995: 202 M words

3. NAB newspaper texts and AP Wordstream texts from

July 1996 to August 1997 (the period 15/10/96 -

14/11/96 was excluded) : 141 M words

4. Transcriptions of the acoustic data, BN data (including

the 1995 Marketplace data): 1.6M words

The interpolation coefficients of these fourLMs were cho-

sen so as to minimize the perplexity on the Nov'96 and

Nov'97 evaluation test sets. A backoff 4-gram LM is then

derived from this interpolation by merging the four compo-

nent LMs [20]. Bigram and trigram LMs were build in a

similar manner for use in the first two decoding steps.

All words occuring a minimum of 15 times in the broad-

cast news texts (63,954 words) or at least twice in the acous-

tic training data (23,234 mots) were included in the recogni-

tion vocabulary, resulting in a 65,122 word list. The lexical

coverage is 99.5% on the Hub-4E Nov'97 eval test set and

99.1% on the Hub-4E Nov'96 eval test set.

The BN texts from PSmedia (also used for query expan-

sion in our IR system) were processed using a modified ver-

sion of a perl script from BBN made available by LDC. The
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BN training texts were cleaned in order to be homogeneous

with the previous texts. These texts were processed so as

to treat some frequent word sequences as compound words,

and to treat the most frequent acronyms in the training texts

as whole words instead of as sequences of independent let-

ters.

Lexicon

Pronunciations are based on a 48 phone set (3 of them

are used for silence, filler words, and breath noises). A pro-

nunciation graph is associated with each word so as to al-

low for alternate pronunciations, including optional phones.

The 65k vocabulary contains 65,122 words including 72,734

phone transcriptions. Frequent inflected forms have been

verified to provide more systematic pronunciations. As

done in the past, compound words for about 300 frequent

word sequences subject to reduced pronunciations were in-

cluded in the lexicon as well as the representation of frequent

acronyms as words.

Transcription results

Table 1 reports the word recognition results on the eval

test sets from the last three years. All of our system de-

velopment was carried out using the Hub-4E eval96 and the

SDR'98 data set. For the SDR'98 data set we built a system

respecting the rules from last year's SDR evaluation. Since

the SDR'98 test data is part of the standard Hub-4E training

data, acoustic models were trained on only about 80 hours of

acoustic data as opposed to 150h. Similarly language models

were trained using only those texts predating the test epoch

(Jan'98).

The word transcription error is seen to be on the order of

20% on the broadcast data. The better results for the Hub-

4E Nov'97 (h4-97) and Nov'98 (h4-98) test sets are due to

prior selection of the test data to include a higher propor-

tion of prepared speech. The word error of the SDR'99 is

about 15% higher than the LIMSI Nov'98 Hub-4E system.

The difference in performance of the SDR'98 and SDR'99

systems can be attributed to the difference in training data.

Test set ( Word Error)

h4-96 h4-97 h4-98 sdr98 sdr99

System 1.8 h 3h 3h 100 h 10 h

Hub4'98 19.8 13.9 13.6

SDR 22.6 16.5 16.0 24.4* 21.5

Table 1: Sunamary of BN transcription word error rates on the

3 last DARPA evaluation test sets (h4-96, h4-97, h4-98) and the

SDR'98 and '99 test sets using the LIMSI HUB4'98 system and the

LIMSI SDR'99 system (about 15xRT). 'Results on the SDR'98 test

set were obtained with a system trained on about half the amount
of acoustic data and less LM texts, in accordence with the SDR'98
evaluation condition.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Our SDR'99 IR system has been designed following the

Okapi approach [18]. In order for the same IR system to

be applied to different text data types (automatic transcrip-

tions, closed captions, additional texts from newspapers or

newswires), all of the documents are preprocessed in a ho-

mogeneous manner. This preprocessing or tokenization, de-

scribed below, is the same as what is done to prepare text

sources for training the speech recognizer language mod-

els [7], and attempts to transform them to be closer to the

observed American speaking style. There is no stop list, that

is to say no words are discarded during the pre-processing

stage. The index terms are obtained after translation using a

lexicon of stems. Query expansion is obtained via Blind Rel-

evance Feedback (BRF) using both the SDR'99 audio data

collection and a parallel text corpus of broadcast news tran-

scripts.

All development was carried out using exclusively the

SDR'98 evaluation data, consisting of about 2800 docu-

ments with the associated 23 queries. Two approaches for

ER were explored, the first based on the Okapi term weight-

ing function and the second using a Markovian one [1 1, 15].

Due to the limited amount of development data and our lim-

ited experience with IR systems, we chose to submit the

Okapi-based system for the evaluation even though compa-

rable results were being obtained with the Markovian ap-

proach. Some comparative results for the two approaches

are given at the end of this section.

The parameter values were chosen to simultaneously op-

timize performance on automatic recognizer transcripts and

the provided manual reference transcriptions. Better IR per-

formance can be obtained if the parameters for the two tran-

scription types are optimized independently, but this would

result in two different IR systems. It is also worth noting

that the reference transcripts of the SDR'98 data are detailed

manual transcriptions, whereas for the SDR'99 data these

are closed captions. The different transcript types made us

uncertain as to the reliability of our development work.

Tokenization

The tokenizer transforms the texts to a unified format. The

basic operations include translating numbers and sums into

words, removing all the punctuation signs, removing case

distinctions and detecting acronyms and spelled names such

as K.G.B. However removing all punctuation markers im-

plies that certain hyphenated words such as anti-communist,

non-profit are rewritten as anti communist and nan profit.

While this offers advantages for speech recognition, it can

lead to IR errors. To avoid IR problems due to this trans-

formation, the output of the tokenizer (and recognizer) is

checked for common prefixes, in order to rewrite the se-

quence of words anti communist as a single word. The pre-

fixes that are handled include anti, co, bi, counter. A rewrite
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lexicon containing compound words formed with these pre-

fixes and a limited number of named entities (such eis Los-

Angeles, Saint-Tropez) is used to transform the texts. Simi-

larly all numbers less than one hundred are treated as a single

entity (such as twenty-seven).

Stemming

In order to reduce the number of lexical items for a given

word sense, each word is translated into its stem (as defined

in [2, 16]) or, more generally, into a form that is chosen as

being representative of its semantic family. The stemming

lexicon (using the UMass 'porterized' lexicon) [2] contains

about 32000 entries and was constructed using Porter's algo-

rithm on the most frequent words in the collection, and then

manually corrected.

The IR term list was limited to 45k entries (after stem-

ming) for implementation reasons. For the SDR'99 audio

data collection, this filtering only affected the Rl condition

where the least frequent terms were removed.

Baseline search

The score of a document d for a query is given by the

Okapi-BM25 formula[17]. It is the sum over all the terms t

in the query of the following weights:

with this problem is to use query expansion based on terms

present in retrieved documents on the same (Blind Rele-

vance Feedback) or other (Parallel Blind Relevance Feed-

back) data collections [19]. We have experimented with both

approaches, and our submitted system incorporated both

BRF and PBRF using 6 months of commercially available

broadcast news transcripts for the period of June-December

1997 [1]. This corpus contains 50 000 stories and 49.5 M
words.

For a given query, the terms found in the top B documents

from the baseline search are ranked by their offer weight

(owt), and the top T terms are added to the query. As pro-

posed in [18] the following formula for owt was used:

owt = rt log -^^—; — (2)
^ (AT, -rt + 0.5)(S-n-H0.5) ^

'

where rt is the number of documents (among the B doc-

uments) containing the term

Since only the T terms with best offer weights are kept,

we filtered the terms using a stop list of 144 common words,

in order to increase the likehood that these terms are relevant.

K X {I - b + b X Ld) + tft^^

(1)

where tf^ ^ is the number of occurrences of term / in docu-

ment d (i.e. term frequency in document), Nt is the number

of documents containing term t at least once, N is the total

number of documents in the collection, La is the length of

document d divided by the average length of the documents

in the collection, and qtf^ the number of occurrences of term

t in the query.

The parameter values of the Okapi formula were chosen in

an attempt to maximize the average precision on the SDR'98
data set. The resulting values were thus a compromise be-

tween the optimal configuration for the Rl and SI condi-

tions, in order to be able to use the same values for both

conditions. The SI transcripts were obtained with a speech

recognizer trained on 75 hours of acoustic data and language

model training texts predating the test period. The recogni-

tion word error rate on this data (using the NIST SDR'98
scoring procedure) was 24.4% (cf. Table 1). The parame-

ters were fixed for all the evaluation conditions at: 6=0.86;

and /\=1 .2 for the baseline run without query expansion, and

K=l.\ with query expansion.

Query expansion

The text of the query may or may not include the index

terms associated with relevant documents. One way to cope

data base brf pbrf brf+pbrf

Rl 0.4689 0.5597 0.5609 0.5803

SI 0.4594 0.5329 0.5442 0.5636

Table 2: Development IR results on the SDR'98 data set (6=0.86,

A'=l.l, B=\5, T=5) for the baseline system, and with 3 configura-

tions for query expansion.

Four experimental configurations are reported in Table 2

for the SDR'98 development data: baseline search {base),

query expansion using BRF {brf), query expansion with par-

allel BRF {pbrf) and query expansion using both BRF and

PBRF {brf+pbrf). For BRF and PBRF, the terms are added

to the query with a weight of 1. For BRF+PBRF, the terms

from each source are added with a weight of 0.5. The param-

eter values used for these experiments are the result of our

development work. We felt that it was safest to add only a

few terms, assuming that only a small number of documents

were relevant. Therefore the development experiments com-

pared performance for relatively small values of B and T,

with the best performance being obtained with B = \h and

r = 5. The results reported in Table 2 clearly demonstrate

the interest of using both BRF and PBRF expansion tech-

niques with consistent and comparable improvements over

the baseline for the two conditions (Rl and SI). As has been

previously reported by other sites, there is only a slight per-

formance degradation in going from the Rl condition to the

SI condition, even with a transcription word error of 24%.
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Evaluation Results

The parameter setting optimized on the SDR'98 data set

(cf. Table 2) were used for all our submissions on the

SDR'99 data set. Table 3 summarizes the results of the

LIMSI IR system for the Rl, Si, and cross-recognizer con-

ditions. In addition to the official numbers obtained with

query expansion using both BRF and PBRF, the results for

the 3 other configurations (no query expansion, query ex-

pansion with BRF and query expansion with PBRF) are also

provided.

data base brf pbrf brf+pbrf

Rl 0.4711 0.5330 0.5126 0.5411

SI 0.4327 0.4978 0.4848 0.5072

Bl 0.4180 0.4787 0.4702 0.4828

B2 0.4212 0.4786 0.4748 0.4839

HTK 0.4436 0.5163 0.4933 0.5176

ATT 0.4178 0.4956 0.4621 0.4925

SHEF 0.4041 0.4659 0.4593 0.4787

CMU 0.2732 0.2980 0.3368 0.3234

Table 3: LIMSI official IR results on the SDR'99 data set (6=0.86,

A'=l.l. S=15,T=5).

The highest average precision is obtained on the man-

ual transcriptions (Rl: 0.5411), but as already observed on

our development results the performance degradation using

speech recognizer outputs is fairly modest (2% and 3% for

the HTK and LIMSI automatic transcriptions). Comparing

Tables 2 and 3, it can be observed that the gain using PBRF
for query expansion is smaller on the SDR'99 data set than

it was on the SDR'98 data set. This is may be linked to the

choice of the epoch for the PBRF corpus or to a suboptimal

tuning of the BRF parameters.

ADDITIONAL RESULTS

In this section some post-evaluation experiments with the

Okapi-based system are reported. We also report here some

of the development experiments comparing the Okapi and

Markovian approaches.

Adjusting System Parameters

Having no experience with IR system tuning before this

evaluation, we found it rather difficult to properly set the

Okapi parameters (A' and 6) and the query expansion param-

eters (B and T), so as to maximize the average precision for

both the Rl and SI conditions on the SDR'98 test set with

the associated 23 queries.

Extensive experiments were carried out to investigate the

IR performance for a range of parameter values. Figures 2

through 4 show the effect of the Okapi parameters (6 and

A') on the average precision for SDR'98-Rl, SDR'99-Rl

and SDR'99-Sl respectively, using a baseline system with-

out query expansion. The iso-data lines of the resulting sur-

faces are shown, along with their projections on the base

plane which highlights the location of the extrema.

Figures 5 through 7 show the effect of the BRF param-

eters (B and T) on the average precision for SDR'98-Rl,

SDR'99-Rl and SDR'99-Sl respectively, using the system

with query expansion based on both BRF and PBRF.

It is clear from these plots that the best parameter settings

for the SDR'99 data set cannot be easily predicted from the

SDR'98 results. However it was clearly possible to choose

better BRF parameter values than those resulting from our

development work. In particular too few terms are kept (i.e.

the T value was really underestimated). New results using

T=10 (which corresponds to the best results on the SDR'98-

Sl data) are given in Table 4 (label cw for the Okapi term

weighting).

Markovian term weigthing

As a natural extension of our work on speech recogni-

tion relying on Markovian assumptions for both acoustic and

language modeling, we investigated a term weighting func-

tion based on a simple query/document model in place of

the Okapi formula. A comparable approach has been previ-

ously employed with success [11, 15]. Assuming a unigram

model, the following term weighting is used:

tnwt^d = qtft X Iog(a Y>i{t\d) + (1 - a) Pr(0). (3)

Table 4 gives the results for both Okapi (cw) and Marko-

vian (mw) term weightings on the SDR'99 data set with the

following parameter settings: 6=0.86, A'=l.l, 5=15, r=10,

a=0.5. In both cases query expansion relies on the term of-

fer weight defined above. It can be seen that very compa-

rable results can be achieved using the two term weighting

schemes.

data meth. base brf pbrf brf+pbrf

98-Rl cw 0.4689 0.5648 0.5591 0.5786

mw 0.4695 0.5936 0.5574 0.5889

98-Sl cw 0.4594 0.5118 0.5621 0.5761

mw 0.4558 0.5121 0.5884 0.5745

99-Rl cw 0.4711 0.5318 0.5147 0.5487

mw 0.4691 0.5354 0.5098 0.5430

99-Sl cw 0.4327 0.5239 0.4919 0.5350

mw 0.4412 0.5302 0.4943 0.5398

Table 4: Comparison of IR results on the SDR'98 and SDR'99
data sets using both Okapi and Markovian term weightings (6=0.86,

A'=I.I, B=15, r=10, a=0.5). Rl: reference transcript. SI: auto-

matic speech transcription.
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Okapi settings Blind Relevance Feedback

Figure 2: Plot of average precision vs Okapi parameters 6 and A'

for the baseline system (no query expansion), SDR'98 - Rl. (Best

AveP is 0.4836 for 6=0.80 and A' =2.5)

SDR' 99 - Bl
0.461
0.459
0.457

Figure 5: Plot of average precision vs BRF parameters B and T for

BRF+PBRF query expansion, SDR98 - Rl. (Best AveP is 0.5835

for 5=15 and T=35).

Figure 3; Plot of average precision vs Okapi parameters 6 and K
for the baseline system (no query expansion), SDR'99 - Rl. (Best

AveP IS 0.4736 for 6=0.75 and K = 1 .3).

SDR'99-Sl
0.43

0.425

Figure 4: Plot of average precision vs Okapi parameters 6 and A'

for the baseline system (no query expansion), SDR'99 - SI. (Best

AveP is 0.4401 for 6=0.65 and A' =2.1).

Figure 6: Plot of average precision vs BRF parameters B andT for

BRF+PBRF query expansion, SDR99 - Rl. (Best AveP is 0.5615

for B=5 and T=40).

SDR'99 - SI
O.SS
0.54

Figure 7: Plot of average precision vs BRF parameters B and T
for BRF+PBRF query expansion SDR99 - S 1 . (Best AveP is 0.55 1

5

for B=5 and T=35).
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SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented our complete SDR'99 sys-

tem, and highlighted our development work. This system

was built by combining an adapted version of the LIMSI

1998 Hub-4E transcription system for speech recognition

with an IR system based on the Okapi term weighting func-

tion. The transcription system achieved a word error of

21.5% measured on a 1 Oh subset of the SDR'99 data set. Us-

ing the parameter settings optimized on the SDR'98 data set,

average precision of 0.5636 and 0.5072 respectively were

obtained on the SDR'98 and SDR'99 data sets using the tran-

scriptions produced by the LIMSI recognizer. These values

are quite close the the average precisions obtained on man-

ual transcripts, indicatmg that the transcription quality is not

the limiting factor on IR performance. Our post-evaluation

experiments indicate that (unfortunately) the evaluation set-

tings for the BRF were suboptimal.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a novel probabilistic information retrieval

model that scores docmnents based on the relative change in the doc-

ument likelihoods, expressed as the ratio of the conditional probabil-

ity of the document given the query and the prior probability of the

document before the query is specified. The document likelihoods

are computed using statistical language modeling techniques and the

model parameters are estimated automatically and dynamically for

each query to optimize well-specified (maximum likelihood) objec-

tive functions. We derive the basic retrieval model, describe the de-

tails of the model, and present some extensions to the model including

a method to perform automatic feedback. Development experiments

are performed using the TREC-6 ad hoc text retrieval task and perfor-

mance is measured using the TREC-7 ad hoc task. Official evaluation

results on the 1999 TREC-8 ad hoc task are also reported. The perfor-

mance results demonstrate that the model is competitive with current

state-of-the-art retrieval approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic modeling for information retrieval (IR) has a long

history [3]. Many of these approaches try to evaluate the probability

of a document being relevant (R) to a given query Q by estimating

p{R\Q,Dt) for every document Dt in the collection. These rele-

vance probabilities are then used to rank order the retrieved docu-

ments. However, due to the imprecise definition of the concept of

relevance and the lack of available relevance training data, reliably

estimating these probabilities has been a difficult task. Because of

the the nature of the IR task, training data in the form of document-

query pairs labeled with their corresponding relevance judgments is

not generally available a priori. Previously seen queries, for which

relevance information can be created, can be used for training but their

applicability to new queries is not clear. Some relevance information

can be obtained in a multi-pass retrieval strategy by using relevance

feedback. However, only a small number of relevance judgments is

typically generated. Many of these probabilistic methods are better

suited for related applications, such as information filtering, where

more relevance training data is available [6, 7].

Instead of the imprecisely defined notion of relevance, we con-

sider the better defined measure of likelihood. In particular, we exam-

ine the relative change in the likelihood of a document before and after

a query is specified, and use that as the metric for scoring and ranking

the documents. The idea is that documents that become more likely

after the query is specified are probably more useful to the user and

should score better and be ranked ahead of those documents whose

likelihoods either stay the same or decrease. The document likeli-

hoods are computed using statistical language modeling techniques

and the model parameters are estimated automatically and dynami-

cally for each query to optimize well-specified objective functions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive the

basic retrieval model, describe the details of the model, and present

some extensions to the model including a method to perform auto-

matic feedback. We also discuss some related modeling approaches.

Next, in Section 3, we evaluate the performance of the retrieval model

and present experimental results on the TREC-6 ad hoc text retrieval

task. Then, in Section 4, we objectively evaluate the system on the

TREC-7 ad hoc task and report official evaluation results on the 1999

TREC-8 ad hoc task. Finally, we close with a summary in Section 5.

2. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL MODEL
Given a collection of n documents, each document Di

has a prior likelihood given by p(A). After a query Q is specified

by a user, the likelihood of each document changes and becomes that

given by the conditional probability: p{Di\Q). Some documents will

become more likely after the query is specified while others will either

remain the same or become less likely. The documents that become

more likely are probably more useful to the user and should score bet-

ter and be ranked ahead of those that either stay the same or become

less likely. As a result, we propose to use the relative change in the

document likelihoods, expressed as the likelihood ratio of the condi-

tional and the prior probabilities, as the metric for scoring and ranking

the documents in response to query Q:

S{D^,Q) = P(AIQ)

P(A)
(1)

We can decompose this likelihood ratio score into more easily esti-

mated components using Bayes' Rule and rewrite (1) as:

S{D^,Q)
p(Q|A)p(A)/p(Q) p(g|A)

P{Q)
(2)

where p{Q\Di) is the probability of query Q given document Di and

p{Q) is the prior probability of query Q. Each document Dt specifies

a different language model Ai. We can view p(Q|D,) as the proba-

bility that query Q is generated by Ai, the language model associated

with document Di. This means that our goal during the retrieval pro-

cess is to find those documents in the collection that maximize the

likelihood of the query. These documents should be the ones that are

most useful to the user who specified query Q.

The p(Q) term represents the probability that query Q is gener-

ated from a document independent (general) language model A, and

serves as a normalization factor. Since p(Q) is constant for all doc-

uments Di given a specific query Q, it does not affect the ranking

of the documents and can be safely removed from the scoring func-

tion. However, this p(Q) normalization factor is useful if we want

a meaningful interpretation of the scores (as a relative change in the

likelihood) and if we want to be able to compare scores across differ-

ent queries. In Section 3.3, we illustrate the usefulness of p(Q) for

these purposes. In addition, the p{Q) normalization factor is an im-

portant part of the automatic feedback extension to the basic model as

we will see in Section 2.2. For these reasons, we will keep the p(Q)
term in the scoring function in (2).

2.1. Model Details

In order to compute the score in (2), we need to be able to es-

timate the quantities p{Q\Di) and p(Q). To do this, we make the

assumption that the query Q is drawn from a multinomial distribution

over the set of possible terms in the corpus and document Di specifies
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the parameters of the multinomial model. This gives us the following

estimates for p{Q\Di) and p{Q):

Next, we add in and subtract out ^^eQ rearrange tenns,

and then collapse terms to get:

k

P{Q) = (4)

where ct is the number of times term t occurs in query Q, k is the

number of distinct terms in the corpus, n =
Yl't=i ^*

number of terms in query Q, p{t\Di) is the probability of query terra

t occurring in document Di with the constraint
'}2t=i P(*l-^0 " 1.

and p{t) is the probabihty of query term t occurring in the document

collection with the constraint p{t) = 1- Substituting (3) and

(4) into (2) and simplifying (noting that ct! = 1 for ct = 0), we have:

s(A,Q)=n (5)

Since x° =• 1 for all x, the product over all k terms can be replaced

by a product over only the terms that occur in the query:

s(A,Q)=n(^
teQ

(6)

To simplify computation and to prevent numerical underflows, we
perform the score computation in the log domain:

SKA,Q) = log S(A,Q) = Y^ct log
(^^J^)

(7)

We note that since the logarithm is a monotonic transformation, the

rank ordering of the documents using the log score remains the same

as that using the original score.

In the original multinomial model, ct is the number of times term

t occurs in query Q and can only take on integral values: ct =
0,1, ... ,n. We would like to generalize ct so that it can take on non-

negative real values. This will allow more flexible weighting of the

query terms including the use of fractional counts which will be use-

ful in oiu- automatic relevance feedback extension (Section 2.2) and

query section weighting (Section 3.6). To indicate this generalization

in the scoring function, we replace ct in (7) with q{t), which can be

interpreted as the weight of term t in query Q:

Si(D^,Q) = ^g(t) logf P(^IA)

P(*)
(8)

This generalization does not affect the ranking of the documents since

it is equivalent to adding a query-dependent constant multiplicative

factor, 1/n, to the score in (7) to convert the ct counts to the q{t)

numbers. In fact, we can interpret q{t) as p(t|Q), the probability of

term t occurring in query Q, if q{t) = ct /n where n — ct.

We note that the scoring function in (8) can be related to the

Kullback-Leibler distance [2], which is an information theoretic mea-

sure of the divergence of two probability distributions pi (x) and P2ix):

KLipx(x),p2{x)) = -53p2(x)log (9)

To show this relationship, we start by rewriting (8) as follows:

S,(A,Q)-^g(f) logp(i|A)-^g(i) logp(t) (10)

teQ teQ

+KL(9(t),p(t))

(11)

Recall that q{t) can be interpreted as p{t\Q), the probability of term t

in query Q, p{t\Di) is the probability of term t in document Di, and

p{t) is the probability of term t in the general language (i.e., using

a document-independent model). The first term in (11) is the (neg-

ative) KL divergence between the term distribution of query Q and

document Di. If the two term distributions are identical, then the di-

vergence will be zero. As the difference between the query and docu-

ment distributions becomes greater, the divergence increases, and the

score decreases (because of the negative sign on the term). The second

term is the KL divergence between the term distribution of query Q
and a general document-independent model. Since this term doesn't

depend on the document, it has no effect on the rankings of the re-

trieved documents; it only serves as a bias or normalization factor. It

is query-dependent and only comes into play if we compare scores

across different queries.

We also note that the scoring function in (8) has the form of the

standard vector space model. It consists of the sum over all terms

t in the query of the product of a query dependent factor, q{t), and

a document dependent factor, log (p(f|D,)/p(t)). It turns out that

many probabilistic models can be expressed in the standard vector

space model format [3, 9, 15]. The models differ in what the query

and document factors are and how they are estimated.

Next, we need to estimate the probabilities p{t\Dt) and p{t). We
start by considering their maximum likelihood (ML) estimates:

Pml(i|A) =

Pml(*) =

(12)

(13)

where di{t) is the number of occurrences of term t in document Di,

k is the number of distinct terms in the corpus, and n is the number

of documents in the collection.

With a large document collection, there is enough data for Pmi(0
to be robustly estimated. However, this ML estimate will assign a

probability of zero to terms that do not occur in the document col-

lection. To avoid this undesirable property, we can use Good-Turing

(GT) methods to estimate p{t) [10]. GT methods provide probability

estimates for both observed and unobserved terms with the constraint

that the total probability of all terms must sum to one. For unob-

served terms, GT methods provide an estimate of the total probability

of these terms. This total probability can then be divided among the

possible unobserved terms to provide per term probability estimates.

For observed terms, GT methods provide probability estimates for

these terms that are consistent with estimating non-zero probabilities

for the unobserved terms. This is done by reducing the total probabil-

ity of the observed terms to be less than one. Good-Turing methods

work as follows. If a certain term t occurs r times in the document

collection, the ML estimate of p{t) is given by:

Pmi(0 = r/N (14)

where is the total number of terms observed in the document col-

lection. With GT estimation, the count r is replaced by a modified

count r* which is calculated as:

r* = (r 4- 1)
Nr

(15)
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where Nr is the number of terms that occurs exactly r times in the

document collection. As a result, the GT estimate of p{t) for observed

terms is given by:

Pgt(t) = Pr=r77V (16)

where N = rNr is the total number of terms observed in the

document collection. The GT estimate for the total probability of

unobserved terms is given by:

Po = Ni/N (17)

This total probability is then divided equally among the possible un-

observed terms to provide per term probabiUty estimates. Using the

observed Nr values to calculate r' in (15) can become problematic if

Nr = 0 for some r. As a result, it is necessary to pre-smooth A^r so

that it never equals zero. There are many different possible smoothing

methods and each gives rise to a slightly different GT approach. We
use the Simple Good-Turing (SGT) approach described in [5]. Basi-

cally Nr is linearly smoothed (in the log domain) and a decision rule

is used to decide when to switch from using the observed Nr values

to the smoothed values.

Unlike the estimate for p{t), the quantity Pmi(t|A) is likely to

be poorly estimated regardless of the size of the document collection

because of the limited size of the individual documents. Many of the

terms in the model will have zero probability. There are many differ-

ent ways to compensate for this sparse data problem. One approach

is to model the term distributions using parametric distributions such

as Beta and Dirichlet distributions. A standard statistical language

modeling approach, and the one we adopt, is to linearly interpolate

the more detailed Pmi{t\Di) model with a better estimated, but more

general model, for example, Pgt(i) [10]:

p{t\Di) = Q Pmi(i|A) + (1 - a) pgt(t) (18)

where a is the mixture weight. The estimate-maximize (EM) algo-

rithm [4] can be used to estimate a to maximize the (log) likelihood

of query Q given document Di :

a = arg max log (p(Q|A)) (19)
a

= arg max q{t) log (ap„i(i|A) (1 - a) Pgt(i)) (20)

In the above formulation, there is a different a for each document

Di. To simplify the model and to provide more data for parameter

estimation, we can "tie" the a weight across the documents so that

there is only a single, document-independent, a for each query Q.

The following iterative procedure can then be used to estimate a:

1 . Initialize a to a random estimate between 0 and 1

.

2. Update a using:

1
a =

apmiit\Di

Pmi(t|A) + (l-a) pgt(t)

3. If a has converged (i.e., \a' — a\<S for some small threshold

S) then stop. Otherwise, set a — a' and goto step 2.

In this procedure, Iq contains the indices of the set of documents

used to estimate a for query Q. We need to decide which documents

should be in this set. If we use all the documents in the collection

(i.e., Iq = {1, . . . ,n}), the query terms will occur so seldomly in

the entire collection that a will almost always be set to zero. That

would not be very useful. What we want is a reasonable estimate of

a for those documents that are likely to be relevant to the query since

they are the ones that we are interested in. Ideally, we want the set of

documents to be those that are relevant to query Q. However, since

this information is not available, we need to use an approximation.

One approach is to borrow the technique used in automatic relevance

feedback [15] (see Section 2.2). Basically, we perform a preliminary

retrieval run using an initial guess for a (e.g., a = 0.5) and assume

that the top M retrieved documents are relevant to the query. These

M top-scoring documents then become the set we use to estimate the

a weight for query Q. M 5 is a typical value that we use.

Using the approach described above, a separate a is estimated

for each query Q. If desired, one can pool the query terms across

all the queries and estimate a single query-independent a. It is im-

portant to note that the above procedure estimates the mixture param-

eters dynamically using the current query and the current document

collection. This is in contrast to the standard approach of determin-

ing static, query-independent, model parameter values by empirically

timing on an old development set which typically consists of a differ-

ent set of queries and potentially a different collection of documents.

In Section 3.4, we explore the effect of different estimated a val-

ues on retrieval performance and examine query-specific and query-

independent q's.

In summary, the final metric used for scoring document Di in

response to query Q is obtained by substituting the estimates for p{t)

and p{t\Di) (Equations 16 and 18, respectively) into (8);

Si{D^,Q) = Y,q{t)log(
QPml(^l-Pi) + (1 - q) Pgt(0

Pgt(0
(21)

2.2. Automatic Relevance Feedback

Automatic relevance feedback is a proven method for improving

infonnation retrieval performance [6]. The process works in three

steps. First, the original query is used to perform a preliminary re-

trieval run. Second, information from these retrieved documents are

used to automatically construct a new query. Third, the new query

is used to perform a second retrieval run to generate the final results.

A commonly used query reformulation strategy, the Rocchio algo-

rithm [15], starts with the original query, Q, then adds terms found

in the top Nt retrieved documents and subtracts terms found in the

bottom Nb retrieved documents to come up with a new query, Q'.

Modifying the query in this way adds new terms that occur in docu-

ments that are likely to be relevant to the query and eliminates terms

that occur in documents that are probably non-relevant. The query

terms are also reweighted. The goal is to improve the ability of the

query to discriminate between relevant and non-relevant documents.

We extend our basic retrieval model to include an automatic rele-

vance feedback processing stage by developing a new query reformu-

lation algorithm that is specific to our probabilistic model. Recall that

in our retrieval model, we score document Di in response to query Q
using the likelihood ratio score (2):

S{Di,Q)
P(QIA)

p(Q)
(22)

Since the documents are ranked based on descending values of this

score, we can view the goal of the automatic feedback procedure as

trying to create a new query Q' (based on the original query Q and the

documents retrieved from the preliminary retrieval pass) such that the

score using the new query is better than the score using the original

query for those documents Di that are relevant to the query:

pjQ'm > P(QIA)

P(Q') - P(Q)
for i £2q (23)

Because 2q, the set of relevant documents for query Q, is not known,

we use an approximation and assume that the top scoring documents

from a preliminary retrieval run using the original query are relevant.
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There are many different ways to decide which of the top scoring

documents to select. One approach is to simply select a fixed number,

M, of the top scoring documents. One concern with this approach is

that the selected documents can have very disparate scores. There can

be a big score difference between the first and the M^^ document.

Another approach is to use an absolute score threshold, 0, so only

documents with scores above 6 are selected. With this approach, it

is possible to not have any documents that score above the threshold.

A different approach, and the one we adopt, is to use a relative score

threshold, 7 < 1, so docimients that score within a factor of 7 of the

top scoring document are selected:

select Di if
S(A,Q)

rnax S{Di, Q)
S 1 (24)

This approach results in a variable number of documents for each

query, but the selected documents will have similar scores. A typical

threshold value that we use is 7 = 0.75.

Since we want to improve the score for all the documents in the

set Tq simultaneously, we need to deal with the set of documents

jointly. One way to do this is to create a new joint document D' by

pooling together all the documents in the set Tq so the number of

occurrences of term t in the joint document D' is given by:

d'{t) = Mt)
i€lQ

(25)

Another variation is to weight the contribution of each document, Di,

by its preliminary retrieval score, S{Di,Q), so docimients that score

better have more of an impact:

i'{t)= S{D,,Q)d^{t) (26)

Using this new joint document, D', the inequality in (23) becomes:

(27)
P(Q'\D') ^ piQ\D')

PiQ') PiQ)

Substituting our models for the conditional and prior probabilities and

working in the log domain (Equation 8), we have

2:
p{t\D')

Pit)
(28)

Let us consider the creation of the new query Q' in two steps. First, let

us examine which terms should be removed from the original query

Q in order to improve the score. Second, we can then examine which

terms from the joint document D' should be added to the query to

further improve the score.

Starting with the original query Q, we consider each query term

t and determine whether it should be included or excluded from the

new query Q'
. Since the query term weights q{t) are constrained to

be greater than zero, the only way that a query term t can decrease the

score IS if < 1. Therefore, if we exclude such terms from the

new query Q' (while keeping the term weights the same, i.e., q{t) —
q{t)), we can be assured that the inequality in (28) is satisfied. This

selection criteria makes intuitive sense since it basically states that

query terms that occur more frequently in the general collection than

in the pooled document D' (which is created from assiuned relevant

documents) should not be used.

Next, we consider which terms from the joint document D' should

be included to the query Q' in order to further improve the score.

Following the same arguments as those used above, and noting that

q'{t) > 0, we see that only terms t for which ^ ^ > 1 can increase

the score. As a result, we will only add those terms from D' that sat-

isfy this property. Using this term selection criteria, we maintain the

inequality in (28) with each newly included term. Substituting the es-

timates for p{t) and p{t\Di) (Equations 16 and 18, respectively), the

term selection criteria becomes:

p{t\D')

Pit)

apmiit\D') + il-a) pgt(i)

Pgt(0

Pmiit\D')

Petit)

> 1

> 1

> 1

(29)

(30)

Therefore, we can equivalently use
""g.^^^'t^'''

> lor log
^

PmK*!^')
^ ;

0 to perform the term selection.

The only issue that remains is the estimation of appropriate values

for the weights q'it) of the newly included query terms. Since the

value of the score can be increased arbitrarily by using increasingly

larger values of q'it), we need to constrain the aggregate value of the

weights. One reasonable constraint is that the magnitude of the query

weights be unity:

\\Q'\ '5^9'(i)2 = l (31)

teQ'

Adopting this constraint, we can use the technique of Lagrange mul-

tipliers [1] to find the set of query tenn weights, {q'it)}, that maxi-

mizes the score:

teQ'

(32)

The corresponding Lagrangian function is given by:

teQ' \ / y y tgQ,

(33)

Taking the partial derivative of (33) with respect to A and setting it to

zero, we get back the constraint equation:

it)'

(34)

(35)

Taking the partial derivative of (33) with respect to the query term

weight q'it) and setting it to zero, we get

^L«J',A) = 0 (36)

VEteQ'9'(^)^

= 0 (37)

Taking the second derivative, we get

(38)

For the score to be maximized, we need this second derivative to be

less than zero. Since 0 < q'(t) < 1, we must have A < 0 in order for

(38) to be negative.
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Combining equations (35) and (37) and solving for q'{t), we get

Since we require A < 0, we see that the appropriate query weights

simply have to be proportional to their score contribution:

q'(t) oc log
P{t\D')

Pit)
(40)

This weighting scheme makes intuitive sense since we want to em-

phasize terms that contribute more to the score. If desired, we can

determine the exact value of the proportionality factor by substitutmg

(39) back into (35) and solving for A. Doing this, we find that;

A = - log
Pit\D']

Pit)
(41)

Our description of the automatic relevance feedback procedure

is now complete. We have a procedure that automatically creates a

new query Q' based on the original query Q and a set of top-ranked

documents retneved from a prelmunary retrieval pass. The goal of the

procedure is to increase the likelihood ratio scores of the top-ranked

documents by removing certain terms from the original query and

adding new terms from the top-ranked documents with appropriate

term weights. Hopefully improving the scores will lead to improved

information retrieval performance.

We note that this automatic feedback procedure significantly in-

creases the number of terms in the query since many of the terms in

the joint document D' will satisfy the selection criteria (29). If de-

sired, one can limit the number of additional terms by modifying this

term selection criteria so only terms with scores greater than some

threshold 4> > I will be included:

add term t if

Pit)
(42)

In Section 3.5, we examine the ability of this automatic relevance

feedback procedure to improve retrieval performance and explore the

effects of limiting the number of new query terms by increasing the

value of 4) in (42).

2.3. Related Work

In our retrieval model, we use the relative change in the likeli-

hood of a document Di before and after the user query Q is speci-

fied, expressed as the likelihood ratio of the conditional and the prior

probabilities, ^^^'y^. as the metric for scoring and ranking the docu-

ments. A document that becomes more likely after the query is spec-

ified is probably more useful to the user than one that either remains

the same or becomes less likely. This score can be equivalently rewrit-

ten as
p{Q\D,)

piQ)
Since we need to estimate p{Q\Dt), the probability

of query Q given document Dt, our model is related to several re-

cently proposed IR approaches which also make use of this proba-

bilistic quantity [9, 1 1, 12].

In [12] and [9], a language modeling argument is used to directly

posit that p{Q\Di) is an appropriate quantity for scoring document

Di in response to query Q. Mixture models are then used to compute

this quantity. In [11], the probability that document Di is relevant

given query Q, p{Di is R\Q), is used to score the documents. This

quantity can be rewritten, using Bayes Rule, as
pC?!^-

'p^^^'^' ""^K

A generative hidden Markov model (HMM) is then used to compute

the quantity p(Q|A is /?).

Although our retrieval model shares this commonality with these

other approaches, there are some important differences. First, as de-

scribed above, our model is derived starting from a different theoret-

ical justification. Second, different modeling assumptions and esti-

mation techniques are used to deternune the underlying probabilistic

quantities. Although we use the standard technique of mixture models

to estimate the quantity p{Q\Di), the underlying probabilistic com-

ponents in our mixture model are different from those used in [12]

and [9]. We back-off to the term's probability of occurrence in the

entire document collection. In [9], the back-off is to the term's doc-

ument frequency while in [12] the back-off is a scaled version of the

term's mean probability of occurrence in documents that contain the

term. We also automatically estimate the mixture model parameters

dynamically (for each query Q) to maximize the likelihood of the

query given a set of top scoring documents {Di} from the current

document collection. This is in contrast to the standard approach of

determining static, query-independent, mixture model parameter val-

ues by empirically tuning on an old development set. In addition,

we attempt to deal with unobserved query terms in a more princi-

pled way by using Good-Turing techniques to smooth the underlying

probability models. Finally, we develop a new automatic relevance

feedback strategy that is specific to our probabilistic model. The pro-

cedure automatically creates a new query (based on the original query

and a set of top-ranked documents from a preliminary retrieval pass)

that optimizes a well-specified objective function. In particular, the

term selection and the term weight estimation procedures are designed

to maximize the likelihood ratio scores of the set of documents pre-

sumed to be relevant to the query. Hopefully, improving these scores

will lead to improved retrieval performance.

3. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS

Our information retrieval model is evaluated on the TREC-6, TREC-
7, and TREC-8 ad hoc text retrieval tasks [6-8]. The ad hoc task

involves searching a static set of documents using new queries and

returning an ordered list of documents ranked according to their rel-

evance to the query. The retrieved documents are then evaluated

against relevance assessments created for each query.

Retrieval performance is measured in terms of a tradeoff between

precision and recall. Precision is the number of relevant documents

retrieved over the total number of documents retrieved. Recall is the

number of relevant documents retrieved over the total number of rel-

evant documents in the collection. Because it may be cumbersome to

compare the performance of different systems using precision-recall

curves, a single number performance measure called mean average

precision (mAP) is commonly used [6]. It is computed by averaging

the precision values at the recall points of all relevant documents for

each query and then averaging those across all the test set queries.

In this section, we briefly describe the data corpus that comprise

the TREC-6, TREC-7, and TREC-8 tasks, mention the text prepro-

cessing that was done, and then present several retrieval experiments

using the TREC-6 task. In these development experiments, we ex-

plore the usefulness of the p{Q) normalization in the scoring, the

effect of using different mixture weights in the probability model,

the use of the automatic relevance feedback processing, and section-

based weighting of the query terms.

3.1. Data Corpus

The document collection in the TREC-6, TREC-7, and TREC-8
ad hoc retrieval tasks consists of text stories from various news and

information sources. Details of the composition and size of the col-

lections are given in Table 1. The documents in the TREC-7 task

are a subset of those in the TREC-6 task (documents from the Con-

gressional Record are excluded from the TREC-7 collection). The

document collection used in the TREC-8 task is identical to that used

in TREC-7. Each collection contains approximately 2 gigabytes of

text from over half a million documents.
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Size Avg.#

Data Set (MB) # docs wrds/doc

Financial Times (FT) 564 210,158 412.7

Federal Register (FR) 395 55,630 644.7

Congressional Record (CR) 235 27,922 1373.5

FBIS (FBIS) 470 130,471 543.6

LA. Times (LA) 475 131,896 526.5

TREC-6 (all sources) 2139 556,077 541.9

TREC-7 (4 sources: no CR) 1904 528,155 497.9

TREC-8 (same as TREC-7) 1904 528,155 497.9

Table 1 : Statistics for the document collections used in the TREC-6,

TREC-7, and TREC-8 ad hoc retrieval tasks.

# of Words
Data Set (topic #'s) Min Max Avg.

TREC-6 (301-350) 47 156 88.4

title 1 5 2.7

description 5 62 20.4

narrative 17 142 65.3

TREC-7 (351-400) 31 114 57.6

title 1 3 2.5

description 5 34 14.3

narrative 14 92 40.8

TREC-8 (401-450) 23 98 51.3

title 1 4 2.4

description 5 32 13.8

narrative 14 75 35.1

Table 2: Statistics for the test topics used in the TREC-6, TREC-
7, and TREC-8 ad hoc retrieval tasks. There are 50 topics in each

retrieval task.

There are 50 queries (also called "topics") for each of the TREC-
6, TREC-7, and TREC-8 ad hoc retrieval tasks. Topic numbers 301-

350 are used in the TREC-6 task, while 351-400 are used in the

TREC-7 task, and 401-450 are used in the TREC-8 task. Each topic

consists of three sections: a title, a description, and a narrative. Statis-

tics regarding the size of the topics are shown in Table 2.

In order to evaluate the performance of a retrieval system, rele-

vance assessments must be provided for each topic. In other words,

for each topic in the test set, the set of the known relevant documents

in the collection needs to be determined. Since there are too many

documents for complete manual inspection, an approximate method,

known as the "pooling method," is used to find the set of relevant doc-

uments [7]. For each topic, a pool of possible relevant documents is

first created by taking the top 100 documents retrieved from the vari-

ous participating systems. Next, each document in this pool is manu-

ally assessed to determine its relevance. Finally, those documents that

are judged relevant become the "answers" for the topic and are used

to conduct the performance evaluations. Summary statistics for the

Data Set (topic #'s)

# of Relevant Docs

Min Max Avg. Total

TREC-6 (301-350) 3 474 92.2 4611

TREC-7 (351-400) 7 361 93.5 4674

TREC-8 (401-450) 6 347 94.6 4728

Table 3: Statistics for the number of relevant documents for the topics

in the TREC-6, TREC-7, and TREC-8 ad hoc retrieval tasks. There

are 50 topics in each retrieval task.

number of relevant documents for the topics in the TREC-6, TREC-7,
and TREC-8 ad hoc tasks are shown in Table 3. We note that there

is great variability. Some topics have many relevant documents while

others have only a few.

In our retrieval experiments, we use the TREC-6 task as the "de-

velopment" data set for tuning and optimizing our retrieval model.

Most of the contrasting experiments will be done on the TREC-6 task.

We reserve the TREC-7 task for use as the "test" data to objectively

test our final retrieval model. An official TREC "evaluation" run was

done using the TREC-8 task. Following standard practices, we use the

entire topic statement (consisting of the title, description, and narra-

tive components) in our retrieval experiments, unless otherwise noted.

3.2. Text Preprocessing

Before a document is indexed, it undergoes a relatively standard

set of text preprocessing steps. First, the text is normalized to remove

non-alphanumeric characters like punctuation and to collapse case.

Next, sequences of individual characters are automatically grouped to

create single terms in an "automatic acronym aggregation" stage. For

example, the text string "U . S . A .

" would be converted to "u s

a" after normalization and then to "usa" after acronym aggregation.

Stop words, derived from a list of 600 words, are then removed from

the document. In addition to standard English function words, cer-

tain words frequently used in past TREC topics such as "document,"

"relevant," and "irrelevant" are also included in the list. Finally, the

remaining words are conflated to collapse word variants using an im-

plementation of Porter's stemming algorithm [13]. To maintain con-

sistency, each topic description also undergoes the exact same text

preprocessing steps before it is indexed and used to retrieve docu-

ments from the collection.

3.3. p(Q) Normalization

As discussed in Section 2. 1 , the p(Q) normalization factor in the

scoring function (2) does not affect the ranking of the documents be-

cause it is constant for all documents Di given a specific topic Q.

However, we choose to keep this factor because it helps to provide a

meaningful interpretation of the scores as a relative change in the like-

lihood and allows the document scores to be more comparable across

different topics. In addition, as we've seen in Section 2.2, the p{Q)
normalization factor plays an important role in the term selection and

weighting stages of the automatic relevance feedback procediu-e.

To illustrate the difference between the (unnormalized) likelihood

score (p{Q\Di)) and the (normalized) likelihood ratio score (2^^^),
Figure 1 plots the distribution of these two scores for the subset of

relevant documents for the 50 topics (topics 301-350) in the TREC-
6 task. The likelihood scores have a very wide distribution across

queries while the likelihood ratio scores are more tightly clustered.

Box plots are used to indicate the score distributions. The center line

in the box indicates the mean value while the lower and upper edges of

the box indicate, respectively, the lower and upper quartiles. The ver-

tical lines extending below and above the box show the entire range of

the scores. We observe that the document likelihood scores can differ

drastically depending on the topic. The best score for some topics

(e.g., 309 and 316) are worse than the lowest scores for other topics

(e.g., 315 and 339). Scoring the documents using the likelihood ratio

puts the scores for the different topics on a much more comparable

range. These scores can be interpreted as how much more likely the

document has become after the topic is specified than before.

In the computation of the standard information retrieval measures

of recall, precision, and mean average precision (mAP), each topic is

treated independently. Precision-recall curves are generated for each

topic separately using individual thresholds. These separate curves

are then combined to create an aggregate precision-recall curve and

the single number mAP measure. Since document scores are not com-

pared across the different topics in the computation of these standard

information retrieval measiu-es, they will be identical for both the like-
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Figure 1 : Distribution of likelihood and likelihood ratio scores for the

relevant documents for topics 301-350 in the TREC-6 task.
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Figure 2: (A) Precision-Recall curve and mean average precision

(mLAP) score on the TREC-6 ad hoc task using a mixture weight of

a = 0.5. (B) Precision-Recall curves resulting from using a sin-

gle threshold across all topics on the TREC-6 data for three different

scoring methods.

lihood and likelihood ratio scores. In Figure 2A, we plot the resulting

aggregate precision-recall curve and mean average precision (mAP)

measure on the TREC-6 ad hoc task for the 50 topics (301-350). This

is the baseline performance of our retrieval model using the prelim-

inary retrieval run and a fixed topic-independent mixture weight of

a = 0.5. A performance of mAP=0.273 is achieved.

There are certain related applications, such as document cluster-

ing and topic detection, where it is important to be able to compare

document scores across different "topics." To quantify how much the

likelihood ratio score can help in these situations, we can generate a

precision-recall curve that results from using a single threshold across

all the different topics. In this way, we can measure the ability of the

different scoring methods to handle across topic score comparisons.

In Figure 2B, we show such recall-precision curves and the associ-

ated mAP measure for the 50 topics on the TREC-6 ad hoc data us-

ing three different scoring methods. As expected, the raw likelihood

score performs poorly when cross topic score are compared. A nor-

malized likelihood score (normalized by the number of the terms in

the topic) gives slightly better results. However, the likelihood ratio

score, which is not only normalized by the number of terms in the

topic but also by the prior likelihoods of the terms, gives even better

performance.
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Figure 3: (A) Retrieval performance in mean average precision (mAP)
on the TREC-6 task as a function of the value of the mixtiu-e weight

a. (B) Scatter plot ofmAP versus the normalized average score of the

top documents for each of the different a weights.

Mixture Weight Estimate mAP
Fixed (a ^ 0.5) 0.273

Topic-Indejjendent (a = 0.434) 0.275

Topic-Dependent (variable a) 0.278

Table 4: Retrieval performance in mean average precision (mAP) on

the TREC-6 task using different estimates of the mixture weight a.

3.4. Mixture Weights

In this section, we explore the effect of different a mixture weight

estimates on retrieval performance and examine topic-specific and

topic-independent a's. To quantify the sensitivity of the model to the

mixture weight a, we explore a range of possible weight values and

measure the resulting retrieval performance. In Figure 3A, we plot re-

trieval performance in mean average precision (mAP) on the TREC-6
ad hoc task as a function of the value of the mixture weight a. We
see that although retrieval performance does vary with the value of a,

there is a relatively large range of stable and good performance.

A scatter plot of mAP versus the normalized average score of the

top retrieved documents for each of the different a weights is shown

in Figure 3B. The plot shows that retrieval performance is well cor-

related (p = 0.96) with the document scores. This means that we
can use the document scores to find an appropriate value of a that can

be expected to give reasonably good retrieval performance. In fact,

the automatic a parameter estimation procedure that we described in

Section 2.1 tries to maximize the likelihood of topic Q given docu-

ment Di, p(Q|£>j), which is the numerator of the document score

(2). Since the denominator of the score, p(Q), remains unchanged,

this is equivalent to maximizing the entire document score. As shown

in Table 4, running the preliminary retrieval pass using a fixed weight

of a = 0.5 results in a retrieval performance of mAP=0.273. Perfor-

mance improves slightly to mAP=0.275 when we use the automati-

cally estimated topic-independent weight of a = 0.434.

Since topic statements can be very different from one another,

we can expect that using the same a weight for every topic is prob-

ably suboptimal. This is indeed the case as illustrated in Figure 4,

which plots retrieval performance in average precision (AP) for three

different topics (327, 342, and 350) firom the TREC-6 ad hoc task

as a function of the value of the mixture weight a. We see that the

optimal value of a for each topic can be very different. To address

this issue, we can estimate topic-dependent a's, as discussed in Sec-

tion 2.1. In Figure 5, we plot the distribution of the automatically esti-

mated topic-dependent a mixture weights for the 50 topics (301-350)

in the TREC-6 task. Many of the weights are centered around the

topic-independent estimated value of a=0.434 but there are several

topics that have weights at the extreme ends of the range. Using these

topic-dependent a mixture weights, retrieval performance is further

improved to mAP=0.278 as shown in the last row of Table 4.
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Figure 4: Retrieval performance in average precision (AP) for topics

327, 342, and 350 from the TREC-6 task as a function of tiie value of
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Figure 5: Distribution of the automatically estimated topic-dependent

a mixture weights for topics 301-350 in the TREC-6 task. The pooled

Q is 0.434 and the average a is 0.432.

3.5. Automatic Feedback

In this section, we evaluate the automatic relevance feedback pro-

cedure described in Section 2.2 and examine its ability to improve re-

trieval performance. Recall that during the feedback process, a new

topic Q' is created by removing certain terms from the original topic

Q and adding new terms (with appropriate term weights) from the

top scoring documents obtained from a preliminary retrieval run. The

number of new terms added to Q' can be controlled by changing the

threshold 0 in the term selection criteria (42). Lowering the value of

0 adds more terms. Note that new query terms are added in order of

decreasing contribution to the total score; terms that contribute most

to improving the score are added first.

Figure 6 plots retrieval performance, measured in mean average

precision (mAP), on the TREC-6 ad hoc task as the number of terms

in the new topic Q' is varied. Running the preliminary retrieval pass

using the original topics, which average 27 unique terms each, gives

a performance measure of mAP=0.273. Using automatic feedback to

modify the topic results in significant p)erformance improvements as

illustrated in Figure 6. As more terms are included in the new topic

Q\ performance improves sharply, reaches a maximum at around

250-300 terms, declines slightly, and then levels off. The retrieval

performance peaks at mAP=0.317 for approximately 250 terms.

It is interesting to note that performance is relatively stable over

a wide range of topic sizes spanning 200 to 700 terms. By sigmfi-

cantly increasing the number of terms in the topic, one may expect

that the topic specification may become too broad and, as a result, the

retrieval performance will be adversely affected. However, this does

not happen in our case because the terms added to the new topic Q'

are weighted proportionally to their score contribution as specified in

(40). As a result, many of the additional terms will only have a small

effect on the total score.

In terms of determining an appropriate </> threshold to use, one
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Figure 6: Retrieval performance in mean average precision (mAP) on

the TREC-6 ad hoc task using the automatic feedback procedure as

the number of terms in the new topic Q' is varied. By lowering the

threshold 4> in the term selection criteria (42), more terms are included

in the new topic.

possibility is to simply set <^ = 1.0 so all terms that contribute pos-

itively to the score will be included. This corresponds to adding the

maximum number of terms allowed by our procedure. Using this

threshold value on the TREC-6 ad hoc task, the average number of

unique terms in the new query Q' grows to 724.2. However, from the

behavior shown in Figure 6, the same or even slightly better perfor-

mance can be achieved by using many fewer terms. We find empiri-

cally that a reasonable threshold to use is </> = 0.25 x Smax(A, Q),
where Smax(I?z , Q) is the score of the top retrieved document Di for

topic Q. This relative threshold value puts us in the stable perfor-

mance region without adding too many terms to the new topic Q'

.

We conclude that incorporating the automatic feedback process-

ing stage mto the retrieval system significantly improves retrieval per-

formance. Large gains of 0.035 to 0.04 in absolute mean average

precision (from mAP=0.278 to 0.317) are obtained.

3.6. Topic Section Weighting

As described in Section 3.1, the queries or topics statements for

the retrieval tasks consist of three different sections: a title, a descnp-

tion, and a narrative. We can expect that the different sections con-

tain different amounts of useful information. To quantify how useful

each section is in finding the relevant documents for the topic, we
can evaluate the retrieval performance resulting from using each topic

section individually. In Table 5, we show retrieval performance in

mean average precision (mAP) on the TREC-6 ad hoc task using the

different topic sections. We examine the use of the title, description,

and narrative sections individually, the title and description sections

combined (T-i-D), and all three sections together (T+D+N). Retrieval

performance after the preliminary and feedback retrieval stages are

shown along with the average number of unique terms in each topic

section. We can make several observations. First, the different topic

sections vary greatly in their size. The title, description, and narra-

tive sections average 2.5, 8.8, and 21.7 unique terms, respectively.

Second, even though the title section contains the fewest terms, its

preliminary retrieval performance is better than that of the other two

sections. This implies that the terms from the title section are more

useful than those from the other sections. Third, using multiple topic

sections results in better performance. Combining the fitle and de-

scription (T-i-D) gives performance that is better than any of the in-

dividual sections, and using all three (T+D+N) gives even better per-

formance. Fourth, automatic feedback improves performance in all

cases but is more effective when there are more terms in the t,opic

statement. In particular, the gain for the title section is small com-

pared to the gains for the other sections.

In the above experiments, when we combined the different topic

sections, we weighted each section equally. This means that in the
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Topic

Section

Avg # Unique

Topic Terms

mAP
Preliminary Feedback

Title (T) 2.5 0.225 0.230

Description (D) 8.8 0.178 U.221

Narrative (N) 21.7 U.Zlo

T+D 9.5 0.247 0.296

T+D+N (All) 27.0 0.278 0.317

Table 5: Retrieval performance in mean average precision (mAP) on

I

the TREC-6 ad hoc task using different sections of the topics: title,

1 description, and narrative individually, title and description combined

I
(T+D), and all three sections together (T+D+N). The second column

shows the average number of unique terms in each section. The third

and fourth columns show performance after the preliminary and feed-

back retrieval stages, respectively.

mAP
Topic Section Preliminary Feedback

T+D 0.247 0.296

T+D (weighted) 0.260 0.297

T+D+N 0.278 0.317

T+D+N (weighted) 0.303 0.325

Table 6: Retrieval performance in mean average precision (mAP) on

the TREC-6 ad hoc task with and without topic section weighting.

Performance is shown for two different topic configurations: title and

description combined (T+D), and all three sections (title, description,

and narrative) together (T+D+N). Performance after the preliminary

and feedback retrieval stages are shown.

T+D+N case which combines all three sections, the title section only

contributes, on average, 2.5 terms to the combined topic while the

narrative section contributes 21.7 terms. From the performance of the

individual topic sections in Table 5, it is clear that the terms in the title

section are more useful than those in the narrative section. Maybe em-

phasizing terms from some sections (e.g., the title), more than terms

from other sections (e.g., the narrative) in the formation of the com-

bined topic will result in better performance than just equally weight-

ing all the sections. This is indeed the case. In [11], they found that

weighting the topic terms based on what section they are in improved

retrieval performance. In [14], the output from several retrieval runs

using the individual topic sections are combined to give improved

performance.

We can adopt a similar approach of weighting terms based on

their topic section membership to try to further improve retrieval per-

formance. One method is to weight the terms from each topic section

in proportion to the average score of the top documents retrieved us-

ing that section. The idea is that topic sections that give higher docu-

ment scores should be emphasized more than those that give lower

scores. We are basically using the document score as a predictor

of retrieval performance which is consistent with our retrieval model

which ranks documents based on descending values of the document

scores. Because the scores are normalized (likelihood ratios), we are

able to compare them across different topic statements (consisting of

different topic sections) to determine which topic formulation is bet-

ter Basically, we run three retrieval passes using the title, description,

and narrative sections individually, compute the average score of the

top retrieved documents from each run, and then use those scores in

weighting the terms from the different topic sections. The process

used to select the set of top scoring documents is the same as the

one used in the automatic feedback procedure (24). For each new
task, this procedure is used to automatically determine the appropri-

ate section weights. Using this topic section weighting scheme on the

mAP
Topic Section Preliminary l^eedback

T+D 0.212 0.243

T+D+N (All) 0.250 0.284

Table 7: Retrieval performance in mean average precision (mAP)
on the TREC-7 ad hoc task using different topic specifications: ti-

tle and description combined (T+D), and all three sections together

(T+D+N). Performance for the preliminary and automatic feedback

retrieval stages are shown.

TREC-6 ad hoc task, we get section weights of 4.2 for the title, 1.8 for

the description, and 1.0 for the narrative. This weighting emphasizes

the title section the most, then the description section, and finally the

narrative section.

Weighting the topic sections in this way results in a small but con-

sistent performance improvement over weighting each section equally,

as shown in Table 6. Retrieval performance in mean average preci-

sion (mAP) on the TREC-6 ad hoc task with and without topic sec-

tion weighting is shown for two different topic configurations: title

and description combined (T+D), and all three sections (title, descrip-

tion, and narrative) together (T+D+N). The effect of the topic section

weighting is greater on the preliminary retrieval pass than on the au-

tomatic feedback pass. Recall that the feedback process already in-

cludes term selection and term weighting. As a result, some of the

gains from the section weighting may already be accounted for in the

feedback processing.

4. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE

All of the above experiments were conducted on the TREC-6 ad

hoc text retrieval task. These development experiments were used to

configure the system and to tune some system parameters. The final

retrieval system has the following configuration:

• Dynamic (for each query) and automatic estimation of the mix-

ture parameter a using the procedure described in Section 2.

1

with the following parameter: M=5.

• Use of the second pass automatic relevance feedback proce-

dure described in Section 2.2 with the following parameters:

7=0.75 (Equation 24) and <6 = 0.25 x Sn,ax(A,Q) (Equa-

tion 42), where Smax{Di,Q) is the score of the top retrieved

document Di for topic Q.

• Use of the query section weighting procedure described in Sec-

tion 3.6 with the following parameter: 7=0.75 (Equation 24).

The section weights are automatically determined for each new

set of test queries.

Now that the system configuration is set, we need to evaluate the per-

formance of the final retrieval system on new sets of held-out test data.

We use the TREC-7 and TREC-8 ad hoc retrieval tasks, described in

Section 3.1, for this purpose.

4.1. Retrieval Performance on the Test Set

In Table 7, we show the performance (in mAP) of our system

on the TREC-7 ad hoc task. Retrieval is done using tv/o types of

topics: one consisting of the title and description sections only (T+D)

and the other consisting of all three (title, description, and narrative)

sections (T+D+N). Performance is shown for the preliminary retrieval

pass and the automatic feedback pass. We observe that automatic

feedback significantly improves performance for all conditions and

that using longer topic statements is better. The performance level of

mAP=0.284 on this task is competitive with the performance of the

state-of-the-art retrieval systems on the identical task as reported in

the TREC-7 conference [7].
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Figure 7: Precision-Recall curves for the TREC-8 ad hoc task. Per-

formance using topics consisting of title and description (T+D), and

full topics consisting of the title, description, and narrative sections

(T+D+N) are shown.
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Figure 8: Difference (in mean average precision) from the median for

each of the 50 topics in the TREC-8 ad hoc task. Full topics consisting

of the title, description, and narrative sections are used.

4.2. Retrieval Performance on the Evaluation Set

We participated in the 1999 TREC-8 ad hoc text retrieval evalu-

ation [8]. Performance on the official TREC-8 ad hoc task using our

probabilistic retrieval model is shown in Figure 7. Two retrieval runs

were submitted, one consisting of the title and description sections

only (T+D) and the other consisting of all three (title, description,

and narrative) sections (T+D+N). A performance of mAP=0.298 is

achieved using the shorter topics; the full topics gave a mAP=0.323.

Out of the 55 participating systems that used the short topic descrip-

tion, our system ranked sixth behind systems that had mAPs of 0.321,

0.317, 0.317, 0.306, and 0.301. Out of the 37 participating systems

that used the entire topic description, our system ranked fourth be-

hind systems that had mAPs of 0.330, 0.324, and 0.324. Difference

in mAP from the median performance for each of the 50 topics for

the full topic run (T+D+N) are shown in Figure 8. Of the 50 topics,

40 scored at or above the median level and seven achieved the maxi-

mum score. On this task, we again see that our retrieval model is very

competitive with current state-of-the-art retrieval systems.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper we present a novel probabilistic information retrieval

model and demonstrate its capability to achieve state-of-the-art per-

formance on large standardized text collections. The retrieval model

scores documents based on the relative change in the document likeli-

hoods, expressed as the ratio of the conditional probability of the doc-

ument given the query and the prior probability of the document be-

fore the query is specified. Statistical language modeling techniques

are used to compute the document likelihoods and the model param-

eters are estimated automatically and dynamically for each query to

optimize well-specified maximum likelihood objective functions. An
automatic relevance feedback strategy that is specific to the proba-

bilistic model is also developed. The procedure automatically creates

a new query (based on the original query and a set of top-ranked doc-

uments from a preliminary retrieval pass) by selecting and weighting

query terms so as to maximize the likelihood ratio scores of the set of

documents presumed to be relevant to the query. To benchmark the

performance of the new retrieval model, we use the standard ad hoc

text retrieval tasks from the TREC-6 and TREC-7 text retrieval con-

ferences. Official evaluation results on the 1999 TREC-8 ad hoc text

retrieval task are also reported. Experimental results indicate that the

model is able to achieve performance that is competitive with current

state-of-the-art retrieval approaches.
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Abstract

READWARE performs a fully automatic text analysis that implements a system of knowledge

organization based on knowledge types. A knowledge type is a set of instructions that identi-

fies a set of knowledge elements in any text. Knowledge types include concepts (word sets),

topics (an expandable hierarchical scheme of common knowledge types spanning politics,

business, health, and so on), probes (investigative knowledge types), issues (knowledge types

used in decisionmaking) and document subjects (traditional classification of documents by

themes). An MITi analyst used this system to translate TREC topic specifications into highly

selective queries (few hits per query) in two adhoc runs with high relevance rates (2019 / 3060

hits in the READWARE run and 2774 / 5785 hits in the READWARE2 run).

TREC-8 vs TREC 7 Performance (MITi/Readware)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0 8 0 9 1

Recall

Figure 1.

' Management Information Technologies, Inc. has been developing software for automatic text

analysis and search based on a system of knowledge organization since 1985. MITi's technology is

marketed under the trade name READWARE®. The product line includes ConSearch for Windows
workstations, the IpServer for internet/intranet applications and the Readware Software Development

Kit for custom solutions.
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1. Introduction

MITi is participating in the TREC for the

second time with its READWARE technol-

ogy. We used our product ConSearch to

perform two manual adhoc runs. The adhoc

task consists of finding the documents rele-

vant to fifty specified topics in a pool of

more than half a million doaiments.

READWARE is a text analysis technology

based on a system of knowledge organiza-

tion consisting of knowledge types. A
knowledge type is a set of instructions

(usually a set of queries) that identifies a

certain set of knowledge elements in any

text. Concepts are a network of basic

knowledge types. A concept is a set of

words that are seen as strongly related

knowledge elements. A superconcept is a

compound knowledge type consisting of

several closely related concepts. Concepts

and superconcepts are inspired by terms

from ancient languages. READWARE of-

fers the following advanced knowledge

types:

1) Document Subjects. Document subjects

reflect the traditional classification of docu-

ments by themes. Analysts can create their

own user subjects.

2) Probes. Probes are investigative knowl-

edge types such as who/where, why, how

often, success, growth and roots.

3) Issues. Issues are knowledge types used

in decisionmaking such as trends, emerging

needs, potential trouble, checking on those

in charge and clash of interests.

4) Topics. Topics form an expandable hier-

archical scheme of common knowledge

types. Analysts can easily construct their

own user topics. The current scheme con-

sists of the following topic areas that contain

a total of 336 topics:

Current READWARE Topic Areas

READWARE also offers Boolean logic, se-

quence enforcement, context sizing, word

search, phrase search and document-level

search.

This year, we refined and extended our

knowledge types, especially topics and

probes. The number of topics doubled since

last year. We also included many British

spellings and terms.

There are three basic search strategies:

word search, concept search and supercon-

cept search. The document pool may be

limited by specifying which document sub-

jects are desired or undesired. Users may

mix strategies using a different strategy for

every query item. A variable-size sliding

search window scans each document for

certain words, phrases, concepts, supercon-

cepts, topics, issues and probes. The win-

dow size (context size) can be set in the

Way of Life

World View
Laws & Lawmakers
Courts

Those in Ciiarge

Communities & Relations

Family

Countries & Regions

International

Basic Needs
Safety and Security

Health

Knowledge & Technology

Sources of Information (Media)

Environment

Housing

Transportation

Food
Energy

Business

Culture & Recreation

Culture

Recreational Activities

Travel

Sports
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query to values ranging from one tenth the

query size to 20 times the query size.

READWARE hits must have a complete set

of semantic relations with the query. We
ranked the hit documents by the complexity

of the queries used. The more items and

positions the generating queries contained,

the higher the hit rank. But unlike last year,

a hit document was ranked higher if there

were multiple hit spots or a hit spot was in

the headline or near the top of the docu-

ment. READWARE highlights the exact hit

spots in the documents.

2. Data Preparation

Knowledge type implementations are stored

in the ConceptBase (5 MB for English).

The READWARE text analysis module

automatically locates all knowledge elements

in the texts before the analyst sits down to

make queries.

We used a Pentium III (450 MHz) with 256

MB of RAM and a 12 Gigabyte disk. A
fully automatic data preparation (text analy-

sis) took about 13 hours of CPU time.

TREC 8 files were decompressed and their

end-of-line sequences were optimized using

a utility program. The READWARE text

analysis module then split the files in mem-
ory into documents using the <DOC> and

<DOCNO> tags. This was done without

physical duplication by keeping track of

document lengths and their positions in the

original files. Our default tag filter made

sure that tags were not analyzed. The text

parts between the <subject> and </subject>

tags were also not analyzed.

The READWARE analyst module scanned

every document to determine the positions

of names (non-concept words), concepts,

topics, issues and probes and to identify

document subjects. Locating the knowledge

elements belonging to all READWARE
knowledge types meant asking over a million

queries to every document using a variable-

size sliding analysis window.

Analysis results were stored in 3 files:

docs._ (68.5 MB): vital document info

(document file, subject, issues and topics)

sigs._ (1.04 GB): signature database

(positions of names and knowledge ele-

ment in all documents)

optdx._ (176 MB): optimized index

3. Query Construction

One MITi analyst used READWARE'

s

knowledge types (a few thousand concepts,

a 336-topic hierarchy, 27 probes, 21 issues

and 54 document subjects) and the advanced

search features (Boolean logic, sequence

enforcement, context sizing, word search,

phrase search and document-level search) to

refine and perfect the TREC topic specifica-

tions (title, description and narrative) and

turn them into a more consistent and com-

plete set of automatically executable qieries.

READWARE indicates to the analyst what

concept a certain word in the TREC topic

specification belongs to so that she can

search for the full concept rather than a sin-

gle word if she chooses to do so. And
whenever the specifications are ambiguous

or incomplete, the analyst can navigate the

knowledge type schemes and follow her

hunches. She can expand her thoughts and

fill in the gaps by testing queries made with

indicated concepts, topics from the same

topic area, similar probes, related issues and

other document subjects. Extensive word

expansion and thought expansion are already
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implicit in the knowledge type implementa-

tions.

The MITi analyst first constructed 65 user

topics. These are READWARE topics that

should be found in every document dealing

with the TREC topic. Used as queries, they

identify a baseline pool of documents for

every TREC topic.

For example, here are the TREC specifica-

tion and the READWARE user topics for

TREC topic 420:

TREC Specification for Topic 420

User Topic 367: Carbon (Monoxide

//The following line is the topic title

=aa carbon monoxide (367)

//Look for the words "carbon" and "monoxide"

//The phrase "emission" (from narrative) not In the context

//Topic 106 (air pollution, from narrative) not in the context

!"emission"

carbon monoxide !T:106

User Topic 373: CO

//The following line is the topic title

=aa CO (373)

//Look for the phrase "CO" (case-sensitive)

//The words emission (from narrative) dioxide and founder

//should not be in the context

r"CO"
/+ lemission Idioxide Ifounder

The lines starting with "//" in the user topic

boxes are comment lines that explain the

queries and their relationship to the TREC
topic specification. The phrase air pollution

in the description is a READWARE topic

title (topic 106).

In addition to the queries in the user topics,

the analyst formulated 771 queries, an aver-

age of 14 queries per TREC topic

(compared to 18 last year). She made que-

ries by combining baselines or user topics

with knowledge types and phrases related to

the TREC topic specifications. Topic 445

(women clergy) needed the least number of

queries, just two. Topic 401 (foreign mi-

norities, Germany) required the most num-

ber of queries, 65.

To satisfy different styles of judging, the

analyst made two runs. In the first run

(labeled READWARE, the stickler run), she

tried to be literal, making precise queries

that included all the elements and satisfied all

the conditions required in the topic specifi-

cations. In the second run (READWARE2,
the comprehensive run), she incorporated

the hits of the first run and added more hits

using less precise queries. Here are two

query examples for topic 420 (carbon mon-

oxide poisoning):

Query 1

b: G:W P:5.0 poisoning 1-1:2 S:1 S:2 !{"strychnine"

Query 2

G:C P:2.0 !{"air quality" !{chemical !{emission S:37 T:367

Query 1 is meant for the stickler run (labeled

READWARE). We are looking for the

word poisoning (G:W means word search)

in the context of size 5 (P:5.0) of the probe

H:2 (what are the numbers, implements the

description phrase ''how widespread") in

documents from the baseline pool (b:) clas-

sified as having the subjects Accidents/Crisis

(S:l) or Crime/Police (S:2) but not includ-

ing the word strychnine anywhere. Docu-

ment subjects were specified to fit the poi-

soning theme and to avoid getting ads or

environmental documents that are excluded

Title: Carbon monoxide poisoning

Description: How widespread is carbon monoxide poison-

ing on a global scale?

Narrative: Relevant documents will contain data on what

carbon monoxide poisoning is, symptoms, causes, and/or

prevention. Advertisements for carbon monoxide protection

products or services are not relevant. Discussions of auto

emissions and air pollution are not relevant even though they

can contain carbon monoxide.
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by the narrative. The query returned 12 hit

documents that were all accepted as relevant

by the judges.

Query 2 is meant as an addition to the com-

prehensive run (labeled READWARE2) that

includes all the hits from the stickler run.

We are looking for the user topic Carbon

Monoxide (T:367) using concept search

(G:C) in a context of size 2 (P:2.0) in docu-

ments from the complete pool which are

classified as having the subject Medicine

(S:37, suggested by the word symptoms in

the narrative) but not including the phrase

"air quality" or the words chemical or

emission anywhere in the document. The

query returned 7 hit documents none of

which were accepted as relevant by the

judges (the analyst was right to exclude

them from the stickler run).

A total of 12 queries were made for TREC
topic 420. We retrieved only 38 hit docu-

ments for this topic in the stickler run. 27

were judged relevant. The total number of

relevant documents found by the judges in

13 runs for topic 420 was 33. In the com-

prehensive run, we delivered 59 hit docu-

ments to the judges (including 38 from the

first run) out of which only 28 hits were

judged relevant. This consisted of 27 hits

from the first run and only one hit from the

comprehensive run.

4. Performance

The stickler run (labeled READWARE)
showed very high selectivity and retrieved a

total of only 3060 hit documents. Of these

hits, 2019 were judged relevant. The stick-

ler run had an average relevance rate of

66%. The average precision (non-

interpolated) of the stickler run is 40% (3%
better than last year). The R-precision

(exact) is about 45% (1% better than last

year).

The comprehensive run (labeled

READWARE2) had a relevance rate of

48%. We retrieved only 5785 documents

out of which 2774 were judged relevant.

The average precision (non-interpolated) of

this run is high at about 47% (10% better

than last year). The R-precision (exact) is

high at about 51% (7% better than last

year). In this run (based on an evaluation

over 13 runs), MITi scored best average

precision in 23 topics compared to only 8

topics last year.

Figure 1 on the first page shows MITi per-

formance this year in both runs as compared

to our TREC-7 run of last year.

Figure 2 below graphs READWARE' s pre-

cision over X documents in both TREC 8

runs. This figure shows high precision in the

first 30 documents retrieved in both runs.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

Knowledge managers and analysts both can

enjoy direct access to highly relevant sets of

documents retrieved by READWARE as

predicted by the statistics in Figure 2 below

and elsewhere. They can have high confi-

dence that the text analysis performed by

READWARE yields a larger pertinent

measure of the "relevant whole" and that

this reliably reduces the amount of informa-

tion that needs to be read in further analyses.

Any analyst would rather examine 3060

documents than 50,000 if given the choice,

when they can be assured that the lower

amount includes the most pertinent and rele-

vant share of the available pool.

The TREC adhoc task is representative of

the analytical tasks facing today's knowl-

edge managers, analysts and subject matter

experts. Knowledge acquisition requires

them to compare yesterday's knowledge in-

ventory (acquired perceptions and analysis
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reports and the standards and decisions

based on them) with today's knowledge in-

put and calculate some measure of knowl-

edge growth. They also need the means to

identify current knowledge gaps and some

notions of importance (what deserves atten-

tion? what is pertinent?). READWARE's
knowledge types form a system of knowl-

edge organization that is capable of meeting

all these needs.

The TREC experiment shows that knowl-

edge managers and analysts with or without

subject matter expertise can use

READWARE's knowledge types (concepts,

topics, probes, issues and document sub-

jects) and the advanced search features

(Boolean logic, sequence enforcement, con-

text sizing, word search, phrase search and

document-level search) to identify their

knowledge gaps and formulate automatically

executable information requests to fuMll

their information needs (READWARE que-

ries as formalized information requests).

READWARE is efficient at TREC text re-

trieval because it uses a coherent unifying

framework of knowledge organization. This

framework is layered, well-structured, ex-

pandable and even open to integrating cus-

tom models of knowledge organization.

READWARE® Document Precision at TREC 8

-isr READWARE2
.^READWARE

#Docs 5

r
20 30 100 200 500 1000

Documents

Figure 2.
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Introduction

Our question answering system was built with a number of priorities in mind. First, we wanted

to experiment with natural language processing (NLP) technologies such as shallow parsing,

named entity tagging, and coreference chaining. We felt that the small number of terms in the

questions coupled with the short length of the answers would make NLP technologies clearly

beneficial, unlike previous experiments with NLP technologies on traditional IR tasks. At a

more practical level, we were familiar with and interested in such technologies and thus their use

would be relatively straightforward and enjoyable. Second, we wanted to use information

retrieval (IR) techniques in hopes of achieving robustness and efficiency. It seemed obvious that

many answers would appear in documents and passages laden with terms from the question.

Finally, we wanted to experiment with different modules from different sites with differing input

and output representation and implementational details. Thus, we needed a multi-process system

with a flexible data format.

Driven by these priorities, we built Qanda,' a system that combines the finer-grained

representations and inference abilities of NLP with IR's robustness and domain independence.

In the following, we describe the Qanda system, discuss experimental results for the system, and

finally discuss automating the scoring of question answering systems.

System Description

In broad strokes, Qanda processes a question as follows. It extracts the answer type from the

question; e.g., PERSON is the answer type for Who designed the Hancock Building in Boston?

At the same time, it hands the terms of the question to an IR search engine in order to retrieve

relevant documents. Next it looks for elements in the retrieved documents that are of the right

type; e.g., it might look for proper names of persons when answering a who question. Finally, it

ranks these elements by comparing their contexts (i.e., sentences) with the question using term

' Qanda is pronounced kwan'da.
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Figure 1: Answer tvpe hierarchy

overlap. Thus, elements are returned which are of the right semantic type and whose contexts

share some terms with the question. Based on all the references to an element and the

corresponding contexts, an answer string is generated.

Let us look at each of these steps in more detail. The analysis of the question is performed using

a set of specially designed patterns. These patterns are based on particular words and on part-of-

speech tags. For example if the pattern how (large|small|big) is matched, the type MEASURE
is returned. These answer types are arranged in the hierarchy shown in Figure 1 (where the types

actually used by the rest of the system are shaded). Our question analyzer also has the ability to

return types constructed in part from words in the question (e.g., MANNER_OF(DIE) is the type

returned for How did Socrates die?) but we are currently not making use of these more open

ended types.

An important component of Qanda is the IR engine that finds candidate documents. We have

used the MG system, and experimented with Smart, but for the results described in this paper, we

used the documents provided from the AT&T system. A parameter of the overall system is the

number of relevant documents to examine for answers—we used the top ten.^

Our intent was to process the top 100 documents returned by the IR component. After submitting our results, we

discovered a trivial bug that limited subsequent processing to the top ten.
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The relevant documents are then searched for elements of the right type. A special purpose

tagger was designed for each of the answer types that could result from question analysis. Thus,

we had taggers for person proper names, measure phrases, dates, organization names, etc. Many

of the types are recognized by the Alembic system (Vilain and Day, 1996).

We should note that for both the processing done by these taggers and for the analysis of the

question, a number of preprocessing modules are used. They include a punctuation tokenizer, a

sentence tagger, and a part-of-speech tagger (Aberdeen et al., 1995).

Next the set of elements of the desired answer type are ranked. First they are ordered by how

well they match the answer type. Since these types are arranged in a hierarchy it is possible to

consider elements to be of the right type if they are of types above the desired type in the

hierarchy. For example, a candidate LOCATION matches even if an answer type of COUNTRY
is desired. However, a COUNTRY is preferred, i.e., candidates with types at least as specific as

the answer type are preferred to those with a more general type. The elements of the right type,

which we will call answer hypotheses, are ordered further by considering the textual contexts in

which they occur. More specifically, we score each sentence that an element occurs in by how

many terms it shares with the question. We do not currently weight these terms in any way;

however, they are stemmed with the Porter stemmer and a small set of stop words is used.

Answer hypotheses are ordered further by preferring hypotheses that occur earlier in their

documents.

Until now, we have remained vague about what an element (or answer hypothesis) is. Qanda

makes use of coreference and thus an element is not an offset in a document nor is it a string. It

is more abstract: it corresponds to an entity that is discussed in the document. Coreference

makes the ranking discussed above more complicated in that multiple contexts need to be

considered for each element, i.e., every sentence in which the element is mentioned. Qanda uses

the score for an element's best context as the score for the element.

Once the answer hypotheses have been ranked, answer strings are constructed for them. Qanda

does this by combining the longest realization of an element with its best-scoring context.

Consider the question about the Hancock Building given above. Further, consider the answer

hypothesis corresponding to the individual I.M. Pei, mentioned in the following distinct

sentences:

I.M. Pei is a well-known architect.

He designed the Hancock Building.

Pei studied at MIT.

For this answer hypothesis, Qanda constructs the following answer string: I.M. Pei: He designed

the Hancock Building.
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250 byte 50 byte

Correct answer ranked 1 72 42
Correct answer within top 5 112 80
No correct answer 86 118

Mean RAR 0.434 0.281

Figure 2: Results on 198 TREC questions

If the above processing does not work, e.g., if no answer type is extracted from the question or

no elements of the right type are found, Qanda uses the following fallback strategy: It looks for

sentences in the relevant documents (from the IR search engine) that have a large term overlap

with the question and returns these sentences as answer strings.

All of the modules mentioned above are glued together using a hub, which is a single executable

that is configured to spawn a sub-process for each module and to set up a very simple file-based

interprocess communication. XML is used for all data encoding. If the hub notices that a

module is in an error state while processing a question it kills the module, restarts it, and goes on

to the next question.

Finally, if for some reason no answer is found, as a last-ditch strategy, Qanda answers with the

string You're such a nice judge :-).

Discussion of Results

Our TREC results are given in Figure 2. Note that Qanda found the 250-byte answer and ranked

it within its top five responses 56 percent of the time. It ranked a correct answer first 36 percent

of the time. With respect to the 50-byte responses the percentages are 40 and 21, respectively.

Next we discuss a preliminary error analysis. The purpose of this was to guide the future

development of Qanda. Errors were divided into the following categories, with overlap:

• Question Analysis: The question analyzer failed to recognize the question type and the

actual question type was one of those in the hierarchy.

• Preprocessing: One of the above-mentioned preprocessors failed. For example, a sentence

boundary was incorrectly marked.

® Question-Answer Context Comparison: The answer was found but not ranked highly

enough. Additionally, a different method of comparing the answer context with the question

would produce a higher rank.

• Numeric Expressions (Date,Time,Measures): An expression involving a number or

referring to an element involving a number was misclassified.

• Additional Answer Type Required: The answer was of a type that is not part of our answer

type hierarchy.

• Coreference Resolution: The extraction of the answer would have been facilitated by better

coreference resolution of elements in the document.
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• Extra-Sentential Structure: The extraction of the answer would have been facilitated by

making use of rhetorical structure, discourse structure, document layout, etc. For example,

the question Why are electric cars less efficient in the north-east than in California? would

have been answered by our system if we would have recognized the relation between the

sentence John Williams . . . points out that electric cars are less efficient in the northeast than

they are in California and the following sentence which reads The cold in the north-east

hurts our range.

• IR: The answer was not contained in any of the top ten documents.

• Bugs: Errors that were caused by problems that were thought of and addressed, but

incorrectly implemented.

Figure 3 shows these error categories and the number of questions for which Qanda could find

no answer (again, there is some overlap, due to multiple errors). Note that over half of the errors

can be attributed to the IR engine not ranking an answer document highly enough, in this case, in

the top ten. As mentioned above, our intent was to process the top 100 documents, which would

have almost certainly reduced the number of such errors. Also note that numeric expressions are

surprisingly important in this test set (63 of the questions had numeric answers), and that we had

a number of problems with such questions. Finally, our comparison of questions with potential

answer contexts must clearly be made more sophisticated.

Question Analysis 2

Preprocessing 10

Question-Answer Context Comparison 18

Additional Answer Type Required 2

Numeric Expressions (Date,Time,Measures) 17

Coreference Resolution 9

Extra-Sentential Structure 3

IR 47

Bugs 7

Other 4

All errors 86

Figure 3: Error categorization

Preliminary results on automating the evaluation of question answering systems

Automated evaluations are crucial for tight system development loops, which in turn often result

in greatly improved system performance. We explored word-based precision and recall as a
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scoring metric for question answering systems. More precisely, we looked at scoring a system

response to a question concentrating on the number of terms both in the response and in a

human-prepared answer key for the question. The precision is the number of these overlap terms

divided by the number of terms in the system response and the recall is the overlap divided by

the number of terms in the answer key answer. The terms are stemmed and stop words are

ignored. The answer key may contain multiple phrasings of a single answer and also multiple

answers. The alternative in the answer key that provides the best F measure^ for a system

response is used to generate the precision and recall numbers for that response.

We are interested in how well these metrics correlate to a judge's binary scoring of responses.

We have scored all of the participating systems' responses against an answer key, constructed by

our chief annotator"*, based on her own knowledge, the responses, and the TREC corpus. Figures

4 and 5 plot a number of recall intervals on the horizontal axis and the number of systems

responses that fall into the intervals on the vertical axis. The first graph is for responses deemed

correct by the judges and the second for those responses deemed incorrect. We ignore precision

since the system response length is roughly uniform. The results seem promising in that low

recall correlates with incorrectness and high recall with correctness, with a coefficient of 0.84.

However, we need to do a more careful statistical analysis and we need to explore the causes of

the false positives and false negatives. A related study of answer key precision and recall

metrics for automatic scoring of reading comprehension exams is described in (Hirschman, et al.

1999).

Conclusion

The mixture of NLP and IR that the Qanda system embodies has produced reasonable

performance. Our error analysis indicates that performance can be increased by improving the

modules that deal with numeric expressions and by improving the initial set of relevant

documents considered. Simply considering more relevant documents for each question is likely

to improve performance. In order to explore the impact of such parameter settings, we are using

the automated evaluation method described above. We are also using this evaluation method to

test configurations with and without certain modules (e.g., the coreference module). This will

allow us to quantify the effects of that module.

^ F measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

This individual has substantial experience in constructing language testing materials for adults but was not

involved in the design or implementation of Qanda.
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1. Introduction

Question Answering (QA) becomes a hot research topic in recent years due to the very

large virtual database on the Internet. QA is defined to find the exact answer, which can

meet the users' need more precisely, from a huge unstructured database. Traditional

information retrieval systems carmot afford to resolve this problem. On the one hand,

users have to find out the answers by themselves from the documents returned by IR

systems. On the other hand, the answers may appear in any documents, even that the

document is irrelevant to the question.

Two possible approaches, i.e., keyword matching and template extraction, can be

considered. Keyword matching postulates that the answering text contains most of the

keywords. In other words, it carries enough information relevant to the question. Using

templates is some sort of information extraction. The contents of documents are

represented as templates. To answer a question, a QA system has to select an appropriate

template, then fill the template and finally offer the answer. The major difficulties in this

approach are to find general domain templates, and to decide which template can be applied

to answer the question.

Some other techniques are also useful. For example, to answer the questions

"Who..." and "When...", the identification of named entities like person names and

time/date expressions will help to locate the answer.

In our preliminary study, we adopt keyword-matching strategy coupling with

expanding the keyword set selected from the question sentence by the synonyms and the

morphological forms. We participate in the group "Sentence or under 250 bytes." The

detail will be presented below.

2. Description of Our System

The system is composed of three major steps: (1) preprocessing the question sentences,

(2) retrieving the documents containing answers, and (3) retrieving the sentences containing

answers.
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2.1 Preprocessing the Question Sentences

Our main strategy is keyword matching. This approach has a drawback, i.e., the

words used in the question sentences and in the sentences containing the answers may be

different. For example, verbs can be in different tenses and synonyms can also be used.

Therefore we have to make necessary changes and expansions in the question sentences.

At first the parts-of-speech are assigned to the words in question sentences. Then,

stop-words are removed. The remaining words are transformed into the canonical forms

and selected as the keywords of the question sentences. For each keyword, we find all of

its synonyms from WordNet 1 .6. Those terms form an expansion set for the keyword. If

the keyword is a noun, a verb, an adjective, or an adverb, all the possible morphological

forms of the words in the expansion set are also added into this set. Here the

morphological forms are the plural of a noun, different tenses of a verb, and the comparison

of an adjective or an adverb. They are shown as follows:

noun AAA: AAAs
|

AA[s,z,sh]es

verbBBB: BBBed BBBing
|

BB[e]d BB[e]ing / BBBs
|

BB[s,z,sh]es

adjective or adverb CCC: CCCer CCCest
|

CC(y)ier CC(y)iest

The irregular nouns and verbs can be transformed by looking up the WordNet.

2.2 Retrieving the Documents Containing Answers

We implement a full text retrieval system to find the documents that may contain the

answers. The purpose is to decrease the number of documents we have to search the

answering sentences. Each keyword of a question sentence is assigned a weight, so are

their various morphological forms. Those words tagged as NNP and NNPS, which denote'

proper nouns, have assigned higher weights. This is because they should be presented in

the answer. The weights of added synonyms are less than the keywords. The score of a

document is computed as follows:

score{D)= Yj^^^ght{T)
teEX(T),t in D

where T is one of the keywords, and EX{T) its expansion set.

The document containing one keyword or any words in its expansion set earns a score of its

weight. For example, consider the Question 30:

<num>Number: 30

What are the Valdez Principles?
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Its keywords are "Valdez" and "Principles", and the expansion sets are

[valdez/valdezes/] [principle/principles/rule/rules/precept/precepts/rationale/rationales],

respectively. If a document contains "principles" and "rules", but no "valdez", its score is

determined by "principles" and "rules" only. The word "principles" gives a higher weight

since it is proper noun, and the word "rules" gives a lower weight. The score of the

document is the sum of these two weights.

Those documents that have scores no less than the threshold are selected as the

answering documents. Threshold is set to the sum of weights of the words in the original

question sentence. Note that the removed words have no scores. If no documents have

scores greater than the threshold, we assume that no answers can be found for the question.

2.3 Retrieving the Sentences Containing Answers

Finally, we examine each sentence in the documents that may contain the answers.

Those sentences that contain most words in the expanded question sentence are retrieved.

The top five sentences are regarded as the answers. If there are more than five possible

answers, we randomly select five of them. To meet the limit of 250 bytes, we truncate the

sentences that exceed the limit. On the contrary, if the answer is shorter than the limit, we

concatenate it with the next sentences.

3. Results and Discussions

The system run on the 198 questions provided by Q&A Track of TREC-8. The

weights of proper noun keywords are set to 1 00, and the others are set to 1 . Among these

198 questions, 60 have answers. Total 25 of them are correct, and 20 answers are at the

top scores. The following shows some examples.

<num> Number: 29

What is the brightest star visible from Earth?

Ans: In the year 296036, Voyager 2 will make its closest approach to [Sirius,

the brightest star visible from Earth|. Deep space is benign, so dust and

cosmic rays will erode Voyager 2 extraordinarily slowly. In a billion or more

years, Sagan said, "there w

<num> Number: 102

Who is the Voyager project manager?

Ans: Until December, Voyager 2 occasionally will glance at Neptune and

dark space to improve the accuracy of observations its cameras and

instruments made during the Neptune flyby, said [Voyager project manager

Norm Haynesj. Pictures of empty space let engi
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We examine the results of formal runs, and find that the system can be improved fi-om

several aspects:

(1) execution speed of the system

Owing to the long time required, 138 questions in the formal run do not have

answers. After revising our algorithm and running again, we answer 136 questions.

The evaluation is done by us ourselves. Total 62 of them are correct, and 42 answers

are at the top scores.

(2) anaphor resolution

The answering sentence may contain pronouns or other anaphors referring the

constituents in the previous sentences. We have to find the antecedents. Similarly,

date expressions such as "today" have to be substituted by an exact time.

(3) phrasal searching

Phrasal searching is helpful in some kind of questions. For example, to answer

the questions

<nuni> Number: 115

What is Head Start?

<num> Number: 40

Who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1991?

the key phrases "head start" and "Nobel peace prize" are very usefiil to find the

answers.

(4) question type

It is also helpful to identify possible answering candidates that the question is

asking for. For example, the date/time expression is particularly preferred for the

questions as "What day ..." or "When ...". For questions asking about "How many

people ...," we shall offer a numerical answer.

Systems for name entity extraction in a famous message understanding

competition (MUC, 1998) can be employed to provide this information.

(5) related words in different part-of-speech (POS)

We found that many answers are in different POSes from those in the question

sentences. For example:

<num>Number: 130

When was Yemen reunified?

Ans: ... on 22 May 1990 , when the Yemeni community was reunified...

... the reunification of North and South Yemen in 1990...
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Therefore, we have to add such related words to get better possibility to find the

answer.

(6) time information

If the time is specific in the question, such as:

<num>Number: 32

Who received the Will Rogers Award in 1989?

we have to make sure if the answer contains information happening in the

specific time. Time information can be mentioned earlier before the answering

sentence, or mentioned in the header as the information of the whole document.

There are also cases requiring more semantic information or world knowledge to find the

answers.

(1) additional knowledge

For example, the possessive expression " 's " has many different meanings,

depending on the relationship in the expression.

[Number: 7] What debts did Qintex group leave ~ Qintex's debt

[Number: 11] President Cleveland's wife — married 21-year-old Frances

Folsom

[Number: 94] Who wrote the song, "Stardust"? ~ Hoagie Carmichael's

"Stardust,"

We have to know that Cleveland's wife is the one who married him, and

Carmichael's "Stardust" means that he wrote this song. In this way, we can find the

answer correctly.

Other examples are those phrases expressing the same information, but not using

synonyms.

[Number: 14] producer of tungsten ~ the biggest supplier of the metal

[Number: 34] Where is the actress, Marion Davies, buried? ~ on her

mausoleum

[Number: 108] created the Internet browser Mosaic ~ Mosaic, developed

by

We can see that the words "producer" and "supplier" are not synonyms, nor are

"create" and "develop". However, they do offer the same information.
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(2) ellipsis

[Number: 104] ... in Marathi, the most commonly spoken local language
,

[Number: 111] The distance in time from Tokyo is ...

The answer to Question 104 in fact mentions "the most commonly spoken

language in Bombay", but the location is not shown. So is the answer to Question

111, which indeed mentions "from Tokyo to Niigata".

4. Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a method to answer questions mainly based on keyword matching. The

keywords in a question sentence is first selected, then all of their synonyms and

morphological variants forms the expansion sets. Appropriate weights are assigned to

each keyword.

To look for the sentences containing answers, we first employ a full-text retrieval

system to select documents that may contain the answer. Then we examine each sentence

in these documents to see if it offers the answer. Our approach answers 136 questions, 62

ofthem are correct, with 40 at top score.

In the future work, we will try to offer answers according to the types of questions.

Besides, we will find the related words of keywords in different POSes, resolve anaphors,

match patterns in phrasal level, and find the words missing in the sentences containing

answers. Different scoring functions will be investigated to get better performance.

Reference
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/proceedings/proceedings_index.html.
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Abstract

This paper describes the systems used by CRL in the Cross-hngual IR and Q&A tracks.

The cross-language experiment was unique in that it was run interactively with a mono-lingual user

simulating how a true cross-language system might be used. The methods used in the Q&A system

are based on language processing technology developed at CRL for machine translation and

information extraction.

Cross-Lingual IR

Can Monolingual Users Create Good Multilingual Queries?

Our interest in Interactive and Cross Language Text Retrieval has led to the design of a unique user

interface for the cross language task. While many automatic techniques for query term translation

and disambiguation have been proposed and tested, httle work has involved the evaluation of a

cross language system in combination with its user. We and others have proposed designing an

interface that allows the user to help disambiguate terms provided by a system by providing "back-

translations" of the system selected terms from which a monolingual user can select the appropriate

meanings. The MULINEX system (http://mulinex.dtTd.de ') provides a query assistant feature with

just such an interface. For our cross-language track experiment we wanted to see if these types of

interfaces would help a monolingual user create good multilingual queries.

In our experiment, a single EngUsh speaker, who had little or no experience with German, French,

or ItaUan, generated queries in each of these languages for the cross-language track run. For each

topic, the user would read the EngUsh title, description, and narrative, and select the English terms

from these sections judged to be the best query terms. They were only allowed to select terms that

were contained in the original Enghsh topic. Then for each of the other target languages, the system

showed extended Enghsh definitions of potentially relevant cross language query terms and phrases

alongside their translations (see Figure 1). Only those terms that actually occur in the target data

were presented to reduce the number of alternative terms. The user then selected the Enghsh

definition that most accurately reflects the intention in the original query. The query terms selected

for each language were used to retrieve and rank documents for that language and the results for aU

languages were merged into the final ranked hst.

Retrieval

We conducted our cross-language runs using the Unicode Retrieval System Architecture (URSA) a

multilingual retrieval engine that indexes and retrieves text using a common encoding scheme for

aU languages. Therefore, encoding for aU texts were first converted to Unicode. URSA indexing of
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Figure 1 . User-assisted cross-language query translation

the text used only simple stemming procedures specific for English, French, Italian and German.

No other language specific compound word, phase indexing or other types of language processing

was attempted. Consequently, one could expect an overall improvement in the performance of the

base Lined system, given the right effort. In this experiment we were only concerned with

comparing the performance of the system when the cross-language queries were generated by the
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system with help from a monolingual English-only speaker and the queries that were hand built by

native language speakers and provided by NIST.

This was a preliminary experiment designed to test the feasibihty of our approach. As usual the

quahty of the bilingual dictionaries will have a strong effect on the outcome. Some good query

terms just were not present in the bihngual dictionaries used. In addition, our retrieval and ranking

software could be better tuned to take advantage of the forms of the dictionary entries and phrases.

Merging
Merging the TREC multi-Ungual queries is a constant issue for the cross-language studies. Our

query system produces an ordered Ust (by score) of document ID's and the score for each language.

The scores for each language are not comparable therefore the query results can not be merged

using the score directly. Our technique was similar to that reported by the IBM group at TREC-7
[7] and involved obtaining a probability estimate that a returned document is relevant which and

comparing these estimates between language retrieval systems. We used TREC-7 topics and results

with our query system to obtain the performance for each language in terms of a sequence of

relevance probabilities based on a precision score ordered by rank. To obtain the relevance

probability we compared the results of the query system to the NIST supphed relevance tables

(qrels) that specifies whether a document is relevant to a particular query. For each language, we
generated a table mapping a rank index (from one to one thousand) to a precision score at that rank.

For example, this tells us that a document at rank index 8 has a precision of 0.452, whereas a

document at rank index 100 may have a precision of only 0.083. These rank-precision tables are

roughly linear when plotted on a graph of precision vs. log (rank), so using hnear regression an

estimate of the relevance probabiUty can be obtained for a given rank. These probability values are

directly comparable between the different query systems, so the results for each query system can

0.7 1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Recall

Figure 2. Precision -Recall performance of the cross-language retrieval system

comparing the TREC supplied topics to those generated by the monolingual

Enghsh user with help from the system
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be merged using the probability value as a sort key.

Analysis

The primary analysis compares the results obtained by the monolingual user to the results obtained

with the hand-translated queries provided by NIST for the cross language topics. As can be seen in

Figure 2, the overall Precision/Recall curves for the two conditions are quite similar indicating that

the user who knows no Itahan, French, or German can use the system to generate queries that are as

good as ones generated from the human translated TREC topics for these languages. The combined

results shown in Figure 2 contain a large portion of EngHsh documents as well as the languages the

user does not know. So, a more informative look at the data is shown in Table 1 . Here the data

show that indeed the English user is not doing as well as the baseline provided by the human
translated TREC topics. For Italian and French, the user is doing about 85% of the baseline

performance and for German it is worse (70 - 74 percent of the baseline).

AveP RecaU At P(.20)

Italian - English User .1770 .3249

Itahan - Baseline TREC .2077 .4027

% baseUne 85% 81%

French - Enghsh User .2722 .3980

French - Baseline TREC .3236 .4682

% baseline 85% 85%

German - Enghsh User .1110 .2297

German - Baseline TREC .1592 .3103

% basehne 70% 74%

Table 1. Retrieval performance for individual languages comparing English user with TREC
monolingual queries.

The fall off in performance Retrieval can have a number of reasons. For example the dictionaries

that were used could have been lacking significant query terms or phrases. Indeed, if a query term

could not be translated, the present system would not provide any alternative. Therefore, a number

of simple improvements can be made to make the system better. With the more sophisticated

tuning of the system, it can be expected that monolingual users will indeed be able to query in

languages they cannot understand.

Question Answering

Extraction Based Method

CRL's approach to the Q&A problem is based on the Mikrokosmos Ontology [4]. The Ontology is

intended to allow the representation of complex meanings. It consists of around 5,000 concepts

linked using 200 relationship types. Each concept is linked to other concepts through up to 16

different relationships. The Ontology is being used principally to support machine translation, but

recently we have been investigating its use as a control architecture for information extraction [2,3].

In this apphcation a static template is defined by naming slots and defining potential slot fillers

using the names of concepts from the Ontology. For example:
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ELECTION
{"ELECT", "ELECT"}

{"PERSON-ELECTED", "HUMAN}
{"PLACE", "PLACE"}

{"DATE", "TIME"}
{ "POSITION-ELECTEDTO","SOCIAL-ROLE"

}

defines an election template. The first element being the slot label, and the second the appropriate

concept that must be attached to an element that would fiU this slot. Our idea for question

answering was to use the question to dynamically define such a template (partially filled with

strings from the question), use a Boolean retrieval system to retrieve documents in which the key

phrases, or equivalents occur, and extract the missing information — the answer by carrying out the

extraction process.

The amount of effort involved in this task was a total of six man weeks. Wherever possible off-the-

shelf components were used. The Boolean retrieval was not completed in time for the evaluation,

£Uid the top five documents suppUed by the AT&T retrieval engine were used. This had an impact

on performance, as our whole method, at present, is dependent on information being localized in a

single sentence in the document, which is not guaranteed with a general purpose ad-hoc retrieval.

Methodology

Our complete system consists of three main phases:

® Question Analysis - Recognize question structure and type

• Retrieval - Query building and document structuring

® Answer Generation - Sentence selection and answer selection.

Each of these is described briefly in the sections below.

Question Analysis

The basic processing undergone by the question and by sentences in the retrieved documents is the

same. First the document is processed by a part of speech tagger, this marks each word in the

sentence with one part of speech. In our current system we use a statistical tagger from MITRE.
The text is run independently through the CRL Diderot name recognition system [5]. This

recognizes names of organizations, places, people, and a variety of other units of interest (dates,

money percentages etc.) The current complete Ust is shown in the table below. The labels are

names of concepts from the Mikrokosmos Ontology.
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Table of Elements recognized for the Q&A task

LINEAR-SIZE ELECTRICITY POPULATION-
DENSITY

NATIONALITY

AREA ENERGY TEMPORAL-
OBJECT

INHABITANT

VOLUME VELOCITY TIME-OBJECT MATERIAL
LIQUID-VOLUME ACCELERATION AGE EVENT-NAME
MASS TEMPERATURE NAME-HUMAN PRODUCT-TYPE
RATE COMPUTER-

MEMORY
ORGANIZATION NUMERIC-TYPE

PRESSURE PLACE DATE

The results of part of speech tagging and name and concept recognition are merged and the words

are grouped into phrases, preference being given to the text units discovered by concept

recognition. Verb and noun phrases and prepositional phrases are identified. A simple lexicon

based stemming algorithm is then applied to the heads of aU phrases and provides the citation forms

needed to support lookup in the Enghsh to Ontology Lexicon.

Patterns are then applied to recognize noun phrase and verb phrase; phrases recognized by the

name and measure recognition phase are not merged into noun phrases. In every case a head noun

is identified. The head noun or verb is looked up in an Enghsh to Ontology lexicon. At this point

we are ready to match the question against a set of skeletal question structures held in a "question

lexicon". This allows the many ways that a question can be specified to aU be mapped to a request

for the same answer. Each entry consists of three parts:

<Type of Answer needed> <Ad(litions to retrieval query> <Question pattern>

Where:

<Type of answer needed> specifies the ontological type of the answer needed

<Additions to retrieval query> specifies ontological concepts that should be mapped to

lexical items to be used in the query process

<Question pattern> Is a pattern containing strings, which should be in the question,

ontological types,, and Kleene stars, which aUow matching any unit of question text. There is an

imphed "*" at the end of every question pattern. Currently there are some 500 question patterns in

the systenL Below we show the patterns used to handle questions on temperature. .

Temperature Question Patterns

TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE

THERMOMETRIC-UNTT
THERMOMETRIC-UMT
THERMOMETRIC-UNTT
THERMOMETRIC-UNTT
THERMOMETRIC-UNTT
THERMOMETRIC-UNTT

* what * temperature

* how hot

* how cold

* how many degrees

* how high * temperature

* how low * temperature
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TEMPERATURE THERMOMETRIC-UNTT * what * melting point

TEMPERATURE THERMOMETRIC-UMT * what * boiling point

TEMPERATURE THERMOMETRIC-UNTT * what * freezing point

TEMPERATURE THERMOMETRIC-UNTT * how many * THERMOMETRIC-UMT

Temperature is a concept which is an object consisting of a NUMERIC-UNIT and a

THERMOMETRIC_UNIT. The second element specifies that lexical entries attached to the

concept THERMOMETRIC-UNTT should be included in the queries generated by the retrieval

component of the system The first pattern would recognize "At what temperature does tin melt?'.

The last pattern contains a concept in addition to strings, in lower case. This would match questions

such as "How many degrees centigrade is the melting point of tin?".

The question recognition system uses dynamic programming to select the closest matching question

pattern. Strings are matched with strings in the question, and concepts are matched with the head

concepts found for each phrase. If a direct match is not found the concept's parent in the "IS-A"

hierarchy will also be tried. This information is then passed both to the retrieval system query

builder and to the answer extraction system.

Retrieval

The query building component of the system was not integrated in time for use in this evaluation

[1]. Instead the top 5 documents returned by the AT&T system, which were provided for the

evaluation, were used. A brief description of the eventual operation of the query builder is given

here.

Our goal is to find a text with a single sentence which specifies the answer in the context of all the

constraints of the question. However, the constraints may need to be relaxed, and synonyms

generated to allow a matching sentence to be found. The query system also expands the answer

indicator concepts using the ontological lexicon. The THERMOMETRIC-UNIT wiQ become

"centigrade OR fahrenheit OR kelvin OR c OR f OR k". A boolean retrieval system is used and the

initial query attempts to find all the phrases in a single sentence. If this fails then a second retrieval

is attempted using head words. A third retrieval is attempted where head words are substituted by

their synonms. If all the above fail then the synonym query is retried with the constraint that aU the

terms are in a paragraph.

The benefits of giving aU the terms in a question equal weighting, and of only performing

stemming and term expansion in response to the initial query failure, are that texts are obtained

where all the information specified is found in a close context.

Document Structuring

The retrieved documents undergo the same language processing steps as was carried out on the

query. Each sentence is part of speech tagged. Name recognition is run on whole documents,

which allows much more accurate performance than processing single sentences. Phrases are

recognized, and heads of phrases are looked up in the Enghsh to Ontology lexicon. The resulting

structure, for each document, is then passed to the question answering phase.
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Answer Generation

The structured question is used as a template and matched against each sentence in the document.

Each sentence receives a score for each string and each concept in the question which matches a

text unit in the sentence. If no text unit matches the concept required then the sentence is rejected,

otherwise the answer string is produced accompanied by a score for the number of question slots

filled in producing this answer. A high number of slots gives a high score. Once all the documents

have been processed all the answers are sorted by score and the top five picked. In this preliminary

system the answer selection process only requires the answer concept and does not specifically

check that the expected answer object is present. Thus tall would be an acceptable answer for a

linear size question. For the TREC tasks the answers were expanded on either side up to the

maximum allowable number of bytes containing whole words. The initial answers produced by

Sample Question and Answer

The following shows a question, the resulting structure, and the set of answers obtained, aU fi"om

the same document fi"om the LA Times.

% How tall is the Eiffel Tower?

answer-indicator LINEAR-UNIT
np "the Eiffel Tower" "tower"

LA061789-0071 2.0 CRL 1,000-foot

LA061789-0071 2.0 CRL short

LA061789-0071 0.95 CRL 76-foot

LA061789-0071 0.95 CRL 90-foot

LA061789-0071 0.95 CRL Too TaU

Performance

Results were submitted for the 250 byte and the 50 byte tasks.

250 Byte Responses

33 - no answer

89 - no correct answer

78 - correct answer in 5 responses

Mean rank - 0.268

50 Byte Responses

33 - no answer

97 - no correct answer

70 - correct answer in 5 responses

Mean rank - 0.22

Future Work
Our top priority at the moment is to get retrieval integrated into the system^ More sophisticated

algorithms for answer selection are also required. For example not producing as an answer

something which was specified in the question; some modicum of syntax will also help in matching
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sentences to the question template. The question lexicon needs to be expanded to cover more

question types,

A web search version will be built to allow the demonstration of the process on non-TREC data.

Other knowledge sources will be incorporated to handle answers that are unlikely to be explicitly

specified in documents (What is the capital of Prance?). The method is not language independent,

but the components used part of speech tagging, phrase recognition, name recognition and an

ontological lexicon are already available for Spanish and Chinese, so the development of question

answering systems for these languages should be possible in a relatively short period of time [6,8].
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1 Introduction

In TREC-8, NTT Data Corporation participated in the ad-hoc task and question answering track. In

this paper, we describe our system approach and discuss the results. The summary of each task of our

approach is shown below.

Ad-hoc

We submitted five results as official runs. Two kinds of results, long query results (title, description

and narrative) and short query results (title and description), were submitted. Another kind of result

that applied query expansion technique or not applied was also submitted. In our work at TREC-8, we

concentrated our interest on extraction of the query terms. Specifically, we applied a removal technique

of negative information in topics and specification of multiword phrases.

Question Answering

The question answering (QA) track is first attempt in TREC. We gave priority to the following verification

for the QA track: (1) the effectiveness of technique by surface-text-based information in the text and (2)

apphcation of the information extraction technique. In our QA track, the following processing was done:

(1) decision of answer form by question analysis, (2) passage scoring and selection for detailed analysis

of the answer after initial retrieval, and (3) information extraction that look for words or phrases that

match the form of the answer. We submitted two results to the answer categories of different strength

respectively. A retrieval technique like ad-hoc is effective in a category answered by 250 bytes or less in

our evaluation but the question analysis is important for a stricter category answered by 50 bytes or less.

2 Ad-hoc task

We concentrated our interest on the query term selection from the topics. The terms describing criteria

of non-relevance in the topic sentence were not applied as query terms. Multiword phrases and each term
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composing them are applied as query terms. And, pseudo relevance feedback was done in the query term

expansion. This method is similar to Local Context Analysis (LCA) [3].

2.1 Approach

In ad-hoc, we processed the retrieval as follows.

Index

The index was made from stemmed text within <TEXT> and </TEXT> tags in the data set of TREC-

8 (in TREC disks 4 and 5: the Financial Times 1991-1994, Federal Register-1994, Foreign Broadcast

Information Service and the LA Times). In our last TREC-7, four indexes by document source were

made, and the relevance ranking processing was done for each index, then those results were merged into

one result [1]. However one index was constructed, and the retrieval processing was done in TREC-8.

Search and Relevance ranking

Our ranking processing has 4 steps:

Step 1: Query term selection from topics

(1) Deletion of negative sentences from topics

Sentences discussing criteria of non-relevance in the narratives (such as "Documents that describe...

are not relevant.") are removed.

(2) Deletion of stopwords and stemming

The stopwords were deleted by using the list of 550 terms. Moreover, stemming was applied to the

terms within the topics.

(3) Extraction of multiword phrases

The multiword phrases were extracted by using a part-of-speech tagger. This procedure was applied

to only the title part of topics for all submitted results. Moreover, only two word phrases were

extracted and not applied this procedure to the multiword phrases more than three words. Terms

other than the multiword phrase were also extracted as query terms.

(4) Weighting for query terms

The word that composed the multiword phrase, were used as query terms. Moreover, each query

term was given a weight that decided by which topic category in or whether multiword phrase.

Step 2: Initial retrieval

In TREC-8, we did the relevance ranking by using the BM25 function of Okapi [2]. The function is

shown as follows.

TeQ
(1)
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where Q is a. query, containing terms T,

w^^^ is the Robertson/Sparch Jones weight of T in Q,

(r + 0.5)/(/?-r + 0.5)
UJ^ '

(n - r + 0.5)/(iV - n - i? + r + 0.5)

A'' is the number of documents in the collection,

n is the number of documents containing the term,

R is the number of documents known to be relevant to a specific topic,

r is the number of relevant documents containing the term,

ii: is /ci((l- 6) +6ci//aW/)),

f/ is the frequency of occurrence of the term within a specific topic,

qij is the frequency of the term within the topic from Q was derived, and

dl and avdl are the document length and average document length.

First, the query terms, which selected with step 1, was input to the system with query word weight,

and the initial retrieval result was obtained. The results were submitted before the query expansion

(nttd8al,nttd8am).

Step 3: Query term expansion

A method similar to LCA [3] was adopted as a query term expansion technique. A passage importance

score is given to each passage unit and extended terms are selected in LCA. Since our implementation

of LCA is not complete, the top n ranked documents of the initial retrieval were used instead of the

passage. The data set used for query expansion is the same Disks 4-5 data set as was used for the

retrieval data.

(2)

Step 4: The second retrieval processing

This retrieval processing was the same as that in step 1 was used. Query terms that were extracted

by query expansion were added to the original query terms. In this case, the weights of the query

terms cire given to the expanded query terms.

2.2 Result and analysis

We submitted five results. Three are by long query and two are by short query. The same ranking

method and parameters were used regardless of the retrieval type (long or short). In the three long

query results, nttdSle is query expanded, nttdSl has no query expansion and nttdSlx is a hybrid of

nttdSl and nttdSle. In the two short query results, nttdSme is query expanded and nttdSm heis no

query expansion. The parameters used for the TREC-8 experiments were as follows. For the BM25

function, A:i = 1.0, 6=0.5 and A;3=0. The weight of the extracted multiword phrase was 1.5, each word in

the extracted multiword phrase was 0.8 and weight of the other words was LO. The retrieval result is

shown in Table 1.
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Run AveP Rel_ret #Q > med PIO P30

nttdSal

No expansion (T+D+N)

0.2781 2973 36 0.4880 0.3800

nttdSale

Expanded (T+D+N)

0.2921 3120 40 0.4940 0.3847

nttdSalx

hybrid of nttdSal and nttdSale

0.2817 2986 38 0.4760 0.3840

nttdSam

No expansion (T+D)

0.2649 2937 39 0.4600 0.3667

nttdSame

Expanded (T+D)

0.2721 3028 39 0.4900 0.3747

Table 1: Submitted ad-hoc retrieval runs

used topics

AveP

Basic query processing

(baseline)

Removal of negative

information(from N)

Extraction of multiword

phrcise (from T,D and N)

T 0.2322 No change 0.2386

D 0.2386 No change 0.2322

T+D 0.2714 No change 0.2714

T+D+N 0.2731 0.2820 0.2820

Table 2: Ad-hoc retrieval runs for various processing types

Ad-hoc basic processing

In the basic retrieval processing, we analyzed the results by used part of the topics. The results shovi^

that retrieval becomes better as queries get longer (Table 2).

Removal of non-relevant topic sentences

The result of removing a negative sentence and that of the basic retrieval processing are shown in Table

2. This processing, removing the negative, is done only in the narrative part, so the results do not change

in the basic retrieval processing, which does not use the narrative part. This processing results in a 3.3%

improvement in average precision.

Phrase identification

Table 2 shows the results for multiword phrase processing of two words in all the topic parts. The result

did not change too much, although it was successful in the topics of TREC-7.

3 Question Answering Track

This section describes our method adopted for the question answering track and discusses our results.
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3.1 Approach

In our QA track, processing was executed according to the following steps:

(1) Decision of answer forms by question analysis,

(2) Selection of candidate documents and parts for detailed analysis by an initial search of the docu-

ments, and

(3) Information extraction to output the final results from the candidate parts.

We mainly used adopted method that depended on surface-text-based.

Decision of answer forms by question analysis

Step 1:

Specifies the part of speech in the question by the POS tagger.

Step 2:

The answer forms of each question were decided according to wh-determiner, wh-pronoun, wh-adverb,

etc. The correspondence of the part of speech and the answer form was manually made as a table. The

number of answer forms was 24. For instance, when the question is "How long .... ?" and the answer

form is assumed to be "TIME". For Question 127 "Which city has the oldest relationship as a sister-city

with Los Angeles?", three answer forms are sequentially given. The prime candidate of the answer form

is "CITY", the second is "LOCATION" , and the third is "PROPER". Here, when the answer form was

not able to be specified, an answer form are given as "UNKNOWN", and the subsequent information

extraction is not performed.

Initial search

Step 1: Execution of initial sectrch

Our System is based on the BM25 algorithm. The initial search is the same as the one used in our ad-hoc.

The query terms were extracted from the question. After the initial search, the top n ranked documents

(£>i, D2, . . ., Dn) were to be answer extraction candidate documents (n was assumed to be an evaluation

parameter) . Some passage parts where the appearance density of the query term was high was extracted

firom the top n ranked documents of the initial search. These parts were assumed to include an answer.

Moreover, a score was given to the extracted answer candidate part. The method of scoring is as follows.

Step 2: Scoring the answer candidate pEirt

The score s{Pij,Qk) for query term Qk and each term position in document is given {Pij is the

j-th term position from the top of document Di). When query term Qk appears at P,j , the IDF measure

of Qk is given to Pij, that is, s{Pij,Qk) = IDF{Qk). The score at the circumference term position was

related to the distance with term position appearing query term Qk- The distance with appearing query

term Qk reduces the score (Figure 1). Two kinds of scoring method were executed.
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Added score
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Score for Qi
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Figure 1: Method of giving term position score.

Methods of giving the term position score

Method XI: The scores are given to the term positions within a fixed number of terms from .

Method X2: The scores are given to the term positions within the range corresponding to the IDF

value of the query term Qk- .

Final score 5'(P,j) at term position P^J was finally assumed to be the sum total of the s{Pij,Qk)

given to each query term. That is, a higher score wcis given to the part where the appearance density

of the query term was high. The consecutive passage parts where the score s'{Pij) was more than a set

threshold were decided the answer candidate parts. Here, the answer candidate parts are assumed to be

Cjp. Maximum score s' {Pij) in Cp was assumed sc{Cip) which the score of the answer candidate parts,

that is, sc{Cip) = max{s'{Pij)).

Next, the answer text that suits the answer form specified by the query demand is found from the answer

candidate parts. When a candidate part Cjp included text that matched the answer form, sc{C^p) was

added as a bonus score.

Information extraction of answ^er form text

In this approach, information types were given to the each text by the information extraction with the

rule-based. Moreover, the name of a country and the city name, etc. was used for information extraction

as dictionary information (Table 3), but we did not use corporate name's dictionary and etc., which was

not able to be prepared. The number of last-name entries was 88798 but only 1000 general names was

used. When an information type that suits the answer type given by the query demand appears, the

scores of the candidate part are added. In this case, two kinds of score adding methods were adopted.

Methods of adding score by answer type

Method Yl: The score is added without considering where information that fits the answer type ap-

pears.
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Dictionary Number of Entries Data Source Examples

Countries 253 ISO 3166 codes Japan, USA

Cities (airport cities) 1140 www.ufreight.com Los Angeles, Tokyo

World regions 14 www.yahoo.com Oceania, Europe, Arctic

US states 50 www.yahoo.com Maryland, Kentucky, Illinois

Currency names 221 www.bloomberg.com Euro, European Currency Unit,

French Franc

Currency abbreviations 164 www.bloomberg.com USD, JPY

Dates and times 54 Hand entered Sunday, Apr, a.m.

Last name 1000 www.census.gov Smith, Johnson, Williams, Jones

Table 3: Dictionary Features

Answer n (Num. of used Scoring Scoring

Runs length initial top ranked method X method Y

documents)

nttdSqsl 50 10 X2 Y2

nttd8qs2 50 10 X2 Yl

nttdSqIl 250 10 X2 Y2

nttd8ql4 250 30 XI (25 words) Yl

Table 4: Parameters used for the submitted QA runs

Method Y2: The addition degree of the score is proportional to the distance between the term posi-

tion where the score in answer candidate text Cjp is the maximum and the term position of the

information that fits the answer type.

Text within a specified number of bytes (50 or 250) is extracted from the peripheral part of text

suitable for the answer type, and the final answers aie outputted. Our TREC-8's goal was to extract

text around the answer as well as the answer.

3.2 Result and analysis

We submitted two results to the category of "Under 50 bytes" and "Sentence or under 250 bytes".

nttdSqsl and nttd8qs2 are for the under-50-bytes category, and nttdSqll and nttd8ql4 are for the

under-250-bytes category. The parameters used for each run is shown in Table 4. The result is shown

in Table 5. Our result was better than the average of all participants. However, there were a lot of

questions in which the correct answer was not able to be included in the top five outputs. Table 6 is the

result of classifying by the question to be given the answer form except "UNKNOWN" and to be given

"UNKNOWN". Our mean reciprocal rank was much lower in under-50-bytes category when the answer

form was not able to be specified. In contrast, the rank weis high when it was possible to specify the

answer form. However, this difference in rank did not appear in the under-250-bytes category. Therefore,

we think a retrieval technique hke ad-hoc is effective for under-250-bytes category in our evaluation, and
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Run Mean.

Reciprocal_rank

Num. of answers found at rank X #Q
Best

#Q
> Med1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Not found

nttdSqsl 0.273 40 17 9 6 5 121 54 168

nttd8qs2 0.259 37 13 14 7 7 120 49 160

nttdSqll 0.439 65 32 9 7 6 79 75 183

nttd8ql4 0.371 54 25 10 8 8 93 62 182

Table 5: Submitted QA runs

Classification ^Question

Mean_reciprocal_rank

50 bytes 250 bytes

nttdqsl average nttdqll average

UNKNOWN 48 0.077 0.229 0.520 0.338

Expect UNKNOWN 150 0.335 0.209 0.413 0.330

All 198 0.273 0.214 0.439 0.332

Table 6; Classified analysis by answer form

that the question analysis is important for the stricter under-50-bytes category.

4 Summary

We described our system approach and discussed the results for ad-hoc and question answering in TREC-

8. Especially, our results in question answering track were a little fine. Our implementation is not

complete with respect to the answer form specific processing and the information extraction processing,

so there are a lot of points that should be improved. Moreover, we will examine linguistic techniques for

question answering in the future. ...
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An Analysis from the TREC-8 Interactive Track
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An unanswered question in information retrieval research is whether improvements in system

performance demonstrated by batch evaluations confer the same benefitfor real users. We used the

TREC-8 Interactive Track to investigate this question. After identifying a weighting scheme that gave

maximum improvement over the baseline, we used it with real users searching on an instance recall task.

Our results showed no improvement; although there was overall average improvement comparable to the

batch results, it was not statistically significant and due to the effect ofjust one out ofthe six queries.

Further analysis with more queries is necessary to resolve this question.

Introduction

A great deal of information retrieval (IR) evaluation research dating back to the Cranfield studies [1] and

continuing through the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [2] is based on entering fixed query statements

from a test collection into an IR system in batch mode with measurement of recall and precision of the

output. It is assumed that this is an effective and realistic approach to determining the system's

performance [3]. Some have argued against this view, maintaining that the real world of searching is

more complex than can be captured with such studies. They point out that relevance is not a fixed notion

[4], interaction is the key element of successful retrieval system use [5], and relevance-based measures do

not capture user performance in some domains such as medicine [6].

The TREC Interactive Track is designed to assess real-user searching in the system-oriented TREC
evaluation milieu. For the past three years (TREC-6, TREC-7, and TREC-8), the track has employed an

"instance recall" task, where users are asked to identify instances of a topic [7]. Instance recall is defined

as the fraction of total instances (as determined by the NIST assessor) for the topic that are covered by the

documents saved by the user. Also measured is instance precision, which is the fraction of saved

documents that contain one or more instances. Figure I shows two example queries from this year's

track. The track allows a variety of hypotheses about IR systems to be evaluated with real users.

The goal of our effort for this year's Interactive Track was to assess whether IR approaches achieving

better performance in the batch environment could translate that effectiveness to real users. This was

done by first transforming queries, documents, and relevance judgements from the TREC-6 and TREC-7
interactive tracks into a test collection that could identify highly effective batch performance compared to

a baseline. In particular, we focused on the newer weighting schemes that have shown to be effective

with TREC data over the standard TF*IDF baseline. The most effective approach was chosen to serve as

the "experimental" system while the standard TF*IDF served as the "control" system. Since we
compared weighting schemes - a back-end functionality - the user interface for both systems was

identical. We also evaluated two different searcher populations - librarians (mostly non-medical) and

graduate students.
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Number

:

414i
Title

:

Cuba, sugar, imports
Description

:

What countries import Cuban sugar?
Instances

:

In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT countries of
the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
document for EACH such DIFFERENT country.
If one document discusses several such countries, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT countries of the sort described
above as possible.

Number

:

428i
Title:
declining birth rates

Description

:

What countries other than the US and China have or have had
a declining birth rate?

Instances

:

In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT countries of

the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
document for EACH such DIFFERENT country.
If one document discusses several such countries, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT countries of the sort described
above as possible.

Figure 1 - Sample queries from the TREC interactive track.

Experiment 1 - Finding an effective weighting scheme for experimental system

The goal for the first experiment was to find the most effective batch-mode weighting scheme for

interactive track data that would subsequently be used in interactive experiments. All of our batch and

user experiments used the MG retrieval system [8]. MG allows queries to be entered in either Boolean or

ranked mode. If ranking is chosen, the ranking scheme can be varied according to the Q-expression

notation introduced by Zobel and Moffat [9].

A Q-expression consists of eight letters written in three groups, each group separated by hyphens. For

example, BB-ACB-BCA, is a valid Q-expression. The two triples describe how terms should contribute

to the weight of a document and the weight of a query respectively. The first two letters define how a

single term contributes to the document/query weight. The final letter of each triple describes the

document/query length normalization scheme. The second character of the Q-expression details how
term frequency should be treated in both the document and query weight, e.g., as inverse document/query

frequencies. Finally, the first character determines how the four quantities (document term weight, query

term weight, document normalization, and query normalization) are combined to give a similarity

measure between any given document and query. To determine the exact meaning of each character, the

five tables appearing in the Zobel and Moffat paper must be consulted [9]. Each character provides an

index into the appropriate table for the character in that position.
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Although the Q-expressions permit thousands of possible permutations to be expressed, several

generalizations can be made. Q-expressions starting with a B use the cosine measure for combining

weights, while those starting with an A do not divide the similarity measure through by document or

query normalization factors. A B in the second position indicates that the natural logarithm of one plus

the number of documents divided by term frequency is used as a term's weight, while a D in this position

indicates that the natural logarithm of one plus the maximum term frequency divided by term frequency

is used. A C in the fourth position indicates a cosine measure based term frequency treatment, while an F

in this position indicates Okapi-style usage [10]. Varying the fifth character alters the document length

normalization scheme. Letters greater than H use pivoted normalization [11].

Methods

In order to determine the best batch-mode weighting scheme, we needed to convert the prior interactive

data (from TREC-6 and TREC-7) into a test collection for batch-mode studies. This was done by using

the description section of the interactive query as the query and designating documents as relevant to the

query if one or more instances were identified in it. The batch experiments set out to determine a baseline

performance and one with maximum improvement that could be used in subsequent user experiments.

Each Q-expression was used to retrieve documents from the 1991-1994 Financial Times collection (used

in the Interactive Track for the past three years) for the 14 TREC-6 and TREC-7 Interactive Track topics.

Average precision was calculated using the trec_eval program.

Results

Table 1 shows the results of our batch experiments using TREC-6 and TREC-7 Interactive Track data.

The first column shows average precision, while the next column gives the percent improvement over the

baseline, which in this case was the BB-ACB-BAA (basic vector space TF*1DF) approach. The baseline

was improved upon by other approaches shown to be effective in other TREC tasks (e.g., ad hoc), in

particular pivoted normalization (second and third rows - with slope of pivot listed in parentheses) and the

Okapi weighing function (remaining rows). The best improvement was seen with the AB-BFD-BAA
measure, a variant of the Okapi weighing function, with an 81% increase in average precision. This

measure was designated for use in our user experiments.

Average precision % improvement
BB-ACB-BAA 0.2129 0%
BD-ACI-BCA (0.5) 0.2853 34%
BB-ACM-BCB (0.275) 0.2821 33%
AB-BFC-BAA 0.3612 70%
AB-BFD-BAA 0.3850 81%
AB-BFE-BAA 0.3517 65%
AB-BFF-BAA 0.3287 54%
AB-BFG-BAA 0.3833 80%
AD-AFD-BAA 0.2432 14%
AI-AFD-BCA 0.2523 19%
Table 1 - Average precision and improvement for batch runs on TREC-6 and

TREC-7 interactive data.

Experiment 2 - Interactive searching to assess weighting scheme with real users
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Based on the results from Experiment 1 , the goal of our interactive experiment was to assess whether the

AB-BFD-BAA (Okapi) weighting scheme provided benefits to real users in the TREC interactive setting.

We performed our experiments with the risk that this benefit might not hold for TREC-8 interactive data,

but as seen in Experiment 3 below, this was not the case.

The OHSU TREC-8 experiments were carried out according to the consensus protocol developed for

TREC-7 Interactive Track and continued this year [12]. We used all of the instructions, worksheets, and

- questionnaires developed by consensus, augmented with some additional instruments, such as tests of

cognitive abilities and a validated user interface questionnaire.

Methods

The performance measures used in the TREC-8 interactive track were instance recall and instance

precision. The searcher was instructed to look for instances of each topic. Relevance assessors at NIST
defined the instances from pooled searching results from all experimental groups. Instance recall was

defined as the proportion of true instances identified during a topic, while instance precision was defined

as the number of documents with true instances identified divided by the number of documents saved by

the user.

Both the baseline and Okapi systems used the same Web-based, natural language interface shown in

Figure 2. MG was run on a Sun Ultrasparc 140 with 256 megabytes ofRAM running the Solaris 2.5.1

operating system. The user interface accessed MG via CGI scripts which contained JavaScript code for

designating the appropriate weighting scheme and logging search strategies, documents viewed (title

displayed to user), and documents seen (all of document displayed by user). Searchers accessed each

system with either a Windows 95 PC or an Apple PowerMac, running Netscape Navigator 4.0.

Librarians were recruited by advertising over several librarian-oriented listservs in the Pacific Northwest.

The advertisement explicitly stated that we sought information professionals with a library degree and

that they would be paid a modest honorarium for their participation. Graduate students were recruited

from the Master of Science in Medical Informatics Program at OHSU. They had a variety of

backgrounds, from physicians or other health care professionals to having completed non-health

undergraduate studies.

The experiments took place in a computer lab. Each session took three and one-half hours, broken into

three parts, separated by short breaks: personal data and attributes collection, searching with one system,

and searching with the other system. The personal data and attributes collection consisted of the

following steps, as described in more detail in the track plenary paper [12]:

1 . Orientation to experiment (10 minutes)

2. Collection of Demographic/Experience data listed in Table 2(10 minutes)

3. Collection of Cognitive data listed in Table 2 (40 minutes)

4. Orientation to searching session and retrieval system, with demonstration of a search (10 minutes)

5. Practice search using a topic from a previous interactive track (10 minutes)

The cognitive data was obtained by using tests from the Educational Testing Service (ETS) shown in past

IR research to be associated with some aspect of successful searching.

Each participant was assigned to search three queries in a block with one system followed by three

queries with the other system. A pseudo-random approach was used to insure that all topic and system

order effects were nullified. (A series of random orders of topics with subject by treatment blocks were

generated (for balance) and used to assign topics.) Table 2 shows a sample subject-block-topic

assignment.
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I" FT 24 SEP 92 / Commodides and Agnculture Cuban

sugar growers face more problems
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of an era' in sugar market

Is. FT 04 JAN 92 / World News m Bnef Cubans fly to

Florida

li FT 08 SEP 92 / World Commodities Pnces. Market

Report

!• FT 1 1 AUG 93 / Cuba raises pnces in dollar shops

li FT 02 NOV 94 / Russia cuts off Cuba's oil suppbes

li FT 14 DEC 93 / Commodities and Agnculture:

Russia to tax sugar imports

li FT 13 MAY 92 / Commodities and Agnculture

Sugar organisation cuts estimate of surplus output

li FT 23 APR 93 / World Trade News Cuba barters

its sugar

li FT 23 DEC 93 / Commodities and Agnculture:

Broker forecasts tighter sugar market for 1994

li FT 12 MAY 93 / Coiranodities and Agnculture

Russia seen importing less white sugar

l« FT 2S .TTTT. 93 / Castro to oren im Cuba's ailing

jf* ^iit^ '^DocunenF Dore

FT932-1347e
FT 23 XPR 93 / Uorld Trade Neus: Cuba barters its sugar

By HAIG SIHONIAN
RILAN

XTALGRANI, the Italian cereals and foods group based in Naples, has signed a

LlOQbn (Pounds 42m) agreement with Cuba to supply semi-finished food
products in return for augar, urites Haig Simonian in Milan.
The deal is a further sign of the current revival in countertrade for
countries Bith problems obtaining hard currencies or in economic
difficulties.
The Cuban economy has faced a growing crisis following the gradual
withdrawal of aid and supplies from the former Soviet Union. It has also
suffered from Che fall in price of some rau-material exports, notably sugar.
Italgrani will supply cereals, vegetable oils and pasta products, worth
about LlOObn, in return for Cuban sugar of a similar value.
Italgrani' 3 deal, double Che size of a similar one between July and November
last year, will take effect m the second half of this year.

Companies :

-

Italgrani.

Countries :

-

CDZ Cuba, Caribbean.

Figure 2 - Searching interface.

Subject Block #1 Block #2

1 System 1 6-1-2 System 2 3-4 -5

2 System 2 1-2-3 System 1 4-5 -6

3 System 2 2-3-4 System 1 5-6 -1

4 System 2 3-4-5 System 1 6-1 -2

5 System 1 4-5-6 System 2 1-2 -3

6 System 1 5-6-1 System 2 2-3 -4

7 System 2 6-1-2 System 1 3-4 -5

8 System 1 1-2-3 System 2 4-5 -6

9 System 1 2-3-4 System 2 5-6 -1

10 System 1 3-4-5 System 2 6-1 -2

11 System 2 4-5-6 System 1 1-2 -3

12 System 2 5-6-1 System 1 2-3 -4

Table 2 - Sample subject-block-topic assij^nment for users.
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The personal data and attributes collection was followed by a 10 minute break. The searching portion of

the experiment consisted of the following steps:

1 . Searching on first three topics with assigned system using searcher worksheet and post-topic

questionnaire (60 minutes)

2. Post-System questionnaire for system used on first three topics (5 minutes)

3. Break (15 minutes)

4. Searching on second three topics with assigned system using searcher worksheet and post-topic

questionnaire (60 minutes)

5. Post-System questionnaire for system used on second three topics and exit questionnaire (10 minutes)

Per the consensus protocol, each participant was allowed 20 minutes per query. Participants were

instructed to identify as many instances as they could for each query. They were also instructed for each

query to write each instance on the searcher worksheet and save any document associated with an

instance (either by using the "save" function of the system or writing its document identifier down on the

searcher worksheet).

The exit questionnaire was augmented fi"om the consensus protocol to include the Questionnaire for User

Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) 5.0 instrument [13]. QUIS provides a score from 0 (poor) to 9 (excellent)

on a variety of user factors, with the overall score determined by averaging responses to each item. QUIS
was given only at the end as a measure of overall user interface satisfaction since the interfaces for the

two systems were identical.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) model was fit to instance recall for these data. The factors in the

model included type of searcher, the individual ID (nested in type), system, and topic. In the analysis, ID

and topic were random factors, while type and system were fixed factors. Two-factor interactions (among

system, topic, and type) were also included in the analysis. Residuals were examined for deviations from

normality. All analyses were run in Version 6.12 of SAS for Windows 95.

Results

A total of 24 searchers consisting of 12 librarians and 12 graduate students completed the experiment.

The average age of the librarians was 43.9 years, with seven women and five men. The average age of

the graduate students was 36.5 years, with eight women and four men. All searchers were highly

experienced in using a point-and-click interface as well as on-line and Web searching.

Table 3 shows instance recall and precision comparing systems and user types. While there was

essentially no difference between searcher types, the Okapi system showed an 18.2% improvement in

instance recall and an 8.1% improvement in instance precision, both of which were not statistically

significant. Table 4 shows the p-values for the ANOVA model. Of importance was that while the

difference between the systems alone was not statistically significant, the interaction between system and

topic was. In fact, as shown by Figure 3, all of the difference between the systems occurred in just pne

query, 414i, which is shown above in Figure 1.
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System
Baseline

Okapi

Type
Librarian

Graduate Student

Instance

Recall

0.39

0.36

0.36

Instance

Precision

0.74

0.80

0.76

0.78

Table 3 - Instance recall and precision across systems and user types

Source P-value

System 0.226

Topic 0.0516

Type 0.914

ID(Type) 0.0516

System * Topic 0.0269

System * Type 0.0881

Topic * Type 0.108

Table 4 - Summary of analysis of variance model for instance recall
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Figure 3 - Instance recall for each topic with each system (Ml - baseline, M2 - Okapi).
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Experiment 3 - Verifying weighting scheme with TREC-8 data

Methods

Our final experiment consisted of verifying that the improvements in batch evaluation detected with

TREC-6 and TREC-7 data held with TREC-8 data. The batch runs for the baseline and Okapi systems

were repeated using the same approach of developing and using a test collection.

Results

Table 5 lists the average precision for both systems used in the user studies along with percent

improvement. The Okapi AB-BFD-BAA still outperformed the baseline system, BB-ACB-BAA, but by

the lesser amount of 17.6%. This happened to be very similar to the difference in instance recall noted in

Experiment 2.

One possible reason for the smaller gains on the TREC-8 vs. TREC-6 and TREC-7 queries was that the

average number of relevant documents for a TREC-8 query was three times higher than a query in the

TREC-6 or TREC-7 sets. On average, TREC-6 interactive queries had 36 relevant documents, TREC-7
had queries 30 relevant documents, and TREC-8 queries had 92 relevant documents. The higher number

of relevant documents may have given the baseline TF*IDF system a better chance of performing well,

narrowing the gap between the different ranking schemes.

Also noteworthy in these results is that while query 414i achieved the second-best improvement of the six

in average precision, it was far less than the improvement for 428i, which showed no improvement in the

user studies. In fact, two queries showed a decrease in performance for Okapi with no difference in the

user studies.

Discussion

While our experiments might be construed to suggest that retrieval systems which perform better in batch

studies also do so in user studies, the actual picture is more complex. Although an improvement in the

average performance was seen for a system that also performed better in batch studies, the difference was

not statistically significant and occurred solely due to one query, 414i. The subject matter for this query

was not markedly different from the others. The only difference was that it has far fewer relevant

documents than the rest, which is likely to amplify random differences in user search strategies.

Query Instances Relevant Baseline Okapi /o

Documents Improvement
4081 24 .

71 0.5873 0.6272 6.8%
4141 12 16 0.2053 0.2848 38.7%
4281 26 40 0.0546 0.2285 318.5%
431 i 40 161 0.4689 0.5688 21.3%
4381 56 206 0.2862 0.2124 -25.8%

446i 16 58 0.0495 0.0215 -56.6%

Average 29 92 0.2753 0.3239 17.6%
Table 5 - Average precision and improvement for batch runs of TREC-8 data
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Another possible interpretation of these data is that query 41 4i was an outlier and that differences in batch

searching do not translate into better user searching. This view is supported by the large differences in

the baseline and Okapi systems (positive and negative) which had no accompanying difference in the user

studies.

The uhimate answer to the question of whether batch and user searching evaluations give the same results

must ultimately be answered by further experiments that use a larger number of queries. The 20 queries

accumulated for the Interactive Track over the last three years provides a larger base from which to start

further investigations. Of course, to fully answer the question, other retrieval tasks must be represented as

well, such as question-answering and high-recall situations as well.
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1 Introduction

This is our first participation in TREC and five runs were submitted for the ad-hoc main

task. Our system is based on our Japanese text retrieval system [4], to which Enghsh tok-

enizer/stemmer has been added to process English text. Our indexing system stores term

positions, thus providing proximity-based search, in which the user can specify the distance

between query terms.

What our system does is outlined as follows:

1. Query construction

The query constructor accepts each topic, extracts words in each of the appropriate

fields and constructs a query to be supplied to the ranking system.

2. Initial retrieval

The constucted query is fed into the ranking system, which then assigns term weights

to query terms, scores each document and turns up a set of top-ranking documents

assumed to be relevant to the topic (pseudo-relevant documents).

3. Query expansion

Based on the feedback from the pseudo-relevant documents, the query expander collects

and ranks the words in the pseudo-relevant documents and the words ranked the highest

are added to the original query, with the words already in the query re-assigned new

term weights.

4. Final retrieval

The ranking system performs final retrieval using the modified query.

In what follows, we explain what is done in each of the steps in more detail.

2 Query construction

We have employed automatic query processing to construct single-word and phrasal search

terms. Our query processing involves a series of steps to identify the important concepts in

each topic. In what follows, we describe in some detail how single and phrasal search terms

are created by linguistic methods and represented as a structured query.
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2.1 Stemming and morphological expansion of query terms

Natural language text in each topic is processed by our English tokenizer and stemmer to

output stemmed word tokens. We have developed a new stemmer which conflates morpho-

logically related words in two steps: the first step stems terms for document indexing and

query processing and the second performs morphological expansion of query terms. To avoid

degradation of performance by overstemming, our stemmer only stems an inflected form to

its base form and a sequence of derivational suffixes to the initial suflSx. ^ For example, "hu-

manization" and "humanized" are stemmed to "humanize," but not "humanize" to "human."

When constructing queries, each search term is stemmed and expanded with its morphologi-

cal variants; "humanize" is possibly expanded with "human," "humanity," "humanise," and

so on.

Although a run with stemmed queries without morphological expansion showed rather

consistent improvements over a run without stemming, expansion of query terms produced

inconsistent results. Some queries benefited a lot; others were damaged a lot. We found

that both benefits and damages resulted from derivational variants. To the contrary, spelling

variants rarely had ill eff'ects although they improved only a few queries. Avoiding risks,

we decided to expand terms only with spelling variants for our submitted runs. Thus, a

stemmed term "humanize" is expanded to #SYN(humanize,humanise) with a synonym op-

erator #SYN.

2.2 Single term selection

From the terms extracted by the stemmer, the query constructor selects single-word search

terms for the query by eliminating very common and irrelevant words, i.e., stopwords. We
have used two kinds of stopword lists, the Fox's [1] word list for the < title> field and its

augmented word list we created for the <desc> field. To augment the Fox's word list, some

dozens of unimportant words were manually added to the original list after examination of

the <desc> fields from TREC-3 to TREC-7.

For example, the words "identify," "document," and "discuss" in "Identify documents

that discuss clothing sweatshops" were added to the Fox's word list because these words

provide no information about the information need.

2.3 Phrasal term selection

Syntactic phrases are recognized in the natural language text by applying the syntactic

chunker LT_CHUNK developed at the Edinburgh Language Technology Group. This chunker

uses the part-of-speech information provided by the tagger LT_POS and identifies boundaries

of simple noun phrases which do not include prepositional or clausal post-modifiers.

Each noun phrase is tokenized/stemmed and then stripped of all stopwords. As a result,

the phrases consisting of two or more single words are extracted for use in search terms.

For phrases consisting of three or more single words, we have given a special treatment

because we have experimentally found out that these multi-word phrases are less likely to

match documents in the collection. First, all pairs of single words are derived from the

target phrase. For example, the noun phrase "industrial waste disposal" is decomposed to

derive three possible word pairs such as "industrial waste," "waste disposal," and "industrial

disposal." Second, the word pairs which never occur in sequence in the TREC test collections

are discarded. In the above example, the last word pair "industrial disposal" is discarded by

this processing.

^Our decision to what extent we should stem a word is partly based on [3] and [2].
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Further, we handle hyphenated words as phrasal terms by specifying that the constituent

words be found adjacent in a document.

2.4 Query representation

Single and phrasal search terms are combined into a query using syntax of our query language.

As mentioned above, term variants by morphological expansion are expressed with a synonym
operator #SYN. Phrasal terms are treated as arguments to a proximity operator #WINDOW
and two forms of representation are provided with different window sizes and constraints on
word order.

We have also introduced a scoring operator #SCALE to phrasal term representation to

adjust its term weight because our preliminary experiments suggest that a phrasal term

should be given a lower term weight than a single term. After a series of experiments on
weight adjustment, we have fixed two different combinations of weight scales, respectively,

for phrasal terms from the <title> field only and those from the <title> and <desc> fields.

To sum, our sample queries are expressed as follows:

A query from the <title> field only:

#0R ( industrial , waste , disposal

,

#SCALE[0. 1] (#WINDOW [1,1,0] (industrial .waste) )

,

#SCALE[0] (#WIND0W[2,500,u] (industrial , waste) )

)

A query from the <title> and <desc> fields:

#0R (killer , bee , attack , human , #SYN (africanize , africanise)

,

#SCALE[0.4] (#WINDOW [1,1,0] (killer , bee) ) ,

#SCALE[0.25] (#WINDOW[2,500,u] (killer , bee) )

)

where #WINDOW[l,l,o] specifies that the two words be found adjacent in a document while

#WINDOW[2,500,u] specifies that the two words not be found adjacent but occur within

a window of 500 words with no constraint on word order. Note also that single terms are

merged with phrasal terms using a logical operator #0R.

3 Initial retrieval

For each query constructed by the query constructor, the ranking system ranks the documents

in the target document collection and retrieves top-ranking documents. To rank documents,

the system uses term weighting and document scoring formulae similar to Okapi's but with

some modifications, mostly in term weighting.

In the probabilistic model [5] , each term in the query is assigned a term weight to represent

the appropriateness of the term as a discriminator in the collection. Terms are weighted

according to

Wt = log log (1)1-p 1-q

where p is the probability that a document contains the term, given that it is relevant and q

is the probability that a document contains the term, given that it is not relevant.

In Okapi [6], the probabilities p and q are given by

P " ^n^° ^N-n (2)
po + (1 -po)^
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where A'^ is the number of documents in the collection, n is the number of the documents

in which the term occurs and po is the estimate of the probability that the term occurs in a

relevant document when no document contains the term. Prom (1), (2) and (3), we have

wt= log- + log TP logTF • (4)
1-po N — n N — n

By replacing log with k4 , we have

- •

, .
N

Wt = k4+ log —
n

where -oo < A;4 < oo since 0 < po <1.

Now, with this weighting formula, ki is less than zero when po is estimated as smaller

than 0.5, which is usually a reasonable estimate. However, as has been pointed out, with the

value of ki negative, the term weight could result in a negative value depending on the value

of n, the consequence of which would be degenerate retrieval.

To solve this problem, we have changed the way how the probability p is estimated. That
is, in our modified formula, p is estimated as

P = Po + (1 -Po)-^- (5)

From (1), (5) and (3), we have

= log (
• + )

- log^ (6)
1-po N -n N - nj N - n

and if we let k'A be we have
4 1— PO '

Wt = log + l)

Note that with our formula, the value of ^4 never gets negative regardless of the value

of Po, thus ensuring that the term weights are always positive. By keeping the term weights

positive, the quality of retrieval is maintained even in the worst case.

With each term weighted according to the above formula, the ranking score for each

document is calculated using a formula very similar to Okapi's.

= ^k.4+logiV + +

where ft4 is the within-document frequency of the term, dt is the document length dave is

the average document length, ki and 6 are parameters, just as in Okapi's.

4 Query expansion

After initial retrieval, the query expander collects single terms in the pseudo-relevant docu-

ments and ranks them according to its Term Selection Value (TSV) while reweighting query

terms, using formulae adopted from Okapi's and modified in three ways as described below.

The top-ranking single terms are then added to the original query with their respective term

weights. The single terms and phrasal terms origianlly included in the query are also given

re-assigned term weights, multiplied with a bonus factor.
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4.1 Term weighting 1

The first of the modifications in the TSV formula involves a change in term weighting after

initial retrieval, from Okapi's to the one that reflects the modification in term weighting

during initial retrieval mentioned above.

In Okapi, term weights are re-assigned after initial retrieval, when feedback from retrieved

documents becomes available. The new term weights are calculated as a weighted average

of the term weight estimated without any relevance feedback and the term weight estimated

solely from relevance feedback. That is, if we put the term weight estimated without feedback,

which was assigned for initial retrieval, as

Wt = log log =Wp- Wg,

the new term weight after relevance feedback would be

Wt=Cp*Wp + {l- Cp) *Wp-Cg*Wg-{l- Cg) * w'g (7)

where w'p and w'^ are term weight components based on relevance feedback and Cp and Cg

are coefficients. Specifically, with

Po ,
N ,

,
N , n

from (4), the term weight after feedback in Okapi is calculated as

'^t = ; ?^(^4 + iogT7 ) + -
7^ log

A;5 + v^ ^N~n' + y/R i? - r + 0.5

ke, n VS s + 0.5

~ke +^ N -n~ ke + VS 5 - s + 0.5

where R is the number of relevant documents, r is the number of relevant documents con-

taining the term, S is the number of non-relevant documents, s is the number of non-relevant

documents containing the term, and k^ and ke are parameters.

In our system, we followed the same principle as Okapi's, adopting (7). However, as

described earlier, since we changed initial Wp from (8) to

Po N n \ _ / , N n

l-po'N-n'^N-n)~ \ ' N - n N - n

as shown in (6), term weighting after feedback was changed accordingly, resulting in the

formula

h
, f,j N

,

n V y/^
, r + 0.5

k, + VR^^ V'N-n^ N-n)^ k, + VR^^R-r + 0.5

ke , n VS , s -I- 0.5
log —r "i 7^ log

ke + y/S N-n ke + VS ''5-s-h0.5'

4.2 Term weighting 2

The above term weighting formula underwent further modification when we noticed some

incidents of words that are too common to be useful in a query appearing in the expansion
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terms selected using the formula. To keep these words from being included in expansion, the

term weighting formula was changed to reflect the document frequency of the term in the

coefficient part of the formula as

«5 + y il+n-r ^ «5 + y

ke n \Js+n-s S4-0.5

thus reducing the relative weight of terms appearing in both the pseudo-relevant documents

and the whole document collection. (In the experiments, S was set to 0.)

4.3 Term Selection Value

We also looked at the whole TSV formula of Okapi's [7]

TSV = ir/R-a-s/S)-Wt

where a is a parameter. From our observation on the terms selected with this formula,

however, we felt that it would be better to eliminate those terms too specific to serve as

expansion terms, such as a telephone number, that were included in the selection. To that

end, the Okapi's TSV formula was modified to reflect the within-document frequency as

Tsv= (y Ir-^-T /s\-wt

where /3 is a parameter, which would lower the TSV of those terms that occur only once

or twice in a document, in comparison with the terms that occur more often per document.

(We also requred r to be larger than 1 for a term to be considered. Also, S was set to 0 in

the experiment as in term weighting.)

With these modifications, our expansion method is more likely to select terms neither

too common throughout the collection nor too rare to be appicable to the whole collection,

without resorting to such cut-off measures as a stopword list or a filter to exclude, for instance,

words containing digits.

5 Final retrieval

The expanded-and-reweighted query is sent to the ranking system and documents are re-

trieved as final result. Document ranking is done just as in initial retrieval, except that the

term weights are supplied by the query.

6 Results

We produced eight runs using different combinations of the following conditions of the queries:

• Queries using only < title> and queries using < title> and <desc>
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• Queries using no phrasal search terms and queries using phrasal search terms

• Queries using no expansion and queries using expansion

We tuned up the formulae using mainly queries generated from the TREC-7 topics. For

runs with expansion, title-only queries were mostly used for the tuneup. Parameters we chose

for each of the eight runs are listed in Table 1-3. Note that in Table 1 and Table 2, we
chose different sets of parameter values for the same retrieval parameters. This is because, for

retrieval in a run with no query expansion, we wanted parameter values that would maximize

average precision, whereas for initial retrieval for a run with query expansion, we looked for

parameter values that would majcimize precision at ten retrieved documents.

Table 1: Parameters for runs without expansion

no phrases phrases

title only title+desc title only title+desc

h 0.75 1.00 0.50 0.75

b 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

K 0.20 0.20 0.05 0.05

Scale for #WINDOW[l,l,o] 0.10 0.40

Scale for #WINDOW[2,500,u] 0.00 0.25

Table 2: Parameters for runs with expansion (initial retrieval)

no phrases phrases

title only title+desc title only title+desc

h 0.50 1.00 0.75 1.00

b 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

K 0.50 0.10 0.20 0.20

Scale for #WINDOW[l,l,o] 0.10 0.25

Scale for #WINDOW[2,500,u] 0.10 0.10

Table 3: Parameters for runs with expansion (final retrieval)

no phrases phrases

title only title+desc title only title+desc

Number of documents used for expansion 10 10 10 10

h 0.75 1.00 0.75 0.75

b 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

K 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.05

h 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Scale for #WINDOW[l,l,o] "

0.40 0.40

Scale for #WINDOW[2,500,u] 0.25 0.25

Maximum number of terms to be added 25 30 25 30

Minimum number of terms to be added 10 10 10 10

Minimum r for term to qualify 2 2 2 2

Bonus factor for query terms 3.5 4.0 3.5 4.0
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The experimental runs using the above parameters resulted in the following average pre-

cision measurements (Table 4). The table clearly shows improvement in performance when
phrasal search terms are used and when queries are expanded, especially for queries using

both <title> and <desc>.

Table 4: Average precision for TREC-7 topics

title only title + desc

no phrases/no expansion 0.2033 0.2127

phrases/no expansion 0.2120 0.2373

no phrases/expansion 0.2513 0.2571

phrases/expansion 0.2584 0.2838

Using the same parameters as above, the results for the TREC-8 topics are shown in

Table 5.

Table 5: Average precision for TREC-8 topics

title only title -1- desc

no phrases/no expansion 0.2560 0.2363

phreises/no expansion 0.2572 0.2633

no phrases/expansion 0.2647 0.2426

phrases/expansion 0.2689 0.2748

In TREC-8 runs, the effect of expansion was not as great as in TREC-7 runs as far as

the above results are concerned. This may be because the parameter values we experimented

with were not optimal. In fact, by re-adjusting the parameters, especially the bonus factor for

query terms, we saw improvement in the average precision - for example, 0.2800 for title-only

queries with no phrases.
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The RMIT/CSIRO Ad Hoc, Q&A, Web, Interactive, and Speech
Experiments at TREC 8

Michael Fuller* Marcin Kaszkiel* Sam Kimberley* Corinna Ng*^ Ross Wilkinson' Mingfang Wu*^
Justin Zobel*

1 Ad-hoc Task

1.1 Background

The focus of our work in TREC 8 has again been on the

retrieval of documents using arbitrary passages. This year

the system has been refined to include variable sized passages

and pivot normalisation. Passage based automatic relevance

feedback has also been explored, albeit without the use of

negative feedback.

1.2 Method

As in previous yecirs, an in-house version of the MG retrieval

system was used for all experiments. For document ranking,

documents and queries were matched using the Okapi simi-

larity measure [13]:

siTn{q,d) = 'Wd,t u>q,t

teq^d

(1)

where

Wd,t =
{ki + 1) • fd,t

(fc3 + l)-/,,t
, N-ft+ 0.5

+ fq,t

log
ft + 0.5

The constcints ki, fcs and b were set to 1.2, 1000 and 0.75

respectively, as recommended by the City University group

[13]. Wd is the length of the document d in bytes and avr.Wd

is the average document length in the entire collection. A'^

is the total number of documents in the collection, ft is the

number of documents in which term t occurs, and fx,t is the

frequency of term t in either a document d, passage p or query

9-

For passage ranking, queries cind passages were matched

using a non-normalised version of the cosine similarity func-

tion:

sim{q,p) -- ^ wq,t

teqAp

(2)
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where the weights were as follows:

Wq,i = (lOg(/9,0 -f- 1) l0g(-^ + 1)
ft

Ulp.t = log(/p,t) + 1

Multiple passage sizes were used for mdsOSal, mds08a2,

and mds08a3, necessitating the lengthwise normalisation of

their passage scores before they could be compared. The pas-

sage scores were normalised using a pivot with a slope of 0.2

[11].

simn{q,p) =
sim{q,p)

(1 — slope) + slope
(

(3)

where Wp is the passage's length aoid avr-Wp is the average

length of all of the passages, both measured in words. The
similarity score for each document is the maximum of the

normalised similarity scores for its pcissages.

Automatic relevance feedback is based on the Rocchio for-

mula [9]:

Qnew — Oi Qorig + ^ ^
T

r'eR'

(4)

where Qorig is a weighted term vector for the originaJ query; R
is the set of relevant documents; R' is the set of non-relevant

documents; and r and r' axe weighted term vectors for rele-

vant and non-relevant documents respectively. The parame-

ters Q, /3 and 7 determine the effect of the terms from the orig-

inal query, relevant documents and non-relevant documents.

These parameters were set as follows; a = 1.0 and 3 = 2.0,

negative feedback was not used rendering the 7 parameter

irrelevant.

Both the document and query terms were stopped and

stemmed. Single terms were stemmed according to the Lovins

algorithm [7], while the stop-list contained 368 terms and is

the same as that used in our TREC 7 experiments [6].

1.3 Ad-hoc runs

For each of the submitted runs mdsOSal - 3, passage sizes in

the range {50, 100, 150, . .
. , 600} terms were used. For each

passage size, all of the documents with a non-zero similarity

to the query, as calculated from equation 2, were recorded.

These passage scores were then normalised using equation 3

and the maximum normalised passage score for a document
was used as its similarity score. The 1000 highest scoring doc-

uments were chosen as candidate documents for each query.

The mds08a4 and mdsOSaS were experimental runs that

used query expansion based on passages and passage-based

re-ranking. Using a passage size of 100 terms, 20 passages

were retrieved and assumed to be relevant, giving set R in
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Precision Precision Precision Average Recall

@10 docs @20 docs @100 docs Precision % A (max 4728)

title

document 0.4120 0.3520 0.2058 0.2095 0.0 2507
passage-300 0.4180 0.3470 0.2018 0.2154 +2.8 2576
optimal passage (500) 0.4160 0.3480 0.1966 0.2187 +4.4 2577
var. passages (mdsOSal) 0.4040 0.3490 0.2052 0.2236 +6.7 2594

query expansion (mds08a5) 0.3900 0.3470 0.2076 0.2324 +10.9 2804

title + desc

document 0.4400 0.3750 0.2104 0.2395 0.0 2690

passage-300 0.4160 0.3440 0.1986 0.2308 -3.6 2683

optimal passage (200) 0.4000 0.3350 0.2002 0.2323 -3.1 2702

var. passages (mds08a2) 0.4160 0.3590 0.2026 0.2397 +0.1 2732

query expansion (mds08a4) 0.4180 0.3680 0.1986 0.2550 +6.5 2843

title + desc + narr

document 0.4280 0.3720 0.2118 0.2366 0.0 2768

passage-300 0.4000 0.3290 0.1768 0.2191 -7.4 2478

optimal passage (150) 0.4080 0.3430 0.1844 0.2256 -4.6 2578
var. passages (mdsOSaS) 0.4000 0.3570 0.1906 0.2338 -1.2 2640

query expansion 0.3900 0.3490 0.1998 0.2534 +7.1 2809

Table 1: The effectiveness results for the described runs on the 50 TREC 8 topics.

equation 4. No documents were assumed to be irrelevant,

i.e. set R' was empty. All of the terms that appeared in

the text of these passages were stopped and stemmed using

the Lovins algorithm. The number of passages that each of

these terms appeared in and its total number of occurences

in R was calculated. The 50 terms that appeared in the most
passages were selected to be included in the expanded query.

Where there was contention between terms for selection it was

resolved by reference to the total number of times that the

terms appeared in the top 20 passages.

The documents that contributed the 20 passages were re-

trieved and the weights for each of the selected terms were

calculated according to:

l+log(l+log(/rf,0)
Wd t — w

(1 - slope) + slope x

The original query terms were re-weighted using:

^,,t = (log(/,,0 + l)-log(^^^)
jt

These weights were combined using the Rocchio formula

of equation 4 then normalised. With the query terms re-

weighted and the new terms added to the query, the query

was re-run using a fixed passage size of 300 terms, and the

best 1000 documents selected.

1.4 Results and Analysis

The TREC 8 results axe shown in Table 1 with the submitted

runs shown in boldface. Only the mdsOSaS and mds08a4 runs

were used for pool judgments.

The document run is intended as a base against which the

other runs can be compaxed; it used the Okapi similarity mea-
sure. The optimal passage runs are fixed-size-passage runs

that generated the highest average precision; they are shown
for comparison with the variable passage length runs. The
query-expansion run for the title+desc+narr queries used the

same automatic relevance feedback as mds08a4 and mdsOSaS.

> Median

mds08al 14

mds08a2 18

mds08a3 13

mds08a4 26

mds08a5 24

Table 2: The number of the 50 queries that were better than

the median average precision for each submitted run.

As noted in the TREC 7 report, passage retrieval is com-
parable to document-based retrieval for short queries and
slightly less effective for longer queries.

It is interesting to observe that although the document
based runs generally have better precision at 10, 20 and even

100 documents, the passage based runs on occasion manage
comparable or even superior average precision. An example
of this is provided by the title runs mds08al and document,

of table 1. This effect is caused bj' the less precise run hav-

ing superior recall, as is shown in the recall column of table

1. In most situations, where a run retrieves more relevant

documents than the document-based run it also has a higher

average precision.

In contrast to previous years the use of the topics' narra-

tive component appears to detract from the system's retrieval

effectiveness. This is particularly evidenced by the Okapi doc-

ument based retrieval which shows a 1.2% degradation in ef-

fectiveness when the narrative is included, compared with a

17.6% improvement in TREC 7 [6].

Table 2 compares the submitted runs against the submis-

sions of other TREC participants, it shows the number of

queries for each run that achieved a higher average precision

than the median. None of the runs had the best precision for

any of the queries.

The use this year of vciriable sized passages has been

worthwhile, providing an improvement in effectiveness over

the use of fixed size passages. The exception to this is for

title queries where it has a lower precision at 10 documents
than both the passage-300 and optimal passage runs. How-
ever, it is again greater at 20 and 100 documents. Another
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Query Precision Precision Precision Average Recall

Type @10 docs @20 docs @100 docs Precision A% (max 206)

title

document 0.2579 0.1763 0.0589 0.3452 0.0 173

passage-300 0.2684 0.1684 0.0547 0,3356 -2.8 177

var. passages 0.2895 0.1763 0.0579 0.3451 0.0 177

query expansion 0.2684 0.1684 0.0605 0.3549 -^2.8 181

title + desc

document 0.2579 0.1711 0.0600 0.3305 0.0 183

passage-300 0.2368 0.1711 0.0574 0.3167 -4.2 185

var. passages 0.2684 0.1763 0.0589 0.3429 -f3.8 184

query expansion 0.2789 0.1763 0.0632 0.3832 -1-15.9 184

title + desc + narr

document 0.2684 0.1658 0.0621 0.3273 0.0 183

pcLSsage-300 0.2579 0.1684 0.0626 0.3490 +6.6 187

var. passages 0.3105 0.1816 0.0568 0.3810 +16.4 186

query expansion 0.3263 0.2079 0.0684 0.4330 +32.3 205

Table 3: The results of running the TREC-8 runs on the FR collection alone, using the 19 queries that had relevant answers

in the FR collection.

benefit of this approach is that it is independent of query

length; in contrast, different sizes of fixed passages are bet-

ter suited to queries of different lengths, with the optimum
passage size shrinking as query length increases.

The experimental mds08a4 and mds08a5 runs did not use

variable size passages. These runs are more effective than

the fixed size passage runs on w^hich they w^ere based. This

is particularly true for longer queries, with the exception of

the title+desc+narr run which registered a precision at 10

documents which was worse than both of the fixed size passage

runs.

Table 3 shows how the same runs fared on the Federal

Register collection (FR) alone. The documents contained in

the FR collection are statutory rules and regulations of the

US Federal Government, these documents are characterised

by an average length that is greater than the other collections

that comprise the TREC 8 collection. Only those topics that

had a relevant document in the FR collection were used; this

meant that there were 19 topics with 206 relevant documents.

Passage-based retrieval seems to be particularly effective

for the FR collection. Whilst the effectiveness of passage-

based retrieval decreased — relative to document based re-

trieval — for longer queries over the entire collection, it

increased when only the FR collection was used. In fact,

passage-based retrieval improves on document-based retrieval

for virtually all of the runs. It is particularly interesting that

the variable size passage runs have better recall and preci-

sion than the document-based runs, this appears to be for a

number of reasons.

Firstly, running the 19 FR queries over the total collection,

as opposed to the 50 queries that generated the results in table

1, gives results that are similar to the results of table 3 in

that passage retrieval outperforms document retrieval. This

suggests that either some of the 19 FR queries are particularly

susceptible to passage retrieval or that some of the other 31

queries are poor candidates for passage retrieval.

Secondly, given the longer documents in the FR collection

it would be expected for the effectiveness of passage-based

retrieval to improve relative to document retrieval.

Thirdly, it is conceivable that the limited number of rel-

evance judgments, relevant documents and candidate docu-

ments are skewing the results.

2 Question & Answer track

2.1 Introduction

We participated in the 250 byte category of the question and
answer track, submitting one run, mdsOSql . Our objective

in participating in this track was to determine the appropri-

ateness of applying traditional document retrieval techniques

to the retrieval and extraction of small, focused text segments.

2.2 Method

It was our goal to determine whether the passages of text that

exhibited the closest correspondence to the question in terms

of content also contained a correct answer.

Therefore, with this in mind our approach was as follows;

1. Modify the question into an acceptable query for the

system.

2. Retrieve the 50 most relevant passages from the docu-

ment collection using passage ranking.

3. Find the 5 best sentences from the 50 retrieved passages.

4. If a sentence was over 250 bytes in length, use a 250 byte

sliding window to find the segment that best matched
the query.

Query generation

Queries were generated from the official questions by stop-

ping terms and removing all punctuation. This converted the

question to a conventional query that was used as input to

the MG retrieval system. Generally, the resulting query was

very short, with an average length of 4.8 words in the training

queries and 5.3 words in the actual queries.

Extracting the best passage

These queries were used as input to the MG passage retrieval

system which used the similarity measure defined in equation

2 to retrieve the most relevant passage from the 50 most rele-

vant documents for each query. The passages were 150 words

in length with each new passage commencing at a 25 word
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interval from its predecessor. Because cill of the passages are

the same length there was no need for passage length normal-
isation. The document and query terms were case-folded, and
stemmed using the Lovins algorithm.

Finding the best sentences

The passages retrieved by MG were segmented into individual

sentences and a similarity relative to the query was calculated

for each sentence. The five sentences with the highest similar-

ity scores were then selected as the candidate answers to the

question. The query and sentence terms were case-folded and
stemmed by the sentence retrieval engine using the Lovins

algorithm.

The similarity of each sentence was calculated by:

sim{q, s) = —S^ W3,f Wq^t (5)
Ws ^—

'

teg

where:

Ws,t = log(/s,f -I- 1)

Wg,t=log(fq,t + l)-\og{^ + l)

t=l

In the above equations fx,t is the number of times that the

term appears in x, where x is either a sentence or a query, A'^

is the total number of documents in the collection, and ft is

the number of documents in which the term appears.

Reducing a sentence to 250 bytes

Some of the sentences that were returned were in excess of the

250 byte ceiling imposed on acceptable answers. The prun-

ing stage described here only applied to those sentences that

exceeded the 250 byte limit.

A sliding window was used to identify 250 byte segments

for excessively long candidate sentences. The left edge of the

window was placed at the start of the sentence, with the win-

dow extending 250 bytes into the sentence. The window was
then slid across the sentence in single word increments, so

that the left edge of the window was always located at the

start of a word. At each position a similarity score for the

window was calculated using equation 5.

When the right edge of the window reached the end of the

sentence the process was stopped, and the window position

that generated the highest similarity score was chosen to rep-

resent the sentence. The sliding operation did not observe

word boundaries at the window's right edge.

As in the previous stages all of the query and sentence

terms were case-folded and stemmed using the Lovins algo-

rithm.

2.3 Results and analysis

This approach retrieved many short sentences with a high

proportion of relevant terms but not an appropriate answer.

A good example of this phenomenon were headlines, which
were frequently retrieved. The role of a headline is to suc-

cinctly describe the topic of its accompanying article. It is

brief and can contain a large proportion of the terms used to

identify a subject. Therefore it is not suprising that a question

requesting specific information about an event would retrieve

the headline of an article describing the event. Unfortunately,

an acceptable answer generally required more detailed infor-

mation than a headline could provide.

Another concern was that sentences containing repeated
occurrences of a single query term were in some cases being
retrieved before sentences that referenced multiple distinct

query terms. This was a concern because the sentences con-

taining a broader coverage of the query terms were generally

the more relevant sentences.

Prom these observations the similarity measure underwent
two modifications. Firstly, the sentence normalisation proce-

dure was modified to reduce the disproportionate number of

short sentences that were being returned. Secondly, the simi-

larity measure was changed to reward sentences that provided

a good degree of query coverage, through the use of supple-

mentary coordinate matching [16].

Floor on sentence length

The first modification to the similarity measure was to set a
floor on the length of sentences for the purpose of calculating

similarity. If the calculated weight for a sentence (equal to

the sentence length in the case of sentences without repeated
terms) was less than a floor x its weight was fixed at \/x.

This required that a short sentence be highly relevant before

it was retrieved and also allowed the similarity of sentences to

be adjusted according to their length. As shown in table 4, it

was an eff'ective mechanism for improving the performance of

this task. Experimentation with the use of pivot normalisa-

tion found that the thresholding mechanism provided superior

sentence length normalisation for this task.

This normalisation technique converted Wa , defined previ-

ously in equation 5, to:

_ j Ws>, liWs''>X^^'^ , ,

1^
x^/^, otherwise

where:
n

Ws' = y/"^ Ws,t

t=l

Experimentation with varying floor lengths suggested that

30 words was a reasonable length for the current document
collection; see table 4.

Coordinate Matching

The information needs represented by the TREC Q&A ques-

tions require the extraction of specific information from the

document collection in the form of short, precise answers. Our
approach has been to attempt to identify appropriate sen-

tences or sentence fragments. It is our contention that when
using such an approach it is preferable to combine the terms

in a more conjunctive manner than would be appropriate for

a conventional ranked query. It is also our belief that con-

cepts are generally only stated once within a given question,

whereas a query such as a TREC topic may contain many re-

statements of a single concept through the use of synonyms,

and so on. These hypotheses suggest that a candidate sen-

tence's likelihood of relevancy increases with the number of

distinct query terms that it contains. Therefore, a good can-

didate answer should provide coverage of most if not all of

the query terms and the degree of this coverage should be

taken into account when calculating the similarity for a given

sentence.
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Answer
appccLTb 111

Sentence floor length, in terms
U 10 20 30 40 50

1st sentence 1 6 10 8 9 9

2nd sentence 2 3 2 8 3 2

3rd sentence 2 1 0 1 3 2

4th sentence 4 2 3 1 3 1

5th sentence i U 3 1 1 2

IIUL iUUXlLl 28 26 20 19 19 22

Score 0.102 0.219 0.325 0.336 0.328 0.298

Table 4: System performance using a range of sentence-length minimums on the 38 training questions. These judgments were
not made by NIST assesors and should not be compared to the official results.

Given this consideration, coordinate matching was used

to award a sentence an extra point for each distinct query

term that it contained. These coverage points are in addition

to the sentence's conventional cosine similarity score. This

converted the similarity score defined previously in equations

5 and 6, to the form:

Sim{q, S) = — Ws,t U}q,t + count{t^q,^a) (7)

t€q

The effect that this mechanism has on the retrieval effec-

tiveness of the system is shown in table 7. The submitted

run, mdsOSql , used this similarity measure with a sentence

floor of 30 terms. The results of the judged run are shown in

table 5, and cure compared against the other judged runs in

table 6.

Answer appears in mdsOSql

1st sentence 71

2nd sentence 22

3rd sentence 11

4th sentence 12

5th sentence 5

Not found 77

Score 0.453

Table 5: The judged run, mdsOSql. It used the similarity

measure of equation 7 with a sentence floor of 30 terms.

mdsOSql
= Best 77

> Median 73

= Median 108

< Median 17

= Worst 77

Average Rank 5.2

Table 6: A comparison of mdsOSql with the other question

and answer runs that were judged at NIST. The average rank

metric is relative to the other runs, with the rank for a topic

being the position at which the run's score was placed relative

to all other runs.

Subsequent to the submission of our official run, we have

explored this idea further. One modification undertaken was
to normalise the cosine similarity scores to a range between
0 and 1 by dividing the scores by the query weights. This

meant that when the query coverage points were added, the

sentences with the most distinct query terms were automati-

cally the highest ranked sentences. The cosine score was used

to differentiate between sentences that contained the Scmie

number of query terms.

This similarity score is described by:

Sim{q, S) = Wa^t Wq^t + COUnt{t^qAs) (8)
Wa VJq ' ^

teq

where

Wq = Y^^WI.Y'"
t= l

As table 7 shows, supplementary coordinate matching is

a very effective mechaaiism for increeising the precision of this

task. However it is not without disadvantages.

One undesirable effect occurs when a single logical com-
ponent of the query is expressed using a phrase consisting of

multiple words. This effectively gives that concept a much
higher weighting in the qiiery thaji those that can be more
briefly described.

For example, the question "The Faroes are a part of

what northern European country?" after stopping becomes,
"Faroes part northern European country" This embodies
three separate concepts; "Faroes"

,
"part" , and "northern Eu-

ropean country" each of which are nominally of equal impor-
tance.

However, using word based coordinate matching, the con-

cept "northern European country" can attract up to 3 cover-

age points (one per word) wherecis the "Faroes" concept will

only attract a maximum of 1 coverage point if it appears.

This biases the results towards those sentences that contain

multi-word concepts. Essentially, the problem is that query
coverage points are awarded for single-word terms when they

should be awarded for concepts.

This phenomenon was observed on the training data, with

sentences containing the correct answer to the Faroe islands

question regularly retrieved before the query coverage points

were awarded. However, they were replaced by sentences

about northern European countries once the query coverage

points were added.

This problem could be minimised through a linguistic

preparsing of the query to divide it into logical concepts or

common phrases, and to subsequently award query coverage

points equitably across identified concepts.

2.4 Conclusion

This study has been an experiment into the effectiveness of

the use of statistical IR for solving the question answering
problem. It has shown that statistical IR without natural lan-

guage processing can be used with some effectiveness to locate

and retrieve small fragments of text as answers to questions.
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Answer conventional including incl. cosine normalisation

appears in: cosine measure coordinate matching &c coordinate matching

1st sentence 57 74 75

2nd sentence 23 18 22

3rd sentence 13 13 11

4th sentence 11 11 12

5th sentence 7 5 2

Not found 87 77 76

Score 0.389 0.460 0.470

Difference 0.0% + 18.3% +20.8%

Table 7: Comparison of the performance of three similarity measures on the 200 Q&A questions. All of the runs shown used

a sentence floor of 30 words. These runs have not been officially judged and should not be compared to the official run scores

from NIST.

Simple question answering can be reasonably supported by
traditional IR techniques however for more robust solutions

to complex questions it is envisaged that natural language

processing techniques will be required. Techniques such as

coreference resolution, entity detection and question analy-

sis have been demonstrated by groups to be effective in this

task.

3 Web track

3.1 Introduction

The MDS group participated in the small web track, sub-

mitting three runs; a content-only run, mdsOSwl , and two

content-and-link runs, mds08w2 and mdsOSwS

.

Our objective in participating in this track was twofold.

Firstly, to determine whether simple manipulation of linking

information would enable effective re-ranking of documents
within a result set. Secondly, to examine the effectiveness of

content-only retrieval on web data.

3.2 Content only run

This run, mdsOSwl , was performed using a similar proce-

dure to the runs in the ad hoc task. The in-house version of

MG was used to retrieve the most relevant documents using

passage similarities that were calculated from the similarity

measure defined in equation 2. Passages of 150 words were

used, with each passage starting at 25 word intervals. It was

not necessary to normalise the passage similarities as all of

the passages were the same length.

3.3 Content and link runs

Our retrieval system made use of the sibling relationship be-

tween documents, where sibling documents are defined as two

or more documents that are linked from the same document.

This is based on the hypothesis, that if document P links to

document A, then other documents that are directly accessi-

ble from document P are likely to contain similar content to

document A. Therefore, it should be possible to infer some
degree of related content from a sibling relationship between

two documents. Of course, this will not always be the case:

for example, an individual's home page may have pointers

to many different fields of interest that are wholly unrelated.

Therefore, an additional constraint was imposed on the sib-

ling documents before they were used to infer related content.

This constraint was to only recognise a sibling relationship if

both of the siblings were retrieved in the top n documents

for a given query. This ensures that the two documents have

reasonably similar content which, when combined with their

sibling relationship, suggests that they share very similar con-

tent. Therefore, if A is relevant and B, A's sibling, has similar

content to A then it is likely that B is relevant as well.

Sibling relationships were only identified if the siblings and
the parent that links to them were all present in the WT2G
collection.

There were two types of content-and-link runs used; a very

simple sibling relationship implementation, and another ver-

sion that aimed to overcome some of the simpler run's short-

comings.

Simple run

The run described in this section was submitted as Tnds08w2,
and was processed as follows.

1. Retrieve the best 1000 documents using the same mech-

anism as the content-only run, call this set R.

2. For each retrieved document, d:

(a) Locate the document's siblings.

(b) For each located sibling:

i. If the sibling is in R add 1/fcth of its content

similarity score to the document cf's similarity

score.

3. Re-rank the documents.

Therefore, the siblings of a document with a high similar-

ity score receive a greater similarity increase than the siblings

of documents with low similarity scores. The k parameter was

set to 50, a figure that gave reasonable results in training.

The similarity measure can be expressed as:

sim{q,d) = simc{q,d) + — simc{q,d') (9)

d' S:sib(d)ATet(q)

where, sirndq^d) is d's content similarity score for the

query g, sib{d) is the set of d's siblings, and ret{q) is the set

of documents retrieved for the query q.

A concern identified from the results of this run was that

very well linked documents could have their similarity score

boosted enormously. In some cases, the bonus scores de-

rived from linking completely overshadowed the base simi-

larity score of documents with good content. This resulted in
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documents with poor content that were Unked to documents
with good content being ranked higher than documents that

themselves had good content. This is undesirable because

the content similarity score is a considerably more accurate

measure of relevance than the linking information score.

In mdsOSwS measures were undertciken to minimise the

influence of this and other factors.

Improved Run

The run described in this section was submitted as run mds08w3
and it was constructed as follows.

1. Retrieve the best 2000 documents using the same mech-

anism as the content-only run, call this set R.

2. Choose the top x documents from R, call this set X.

3. For each retrieved document, d:

(a) Locate the document's siblings.

(b) For each located sibling:

i. if the sibling is in X add 1/kth of its content

similarity score to the document d's similarity

score.

(c) Limit the linking component of document d's score

so that it cannot exceed the contribution made by

the document's content.

4. Re-rank the documents.

5. Select the top 1000 documents.

Step 1 of the algorithm extracted a laxger collection of

documents, 2000 as opposed to 1000 in mds08w2, to increase

both the amount of linking information available and the pool

of relevant documents. It was hoped that this would allow the

identification of more sibling relationships and also improve

the system's depth of recall.

Step 3(c) of the algorithm is used to reduce the accu-

mulated impact of excessive linking on similarity scores and
thereby limit linking bonuses to a secondary role. This con-

strciined the amount that linking information could contribute

to a document's similarity score to no more than the docu-

ment's original score derived from its content. Therefore, a

document's similarity score could be at most doubled through

the existence of relevant siblings.

The other modifications to the mds08w2 process axe steps

2, and 3(b)i. These modifications are aimed at reducing the

effect whereby well connected, less relevant documents tend to

drive each other up the rankings. If the 950th document has

the 1010th, 996th and 988th ranked documents as its siblings

then its ranking will probably be significantly improved as

a result of these relationships. However, at these low ranks

there is only a slight probability that these documents are

actually relevant. The problem is that a linking relationship

with 3 relatively poor documents should not be equivalent to

a relationship with a single good document, if in fact it should

be worth anything at all. The motivation behind the use of

linking information was to boost documents that were linked

to good documents rather than documents that were linked to

poor documents. It was originally intended that this problem

would be handled by proportionally adjusting the sibling's

score relative to the retrieved document's similarity, however

this mechanism was not sufficiently restrictive to eliminate the

problem described previously. In response to this, a smaller

subset of the higher ranked documents were used for sibling

linking, rather than all of the retrieved documents. These
higher ranked documents are much more likely to be relevant

and presumably so are their siblings.

For the purposes of mds08w3 the subset of retrieved doc-
uments that were considered for sibling linking were the 500
most highly ranked documents retrieved by the MG system.

From these modifications the similarity measure beccmae:

siin(q, d) = sirndq, d) + simi{q, d) (10)

where,

simi (q, d)
stmii

,

airndq, d),

if simi' (q, d) < sirndq, d)

otherwise

simv {q, d) = - E sirndq, d']

d' &3ib(d)Aret(x,q)

and ret{x,q) is the set of the top x documents retrieved

by the retrieval engine for the query, q.

3.4 Results and Analysis

Unfortunately, both of the submitted content-and-link runs

yielded disappointing results compared to the content-only

run; see table 8. On average the performance was degraded
when the sibling finking information was used. The mdsOSwS
run outperformed mds08w2 as anticipated, however both were
inferior to mds08wl. Both of mdsOSwl and mds08w3 were
judged, whereas mds08w2 was submitted but not judged.

There were queries for which the content-and-link runs out-

performed the content-only run, indicating that those queries

fitted the sibling model well.

Run Identification > Median Best

Content-only

mdsOSwl 39 3

Content-and-link

mds08w2 34 2

mds08w3 40 12

Table 9: Comparison of the submitted MDS runs against all

of the submitted runs for the 50 queries.

The content-only result was fairly pleasing given that only

a single passage size was used and no attempt was made to

extract meta-information from the HTML. Interestingly, from
table 9 it can be seen that although the mds08w3 was less

effective than the content-only run, its performance relative

to the other submitted runs is an improvement.

Perhaps the run of greatest interest is max-sibling which
was not submitted to TREC as it was processed post-submission.

Instead of summing the similarities of a document's siblings,

a proportion of the highest scoring sibling's similarity was
added to the document's score; for the run shown in Table

8, this proportion was 1/lOth. Also, rather than using the

siblings of the top 500 documents, only the top 20 were used.

This led to an improvement of 2.0% in average precision over

the base content-only run. Whilst far from significant, it was
gratifying to improve upon the content-only run after many
unsuccessful attempts. The improvement gained from the

inclusion of linking informaton in the max-siblings run was
similar to the greatest increases observed by any of the par-

ticipating groups. An improvement was also observed on the
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rtun Precision Precision Precision Precision Average
Identification (So docs /Pis 1 A J « ^

(SelO docs @20 docs Pi 00 docs Precision % A
Content-only

mdsOSwl 0.4480 0.4480 0.3860 0.1994 0.3220 0.0

Canient- and-link
mds08w2 0.4000 0.3860 0.3330 0.1894 0.2878 -10.6%
masuow oi

C\ AAAf\ n /1 1 on 0.3590 0.2010 0.3047 -5.4%
max-sibling 0.4680 0.4360 0.3830 0.2030 0.3284 +2.0%

Table 8: The results for the small wehtrack runs using the 50 TREC 8 topics, each webtrack topic used the title and description
components of the query.

training data, suggesting that this approach is a preferable

mechanism for the combination of this type of evidence.

4 Interactive Retrieval Track

4.1 Introduction

In TREC7, we tested using clustering technology to organize

retrieved documents for aspectual retrieval, but did not find

a significant gain for the clustering interface over a ranked

list interface. This year, we investigated a question-driven

categorization. Unlike the clustering approach, which was
data-driven and attempted to discover and present topic rela-

tionships that existed in a set of retrieved documents without

taking users into account, the question-driven approach tries

to organize retrieved documents in a way that is close to the

users' mental representation of the expected answer. In our

approach, the retrieved documents are categorized dynami-
cally into a set of categories derived from the user's question.

The user determines which of several possible sets of cate-

gories should be used to organize retrieved documents.

Our participation in TREC-8 was to investigate and com-
pare the effectiveness and usability of this question-driven

classification with a ranked list model. In the following sec-

tions we present a rationale for the question-driven approach,

and then describe an experiment that compares this approach

with a more traditional ranked list presentation. We then re-

port and analyze the results of this experiment. Based on
these findings and discussions, we conclude with some recom-

mendations for future improvement.

4.2 A Question-driven Approach

The nature of information needs is variable. A user may need

to find specific facts, to learn about a topic, to gather a va-

riety of information, or may simply wish to explore an in-

formation set without having a well defined-goal [1, 15]. It

is difficult for an information access tool to satisfy all types

of information needs with equal effectiveness. Our question

driven approach mainly focuses on information needs that in-

volve seeking specific facts about a topic. In particular, we
are considering aspect queries: topics whose answer consists

of more than one related piece of information. For example,

the question "what non-surgical alternatives exist for treat-

ing heart disease?" might have diet, exercise, meditation, and
drug programs as different aspects of the answer.

When a user seeks specific facts, they are usually able to

describe the type of information they are after. Consider a

user who wants to know "what countries had ferry sinking

that caused 100 or more people to lose their lives?"; the an-

swer sought consists of the names of those countries that meet
the stated criteria. Thus, this user will be actively focused on

Categonsed

Fijaneved

Documents

y

> BiDwang

Answer^ce

Extracted

Aspects

Answer to the

Questimi

Figure 1: A Question-driven approach
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searching for names of countries from retrieved documents. If

the retrieved documents Ccin be categorized by country name,
this task is simplified, allowing the set of retrieved documents
to be more easily analyzed.

The semantic relationship between the categories (in our

example, the names of countries) and the query term from

which they are derived (in our example, "country") is that

of hyponym to hypernym [5]. For instance, Australia is a

hyponym of country, and country is a hypernym of Australia.

An architecture for a system that categorizes retrieved

document using question-driven classification is shown in Fig-

ure 1. This system contains three significant new stages: a

category generation stage, a category selection stage, and a

document classification and ordering stage.

Category generation. The category generator extracts

keywords from each query, and uses WordNet[5] to identify a

set of hyponyms for each keyword. These hyponym sets form

the basis for candidate category sets. We do not attempt to

distinguish between alternate senses when identifying sets of

hyponym.
Category selection. For a given query, there may be

multiple ways of classifying the set of retrieved documents.

Automatically determining the appropriate classification axis

is in itself a difficult procedure. Rather than attempting to

divine users' intention, we let the user select the categoriza-

tion appropriate for organizing the retrieved documents. In

our implemented system, a window (shown in Figure 2) shows

users the extracted keywords and their associated categories;

users can consider the alternative classifications before select-

ing the most appropriate.

Question (example): What countries had ferry sinkings that caused :

or more people to lose their lives?

IT tfa< aiflc^l "coantiy" a doiat, (he retrieved Joaunods wHl be

ponptd iccordin{ (o (ke foD«»n{ ctle|orics:

Choose one of the following ways of categorizing retrieved documents.

I- cause

r country

I- fern"

r sink

r people

rlost

r live

NGne of the listed concepts

Africa • Cttdi • Malayaa

Ahtb ' Dtanurk • Ma£

Albmia • Djiband * Mexico

Alpria • Doounica • Morocco

Aitiptt « En^d • Nettmlandi

Ai|ciitina * Isum * ViCff

AutnEa • Finlad • Nigeria

Aastria * France • Nonnj

Balusuu • Geoipa * Osan

• Fanaau

Btlpffii • Gftect • Pmi

Belize * Grenada • FfaflippiDes

Boinoda • ^as^vj • Poland

B*inu-Uac * Icdaod • Pstit* Rico

Baljiria * India • Romania

Caledonia * Indonesia • Rosfia

Cau^ • IrtUnd * Satgaporc

C^t Vode *Ilal7 * Slovenia

Chflt' * Jamaica • SoBialta

China * Japan * Spain

Colofflkii • Kenya * Sweden

CtB{0 * Korea * Smtzerimd

C«k • Lanka * Taiwan

CtOaRka * Libma • Toniiia

Croada t Utfauaida • US

Coba • Lm;anboBr{ * Ucbtkiitan

Cjrjno * Mactd«nla • Vietnam

• YD{oiiatia

* Zealand

ftDCtlJ

J^-

Figure 2: Interface for selecting an appropriate categorization

Classification ordering. The retrieved documents

are then matched against the selected set of categories. Clas-

sification is based on ranking the set of retrieved documents
by their similarity to the terms describing each category; in

our initial implementation, each category is restricted to the

ten highest-ranked documents for that category. Documents
may belong to more than one category; those that do not

match any specific category are allocated to a category of

miscellaneous documents. Within each category, the docu-

ments are ordered according to their similarity to the original

query. Overall, categories are ranked by the similaxity of their

first-ranked document to the query.

After the secirch results have been categorized and ranked,

they are presented to a user as shown in Figure 3. The inter-

face is divided into halves. In the left half, the upper frame
shows the document categories. Each category is expandable
and collapsible; in Figure 3 the first category is shown col-

lapsed, and the second expanded. The middle frame shows
the already discovered aspects, along with the saved docu-

ments relevant to each aspect. A button in the bottom frame

enables users to add new categories into which documents
may be classified. When any document is selected from the

upper-left or middle-left frame, its content is shown in the

right half of the window. Any terms that match the cur-

rently expanded category are highlighted in red; terms that

match the descriptions of other categories axe highlighted in

blue. This highlighting is intended to help users more easily

locate potential answers from within what may be lengthy

documents. When the user finds information relevant to an

aspect of the topic in a document, they can click on "Save

Instances" button. This causes a pop-up window to appear

in which the user can note the aspects to which the docu-

ment is relevant. The discovered aspects and their associated

document are then added to the middle-left frame. Whereas
the upper-left frame helps the user to search for information

that can contribute to their answer, the information in the

middle-left frame helps the user synthesize their answer.

4.3 Experimental Setup

Goal. An experiment was conducted to evaluate the use-

fulness of question-driven classification. The experiment was

intended to investigate, for a fact finding task using aspect

queries, the ability of user directed, dynamic categorization

of retrieved documents to:

• help users find more aspects relevant to their question;

• enhance user satisfaction.

A system using a ranked list interface was used as a con-

trol.

Interfaces. The question-driven classification interface is

shown in Figure 3. The ranked list interface is shown in Fig-

ure 4. As the experiment was focused on comparing alterna-

tive organizations of retrieved documents, the two interfaces

were kept as consistent as possible, where appropriate. The
interfaces varied in three ways. One, the classification-based

interface contained a list of expajidable categories of retrieved

documents in the upper-left frame, whereas the ranked list in-

terface contained a simple ranked list of retrieved documents.

Two, the classification-based interface allowed users to inter-

actively add additional categories. Three, no term highlight-

ing was used when displaying documents using the ranked list

interface.

Retrieval Engine. The MG[16] search engine with an

implementation of passage based retrieval and a varicint of the
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Figure 4: The interface for ranked list

Figure 3: The interface for categorization

Okapi similarity measure [6] were used as a retrieval mecha-

nism. Those 300 top ranked documents for each topic were

then available for display as a list or via categorization. Our
previous experiments on TREC-7 aspect topics showed that

the top 300 documents on average contained almost 90% of

available topic aspects.

Experimental design and procedure. Twenty four

subjects undertook the experiment, according to the Latin

Square arrangement stipulated by the TREC-8 Interactive

Track guidelines. All subjects were either undergraduate or

master student from the department of computer science,

RMIT, recruited via an internal RMIT newsgroup. All sub-

jects axe male, had an average age of 23, 3 years on line search

experience, and average FA-1 (Controlled Associations) score

of 28.6 and VZ-1 (paper folding) score 15. None of the sub-

jects had previously participated in any TREC experiment.

When subjects arrived at the experiment site, they first

filled in a pre-seairch questionnaire and completing two psy-

chometric tests: FA-1 and VZ-1. Subjects were then given

a quick demonstration of the main functions of each inter-

face. During the experiment, prior to using a system for the

first time, subjects attempted an example topic to familiarize

themselves with its interface; they were free to ask questions

about the interface at this point. Each subject was required

to fill in post-topic questionnaires after completing each topic,

post-system questionnaires after completing their three allo-

cated topics on each system, and an exit questionnaire at

the conclusion of the experiment. Subjects were permitted

up to twenty minutes to complete each topic; at the twenty

minute mark they were informed that the time allocated had
expired and were directed to complete their current action,

complete the appropriate questionnaire, and move on to the

next topic. However, all actions time-stamped outside the

allocated twenty minutes were discarded for evaluation pur-

poses. During each search session, every "significant" event

such as a user selecting a classification scheme, a category, a

document, an interface button, or entering text - was auto-

matically logged and time-stamped. Participants were aware

only the differences between the two interfaces; they were not

informed which interface was the control system and which

was the experimental system.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Effectiveness

In the interactive track, system performance is mainly mea-
sured in terms of aspectual precision and aspectual recall,

where the aspectual judgements is made by independent as-

sessors. The assessors' judgement was taken as an objective

assessment of the quality of the documents that were chosen

for viewing. Given that users are involved, aspectual judge-

ment can also made by users (when they select/save an as-

pect). The subjects' judgement reflects their subjective con-

ception of document's relevance to the topic in terms of their

own understanding of the information need. We intend to

compare the performance of two interfaces using both sub-

jects' and assessors' judgements.
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Subjects' judgement. We started our initial evaluation

based on the number of aspects saved by subjects. Here, the

relevance of the aspects was solely determined by each indi-

vidual subject. Table 10 shows the average number (mean)
of saved aspects for each topic.

408 414 428 431 438 446 Average

L 8.5 6.6 8.3 8.9 13 7.6 8.8

C 10.1 7.3 8.8 11.3 11.6 6.7 9.3

Table 10: The average number of saved aspects for each topic

in Subjects' view (L: ranked list interface; C: classification-

based interface)

Table 10 shows that, overall, subjects saved more aspects

by using the classification-based interface than the list inter-

face. The mean number of saved aspects is 9.3 {SD = 5.2) for

the classification-based interface, and 8.8{SD = 4.1) for the

ranked list interface; this difference is not statistically signif-

icant.

Before the experiment, we anticipated that for the four

"country" topics (414, 428, 438, and 446), where instances

or aspects can be differentiated by country, a classification-

based interface would work better than a ranked list, as the

retrieved documents are exactly organized under possible as-

pects; for the other two "non-country" topics (408 and 431),

the performance of the classification-based interface would be

uncertain, as the categorizations available to the users did not

match well with a reasonable division of the topics into as-

pects. Table 10 shows that, for four topics, more aspects were

saved using the classification-based interface than the ranked

list interface. That the opposite occurred for topics 438 and
446 was unexpected.

Exemiination of the data and session log files revealed that

the categories for topic 438 were not ranked correctly due to

a bug in the code (fortunately the other 5 topics were not

affected), as a result, the most relevant categories were not

ranked on the top. Therefore, we have excluded this topic

from any further evaluation.

We also noticed that five of the twelve subjects did not

choose "country" as the basis for classification for the topic

446. It may be that some subjects had difficulty understand-

ing the information need represented by the topic.

There was no correlation between the results of FA-1 and
VZ-1 tests and the number of aspects saved by subjects.

Assessors' judgement. The distribution of the assessed

aspects for each topic in the pool of candidate documents is

shown in Table 11 and Table 12.

Two sets of lists were extracted from the experiment logs:

the ordered lists of documents whose full text was viewed

during each search, cr the "read" lists; and the ordered lists

of documents firom which subjects saved at least one aspect,

or the "saved" lists. Table 13 presents the average number
of documents read/saved firom each system, and aspectual

precision and recall for each list under each system.

Table 13 shows that, on the average, subjects read more
documents using the classification-based interface, but the

documents comprising the classification-based interface read

list on average contained fewer aspects than those from the

list interface. Subjects saved approximately the same num-
ber of documents from the classification-based interface, but

again, these sets of saved documents do not cover as many
aspects as those from the list interface, although the differ-

ence on aspectual recall between these two interfaces is not

significant.

We had expected that the classification-based information

organization of the retrieved documents would do better be-

cause we believe this organisation is closer to users' expecta-

tion of the answer. We think the following issues could ex-

plain the reason why the classification-based interface didn't

perform better than the list interface:

• For the country topics 414, 428 and 446, the average as-

pectual recall for the top 20 documents of the ranked list

is 0.516. To outperform the basic ranked list, the cate-

gorization approach would need to offer the user a rea-

sonable viewing sequence with a higher recall. However,
the category ranking, as implemented, failed to provide

this. For example, consider the following strategy: if a

user were to view the highest ranked, previously unread
document from each of the first 20 ordered categories

in turn, the average aspectual recall for this list of 20
documents is only 0.509. If the user modified this strat-

egy by skipping categories for which they had already

found relevant aspects (in a previously read document),
the average aspectual recall drops further to 0.458.

• Many documents appear in more than one category. For

topics 414, 428 and 446, each subject expanded 14.3

categories on average, whereas each subject read 18.7

documents on average, indicating that typically more
than one document was selected fi:om each category.

But for many of the first 20 categories from each topic

(414: 6/20; 428: 9/20; 446: 0/20), the second ranked
documents in each category contributed no additional

aspects. This may indicate that while the classification-

based interface is suitable for organizing answers and
for finding specific aspects, it is not very effective for

the TREC-8 task of finding non-repeated aspects.

Evaluation of the experiment based on the subjects' judge-

ment presents a clearly different picture to evaluation based

on the assessors' judgement. This suggests that the subjects'

understanding of the sought-after aspects is slightly different

firom the assessors' view, or that the subjects did not fully

understand what was required for some topics. For example,

for Topic 428 ("What countries other than the US and China
have or have had a declining birth rate" ) , there is confusion

over what is a region of a country what is a country. Some
subjects saved documents that discussed regions with declin-

ing birth rates within countries, but that did not necessarily

imply that the country as a whole had a declining birth rate.

Some subjects also saved documents that predicted that par-

ticular countries would in the future have a declining birth

rate. Topic 446 ("In what countries have tourists been sub-

jects to acts of violence causing bodily harm or death") is

another example. Some subjects saved documents that men-
tioned countries in which attacks on tourists had occurred but

which were judged not relevant (no aspects present) by the

assessors because the documents did not explicitly indicate

that bodily harm or death had in fact occured. To reduce the

judgement mismatch between subjects and assessors, more
detailed or specific description of instances may be needed.

Subject satisfaction

User satisfaction is also an important measure of humcin-

computer interfaces. A user-satisfaction questionnaire, adapted

from [4], was used to assess each user's satisfaction with the
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Topic

Number of documents
5 10 15 20 50 100 150 200 300

408 0.250 0.292 0.333 0.375 0.542 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.792

414 0.667 0.833 0.833 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

428 0.192 0.308 0.346 0.423 0.538 0.731 0.769 0.808 0.846

u.ozo u.ouu u.ouu u. / ou u.y (

0

l.UUU l.UUU l.UUU

446 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.250 0.438 0.438 0.438 0.438

AV: 0.312 0.402 0.428 0.485 0.616 0.779 0.791 0.799 0.815

Table 11: Aspectual recall for the candidate document pool of the 300 highest-ranked documents

408 414 428 431 446

Total aspects in cill documents 24 12 26 40 16

Total documents containing aspects 71 16 40 67 58
Aspects in candidate documents 19 12 22 40 7

Candidate documents containing aspects 56 16 30 66 21

Table 12: Aspect coverage for each topic, as judged by the NIST assessors.

two interfaces. The questionnaire focused on subjects' satis-

faction with the presentation format, the dehvered data, an

interface's ease-of-use, and the time available for the topics.

Members of one group of 12 subjects were required to fill

in this questionnaire after completing each session of three

topics with an interface. Subjects were asked to respond to

the questions using a five point Likert-type scale, where 1 =
almost never; 2 = some of the time; 3 = about half of the

time; 4 = most of the time; and 5 = almost always.

Q2 03 Q4 05 06 07 09 O10

Figure 5: The results from subjects' satisfaction questionnaire

(Ql: Too much information, Q2: Precise instances, Q3: Suf-

ficient instances, Q4: Enough search time, Q5: Easy to use,

Q6: User firiendly, Q7: Clear organization, Q8: Useful format,

Q9: Organization what is needed, QIO: Satisfaction with the

interface.)

The results from the questionnaires are shown in Figure 5.

The X-a.xis shows the questions asked, and the Y-axis the

mezm score for each question. Ql- Q3 shows subjects' sat-

isfaction with the displayed contents; Q3 the time available;

Q5-Q6 the ease of use; Q7-Q9 the way the data was orga-

nized; and QIO overall satisfaction with the interface. Note
that for Ql, a lower score indicates greater satisfaction. From
Figure 5 we can see that, for all questions, the satisfaction

scores for the classification-based interface axe higher than the

ranked list interface. This difference is statistically significant

(p < 0.001, paired, one tail t- test).

Figure 5 also suggests that the organization of retrieved

data may influence the subjects' perception of it. Although
both interfaces offered the same amount of information, al-

beit differently organized, subjects nonetheless felt that the

rajiked list interface showed too much information, and felt

able to find neither enough information nor sufficiently pre-

cise information to answer the topics. Given that subjects

saved approximately the same number of facts with each in-

terface, this indicates a strong discrepancy between subjects'

preferences and their performance.

Although most comments from the post-experiment ques-

tionnaire regarding the classification-based interface were pos-

itive, off"ering suggestions for further improvement, some neg-

ative ones were made. Subjects wanted the set of categories

to be derived from more than one keyword for some topics;

for example, topic 408 includes the phrase "tropical storm"

which is a more logical basis for categorization than either

"tropical" or "storm" in the context of the topic. Subjects

also disliked only having one chance to select the classifica-

tion axis; when subjects later decided they had made the

wrong choice, there was no mechanism for them to undo that

decision. We had recognized that such a mechanism would
be a desirable feature beforehand, but chose not to include

it in this preliminary experiment in order to focus on eval-

uating dynamic classification. Our main object has been to

determine whether a classification-based interface can help

the subject to find more facts, under the assumption that a

subject can select a right set of categories. This assumption

may not have been a valid one, as previously noted.

Another problem observed was that some classifications

resulted in too many categories being created (over 500 in

one case). This could be addressed by imposing a maximum
for the number of categories that may be formed; an appro-

priate value for this threshold would need to be determined.

An alternative is to use some form of hierarchical or grouped
super-categorization.

A general problem we experienced is the shortcomings of

using WordNet as the source for hyponyms. Not surprisingly,

WordNet was not always able to supply hyponyms appropri-

ate to the context of the topics. Additionally, the issue of

sense-selection applies here, as in all natursil-language depen-

dent systems.
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Read List Saved List

category

Mean (SD)

list

Mean (SD)
category

Mean (SD)

list

Mean (SD)

Documents read/saved 18.7(10.5) 16.0(7.2) 6.35(4.06) 6.30(2.6)

Aspectual Precision

t-test

0.44(0.26) 0.52(0.26) 0.72(0.26) 0.75(0.24)

< 0.04
( sig.) < 0.26 ( not sig.)

Aspectual Recall

t-test

0.36(0.23)
1

0.41(0.20) 0.29(0.21)
1

0.32(0.19)

< 0.08 ( not sig.) < 0.19 ( not sig.)

Table 13: Comparison of performance between category and list - for five topics

4.5 Conclusion

We evaluated our preliminary hyperthesis of organizing re-

trieved documents according to the intentions behind a ques-

tion. We are glad to see that subjects are significantly more

satisfied with the classification based interface. Although our

current experiment result did not show a significant benefit in

terms of aspectual recall by using classification based inter-

face, we still believe it has a potential and could be improved.

The further improvements may include;

• Utilizing both the phrases and the single words as the

basis for classification.

• Allowing users to select more than one term or phrase

as the basis for classification.

• Allowing users to remove or modify individual cate-

gories; this may provide a user-driven way around prob-

lems of sense-selection.

• Providing a better description of each potential classifi-

cation and how it was derived.

• Developing a better ranking for categories.

5 Spoken Document Retrieval Track

Two runs were submitted for this year's Quasi-SDR runs. The
word-based documents were first translated to phonemes us-

ing a text-to-phoneme algorithm. We assumed that there is

a certain level of word recognition error for each type of tran-

scription. Given this, we utilised a passage retrieval technique

to perform the retrievaJ.

5.1 Text-to-phoneme Algorithm

The words were translated to phoneme using a modified ver-

sion of the text-to-speech translation algorithm given by Car-

ney [2]. The original algorithm was modified to produce

American pronounciation as close as possible to those given

by CMU [3]. The advantage of this approach is the implicit

handling of unknown words. This will not be a problem if

there is a translation dictionary containing all the words in

the collection. As a test, the reference and baseline transcrip-

tions were translated to phonemes using the CMU pronoun-

ciation dictionary [3]. There were approximately 18,000 and

300 unknown words in the reference and baseline transcrip-

tions respectively. The reference collection has approximately

34,500 unique words while the baseline collection has about

19,000 unique words. This may mean that a lot of unknown
words were not being recognised by the automatic recognition

system. A problem of this algorithmic approach is the incon-

sistencies in the generation of some of the pronounciations.

Len 1 2 3 4 5 6

# of Words 11 32 45 51 55 46

Len 7 8 9 10 11 12

# of Words 5 28 16 12 4 4

Table 14: Distribution of unique query words for different

phoneme lengths.

5.2 Matching Algorithm

The algorithm described here is based around the notion of

a passage for each indexing feature, whether that feature is a

word or a sequence of phonemes. In this instance, a passage

is defined for a query term which is a sequence of phonemes
translated from a query word. Potential passages axe found

within each document for each query term by way of approx-

imate matching. Later, the retrieved passages for each query

term is weighted according to tf.idf scores and combined for

each document before similarity scores are calculated.

The following subsections describe each individual compo-
nents.

Window Size

The window size determines the error margin allowed for the

transcriptions. If the word error rate (or WER) of a recogniser

is small, then it is possible to have a small window and yet find

all the phoneme sequences with a high degree of match. For

higher WER, a larger window may be required to find all the

phoneme sequences describing the required word, although

this may lead to higher false matches.

From the translation of the query words to phoneme se-

quences, we found that phoneme sequences range from 1

phoneme to 12 phonemes (See Table 14 for further details).

Most words were between 4 to 6 phonemes long. Here, the as-

sumption made is that query terms of medium length required

a larger error margin than longer query terms.

For each term in the query, we have to determine a suit-

able window size (or passage length) for matching documents.

If the number of phonemes in the query term is less than 8,

length of the matching window is set to number of phonemes

times 1.5. For query terms with more than 8 phonemes, win-

dow size is set to number of phonemes plus 4.

Given that short query terms are likely to have many
matches, both false and correct ones, those that are shorter

than three phonemes are discarded and not used in the match-

ing and ranking processes. This acts as a form of stopping.

Phoneme-based Matching

The scores for matching sequences for each query term is cal-

culated. First, the size of a passage is determined by the vvin-
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dow size described previously. Therefore for eeich passage, its

size is a constant for that particular query term or phoneme
sequences. At this stage, we need to maximise the score for

the longer sequences matched. Then the score is penalised if

the sequences matched in the passages are not in-order.

Passages in documents axe scored as follows. Locate aJl

possible exact phoneme matches between a query term t

and passage p. Sort them according to the longest sequence

matched in decreasing order. Using the longest sequence as a

starting point, determine as many phoneme sequence matches

for each passage as possible. The passage score is the sum of

square of non-overlapping phoneme matching sequences:

Scorei{p,t) = ^[len{m)f (11)

where M is a set of phoneme sequence matches found between

t and p. ien(m) is the length of m expressed in the number
of phonemes. By taking the /en(m)^, we will always favour

the longest sequence matched in any passage.

Equation 1 1 does not make a distinction between passages

that have phoneme sequences in the same order as in the

query term from those passages that are not. For example,

the query HAIR has the phoneme sequence "HH EY R" , while

GREYHOUND is translated as "G R EY HH AW N D "
. The

false matching of "HH" and "EY" in GREYHOUND will have

the same score as other words containing the same sequence

in the right order. As a result, we attempt to "penalise"

those passages where disjoint phoneme sequence matches do

not have the same order as in the query term. We devised a

simple heuristic that attempts to find all matching sequences

in passages that are not in order and use their sum as the

factor to penalise the passage score:

Penalty{p,t) = [len{t) - len(um)]

where C/m is a set of phoneme sequence matches between t

and p that are found to be out of order with respect to t.

Therefore the refined passage score becomes:

Score2{p,t) = Scorei{p,t) - Penalty{p,t) (12)

We note that other, possibly better techniques, could be used

to distinguish such passages. This is an ongoing work for this

approach.

A final modification to Score^ip^t) is required so passages

selected for individual query terms can be combined in order

to arrive at the overall score of documents. Passage scores

are normalised with respect to the number of phonemes in

the query term:

Score-i{p,i) = Score2ip,t)/len{t) (13)

This also ensures that short query sequences aren't penalised

too heavily although longer sequences are usually found with

higher accuracy. At the end of the matching, we output 1000

best passages with the highest score (that is, Score3{p,t)).

Note that this scoring mechanism permits multiple passages

to be matched within a document.

Individual Term-passages Weighing

Selecting passages is not much use if documents need to be

ranked. The process described in the previous section could

be thought of as a means of word-spotting. The aim here

however, is to rank documents. Therefore, talking the ap-

proximate word matches as produced in the previous section,

we attempt to weigh them in documents.
The idea is to assume that passages with high scores are

likely to correspond to the "true" word matches in the docu-

ments. By "true" we mean that the actual word appears in

the document but was possibly misrecognised.

Passage scores, as computed above, can be considered

as an indicator of approximate word matches in documents.
Therefore, passage scores are used to accumulate in-document
frequencies for query terms as follows:

^ Scoremaxit)
p€P

where P is the set of passages matching the query term t in

document d. Passage scores are normalised with respect to the

maximum score for the query term t (Scoremaxit))- Passages

with low scores are discarded because they are likely to be

false matches.

Similarly, while computing fd,t, we estimate document fre-

quency for query term t (ft) as the number of documents in

which fd,t is higher than zero. (Note: this may be undesir-

able because the query terms will not be discriminated well

because most of them will have high ft values.)

Given the weights of query terms in documents, a final step

is to compute the similarity score of query q to document d.

This can be done by using standard tf.idf weighting [10] or

more modern weighting approax:h such as Okapi that we have

described in Section 1.2 (see Equation 1). (Note that in our

case the matches of query terms in documents are not exact

due to our approximate matching algorithm.)

Results

The retrieval effectiveness of our official run (mds-base) is

low. This is due to mainly two reasons. First, term weights

in documents were computed using the standard tf.idf formu-

lation [10], and no document length normalisation was used.

In our post-TREC runs we added Okapi measure with docu-

ment length normalisation as an alternative to tf.idf weight-

ing. The official run that used the base transcription (BASE)
is marked as mds-base in Table 15. In addition there is mds-
ref run which used identical approach to mds-base except the

collection was a manual transcription (REF).
Besides standard tf.idf weighting there is room to improve

in the way document frequencies are estimated and the doc-

ument length component be used in computing similarities

for documents. Our basic approach estimates document fre-

quencies for terms (or ft ) by assuming that if there is at least

one "partial" match of the query term in document, this docu-

ment is counted (that is when Scorez(p,t) is greater than zero

for passage p in a document). It turns out that most query

terms end up with high ft values because of the approximate

matches on documents. The skewed distribution of ft towards

high values leads to poor discrimination of terms when simi-

larities between documents and queries are computed [10].

There is no obvious way of defining document frequencies

in the context of phoneme based retrieval because there is no

notion of words in documents. However, we define an up-

per bound for retrieval using the basic window-based ranking

as described earlier by extracting document frequencies from

REF collection. (Note that in real situation this information

would not be available.) The retrieved effectiveness for this

run is marked as ftREF in Table 15.
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Run p@5 p@30 AveP AvgP (Revised) Recall

Text- based runs (REF collection)

q-unstopped 0.5320 0.2947 0.3857 1518
q-stopped 0.5200 0.2953 0.3781 1558
Text-based runs (BASE collection)

q-unstopped 0.5000 0.2740 0.3197 1381

q-stopped 0.4880 0.2747 0.3169 1464

REF (manual) converted to phonemes
mds-ref 0.2920 0.1647 0.1740 0.1775 1398

Base (word-recogmser) converted to phonemes
mds-base 0.2320 0.1293 0.1323 0.1350 1251

ftREF 0.3680 0.2107 0.2119 1305

ftREFjWdREF 0.4040 0.2173 0.2445 1275

ftwsj,WdREF 0.3960 0.2280 0.2752 - 1347

ftTRBcWdREF 0.3880 0.2340 0.2811 - 1349

Table 15: Retrieval results for reference and baseline transcripts using Cosine-based weighting.

An alternative for approximating document frequencies is

to use an auxiliary collection which is not related to the speech

collection. In this experiments we used WSJ data from disk

1 and 2 of TREC and TREC-7 (also used in TREC-8). The
retrieval effectiveness for this run is marked as ftwsj and

ftTREC in Table 15 respectively.

Another shortcoming of our official run is that there was

no document length normalisation; longer documents axe ex-

pected to be favoured because they are more likely to have

more matches of query terms than shorter documents. How-
ever, there is no clear way of incorporating document length

(or Wd for document d) that is expressed in terms of phones

into the standard vector space model. Under superficial

circumstances we assume that we have access to document
lengths as produced by REF collection. These are used in

conjunction with ftREF and is shown as WdREF in Table 15.

As it can be seen, both document frequencies and docu-

ment lengths improve effectiveness.

Table 16 illustrates our results using Okapi-based weight-

ings. Here, the number of phonemes were used to determine

the the document length Wdphn instead of the estimated doc-

ument lengths in terms of words as used in the Cosine-based

weighting. Table 17 gives use the results for the base tran-

scriptions in phonemes where the queries were stopped prior

to being translated to phoneme sequences. At this moment,
we axe unable to draw any conclusions from these results.

We also try to eliminate passages that had at least one

matching sequence that is not in order of the query term.

This is marked as ftrefWdphnjorce-order''' and had no

impact on retrieval. However, this might not be right if a good
sequence happens to align with another sequence matching by

chance in the right order. Such possible good passages would
not be discounted in this case.

5.3 Conclusion for Quasi-SDR

This year we attempted a passage-based technique to perform

retrieval using phoneme sequences. Documents and queries

were first translated to phonemes using a rule-based text-to-

speech algorithm. A passage was created for each query term
and approximate matches were computed within each docu-

ment. These passages were combined using either cosine or

Okapi-based weighting scores for each document before simi-

larity was computed for each query.

Table 15 illustrates an important point. Although the

phoneme based retrieval of speech documents using word-

based transcripts is not as effective as when words are used,

the approach is more general than text-based retrieval. Re-
trieval of word-based transcripts is effective as long as two con-

ditions axe met: word recognition accuracy is high and a single

language is used. For noisy word-based speech recognition,

accuracy can be as low as 40%. On the other hand, phoneme
based retrieval using ngrams and approximate matching works

well under good conditions in comparison to word-based ap-

proach but will be superior in cases when poor recognition

in which our data is not a good representation. Approximate
matching methods like Wechsler [14] and Ng [8] axe similar

to this technique but different because recognition informa-

tion like confusion matrices are required to determine the

approximate matches. Note however, that recent attempts to

recover from poor transcripts from a word-based recogniser

was shown to be effective [12],

More analysis and experimentations axe required to fur-

ther test the assumptions made and to improve on our ap-

proximate matching strategies. Variables to investigate in-

clude determining an optimal window size, calculating the

scores in the approximate matching process and the weight-

ing algorithms for similarity computations.
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Abstract

Query formulation and reformulation is recognized as one of the most difficult tasks that users in information

retrieval systems are asked to perform. This study investigated the use of two different techniques for supporting

query reformulation in interactive information retrieval: relevance feedback and Local Context Analysis, both

implemented as term-suggestion devices. The former represents techniques which offer user control and

understanding of term suggestion; the latter represents techniques which require relatively little user effort. Using

the TREC-8 Interactive Track task and experimental protocol, we found that although there were no significant

differences between two systems implementing these techniques in terms of user preference and performance in

the task, subjects using the Local Context Analysis system had significantly fewer user-defined query terms than

those in the relevance feedback system. We conclude that term suggestion without user guidance/control is the

better of the two methods tested, for this task, since it required less effort for the same level of performance. We
also found that both number of documents saved and number of instances identified by subjects were significantly

correlated with the criterion measures of instance recall and precision, and conclude that this suggests that it is not

necessary to rely on external evaluators for measurement of performance of interactive information retrieval in the

instance identification task.

1. Introduction

Continuing our program of studying different methods of query expansion in interactive information retrieval (IR),

this year our group investigated the effects of varying methods of term suggestion for user-controlled query

expansion. The two methods that we compared were user control over suggested terms, implemented as positive

relevance feedback (RF), versus magical term suggestion, implemented as a form of Local Context Analysis

(LCA). We chose these two since they exemplify two polar methods for supporting interactive query expansion.

The effects that we were most interested in were in terms of user preference, usability (as indicated by effort), and

effectiveness in task performance.

Previous investigations by us (e.g. Koenemann, 1996; Park, 1999) and others (e.g. Shneiderman, 1998) have

indicated that users in IR and similar systems generally prefer to have some measure of control on what the

system does for them. This has often been in conjunction with an expressed desire to understand how the system

has come to its suggestions/actions. These kinds of results led us to conclude that in interactive ER RF is best

implemented as a term-suggestion device, rather than as an automatic query expansion device. In TREC-8, we
decided to investigate the issues of control and understanding of system operation in more detail, by comparing a

system in which users could control (and therefore presumably understand) where system-suggested terms came

from (using RF with positive relevance judgments), with one in which suggested terms appeared as if by magic

(i.e. LCA). Based on the previous work in this area, we hypothesized that user-controlled term suggestion would

be preferred to system-controlled term suggestion.

As do others, we believe that a more usable system is a better system, and further, that a good indicator of

usability is the amount of effort (physical, cognitive) that a person has to expend in order to complete a given task.

We hypothesized that system-controlled term suggestion would require less effort on the part of the user than one

which asked the user to make relevance judgments in order to get suggested terms. Such a difference is indicated

by total time taken to perform the task, by the number of documents that a person looks at or reads, by the amount

of use of various system features, and by the extent to which system-suggested terms are incorporated into the

queries.

The TREC-8 Interactive Track task of instance identification is one which asks users to identify documents which
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are about a number of dijferent aspects of a general topic. Since RF is based on the idea of constructing an ever

better (e.g. more specific) query, and since RF in interactive IR is typically based on a relatively small number of

documents, it seems that RF term suggestion based only on positive relevance judgments is not well suited to this

task. We can call such term suggestion directed. However, the terms identified by LCA for query expansion are

based on a system-defined retrieved set of documents, as well as characteristics of the terms in the collection as a

whole. Compared to RF, such term suggestion can be characterized as diffuse. We hypothesized that for the

instance recall task, diffuse term suggestion would be more effective than directed term suggestion, and therefore

that users would perform better in the LCA system than the RF system.

The standard measure of performance in the TREC-8 Interactive Track task is instance recall, defined as the

proportion of instances of a topic that have been identified by the TREC judges, which have been identified by the

searcher (as indicated by the documents the searcher has saved). Since the task that was set the searchers was to

identify and save all of the instances of a topic, and since we are interested in developing evaluation measures for

interactive IR that do not depend upon external relevance (and related) judgments, we also measured performance

according to the number of documents saved, and the number of instances identified.

Thus, we suggest that although a term-suggestion feature based on RF might be preferred by users to one which is

based on LCA, for reasons of control and understanding, the magical method will require less effort, and will lead

to better performance in the instance identification task. It will not escape the reader's notice that these hypotheses

seem, on the face of it, to be contradictory. That is, it does not follow naturally that a system which required less

effort of the user to perform the user's task better, would not also be preferred. This situation provides another

rationale for our investigations of these two conditions of term suggestion.

2. System Descriptions

There were two experimental IR systems used in this study. Both systems used Inquery 3.1pl with its default

values for indexing and retrieval (cf. Callan, Croft & Harding, 1992). The sole difference between the two

systems lies in the implementation of the term suggestion feature (this leads also to minor differences in the

interfaces).

The first system, called INQ-RF, allowed users to make positive relevance judgments on documents. Inquery'

s

RF function was modified so that it displayed a list of terms for positively judged documents, rather than

automatically expanding the query. As users made RF judgments about documents, the top n terms were presented

in a term suggestion window. The number of terms displayed was determined by the formula:

n = 5i + 5

in which / is the number of judged documents, and n is no greater than 25. The term ranking algorithm was rdfidf

(Haines and Croft, 1993), where rdf is the number of relevant documents in which the term appears, and idf is,

normalized inverse document frequency as used by Allen (1995) (cf. Belkin, et al., 1999).

The second system, ENQ-LCA, employed a slight modification of the technique called Local Context Analysis

(LCA) (Xu and Croft, 1996) for term suggestion. LCA combines collection-wide identification of concepts,

normally nouns and noun phrases, with co-occurrence analysis of those concepts with query terms in the top n

passages retrieved by a query. The concepts are ranked according to a function of the frequencies of occurrence

of the query terms and co-occurring concepts in the retrieved passages, and the inverse passage frequencies for

the entire collection of those terms and concepts. The top m ranked concepts are then used for query expansion.

In our version of LCA, these m (m=25, to match the RF condition) concepts were displayed in a term suggestion

window, after each new query. Based on an experiment using the TREC-7 ad hoc task in which we compared

performance of automatic LCA query expansion using different values of n and different definitions of passages

(with m constant at 25), passage in our study was defined as the whole document, and n was set to 10.'

Both systems used the same basic interface, developed at Rutgers, which offers the functions and features

described below. Appendix A is a screen shot of the INQ-RF interface. The ENQ-LCA interface was identical,

except that there were no check boxes to indicate positively judged documents, and no Clear Good Docs button.

1 David Harper has pointed out to us that there is an inconsistency in our using the ad hoc task in these

experiments, since that task is quite different from the instance recall task, especially in ways that might be

relevant to choice of number of passages to be examined.
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Suggested terms could be added to the existing query at the user's discretion, which is the same for both systems.

• Query terms window - used to input a free-form query, with minimal structure (phrases and negative terms).

• Results Summary window - displayed the titles of ten documents and provided check boxes for marking

documents as good (only in the case of ENQ-RF) and saved.

• Document window - displayed text of a selected document.

• Pop-up Instance Labeling window - used to label saved documents according to the "instances" that they

represented.

• Documents Saved window - listed the saved document's title and its associated instance label(s).

• Good Terms to Add window— displayed suggested terms which could be added to the query by clicking on

them.

• Search Button - used to retrieve a list of documents.

• Clear Query button - used to remove all terms in the query terms window.

• Clear Good Documents (only in the case of INQ-RP)— used to 'Harmiark" previously marked good
documents.

• Show Next Keyword, Show Best Passage, Show Next, and Show Prev buttons - used to quickly navigate

through the full text of a document.

• Exit button - used to end a search session.

Both systems ran on a SUN Ultra 140 with 64MG memory and 9GB disk under Solaris 2.5.1 with a 17""color

monitor.

3. Description of Study

A total of 36 volunteer searchers, recruited from the Rutgers community, participated in this project. Most (89%)
of the subjects were full time students, who received compensation in the form of extra course credit for their

participation. None had taken part in previous TREC studies. Each subject conducted six searches in accordance

with the TREC-8 Interactive Track experimental guidelines. Subjects conducted three searches in both the RU-
INQ and RU-LCA systems. We used a Latin square design where six topics were randomized and rotated

completely so that each topic may appear only once in each row and only once in each column. The same set of

topics was rotated again with a different system order, in order to allow a direct comparison between two different

systems. Three different combinations of topic order and system order were used allowing us to run experiments

with 36 subjects.

On arrival, the subjects read and signed a consent form explaining their rights and potential risks associated with

participation in the experiment. Then they completed a demographic questionnaire that gathered background

information and probed their previous searching experience. Next, they received a hands-on tutorial for the first

system, describing the various features of that system. After completing the tutorial, subjects were given a general

task description and specific instructions for the current search topic. They were allotted 20 minutes to complete

each search. As they searched, they labeled instances of topic as they identified them and saved documents.

During the sessions participants were asked to continuously "think aloud." A videotape recorded the computer

monitor during their searches and also captured their "thinking aloud" utterances. The entire search interaction

was logged.

After conducting each search, subjects answered several questions about their familiarity with the search topic,

experiences with the searching task, their satisfaction with the search result, and satisfaction with the amount of

time allotted for the search. After completing three searches for the first system, subjects answered several

questions about the system in general. After a short break, the subjects were given a tutorial for the second system,

searched another three topics, completed a post-search questionnaire for each topic, and a post-system

questionnaire. After completing all six searches, the subjects completed an exit interview. The entire session took

between 3 and 3 and one-half hours.

As mentioned above, an overwhelming majority (89%) of the subjects were students, and 83% were female. The
average age of these searchers was 24 years old. Seventy-five percent of the subjects held, or expected to receive,

a bachelor's degree at the time of the experiment. Nineteen percent had, or expected to receive, an MLS. On
average, these searchers had been doing online searching for just over three years (M= 3.48).
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We asked a series of questions about the background experiences of our volunteer searchers, using a 5 point scale,

wherein 1= no experience and 5= a great deal. Overall, the searchers were quite familiar with the use of GUIs (M=
4.19), and with the WWW search engines (M= 4.06). A majority reported having had some experience with

library OPACs (M= 3.22), and with searching on CD ROM systems (M= 3.0). In light of this, it is not surprising

that on average our searchers reported conducting searches greater than twice a month.

Of note is that experience searching on commercial online systems in general was reported to be fairly low for our

subjects (M= 2.19) and experience searching on systems other than the web was markedly low (M= 1.19). On a

final note, the searchers in our study tended to say that they enjoyed doing information searches (M= 3.56) as

measured by the 5 point scale wherein 1= strongly disagree and 5= strongly agree.

4. Results: Descriptive Statistics

The interaction between the searcher and the system was similar for the two systems as can be seen by the means

presented in Table 1 . The mean number of documents retrieved during a search topic was almost identical for

LCA (M = 653.59) and RF (M = 655.49). The number of iterations (queries) in a search was roughly the same for

the two systems (LCA M=5.93, RF M=5.76). Consistent with the data for documents retrieved, mean number of

unique titles displayed for a search topic was also similar for LCA and RF (123.53 and 128.81, respectively). The
searchers viewed the full text of almost 20% of the unique document titles displayed in each system (LCAM =

21.88 and RF M = 25.41). The similarity between the systems, in terms of interaction, was also demonstrated by

the number of instances identified and documents saved. The mean number of instances identified by a searcher

for a particular topic was 9.36 for LCA and 9.75 for RF. The mean cumulative number of documents saved was

8.66 for LCA and 8.69 for RF. Given that multiple instances could be found in one document, more instances

were identified than documents saved in both systems. System errors generally did not occur in either system

(LCA M = .01 and RF M = .01).

LCA M (SD) RF M (SD)

Number of documents retrieved: 653.59 (383.88) 655.49 (533.83)

Number of unique titles displayed: 123.53 (60.77) 128.81 (69.86)

Number of unique full-texts viewed: 21.88 (10.82) 25.41 (18.94)

Number of instances identified: 9.36 (4.79) 9.75 (5.69)

Number of documents saved: 8.66 (4.33) 8.69 (4.79)

Number of system errors: .01 (.30) .01 (.30)

Nimiber of documents identified as "good": NA 2.85 (3.40)

Number of times suggested term list was cleared: NA .21 (1.01)

Number of times the good mark was removed: NA .74(1.88)

Number of times the query window was cleared: .95 (1.54) .87 (1.62)

Number of times the save mark was removed: .17 (.50) .18 (-.41)

Number of times paging-style scrolling was used: 22.26 (17.48) 25.44 (19.49)

Number of times dragging-style scrolling was used: 1.36 (2.32) 1.80 (3.58)

Number of suggested terms: 126.61 (83.82) 113.03 (148.93)

Number of unique suggested terms: 62.73 (33.59) 22.81 (24.62)

Number of unique terms used in the query: 10.0 (5.60) 8.91 (5.71)

Number of suggested terms selected to use in the queries: 4.41 (5.23) 1.87 (2.65)

Table 1: Means and standard deviations associated with system interaction and feature use.

Note: For LCA and RF, n = 108. Each mean is based on one search topic session.
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Feature use is another aspect of system interaction. Feature use was fairly comparable in the two systems with the

exception of the additional actions required to obtain suggested terms in the RF system. In the RF system, the

average number of documents that were identified as relevant and used to generate suggested terms was 2.85 per

search topic. Searchers generally did not use the features to clear the suggested terms list or uncheck a document

as relevant (Af = .21 and M = .74, respectively). On average for both systems, searchers cleared the query window
no more than one time per search topic (LCA M = .95 and RF M = .87). Searchers generally did not change their

mind and 'unsave' a document in either system (LCAM = .11 and RF M = .18). Across the two systems, similar

frequency of use within a search session was found for paging-style scrolling (LCA M = 22.26 and RF M = 25.44)

and dragging-style scrolling (LCA M = 1.36 and RF A/ = 1.80). Overall, these descriptive statistics demonstrate

similar interactions for the two system.

When looking specifically at query formulation and term suggestion, interaction differences between the two

systems emerge. Although the total number of suggested terms was similar for LCA and RF (M = 126.61 and M =

113.03, respectively), the number of unique suggested terms provided by LCA and RF differed substantially (M =

62.73 and M = 22.81, respectively). Additionally, the total number of unique terms used in the query by the

searcher was similar for LCA and RF (M = 10.0 and M = 8.91, respectively). However, the average number of

suggested terms that the user selected to use in their query was very different (LCA M = 4.41 and RF M = 1.87).

The strongest contiasts in the systems beyond those associated with the use of relevance feedback, are the

differences in the number of unique terms suggested by the systems and the number of those selected by the

searcher.

5. Results: Preference, Effort, Performance

In this section, we present the results of our study with respect to the three hypotheses which motivated it. Under

each hypothesis, we show the results on the relevant measures, and indicate whether the hypothesis is supported or

rejected according to those results.

5.1 Hypothesis 1: User-control (RF) will be preferred to system-control (LCA)

System preference was measured by subjective response to the following question: "Which of the systems did you

like best overall?"" System preference was distributed roughly evenly across the RF (39%), LCA (31%) and No
Difference (31%) categories. This measure was not significantly related to system order nor to performance, but

there was a relationship between preference and perceived system effectiveness.

Perceived system effectiveness was measured by response to questions which asked subjects about the extent to

which they used each term suggestion feature to modify their searches, the extent to which they found the terms

that were suggested by each of the systems useful and the extent to which the term suggestion feature improved

their ability to identify different aspects of the topics in each of the systems. Each of these questions was

measured on a 5-point Likert scale, where l=not at all; 3=somewhat; and 5=a great deal. A factor analysis was

performed in order to create an index variable of perceived system effectiveness for each system. One factor

emerged for each of the systems that included all of the measures. The reliability coefficients for each of the

system factors, Perceived System Effectiveness of LCA and Perceived System Effectiveness of RF, were high

(LCA Alpha = .849, KI^ Alpha = .777). The mean Perceived System Effectiveness for LCA was 3.02 (SD=1.11).

For RF, the mean Perceived System Effectiveness was 2.94 (SD=1.03). T-tests indicate that there is a significant

difference in the Perceived System Effectiveness between subjects who prefer LCA [t(214)=2.9, p<.01] and those

who prefer RF [t(214)=-2.85, p<01]. Those who preferred LCA scored significantly higher on Perceived System

Effectiveness for LCA. Those who preferred RF scored significantly higher on Perceived System Effectiveness for

RF.

In sum, as might be expected, subjects preferred the system that they perceived to be more effective. Their

perceptions, however, were not related to objective performance measures.

Based on the relatively even distribution of system preference, hypothesis 1 is rejected.

5.2Hypothesis 2: LCA will require less effort than RF

There was little difference in subjective responses to questions intended to measure effort on the two systems.

When asked which system they found easier to learn to use, seventy-five percent of subjects indicated that there

was 'no difference' between the two systems. The remainder of the subjects were closely split between
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preferences for the two systems (LCA = 14% and RF = 11%). When asked which system was simply easier to

use, fifty percent of subjects expressed no preference for one system over the other. The other fifty percent were
again closely divided in their preferences between the two systems (LCA = 22% and RP = 28%). When the

question focused on the ease of using the systems' term suggestion feature, only twenty-five percent indicated no
clear preference. Of those searchers who had a preference, LCA's term suggestion feature was indicated as

preferred more often (LCA = 42% and RF = 33%). There was no system order effect on these results.

The effort associated with interacting with the two systems was similar based on the use of features, number of

iterations (queries), and the viewing of items (see Table 1 for the data on these measures). Neither page-style

scrolling nor dragging-style scrolHng yielded significant differences between the two systems [t(214) = -1.26, ns

and t(214) = -1.06, ns, respectively]. The number of iterations (queries) in a search was roughly the same for the

two systems (LCA M=5.93, RF M=5.76). The difference between the two systems was also insignificant for total

number of documents viewed, total number of unique documents viewed, total number of titles displayed and total

number of unique titles displayed [t(214) = -1.71, ns; t(214) = -1.68, ns; t(214) = -1.14, ns; t(214) = -.59, ns;

respectively].

The total number of query terms used in a single query was roughly equivalent regardless of the system the user

was using (LCA M = 10.0, RFM = 8.91). However, the way in which the terms were acquired for use in the

query did vary across systems. The number of suggested query terms selected by the user was significantly higher

when using the LCA system compared to the same users searching on the RF system, (LCA M = 4.41; RF M =

1.87; t(214) = 4.50, p < .001.) The number of user-defined terms entered into the query by the user, that is, those

query terms not selected from the suggested terms list, was significantly higher for RF than LCA, (LCA M = 5.59;

RF M = 7.04; t(214) = 2.04, p < .05). This suggests that in the RF system users spent more effort generating terms

themselves, while in the LCA system users spent less effort thinking of terms and selected more terms from those

provided.

Based on the measure of effort defined as the user's having to think of good query terms, hypothesis 2 is

supported.

53 Hypothesis 3: LCA (diffuse term suggestion) will be more effective than RF (directed term suggestion)

Performance was measured by instance recall, number of instances identified and number of documents saved.

The mean instance recall for the two systems was close (LCA M = .24, RF M = .26), as was the number of

instances identified (LCA M = 9.19, RF M = 9.56). For number of documents saved, subjects' 'performance was

almost identical (LCA M = 8.48, RF A/ = 8.49). These differences were all insignificant, which suggests that the

effectiveness of the two systems is similar [t(214) = -.69, ns; t(214) = .51, ns; t(214) = -.06, ns; respectively].

There was no system order effect on these results. The means and standard deviations for each of the performance

measures are displayed in Table 2.

TOTAL LCA RF
M(SD) M(SD) M(SD)

Instance Recall .25 (.17) .24 (.16) .26 (.17)

Number of Instances Identified 9.38 (5.18) 9.19(4.81) 9.56 (5.55)

Number of Documents Saved 8.49 (4.52) 8.48 (4.33) 8.49 (4.72)

Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations of Performance Measures

There was little difference in the subjective response to a question intended to measure effectiveness of the two

systems. When asked which of the systems" terms they found more effective, forty-two percent of subjects

indicated that RF suggested more helpful terms, thirty-three percent of subjects indicated that LCA suggested

more helpful terms and twenty-five percent of subjects indicated that there was no difference in the helpfulness of

the terms suggested by the two systems.

Correlations between the performance measures were computed in order to determine the relationship between

measures that depend on external relevance judgments (instance recall) and measures that depend upon user
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relevance judgments (number of instances identified and number of documents saved). All of the performance

measures were significantly correlated, which suggests that number of instances identified and number of

documents saved might be considered as alternative evaluation measures for interactive ER. These results are

displayed in Table 3.

Instance Recall Number of Instances

Identified

Number of Documents
Saved

Instance Recall 1.00

Number of Instances

Identified

.412* 1.00

Number of Documents

Saved

.315* .896* 1.00

^Correlation is significant at the .01 level

Table 3. Correlation Matrix of Performance Measures

Since no significant differences in performance were found between LCA and RF, hypothesis 3 is rejected.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Our first reaction to our results is HOORAY!! For the first time in the history of the TREC Interactive Track, it's

been possible to realize a statistically significant difference between two treatments. Our second reaction is,

however, somewhat more muted. Two out of three of our hypotheses were rejected, and the third was supported

based on only one measure out of several. What should we make of these results?

To discuss the positive first, we found a significant difference in one measure of effort between the LCA and RF
systems, while finding no significant differences in preference for the two systems, nor in the objective measures

of performance in the task. We conclude from these results that the LCA system is better (i.e. more usable) for

supporting the instance identification ER task than is the RF system. This finding also lends support to the idea that

an ER system which suggests terms for query modification without user control is better than one which requires

user control, that is that, as Croft (1995) suggested, users want magic. Less flippantly, we note that the mean
number of unique terms that were suggested by LCA was about three times the number of unique terms suggested

by RF. The ratio of suggested terms added to the queries in the two systems was also roughly 3:1. This suggests

that having more terms to choose from leads to including more of those terms in the query.

How can we explain the result that user-controlled term suggestion was not preferred to "black box" term

suggestion? We have three possible answers. One is based on general principles of interface design (e.g.

Shneiderman, 1998), which suggest that as task complexity increases, the desire for, and effectiveness of user

control, decreases. In the case of this study, we note that users had three tasks in common in the two systems:

developing effective queries; deciding on whether a document should be saved; and labeling the instance

associated with the document. However, in the RF system, the users had also to make decisions about which

documents to mark good, and to consider the relationships between these documents and the terms that were

suggested. Thus, there arose an explicit task associated with term-suggestion, which in and of itself was complex,

and added a layer of complexity that didn't exist in the LCA system. Thus, the measure of control that was gained,

was not worth the extra complexity it required.

Another possible explanation for non-preference of user-controlled term suggestion is that user control itself was

not enough to overcome the effect of the other factors which might affect preference, in particular that of effort.

Finally, it could also be the case that the difference between the two systems which we hypothesized to be quite

significant, was not perceived as such by the subjects. This could be due to the novel task and situation in which

the subjects found themselves, and the great similarity between the two systems on other dimensions.

In terms of performance, LCA turned out not to be better than RF, contrary to our hypothesis. For this result, we
also have a potential explanation, based primarily on comments made by the subjects with respect to the nature of

the terms suggested by LCA. The general opinion seems to have been that many of these terms were difficult to
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understand: they were in languages other than EngUsh; they were proper nouns of unusual sorts; they were

sometimes only numbers. It appears that some characteristics of the term-ranking algorithm used by this version

of LCA (and perhaps the values we chose for the LCA parameters) favored quite rare co-occurrences (i.e. low
document frequencies). A reasonably consistent comment in the exit interview was that if LCA presented "better

terms", then it might have been preferred over RF, whose suggested terms were more understandable. This

suggests experimenting with the term-selection algorithm used by "magic term suggestion", to see if "better"

terms will lead to better task performance.

Overall, we conclude on the basis of this study, that magical term suggestion is likely to be a better mode of

support for query modification than user-controlled term suggestion, in that control of term suggestion is less

important to users of ER systems than is ease of use of a term suggestion feature.

We wish to make one final observation with respect to evaluation of interactive IR. In our study, the measures of

performance applied to the Interactive Track task, instance recall and precision, were significantly correlated with

the number of instances identified by the subjects, and with the number of documents saved by the subjects. This

result suggests to us that it would be reasonable to evaluate performance in the instance identification task without

having to depend upon external judgments, relying rather solely upon how "well" the subjects performed on the

task that they were in fact set: identifying as many instances of a topic as possible in a given time period. But the

other groups in the Interactive Track did not find significant correlations between these measures, which suggests

that factors associated with our subjects, or our interface, might have led to our result. We nevertheless believe

that this result could have important implications for the methodology of experimentation in interactive IR.
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An Early DiscoWeb Prototype at TREC8
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Recently the notion of popularity and its generalizations have been investigated as a possible

alternative approach to text only analysis to rank web pages in search engines (e.g. [Kle98, BP98,

CDR+98, CDDG+98, BH98, HHMN99] among others). We have built a research prototype that in-

corporates many link analysis algorithms from the literature and also new algorithms to investigate

the impact of the popularity on the ranking of the search engines [DGK+99].

Our goal in the TREC8 competition was to investigate the quality of the results using the

TREC data and in particular the large web track. Unfortunately we did not have the needed

hardware in time to generate results for the large web track. We only participated in the Small

Web Track (Text Only and Text and Link Analysis). However, our system was designed for large

datasets and the quality of the TREC8 results are not representative of the system. More recently

we have experimented with larger datasets and we have come to the conclusion that link analysis

can significantly increase the quality of the ranking of search engines, a conclusion that is shared

by many others in the hterature [BP98, PBMW98, Kle98, CDR+98, CDDG+98, CDG+99]. We
will report these new results in a future publication.
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SMART in TREC 8

Chris Buckley* Janet Walz*,

Abstract

This year was a light year for the Smart Information Retrieval Project at SablR Research and Cornell.

We officially participated in only the Ad-hoc Task and the Query Track. In the Ad-hoc Task, we made
minor modifications to our document weighting schemes to emphasize high-precision searches on shorter

queries. This proved only mildly successful; the top relevant document was retrieved higher, but the rest of

the retrieval tended to be hurt. Our Query Track runs are described here, but the much more interesting

analysis of these runs is described in the Query Track Overview.

Basic Indexing and Retrieval

In the Smart system, the vector-processing model of retrieval is used to transform both the available infor-

mation requests as well as the stored documents into vectors of the form:

where Di represents a document (or query) text and Wik is the weight of term Tk in document Di. A weight

of zero is used for terms that are absent from a particular document, and positive weights characterize

terms actually assigned. The assumption is that t terms in all are available for the representation of the

information.

The basic "tf*idf" weighting schemes used within SMART have been discussed many times. For TREC 8

we made a slight modification to Lnu-ltu weights we have used in the past 4 years in TREC 4-7. We noticed

that the pivoted byte-length document normahzation used by Singhal et al in TREC 7 ([5]) seems to favor

high precision searches when used with short queries. It is a bit more biased towards shorter documents than

our previous "u" scheme which uses number of unique terms in the document, thus a good short document

containing all the query terms will be ranked highly. We hoped that this would enable our blind feedback

query expansion to be based on more relevant documents and thus improved.

The same phrase strategy (and phrases) used in all previous TRECs (for example [2, 3, 4, 1]) are used

for TREC 8. Any pair of adjacent non-stopwords is regarded as a potential phrase. The final list of phrases

is composed of those pairs of words occurring in 25 or more documents of the initial TREC 1 document set.

Phrases are weighted with the same scheme as single terms. Note that no human expertise in the subject

matter is required for either the initial collection creation, or the actual query formulation.

When the text of document Di is represented by a vector of the form {dii,di2, . . . ,dit) and query Qj
by the vector {qji,qj2, . . . ,qjt), a similarity (5) computation between the two items can conveniently be

obtained as the inner product between corresponding weighted term vectors as follows:

Thus, the similarity between two texts (whether query or document) depends on the weights of coinciding

terms in the two vectors.

*SabIR Research, Inc.

Di = {Wii,Wi2, . . .,Wit)

(1)
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The Cornell TREC experiments use the SMART Information Retrieval System, Version 13.3, and most

were run on a dedicated Intel 350 Mhz Pentium running Linux, with 128 Megabytes of memory and 54

Gigabytes of local disk.

SMART Version 13 is the latest in a long line of experimental information retrieval systems, dating back

over 30 years, developed under the guidance of G. Salton. The new version is approximately 48,000 lines of

C code and documentation.

SMART is highly flexible and very fast, thus providing an ideal platform for information retrieval ex-

perimentation. Documents for TREC 8 are indexed at a rate of about 2 Gigabytes an hour, on hardware

costing under $2,000 new. Retrieval speed is similarly fast, with basic simple searches taking much less than

a second a query.

Ad-hoc Task

The basic approach we used for this year's TREC ad-hoc task is almost identical to our TREC 5 approach.

We only used one algorithm (no experimental algorithm this year!), and ran it on 4 different topic lengths.

Our TREC 5 paper [1] gives the details and rationale for the approach. The only important difference is

that we used the Lnb weighted documents described above instead of the Lnu documents of TREC 5.

The basic algorithm is

1. Retrieve 1000 documents using the initial query (using Lnb.ltu weights).

2. Generate cooccurrence information about the query terms from the top 1000 documents.

3. Rerank the top 50 documents as in TREC 5, using correlation between query terms and other terms,

as well as proximity information of the query terms.

4. Assume the top 20 documents relevant, documents ranked 501-1000 non-relevant.

5. Expand the query by 25 words and 5 phrases using Rocchio expansion with a = 8, /3 = 8, and 7 = 8.

6. Retrieve the final set of 1000 documents using the expanded query.

Ad-Hoc experiments and analysis

We submitted four runs in the ad-hoc category, all using the same algorithm. Sab8Al used only the title

field of the topic, Sab8A2 used only the description field, Sab8A3 used all three fields, and Sab8A4 used the

title and description field (this Icist run being the requested "official" ad-hoc run).

Table 1 shows the results for the various runs across 50 queries. Results are all quite close to each other,

with noticeable disagreements between the various evaluation measures.

Run Average Total rel R Precision Precision

precision retrieved precision @100 docs @Rcl(0)

Sab8Al(t) .2553 3006 .2901 .2376 .7360

Sab8A2(d) .2407 2829 .2829 .2228 .7988

Sab8A3(tdn) .2546 2957 .3088 .2316 .8514

Sab8A4(td) .2608 2986 .3021 .2384 .7860

Table 1: Ad-Hoc results (50 queries)

Table 2 shows that our runs are reasonably mediocre when compared with other runs using Average

Precision. This is a disappointing performance; it is clear that the attempt to increase empheisize high
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precision in the top retrieved documents by the use of Lnb document weights did not end up helping our

expansion and therefore overall results.

Our approach does have a positive effect at the very high-end. Using Precision at Recall (0), which

basically measures precision of the top retrieved document, our runs do considerably better than they do

when evaluated using Average Precision. The .8514 figure for Sab8A3 in Table 1 is the second best figure

among all automatic ad-hoc TREC runs, a mere 0.3% worse than the leading run. However, the Average

Precision for Sab8A3 is a whopping 23.7% worse than the Average Precision for that same run. Given our

high-end performance, there may be environments where it would be appropriate to use the algorithms here,

but it is clear they should not be used for general retrieval.

Run Task pool Best > median

Sab8Al

Sab8A2

Sab8A3
Sab8A4

title

title-desc

entire

title-desc

4 28

0 30

0 25

0 36

Table 2: Comparative automatic ad-hoc results (Av-Prec 50 queries)

Query Track

The Query Track is a bit different from other TREC tracks in that the individual participants all contribute

data into a common pool for later analysis, rather than be evaluated separately. It is an attempt to examine

the vaxiability of queries by getting multiple query variations of past TREC topics and running them on

different systems. The participants contribute their query variations, then run the variations from all other

participants, and finally attempt to analyze the results.

The Query Track Overview in this proceedings gives the overall goals and procedures for the track, and

gives all the analysis of the pooled results done so far. This section merely goes into the details of our

contributions to the common pool of data and assumes the reader has background knowledge of the task

itself.

Query Variations

We contributed 4 versions of each of the 50 topics of the TREC 1 Ad-hoc Task. All versions were created

by the same person; an expert system designer of SMART. For each topic

1. SabSa: The user looked at the results of a retrieval (done with the SMART TREC 4 algorithm, see

below) using that topic as a query. In general, 3 or 4 relevant documents were looked at. Occasionally,

some of the non-relevant retrieved documents were also examined. Just given these documents, a one

sentence query was formed. The topic itself was not examined.

2. Sablb: After constructing the sentence above, the user then constructed a 2-3 word short query, again

before looking at the topic.

3. Sabla: The user constructed a 2-3 word short query after looking at the topic. The user had memories

of the relevant documents seen in the construction of the above two query sets.

4. Sable: An automatic blind feedback run was made on the original topics. The 2-3 most highly

weighted terms/phrases in the expanded query were manually de-stemmed and formed into a query.

Including everything, it took 5 hours to construct the 4 query sets above. About 2 hours of that was

setting up and running the indexing and retrievals on the Query Track learning and test sets.
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Retrieval Variations

There were a total of 23 query sets (each composed of 50 queries) submitted by the participating groups. 21

of those were natural language and 2 were expanded lists of weighted terms.

We ran three different retrieval algorithms on each of the 23 query sets. Each algorithm used the basic

SMART TREC 4 approach:

• Documents indexed with adjacency phrases and weighted with "Lnu" scheme.

• Queries indexed with adjacency phrases and weighted with "Itu" scheme (The two weighted term

query sets used the given weights and did not have any phrases added.)

• If expansion terms needed, perform blind relevance feedback assuming the top 20 retrieved documents

are relevant. Add and reweight terms.

• Run (possibly reweighted) queries against test documents, retrieving 1000 documents, and submit run

to NIST.

The three algorithms were dehberately kept simple to aid in the later analysis, and so there would be

no problems running all of the needed runs. None of the algorithms represent the best that we can do. The
three run approaches are:

1. Saba: Index the query using terms from the query plus any adjacency phrases occurring in it.

2. Sabm: Moderate blind feedback expansion. Add 5 single terms and 2 adjacency phrases from the top

documents.

3. Sabe: Blind feedback expansion. Add 50 single terms and 10 adjacency phrases from the top docu-

ments.

We turned in a total of 69 retrieval run results to NIST (23 query sets * 3 run approaches). In September

we got the results from all the participants (about 450 Mbytes of results) and started our analysis! Analysis

from ail the groups is presented in the Query Track Overview.

Comparison with past TREC's

We performed our annual comparison of how TREC and our systems have varied over the years. We ran

our 8 TREC SMART systems against each of the 8 TREC ad-hoc tasks.

Table 3 gives the results. Note that the indexing of the collections has changed slightly over the years so

results may not be exactly what got reported in previous years. In the interest of speed, we ran our current

implementation of the query and document indexing and weighting.

Comparing the columns of Table 3 gives an indication of how the difficulty of TREC task has changed

over the 8 years of TREC. For example, eight different versions of the same system all do from 45% to 65%
worse, in absolute numbers, on the TREC 7 task as compared to the TREC 1 task. The TREC 1 and

TREC 2 figures are about the same. Performance starts to drop in TREC 3 and 4 when the queries get

progressively shorter. The short high-level queries of the last 4 TRECs prove more difficult for all versions

of SMART. All the methods agree that the TREC 8 task is a bit easier than any of the TREC 5-7 tasks.

Looking at other evaluation measures (not given here) run on the same 8x8 grid, we get confirmation

that our TREC 8 approach does well at the high end of the retrieval ranking while not doing well overall.

For the TRECs with short queries, TREC 5-8, the TREC 8 approach had the highest evaluation numbers

for measures Precision(5), Precision (10), Precision at Recall(O), Precision at Recall(.lO), beating all other 7

approaches. But Average Precision as given in Table 3) is the lowest in the past 4 years for all tasks except

TREC 6. Other measures such as the total relevant retrieved agree with Average Precision
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Methodology and Run TREC 1 TREC 2 TREC 3 TREC 4 TREC 5 TREC 6 TREC 7 TREC 8

Task Task Task Task Short DESC DESC TI-DES
TREC 1: ntc.ntc .2442 .2615 .2099 .1533 .1048 .0997 .1137 .1412

TREC 2: Incite .3056 .3344 .2828 .1762 .1111 .1125 .1258 .1846

TREC 3: Inc.ltc-Exp .3400 .3512 .3219 .2124 .1287 .1242 .1679 .2102

TREC 4: Lnu.ltu-Exp .3628 .3718 .3812 .2773 .1842 .1807 .2262 .2436

TREC 5: Exp-rerank .3759 .3832 .3985 .3128 .2047 .1844 .2543 .2629

TREC 6: Rrk-clust .3711 .3779 .4014 .3037 .2031 .1768 .2512 .2654

TREC 7: Rrk-clust .3779 .3837 .4002 .3137 .2116 .1804 .2543 .2679

TREC 8: Lnb .3563 .3623 .3647 .2836 .1997 .1857 .2282 .2608

Table 3: Comparisons of past SMART approaches with present

Cross-Language

We ended up submitting one unofficial run to the Cross-language Track. The NIST organizers asked us to

submit an Italian query on Italian documents run in order to augment the Italian language pool for the

full Cross-language task (there were extremely few Italian documents retrieved by any of the groups.) We
discuss it here just to document where those relevant documents came from.

Words were stemmed with our multi-lingual stemmer, which includes a very few Italian specific rules:

• Removes initial "all"', "d"', "dalF", "dell"', "1'", "nell'", "quest'", "suU'", "un'".

• Removes final "a", "e", "i", "o", "mente".

Documents and queries were indexed with single terms, but no phrases.

The retrieval algorithm used is exactly the same as the TREC4 algorithm used for the Query Track Sabe
run described above, except no adjacency phrases were used. Again, a simple run was deemed the best.

NIST requested the run of us since we could supply it quickly. Indeed, it took us a bit under 2 hours,

which included fetching the queries via ftp, setting up and indexing the documents, doing the retrieval and

ftp-ing the results to NIST.

Conclusion

We participated in TREC 8, though at a slightly lower level than in previous years. Much of the interesting

work we did for TREC 8 appears in the Query Track Overview.

Our ad-hoc runs this year turned out fairly mediocre. We tried to develop a high-precision approach

in the hopes that blind feedback query expansion would then perform well, but we were unsuccessful. Our
approach did result in good performance at the high end, but our overall performance was poor. We did not

retrieve nearly as many total relevant documents as either other TREC 8 groups did, or as we would have

retrieved if we had used one of our systems from the past few TRECs.
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ABSTRACT

This working note reports our experiences with TREC-8 on four tracks: Ad Hoc,
Filtering, Web, and QA. The Ad Hoc retrieval engine, SCAIR, has been used for

the Web and QA experiments, and the filtering experiments were based on it's own
engine. As a second entry to TREC, we focused this year on exploring possibilities

of applying machine learning techniques to TREC tasks. The Ad Hoc track employed
a cluster-based retrieval method where the scoring function used cluster information

extracted from a collection of precompiled documents. Filtering was based on naive

Bayes learning supported by an EM algorithm. In the Web track, we compared the

performance of using link information to that of not using the information. In the QA
track, some passage extraction techniques have been tested using the baseline SCAIR
retrieval engine.

1 Introduction

In TREC-8, SCAI participated in 4 different tracks: Ad Hoc, Filtering, Web and QA. Among

these only the Ad Hoc track is the second entry, others are the first participation. The Ad Hoc,

Web, and QA tasks have been based on the SCAI information retrieval engine, SCAIR. Due to the

different characteristics, the Filtering experiments were based on its own engine and storage system.

After the release of the TREC-7 results, we experimented in various ways to get more experiences.

This year our focus has been exploring various possibilities of using machine learning algorithms to

improve the performance on TREC tasks.

Our retrieval engine, SCAIR, has been upgraded from the experiences of last year. SCAIR man-

ages documents in inverted file structure and supports some convenient APIs to higher applications.

A number of 556 stop words and 335879 indexing terms are used. Porter's stemming algorithm

[4] and a modified suffix truncation algorithm are implemented. These are not for indexing but

for retrieval, so more flexible retrieval is possible by setting some parameters. WordNet is aJso

embedded to manipulate query terms.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe and report on the Ad Hoc exper-
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iments. Section 3 discusses the result of the filtering track based on naive Bayes classifiers trained

with expectation maximization (EM). Section 4 analyzes the effect of using link information in the

Web track. Section 5 reports on the experimental results of the QA task. Section 6 summarizes our

experiments at TREC-8.

2 Ad Hoc Track

Our Ad Hoc retrieval is based on the vector space model. Formally, a document is represented as

a list of terms or vectors. A document collection is represented as a term-document matrix which

are normally very sparse. A query consists of terms, too.

The documents are indexed by the classical tf • idf weighting scheme:

• Wij =tfij -log
(^^^ , (1)

where Wij is the weight of jth term in the ith document, tfij is the frequency of the jth term in

the ith document, A'' is the total number of documents in the collection, and dfj is the number of

documents in which the jth term occurs. Query terms are weighted only by the idf value.

The similarity between a document and a query is measured by cosine coefficient:

S.,=simid,,g,)= ,^P=''^%T 3

where Wik and qjk are term weights for document i and query j, respectively. After query-document

similarities are meaisured, an ordered list of documents is produced. Clustering information was

then used to rearrange the Ust.
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Figure 2: Ad Hoc results

The cluster information was obtained from a precompiled collection of documents. Figure 1

illustrates the relation of clustering and retrieval. The rationale behind this approach is as follows. In

general retrieval situations, documents are retrieved from multiple clusters due to query ambiguity.

But user's information needs are usually concentrated on one category. Thus, by excluding non-

relevant clusters, retrieval performance might be improved.

A hierarchical clustering method is used to partition the whole document collection into a number

of disjoint subcoUections. Let j/i denote the score of document i. Then, the average score of the

original collection of N documents are

Y =
N

After clustering, the average score of cluster k to which document i belongs is given as

4-

(3)

(4)

where Ck is the kth. cluster and Nk is its size. Using this information, the similarity of document di

to query qj is now updated by

(5)

Our assumption is that the top N documents retrieved are relevant, and the clusters which have

many relevant documents axe considered as relevant clusters. This mechanism gives higher scores

to the documents that belong to the relevant clusters, though they axe not selected into the top N
list. In the experiments we set N = 100. This mechanism is similar to 'winner and his neighbor
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gang take all' rule. Figiore 2 compares our TREC-7 vs. TREC-8 Ad Hoc results. As can be seen in

the figure, a significant improvement in Ad Hoc performance was achieved by using the additional

cluster information.

3 Filtering Track

We participated in the batch filtering track. As the first entry to the filtering track in TREC, our

main concern this year was to explore the possibilities of machine learning algorithms for information

filtering. We experimented with naive Bayes classifiers trained with the expectation-maximization

algorithm [2].

Naive Bayes is a statistical approach to tackle classification problem. In the Bayesian approach,

the most probable target value is assigned to the new document.

^^''^l^^^ =
P{d,)

=—
Pidk)

where di is the ith document, cjt is the kth. class, and t is the index over the terms in dj. Naive

Bayesian classifiers assume that terms are conditionally independent of target value, thus assuming

the second equality in the above equation. EM algorithm has been used to improve the performance

of this algorithm by using unlabeled documents for getting more reliable statistics. Because TREC
data has only small number of labeled documents and almost all the documents have no labels, EM
algorithm may be useful in this situation.

We used no special techniques for preprocessing. Stop-words were removed and words were

stemmed by the Porter's algorithm. The usual tf • idf was used to weight the terms. Cosine

normalization was used. We used only FT92. No other documents, such as FT91, or thesaurus were

used.

Figure 3 plots the LFl values for our experiments. The result is moderate, averaging 4.16.

Sometimes, naive Bayes with EM scored much higher than the average of the whole runs except

the worst. In topic 352 and topic 389, for example, we achieved highest score, each 149 (followed

by 130) and 218 (followed by 176). Usually, they had many positive examples. It can be concluded

that naive Bayes with EM can achieve better performance with many positive examples.

4 Small Web Track

In our entry to the small Web track, our concern centered around the following two questions: 1.

Do the best methods in the TREC Ad Hoc task also work best on the Web data (WT2g collection),

and 2. Can link information in Web data be used to obtain more effective search rankings than

can be obtained using page content alone. We first applied the method that was used for the Ad

Hoc task to the Web task and then re-ranked its ranking results using link information.

We used a relatively simple re-ranking method. The top-ranking 2000 documents were chosen

for re-ranking. We assumed that a document d and the set of documents, Di, which are linked

to di belong to the same class. We used only inhnk documents (the documents that have links to
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Figure 3: Batch filtering results.

document di), not outlink documents (the documents which document dj has links to). This was

motivated by the object-oriented concept where the objects in a higher class contains the objects

in lower classes. We tested various re-ranking methods and made some preliminary experiments.

In the following we report on a method that was used to get the results we submitted to TREC-8

Small Web track.

Let yi be the score of document i. Let £ be the index of inlink documents of di, and ye its score.

Then, the score of document di is updated by using the scores of inlink documents as follows:

yi + oc

Li

(7)

where a is a small constant.

Figure 4 shows the result of runs using the re-ranking method described above. The results for

using contents only and for contents combined with link information are compared. The result of

the Ad Hoc task is also shown. It can be observed that there is no significant difference in using Hnk

information for the Web documents. It seems that effective use of link information is not so trivial.

An assumption in our use of link information was that the main topic of a document and its inlink

documents are the same or very similar. It turns out, however, that the whole links are not always

so closely related to each other and thus Ccire must be taken to choose linked documents which are

most significant. It can be said that the accuracy of the Ad Hoc engine influences the contribution

of link information.
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Figure 4: Small Web track results

5 Question Answering Track

The aim of the QA track is to get 'information' not 'documents' as retrieval results. Phrases are

extracted for the user query. To achieve this purpose, we used a two-stage retrieval procedure. In

the first stage, relevant documents for a user query are retrieved by the adhoc retrieval engine. In

the second stage, relevant passages are extracted from those documents by text-snippet extraction.

Text-snippets are extracted by determining local contexts, i.e. the phrases near the position of

the highest-weighted query term. We refer to these contexts as answering zones. According to the

QA rule, each candidate answering zone is 250 bytes long. More than one answering zones can be

constructed within a docxm^ient. If other important terms co-occur within the answering zone, the

candidate zone get a high score. Then, the answering zone with the maximum score is selected as

the final answer.

The experimental results were not very surprising, considering the difficulty of the task and our

limited experience in this domain. We obtained 44 correct answers out of 198 questions. By correct

we mean the answers were among the top-five candidate answers officially provided by TREC-8

QA track. About half of the correct answers were within top-two answers. Figure 5 analyzes the

difference of our score from the median value for the 25 QA runs (entries) on each question. The

difference of 1 for the questions in Figure 5 means that the QA runs from other entries found the

correct answer whereas ours did not make it. The value of 0 indicates that our system achieved

better results than other entries. Intermediate values indicate the relative degree of goodness of our

results compared with other entries to QA task this year. It seems that the quality of QA accuracy

seems very much dependent on the quality of the adhoc retrival engine.

Is.,.

adhoc -e-

contents only -+-•

contents+links -a-
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Figure 5: QA track results

6 Conclusions

In the Ad Hoc task, we achieved a significant performance improvement over our results obtained

last year. It seems that the use of cluster information in the retrieved documents, in addition to the

document-query similarity, is useful for enhancing precision of retrieval. In filtering, we tested the

possibility of naive Bayes learning and achieved improved performance by using an EM algorithm,

though the absolute performance was not very satisfactory. Our limited experiments in the small

Web track showed the importance of a proper use of link information. The QA track performEince

was not satisfactory but our approach based on 'answering zones' seems promising.
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1 Introduction

For TREC-8, State University of New York at Buffalo(UB) participated in the ad-hoc task and the spoken

document retrieval(SDR) track. This is our first year of participation at TREC. We submitted two runs for

the Ad-hoc task. The first run was term vector-based using SMART [10]. The second run used the TROVE
- Text Retrieval using Object VEctors - system. For the SDR Track, we participated in the IR component

of the Quasi-SDR task.

2 Ad-hoc Task

2.1 Overview

The UB team submitted two runs for the Ad-hoc Task. In the first run (UB99SW) we used SMART for

indexing and retrieval on expanded queries generated by WordNet[4]. For each topic SMART-l-WordNet

generated 5000 top ranked documents, which were input to our second retrieval engine TROVE (Text

Retrieval using Object VEctor), and the result was submitted (UB99T). TROVE is our first attempt at

exploring the feasibility of employing natural language processing (NLP) techniques in IR tasks. The system

is implemented in its entirety from basic principles.

For decades NLP has been a promise to improving IR preformance, yet different experiments have had

varying degrees of success [11]. In our experiment we focus on extracting semantics of documents using NLP
techniques. In particular we avoid the ambiguities in full syntactical parsing and only extract semantics

of partial phrcises. The similarity between two phrases is then determined by the concepts they convey,

instead of by their mere surface forms. The approach is similar to [12], however we analyze and represent

the relations between phrase constituents by using semantics rules based on the types of constituents.

In the proposed TROVE system syntactical groups (noun groups, verb groups, etc) are first identified

as objects, then short phrases representing semantics are grouped on top of these objects. The semantics

are extracted based on the type codes assigned to the objects, and represented as relation vectors between

two objects. The matching proceeds as a two-level process. In the first level match {node-level match)

we establish a one-one mapping between objects in documents and objects in queries by comparing their

similarities based on their semantic distance in WordNet. The second level match {arc-level match) proceeds

by comparing the relation vectors between the corresponding objects. A similarity score is finally computed

based on a conditional probability formula relating the two levels. The overall system diagram is given in

Figure 1, where SEM denotes the semantics files, OBJ denotes the object list files, and VEC represents the

vector files.

Due to time constraints, we were unable to finish the implementation of the complete TROVE system

before the TREC deadline date. In particular the Semantics Interpreter and the Named Entity Tagger

module were not ready. UB99T was generated using a partial implementation, i.e., only the node level

match has been achieved, and the run was not completed.

For UB99T, we were able to use only node level matching for retrieval. Also, due to computational

requirements, we were not able to complete the procedures for all 50 queries of the ad-hoc task. However,
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Figure 1: The TROVE system

in order to have our result evaluated, we decided to augment the incomplete portions of UB99T with the

results from UB99SW. The two runs were submitted for comparison purposes.

2.2 Query Expansion via WordNet

In UB99SW we used WordNet for simple query expansion. For each topic we used the title and the description

and filtered the stop-words out. Then for each noun and verb^ we traversed upward and downward via

hyponyms/hypernyms semantic links. The depth of traversal was arbitrarily set to 7 for ancestors and 6

for descendants. For all expansion words we encountered, only the first 5 of them were selected. A sample

query expansion for the words eliminate and border is shown below:

eliminate destroy kill discharge expel eject get.rid.of do-away.with obviate rid.of annihilate

border boundary bound bounds boundary edge boundaryJine borderline

2.3 Object Identification

To identify objects within a document, we first used a rule-based Part of Speech Tagger [2] to tag each term

in the tokenized document. The identification is done using regular expressions involving the POS tags, and

consists of 6 possible patterns:

1. Don't care (DC) patterns: These include existential 'there', list item marker, modal words (e.g. 'can'),

pronouns (including wh-pronouns) and wh-adverbs. DCs only serve as placeholders in order to correctly

extract phrases at the later stages.

2. Auxiliary/stative verb group (A/SVG) patterns: These include various progressive form and perfect

tense verb groups. For examples, "is badly injured'', ''is charged with", ''has amassed", and "have

been considered seriously" . Whenever possible, we combine the ending preposition word with the head

verb, e.g., "is taken off" is grouped as "is taken.off" . This is done by looking up potential groupings

in WordNet.

3. Simple verb group (VG) patterns: These cover the usual verb groups like "accurately target" and "look

at" . Similar to A/SVG the potential grouping with the ending preposition word is checked.

4. Noun group (NG) patterns: These cover complete noun groups like "the three leftmost blue boxes" and

"finishing touches" . Complex noun groups are identified by enumerating all possible combinations and
looking them up in WordNet. For example, "New York" will be grouped as "New.York" and "hot dog"

as "hot-dog".

^In SDR track a similar approach is used for query expansion, however we included adjective expajision as well in SDR track.
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5. Function word (FW) patterns: These include all preposition words, conjunctions ('or' and 'and') and

the word 'to\ FW is crucial at the stage of phrase extraction and semantics interpretation.

6. Punctuation mark (PM) patterns: These cover all punctuation marks, including possessive endings ('s)

and symbols (e.g., parentheses). PMs only serve as placeholders in order to correctly extract phrases

at the later stages.

Each object consists of a head and a list of modifiers. A type code is assigned to each word in an

object according to 25 unique noun beginners [6] and 15 unique verb beginners [3], the type of an object is

determined by the type code of its head.

In designing the patterns we try to avoid conflicts between different pattern matches; In case of conflicts

the pattern with a smaller pattern number is favored. For example, "is holding hands" is identified as an

A/SVG instead of a NG.

2.4 Phrase Extraction

Based on regular expressions involving the list of objects identified for each document, short phrases are

extracted. There are 5 phrase patterns:

1. Complex nominals (CN): These group two NGs into one complex nominal, e.g. "Chicago hot.dog"

.

2. Possessive forms (PF): These cover the short phrases such as "individual's personality"

.

3. Complete phrases (CP): These include a complete short phrases like "a man run across the street"

.

4. NGs with situations (NS): These cover incomplete phrases such as "man from Mars" . NGs are meant

to capture parts of CPs when CP extraction is not possible.

5. Conjunctive groups (CG): These include noun and verb conjunctive groups. Examples: "he moves into

and holds the 2nd place in the competition" and "Mary and Bill's wedding".

The patterns are applied in the order shown above, in particular CN and PF patterns are rewriting

patterns in order to extract phrases hke "comments from stock exchange's listings division" . Each phrase is

represented by 5 constituents: subject, action, object, subject situations and situations, of which each of the

first three is an object, and the last two are two lists of FWs and objects. Thus "the deal with BMW does

not adversely affect Honda's policies in Europe" is represented as:

• Subject: the deal

• Subject situations: with BMW

• Action: does not adversely affect

• Object: Honda 's policies

• Situations: in Europe

The type of a particular constituent is determined by the type of the object involved. Therefore the

semantics of a phrase can be inferred from the type information of its constituents.

2.5 Node-level Similcirity

To obtain the node-level similarity score of a document, we compute the semantic distances of noun and verb

objects between documents and in queries using WordNet. Since an object consists of a head and a list of

modifiers, the similarity between two objects is taken as a linear combination of the similarity of the heads

and that of the modifiers. Thus the problem is reduced to computing the similarity between two words.
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The similajity of two words is determined by a slightly modified formula from [1]:

Sim{wi,'W2) =
Dist{wi,W2) + 1

where Dist{wi,W2) is the distance between word wi and W2, and irf/u,, is the inverse document frequency

of word Wi in the data collection. The distance between two words is determined by a weighted edge count

in WordNet following hypernym/hyponym links. The weighting scheme adopted reflects the likelihood of a

particular sense of a word, together with the specificity of the words along the semantic paths based on the

notion of basic-level lexicalized concepts [9].

For words of different syntactic categories (i.e., noun vs. verb), a conversion to noun is attempted for the

verb by trying to find if it has a noun entry in WordNet. The similarity is then computed between the two

nouns, but it is panehzed by a predefined factor.

The final node-level similarity score for a document is thus defined as

Sim = SiruR x Cq x c x Cd

where SirriR is the accumulated words similarity {raw similarity), Cq and Cd are the percentage of terms

being matched in the query and the document (coverage), respectively, and c is simply a constant for

weighting Co-

2.6 Discussions

Since UB99T run was incomplete and it was augmented with results from UB99SW, it is rather difficult for

us to draw any significant conclusion at the moment. Moreover, the augmentation implies a performance

upper bound set by UB99SW. However, the preUminary results firom TREC-8 evaluation shows that out

of 28 topics processed by TROVE, 12 have been improved over UB99SW in terms of average precision,

on average however, the performance degenerated. A closer analysis reveals that the lack of query term

weighting misled the system to target the wrong content words in the data collection. This will be addressed

in future work.

3 SDR Task

3.1 System description

An in-house version of term vector based retrieval system was used for TREC SDR experiments. A com-

bination of query term expansion and blind relevance feedback[10, 5] was used to obtain our submissions -

cedar-rl and cedar-bl.

The following similarity measure was used for matching queries and documents.

sim{q,d) — ^ w^d^t) * w{q,t) (1)

with

• w{d,t) = J^/(d,i).log(-^), /(0?^0

w{q,t) = -;^fiq,t)
Z{q)

where f{d,t) and fiq,t) are the frequencies of the term t in document d and query q, respectively. The
value of N gives the total number of documents in the collection and f{t) gives the number of documents in

which the term t occurs. Z{d) and Z{q) are normalizers for w(d,t) and w{q,t), respectively to ensure that

the weights are between 0 and 1.

The runs cedar-rl and cedar-bl that correspond to the Rl and Bl retrieval conditions of SDR were

obtained using the following approach. After some preprocessing of the documents, index terms are extracted
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by filtering out stop words and reducing to word stems using the Porter stemming algorithm [7]. Around

540 stop words were used. The document retrieval is done in two phases. In the first phase, the query

terms, which are stopped and stemmed, are used to rank the documents using the similarity measure in

equation (1). In the second phase, the query is expanded using WordNet based on the query expansion

scheme identified in section 2. The query expansion phase generated up to 5 terms for each query term

in the original query. The original and expanded query terms are filtered and reweighted using the blind

relevance feedback technique. The top 10 documents from the document ranking of the first phase are

assumed to be relevant and the query term weight are adjusted accordingly. The reweighted set of query

terms is used to rerank the documents in the collection. A final set of 1000 documents is retrieved using this

document ranking.

3.2 SDR runs and Analysis

Table 1 gives the results for TREC-8 SDR submissions. It gives the precision values at different recall points

as well as the average precision.

runid 5 docs 10 docs 20 docs 200 docs Avg. Prec.

cedar-rl

cedar-bl

0.4816

0.4245

0.4551

0.4000

0.3612

0.3286

0.1247

0.1127

0.3906

0.3430

Table 1: TREC-8 SDR results

Table 2 gives a comparison of the performance of our system with respect to other participants. The
table gives the number of queries that achieved the highest average precision, at least a median average

precision or the lowest average precision.

runid =Best >Median

cedar-rl 2 13

cedar-bl 0 7

Table 2: Average Precision comparisons with other TREC-8 participants

Some of the recisons for this average performance of the system are:

• The query expansion used WordNet and up to 5 additional terms were added to the initial query for

each query term. This strategy for query expansion seems insufficient from the performance. More

terms would have improved the performance of the system.

• We used blind relevance feedback to reweight the WordNet expanded query terms. Reweighting the

query terms did change the ranking of the results. An alternate strategy is to use some of the terms

from the top 10 relevant documents retrieved based on the initial query as additional query terms.

We plan to experiment in these directions as well as use the TROVE system for SDR task.

4 Conclusions

This was our first participation in TREC. Our performance is just about the average performance of systems.

Our participation is TREC was a learning experience. Based on the results, query expemsion is one of the

main areas we plan to concentrate on to improve our results.

With respect to TROVE, only a part of the system is currently implemented. The following is in the

works for the future:
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1. Semantics Interpretation based on short phrases with type information: Ideally this should provide

an elegant rule syntax so that one can specify semantics rules for converting a short phrase into an

appropriate 3-valued predicate, e.g.,

[location]/l [locatiOn]/2 IN(%2, %1) // example: new.york suburb

[time]/l [event]/2 =^ IN(%2, %1) // example: yesterday's accident

h/1 [*]/2 [*]/3 =S> AGENT(%2, %1), PATIENT(%2, %3)

2. More sophisticated query processing: This includes a more detailed syntactical analysis for queries in

order to filter out the unrelated words. Also the query term weighting/expansion can be done based

on blind relevance feedback so a set of most similar terms will be returned as expansion candidates and

the weight of a term which receives the highest hit score earns the highest weight.

3. Sense disambiguation via class-based probability: In current implementation sense disambiguation is

done by weighting semantic paths in WordNet for a word such that the more frequently used senses

are preferred. We plan to incorporate class-beised probabilities [8] to compute the confidence score for

each sense of a noun based on the pivotal verb. For example, the word ^snow' in '^snow is falling fast"

will have a much more preferred sense ^''precipitation falling from clouds in the form of ice crystals"

instead of the sense for "cocaine" , as hinted by the pivotal verb 'falling\
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Abstract:

The TREC-8 evaluation of the CINDOR system was based on English and French data from the

cross-language retrieval track. Our objective was to continue our investigation of our conceptual

interlingua approach to cross-language retrieval, specifically by measuring the contribution of

conceptual retrieval over and above a baseline cross-language retrieval approach based on

machine translation of queries. In both of the cross-language runs that were submitted for

evaluation, corresponding to English-French and French-English retrieval, performance was

measured at 75% of the equivalent monolingual searches. We noted however that absolute

average precision values achieved were somewhat lower than many other systems in the cross-

language track. Our hypothesis, that the underlying retrieval engine used in CINDOR was

employing a simple retrieval function that was impacting performance, was confirmed through

experiments with the SMART system configured with several different retrieval settings. Taken

together, our TREC-8 experiments point to the value of our conceptual interlingua approach to

retrieval, but indicate that our retrieval algorithm must be brought up to date so that valid

comparisons may be made to other approaches used in other cross-language systems.

1. Introduction

The CINDOR project at MNIS-TextWise Labs is pursuing a 'conceptual interlingua' approach to

cross-language information retrieval, based on a conceptual lexical resource modeled around

WordNet [Miller 1990]. WordNet synonym groups, 'synsets', are taken to represent concepts

which we assume are essentially language neutral. We have constructed the conceptual

interlingua resource around the WordNet hierarchy by linking equivalent synonymous terms in

several languages into the synsets representing a given concept. To date we have extended the

conceptual interlingua to French, Spanish and Japanese, achieving approximately 20% coverage

of WordNet synsets in each language. Our goal however is not to achieve complete coverage of

WordNet content in each language. One of the objectives of our evaluation efforts has therefore

been to investigate the extent to which conceptual interlingua coverage translates to vocabulary

coverage in a typical document collection. For example, 55% of term occurrences in the TREC
French collection match into our conceptual interlingua, which has 18% synset coverage in

French.

Much of our research in the CINDOR project has been directed toward understanding the

performance of a conceptual resource such as ours for cross-language retrieval. In particular, our

participation in the TREC-8 evaluation was directed at verifying performance improvements in

the current version of the CINDOR system over that which was used in our TREC-7 experiments,

given significant re-development of the system over the period in between. The CINDOR
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system evaluated here sits on top of an Oracle database and interacts with the ConText text

management system available with the Oracle relational database management system. While

Oracle provides the data management capabilities, ConText supports text indexing and retrieval

over Oracle data. On top of this, CLNDOR provides text processing to extract indexmg terms and

map them into our conceptual interlingua vocabulary for indexing. An overview of this

architecture is provided in Section 2.

For TREC-8 we submitted two official runs, restricting our attention to English and French - that

subset of the cross-language track data which overlaps with our current research focus.

Independently of TREC, we are conducting benchmark evaluation experiments of CINDOR in

Spanish, using previous TREC test collections, and Japanese, using the new NACSIS lest

collection [Kando 1999]. A new feature of the CINDOR system used in TREC-8 experiments is

the inclusion of the Systran machine translation system to provide automated translations of input

queries. The machine translation output serves as an additional source of evidence for target-

language query terms and is used to complement the conceptual translation provided through the

conceptual interlingua. As part of our TREC-8 experiments, we have therefore had to

opportunity to investigate and identify the usefulness of conceptual interlingua translations over

and above those provided by Systran. A report and analysis of our TREC-8 experiments and

performance across French and English is presented in Section 3.

The initial review of our results, together with some investigative experiments using TREC-7
cross-language track data, suggests that CINDOR retrieval performance is being negatively

impacted by reliance on the standard Oracle ConText '//*idf retrieval weighting algorithm. This

is consistent with the well-established observation over past TREC evaluation experiments in

general; that the weighting scheme is a crucial component in overall system performance. We
therefore establish, in Section 4, the extent to which our runs using CINDOR with ConText may
be impacted by this retrieval problem in order to suggest the extent to which performance can be

further improved.

2. The CINDOR System.

The CINDOR (Conceptual Interlingua Document Retrieval) system is cross-language text

retrieval system capable of accepting a user's query stated in their native language and then

seamlessly searching, retrieving, relevance ranking and displaying documents written in a variety

of foreign languages. CINDOR allows users of the system to state queries in any of the supported

languages (currently English, French, Spanish, and Japanese) and search and retrieve documents

from any of the supported languages.

The CINDOR system adopts a unique approach to cross-language information management based

on a language-independent conceptual representation known as a 'Conceptual Interlingua'. This

facilitates direct mapping between the interlingual representations of documents and user queries

in multiple languages, a substantial advantage over systems, which rely on pairwise translations

between languages. The CINDOR approach also ensures that documents and queries are matched

at the underlying concept level, rather than relying on exact word matches. Queries are specified

as natural language expressions rather than as keyword lists, as are commonly used for example

in Internet search engines. This conceptual matching of natural language queries is designed to

enhance retrieval effectiveness over keyword-based systems, which rely on exact, matching of

words or word stems.
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Conceptual Interlingua

We use the term conceptual interlingua to refer to a knowledge base of language-independent

concept representations. Our current conceptual interlingua is a hierarchically organized concept

lexicon in which concepts are related through various lexical relations. Concepts in the hierarchy

are considered to be essentially language neutral and are then linked to their relevant

terminological instantiations in various languages, currently English, French, Spanish and

Japanese. Our Conceptual Interlingua therefore consists of two separate resources, which we
refer to as the conceptual resource and the (multilingual) terminological resources.

The CINDOR conceptual interlingua is built around WordNet [Miller 1990], a lexical resource,

which contains approximately 165,000 different wordforms, organized into some 70,100 different

concepts denoted by a group of synonyms, or 'synsets'. Starting from the English Princeton

WordNet, a large portion of the synsets has been translated into French, Spanish and Japanese.

The conceptual interlingua consists of synset numbers; i.e. for document indexing words are

"translated" by their synset IDs. Our Interlingua is therefore set up so that equivalent words in

EngUsh, French, Spanish and Japanese are indexed by identical synset IDs. We "cross the

language barrier" by mapping everything to synset IDs.

Following the distinction between 'conceptual' and 'terminological' resources outlined above, the

'conceptual' resource of our conceptual interlingua consists of the WordNet hierarchy of synset

labels. Each synset label (concept) is linked then to a set of words or phrases which instantiate

that concept in each of the languages supported - the 'terminological' resource. For example,

the concept of "elasticity: the tendency of a body to return to its original shape after it has been

stretched or compressed", which has the label 131186, is instantiated in English and French as

follows:

131186 spring, give, springiness

131186 elasticite, flexibilite, moelleux

We consider the label 131186 to represent the language independent concept of elasticity so this

number is part of our conceptual hierarchy. The terminology related to this concept in each

language is then linked to this concept label from each of our language resources. In terms of

CINDOR document processing, this means that any document or query term, which is identified

as an instantiation of the concept of 'elasticity', is indexed to the concept label 131186. Whether

the term occurs in an English, French, Spanish or Japanese document or query, the label will be

the same and retrieval will be enabled, as illustrated in the Figure below using the term, "ground

troops":

The architecture of the CINDOR system in its current form involves the use of the Oracle

relational database management system (v8.0.5) with the ConText option for storage of source

documents and management of inverted index tables. The conceptual interlingua resource is also

transformed to a flat table and stored in an Oracle database. The Oracle system was chosen for its

scalability and robustness, allowing CINDOR to be deployed over very large document

collections and allowing for the full range of database management functions to be applied over

stored text.

li
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English Query

employment of NATO
giouud troops

f #5849202 ^

ground troops-E

ground forces-E

fuerzas ten'estres-S

tropas ten'estres-S

ejercito-S

Spanish Document

Los militares de la OTAN estaman
que la orgamzacion necesitarfa

disponer de unos 200,000 soldados

para enviar tropas tertesties a
Yugoslavia e "imp oner" la paz en
Kosovo, si asi se lo solicitaran los

paises miembros, mdicaron fuentes

diplomaticas

Matching

gixjutid troops: #5849202

tropas tencstres: #5849202

Example Cross-Language matching through Conceptual Interlingua

Integration of CINDOR functionality for cross-language retrieval is achieved in places where

ConText provides for various "filters" to be applied to document content before being indexed

and stored in inverted access tables. Although ConText filters were originally intended for

simple format transformation, CINDOR subjects document content to full morphological

analysis, part-of-speech tagging, and conceptual analysis against the conceptual interlingua.

Word stems plus conceptual codes are returned to ConText from the CINDOR language analysis

module and are then indexed into Oracle tables.

At retrieval time, natural language queries are analyzed in the same way as documents and are

then transformed into SQL statements and submitted to ConText for evaluation. Through

experimentation over time, we have found that the optimum query format consists of a number of

query segments, each evaluated in turn and then combined into a final ranked result. To the

extent that term and collection frequencies are computed and stored internally by ConText, the

retrieval ranking algorithm is outside the control of the CINDOR system. We have augmented

ConText retrieval through a standard document length normalization adjustemt, but we have

suspected for some time that internally ConText was using a rather simple weighting mechanism

that could be substantially improved upon. This is a topic to which we have given some attention

in our TREC-8 experiments.
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3. TREC-8 Experiments.

TREC-7 represented the first evaluation of the CDWOR system, development of which was

completed with little time to spare before submission of official runs [Diekema et al 1999]. The
intervening year has seen a substantial re-development effort of many components of the

system, particularly with a view to addressing shortcomings identified in TREC-7
experiments. An important component of our objectives in TREC-8 therefore involves

establishing the extent to which this re-development effort has lead to improvements in system

performance.

A new component of CINDOR processing which has been introduced over the past year is a

machine translation system, which is used both for translating queries into the language of

documents, and also translating foreign language documents back to the language of the user on

demand. The use of a machine translation system at query time is intended to contribute a further

source of target language terms for queries and complement the conceptual mapping provided

through the conceptual interlingua, especially in cases where query terms are not present in the

interlingua resource.

Although the cross-language track again set as the main task the retrieval of documents from a

multi-lingual set of English, French, German and Italian documents, we focused on the sub-task

which involved the language pair of English and French since these are the two of the four which

are covered by our resources. Two official runs were submitted to NIST for evaluation; English

queries against French documents (TW8E2F) and French queries against English documents

(TW8F2E). These official runs are complemented here by a series of other unofficial runs which

were undertaken to allow us to examine a range of evaluation questions which were of interest.

A primary question of interest in evaluating the CINDOR system relates to the contribution of our

conceptual interlingua approach to retrieval. Although designed primarily to facilitate cross-

language retrieval, we anticipate that the benefits of synonym expansion may be observed also in

monolingual retrieval settings. We have therefore completed experiments in which the use of

conceptual interlingua indexing was de-activated for retrieval and conpared performance to that

of the standard CINDOR system with the conceptual interlingua enabled. A comparison between

results for monolingual French retrieval is included in Figure 1, while English-French cross-

language retrieval is illustrated in Figure 2.

The difference between the baseline system and the CINDOR system in Figures 1 and 2 is that

the baseline system completes morphological and part-of-speech analysis but does no further

processing, while CINDOR takes the further step of assigning conceptual codes to index terms.

Further, these experiments included the current CINDOR proper name recognition module, which

is still under development. This module attempts to recognize and tag proper names such as

people, places, organizations etc. and to categorize them into appropriate classes. The advantage

of this module in these experiments is likely to come from the ability to recognize multi-word

proper names and to treat them as a single unit. The baseline system for cross-language retrieval

consists of the baseline monolingual system augmented by Systran machine translation of queries

for matching English queries against French documents.
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Monolingual French

1
1

0.9

0.8 -

0.7

o

•50.5 H
a

^0.4

0.3

0.2 i

0.1

0

Baseline

CINDOR

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Recall

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 1: Conceptual Interlingua retrieval; French-French

Cross-Language English-French

— Baseline

-•—CINDOR

0.9 1

Figure 2: Conceptual Interlingua retrieval; English-French
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In monolingual French retrieval, the baseline average precision is 0.2016, while CINDOR
processing raises the value to 0.2921, a 45% increase. Similarly in our cross-language

experiments, the baseline average precision is 0.1590, while CINDOR processing raises this to

0.2209, a 39% increase. This later result is particularly interesting because it represents the

increase in cross-language retrieval performance to be achieved through the use of the conceptual

interlingua above that achieved through straightforward translation of queries through automated

machine translation. It is unclear from these experiments however, the extent to which

performance gains above the baseline system may be attributed primarily to the conceptual

matching enabled through the conceptual interlingua, or to the increased precision achieved

through matching as single units the proper names which are frequent in TREC queries. In the

ongoing evaluation of the CINDOR system, we will undertake in the near future a detailed

analysis of the contribution of our proper name recognition module, which will enable us to

determine exactly the contribution of each component.

One of the advantages of our conceptual interlingua approach to cross-language retrieval, at least

in theory, is that by matching at the conceptual level, we can expect minimal loss in retrieval

precision when matching across different languages compared to retrieval in a monolingual

environment. The extent to which cross-language results mirror those of equivalent monolingual

searches is easily facilitated using the TREC data, since topics are made available in each of the

document languages. Our official submissions were intended to compare the performance of

English-French retrieval compared to French-French monolingual, and French-English compared

to.monolingual English-English retrieval. The results of these runs are presented in Figures 3 and

4 below.

English-French vs French-French

1 -)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Recall

Figure 3: Cross-language versus Monolingual: French documents.

Comparing cross-language retrieval of French documents in response to English queries against

the monolingual case where equivalent French queries are used, illustrated in Figure 3, indicates

that our cross-language retrieval performance is at 75% of monolingual. The English-French run

ii
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has an average precision of 0.2209, compared to an average precision of 0.2921 for the

monolingual French-French run.

French-English vs English-English
1 1

0.9 -

0.8 -

0.7 -

Recall

Figure 4: Cross-language versus Monolingual: English documents.

A similar comparison of English document retrieval in response to French queries versus the

monolingual case where equivalent English queries are used, illustrated in Figure 4, indicates that

this cross-language retrieval performance is also at 75% of monolingual performance. The

French-English run has an average precision of 0.1010 versus an average precision of 0.1331 for

the monolingual English-English run. These results show nice consistency, though not quite at

the level of performance we would have hoped for.

4. Retrieval Performance.

Although the CINDOR system, as evaluated so far, has demonstrated performance improvements

over a baseline system without the conceptual interlingua and proper name recognition modules,

and has performed consistently at 75% of monolingual precision in both directions in the English

and French language pair, the system consistently under performs against comparable systems in

terms of average precision. This is obvious from examination of both TREC-7 and TREC-8
results, as well as other experiments we have undertaken, including experiments in other

language combinations.

Since the low average precision scores have been in evidence in all experiments we have

conducted, using many different configurations both in terms of system set-up and test

enviroimient (document collection, queries, language pairs, etc), it seems likely that the problem

is inherent in the retrieval algorithm being used and is not due to mis-translations of terms from

particular queries. Unfortunately, given the current architecture of the system, we are reliant
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upon the retrieval mechanism of the Oracle ConText system and are unable to determine exactly

the parameters of the retrieval function being used.

We have however undertaken a standard benchmark comparison against the CINDOR system and

the SMART retrieval system, which has been used in extensive experimentation on term

weighting algorithms [Salton & Buckley 1997]. The objective of this experiment is to test our

hypothesis that the ranking algorithm is impacting our performance. A particularly useful feature

of the SMART system in this case is its ability to use a range of different ranking functions which

can be specified quite simply using a standard notation. Our initial hypothesis is that the ConText
system provides a straightforward tf*idf ranking of documents, denoted as ntn.ntn in SMART
notation. The fmal CINDOR ranking, which applies pivoted length normalization in order to re-

rank the initial results, therefore equates to ntu.ntn in SMART notation.

We tested our hypothesis using the collection of 243,000 Associated Press documents used in the

TREC cross-language track and the 28 TREC-7 cross-language track queries in English, for

which we already had results using CINDOR. This is a simple monolingual English experiment

for the purpose only of establishing the performance of our hypothesized CINDOR retrieval

function versus one which has been shown to perform well over TREC data in the SMART
system (Lnu.ltu). The results of our experiment are presented in Table 1 below.

These results confirm our hypothesis, that CINDOR' s final ranking is equivalent to a simple

ntu.ntu function, while the SMART Lnu.ltu formula (Singhal et al 1996) provides substantially

better performance - 80% better in this case. This is in fact only a subset of a range of detailed

ranking experiments we have conducted, which confu^m the importance of the retrieval weighting

function in our overall results, cross-language or otherwise.

Average Precision

CINDOR 0.2515

SMART
ntu.ntu 0.2426

Lnu.ltu 0.4531

Table 1: CINDOR ranking versus SMART variants.

{Associated Press collection - TREC-7 CLIR English queries)

This conclusion is of course not news, especially in the context of the eighth text retrieval

conference, but this straightforward investigation has served to succinctly pinpoint the problem

which has resulted in the CINDOR system comparing poorly to published results in a range of

experiments in various language combinations. More importantly, it points immediately to the

solution of this problem and indicates the direction in which our work should proceed. It is

critical that we put the CINDOR system on equal footing with other systems in terms of the

retrieval function used so that we can then more clearly establish the advantages and

disadvantages of our conceptual interlingua approach to cross-language retrieval.

I
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5. Conclusion.

Our TREC-8 experiments reported here are part of a wider and ongoing series of evaluation

experiments designed to establish the performance of the CINDOR retrieval system over a range

of language combinations and text types, and more broadly to evaluate the usefubiess of our

conceptual interlingua approach to cross-language information retrieval.

The results presented here for English and French suggest that there are benefits to be had from

the use of our conceptual interlingua resource. In comparing the CINDOR system against a

simple baseline for monolingual retrieval, and against that baseline system using Systran machine

translation of queries for cross-language English-French retrieval, CINDOR provided 40-45%

gains in average precision over the baseline system. We have also established a consistent level

of cross-language performance using the CINDOR system, when compared to equivalent

searches in a monolingual environment using same-language queries and documents. In both

English-French and French-English, average precision in cross-language searches was measured

at 75% of the level achieved in equivalent monolingual experiments.

We have noted however, that although these comparative results between different experiments

with the CINDOR system are informative, the low absolute level of precision achieved using

CINDOR across a range of experiments is an impediment to useful comparisons between our

conceptual interlingua approach to cross-language retrieval and other approaches which have

been tried and evaluated in the TREC cross-language track and elsewhere. A straightforward

investigation using the SMART retrieval system was enough to verify our hypothesis that the low

level of performance was attributable to an overly sunplistic retrieval function, and that

replacement of this algorithm with a state-of-the-art weighting scheme could deliver on the order

of 80% improvement in average precision. Addressing the retrieval weighting function problem

is therefore an important component of our future work.
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In this report, we describe the approach we used in TREC-8 Cross-Language ER (CLIR)
track. The approach is based on probabilistic translation models estimated from two
parallel training corpora: one established manually, and the other built automatically

with the documents mined from the Web. We describe the principle of model building,

the mining of parallel texts, as well as some preliminary evaluations.

1. Introduction

Last year, in TREC7, we compared three possible approaches to CLIR (for French and

English), namely, the approach based on a bilingual dictionary, the approach based on a machine

translation (MT) system, and the approach based on a probabilistic translation model using parallel

texts. It has been shown that the dictionary-based approach did not give satisfactory performance.

The approach using an MT system gave a good performance. In the case of the probabilistic model,

the performance was close to that ofMT approach.

In TREC7, the IBM group [Franz98] used a similar approach, but for document translation

(instead of query translation as in our case) and using long queries (instead of short queries in our

case for TREC7). Their system was one of the bests in TREC7 CLIR runs. This is an encouraging

result that shows the approach based on a probabilistic model may perform very well.

In TREC8, our goal is to continue using our approach based on parallel texts, but we want to

test the performance of a probabilistic model that is estimated from a set of parallel texts

automatically mined from the Web. The purpose of these tests is to see if automatic mining of

parallel texts may be a possible solution to the problem of unavailability of parallel texts for several

language pairs. For the moment, we only have a model estimated for English-French. So our

submitted runs only concern English and French documents (AP and SDA collections) using either

English or French queries. Two sets of runs have been submitted: one with a probabilistic model

trained with a manually established corpus - the Hansard; and the other with a model trained by the

Web texts.

In the following sections, we will first recall the principle of building a probabilistic

translation model from parallel texts. Then we will describe briefly the way in which parallel texts

are mined from the Web. Finally we will give a description of some experimental results.

2. Principle of building a probabilistic translation model

Given a set of parallel texts in two languages, they are first aligned into parallel sentences.

The criteria used in sentence alignment are the position of the sentence in the text (parallel sentences

have similar positions in two parallel texts), the length of the sentence (they are also similar in

length), and so on [Gale93]. In [Simard92], it is proposed that cognates may be used as an additional

criterion. Cognates refers to the words (e.g. proper names) or symbols (e.g. numbers) that are

identical (or very similar in form) in two languages. If two sentences contain such cognates, it

provides additional evidence that they are parallel. It has been shown that the approach using

cognates performs better than the one without cognates.
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Once a set of parallel sentences is obtained, word translation relations are estimated. First, it

is assumed that every word in a sentence may be the translation of every word in its parallel sentence.

Therefore, the more two words appear often in parallel sentences, the more they are thought of to be

translation of one another. In this way, we obtain some initial probabilities of word translation.

At the second step, the probabilities are submitted to a process of Expectation Maximization

(EM) in order to maximize the probabilities with respect to the given parallel sentences. The
algorithm of EM is described in [Brown93]. The final result is a probability function P(f|e) which

gives the probability of f to be the translation of e. Using this function, we can determine a set of

probable word translations in the target language for a query in the source language.

3. Mining parallel texts from the Web
The problem we often have with probabilistic models is the unavailability of parallel texts for

many language pairs. The Hansard corpus is one of the only existing corpora for English and French.

For other languages (e.g. Chinese and English), such a corpus is less (or not at all) available. In order

to solve this problem, we conducted a text-mining project in the Web in order to find parallel texts

automatically. The first experiments with the mined documents have been described in [Nie99]. The
experiments were done with a subset (5000) of the mined documents. However, they showed that the

approach is feasible. In TREC8, we intend to evaluate the performance of a probabilistic model

trained with all the parallel documents we found (about 20 000 pairs).

The mining process is devised into several steps:

selection of candidate web sites

finding all the documents from the candidate sites

paring the texts using simple or sophisticated criteria

The first step aims to determine the possible web sites where there may be parallel texts for

the given language pair. The way we did this is to send requests to some search engines, asking for

French documents containing an anchor named "English version", "english", and so on; and similarly

for English documents. The idea is, if a French document contains such an anchor, the link to which

the anchor is associated usually points to the parallel text in English.

From the set of documents returned by the search engines, we extract the addresses of web
sites, which are considered as candidate sites.

The second step also uses the search engines. In this step, a series of requests are sent to the

search engines to obtain the URLs of all the documents in each site.

The last step consists of paring up the URLs. We used some heuristic rules to determine

quickly is an URL may be parallel to another:

First, parallel texts usually have similar URLs. The only difference between them is often

a segment denoting the language of the document. For example, "-en", "-e", and so on for

English documents. Their corresponding segments for French are "-fr", "-f, and so on.

Therefore, by examining the URLs of the documents, we can quickly determine which

files may be a pair.

We then use other criteria such as the length of the file to further confirm or reject a pair.

The above criteria do not require to downloading the files actually. Once a set of possible

pairs is determined, the paired files are downloaded. Then we can perform some

checking of the document contents. For example, are their HTML structures similar? Do
they contain enough text? Can we align them into parallel sentences?

The above process was launched and stopped after 75 hours. We obtained about 20 000 pairs

that amount to 135 Mbytes French texts and llSMbytes English texts. It is to be noticed that only

30% of 5474 candidate sites have been explored.

4. Experiments

We used a modified version of SMART system [Buckley85] for monolingual document

indexing and retrieval. The Itn weighting scheme is used for documents. For queries, we used the
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probabilities provided by the probabilistic model, multiplied by the idf factor. From the translation

words obtained, we retained the top n words. The value of n is determined using TREC6 and TREC7
data.

4. 1. Tests with TREC6 and TREC7 data

The purpose is to determine the optimal value of n (the number of translation words kepi for

each query) for each direction (E to F or F to E) and each model. The test runs gave the following

performances (measured in average precision) using the long queries:

English to French

u Hansard Web
TRFr6 TREr7 TREr6 TREr7

10 0.2745 0.2685 0.2642 0.2554

15 0.2842 0.3102 0.3193 0.2641

20 0.2861 0.3215 0.3146 0.2918

25 0.2932 0.3184 0.3160 0.2963

30 0.2930 0.3193 0.3242 0.3043

35 0.2930 0.3219 0.3239 0.3076

40 0.2932 0.3241 0.3242 0.3076

45 0.2937 0.3238 0.3258 0.3078

50 0.2938 0.3246 0.3277 0.3083

60 0.2950 0.3249 0.3278 0.3124

70 0.2943 0.3248 0.3288 0.3125

80 0.2894 0.3244 0.3279 0.3124

90 0.2893 0.3238 0.3279 0.3131

100 0.2900 0.3242 0.3274 0.3127

French to English

t111 Hansard Web
TRFCfi TRFr7J. xvi—

/

TRFr7
10 0.2675 0.3855 0.2857 0.3584

15 0.2959 0.3879 0.2992 0.3606

20 0.2944 0.3898 0.3047 0.3665

25 0.2943 0.3918 0.3105 0.3721

30 0.2936 0.3978 0.3102 0.3732

35 0.2929 0.3721 0.3095 0.3738

40 0.2929 0.3699 0.3099 0.3741

45 0.2884 0.3666 0.3097 0.3746

50 0.2690 0.3669 0.3086 0.3740

60 0.2697 0.3371 0.3089 0.3744

70 0.2696 0.3250 0.3097 0.3748

80 0.2696 0.2987 0.3097 0.3743

90 0.2692 0.2982 0.3092 0.3744

100 0.2688 0.2981 0.3090 0.3742

Fig. 1. Tests of the models on TREC6 and TREC7

As we can see in these tables, in the case of the Hansard model, the optimal number of

translation words is 60 for English to French translation, and about 30 for French to English

translation. In the case of the Web model, the number of 70 seems to be quite good for all the cases.

Therefore, these numbers have been chosen.

Each translated query, a list of weighted words, is further transformed by the mtn weighting

scheme of SMART. It is then run against the documents of the target language. In parallel, the

documents in the target language are retrieved using the original query in the target language. The

two sets of results are merged and ordered according to their similarity with the queries. The

following four runs have been submitted (all for only English AP and French SDA collections):

RaliHanE2EF: Using English queries and the Hansard model

RaliHanF2EF: Using French queries and the Hansard model

RaliWebE2EF: Using English queries and the Web model

RaliWebF2EF: Using French queries and the Web model

What we can also observe in the above table is that the Web model performs generally

slightly better than the Hansard model. In [Nie99], with the limited web model trained with 5000

pairs of parallel texts, the performance was not as good as that of the Hansard model. The above

tables show that with enough parallel texts from the Web (actually about the same volume of texts as

in the Hansard), we can do as well as with a well controlled parallel corpus.
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4.2. Evaluation of the submitted runs

From the official evaluation, we extracted those for AP and SDA collections. We use this set

ofjudgements as our reference. The following table gives the average precision for each run.

E2EF F2EF
Hansard Web Hansard Web
0.3027 0.2744 0.3002 0.3012

Fig 2. Merged CLIR tests with TREC8 queries

This table shows that the Web model performs slightly worse than the Hansard model in the

E2EF case. Li F2EF, the performances are equivalent. At this point, several questions may be raised:

Why the optimal numbers set for TREC6 and TREC7 do not work well for TREC8? Is this difference

due to the different numbers of translation words used in different runs? To the difference between

the sets of queries? Or to the merging method used?

These questions can only be answered when we have thoroughly analyzed the translation and

retrieval results with different models. This will be reported later.

Notice that the submitted runs do not use a combination of a probabilistic model and a

bilingual dictionary. Our previous tests all confirmed that such a combination improve the

performances. Our goal in TREC8 is solely to compare the two probabilistic models. Therefore, the

possible improving techniques (such as the combination as well as quasi-relevance feedback) that

may be used for both models are not used, hi so doing, we hope to be able to have a more clear

comparison between the models.

In order to evaluate the performances of the translation models, without considering the

problem of result merging, we compare the result of simple cross-language results (from English

query to French documents, or vice versa) with those of the monolingual runs. The following table

shows this comparison.

French mono: 0.3946 English mono: 0.3090

E2F (% mono) F2E (% mono)

Hansard Web Hansard Web
0.3253 (84%) 0.3109 (79%) 0.2842 (92%) 0.2784 (90%)

Fig. 3. Single CLIR runs

Let us look at some of the problems in query translation.

Wrong translations of the key concepts:

Query 59 - exportation of dangerous medicines

We observe a drastic drop in the case of web model (from 0.4062 of monolingual run to

0.0448 only). The reason is the wrong translation of "medicines" as "medecine" (medical area). We
obtained the same performance as the monolingual run using the Hansard model.

Query 60 - Rare Birds Stolen

The Hansard model translated "bird" by itself, and attributed the strongest probability to it.

This is the main reason of drastic drop of effectiveness: 0.0568 compared to 0.3392 in monolingual

run (we obtained 0.1684 with the Web model). By both models, several terms such as "navire" (ship)

have been given very strong probabilities. These terms are translations of some less important terms

in the English query (e.g. "shipped") in the description field.
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Query 71 - saving the dolphin

In the Web model, the word "dolphin" is translated by itself. This topic also contains the

word "net" (fishing net). This raised a lot of problem to both translation models. It is translated as

"net" (an adjective in French, or Internet).

Wrong proper name
The French word "dauphin" has been translated as "dauphin" by both translation models. In

the case of the Hansard model, this is because "Dauphin" is the name of a place. In the Web model,

"Dauphin" is also taken in this way. We found many occurrences in the English Web documents

talking about "Dauphin Lake Basin", or phone number in "Dauphin".

Unknown words:

In the Query 64, the words "fertilizer" and "fertilizing" are unknown to the Hansard model.

Whereas only "fertilizing" is unknown to the Web model. As a consequence, the CLIR run with the

Web model (0.2759) is comparable to that of the monolingual run (0.2519), whereas that with the

Hansard model is much worse (0.0260).

"ONU" (UN) is an important concept in French query 61 (on "German UN force"). However,

its translation "United Nation" is only attributed with low probabilities (especially by the Web
model). A possible reason is the very low frequency of occurrences of "ONU" in the training corpus.

For the Web model, the word "Galiciens" is an unknown French word. For the Hansard

model, the situation is even worse: "Catalan", "Galice" and "ETA" are also unknown. The
performances obtained with the translations are only 1/2 and 1/3 of the monolingual run.

Related words included

In several cases, we observed the interesting phenomenon that related words are also

included in the translation. These related words may be even absent in the original queries. For

example, the word "movie" does not appear in the English query about "European film industry". In

the translations (by moth models) from French to English, it is included and attributed with a strong

probability. As a consequence, the translated queries lead to higher effectiveness (around 0.26) than

the original English query (0.1544). The same phenomenon is observed for Query 65 (on synthetic

fertilizing): From the French query, some related English words (that are absent in the original

English query) have been included in the translations (e.g. environment). In this case, the translated

queries also lead to higher performance than the monolingual English run.

5. Final remarks

Some of the above mentioned problems may be solved to certain extent by using the

translation models in conjunction with a bilingual dictionary. For example, the unknown words

problem and the wrong proper name problem. Such a combination has proven to be effective

[Nie99].

The other problems (especially the wrong translation problem) seem difficult to solve.

However, it is to be noted that the same problem also occurs for query translation with any tool (MT
or bilingual dictionary). These problems explain why CLIR effectiveness is usually lower than the

monolingual runs, even with the best translation tools of the world. On the other hand, if we compare

the probabilistic translation models with other translations means (in particular, with MT systems),

their performances are very close [Nie99]. This suggests that probabilistic models are translation

tools that are as valuable as MT systems for the CLER. purposes.

Our tests in TREC8 showed that using Web documents to train a probabilistic model is a

reasonable approach. The final performance is only slightly lower than using a controlled parallel

corpus. The great advantage of this approach is that it may be easily extended to several other
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language pairs with little additional cost. We are extending this approach to several other language

pairs.
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Abstract

This paper briefly discusses the UC Berkeley entry in the TREC8 Interactive Track. In this year's study twelve

searchers conducted six searches each, half on the Cheshire II system and the other half on the Zprise system, for a

total of 72 searches. Questionnaires were administered to each participant to gather information about basic

demographic and searching experience, about each search, about each of the systems, and finally, about the user's

perceptions of the systems. In this paper I will briefly describe the systems used in the study and how they differ in

design goals and implementation. The results of the interactive track evaluations and the information derived from the

questionnaires are then discussed and future improvements to the Cheshire II system are considered.

introduction

The primary goals of UC Berkeley entry in the TREC-8 Interactive track were to 1) attempt to replicate our

entry in the TREC-6 and TREC-7 Interactive track with a larger number of participants (searchers), and 2)

to evaluate changes to the experiment system (Cheshire II) to see if there were substantial differences in the

ranking of the systems between previous year's entries and this year. In addition we are continuing to use

the same systems, questioimaires, and complete TREC-7 Interactive track protocol to obtain further

information that we hope to combine with the data obtained in previous TREC interactive track experiments

for further analysis.

In TREC-8 we used virtually identical implementations of the Cheshire II system and the ZPRISE system as

those used in previous TRECs. The database and indexing for each system were also the same as for TREC-
6 and TREC-7 (Larson & McDonough, . The changes made to the Cheshire II system for this year's

experiment are discussed below.

The Cheshire II System

The design and retrieval algorithm of the Cheshire n system have been discussed in both the TREC-6 and

TREC-7 papers, and only the highlights of that description will be repeated here. The Cheshire II system

finds its primary usage in full text or structured metadata collections based on SGML and XML, often as the

search engine behind a variety of WWW-based "search pages" or as a Z39.50 server for particular

applications. The Cheshire II system includes the following features:

1. It supports SGML and XML as the primary database format of the underlying search engine

2. It is a client/server application where the interfaces (clients) communicate with the search engine

(server) using the Z39.50 v.3 Information Retrieval Protocol.

3. It includes a programmable graphical direct manipulation interface under X on Unix and NT. There is

also CGI interpreter version that combines client and server capabilities.

4. It permits users to enter natural language queries and these may be combined with Boolean logic for

users who wish to use it.
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cut

.

The Lloyd's member, in close contact with leading insurers in Florida, said
that damage to insured property was remarkably small. More than Dollars ISbn
of damage may have been caused in all, but was mostly to uninsured property,
he said.
In north Miami, damage is minimal. Norst affected is one hotel, whose
basement was flooded. Most of the destruction occurred in a 10-mile band
across Homestead, 25 miles to the south of Miami, where a typical bouse
sells for Dollars 100,000 to Dollars 150,000. US Insurers will face a bill
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Many destroyed power lines are thought to be uninsured, as are trees and
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.

Across Florida, some 2m people remained without electric ity yesterday and
health officials were warning the public to boil or chemically treat all
water

.

Hurricane Hugo, which devastated much of South Carolina in 1989, cost t:he
insurance industry some Dollars 4.2bn. Further uninsured losses may have
raised the total to Dollars 6bn-Dollars lObn.

c Previous Doc

Figure 1: New Cheshire II Interface with Full-Text Window

5. It uses probabilistic ranking methods based on the Logistic Regression research carried out at Berkeley

to match the user's initial query with documents in the database.

6. It supports open-ended, exploratory browsing through following dynamically established linkages

between records in the database, in order to retrieve materials related to those already found. These can

be dynamically generated "hypersearches" that let users issue a Boolean query with a mouse click to

fmd all items that share some field with a displayed record.

7. It uses the user's selection of relevant citations to refme the initial search statement and automatically

construct new search statements for relevance feedback searching.

The Cheshire II search engine supports both probabilistic and Boolean searching. The design rationale and

features of the Cheshire II search engine have been discussed in the TREC-6 and TREC-7 papers (Larson &
McDonough, 1998; Gey, Jiang, Chen & Larson, 1999).
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The Cheshire search engine functions as a Z39.50 information retrieval protocol server providing access to a

set of databases. In the TREC-8 experiments the TREC Financial Times (FT) database was the only

database used by participants. The system supports various methods for translating a searcher's query into

the terms used in indexing the database. These methods include elimination of unused words using field-

specific stopword lists, particular field-specific query-to-key conversion or "normalization" functions,

standard stemming algorithms (Porter stemmer).

The Cheshire II search engine supports both Boolean and probabilistic searching on any indexed element of

the database. In probabilistic searching, a natural language query can be used to retrieve the records that are

estimated to have the highest probability of being relevant given the user's query. The search engine

supports a simple form of relevance feedback, where any items found in an initial search (Boolean or

probabilistic) can be selected and used as queries in a relevance feedback search.

The probabilistic retrieval algorithm used in the Cheshire II search engine is based on the logistic regression

algorithms developed by Berkeley researchers (Cooper, et al. 1992, 1994a, 1994b). The Cheshire 11 search

engine also supports complete Boolean operations on indexed elements in the database, and supports

searches that combine probabilistic and Boolean elements.

Relevance feedback is supported and implemented quite simply, as probabiUstic retrieval based on

extraction of content-bearing elements (such as titles, subject headings, etc.) from any items that have

already been seen and selected by a user. At the present time we do not use any methods for eliminating

poor search terms from the selected records, nor special enhancements for terms common between multiple

selected records (Salton & Buckley 1990).

The Cheshire II Client Interface

The design of the Cheshire II client interface (shown with the TREC FT database in Figure 1), has also been

discussed in previous TREC papers. This discussion will concentrate on changes made to the interface for

the purposes of our TREC-8 experiment. The Cheshire II interface was intended to provide a generic

interface to Z39.50 servers, primarily for search and display of library catalog information and other

bibliographic databases. The principle design goals in the interface design were:

1. to support a consistent interface to a wide variety of Z39.50 servers, and to dynamically adapt to the

particular server.

2. to reduce the cognitive load on the users wishing to interact with multiple distributed information

retrieval systems by providing a single interface for them all.

3. to minimize use of additional windows during users' interactions with the client in order to allow them

to concentrate on formulating queries and evaluating the results, and not expend additional mental effort

and time switching their focus of attention from the search interface to display clients;

As pointed out in the TREC-7 paper (Gey, Jiang, Chen & Larson, 1999), the interface design assumed that

most of the information retrieved and viewed in the search interface would be brief metadata records for

documents, and not full text documents themselves. The ability to view full-text documents such as the FT
articles used in the interactive track experiments was initially added to the existing interface as longer

records that could be scrolled in the main display window. However, comments and questionnaire responses

from TREC-7 participants indicated that the separate document viewing window associated with the

ZPRISE system was preferable to having to do so much scrolling to accomplish the Interactive Track tasks..

The primary addition to the Cheshire II client interface was the addition of a full-text display window that

included controls for selecting/saving the displayed document. This window is shown in Figure 1. The full-

text window is invoked by the "Full Text" button next to the "Select" button for each record. The "Full
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Text" button changes color to indicate the currently displayed full-text document (blue) or previously seen

documents (orange/gold). The full-text window also included controls for stepping directly to the next or

previous full-text document in the retrieval list.

In addition, the Boolean NOT, requested by several searchers in TREC-7 was brought out to the interface

and integrated with the Boolean search capability.

The Zprise System

The second (control) system used in the TREC-7 Interactive track at Berkeley was the Zprise system from

NIST. This system was used in the same configuration and with the same database indexing setup as used

for the global control system in our TREC-6 and TREC-7 Interactive Track entries. Zprise, as configured

for this test was limited to a total of 24 retrieved items and relevance feedback was disabled. However, the

interface was set up so that it provided a very good fit for the tasks involved in the interactive track. For

example, documents were viewed in full text form in a separate window from the short display (consisting

primarily of title and date as well as control elements for indicating relevant documents and for moving

around in the brief display. Most of our users found the ZPRISE displays simple to learn and to operate, in

fact most found that the operations required to carry out the Interactive Track tasks were easier to do on the

ZPRISE interface than they were on the Cheshire II interface. This was not entirely surprising, since the

ZPRISE interface is designed to support TREC-like databases containing full text. We had hoped that the

addition of the full-text display to the Cheshire II system would show less difference in preference (and

hopefully, less differences in the aspectual recall and precision figures) when compared to TREC-7. But, as

discussed below, this hope was not fulfilled.

TREC Interactive Track

The administration of the Interactive Track followed the protocols set down in the track guidelines. This

mandated a minimum group of 12 participant searchers, each of whom conduct 6 searches, half on the

control system (ZPRISE, identified as "Z") and half on the experimental system (Cheshire II, identified as

"C"). Each searcher was asked to use the features of the respective interfaces to select as relevant those

documents that they considered to relevant to one or more aspects of the specific topic.

Topic

Syste

m Data 408i 41 4i 428i 431 i 438i 446i

Overall

Average

C Average of Recall

Average of Precision

0.39 0.72 0.37 0.37 0.21 0.24

0.80 0.61 0.77 0.84 0.67 0.44

0.38

0.69

z Average of Recall

Average of Precision

0.42 0.72 0.42 0.40 0.21 0.29

0.93 0.59 0.68 0.86 0.86 0.75

0.41

0.78

Tah]p 1 . Avprapp Prerisinn anH Rerall hv Tonir for Cheshire and 7,nrisp

The pooled results for all systems were evaluated at NIST by the TREC evaluators and "Aspectual

Precision" and "Aspectual Recall" for each searcher was calculated. Table 1 shows the values for Aspectual

Precision and Recall by TREC topic for the two Berkeley systems ("C" and "Z", the Cheshire II system and

ZPRISE systems respectively) are shown in boldface in Tables 1 and 2. The control system "Z" performed
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considerably better than the experimental system in terms of the Aspectual Precision and noticeably better in

terms of Aspectual recall. Needless to say, this is a disappointing result, and our analysis has yet to reveal

any obvious reason for the discrepancy. We believe that the difference may be due to the more complex

interactions required to perform the search tasks on the generic Cheshire II interface than on the ZPRISE
system, certainly the comments of participants on the questionnaires indicated that most of them preferred

the ZPRISE system.

System

Searcher Data C Z Mean

P1 Average of easy_slart

Average of easy_search

3.6667 4.6667

4.3333 4.3333

4.1667

4.3333

P10 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

5.0000 4.6667

4.6667 4.6667

4.8333

4.6667

P11 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

3.6667 3.3333

3.6667 3.6667

3.5000

3.6667

P12 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

3.0000 3.6667

3.6667 3.6667

3.3333

3.6667

P2 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

3.0000 3.6667

2.3333 3.0000

3.3333

2.6667

P3 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

3.3333 3.0000

3.6667 3.3333

3.1667

3.5000

P4 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_searcfi

3.0000 3.6667

3.0000 3.3333

3.3333

3.1667

P5 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

2.3333 3.6667

2.0000 3.0000

3.0000

2.5000

P6 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

3.0000 3.3333

3.0000 3.3333

3.1667

3.1667

P7 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

4.0000 4.6667

4.0000 4.3333

4.3333

4.1667

P8 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

3.3333 4.0000

3.3333 4.3333

3.6667

3.8333

P9 Average of easy_start

Average of easy_search

4.0000 4.0000

3.6667 4.0000

4.0000

3.8333

Mean of "easy to start searching" 3.4444 3.861

1

3.6528

Mean of "easy to search" 3.4444 3.7500 3.5972

Table 3: Average Ease of Starting Search and Ease of Doing Search

for each Participant by system

In the following section we will examine the characteristics of the searchers as reported in the questionnaires

administered during the experiments. Figure 3 summarizes the average aspectual precision and recall for

each of the systems participating in the TREC-7 Interactive Track.

User Characteristics
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The administration of the interactive track followed the track guidelines with a single group of 12

participants. While only one of the participants had used either the experimental (Cheshire 11) or control

Average Recall and Precision for All Systems
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Figure 2. Average Precision and Recall by System

(ZPRISE) systems in searching tasks, some had seen demonstrations of the experimental system. The

searchers who participated in the study were volunteers drawn from the School of Information Management

and Systems at UC Berkeley (a call for participation was sent to all students and faculty at SIMS and the

first 12 volunteers were scheduled for search sessions. A pre-search questionnaire asked each participant

about:

1. What high school/college/univerity degrees/diplomas do have (or expect to have)?

2. What IS your occupation?

3. What is your gender?

4. What is your age?

5. Have you participated in previous TREC searching studies?

6. Overall how long have you been doing online searching?

7. Experience with using a point-and-click interface (e.g. Windows, Macintosh)

8. Experience searching on computerized library catalogs either locally or remotely

9. Experience searching on CD-ROM systems

10. Experience searching on commercial online systems (BRS afterdark. Dialog, Lexis-Nexis, etc.)

1 1 . Experience searching on the World Wide Web search services (Alta Vista, Excite, Yahoo, Hotbot, etc.)

12. Experience searching on other systems

13. How often do you conduct a search on any kind of system

14. "I enjoy carrying out information searches"
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All of the participants, except one undergraduate, held college degrees (One held a PhD, Three others were

PhD students with previous undergi-aduate and graduate degrees, and the remaining participants were

Masters students in the SIMS program). Three of the participants (PI, P2, and P3) had over 8 years of

experience in online searching on other systems. As observed last year, once again the most frequently used

search systems were the Web search services and the next most frequent were online catalogs. It appears

that most recent searchers will be gaining their experience from theWWW and possibly from online library

catalogs, and will probably not have experience (or as much experience) with traditional Boolean systems

such as Dialog.

Per Search Results

Following each search the participants were given a questionnaire asking:

1 . Are you familiar with this topic

2. Was it easy to get started on this search

3. Was it easy to do the search on this topic

4. Are you satisfied with your search results

5. Are you confident that you identified all of the different instances for this topic

6. Did you have enough time to do an effective search.

Table 4 shows the average responses for the "easy to do the search" and "easy to get started on the search"

questions by searcher and system. As may be seen from the table, many searchers found the search easier to

do with the ZPRISE system than with the Cheshire II system. Similarly, Table 5 shows the average

responses to the "Are you satisfied with the results" question. Here, the overall scores rate the searches done

with the Cheshire II system slightly higher than for ZPRISE. Table 6 shows the average responses to the

question "Are you familiar with this topic?" Here the responses show that the searchers where generally less

famiUar with the topics searched on the Cheshire system versus those on the ZPRISE systemu Correlation

analysis showed, however, no significant correlation between familiarity with a topic and either the ease of

searching or the satifaction with search results.

Post-System Questions

The searches were conducted in blocks of 4 questions on each system. Following the searcher's interaction

with a system, a post-system questionnaire was administered. This post-system questiormaire asked each

Average of

satisfied

System Average of

familiar

System

Searclier 0 Z MeanI Searcher 0 Z Mean

P1 4.6667 4.3333 4.5000 PI 1 .6667 2.0000 1.8333

P10 4.3333 3.6667 4.0000 P10 1 .6667 3.6667 2.6667

P11 3.3333 3.0000 3.1667 P11 1 .0000 1 .3333 1.1667

P12 3.0000 3.0000 3.0000 P12 2.0000 1 .6667 1 .8333

P2 3.3333 2.3333 2.8333 P2 1 .0000 1 .6667 1 .3333

P3 2.6667 2.3333 2.5000 P3 2.6667 2.0000 2.3333

P4 2.6667 2.6667 2.6667 P4 2.3333 1 .6667 2.0000

P5 2.6667 3.0000 2.8333 P5 2.0000 2.3333 2.1667

P6 3.0000 3.3333 3.1667 P6 2.3333 2.3333 2.3333

P7 3.0000 3.3333 3.1667 P7 2.0000 3.0000 2.5000

P8 3.6667 4.6667 4.1667 P8 1.3333 2.6667 2.0000

P9 3.6667 4.0000 3.8333 P9 4.0000 4.0000 4.0000

Overall means 3.3333 3.3056 3.3194 Overall means 2.0000 2.3611 2.1806

Table 5: Average User Satisfaction with Search Table 6: Average User Familiarity with Topics
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searcher the following questions:

1. How easy was it to learn to use this information system?

2. How easy was it to use this information system?

3. How well did you Mnc?erj?a«<i /lovf /o M5e the information system?

4. Write down any comments that you have about your searching experience with this information retrieval system.

Overall, the searchers found both systems very easy to learn. The Cheshire system was marked down again

on the "easy to use" question. From the comments, this appeared to be related to some features being hard to

understand and use. Some searchers mentioned that it was hard to figure out when and if the items they

selected as relevant had been seen before, and as previously observed, the need to scroll back to the

beginning of a record to select it as relevant (for those NOT using the full-text window) was a problem when

the full text is displayed in the main window.

Exit Questionnaire

After the completion of all searches an exit questionnaire was administered to the searchers. This

questionnaire asked:

1. To what extent did you understand the nature of the searching task?

2. To what extent did you find this task similar to other searching tasks that you typically perform?

3. How different did you find the systems from one another?

4. Please rank the two systems in order of how easy they were to learn to use.

5. Please rank the two systems in order of how easy they were to use.

6. Please rank the two systems in the order of which system you liked best.

7. What did you like about each of the systems.

8. What did you dislike about each of the systems.

9. Please list any other comments that you have about your overall search experience.

The searchers claimed to have a very good understanding of the search task (mean was 4. 16), and they

found the task similar to other searching tasks (mean of 3.50). They also found the systems somewhat

different (mean of 3.41). In ranking the systems, 7 out of 12 ranked Cheshire II as easier to learn to use, but

only 5 out of 12 ranked it as easier to use. 7 out of the 12 searchers "liked" Cheshire the best of the two

systems. However, as the Precision and Recall results show, they did not perform as well using the Cheshire

system as they did using ZPRISE. One had a strong preference for the ZPRISE system, but commented that

he might have preferred Cheshire if it had been introduced first.

Conclusions

It is very difficult to draw any firm conclusions from the analysis that we have conducted. There is no clear

evidence why the Cheshire II system has shown poorer Precision and Recall performance that the control

system One tentative thought is that Cheshire II is providing too much functionality and may be confusing

the users with too many options. Many of the users did use the Boolean features of the system, and this

might have caused a significant reduction in Recall compared to the ranked retrieval offered by the ZPRISE
system. These tentative hypotheses will need further analysis to discover if they are supported by the data

collected.
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TREC-8 Experiments at Maryland: CLIR, QA and Routing

Douglas W. Oard,* Jianqiang Wang,^ Dekang Lin,*and Ian Soborofl^

Abstract

The University of Maryland team participated in four cispects of TREC-8: tiie ad hoc retrieval task,

the main task in the cross-language retrieval (CLIR) track, the question answering track, and the routing

tcisk in the filtering track. The CLIR method was ba^ed on Pirkola's method for Dictionary-based Query

Translation, using freely available dictionaries. Broad-coverage parsing and rule-based matching was

used for question answering. Routing was performed using Latent Semantic Indexing in profile space.

1 Introduction

The Eighth Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-8) offered many more attractive evaluation opportunities

than our team could have pursued, so we chose to participate in four aspects of the work that are aligned

particularly closely with our ongoing work. In Cross-Language Information Retrieval track (CLIR), we
focused on rapid retargetability, seeking to learn how well we could do with freely available resources that

have more hmited vocabulary coverage than those we have used in the past. We also tried out the Inquery

synonym operator as a device for selecting the correct translation, an approach introduced by Pirkola [7]

but not previously tested at TREC. In the new Question Answering track, we explored the potential for

combining broad-coverage parsing with rule-based matching. Our effort for the Routing ta^k of the Filtering

track explored the use of Latent Semantic Indexing on a space formed from profiles that aggregate several

documents, in an effort to understand whether common aspects of the topic space could be automatically

identified and exploited. Our participation in the Ad Hoc task was hmited to a single run with an off-the-

shelf retrieval system—as in past years, we used the Ad Hoc task as a learning opportunity for some of the

new members of our team while producing results that might help to enrich the assessment pool.

Our team for the first time included significant participation by visitors from other institutions. Dekang

Lin from the University of Manitoba worked on Question Answering while on sabbatical at Maryland. Ian

Soboroff from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County worked on the Routing task. Our experience

suggests that collaborations of this sort can serve the community well, combining fresh ideas with experience

that gives a leg up on climbing the learning curve.

2 Cross-Language Information Retrieval

We participated in the main task of the CLIR track, using an English query to create a single merged ranked

list of English, French, German and Italian news stories for each of the 28 topics. We sought to answer three

questions: (1) what is the best that can be done using freely available resources; (2) how well does Pirkola's

method for accommodating multiple candidate translations work on the TREC CLIR collection; and (3)

would building a single index be more effective than building separate indices for each language?

A purist approach to the first question would have required that we use a freely available retrieval system

such a^ PRISE, SMART or MG. The second question led us to instead choose Inquery, which is inexpensively

(but not quite freely) available for research use. We downloaded three bilingual "dictionaries," all of which

were actually simply lists of English terms that were paired with some equivalent terms in another language.

'College of Library and Information Services, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, oard@glue.umd.edu

^College of Library and Information Services, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, wangjq@glue.umd.edu

Department of Computer Science, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, R3T2N2 CANADA, lindek@cs.umanitoba.ca

^Department of C.S. and E.E., University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD 21250, ian@cs.umbc.edu

I
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Pair Source Enghsh Terms Foreign Terms Avg Translations

E-G http:/ /www.quickdic.de 99,357 131,273 1.7

E-F http://www.freedict.com 20,100 35,008 1.3

E-I http://www.freedict.com 13,400 17,313 1.3

Table 1: Sources and summary statistics for bilingual dictionaries.

Here we take "terms" to include both single words and multiword expressions—multiword expressions were

common in some of the dictionaries. Table 1 shows the source and summary statistics for each dictionary.

Each of the dictionaries was downloaded in a native machine-readable format that was designed for

the originally intended use (typically, interactive access using an associated program). No documentation

regarding storage formats was provided with any of the dictionaries, but conversion to our standard format

turned out to be quite straightforward in every case. We preserved the order of the original dictionary where

possible, and an examination of the results indicates that the known translations for each term are stored

in lexicographic order. In other work we have reordered the translations by their (unconditioned) frequency

in the Brown Corpus (for terms that are present in that corpus) [5], but that was not done in this case.

2.1 Pirkola's Technique and Multilingual Indexing

Once we had a dictionary in a suitable format, we used it with our existing Dictionary-based Query Transla-

tion (DQT) routines to translate the query from English into the language of one of the four language-specific

CLIR subcollections (no translation was needed for the English subcollection). In DQT, each query term

for which at least one translation is known was replaced with one or more of the known translations. When
no translation is known, the English term is retained unchanged in the translated query. Since query terms

may have more than one translation, some selection heuristic is needed. In the past we have tried retaining

Every Translation (DQT-ET) or just the First Translation (DQT-FT), finding that sometimes one approach

yields better average precision and sometimes the other does. We thus elected to try both and to select the

best of the two as our baseline for evaluating Pirkola's technique.

Pirkola used structured queries to attack the problem of translation ambiguity [7]. Specific terms, which

are quite useful for searching, typically have relatively few translations. But with DQT-ET, t|ie more

translations a query term has, the more weight it will get because every possible translation will appear in

the query. With Pirkola's structured queries, translations of the same term are treated as instances of a single

term. In this way, important query terms get relatively more weight. In our experiment, we implemented

Pirkola's technique by grouping all translations for each query term using the Inquery synonym operator

#syn(). All of the groups were then combined using Inquery's sum operator #sum().^ Pirkola found that

this approach yielded substantial improvements in average precision when compared with an approach similar

to DQT-ET.
As in TREC-7, we built a separate index for the documents in each language (English, French, German,

and Italian), produced separate ranked lists for each language for each topic using queries translated into

only that language, and then applied a uniform merging strategy strategy in which we took n documents

from the top of the Enghsh list for every 1 document that we took from each other list [6]. In preliminary

experiments with TREC-7 data, we found n = 2 to be optimal for DQT with these dictionaries. That

contrasts markedly with our conclusion at TREC-7 that n = 10 was best when queries were translated using

a commercial machine translation system. We have not yet investigated this effect in detail, but in the

results reported below we use a uniform 2:1:1:1 merge in which each block of 5 documents in the merged list

contains 2 Enghsh documents, 1 French document, 1 German document, and 1 Italian document.

^Pirkola also used Inquery's #uw2 operator to group terms in a phrase together. We omitted that from our implementation,

so each word in the phrase is treated separately in our runs.
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Rnn TDXVUXi Official Translation Index Fin prlish PVpnrViL L ^Xiv^il Tt a Ii Q nX t CXiicLiX

...» jnnv.. 1umayybl Yes Long Pirkola Monolingual U.io2 A 0 /I CU.o4o Alio A 1 1 ylU.ii4 A ATO
(J.078

umdyyDz Yes Long UKi i-r i Monolingual U.lOD U.o4o u.uy A Aon U.Udz

umayybo Yes Long UKol i-Hii Monolingual n 1 "iAU.lv54 U.o4o U.U4o A ATI

umayyci Yes 1 itie Pirkola Monolingual n 1 nnU.IUU n ICO A AOc; A A7A

umayycz les i iiie 1 liKOla iviuiiiiinguai U.iUo

umd99c3 No Title DQT-ET Monolingual 0.114 0.252 0.093 0.064 0.068

uind99c4 No Title DQT-ET Multilingual 0.094

umd99c5 No Title DQT-FT Monolingual 0.097 0.252 0.110 0.059 0.066

umd99c6 No Title DQT-FT Multilingual 0.098

Table 2: Official and unofficial CLIR runs, overall and by-language average precision.

Good results have also been reported with a unified multilingual index [3], so we also tried that approach.

In that case, all documents were indexed together regardless of language, and the translated queries in each

language (including the untranslated English queries) were combined on a topic-by-topic basis. The approach

results in a single ranked list, so no merging strategy is required. We enabled English stemming for all runs

and did not use any stopword Usts.

2.2 Results

We submitted five official CLIR runs and scored an additional four unofficial runs locally, as shown in

Table 2. Only the "umd99bl" and "umd99cl" runs contributed to the relevance assessment pools. All runs

were in the automatic category. Title queries were formed automatically using the words in the title field

of each topic description. Long queries were formed using all words in the topic except SGML markup and

field titles. Pirkola's technique clearly outperformed the best DQT technique (DQT-FT) on long queries in

every language, achieving a 28% relative improvement in German, 25% in Italian and 16% in French. The

differences in German and Italian were found to be statistically significant (at p < 0.05 using a two-tailed

paired t-test), the difference in French was not {t = 1.06,p = 0.30). The difference is less impressive in

the merged results, however, achieving only a 4% relative improvement that was not statistically significant

{t — 1.92,p = 0.065). Figure 1(a) compares the two techniques on a per-query bcisis, showing that topics for

which Pirkola's technique is better are considerably more common. Pirkola's technique is quite slow, however,

requiring about 8 minutes per long French query on a SPARC 20 (compared with about 1 minute per long

French query for either DQT-FT or DQT-ET). We note with some concern that this slowdown occurred with

a dictionary in which multiple translations were relatively rare (averaging only 1.3 translations per term).

With title queries, the observed effect is more variable, with Pirkola's technique performing 12% better

relative to DQT-FT in German and 6% better in Italian, but 14% worse in French. With a merged ranked

hst, Pirkola's method comes out 3% better than DQT-FT. This is roughly comparable to the 5% better per-

formance of Pirkola's technique (compared to DQT-FT) when a multilingual index is used. DQT-ET might

be the better basis for comparison in this case, since it outperforms DQT-FT on German and Italian (but is

again notably worse on French). When the resulting ranked lists were merged, however, DQT-ET produced

a dramatic (arid as-yet unexplained) improvement. As Figure 1(b) illustrates, the 14% relative improvement

over Pirkola's technique (which is not statistically significant: t = — 1.47,p = 0.15) is attributable to topics

67, 68, 69, and 79. We examined these topics and the ranked lists, but no obvious explanation was apparent.

We also were not able to find a statistically significant difference between the use of a single multilingual

index and our uniform 2:1:1:1 merging strategy for results obtained using separately constructed monolin-

gual indices. We used the multilingual index only with title queries in our experiments. Neither the 3%
relative improvement that resulted from multilingual indexing with Pirkola's technique nor the 2% rela-

tive improvement that resulted from monolingual indexing with DQT-FT showed any sign of significance
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Figure 1: Comparative results by query, merged monolingual, (a) Pirkola's method better above zero,

DQT-FT better below, (b) Pirkola's method better above zero, DQT-ET better below.

{t = —0.24,p = 0.81 and t - -0.10, p = 0.92 respectively). The previously unexplained performance of

DQT-ET with merged ranked lists produced a 22% relative advantage over multilingual indices, but that

difference is also not statistically significant {t — 1.09, p = 0.28). Figure 2 shows that again it is topics 67,

69 and 79 that are responsible for the majority of this effect.
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Figure 2: Comparative results by query for DQT-ET on title queries, merging monolingual ranked lists

better above zero, single multilingual index better below.

3 Question Answering

Many natural language systems are organized as a stream of processing modules. A parser is usually one of

the upstream modules. The resulting parse trees are typically used to guide the processing in downstream

modules. For example, a semantic interpreter may rely on the parse trees to identify the atomic components

that are semantically interpretable and then combine them according to the parse tree structure to obtain the

interpretation for larger chunk of text. We call such processing syntax-guided. A problem with syntax-guided

processing is the heavy reliance of the downstream modules on the parse trees. Without the parse trees, a

syntax-guided module is usually unable to produce any output. SyncMatcher adopts a syntax-constrained

approach where parse trees are used as a source of constraints for downstream modules. Without the

constraints, the downstream modules are still functional. The difference is that they will be faced with more

ambiguous inputs, which increase the likelihood of error in the output.
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The parser used in SyncMatcher is MINIPAR, a principle-based broad-coverage parser. Although MINI-

PAR uses a constituency grammar internally, its outputs are dependency structures. For each word in the

sentence, a dependency structure specifies the governor of the word. For example, (la) is a dependency

structure of a sentence. The root of the dependency tree is "have" and there are 4 dependency relationships

in the tree as shown in (lb).

(1)

a.

I have a brown dog

b. (have subj I)

(have obj dog)

(dog mod brown)

(dog det a)

Given a query and a stream of documents, SyncMatcher matches sentences in the documents against the

query using the dependency trees as constraints. Each match is assigned a score, which is used to rank the

answers extracted from the documents. The outputs for each query are the top-5 distinct answers.

To find the best match between a query and a sentence in the documents, SyncMatcher first establishes

the set of potential correspondence between the words in the query and the words in the documents according

to the following rules:

• a word may match another word with identical root form.

• two words match if the result of stemming them with the Porter stemmer is the same.

• A wh-word matches proper nouns that have the same semantic tag as the wh-word. For example,

"who" matches named entity that is classified as PERSON.

After collecting the set of potential matching pairs of words, SyncMatcher tries to find a subtrees of the

dependency trees of the query and an input sentence that satisfies the following constraints:

(2)

a. If a node B is on the (undirected) path between two nodes A and C in the dependency tree of the

query and A', B' and C are nodes in the dependency trees of an input sentence that corresponds to

A, B and C respectively, then B' must be on the (undirected) path between A' and C in the

dependency tree.

b. If A' and C are nodes in the dependency tree of an input sentence and A' and C corresponds to A
and C in the query respectively, there must not exist another node on the path between A' and C
that may also correspond to A or C.

3.1 Semantic Tagging of Wh-words

SyncMatcher answers queries by extracting named entities from the documents. Therefore, we must first

determine the type of named entity that the answer belongs to. If the wh-word in the query is "who" , "when"

,

"where", "how many" or "how much", the answer is usually a PERSON, a TIME/DATE, a LOCATION, a

NUMBER or an AMOUNT, respectively. When the wh-word in the query is "which", "what" or "how", the

semantic category of the wh-word is determined by their governor in the dependency tree. For each type of

named entity, we constructed a list of common nouns that typically refer to them. For example, the list of

common nouns for LOCATION include

country, nation, city, region, republic, island, province, state, town, area, community, territory,

capital, world. South, neighborhood, village, land, colony, camp, ...
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A wh-word in a query is tagged as type X if its governor belongs to the list of common nouns of the type X.

For example, in the query "Which country is Australia's largest export market?" , the governor of "which" is

"country". Therefore, "which" is tagged as LOCATION. In the query "Which former Ku Klux Klan member
won an elected office in the U.S.?", the governor of "which" is "member". Since "member" belongs to a list

of words that are very similar to "person", "man", etc., the word "which" is tagged as PERSON.
The dependency trees generated by MINIPAR also encodes the following types of coreference relation-

ships: (1) traces and zero pronouns and their antecedents; (2) personal pronouns and their antecedents; and

(3) item proper names and their antecedents. The first type coreference relationships are identified during

parsing. The other two types are identified by the coreference recognizer borrowed from a University of

Manitoba's MUC system.

3.2 A Walkthrough Example

Consider the following query:

Q.108 Which company created the Internet browser Mosaic?

The dependency tree for the query is as follows:

^^U-^

—

y'^^^^ spec__^ \.

Which company created the Internet browser Mosaic?

Consider the following fragments from one of the documents:

.... Then he met Marc Andreesen. A 23-year-old cyber-star computer science graduate, Andreesen

created Mosaic, a software program that enables even computer novices to explore the Internet's

vast resources. Since Andreesen and a group of fellow students working at the University of

Illinois' National Center for Supercomputing Applications launched Mosaic on to the Internet

last year, it has been used by an estimated 2m people.

The word "Andreesen" is not found in the lexicon in SyncMatcher. However, there is the coreference re-

lationship between "Andreesen" and "Marc Andreesen" earlier in the document. Since "Marc" is a known
first name in the lexicon, "Marc Andreesen" is recognized as a person. Therefore, "Andreesen" is tagged

as a PERSON. Since the governor of "which" in the query is "company", "which" is tagged as an ORGA-
NIZATION. It can only correspond to words in documents that are also tagged as organizations, such as

"University of Illinois" and "National Center for Supercomputing Applications"

.

SyncMatcher identified the following two matches from the above paragraph.

Which company created the Internet browser Mosaic?

Andreesen created Mosaic, a software program ....Internet's vast resources

Which company created the Internet browser Mosaic?

Andreesen and ... working at the Uofl's NCSA launched Mosaic on to the Internet
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Both matches involve three words in the query. The second match involves the wh-word in the query and

is consequently scored higher. SyncMatcher then returns the matching element for the wh-word, "National

Center for Supercomputing Applications" as the answer. The phrase "University of Illinois" also matches

"which" in Q.108. However, because "NCSA" is on the path between "University of Illinois" and other

matching words, such as "Mosaic", the constraint (2b) rules it out.

3.3 Experimental Results

We used the documents collected by AT&T Labs using a search engine, which contains 200 documents per

query. The total size of the document collection is about 200MB (32M words). The document are ordered

according to the relevance score obtained from the search engine. However, this information is currently

ignored. SyncMatcher parsed all the sentences in the documents except those in the headers or footers.

The total processing time is about 40 hours on a 233MHz Pentium II with 160MB memory and 6GB disk,

running Linux. This is roughly equivalent to 222 words per second.

For 80 out of the 198 questions in the Q&A Track, SyncMatcher returned the correct answer as one of

its top 5 answers. The distribution of the answers is shown in the following table.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th not found

47 14 7 7 5 118

4 Routing

We have been exploring a filtering technique which combines content-based and collaborative aspects [11],

and TREC-8 is its first exposure with a large collection. We expected this technique to give some advantage

to related families of topics, while not harming performance on other topics.

Since our work ha^ focused on the basic technique and not on adaptation, we only submitted results for

routing. While adaptation and profile construction are probably not orthogonal, we hoped that this would

help show if our technique works a^ide from any benefits gained from adaptive filtering.

4.1 Collaborative LSI

We first construct our routing queries using a sophisticated relevance feedback approach. All queries are then

collected together, and a latent semantic index (LSI) of the query collection is computed. Test documents

are routed in the reduced-dimension LSI space, which should highlight common interests among the queries,

and diminish noise. Latent semantic indexing [1] has been used before by Dumais in the TREC Routing

task [2]. The key difference in our approach is that we compute the latent semantic index from a collection

of queries, rather than a collection of individual documents. Specifically, we collect our routing queries for

topics 351-400 into a single term-query matrix, and compute an SVD of this matrix. This should give two

advantages over a straightforward application of LSI. First, the LSI space is oriented towards features of

the queries, rather than the documents, making it better suited to a routing environment with few saved

documents and persistent queries. Second, the LSI space highlights commonalities among queries, so that if

queries are similar they can benefit from each other.

In Dumais' approach, the LSI transformation highlights common features among documents, giving

dimensions where groups of documents share co-occurrence patterns of certain weighted terms. This is

simply too general, and not related to our problem, which is not to choose among documents but to choose

among queries. Hull [4] described a "local LSI" technique, which rather than computing the LSI from the

entire collection, computed it from the top n documents in an initial retrieval on the query. This is closer to

a query-centric LSI than Dumais, but does not allow for collaboration among queries.

It's not clear that any collaboration takes place in TREC filtering, since the topics are not necessarily

designed to overlap, either in information interest or in actual relevant document sets. However, just from

a reading of the topic descriptions, several topics this year seem closely related, as can be seen in figure 3.

These groups might have documents in common, for example, in the case of the first and fifth groups; or they

might indeed be "false friends", containing common terms but not common relevant documents, probably

the case in the other three groups. In fact, because of the strict definitions of relevance in TREC topics,
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Medicine:

- postmenopausal estrogen Britain (356)

- in vitro fertilization (368)

- anorexia nervosa bulimia (369)

- health insurance hoUstic (371)

- obesity medical treatment (380)

- alternative medicine (381)

- mercy killing (393)

Alternative fuels:

- hydrogen energy (375)

- hydrogen fuel automobiles (382)

- hybrid fuel cars (385)

Exploited labor:

- clothing sweatshops (361)

- human smuggling (362)

• Pharmaceuticals:

- food/drug laws (370)

- mental illness drugs (383)

- orphan drugs (390)

- R&D drug prices (391)

• Education:

- mainstreaming (379)

- teaching disabled children (386)

- home schooling (394)

Figure 3: A sampling of topics used in the TREC-8 Filtering track, grouped manually into families of related

interest.

and that they explicitly seek to limit how far relevance carries to related documents, collaborative filtering

techniques might actually harm performance.

4.2 Profile Construction

To build our profiles, we use a technique similar to that used by the AT&T group in TREC-6 [8] and

TREC-7 [10]. First, a training collection is constructed from the Financial Times documents from 1992, and

all TREC documents from the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, and Los Angeles Times. We gather

collection statistics here for all future IDF weights. The training document vectors are weighted log-tfidf,

and normalized using the pivoted unique-term document normalization [9].

Pivoted document length normalization is an improvement over the commonly-used cosine normalization.

Vector normalization is done in general because longer documents, having more terms, will dominate the

similarity calculation otherwise. The cosine normalization does a fairly good job of ensuring that probability

of relevance does not increase with length, but still manages to favor long documents. Pivoted normalization

repairs this by more "severely" normalizing longer documents.

We then build a routing query using Rocchio's formula for relevance feedback:

\ r€re/ / \ n£nrel

An initial query Q is made from the short topic description, and using it the top 1000 documents are

retrieved from the training collection. The results are used to build a feedback query, using:

• Q, the initial short-description query (weighted a = 3)

• Dr, all documents known to be relevant to the query in the training collection (weighted /3 = 2)

• D„, retrieved documents 501-1000, assumed to be irrelevant (weighted 7 = —2)
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Figure 4: Difference in average precision from mean average precision for each topic. Note that there is very

little difference in performance from using LSI.

The set of documents retrieved with the initial query Q is called the "query zone" , and this blind feedback

is a kind of unsupervised learning technique. One can also use the top documents from the query zone as

unsupervised positive examples, but we found this did not perform as well against the training set. Also,

we looked at using the known irrelevant judgments as supervised negatives, but these did not give as good
performance on retrieving the training set.

4.3 Results

Our system for routing is based on SMART, with routines added by us for pivoted document length nor-

malization weights, construction of the LSI vector space, and the similarity computations needed to build a

ranked list. The LSI code is based on software written at the University of Maryland,^ and on SVDPACKC
from the NETLIB archive.^ Our experiments were run on a Intel Pentium Il-based system running Linux

2.2 with 512MB of RAM and 36 GB of local SCSI-II disk storage.

Two runs were submitted. The first, "umrqz," used only the routing queries as described above. The
second, "umrlsi," computed an LSI from the collection of these routing queries, and routed the test documents

in the resulting LSI space. For LSI to give any benefit, the dimensionality must be reduced below the

maximum (in this case, 50 dimensions). We are not aware of any proven principled method for choosing this

dimensionahty besides trying several levels and seeing what gives the best performance. We thus ran our LSI

queries against the training collection at several dimensions, and found that no dimensionality choice seemed

to show any benefit for LSI. For the official submission, we arbitrarilji chose a 45 dimensions. Overall, both

runs performed quite well, with umrqz above the median for 27 queries, and umrlsi for 23. For five queries,

we produced the best performance, and for four of those, the LSI gave the maximum score. For the majority

of queries, however, there was only a very small difference in performance if any between the two runs. We
take this to indicate that good overall performance is mostly due to the routing query construction, which

uses a combination of approaches shown to work well in previous TRECs. Figure 4 shows the difference in

average precision from the mean score for each topic, illustrating the similarity of the results.

We expected that LSI might not perform much better, because since the topics are mostly different,

with little opportunity for overlap, the LSI should have been unable to help most queries. However, for the

^The LSI code is available at http://www.glue.iinid.edu/"oaxd

^SVDPACKC is available from http://www.netlib.org
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example candidate topic "clusters" described above, the difference in average precision from using LSI was
negligible. For 18 queries where the difference in average precision between the non-LSI and LSI routing was
more than 0.009, in 11 cases the difference was quite small relative to the whole span of scores. In the other

seven, the difference was more marked, and in all but one (381) against LSI. For one query (360), LSI gave

the minimum performance and the nonrotated query gave the maximum. Furthermore, in the twenty topics

where average precision in the umrlsi run was high (> 0.5), precision without LSI was either the same or

shghtly higher. In eight topics, the LSI average precision was less than 60% of that achieved without LSI.

These topics have a fair range of relevant document set sizes and in only one of these topics was performance

across all systems poor. One topic in this group was 375, "hydrogen energy", and three were drug-related

(drug legalization, food/drug laws, mental illness drugs). It may be that the drug-related topics contained

a lot of shared terms, but this caused LSI to bring out a lot of false friends.

4.4 Discussion

The results indicate that, for the topics and documents here, LSI overall gives no benefit over nontransformed

profiles, and if anything may degrade performance among manually-identified clusters of interest. A more
in-depth analysis is needed to understand these results. An obvious point for failure might b»e that the topics

have no overlap in relevant documents. If the topics were truly orthogonal, so that there was no overlap

among highly-weighted terms among profiles, then we would expect the LSI to give results that are identical

to the nontransformed queries, or nearly so. This does seem to match the results as shown in figure 4;

however, we know that there are groups of topics which seem to be related. What may in fact be happening

here is that collaborating queries are sharing documents which relate to the general interest of the profile, but

these documents are not actually specifically relevant to the topic as determined by the TREC evaluation.

Alternatively, our profile vectors that we construct may not give a good representation of the topic.

Perhaps we are using too many negative example documents, or should be more selective about which terms

to retain after the Rocchio expansion. To analyze this, we could look at overlap in terms, training documents,

and test documents among the topics. This should give us a better view of where to expect LSI to make
gains, but on the other hand this is what the LSI is supposed to do for us. It might be instructive to look at

the LSI dimensions and the terms which characterize them, to see what exactly what patterns LSI is finding.

As another possibility, it could be that there are topics which could collaborate, and in fact there is term

co-occurrence across their queries which we'd expect the LSI to find, but these patterns aren't prominent

relative to the rest of the collection. This might happen because there aren't enough terms co-occurring, or

the pattern doesn't span enough queries. In our three example groups, only drug-related topics represent

a large segment of the topic collection, and this grouping is vague. An alternative approach might be to

augment the matrix used to compute the LSI with more example profiles (perhaps from older TREC topics),

or with a sample of documents.

Document Overlap Among Topics. Although Figure 3 implies families of topics that seem to be of

related interest, the fact of the matter is that these are separate topics with specific guidelines as to what is

and what is not relevant to the topic. Figure 5 gives an illustration of how many topics a document may be

relevant to. It shows, for each run and for the relevance judgments, how many (predicted) relevant topics

were given for a document. The "qrels" bars show the actual relevance judgments; one can see that the lions

share of documents are relevant to only one topic; less than sixty documents are known to be relevant to

more than one topic. If a pure collaborative algorithm were used to predict relevance for these topics, and

these relevance judgments were sampled for training data, it would fail miserably because the matrix would

be too sparse. The probability of any useful quantity of overlap occurring is very small.

The two charts differ in the method for predicting which documents in the umrqz and umrlsi runs are

actually relevant. A routing run contains the highest-scored 1000 documents for each topic, but clearly the

system does not expect that all 1000 documents are relevant. Thus, we use only predict as relevant some
of the documents in each run. The first picks the top 15 ranked documents; 15 is the median number of

relevant documents per topic in the actual relevance judgments. The second picks the top 50.

These graphs indicate that our runs tend to spread documents across more topics than are actually

relevant. Within the top 15, the qz run distribution is similar to the qrels, and the LSI run gives slightly
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Histogram of relevant topics per document Histogram of relevant topics per document

qrels

qz lop 50

Isi lop 50

Number of relevant topics Number of relevant topics

Figure 5: Histograms showing how many topics are relevant to each document, according to TREC-8 rel-

evance judgments, and as predicted by the submitted runs. The horizontal axis is the number of relevant

topics; the vertical axis is a log scale of the number of documents which are relevant to only that many
topics. The chart on the left uses the top 15 submitted documents in each run; the right uses the top 50.

1 -I 1

Figure 6: Number of documents shared between topics in the filtering relevance judgments file.

more overlap. At 50 documents per topic the difference is much greater; however, for documents that are

shared among only two or three topics, the runs are close to each other in overlap.

Topic Clusters, Revisited. Figure 6 shows how topics share relevant documents, according to the rel-

evance judgments. An edge between two topic nodes indicates a number of documents which are relevant

to both topics. The style of line is related to the number of shared documents, as a visual aid; thicker lines

indicate more documents. In this diagram, we can see the alternative fuels and pharmaceuticals clusters

which we predicted from just reading the topics. These are also loosely linked to other topics, such as "ocean

remote sensing" , "robotics" and "obesity medical treatment" . Another strong link exists between "territorial

waters dispute" and "Falkland petroleum exploration" , and this group also contains links to "piracy"
,
"illegal

technology transfer", and "World Court". Some of these topics are more closely tied together than others,

for example, "mental illness drugs" and "R&D drug prices" with 15 documents, while the links between

others are more tenuous.

Figure 7 shows the topic relationships recommended by the query-zone (non-LSI) profiles. The doc-

uments represented by these links are in the top 50 for each topic in the submitted run. The graph of the

entire recommendation set contains a large number of low-weight links; for clarity, only links of five or more
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Figure 7: Document sharing among recommendations made by the query-zoned (non-LSI) profiles. Only

links of 5 or more documents are shown.

documents are shown, which in Figure 7 is only 18% of the edge set. We can see that many of the links in

the relevance judgments graph are predicted here, although with much larger shared documents sets. We
have not manually examined the recommended documents to see what proportion of the shared documents

are relevant, and if the stronger links have correspondingly higher numbers of relevant documents.

Although not containing any relevant documents, our education cluster appears, with a link between

"teaching disabled children" and "mainstreaming" . We think that the documents along this link may be of

related interest but are not actually topically relevant. The query-zone profiles also recommend what we
suspect are some red-herring links, for example the links among "cigar smoking" , "health insurance holistic"

and "clothing sweatshops". Another red herring (not strong enough to show on this graph) is a predicted

link between "transportation tunnel disasters" and "British Chunnel impact".

Finally, figure 8 shows document sharing in the top 50 recommendations made by the LSI profiles. Again,

this graph only shows links of five or more documents (in this case, 36% of the total edges). The LSI makes

some links stronger, bringing them up to our attention when they didn't appear in the graph for the query

zone profiles. One example is the set of topics linked to the Falklands group; most of these links were not

strong enough to be visible in figure 7. Another example is in the hybrid fuel cars group; automobile recalls

wasn't linked heavily before, but it is now and is a red herring. Also, note that the pharmaceuticals and

medicine topics are more closely linked in the LSI recommendations.

The LSI also is lessening the impact of some relationships in the feedback profiles. The links between

"hybrid fuel cars" and "hydrogen fuel automobiles" is slightly stronger while the links to both of these from

"hydrogen energy" is slightly weaker. This eff'ect is not as strong as we would have hoped, though.

In summary, it seems that the collaborative LSI technique serves to enhance ties among clusters of topics,

but that these ties consist of related but essentially irrelevant documents, as can be seen by comparing the

graphs of the runs to the relevance judgments graph. It is also likely that our naive term selection in the

profile expansion step, especially with respect to negative examples, is calling forth more red herrings than

we might find otherwise.
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5 Ad Hoc Task

For TREC-7 and TDT-2 we had been using PRISE, but our interest in trying out Pirkola's technique for

CLIR led to our choice of Inquery for CLIR TREC-8. The Ad Hoc task provides a useful opportunity for us

to get new people familiar with the tools that we will be using in the CLIR track—this year we submitted a

single official Ad Hoc run using Inquery S.lpl with the default settings. Queries were automatically formed

from the title and description fields, and we automatically performed limited stop structure removal based on

a list of typical stop structure observed in earlier TREC queries (e.g., "A relevant document will contain").

6 Conclusion

Our investment in TREC this year wa^ rewarded with a rich set of insights. In Cross-Language Information

Retrieval, we learned that we can construct passable systems using freely available resources but that a more

efficient implementation of Pirkola's method may be needed before interactive applications will be practical.

In this first year of the Question Answering track, we learned that the techniques we have been working with

have good potential and that the evaluation methodology is quite tractable. In the Routing task, we achieved

competitive results using a new approach, and recognized some promising directions for future work. The
great frustration of TREC is that there are so many important and well framed questions being explored,

but that practical considerations make it necessary for each team to focus on only a few. We have explored

the potential for building a larger team through both on-campus and off-campus collaborations this year,

and have been quite pleased with the result. Perhaps the strongest legacy of this effort, then, will be the

closer personal and professional ties that we have forged.
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This year the Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval (CIIR) at the University of Massachusetts partic-

ipated in seven of the tracks: ad-hoc, filtering, spoken document retrieval, small web, large web, question

and answer, and the query tracks. We spent significant time working on the filtering track, resulting in

substantial performance improvement over TREC-7. For all of the other tracks, we used essentially the same
system as used in previous years.

In the next section, we describe some of the basic processing that was applied across most of the tracks.

We then describe the details for each of the tracks and in some cases present some modest analysis of the

effectiveness of our results.

1 Tools and Techniques

Although UMass used a wide range of tools, from Unix shell scripts, to PC spreadsheets, four major tools

and techniques were applied across almost all tracks: the Inquery search engine, the InRoute filtering engine,

query processing, and a a query expansion technique known as LCA. This section provides a brief overview

of each of those so that the discussion does not have to repeated for each track.

1.1 Inquery

All tracks other than the filtering track used Inquery[Callan et al., 1992] as the search engine, sometimes for

training, and always for generating the final ranked lists for the test. We used Inquery V3.2, an in-house

development version of the Inquery system made available by the CIIR (V3.1). The differences between the

two are not consequential for this study.

The current belief function used by Inquery to calculate the belief in term t within document d is:

tf loe

wtd = 0A + 0.6x ^''^

, ^, X r-^-rr^
tf,. + 0.5^1.5l^^

where ut is the number of documents containing term t, N is the number of documents in the collection,

"avg len" is the average length (in words) of documents in the collection, length((i) is the length (in words)

of document d, and t{t,d is the number of times term t occurs in document d.

'The work reported was carried out while Jamie Callan was at the University of Massachusetts.
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1.2 InRoute

The InRoute filtering system is based on the same Bayesian inference network model as InQuery. It is

designed to operate efficiently in high-volume filtering environments, where incoming documents must be

processed rapidly, one at a time. It uses the same document indexing techniques, query language, and scoring

algorithms as InQuery. Corpus statistics for the document stream are estimated using an archival corpus or

are learned as documents stream by. InRoute also incrementally learns improved profiles [Allan, 1996] and

improved thresholds [Callan, 1998], as relevance judgments become available for documents that have been

disseminated.

InRoute was used only in the filtering track.

1.3 Query Processing

The processing of queries—i.e., the transformation from TREC topic to InQuery query—was handled very

similarly to the way it was managed for TREC-7, though there were some small changes. It includes three

steps:

1. Basic Query Processing removes stop words and phrases (e.g., "relevant documents will include"),

and stop structures—i.e., that are sentences discussing criteria of non-relevance in the narratives.

For removing the stop structures the processor simply segments each sentence first then removes the

sentences that contain the stop structure (e.g., "Documents discussing ... are not relevant"), but keep

those clause which stands on the negative part of the removed sentence (such as in "... not relevant,

unless where the "unless" clause is not be removed).

2. Query Formalizing identifies noun phrases (as in TREC-6 and 7), and proper names. The proper names

were transformed to use the ordered proximity-one operator (e.g., #passage25(#l (Golden Triangle)

,

which requires that the two words occur immediately adjacent in the text in that order; the passage

operator affects the weighting of the feature. For noun phrases we not only used the phrase operator but

also duplicated the single terms used by the phrase (e.g., #passage25(#phrase (tropical storms))

,

tropical, storms). Note that for proper names, the single term duplication was not done.

The query formalizing also identifies compound words, like wildlife and airport, that are formalized

with the synonym operator (e.g., #syn(#l(air port) airport)). While the query is fomalized, if

there is any word concerned with foreign countries, like international, world, or Europe, a token

#foreigncoimtry will be added to the query. If there is a term concern with the United States,

then a token #usa will be added. If both #f oreigncountry and #usa are found in a query, all such

tokens are removed.

Finally a query is formed with the weighted sum operator (#wsum) with a weight for each term. For

those terms occurring in the title and description fields the weight 1.0 is used, while 0.3 is used for

those terms occurring in the narrative field. That is, we trust the title and the description more than

the narrative.

3. Query Expansion adds 50 LCA concepts to each query. These 50 concepts are collected from top 30

passages (the passage database are built with TREC volumns 1 through 5). This is the same process

that we used in TREC-7, but we did not use "filter-required" on the title words this year. LCA is

described next.

1.4 Local Context Analysis (LCA)

In SIGIR '96, the CIIR presented a query expansion technique that worked more reliably than previous

"pseudo relevance feedback" methods. [Xu and Croft, 1996] That technique. Local Context Analysis (LCA),
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locates expansion terms in top-ranked passages, uses phrases as well as terms for expansion features, and

weights the features in a way intended to boost the expected value of features that regularly occur near the

query terms.

LCA has several parameters that affect its results. The first is the choice of LCA databcise: the collection

from which the top ranked passages are extracted. This database could be the test collection itself, but is

often another (perhaps larger) collection that it is hoped will broaden the set of likely expansion terms. In

the discussion below, if the LCA database is not the test collection itself, we identify what collection was

used.

LCA's other two parameters are the number of top passages used for expansion, and the number of expansion

features added to the query. The LCA features were put into a query construct that allows a weighted average

of the features. Assuming n features, /i through /„, they are combined as:

#wsum( 1.0 1.0 fi

1 - (i - 1) * 0.9/5 fi

1 - (n - l)0.9/s fn )

Here, s is scaling factor that is usually equal to n. The weighted average of expansion features is combined

with the original query as follows:

#wsuin( 1.0 LO original-query
'^Ica.

Ica-wsum )

where u^ica, is the weight that the LCA features are given compared to the original query. Note that the

final query is a weighted combination of the original query and the expansion features. As will be discussed

below, in the SDR track the combination was unintentionally done differently, slightly shifting the balance

between the original query and the expansion concepts.

2 Ad-hoc Track

Other than minor changes to the query processing, we did not investigate any ideas in the ad-hoc track this

year. We submitted four runs, each of which used the complete set of query processing techniques outlined

in Section 1.3. The runs and their average precision were:

INQ601 title only 0.2325

INQ602 description only 0.2492

INQ603 title plus description 0.2659

INQ604 title, description, and narrative 0.2809

INQ603 (comparatively, our best run) is below the average for 13 topics of the 50 topics. We have not

analyzed those runs in any additional detail.

3 Filtering Track

Our goals for the Filtering track were to test the InRoute filtering system and a new threshold learning

algorithm. We felt that performance in TREC-7 was quite poor for three reasons:

ii
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1. disseminating too mciny non-relevant documents early on;

2. not monitoring query performance during the run; and,

3. using a threshold learning method that could only raise thresholds.

We account for each of these in TREC-8 resulting in substantial performance improvement. We dealt with

them as follows:

• The first problem was that too many documents were disseminated at an early stage. Wishing to mimic

closely a real world situation where we cannot know an appropriate threshold initially, we tried to learn

thresholds quickly from the first retrieved documents. This proved too difficult. We were not able to

find a rea.sonably effective threshold without retrieving (and taking the hit for) a sizeable number of

documents, most of which would turn out to be non-relevant. As a solution, we ran each query on

a retrospective database and chose an initial threshold on the bcisis of these alternative document

scores. This turned out to be highly effective. This technique was adopted from CLARIT's TREC-7
submission. [Zhai et al., 1998]

• Our second problem was that we had not implemented any sort of performance monitoring mechanism

to watch queries during the course of the run and "shut off" queries for which performance was far

below the target precision. This year, we simply stopped retrieving documents for queries retrieving

more than N non-relevant documents and MIN or fewer relevant documents. MIN was somewhat

arbitrarily set to 2. Any less than that would not have been reasonable given the threshold learning

method we chose (described below). Because of the effectiveness of our initial thresholds, we were able

to set N to a fairly small number; N was also the parameter we varied between submissions. We set

N = 9 and N = 15 for our official submission for LFl and LF2 respectively. These values were chosen

on the basis of test runs using AP data and TREC-7 queries. A more elegant solution would have been

to chose N and MIN based on some function of the target precision as embodied in utility metric being

used for evaluation. Unfortunately, we did not have time before the submission deadline to discover

what this function should be.

• In our previous threshold learning method, thresholds could only go up and never down during the

course of a run. This meant that the threshold learning was insensitive to new trends in scores. It

also increcised the importance of the initial phases of learning. We needed to retrieve many documents

at the beginning of the run in order to get a good start. This year we opted for a threshold learning

method that could adjust thresholds both up and down. In doing so, we gave up both modifying the

queries on the basis of retrieved documents and dynamically adjusting term idfs.

Our method this year wcis to set thresholds to the lowest document score, in a list of scores sorted highest to

lowest, at which precision was equal to or greater than the target precision. We collected document scores

and after each new arrival, sorted the scores and computed precision at each point. We then chose the

first precision point to equal or exceed the target precision. Since this process would be futile if none of

the documents retrieved were relevant, we used our initial thresholds until at least MIN (two) documents

had been retrieved. Document scores of initial documents would have vary little in common with document

scores of subsequent documents if the queries and/or idfs had changed during the course of the run. In the

interest of threshold sensitivity, we chose not to modify our queries or adjust idfs. Our indexing process did

not make use of the controUed-language field in the FT database.

3.1 Queries for filtering

We used the title, description and narrative parts of the topic processed the queries using all three of the

query processing steps described for our ad-hoc runs. However, #usa and #foreigncountry tokens were

never used, regardless of whether the query suggested they should be.
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FT92 FT93 FT94 FTQ9-Q4

INQ610 LFl 35 39 42 32

INQ611 LF2 . 36 30 33 25

INQ612 LF2 38 36 38 32

INQ613 LFl 34 31 34 28

Table 1: Number of queries at or above the median for filtering

FT92 FT93 FT94 FT92-94

INQ610 LFl 258 29 30 350

INQ611 LF2 88 -14 24 74

INQ612 LF2 125 29 9 139

INQ613 LFl 127 -186 -129 -155

Table 2: Sum of our scores minus sum of median scores for filtering

3.2 Filtering Results

The CIIR submitted four runs, two for evaluation using the LFl utility metric and two for evaluation using

the LF2 utility metric. As discussed above, we varied the number A'^, of non-relevant retrieved documents

we allowed the system to retrieve before shutting off' the query. We allowed that number to be greater in

our primary run for LF2 than LFl since LF2 is the more lenient of the two metrics. In the end, the smaller

value for N outperformed the larger value for both metrics. The runs are as follows:

INQ610 9

INQ611 N = 15

INQ612 N = 9

INQ613 N = 15

LFl primary run

LF2 primary run

LF2 secondary run

LFl secondary run

Tables 1 and 2 show the performance of this run compared to the median.

4 Spoken Document Retrieval Track

We applied the full query processing technique and ran the resulting queries. Note that unlike in past years,

we did the LCA query expansion on an external collection rather than on the SDR collection itself. We
participated only in the "quasi-SDR" version of the track.

5 Small Web Track

For the two gigabyte Web track, our results were reasonable. Of the 50 topics, 42 were better than the

median and only 7 worse. Three of our scores were the maximum score for that query. The run, INQ620
used the same query set as Ad-hoc INQ603, i.e, the title and description portions of the topic, with the same

query processing. We did not take advantage of link structure in any way. The average precision of the run

was 0.3327 with precision at 10 documents of 0.5040 and at 20 of 0.4130.
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6 Large Web Track

We submitted one run to the Large Web Track. That run, INQ650, achieved a modified average precision

of 0.3927. Its precision at 10 documents retrieved was 0.4960 and at twenty documents, it was 0.5000.

7 Question and Answer Track

Our work in the Q&A track is in loose combination with Sheffield University. We used straightforward IR

techniques to isolate passages of text that were highly likely to contain the answer to the questions. We
submitted those passages as our "answers" and also handed them to Sheffield to do some further processing.

At this point, we do not have comparitive information to show the impact of their work.

We used Inquery's best passage operator to try to locate the answer for a particular question in the 5 top

retrieved documents. Inquery's best passage operator is flexible with respect to the size of the best passage

the user is looking for. This setting is in word count rather than bytes. We set the best passage size to 10

words for the 50-byte runs and 50 words for the 250-byte passage runs. We then post-processed the answer

to pull out something of the correct size. If a word was split by the 50- or 250-byte boundary, we did not

include the partial word in our "answer."

CIIR submitted four runs, two for the 50-byte limit and two for the 250-byte limit. The difference between

these runs was whether or not we used LCA expansion on the questions (i.e., whether step 3 of the query

processing in Section 1.3 was applied). We found that LCA expansion improved performance. Overall we

did quite well:

Runid > med > med < med Our Average % DiiTerence

average of median

INQ634 - 50 bytes, with expan- 43 185 20 0.18737 0.11970 +57.1%
sion

INQ635 - 250 bytes, with expan- 58 172 33 0.37828 0.28081 -1-34.7%

sion

INQ638 - 50 bytes, no expansion 29 176 29 0.12556 0.12485* +0.5%
INQ639 - 250 bytes, no expansion 45 165 40 0.33283 0.28081 +18.5%

(*)The average of the median is different between these two 50 byte runs apparently because NIST carried

the second evaluation out to two rather than just one significant digit.)

8 Query track

The CIIR contributed a large set of queries to the Query track. They were generated as part of a class

assignment for a database class in the Fall of 1998.
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0 Submitted Runs

unc8al32, unc8al42, unc8al52 - Category A, automatic ad-hoc task runs

uncSiap - interactive track run

1 Introduction

We tested two relevance feedback models, an adaptive linear model and a probabilistic model, using massive

feedback query expansion in TREC-5 (Sumner & Shaw, 1997), experimented with a three-valued scale of

relevance and reduced feedback query expansion in TREC-6 (Sumner, Yang, Akers & Shaw, 1998), and

examined the effectiveness of relevance feedback using a subcollection and the effect of system features in an

interactive retrieval system called IRIS (Information Retrieval Interactive System') in TREC-7 (Yang,

Maglaughlin, Mehol & Sumner, 1999).

In TREC-8, we continued our exploration of relevance feedback approaches. Based on the result of our

TREC-7 interactive experiment, which suggested relevance feedback using user-selected passages to be an

effective alternative to conventional document feedback, our TREC-8 interactive experiment compared a

passage feedback system and a document feedback system that were identical in all aspects except for the

feedback mechanism. For the TREC-8 ad-hoc task, we merged results of pseudo-relevance feedback to

subcollections as in TREC-7.

Our results were consistent with that of TREC-7. The results of passage feedback, whose system log

showed high level of searcher intervention, was superior to the document feedback results. As in TREC-7,

our ad-hoc results showed high precision in top few documents, but performed poorly overall compared to

results using the collection as a whole.

2 IRIS: Key Components

IRIS is an interactive retrieval system designed to provide users with ample opportimities to interact with the

system throughout the search process. For example, users can supplement the initial query with two-word

collocations suggested by the system, perform relevance feedback by selecting relevant documents or

passages, or add and delete query terms. IRIS, first created in 1996 at the School of Information and Library

Science at UNC-CH, has been under continuous development, evolving with each participation in TREC
experiments. Below is a description of its key components used in TREC-8 experiments.

2.1 Text Processing

IRIS processes the text first by removing punctuation, and then excluding the 390 high-frequency terms listed

in the WAIS default stopwords list as well as "IRIS stopwords,^" which were arrived at by examining the

inverted index and identifying low frequency terms that appeared meaningless.

' IRIS was first developed by Kiduk Yang, Kristin Chaflfln, Sean Semone, and Lisa Wilcox at the School of Information and Library

Science (SILS) at the University ofNorth Carolina. They worked under the supervision of William Shaw and Robert Losee.

^ IRIS stopwords are defined as all numeric words, words that start with a special character, words consisting ofmore than 25 non-

special characters, and words with embedded special characters other than a period, ^strophe, hyphen, underline, or forward or

backward slash.
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After the punctuation and stopword removal, IRIS conflates each word by applying one of the four

stemmers implemented in the IRIS Nice Stemmer module,^ which consists of a simple plural remover (Frakes

& Baeza-Yates, 1992, chap. 8), the Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980), the modified Krovetz inflectional stemmer

(Krovetz, 1993),"* and the Combo stemmer that uses the shortest whole word (i.e., word that appears in a

dictionary) returned by the three stemmers. We used the Krovetz stemmer in TREC-7 for its conservative

conflation tendencies, but we opted for the simple plural remover in TREC-8 to speed up the indexing time.

Simple stemmer was chosen over the porter stemmer to minimize the overstemming effect, with the hope that

understemming effect would be compensated by the feedback query expansion process.

2.2 Phrase Construction

Phrase construction method employed in our TREC-7 interactive experiments was used to construct the

phrase indexes in TREC-8. Using the online dictionary and the clause recognition algorithm built into the

Nice Stemmer, we constructed a two-word noun-noun phrase index by first extracting adjacent word pairs of

noun and proper noun combinations within a clause,^ and then discarding the phrases occurring 20 or less

times in the collection to reduce indexing time and to conserve computer resources. The phrase occurrence

frequency threshold of 20 was arrived at by selecting the number that produced the phrase index whose size

was most comparable to that of the collocation index. To augment the proper nouns in the online dictionary,

all capitalized words not occurring at the beginning of a sentence were considered to be proper nouns.

Hyphenated words were broken up and stemmed by the simple plural remover before the noun-noun phrase

construction module was applied. Hyphenated words in their raw form (i.e. as they appear in documents sans

punctuation) were added to the index as well.

2.3 Ranking Function and Term Weigtits

IRIS ranks the retrieved documents in decreasing order of the inner product of document and query vectors,

where qk is the weight of term k in the query, dik is the weight of term k in document /, and t is the number of

terms in the index. We used SMART Lnu weights for document terms (Buckley, Singhal, Mitra, & Salton,

1996; Buckley, Singhal, & Mitra, 1997), and SMART Itc weights (Buckley, C, Salton, G., Allan, J., &
Singhal, A., 1995) for query terms. Lnu weights attempt to match the probability of retrieval given a

document length with the probability of relevance given that length (Singhal, Buckley, & Mitra, 1996). Our

implementation ofLnu weights was the same as that of Buckley et al. (1996, 1997) except for the value of the

slope in the formula, which is an adjustable parameter whose optimal value may depend, in part, on the

properties of the document collection.

According to the pre-test experiments, an Lnu slope of 0.5 performed best with feedback, especially

when using both single term and phrase indexes. Based on these findings, we used a slope of 0.5 to optimize

performance with feedback.

2.4 Feedback Models

2.4.1 Adaptive Linear Model

We used the same implementation of the adaptive linear model (Wong & Yao, 1990; Wong, Yao, Salton, &
Buckley, 1991) in TREC-8 as in TREC-7. The basic approach of the adaptive linear model, which is based on

^ Nice stemmer was implemented by Kiduk Yang, Danqi Song, Woo-Seob Jeong, and Rong Tang at SILS at UNC. For an interactive

demonstration, please visit http://ils.unc.edu/iris/nstem.htm.

'* The modified Krovetz inflectional stemmer implements a modified version of Krovetz's inflectional stemmer algorithm and restores

the root form of plural ("-s," "-es," "-ies"), past tense ("-ed"), and present participle ("-ing") words, provided this root form is in our

online dictionary.

^ IRIS identifies a clause boundary by the presence of appropriate punctuation marks such as a comma, period, semicolon, question

mark, or exclamation mark.
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the concept ofthe preference relation from decision theory (Fishbum, 1970), is to find a solution vector that,

given any two documents in the collection, will rank a more-preferred document before a less-preferred one

(Wongetal., 1988).

In the relevance feedback interface of IRIS, users can evaluate documents as "relevant," "marginally

relevant," or "nonrelevant." By adapting the concept of the user preference relation to extend the relevance

scale from a binary to a three-valued scale, we constructed the following formula for the starting vector. Note

that this formula can be adjusted for any multivalued relevance scale:

q(0) =c,^r, + Id + Sd - Id , (2)

^newrel newrel newmrel newmrel '^^ newnonrel newnonrel

where (\rk is the query vector that produced the current ranking of documents; co, c\, C2, and cs are constants;

N„ew rel, ^new mrei, and N„e„ „onrei HTC thc number of ncw relevant, new marginally relevant, and new nonrelevant

documents respectively in the current iteration; and the summations are over the appropriate new documents.

The detailed description of the adaptive linear model can be found in Yang et. al. (1999).

2.4.2 Passage Feedback Model

The conventional relevance feedback models assume the user's relevance judgement to be about an entire

document and treat documents as the information units. The unit of a document, however, is sometimes

determined by arbitrary reasons such as convenience or convention rather than content, which can produce a

document containing subsections of various information content. In such instances, the user's determination

of relevance is likely to be based on certain portions of a document rather than the entirety of it. Even in a

document of consistent information content, the user may be interested in only a specific information

described in certain passages of the document. Thus, we think that the conventional practice of using

document as the unit of feedback may be less effective than using user-defined passages in relevance

feedback.

To test this theory, we implemented the "passage feedback model" in TREC-7 with the following

formula for feedback vector creation:

qnew=qoId +Ip - IP' (4)

rel nonrel

where q is the query vector and p is the passage vector determined by the user's selection of the relevant and

nonrelevant portions of documents. Since the normalization factor of the Lnu weight is based on document

length, an inverse document frequency weight was used for the passage vector p. The passage feedback

approach differs fundamentally from the philosophy of the adaptive linear model in that it simply expands the

query vector to make it more "similar" to relevant passages and "dissimilar" to nonrelevant passages rather

than trying to rank a document collection in the preference order defined by a training set

Though the underlying implementations of the passage feedback model are the same in our TREC-7 and

TREC-8 interactive experiments, we made a significant modification to the user interface in TREC-8. One of

the prevalent user comments of our TREC-7 passage feedback system was about the clunkiness of its

feedback interface. Users had to first select passages by highlighting with mouse, copy the highlighted

portions, toggle to the passage feedback window, and then paste the copied selection into appropriate

windows. System logs as well as user comments seemed to indicate the difficulty of these steps required for

the passage feedback, which we thought kept users from fully enjoying the benefits of the passage feedback

system. Consequently, we simplified the feedback interface by using an embedded java applet, which

consolidated document display window and feedback window as well as simplified the overall passage

feedback operation.

3 Pre-test Experiments
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In our TREC-8 pre-test experiments, we compared two feedback query expansion size (300 terms, 30 terms)

as well as several pseudo-feedback approaches using TREC-7 queries and relevance judgements on the full

TREC-7 document collection. In keeping with the experimental design of both TREC-7 and TREC-8, queries

were first submitted to each subcollection of FBIS, Federal Register, Financial Times, and LA Times, after

which several pseudo-feedback runs were executed, and finally the results were merged by the similarity

scores to produce the top 1000 ranked documents.

The pseudo-feedback runs consisted of using the ftill length queries withlOO"" document as non-relevant

and various number of top documents as relevant with additional parameter of 300-term feedback vector vs.

30-term feedback vector. The effect of changing the number of pseudo-relevant documents was negligible,

but 300-term feedback vector outperformed 30-term vector, which is consistent with finding from previous

experiments.

4 Ad-hoc Experiments

4.1 Research Question

We continued exploration of our approach of subcollection retrieval in TREC-8 ad-hoc experiments. Though

we are aware that retrieval performance of using the whole collection is superior to that of using

subcollections with initial retrieval, we wanted to see if we could minimize the performance loss with

relevance feedback. If the subcollection retrieval with simple pseudo-relevance feedback can be shown to be

competitive to that of using a whole collection, then subcollection retrieval may be a desirable strategy in real

world situations, where the whole document collection statistics is unavailable or too costly to compute.

In this light. We posed the following question.

• Is the subcollection retrieval results using pseudo-relevance feedback competitive to the initial retrieval

results using the whole collection?

4.2 Research Design

There are two main issues in the subcollection retrieval as we have defined it. First, there is the problem of

"collection fusion", where various methods of merging the results of subcollection retrieval have been

examined (Dumais, 1993; Voorhees, Gupta, & Johnson-Laird, 1995; Savoy, Calve, & Vrajitoru, 1997). Then

there is the question of how best to implement the pseudo-feedback process, which has been one of the main

concerns of TREC ad-hoc participants in the past.

Our research design in TREC-8 was strongly influenced by the desire to lay the groundwork for building

a large scale system such as IRISWeb^. Consequently, our approach was to use the simpler methods over

more complex ones in order to increase the system efficiency. We selected the top two performing

subcollection retrieval approaches from the pre-test experiments as well as a run with a medium length query

and a shorter feedback vector. The final results were produced by first retrieving 10% of documents in each

collection and merging the results by their raw query-document similarity scores:

• unc8al32: Pseudo-relevance feedback with the top 5 retrieved documents as relevant and the 100'*'

document as non-relevant using the top 250 positive-weighted terms and the lowest 50 negative-weighted

terms.

• unc8al42: Pseudo-relevance feedback with the top 10 retrieved documents as relevant and the lOO'*"

document as non-relevant using the top 250 positive-weighted terms and the lowest 50 negative-weighted

terms.

• unc8al52: Pseudo-relevance feedback with the top 3 retrieved documents as relevant and the 100'*'

document as non-relevant using the top 25 positive-weighted terms and the lowest 5 negative-weighted

terms.

^ IRISWeb is an experimental Web search engine, which is a variation of IRIS system. Please see http://ils.unc.edu/iris for

more information.
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Both mc8al32 and imc8al42 used the full query (i.e. title, description, narrative), v^hereas unc8al52 used

only the title and description fields to construct the queries. The default system constructs for the ad-hoc

experiment were:

• Lnu 0.5 weights for documents, and Itc weights for queries

• adaptive linear model for feedback

• use of single-term and noun-noun phrase index

• conflation by removal of simple plurals

4.3 Results

The TREC-8 ad-hoc collection consists of 130,471 FBIS, 55,630 Federal Register, 210,158 Financial Times,

and 131,896 LA Times documents. Each document collection was first processed individually to generate

single-word indexes of 244,458 terms and phrase index of 60,822 terms for FBIS, 1 18,178 single and 28,669

phrases terms for Federal Register, 290,880 single and 87,144 phrases terms for Financial Times, and 228,507

single and 62,995 phrase terms for LA Times collection.

TREC evaluation measures of the top 1000 documents (Table 2) showed consistent results with pre-test,

where the variation in the number of relevant documents of the pseudo-relevance feedback made little

difference (unc8al32 vs. unc8al42). The best performance of the three was achieved by using the medium
length query and shorter feedback query {unc8al52), which was somewhat unexpected. To investigate this

matter further, we ran a series of post analysis runs, where we tested the effect of the initial query length in

combination with feedback vector length. The results consistently showed the runs with medium length query

to perform better than ones with full length query regardless of the feedback vector length. It appears that

better initial retrieval result achieved using the medium length query (Table 1) overpowers any advantage

gained by the longer feedback vector.

It is unclear why our system performed better with the medium length query, whereas the usage of fiill

length query has shown to be advantageous by the best performing ad-hoc systems in the past (Voorhees &
Harman, 1999). It is possible that we need better query processing and expansion approaches to minimize the

noise in the narrative portion of the query vector while maximizing its descriptiveness.

As expected, our performance using subcollection retrieval is somewhat worse off than the median

performance of TREC-8 participants (Table 3). Table 1 and 2 show the subcollection retrieval results to be

competitive to retrieval results using the whole collection. The gap in performance levels between

subcollection and whole collection retrieval is narrowed by feedback, which suggests the possibility that

simple pseudo-relevance feedback methods may be more effective in a subcollection retrieval setting.

Table 1. Initial Retrieval Results oftop 1000 documents

Subcollection Retrieval Whole Collection Retrieval

long query medium query full query

(uncSalbl)

medium query

(unc8alb2)

Average Precision 0.1031 0.1406 0.1687 0.1715

Precision at 5 docs 0.2200 0.3480 0.4320 0.4040

Precision at 10 docs 0.2080 0.2980 0.3820 0.3600

Precision at 100 docs 0.1460 0.1612 0.1824 0.1686

Number ofRelevant Documents 2272 2272 2262 2287
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Table 2. Pseudo-feedback Results oftop 1000 documents

unc8al32 unc8al42 unc8al52 uncSalbl * unc8alb2**

Average Precision 0.1347 0.1372 0.1669 0.1722 0.1746

Precision at 5 docs 0.3280 0.3280 0.4120 0.4160 0.4040

Precision at 10 docs 0.3080 0.3160 0.3580 0.3800 0.3700

Precision at 100 docs 0.1642 0.1664 0.1690 0.1846 0.1738

Number of Relevant Documents 2249 2261 2281 2285 2290

* Same as unc8al42 except for using the vAxcAq collection

** Same as tmc8al52 except for using the vkliole collection

Table 3. Best, Median, Worst Results (top 1000 documents) of all TREC8 ad-hoc participants

long query* medium query**

Best Median Worst Best Median Worst

Average Precision 0.4338 0.2570 0.0186 0.4339 0.2261 0.0001

Number of Relevant Documents 3854 2784 598 3807 2791 37

* Statistics computed over 37 automatic ad hoc runs that used the entire topic statement.

** Statistics computed over 59 automatic ad hoc runs that used the title and description sections ofthe topic statement

(4 runs used description only).

5. Interactive Experiment

5.1 Research Question

In our TREC-7 interactive experiments, we examined the effects of user interface on retrieval

performance by comparing a system with complex interface with one with a simpler interface. We also

compared in TREC-7 the effectiveness of a "passage feedback" system, where user-defined passages were

used to expand the feedback query, with a conventional "document feedback" system that used relevance

judgement based on documents to perform the relevance feedback using the adaptive linear model.

In keeping with our hypothesis, passage feedback system results were better than that of the document

feedback results in our TREC-7 experiments. However, the results of the simple interface system versus the

complex interface system was rather imexpected in that it performed slightly worse than the complex interface

system. After further examination, which revealed more searcher intervention steps in the system logs of the

complex system, we concluded that complex system allowed users more opportunities to intervene, thereby

positively affecting the retrieval performance.

Furthermore, we noticed that the passage feedback features in TREC-7 were somewhat underutilized.

Though there were more retrieval iterations per query in the passage feedback system than in the document

feedback system, there were more reformulation of the initial query cycles than the expansion of the feedback

vector by using the passage feedback interface. One of the prevalent user comments of our TREC-7 passage

feedback system was about the clunkiness of its feedback interface. Indeed, our TREC-7 passage feedback

interface required several keystrokes or mouse clicks including the toggling between two windows.

Based on these observations, we hypothesized the following in our TREC-8 experiment:

• Passage feedback in an interactive system can perform better than the document feedback.

• Improving the usability of the passage feedback interface will invite more usage of it, thereby resulting in

more positive user intervention.

• User intervention can positively affect the retrieval performance.

5.2 Methodology

To test our hypothesis, we constructed a passage feedback system with a streamlined feedback interface for

our TREC-8 interactive experiment and compared its performance with that of a document feedback system.

If our hypothesis were correct, our TREC-8 passage feedback system should show better results and more user
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intervention steps than both our document feedback system in TREC-8 and our "difficult" passage feedback

system in TREC-7.

The passage feedback system and the document feedback system in TREC-8 are identical in all aspects

except for how relevance feedback is implemented. Both systems have exactly the same features and

interfaces for initial query formulation (Figure 1), initial query modification (Figure 2), and feedback query

modification (Figure 4). The one and only difference between systems occurs in the relevance feedback

interface. The document feedback system employ the conventional feedback mechanism of judging the

relevance of a document as a whole (Figure 3.1) using the adaptive linear model, but the passage feedback

system allows users to select relevant and nonrelevant portions of a document with which to expand the

feedback query vector (Figures 3.2).

User intervention can occur in the initial query modification phase where the user can supplement the

initial query with "suggested phrases" selected by the system, in the feedback query modification phase where

the user can add new terms or delete existing terms from the feedback query, and in the relevance feedback

phase.

The underlying system constructs for both systems were essentially the same as that of the ad-hoc system

except for interactive feedback mechanism. Document term weights of Lnu 0.5 and Itc query term weights

were used to maximize the relevance feedback influence, while the feedback query with 250 terms with

highest positive weights and 50 terms with lowest negative weights was used in order to optimize the system

for efficiency. A phrase index of adjacent noun-noun pairs were also used in suggesting potentially useful

phrases for the initial query as well as in expanding the feedback vectors.

53 Searchers

Table 4 shows the information about each searcher's background and search experience gathered by pre-study

questionnaires. All searchers were either working on or had received a graduate degree, most (17) of which

were in Library and Information Science. The searchers had been searching between 1 and 14 years, with 4.5

being the average. Nine of the 24 searchers were male.

Table 4. Response Frequency of Searchers on Pre-Study Questionnaire

No Experience Some
Experience

Great Deal of

Experience

1 .Using a point-and-click interface 3 5 18

2.searching elec. library catalogs 2 3 9 10

S.searching on CD ROM systems 1 3 12 8

4.searching commercial systems 5 11 2 5 1

5.using WWW search services 5 8 11

6.searching other systems 4 2 1 2

Never Once or twice Once or twice Once or twice Once or twice

a year a month a week a day

7.Searching frequency 2 9 13

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

S.Enjoys information searches 1 6 10 7

5.4 Results

The performance of IRIS measured by the mean instance precision (MIP) and mean instance recall (MIR)

measures confounded both our hypothesis and the previous results of the passage feedback system. The

results of the TREC-8 passage feedback system with an "improved" interface was the worst among all our

systems tested in both TREC-7 and TREC-8, which is the exact opposite of what we expected (Table 5).

However, the difference between systems (Hg: > |ipf) was not statistically significant in either MIP

(p=0.34) or MIR (p=0.09).
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Table 5. Interactive Experiment Result Statistics

TREC-8 TM.C-7
documentfeedback (df) passagefeedback (pf) dociamntfeedback passagefeedback

Mean Instance Precision 0.643 0.625 0.673 0.778

Mean Instance Recall 0.277 0.228 0.281 0.314

A ftirther examination of the results with system order consideration suggests that the passage feedback

might have been more difficult to leara than the document feedback system (Table 6). In comparing the

results of the first system shown to the searchers, the document feedback system outperforms the passage

feedback system. This is not true when they were the second systems searched. Also, the passage feedback

system's precision and recall scores improve when the system was the second system searched. There was
actually a slight decrease in precision and recall in the document feedback system when it was the second

system searched.

Table 6. Order Effects in TREC-8 Systems

First System Searched Second System Searched

documentfeedback (dfl) passagefeedback (pfl) documentfeedback (dfl) passagefeedback (pfl)

Mean Instance Precision 0.685 0.575 0.600 0.676

Mean Instance Recall 0.295 0.196 0.259 0.260

Table 7 shows the p-values of various system differences. The system difference with statistical

significance (a=0.05) occurs between the first systems searched, thus giving evidence to the hypothesis that

the searchers would do better with the document feedback system as the first system. The improvement in

performance of the passage feedback system (Hg: fipo > ^pn) is statistically significant in MIP (a=0.05), and

not significant in MIR. Overall lack of significance in system learning effect suggests that either there was

not sufficient time for any system learning to take place, or that there is no system learning to be gained in the

first place.

Table 7. Statistical Significance (p-values) ofSystem Differences

Ha: fidfi > l^pfi Ha: flpf2 > M-dC Ha: |idfl > |J.df2 Ha: |ip{2 > M^pfi

Mean Instance Precision 0.03 0.11 0.08 0.05

Mean Instance Recall 0.02 0.49 0.26 0.09

The examination of the system logs show less user intervention in the passage feedback system than the

document feedback system, as was the case in our TREC-7 interactive experiments. Even with the improved

interface, the searchers seemed to have more difficulty using the passage feedback system. Given the time

constraint of the experiment, the searchers might be more comfortable making document-level relevance

judgement by quickly scanning documents than having to identify relevant passages, which would possibly

require more time and mental effort.

In conclusion, we believe the poor results of the passage feedback system is largely due.to our failure to

make the passage feedback system more usable. Though we improved the passage selection interface, we did

little to ease the cognitive burden of having to identify relevant passages rather than documents. Thus, the

main challenge for the passage feedback system lies in helping searchers identify relevant passages quickly

and easily.
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Figure 3.1 Document Feedback Interface
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Figure 4 Feedback Query Modification Interface
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Moving More Quickly toward Full Term Relations in Information Space

Gregory B. Newby*
School of Information and Library Science

University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill

Abstract

This paper describes the ISpace retrieval system's involvement in TREC8. The main goal for

this year's work was to speed up document indexing and query processing compared to previous

years. This goal was achieved, but retrieval performance was not as good as for TREC7.
System details for the AdHoc task, small Web task, and large Web (VLC) task are presented.

The AdHoc task emphasized query expansion, while the large Web track emphasized rapid

indexing and retrieval. The paper describes an implementation of a muhidimensional tree

structure for retrieval from information space based on the kd-tree. The larger setting for ISpace,

the TeraScale Retrieval project, is summarized. A concluding section describes plans for ISpace.

Introduction

Efforts for the 8* Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) included the following:

1 . AdHoc task, fully automatic.

2. Small Web track

3. Large Web track (VLC)

Throughout the work described here, the central question of interest is:

How might information space techniques achieve high performance?

The issue of performance is ambiguous, but was defined as emphasizing the following, in

decreasing order of importance:

a. Performance means being able to quickly produce a ranked response set for a query topic

b. Performance means being able to handle the full variety of queries and documents - i.e.,

without limitations on the number of unique terms or number of documents

c. Performance means the response set has a large proportion of relevant documents

In this hierarchy, the goal of high relevance is uncharacteristically last, but not forgotten.

Because post-hoc analysis of last year's non-judged TREC submissions (Newby, 1999) indicated

reasonable recall-precision performance with exact precision of 0.14, the emphasis was on

developing a more practical and usable system. While 0.14 is unremarkable compared to other

groups' TREC submissions, it represented an order of magnitude improvement from prior years

(Newby, 1998).

A description of the information space technique, system design considerations for each phase of

the work and outcomes follow. A concluding section summarizes this year's TREC activities

and lays out plans for the near ftiture.

' School of Information and Library Science, Campus box 3360 Manning Hall, Chapel Hill, NC, 27599-3360.

Email: gbnewby@ils.unc.edu
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The Larger Picture

ISpace, the Information Space retrieval system described here, is part of a larger research project.

The project, led by the author, is called TeraScale Retrieval. The purpose of the TeraScale

Retrieval project is to investigate problems of information retrieval through the development and

evaluation of high-performance modular retrieval system components.

In Korfhage et al. (1999), an effort was made by leaders in retrieval research to identify major

challenges to progress. At about the same time, the U.S. Presidential Information Technology

Advisory Committee (PITAC, 1999) released a report intended to chart the near-term future of

high-technology research and research funding. Both of these reports had similar thing to say

about the needs of retrieval research. The TeraScale Retrieval project is attempting to meet some

of these needs:

1 . "To develop specifications for [and implement] a complete and modular set of IR tools to

be made available to the IR community (Korfhage et al., p. 5)."

2. To create an infrastructure for "sharing and distribution of IR tools (Korfhage et al., p. 5).

3. To overcome limitations of many retrieval research systems, viz., "they lack modularity

and do not facilitate interactive and operational retrieval experimentation (Korfhage et

al., p. 5). This comment was directed particularly at the limitations of TREC.

4. To develop software "for managing large amounts of information (PITAC, p. 4)."

PITAC recognized that "transforming the way we deal with information ... requires significant

improvements in data access methods, including high performance information systems and tools

to help individuals locate information and present, integrate, and transform the information in

meaningful ways (1999, p. 13)."

ISpace is part of a hybrid system. It uses data specifications and structures similar to that of IRIS

(Yang & Maglaughlin, 2000). It is able to perform Boolean retrieval, and integrates multiple

methods for basic tasks such as stemming and file access. It is being expanded to model vector

space, probabilistic, and latent semantic indexing styles of retrieval. This will provide a

controlled environment for retrieval experimentation that will enable IR researchers to control

differences of implementation details among the various major types of retrieval systems.

One of the most important tasks of the TeraScale Retrieval project is to address scaling issues.

Future information retrieval systems will be aimed at terabytes of raw data: millions of unique

terms, billions of documents, and peta-scale quantities (quadrillions) of sub-documents. In spite

of the continuation of Moore's law for doubling CPU power and processing speed every 18

months, the quantity of information we would wish to access is growing more quickly.

Many IR methods, including the most common implementations of vector spaces, probabilistic

and Boolean models, use search and indexing algorithms that scale approximately linearly with

the size of the collection. With modem hardware, these produce acceptable performance with

collections the size of TREC AdHoc (2GB). But consider: if a search that takes 1 second on a

2GB collection takes 100 seconds on a 200GB collection, we can't wait for Moore's law to bring

this longer search time back to 1 second (two orders of magnitude). Instead, we need to develop

methods that scale better than linearly to speed up performance. The multidimensional tree

described for the Large Web task below is one such method.
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The TeraScale Retrieval project is also intended to address the shortcomings of large Web search

engine's contributions to the scientific knowledge of information retrieval. Although these

giants have made significant contributions to people's ability to fmd information on the Web,
they generally have not shared their particular methods with the scientific community. This is

consistent with PITAC's finding, "the PITAC members firom industry were unanimous in their

opinion that it is not feasible for the private sector to assume responsibility for long-term, high-

risk research, in spite of the success of the information technology industry (p. 6)." The
TeraScale Retrieval project will specifically address large-scale Web-based retrieval issues, and

share findings, software and systems with the community of scientists interested in information

retrieval.

A Brief Tour of Information Space

This section introduces the approach to information retrieval employed by the author. The
Information Space approach to information retrieval is comparable to Latent Semantic Indexing

(LSI, see Deerwester et al., 1990), with some differences. These differences are:

Information Space starts with the term by term correlation matrix while LSI starts with the

term by document co-occurrence matrix;

- Information Space performs eigensystems analysis while LSI performs a Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD);

Information Space has not made use of eigenvalues for scaling document vectors while LSI

does make use of singular values (the square root of the eigenvalues);

The Information Space approach does not assume that higher-dimensioned eigenvectors are

without merit while LSI historically has sought to discard higher-dimensioned eigenvectors

Techniques that have been applied to various types of IR have also been applied to the

Information Space system described here, called ISpace. These include: query expansion, part of

speech tagging, document length normalization, term weighting, and stemming.

Like many other IR systems, ISpace may be compared to the Vector Space Model (VSM).

Although variations in the VSM have proliferated, fundamental differences between Information

Space and the VSM are:

Information Space measures relations among terms while VSM treats term vectors are

unrelated (orthogonal)

A fair approximation of an Information Space may be visualized in 2 or 3 dimensions while a

vector space does not have a clear visual interpretation

For TREC8, the ISpace programs from prior years were largely rewritten. The goal of rewriting

was to increase modularity and enable incorporation of multiple IR techniques. For example, the

same data structures, term weights, etc. used for an Information Space retrieval experiment with

ISpace may also be used for a VSM or Boolean retrieval experiment.

The specific steps taken for ISpace retrieval are described for the different tasks, below.
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The AdHoc Task

Experimentation with query expansion was the main goal for the AdHoc task. The steps taken

for the task were as follows:

1. Read terms from all AdHoc documents, building an inverted index and term frequency hst.

About 367,000 Porter-stemmed terms were pre-identified from various word lists, past TREC
topics, and the AdHoc document set. A test run demonstrated that all possible terms could be

indexed, but would include many single-use terms not likely to be in queries.

2. 3136 non-stoplist terms were selected based on IDF values for inclusion in the information

space. (The SMART stoplist was used.)

3. A term co-occurrence matrix for the 3136 terms was generated from the inverted index.

4. A Pearson product moment correlation matrix of term relations was generated from the co-

occurrence matrix.

5. Eigensystems analysis was performed on the correlation matrix, resulting in 3062

eigenvalues ranging from 2871 to nearly zero.

6. Each AdHoc document was then re-analyzed and assigned a location vector at the geometric

center of the eigenvectors of the terms it contained.

7. These document vectors were weighted with tf * idf using simple formulas from Frakes &
Baeza-Yates (1992). Then, vectors were normalized to unit length.

8. Topics were expanded by either 25 or 50 terms. Term expansion added the most highly

correlated terms with each topic term.

9. The topic vector in the information space was then weighted and normalized at the center of

its (expanded) term vectors.

10. The closest document vectors to the topic vector were retrieved in rank order

Four AdHoc runs were submitted. Two judged runs utilized topic titles and descriptions,

expanded by 25 or 50 terms (isa25, isa50). Two un-judged runs utilized titles only and expanded

by 25 or 50 terms (isa25t, isa50t). Results were considerably poorer than comparable AdHoc

ISpace runs from TREC7, yielding average exact precision scores under 0.025.

There are two likely explanations for this poor showing. One is that part of speech tagging

(Brill, 1994) and query processing, used last year, are important. This is supported by the

observation that expanded topics expanded all topic terms, including terms without much

discriminatory value. This may have served to bring in useful terms, but it also increased the

noise in topics. For query processing, all topics had been pre-analyzed for sentence stmcture in

TREC7 so that phrases about non-relevance were eliminated. Thus, only "desirable" terms were

kept.

The other likely explanation is that the 3136 terms chosen were not well suited to the TREC8
AdHoc topics. Of the 283 unique stemmed terms in topics 401-450, 14 topic terms that casual

interpretation suggests were important were not among them.

The stemmed missing terms were: Burma, comet, decai, estonia, hurrican, legionnair, lockerbi,

milosev, parkinson, potassium, saharan, salvag, Scotland, and typhoon. From this list, it is

evident that low performance would be expected from the topics that include them: 403, 405,

406, 408, 409, 411, 415, 423, 429, 434 and 443.

However, topics 403 ("osteoporosis") and 408 ("tropical storms") both performed relatively

well, as mentioned below. It appears that the missing term from 403, "potassium," was not
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overly injurious, and the presence of both "tropical" and "storm" may have offset the missing

"hurricane" and "typhoon" from topic 408.

Exact precision scores for the AdHoc task ranged from 0 to .59. Table 1 presents a summary of

scores. Due to a scoring error, scores for the title-only 50-word expansion are not considered

here.

Topics with exact precision or average precision greater than 0. 1 0 on the AdHoc task included:

1. Topic 403, "osteoporosis." This topic had the highest median average precision of all topics,

possibly due to a large number of fairly specific terms in the expanded topic. Even the title-

only run yielded good scores (Exact precision = .42). Term expansion appeared to work
well, with a better exact precision for expansion by 50 than by 25 (.38 vs. .19).

2. Topic 407, "poaching, wildhfe preserves." Good performance on the title-only run, but not

title plus description. . 1 3 average precision and . 1 7 exact precision for title-only.

3. Topic 408, "tropical storms." Average precision scores of about .9 on all runs were
unexceptional, but exact precision scores of .22 and above for all but the expand by 25

condition indicate reasonable early precision.

4. Topic 441, "Lyme disease." This seems to be a good example of a topic well-represented by

two terms. Title-only runs yielded exact precision scores in excess of .52, and average

precision of over .58, while title plus description runs were very poor, below .01 on both

exact and average precision.

5. Topic 444, "supercritical fluids." This is the one topic where title plus description heavily

out-scored title-only, but only for the expansion by 50 case. 3 of the 17 (total) relevant

documents across participants' systems were retrieved in the top 10 documents, indicating

some good terms were brought in by expansion that were missed in other runs.

Table 1 : Summary of AdHoc Task Retrieval Performance

Expand by 25

(isa25)

Expand by 50

(isa50)

Expand by 25 title

only (isa25t)

Exact precision 0.0081 0.0349 0.0515

Average precision 0.0026 0.0203 0.0273

Number over median 0 0 0

average precision

The easiest interpretation to make from these results is that query term expansion is valuable, but

only when applied to useful terms. Future efforts will return to a reliance on part of speech

tagging and term weights to identify "good" terms to expand (i.e., terms with good

discrimination potential), while avoiding expanding the rest.

Finally, note that no runs were made with non-expanded queries. This would be a valuable

comparison. Future experiments should therefore compare:

Expansion versus no expansion

Different levels of expansion (bringing in 25 terms versus 50 terms, or other values)

- Methods for choosing terms to expand {tf weights, part of speech, presence in <title>
field, etc.)
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The Small Web Track

The steps taken for the small Web track (a 2 gigabyte subset of the large Web track's Very Large

Corpus or VLC) were nearly identical to the steps for AdHoc. The only difference was that the

co-occurrence matrix was not based on the small Web track corpus, but rather the AdHoc corpus.

This mismatch should theoretically be detrimental to the recall-precision statistics, but with an

average exact precision of 0.02 from the AdHoc task, such differences would be difficult to see.

(Performance at exact precision values of 0.02 or below is approximately equal to that expected

from a random sample of documents, although higher early precision than later precision

indicates the retrieved set is actually non-random.).

Four small Web track runs were submitted. As with the AdHoc task, two title plus description

runs were judged, but two title only runs were not judged. Due to a scoring error, scores for the

title-only 50-word expansion are not considered here. See Table 2 for a summary.

Table 2: Summary of Small Web Track Retrieval Performance

Expand by 25

(isw25)

Expand by 50

(isw50)

Expand by 25

title only (isw25t)

Exact precision 0.0048 0.0451 0.0524

Average precision 0.0018 0.0291 0.0291

Number over median 0 2 2

average precision

Topics yielding exact precision or average precision over 0.10 on one or more runs included:

1 . Topic 403, "osteoporosis." Presumably for the same reasons the topic performed well for the

AdHoc task (above).

2. Topic 408, "tropical storms." Interestingly, performance was somewhat less than for the

AdHoc task, but still better than most other topics.

3. Topic 415, "drugs. Golden Triangle." This topic performed well with title-only, but not well

with title plus description, presumably due to the ambiguous terms in the description (e.g.,

"organizations," "intemational.").

4. Topic 432, "profiling, motorists, police." This topic also performed well only on title-only

runs.

5. Topic 433, "Greek, philosophy, stoicism." One or more good expansion terms were

presumably identified in title plus description expansion by 50, which yielded .18 exact

precision but less than .01 for the other runs.

6. Topic 448, "ship losses." Similarly to topic 433, exact precision on title plus description

expansion by 50 yielded an exact precision of .18, but very low scores on other runs.

7. Topics 441, 445, 446 and 450 all had comparable patterns of exact precision scores near or

over .20, but unexciting average precision scores (except for topic 450, with an average

precision of .10 or above for all runs). These topics are characterized by useful title terms

and, except for 441, specific description terms.

The small Web track data set seemed to be fairly well suited for topics 401-450. Average

precision scores across all TREC participants were sometimes higher for the Web track, and
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other times higher for the AdHoc task. The mean of median average precision scores for the

AdHoc task and small Web track across all TREC8 participants was identical to 2 decimal places

at .24.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the somewhat better performance for the small Web track

versus the AdHoc task for the ISpace system is genuine. Some possible explanations are that an

increased variety in Web documents resulted in fewer highly-ranked false hits, and that the 3136

terms pre-identified for information space document location calculation helped to eliminate a

larger proportion of small Web track documents than AdHoc task documents.

The Large Web Track (VLC)

The large Web track was the main emphasis of this year's work, with the primary goal of

achieving reasonable speed and efficiency in processing documents and topics. As discussed

below, this goal was achieved, but at the expense of retrieval performance. This section

describes the system considerations for the large Web track, including a discussion of the tree

data structure employed for retrieval. However, because results for the VLC were submitted

after the deadline, they were not officially judged. Because almost none of the VLC documents

retrieved by ISpace werejudged, no useful retrieval performance statistics were generated.

As with the small Web track, the large Web track made use of the information space pre-

computed from the AdHoc task. Thus, the steps for retrieval were nearly identical, except that a

muhidimensional tree was used for retrieval, rather than a brute-force search for the closest

document vectors for each query vector.

Although 3062 eigenvectors (dimensions) were available for use from the AdHoc collection, the

VLC documents were only processed with 300 eigenvectors per term. The 300-dimensional

information saved to disk was not utilized for the actual retrieval, however: only 100 dimensions

were utilized. This is beneath the threshold recommended by Deerwester et al. (1990) and

others, but was necessary to fit as many documents as possible into the tree, which was memory-

based.

Table 3: Summary of Large Web Track Non-Retrieval Performance
Measure Performance Notes

Time to index 100GB 5 clock hours 0.0012 seconds per document

Index size, all files 11GB, 18 files ~640 bytes per document

Index size, eigenvectors only 8GB, 3 files 300 dimensions per document

Time to start retrieval engine

(prior to running queries)

20 clock minutes

Time to run 1 0,000 queries 52 seconds 0.0052 seconds per query

The 100GB VLC (Very Large Corpus) was stored on a disk/tape array at UNC Chapel Hill. This

enabled rapid staging from tape robot to disk without requiring more than about 10GB of disk

space at a time to stage documents. See Table 3 for a summary of non-retrieval performance

measures

Most of the large Web track was performed on UNC-CH's Sun ES- 10000 server with 36

processors and 1 6GB of main memory. Disk access on the disk/tape array was found to be quite

fast, cutting indexing time by 60% versus a comparable server with local SCSI RAID disk. No
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parallelization was utilized (all programs ran on a single CPU), and the ES- 10000 was shared

with many other user processes.

The overhead to start the retrieval engine consisted mainly of reading in all document locations

(eigenvectors) from disk to a modified kd tree in memory. The kd tree is a data structure for

matching data on a large number of keys - in this case, the keys corresponded to the relatively

large number of dimensions. Kd trees are a type of multidimensional tree developed by
Friedman, Bentley & Finkel (1977), intended to solve the challenge of quick searching of multi-

keyed data. This is a similar problem to that of multi-way trees such as B-trees (cf. Knuth,

1998), but whereas B-trees are split on a single key (such as a filename), kd trees are split on

multiple keys (such as dimensions in a multidimensional space). The particular memory-based

implementation of the kd tree utilized for ISpace was derived from Weiss (1999).

Although up to 300 dimensions were available on disk, as mentioned above, only 100 were used

for the tree. Even so, only about 7 million of the 14 million VLC documents were considered for

retrieval at one time on the ES- 10000, using about 4.5GB of memory. (There was no

opportunity for dedicated access to the ES- 10000.) Note that only 14 million of the 18 million

VLC documents were assigned locations in the information space, because the other 4 million

had none of the 3136 terms (many of these were in non-English languages).

Efforts are underway to store the kd tree on disk, rather than storing the entire tree in memory.

This is a required development to grow ISpace beyond 7 million documents in 100 dimensions.

The general purpose of the kd tree is to minimize the number of document vectors that need to be

compared by brute force (one at a time) to the query. Consider that a key difference between

ISpace (and other LSI-like approaches) and the VSM or Boolean systems is that a document can

be "close" to a query without having any (or many) terms from the query.

For example, a document, "pig farmer" might be close in ISpace to a query, "swine

domesticator." In order to determine and rank the closest documents to a query, it is necessary to

consider ALL documents, not just those with query terms. This is an important drawback of

non-orthogonal term vectors. For up to a few thousand documents with coordinates in main

memory, an exhaustive comparison and ranking is reasonable. For millions of documents, as in

the large Web track, it is desirable to group documents in some sort of structure so that a

relatively small proportion of documents need to be exhaustively compared.

There are only two differences between a typical kd tree and the modified kd tree used here

(tentatively called a green-black or gb tree for its similarity to a red-black tree). One difference

is that there are three children per parent, instead of two. The other is that the decision of which

branch or leaf to select at each level is based on the coordinates at the corresponding dimension,

instead of on the dimension with the highest remaining variance. These changes are anticipated

to be helpful with a highly multidimensional space (hundreds or thousands of dimensions), as

compared to the more typical case from the literature on algorithms where only a dozen or so

dimensions are used.

- Insertion time for a kd tree is proportional to n log (n) where n is the number of items

to be inserted (i.e., the number of items in the completed tree).

- Cell identification time, to fmd single cell with the best match, takes time

proportional to log n.
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Target identification time, to evaluate all items in a cell (leaf) to fmd the document

vector closest to the query vector, takes linear time with respect to the number of

items in the cell.

For ISpace, the goal was to minimize the number of linear time comparisons by minimizing the

number of cells that had to be examined. The challenge, as might be expected, is that the tree

depth does not nearly reach the total number of dimensions. For example, a tree with 7 million

items might reach a depth of 60 levels (that is, the most dimensions examined to separate

documents into separate leafs - known as buckets - is 60). This is for a relatively large bucket

size of 1000 (a limit of 1000 documents per leaf, before the leaf is split and the tree descends a

level).

Smaller bucket sizes would result in deeper levels, but bucket creation and splitting the parent

bucket's contents is relatively expensive.

The modified kd tree used for ISpace in TREC8 yielded strong system-based performance, with

time per query well under 1 second. Further work with this type of tree structure will determine

the extent to which the performance win on search time can also yield good retrieval

performance.

Conclusion

This year's implementation of ISpace incorporated query term expansion. A modest-sized

information space of only 3136 terms was buih, consisting of term eigenvectors derived from a

term correlation matrix.

ISpace retrieval performance was not as good for TREC8 as for TREC7. However, the indexing

and speed performance was increased by at least an order of magnitude. Implementation of the

following should result in regained retrieval performance. All of these features were present in

earlier versions of ISpace, but not implemented for TREC8:

1. Allow more terms in the information space. At least 40,000 term eigensystems should be

achievable.

2. Incorporate part of speech tagging to identify terms that should be expanded.

3. Implement sentence parsing for TREC-like queries so that terms in phrases identifying

unwanted concepts may be bypassed.

4. Multiple options for term weighting schemes

5. Term co-occurrence relations measured at the sub-document level (e.g., within an N-term

window or within the same sentence.

6. Add awareness and differential term weighting for SGML/HTML tags such as headings.

Finally, it should be noted that this year's ISpace is an IR system without an interface. Adding a

Web-based front end, enabling relevance feedback and an overall higher level of interactivity

will present no problems. Incorporating the navigable fly-through system, Yavi (used for

TREC7) is also desirable in the near-term.

Post-TREC development has included implementation of the following:

1. Enabling every term to be indexed. Consistently with Witten et al. (1999), simple

techniques were developed to insure that the large number of terms with low occurrences
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did not take a disproportionate amount of disk space or memory. An index with 982K
terms was derived from the AdHoc collection.

2. More term eigenvectors. An information space with 17,583 unique stemmed terms was
computed.

3. Further portability and fewer limitations. ISpace runs under Solaris, Linux and Irix. It

uses files of any size permitted by the underlying operating system.

The goals of the TeraScale Retrieval project, as mentioned above, are supported by these ISpace

developments. For TREC9, these goals have been identified:

1 . To seek higher retrieval performance while maintaining high speed and efficiency.

2. To (re-) incorporate retrieval techniques from prior years.

3. To provide further abstraction in the ISpace system, so that fusion of results from

Information Space, VSM, probabihstic and Boolean methods may be achieved.

4. To clarify the relationships among LSI, Information Space, VSM and other methods, to

identify their common mathematical themes and seek out opportunities for mutual

benefit.

Information retrieval is not a solved problem. ISpace, as described here, is a system that

attempts to expand the choice of retrieval techniques available to information scientists, while

drawing heavily on prior achievements.

Figure 1: Diagram of gb tree structure. The tree consists of leafs or buckets, which contain documents,

and branches, which are used to determine where a document should be placed.
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Abstract

In the course of eight TREC Conferences, retrieval performance of all

systems started high and then declined. This was especially true for

conference 5. Only in conferences 7 and 8 have performance levels

reached those initially achieved. In this paper, scaling of the corpus of 450

TREC topics is performed. It is observed that as the visual dispersion of a

topic set increases, the level of retrieval performance across systems

declines for that set. Conversely, as the visual dispersion of topics

decreases, system performance rises. In common elements of conferences

2, 5, and 8, this relationship appears to hold despite increases in the

number of participating systems in TREC. It is proposed that visual

dispersion measures should be used to describe topic set difficulty in

addition to measures such as "hardness".

Introduction

In the middle of a wonderful review

article of the work of Project Intrex from

1965 to 1973, the authors interject this

startling phrase: "Our analysis has

shown that choice of words used in

search strategies has a major influence

on retrieval effectiveness" (Overhage

andReintjes, 1974, p. 174).

This phrase startles because it is at once

a reduction and an enigma. There is no

doubt that word choice is important, but

how can it be so important that retrieval

performance depends upon it to the

exclusion of so many other system and

architecture considerations? The query is

often the last item considered in IR

testing. Usually its study is incorporated

in the interaction effects between

systems and users; a difficult and fluid

arena. The suspicion that queries might

establish a system performance limit did

not arise in TREC literature until

conference 5 (Voorhees and Harman,

1997) . However, it has since been

recognized as an area for important

study, resulting in the establishment of a

query track since conference 7 (Buckley,

1998) .

It is difficult to quantify the meaning of

topic difficulty. Voorhees and Harman

(1997) note that it is weakly (r = 0.33)

correlated with the percent of unique

relevant documents for that query. In the

same volume, Sparck Jones remarks that

"...low levels of performance... in TREC
4 and 5 must be taken as representing a

more realistic retrieval situation than

TREC 2 and 3..." (Sparck Jones, 1997,

p. B-2). Sparck Jones comments further

' This study was supported by Intel Corporation.

^ A color version of this paper is available at <http://www.unt.edu/ir/trec/trec8.htm>.
^ Correspondence should be sent to the author at mrorvig(a)unt.edu .
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in her review of TREC7 that "Since

TREC-7 full topics are shorter than

TREC-6, but TREC-7 performance

levels are better, the TREC-7 topics are

presumably not as hard... However,

performance is not as tightly correlated

with topic length, and specifically with

version, as might be expected..."

(Sparck Jones, 1999, p. B-6).

Factors that cannot describe query

difficulty are: (1) topic components

(concepts, narratives, etc.), (2) topic

length, (3) and topic construction

(creating topics without regard to

existing documents vs. the contrary

practice). Document uniqueness is the

only quantitative measure so far offered.

Indeed, topic hardness appears to rest in

that zone of phenomena that many can

mutually observe, but cannot describe in

terms that would eventually permit

control.

This paper proposes an additional

quantitative measure for query difficulty.

The measure is applicable to sets of

topics only, but is based on the scaled

similarity of documents by text terms.

The proposed measure is replicable, and

conforms to observed system

performance behavior across three

representative TREC conferences.

Methodology

TREC Topics were copied from the

trec.nist.gov site and parsed into

individual documents. A document

similarity matrix was created using the

cosine vector measure of similarity. The

similarity matrix was scaled using

maximum likelihood method customary

for text data (Rorvig, 1 999a) and plotted

using a conventional graphics tool.

RtgTr

TREC 1

o TREC 2

TREC 3

c TREC 4

Q TREC 5

X TREC 6

o TREC 7

TREC 8

-1
-

TREC Topics 1-450 ad hoc

-2

Figure 1: Each dot in the illustration above represents a TREC topic. Arrayed from

left to right, topic sets reveal increasing dispersion from topic set 3 onward. This

effect does not change until topic sets 7 and 8 appear.
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The resulting plot appears as Figure 1,

Measures of mean distances among
individual documents by set were then

taken according to the methodology

established in Rorvig and Fitzpatrick

(2000). In this method, the centroid of

all points in a set is established, and

distances of all other points to the

centroid calculated. The mean, standard

deviation and minimum and maximum
point distances were all calculated.

These points appear in Figure 2,

TREC Mean Std Dev Minimum Minimum

routing 0.3111723 0,2805747 0.0747101 1.6268146

1 0.2052631 0.2294708 0.0091761 1.5116826

2 0.3036261 0.1861311 0.0382413 0 9796236

3 0.5627928 0 4018929 0.0406492 I 7142475

4 0.6950999 0.4838904 0.0755262 2 8757636

5 1.0031172 06126555 0.1658590 2.4142985

6 0.7522161 0.4572351 0.1520691 2.6426799

7 0.3396361 0.1987803 0.0501366 0.9060473

8 0.3288653 0.2413289 0.0360555 1.3208982

Figure 2: Calculations of interpoint distances of all TREC topic sets after scaling.

As Voorhees and Harman (1997, p. 18)

note regarding the reports by Buckley,

Singhal, and Mitra, show a comparison

of the average precision of the Cornell

runs over five TRECs. "Of particular

interest here is the fact that the TREC-5
Cornell system performed about 34%
worse on the TREC-5 topics than on the

TREC-4 topics...most of this difference

is due to 'harder' topics." It is an

unusual coincidence that the mean

dispersion of TREC-5 topics over

TREC-4 topics is, if fact about 31%
greater.

Because of the differences in various

TREC conferences regarding query

construction, the three TRECs with the

widest variation in dispersion were

chosen for further analysis. From

published system reports, ad hoc run

precision scores of participating systems

were recorded at 10% levels of recall

and 50% levels of recall including

manual systems for TRECs 2, 5, and 8.

Results

Figure 3 shows overall system

performance for TRECs 2, 5, and 8 for

all systems, the top ten systems, and the

top twenty-five systems and precision

set at 10% and 50% of recall. Although

among the top ten systems at high levels

of precision, there is no significant

difference, significant differences appear

for all systems at high and medium

levels of recall, meduim levels of recall

for the top ten systems, and for the top

twenty-five systems at both high and

medium levels of recall.
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TREC plO/all pSO/all plO/lOs pSO/lOs pl0/25$ p50/25s

2 0.481 0.385 0.596 0.353 0.559 0.314

5 0.371 0.177 0556 0.282 0.498 0.250

8 0.447 0.213 0.595 0.319 0.578 0.307

Figure 3: High and medium precision scores for ad hoc runs for three TRECs of all reporting

systems, the top ten systems, and the top twenty-five systems.

Discussion

At issue are the various causes of

dispersion among the topic documents.

Greater dispersion in scaling can be due

to a number of factors, among them

simple differences in document length,

greater heterogeneity in document

tokens, or greater heterogeneity in

document tokens among some

documents but not in others.

Investigation of these factors is beyond

the scope of this study at this time,

however, they are topics of further

interesting exploration.

There is also to consider the unique

document theory. Although the

correlation reported earlier between

document hardness and document

uniqueness was not high, there is other

evidence that high dispersion among

topic statements is reflected in wide

separation among their associated

documents (Rorvig, 1999b). This would

appear to support the document

uniqueness theory, and upon replication

with the qrels document sets for TRECS
suggest other methods by which

document uniqueness and document

hardness could be calculated.

Finally, as a point of reference, for the

next round of TREC, the topic

dispersion more than likely will reflect

topic hardness. It will make an

interesting postscript to this paper to

suggest overall system performance for

TREC9 merely from introducing the

scale of the new topics into the similarity

matrix calculated for this study.

Conclusions

This paper is an example of thinking

with visualization. A correspondence

between topic dispersion in a scaled and

visualized space and overall TREC
system performance was observed based

both on previously published statements

of TREC participants and direct

observations from printed TREC ad hoc

run results. It may be possible to predict

overall system performance in TREC9
by scaling the topic set when it becomes

available.
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Funny how one extra Perl sort function can make a score of

0.52^ on the question answering task look a lot like 0. This
paper describes our brute force approach to the question
answering task and how we did achieve some success, despite

formatting problems with our answer file. This paper also

describes how we conducted automatic evaluations using the

NIST judgment file on newly proposed answers.

A good question says what it is about and constrains the form of the answer. In

other words, it specifies the distinguishing context for an answer and partially

describes the kind of information that would count as an answer. The question

"Who wrote the Declaration of Independence?" specifies that we are talking

about someone who wrote a particular document, instead of engaging in some
other action with respect to some other document. In addition, the question

describes that we are looking for a "who" which must be a person, agency, or

institution.

The process of finding an existing answer to a question means finding part

of a document that matches the distinguishing context of the question and then

extracting an answer of the right type from nearby. Ideally, the extracted answer
would have the right sort of relationship to the context of the question.

Since this is our first year at TREC, and we were starting with no existing

code, we decided to take a brute force approach to the problem. We divided

the task into three phases. Phase I does a very high recall retrieval using the

words in the question with the goal of discarding 90% of the document
collection. Even with only a tenth of the documents, who wants to read them
all? Phase II does an exhaustive scan of all 200-500 byte windows in the

retrieved tenth, looking for strings with high similarity to the original question.

This phase also ranks these text windows and adds extra points if an obvious

answer type is nearby. Finally, Phase III was intended (and did a poor job of it)

to extract the best answer of the right answer type from the best outputs from

Phase II.

In the rest of this notebook paper, we first describe the three phases in

more detail and then describe how we evaluated the system. We end with a

discussion of the results and ideas for future work.

1.0 The Question Answering System (QA)
The question answering system was written in Perl and run on several

Unix-based (Linux and Solaris) machines. Paragraph indexing and retrieval was

1 This is the score of our system based on the judgement of (non-NIST) human assessors .
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done using an unmodified copy of MG 1.3 (Managing Gigabytes, Witten, Moffat,

Bell, 1999). As noted before, the overall system was divided into three largely

independent phases, each with a different goal.

1.1 Phase I: High Recall

Even though our system searches for answers in a brute force manner,

it cannot exhaustively search through all the documents in the collections.

Thus, we want to first select from all the documents those that are likely to

contain all the answers. Achieving high recall is often quite difficult because it is

hard to keep the list of retrieved documents small. In our case, we do not need
the list of retrieved documents to be small yet. That is the task of the later

phases. We only care that about 90% of the documents are excluded from the

Phase I results.

Figure 1 shows the major substeps involved in performing Phase I. This

is a description of the version of Phase I that was used for the answers
submitted to NIST. After seeing the NIST test questions, we omitted the use of

Wordnet to get synonyms as it was hurting the performance of Phase I.

Question

Find Variants

Wordnet,

Spelling, Lemmas,

Stemming,Stopwo rds

Generate Query

Boolean OH
lor eadi question word.

Merge Results

Each paragraph gets a

coverage score.

Construct Segments

Keep strings of paragraphs

if thq? cover greater than 5096 of

question words.

Figure 1 : The steps involved in Phase I

In Phase I, each word of the question is first turned into a very long

boolean query by disjoining many different forms of the word. For example, the

word 'question' would be turned into a query like: "question OR query OR
questioning OR questionable OR questoin". Each of these queries is then sent

to a search engine (Witten, Moffat, Bell, 1999). This results in one set of

documents retrieved for each cloud of related words. In our system, each
document is a single paragraph.

These sets of retrieved documents are then merged so that each
document has a score reflecting how many of the non-stopwords in the

question appear in that document. For instance, if the question were "How are

questions turned into queries?", the paragraph immediately above this one
would contain the words (or variants thereof): 'questions' and 'queries' and have

a score of 2.

This score is calculated as an estimate of which documents contain more
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of the distinguishing context of a question. Finally, those paragraphs which are

highly ranked are connected to adjacent high-scoring paragraphs to form

segments. Segments are formed because the distinguishing context and the

answer to the question may not appear in the same paragraph. Segments and
paragraphs are discarded if they contain fewer than half of the question words.

1.2 Phase II: Higher Precision

The QA system assumes that the distinguishing context of a question will

appear in a fairly small chunk of text and that the answer will be in close

proximity. Thus, after locating those documents that contain the important

words, the system should search for strings of words that densely pack those

important words. If the words appear close together and possibly in the same
order in a given paragraph, then that paragraph is better than another one
where the important words are spread throughout the text.

Figure 2 shows the main steps of Phase II. First, Phase II augments the

question with known answers stored in the thesaurus and with a tag indicating

what type of question it is. Second, it builds a lookup table that stores a

similarity score for a word to a word that appears in the question. This lookup

table results in a less computationally expensive calculation of the similarities of

many text segments to a given question.

Question

t Question. RKOgnitiatn & Tagging

mo is=>PERSOH
Where is => PLACE,

How high=> LINEAR, etc.

Wordnet Answers
Thesaurus contains some

answers to Where Is, etc

—

p-

1 r

Phase I Segments

Find Variant Words
For each word in question,

find simileirity to odiex words.

Question -> query = 0.4

(Thesaurus, spelling, steraxaing,etc)

Scan Text Windows
Calculate similarity of question to segment

N Te3ct Windows most similar to Question

Figure 2: Steps in Pliase II

Phase II assumes that there is a definition of similarity between two

strings of words that is based on the similarities of the words, their relative

position, and the addition or deletion of words. As well, there are several

parameters that define the relative impact of each factor on an overall similarity

score. This is much like an inverse sort of ed it-distance.

Ideally, a large amount of training data would allow setting similarity

parameters automatically. However, because only a small amount of training

data was available for this competition, the parameters were set by hand.
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1.3 Phase III: Answer Extraction

The results of Phase II contain many small windows of text that are very

likely to contain the distinguishing context of a question. The task for Phase III

is to scan the text in the window or just outside of it, looking for something that

looks like an answer to the question. There is no magic algorithm for this

phase. There must be a large and growing dictionary of question types and
patterns for recognizing answers. If this is true, the success of Phase III should

be less a result of the algorithm and more a result of having the right dictionary.

Figure 3 shows the main steps of Phase III. The first two steps of this

phase should be done during indexing (and will be next year). This will save

processing time and ensure consistent simplification of the paragraphs.

Test Window from Phase II

i
Fix Date Words

'today' -> date of article

last year, now, etc.

Fixup Paragraph
uniform whitespace,

rq) lace special chars

>

I
Does question have knovzn

j

bnswer type (date, time, who is, etc)?j

^es

7^—
poes text window have an answer?

Find Clo&est Answof
distance from question

words tD answer.

Center on Question words
Find best 50 or 250 byte window

Shrink Text
50-byte: remove punctuation and stopwords.

Expand Answer
[f answer shorter than allowed, add to both ends

Figure 3: Steps followed in Phase III

Phase III assumes that there are question types and corresponding answer
types. Furthermore, it assumes that the answers are in close proximity to the

distinguishing context of the questions. Using a dictionary of question types, it

checks whether the question is of a recognized type, such as "Who is" or "Who
was". If the question type is recognized. Phase III uses the corresponding

pattern to find possible answers, such as "John Smith". When more than one
answer is found, the answer that is closest to words that also appear in the

question are better.

If, on the other hand, the question type is not recognized. Phase III finds the text

window that covers as many words from the question as possible, trying to

center on the distinguishing context. In either case. Phase III tries to maximize
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the amount of information contained in an answer for a given size of answer. If,

for example, the answer must be 50 bytes long: a) the answer loses all its

punctuation and stopwords, and then b) is expanded to be as close to 50 bytes

as possible by adding tokens on the right and left of the window.

2.0 Using NIST Judgments for Automatic Evaluations

As we fix our QA system and want to test intermediate versions of it, we will not

get human evaluations for every set of outputs. Instead, we need some
automatic approximation to the official evaluations. This means that we must
somehow compare the proposed answer strings from our new system with the

NIST answers that appear in the judgment file.

Unfortunately, the NIST answers will not always match the lengths and
boundaries of proposed answers. For example, two systems could choose the

text window boundaries differently. One system might choose the answer
substring: "by Hugo Young (Farrar,", whereas another might choose: 'Thatcher

by Hugo Young". Furthermore, several NIST answer strings have had some
tokens removed, such as punctuation, SGML tags, or even some words. As a

result, simple string searching will not give a good measure of the correctness

of proposed new answers.

As a first pass, we can say that a proposed answer is correct if it fully

contains a correct NIST answer. If the NIST answer is correct and a proposed
answer contains all of it, the new answer must also contain the correct

information. Of course, because of the problems of string matching, we will

have to put the answers into a (closer to) canonical form. To do this, we
replaced all strings of whitespace and punctuation with a single space. In

addition, we replaced all special characters (&amp;) and SGML tags with a

single space.

Even with this notion of contained-within, there are at least three more
problems. First, in the NIST answers, there are several examples where the

same substring is deemed both a correct answer and an incorrect answer. For

example, in question 54, one correct NIST answer is "54 FBIS4-3997 1 22 April"

and one incorrect NIST answer is "54 FBIS4-19846 -1 22 April". This may be

because the judges looked at the substring in context and judged one document
to contain the answer substring by accident. Second, in at least one case, a

substring is correct if capitalized and incorrect if not capitalized: "China" is right,

"china" is wrong. Third, although a correct answer may be contained in a

proposed answer, it might be hidden among distracting information. For

example, the proposed answer may list three proper noun phrases when only

one is requested. In such a case, the proposed answer may be judged to be
incorrect because the answer is buried.

To partially address these considerations, we augmented the definition of

contained-within. Some apparent cases of contained-within can be invalid if the

proposed answer also contains an incorrect answer. If this situation arises, we
can use the source document to decide whether the proposed answer matches
the correct answer or the incorrect one. More concretely (from question 103),

suppose a proposed answer,P = "Estonia last month, in which 900 people died.

Norway is", contains a correct NIST answer, C = "900". Further suppose that

there is an incorrect NIST answer, I = "900 people", that is contained-within P
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and also contains (or is equal to) C. In this case, our only (automatic) recourse

is to consult the source documents. Since the proposed answer came from the

same document as the correct answer and not the same document as the

incorrect answer, the proposed answer is rated as 'correct'.

flag <- contained-within(correct, proposed)
correct_simp <- replace punctuation, spaces, SGML, &amp; with space
proposed_simp<- replace punctuation, spaces, SGML, &annp; with space
if (correct_simp is a substring of proposed_simp) then

flag <- true

else

flag <- false

end if

correct_flag <- isCorrect(P, correct_answers, incorrect_answers)
correct_flag <- false

foreach C in correct_answers (while correct_flag equals false)

if (contained-withjn(C, P) then

if (not invalid (P, C, incorrect_answers)) then

correct_flag <- true;

end if

end if

end loop

invalid_flag <- invalid(proposed, correct, incorrect_answers)
invalid_flag <- false

foreach I in incorrect_answers (while invalid_flag equals false)

if (contained-within(l, proposed) AND
contained-within(correct, I) AND
documentOf(l) equals documentOf(proposed)) then

invalid_flag <- true

end if

end loop

Table 1 : The algorithms for automatic scoring of correct answers.

The specific rules applied are shown in Table 1. These rules are very

conservative. They were derived to minimize the chance of rating a proposed

answer correct when it is wrong (low false positive rate). It clearly misses many
correct answers because there are no correct strings contained in the proposed

answer. As in the above example (question 103), there are many correct

substrings of "a last month , in which 900 people died. Norway is", but only a

select few would be recognized as correct. If the judgment file continues to

grow, this problem of many false negatives would gradually improve.

We must remember that the automatic score is generally only a lower

bound on the performance of the question and answer system. If System A gets

a score of 0.72 and System B gets a score of 0.56, that doesn't necessarily

mean that System A is best. It could be that System A did a better job of

matching the text windowing used to generate the NIST answers. As a side

effect of how the NIST answers were generated, any official QA submission that

was scored would receive very close to the same score by this automatic

method as was reported by TREC (a very tight lower bound). Hence, we cannot
easily use the results of the automatic evaluation to compare a new system
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against an official TREC submission.

Even though this metric is only a lower bound on question answering
performance, it can still help improve our QA system. The automatic nature of

this evaluation would allow it to be run many times in order to, for example,

optimize the settings of several parameters. Suppose a system received a score

of 0.72 by human evaluation and 0.63 by the automatic evaluation. If you can
improve your system so that the automatic evaluation gives a score higher than

0.72, you know that you have a true improvement.

3.0 Results

Although our system's performance is difficult to compare to that of the other

question answering systems in TREC, we can use the automatic evaluation to

place a rough lower bound on performance. Two additional difficulties arise

when doing this with the NIST answers. First, five of the NIST test questions

have no answer in the judgments file and as a result, those questions cannot be
marked correct. Second, because we are judging an answer correct if a NIST
answer is contained-within it, it is very difficult to get an informative lower bound
for the 50-byte task, (a 50-byte answer is not likely to contain many other

answers).

We evaluated the original 250-byte submission using both the automatic

evaluation method described in the last section and human judges. These
scores are based on the full set of 198 questions, even though we are

guaranteed to get 5 of them incorrect. Table 2 shows the results for the three

phases.

At least one

answer in output

NIST Rank
Score

Phase I 73%

Phase II 68%

Phase III 52% 0.4

Human 59% 0.52

Table 2: Results of the three phases for the answers
submitted to NIST, August 1999

We have also re-run the first 100 questions after examining the test

questions and answers and removing most of the sensitivity to synonyms. These
results are shown in Table 3. All three phases improved markedly. In particular.

Phase I now has 98 questions with at least one answer in the result list. Phase II

is moderately better, as is Phase III. The (over) use of WordNet seemed to be a

bad idea for the TREC test questions.
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At least one

answer in output

NISTRank
Score

Phase I 98%

Phase II 81%

Phase III 67% 0.54

Table 3: Results of the three phases after removing WordNet.

Phase III is still a loose collection of heuristics and will require some
organization to support further improvements. Many answers are lost because
they appear one paragraph earlier than the identified answer or are lost

because the date substitution is done incorrectly.

4.0 A Final Word
We are happy with our moderate success this year. Most of the product of our

efforts is experience, and that will be applied in future competitions. As such,

we hope that the QA track continues.

One way that the QA track might mature is to better define the types of

questions that are included in TREC and those that are excluded. This year

there was some process that selected appropriate questions from among
submitted questions. Was this process random or where some questions

omitted because their answers were not of the right form or they were difficult to

find with typical search engines?

As noted in our discussion of Phase I, we originally designed the recall

step to be robust to the use of synonyms in questions. Indeed, many of our ten

submitted questions assumed some ability to recognize synonyms. Oddly
enough, our system was quite good at handling this sort of question which did

not appear in the TREC test questions.

Over the next few months, we expect to improve our question answering

system. Besides optimizing the system to handle the TREC test questions, we
will be generating a larger set of training questions. This should allow us to find

more question-types and the corresponding answer-types.

We also want to speed up Phase I and Phase II. We will attempt to do this

with as few minor changes to an existing search engine, as is possible. The
goal will be to replace the function of Phase I and Phase II, while at the same
time taking advantage of existing data structures in a search engine.

Phase III needs the most improvement. This phase attempts to extract an

answer of the right type from paragraph-sized windows of text. Improvement in

this phase may require a huge knowledge-engineering effort to find and
characterize different types of queried information. This effort may require

reproducing some of the effort that went into many of the systems designed for

the MUC conferences.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present an overview of the system

used by the GE/Penn team for the the Question

Answering Track of TREC-8. Our system uses a

simple sentence ranking method which is enhanced

by the addition of coreference annotated data as its

input. We will present an overview of our initial

system and its components. Since this was the first

time this track has been run, we made numerous
additions to our initial system. We will describe

these additions and what motivated them as a series

of lessons learned after which the final system used

for our submission will be described. Finally we will

discuss directions for future research.

2 Initial System Overview

The input to our system is a small set of candidate

documents and a query. To get a set of candidate

documents we employed a search engine over the

TREC-8 document collection and further processed

the top 20 documents returned by it for each query.

In order for our system to annotate coreference rela-

tions, a variety of linguistic annotation is required.

This includes accounting for SGML tags in the orig-

inal documents, performing sentence detection, tok-

enization, noun phrase detection, and named-entity

categorization. With this annotation complete, the

coreference system annotates coreference relations

between noun phrases. The coreference-annotated

document is then passed to a sentence ranker which

ranks each of the sentences, merging these ranked

sentences with the sentences from previously pro-

cessed documents. Finally the top 5 sentences are

presented to the user.

2.1 Search Engine

In order to get a small collection of candidate doc-

uments, we installed and indexed the TREC-8 data

set with the PRISE 2.0 search engine, developed by

NIST. Indexing and retrieval were done using the de-

fault configuration with no attempts made to tune

the ranking to the Question Answering task. Prom
this we took the top 20 ranked documents and per-

formed further processing on each of them.

2.2 Preprocessing

Determining coreference between noun phrases re-

quires that the noun phrases in the text have been
identified. This processing begins by preprocessing

the SGML to determine likely boundaries between
segments of text, sentence-detecting these segments
using a sentence detector described in (Reynar and
Ratnaparkhi, 1997), and tokenizing those sentences

using a tokenizer described in (Reynar, 1998). The
text can then be part-of-speech-tagged using the tag-

ger described in (Ratnaparkhi, 1996), and finally

noun phrases are determined using a maximum en-

tropy model trained on the Penn Treebank (Marcus

et al., 1994). The output of Nymble (Bikel et al.,

1997), a named-entity recognizer which determines

which words are people's names, organizations, lo-

cations, etc., is also used to aid in determining coref-

erence relationships.

2.3 Coreference

Once preprocessing is completed, the system iter-

ates through each of the noun phrases to determine

if it refers to a noun phrase which has occurred pre-

viously. Only proper noun phrases, definite noun
phrases, and non-possessive third person pronouns

are considered. Proper noun phrases are determined

by the part of speech assigned to the last word in the

noun phrase. A proper noun phrase is considered

coreferent with a previously occurring noun phrase

if it is a substring of that noun phrase, excluding ab-

breviations and words which are not proper nouns.

A noun phrase is considered definite if it begins with

the determiner "the" or begins with a possessive

pronoun or a past-participle verb. A definite noun
phrase is considered coreferent with another noun
phrase if the last word in the noun phrase matches

the last word in a previously occurring noun phrase.

The mechanism for resolving pronouns consists of a

maximum entropy model which examines two noun
phrases and produces a probability that they co-

refer. The 20 previously occurring noun phrases are

considered as possible referents. The possibility that

the pronoun refers to none of these noun phrases is

also examined. The pair with the highest probabil-

ity are considered coreferent, or the pronoun is left
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unresolved when the model predicts this as the most
likely outcome. The model considers the following

features:

1. The category of the noun phrase being consid-

ered as determined by the named-entity recog-

nizer.

2. The number of noun phrases that occur between

the candidate noun phrase and the pronoun.

3. The number of sentences that occur between the

candidate noun phrase and the pronoun.

4. Which noun phrase in a sentence is being re-

ferred to (first, second, . .
.
).

5. In which noun phrase in a sentence the pronoun

occurred (first, second, . .
.
).

6. The pronoun being considered.

7. If the pronoun and the noun phrase are com-

patible in number.

8. If the candidate noun phrase is another pro-

noun, is it compatible with the referring pro-

noun?

9. If the candidate noun phrase is another pro-

noun, is it the same as the referring pronoun?

The model is trained on nearly 1200 annotated ex-

amples of pronouns which refer to or fail to refer to

previously occurring noun phrases.

2.4 Sentence Ranking

Sentences are ranked based on the sum of the idf

weights (Salton, 1989) for each unique term which

occurs in the sentence and also occurs in the query.

The idf weights are computed based on the docu-

ments found on TREC discs 4 and 5 (Voorhees and

Harman, 1997). No additional score is given for to-

kens occurring more than once in a sentence. If a

sentence contains a coreferential noun phrase then

the terms contained in any of the noun phrases with

which it is coreferent are also considered to be con-

tained in the sentence.

A secondary weight was also used to resolve ties in

the first weight ranking and to determine how sen-

tences longer than 250 bytes should be truncated.

The secondary weight was computed for each noun
phrase based on the sum of the idf weights for each

unique term where words occurring farther away
from the noun phrase were discounted. This was

done by adding the product of the idf weight for a

word and the reciprocal of the distance, in words,

between the noun phrase and the word. For exam-
ple, a word three tokens to the left of a noun phrase

would only receive a third of its idf weight with re-

spect to that noun phrase. This weight was used to

select a "most central" noun phrase and the weight

of this noun phrase was used to resolve ties between

sentences equally ranked by the first score. In cases

where a sentence was longer than 250 bytes, this

noun phrase was used to determine where the sen-

tence would be truncated.

3 Lessons Learned

3.1 Lesson 1

Our first goal was to develop a baseline with which
we could compare our system's output. The sim-

plest baseline we could imagine would be to simply

rank segments of text based on the common tf idf

measure. Since these segments were small, having

a maximum of 250 bytes, we ignored the term fre-

quency component, and the query and segment were

treated as a set of terms rather than a bag. Each
segment was ranked based on the sum of the idf

weights for the words in that segment which, once

stemmed, matched those found in the query. Each
segment was a 250-byte window centered on a term
which was also found in the query. On the develop-

ment set provided, this produced an answer in the

top five sentences for nearly half (17/38) of the ques-

tions provided for development. This allowed us to

better assess the added value various types of lin-

guistic annotation would provide.

3.2 Lesson 2

Performing linguistic annotation of the documents in

the collection is computationally expensive. While
we only examined the top 20 returned documents,

some of these documents were very long, often ex-

ceeding 2MB. To combat this, each document was

reduced to a 20K segment using the 250-byte seg-

ment ranked first by the baseline as the center of the

20K segment. This sped up processing considerably

but had no noticeable effect on system output. This

may be because some question generation was based

in part on reading the documents and creating ques-

tions which were answered by that document. This

may have lead to a bias for shorter documents.

3.3 Lesson 3

Many questions indicate a semantic category that

the answer should fall in based on the Wh-word
the sentence uses. For Wh-words such as "Who",
"Where", and "When", a fairly specific category

is specified while the category for "What" and
"Which" is usually specified by the noun phrase fol-

lowing it. "How" can be used to specify a variety of

types; however, when it is followed by words such as

"many", "long", "fast", the answer will likely con-

tain a number of some sort. When the semantic type

of the answer could be determined, and this could

be mapped to a category that was determined by

the named-entity recognizer or some other recogniz-

able pattern, then only sentences which evoked an

entity of the same category were considered. This
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included sentences which contained pronouns which

referred to entities of the correct type in preceding

sentences. Sentences which contained the correct en-

tity type, but all entities of this type were present in

the query, were also ignored. This processing helped

exclude sentences which only used terms in the query

and would be highly ranked even though they did

not contain a possible answer.

3.4 Lesson 4

The semantic category for questions which ask for

a date can usually be determined. These are also

categories that the named-entity recognizer identi-

fied and so the system was quite effective at finding

candidate answers to these sorts of questions. How-
ever, the form of the answer often did not meet the

needs of the user. Within the context of a newspaper

article, relative date terms such as today, Tuesday,

last week, or next month, can be interpreted by a

reader based on context; however, when this con-

text is removed, the meaning of these terms is often

unclear. All the articles in this collection contain

datelines which often make it possible to automati-

cally resolve such terms for the user. For these terms

we used the dateline as a base reference for when
the article was written and then used a small set of

heuristics to determine a complete description of a

date term. Additional terms introduced by the more
complete description of the relative date term were

also considered to be in that sentence. This was es-

pecially helpful when these terms were in the query

and would not have matched this sentence without

such processing. This processing was also helpful

when presenting sentences to the user. When sen-

tences contained relative date terms, the parts of

the description which were not present in the rela-

tive date term were inserted after it to improve the

user understanding of the text without context.

3.5 Lesson 5

While linguistic processing is helpful in determining

answers to a variety of questions, some information

needs can be satisfied with much simpler means. For

questions asking "Where is X" or "What is the cap-

ital of X" , a good online dictionary will usually pro-

vide the answer within a few keystrokes. For these

two types of questions, we automatically extracted

a set of probable answers and added these to the

query. This improved system performance and did

a better job of addressing the user's intentions than

the system without this information. Specifically,

the dictionary provided answers with a better level

of generalization than the system did without these

additional query terms.

4 Final System
Our final system examined the query and added
terms from an online dictionary when applicable.

This expanded query was then passed to the search

engine, and the top 20 documents returned by it

were collected for further processing. The baseline

system was run on these documents to find a central

passage, and a 20K window around this passage was
kept for further processing. Preprocessing was per-

formed on these segments and coreference relations

between entities and dates were automatically an-

notated. Finally, sentences which weren't excluded

by the semantic-category filtering were ranked using

the simple idf weighting described above. The top-

ranked sentences were augmented to include com-
plete descriptions of coreferential terms such a^ def-

inite noun phrases, proper nouns, pronouns, and
dates, which were not already present in the sen-

tence. These augmented sentences were then pre-

sented to the user.

5 Results

The part of the TREC-8 Question Answering Track

evaluation in which we participated allowed 5 an-

swers to be submitted, each of which could be at

most 250 bytes long. For the 198 questions in the

evaluation, our system was able to answer 126 of

them, or 63.3%. If answers are weighted by rank,

our mean reciprocal rank was 0.510. This compared
favorably with other systems; of the 20 participants,

our system ranked 4th overall.

6 Discussion and Future Work
Attending TREC-8 provided us with additional in-

sights for future work. The most significant of these

is that in the future more attention needs to be

paid to indexing. Specifically, we discovered that

the search engine we used, PRISE 2.0, was signifi-

cantly below the state-of-the-art in performance at

the ad-hoc task. To compare its performance at the

Question Answering task, we considered all the doc-

uments in which some participant had found a cor-

rect answer. This is likely not the complete set of

documents which contain the answer, but it serves as

a reasonable approximation. We then compared the

number of these documents that PRISE found com-
pared to AT&T's search engine. The result is that

the AT&T search engine returned 146 more docu-

ments, over all queries, in which some system found

the answer than the PRISE search engine. For 38

queries, the PRISE system returned no documents
in which an answer was found, while the AT&T sys-

tem did this for only 35 documents. We should also

explore the possiblity of examining more than 20

documents. This is evidenced by the fact that if all

200 documents returned by the AT&T system are

considered, then a document containing an answer

was provided for at least 187 or the 198 queries. In a

similar vein, we also hope to look at alternate index-

ing schemes such as paragraph indexing, which was
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used in Southern Methodist University's system.

7 Conclusion

Here we present a system for performing question

answering on a large collection of text. This sys-

tem uses a simple ranking method, which is aided

by determining coreference relations to add terms

to a sentence and by determining the semantic cat-

egory of the answer to exclude some sentences from

consideration. We believe coreference plays an im-

portant role in question answering, as it allows a sys-

tem to extract answers from text which refers to but

doesn't explicitly mention an entity. It also provides

a means to make text presented to the user without

its original context easier to understand. Determin-

ing the semantic category that the answer will be in,

and the entities which fall into that category, is also

useful: it allows sentences which do not contain a

possible answer to be excluded from consideration.

This system performed well at the evaluation and we
look forward to improving its performance for future

evaluations.
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Abstract

The focus of the study was to examine searching behaviour in relation to the three experimental variables,

i.e. searcher, system and topic characteristics. Twenty-four subjects searched the six test topics on two

versions of the Okapi system, one with relevance feedback and one without. A combination of data

collection methods was used including observations, verbal protocols, transaction logs, questionnaires and

structured post-search interviews. Search analysis indicates that searching behaviour was largely dependent

on topic characteristics. Two types of topics and associated search tasks were identified. Overall best match

ranking led to high precision searches and those which included relevance feedback were marginally but not

significantly better. The study raises methodological questions with regard to the specification of interactive

searching tasks and topics.

1. Experimental objectives and setting

The University of Sheffield's participation in the Interactive Track is a continuation of the work initiated at

the very outset of TREC at City University based on the Okapi system. With respect to the stated high level

goal of the Interactive Track in TREC-8, which is to examine the process as well as the outcome, the

Sheffield experiment focused principally on the process. The aim was to investigate interactive information

seeking behaviour and user perceptions of the retrieval process using two versions of the highly interactive

Okapi IR system, one with relevance feedback and one without relevance feedback. The specific objectives

were threefold, each relating to the different experimental variables, i.e. searcher, system and task, as

follows:

• to examine information seeking patterns of behaviour and determine how behaviour is shaped by the

characteristic of the task and the functionality of the system;

• to determine how the different interactive searching features of the Okapi system namely, the best-

match ranking, best-passage retrieval and incremental query expansion facility impacted on searching

behaviour;

• to consider how searcher perceptions of the searching task are supported by the functionality of the

interface.

The same configuration of the Okapi system was used as in TREC-6 and -7. A full description is found in

(1). Searchers were subjected to two experimental conditions over the six topics. Each of the 24 searchers

performed three searches on the system with relevance feedback and three on the system without relevance

feedback, with 144 searches being carried out in total.

1.1 Data collection methods

In order to capture the multiple dimensions of the interactive searching process for qualitative analysis, i.e.

searcher/topic, searcher system and topic/system interactions, other data collection methods were used in

addition to the standard Interactive Track questionnaires. The test instruments included:

Observations: a structured approach was adopted to enable the experimenter to record the search process in

four stages corresponding to the retrieval sub-tasks, i.e. search formulation and reformulation, viewing and

evaluating results.

!
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Transaction logs: the systems' extensive logging facility provided quantitative data on search interactions

complementing the qualitative observational data.

Verbal protocols: searchers were instructed to 'think aloud' as they interacted with the system in order to get

some insight into their perceptions, problems, strategies and understanding of the task in hand. The

protocols were also used to gain a better understanding of any inconsistencies that emerged between the

observational and interview data.

Questionnaires: four types of questionnaires common to all participants in the Interactive Track were

administered by the experimenter. The pre-session questionnaire established searcher skills and experience.

The post-search questionnaires ascertained the level of familiarity and ease/difficulty of the six individual

topics. The post-system questionnaire gathered information on the ease of use and learnability of the two

versions of the system. The final post-session questionnaire collected data on searcher preferences and

views of the experimental conditions.

Interviews: following the standard post-search questionnaires, additional more probing questions were

asked in order to gain more insight into searchers' perceptions of the individual topics and search tasks. A
final post-session semi-structured interview provided further information on the system's interactive search

features as well as the overall experimental session.

2. Searching behaviour

2.1 Query formulation

In over half of the searches, subjects formulated initial search queries by simply extracting keywords from

the given topic descriptions. The single exception was for the Tropical Storms topic where two thirds of

searchers also generated their own query terms. It appeared that there was some ambiguity with this topic.

Some searchers interpreted it as searching for different types of storms, e.g. hurricanes, typhoons, as

indicated in the topic description, whilst others were looking for actual named tropical storms.

Overall the norm was to enter between two and four single query terms which corresponded to the number

of keywords in the actual topic descriptions (Table 1). The highest number of terms were entered for

Tropical Storms and Tourism Violence, the reason being in part because more keywords appeared in the

topic itself.

Table 1 . Initial number of query terms entered

No query 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total no

terms searches

Total no 7 35 50 26 14 9 3 144

searches 5% 24% 35% 18% 10% 6% 2% 100%

2.2 Query reformulation

Overall queries were reformulated for just over half of the searches carried out on both versions of the

system. There was little incentive to modify a query if searchers were still finding instances of the required

information in initial results, as for example for the topics on Birth Rates, Robot Technology and Tourism.

Likewise, searchers were more likely to modify an initial query when they were finding few relevant

documents. This was the case for Tropical Storms, Cuba Sugar and Tourism Violence, where a higher

number of negative relevance judgements were made in relation to the total number of items viewed (Table

2, 3). Generally there was a strong correlation between the number of negative relevant judgements and the

number of iterations in a search session.
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Table 2. Number of negative relevance judgements

No. non relevant 0-5 6- Il- 16- Total no.

documents 10 ls 20 searchers

Tropical storms 3 10 7 4 24

Cuba sugar 2 5 12 5 24

Birth rates 10 10 3 1 24

Robots 20 4 24

Tourism 11 11 2 24

Tourism violence 8 10 4 2 24

Total no searches 54 50 28 12 144

Table 3. Number of positive relevance judgements and saved documents

No. saved 0-5 6- Il- 16- Total no.

documents 10 ls 20 searchers

Tropical storms 4 18 2 24

Cuba sugar 18 6 24

Birth rates 10 14 24

Robots 2 14 8 24

Tourism 7 13 4 24

Tourism violence 11 9 4 24

Total no searches 35 64 41 4 144

With respect to the use of relevance feedback for query modification, there was no evidence to show that

the availability of the relevance feedback facility encouraged searchers to reformulate queries compared to

searches carried out on the system with no relevance feedback. Half of the searches undertaken on the

system with relevance feedback were reformulated. Out of the 36 reformulated searches, in 17 cases the

queries were expanded without any modification to the term list presented in the working query, which in

effect can be considered as a form of automatic query expansion. For the remaining 19 searches, where

users manipulated the candidate list of terms for query expansion, they were more likely to add and

experiment with their own query terms than to experiment with those suggested by the system. This was

particularly true for the three topics where it was difficult to identify relevant documents.

2.3 Viewing document hitlists

Three aspects of searching behaviour were examined in relation to how searchers viewed and selected

documents from hitlists. Firstly, we consider the relationship between document rankings and items saved.

Secondly, we compare how far down searchers worked through an original hitlist before modifying or

stopping a search, and thirdly whether searchers worked through the hit lists in a comprehensive or selective

manner.

The system displays the top fifty documents from each retrieved set. In 85% of searches more documents

were viewed and saved from the top 25 items than from the bottom half of the ranked list. Moreover in 28%
of searches documents were saved only from the top 25. Whilst this may imply agreement between the

searcher and the system, some aspects of the experimental design may have created a bias towards more

documents bemg saved from the top of the list. Firstly searchers were instructed to ignore documents which

duplicated information already saved. Hence this resulted in the exclusion of relevant lower ranking

documents. The design of the interface also made it difficult to substitute documents previously saved with

an item found further down the ranking. The time limit would also have prevented searchers from exploring

the full list.

How far searchers actually worked down the ranked list varied a great deal across the six topics. In half of

the searches subjects went as far down as the 30th item in the ranked list. However for the Tropical Storms

topic they were more likely to go to the bottom of the list. This is possibly explained by the number of

duplicate material which occurred and could be skipped over. Duplicate material was also a feature of the

li
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Tourism Violence topic, but by contrast over half of the searchers did not go beyond the 30th ranking. In

this case the display of the term occurrence information provided an effective indicator of document

relevance. Searchers could assume that if the keyword 'Tourism' did not appear, the document was unlikely

to be relevant. However for the Tropical Storms topic the display of query terms associated with an

individual item was less helpful and it was difficult to judge promising documents.

In another topic. Robot Technology, two-thirds of searchers only examined items from the top 20

documents in the list. This was largely due to the time searchers took to view and engage with the

documents. In some cases there were a number of 'instances' to be considered in an individual document

and more time was required to read the content and get to grips with the topic.

Searchers adopted two strategies for working through a hitlist. They either viewed documents sequentially

or were more selective. For topics where there appeared to be a high level of potentially relevant items, e.g.

Robot Technology, Tourism, Birth Rate, the tendency was to view each item in turn whereas for topics

where there appeared to be fewer relevant items, e.g. Tropical Storms, Cuba Sugar, Tourism Violence,

searchers were more likely to skip through and be highly selective.

2.4 Viewing full documents

2.4.1 Passage retrieval

On viewing a document the searcher is taken to a highlighted "best' passage which represents the section of

the document which scores the highest in relation to query term occurrence. The function of the highlighted

best passage is not only to assist users in determining relevance, but it also serves as a source for extracting

terms for query expansion and the searcher is given the choice to make a relevance judgement on the full

document or the passage only. An analysis of searching behaviour in relation to passage retrieval was

undertaken for three of the topics where the feature came most into play, i.e. Birth Rates, Robot Technology

and Tourism. Documents related to the other topics were generally much shorter, and the "best passage' was

not an option.

Searchers inevitably started by scanning or reading the information in the highlighted passage. However in

over half of the searches, subjects examined other parts of the document before making a relevance

judgement based on the passage only. It appeared that searchers sought more contextual information and

evidence outside the highlighted passage before making a relevance judgement. Alternatively the motivation

was also to look for additional instances outside the highlighted passage. In the case of the Tourism topic

searchers were more likely to make a judgement on the basis of the passage only. Searchers were in effect

looking for the right combination of labels. If a sentence include the keywords "tourism' , "increase' and a

number, the document was deemed to be relevant. However on the whole searchers were not confident in

making relevance judgements on best passages only. The verbal protocols also revealed that the passage

only option was perceived as a means of making a weak relevance judgement, i.e. an indication that the

whole document was only partially relevant.

2.4.2 Scanning vs reading

Scanning was the most prevalent strategy for evaluating the contents of documents. This was in part dictated

by the time limit for the search task and the need to find as many different instances as possible. Query term

highlighting was essential for document viewing. However scanning and reading were usually carried out

simultaneously. Inevitably searchers had to supplement scanning with reading in order to establish

contextual relationships between query terms. For example the terms "Tourism' and "Violence' retrieved

documents on the impact of political violence on tourism as well as those on violence targeted directly

against tourists. Hence the level of engagement with the topic had a major influence on the procedural level

of interaction. When labels were explicit (e.g. names, numbers) searchers would extract instances by

plotting highlighted keywords. For topics such as finding the latest developments and applications of Robot
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Technology, which was more cognitively demanding, scanning keywords did not provide enough clues.

Other factors which contributed to the number of searchers who read as the primary activity for viewing

documents included the density of the 'instances' found in the document as well as the lack of familiarity

with the topic.

2.4.3 Interpreting topics

Overall searchers had little familiarity with the topics, Birth Rates being the most familiar and Cuba Sugar

and Robot Technology being the least familiar. As searches were carried out subjects expressed different

levels of certainty regarding the task in hand. Through the behavioural observations and the verbal

protocols it was possible to identify different cognitive states and levels of engagement associated with the

different topics. The descriptions below provide some insight into how searchers interacted conceptually

with the topics on Tropical Storms, Cuba Sugar, and Robot Technology.

Tropical Storms

The different interpretations for this topic seemed to have an influence on the levels of certainty and

patterns of searching behaviour. Searchers who interpreted the question as finding different types of storms

ended up questioning and doubting their search goal as the search progressed. They made more negative

relevance judgements than those searchers who understood the task to be looking for names of tropical

storms.

The more common interpretation of the topic was to search for the names and locations of different types of

tropical storms. This led to a different level of engagement with the topic as well as uncertainty. Some of

the searcher-system interaction for this topic was very superficial involving pinpointing names of storms. In

fact 6 out of the 24 subjects never read any of the documents at any point in the search. Others by contrast

adopted a deeper level of engagement with the topic, treating the property damage/loss of life as a separate

criteria that documents had to fulfil in order to consider a document as being relevant. This resulted in

another level of questioning and doubting as searchers were unsure whether to save a document if the

evidence of property damage/loss of life was only implied. A typical example of this was the dilemma over

whether it was possible to infer property damage from references to 'heavy landslides' or damage to

'communication infrastructure'. A high number of searchers engaged either in trying to predict whether a

document met the relevance criteria or in trying to avoid documents from the hitlist which were concerned

with a specific storm already identified.

Robot Technology

For this topic most searchers expressed a high level of uncertainty about the content of the information

found in the initial stages of the search. Although there were a few searchers who adopted a common search

pattern of scanning for names of applications, one distinctive feature of the searching behaviour was that

searchers attempted to comprehend and make sense of the documents. This involved a great deal of

reflection and interpretation whereby information was explicitly extracted, compared, categorised and

summarised. This type of conceptual activities and reasoning was largely absent or was not evident from

the searching behaviour associated with the other topics. Some searchers even attempted to grapple with the

conceptual complexities of defining the latest developments and differentiating between current and future

developments.

Cuba Sugar Imports

In contrast with the other topics, there was generally a high level of certainty about what to look for during

the initial search process. This however gave way to doubt and uncertainty in the viewing/evaluation stage

owing to the few relevant documents found in the database. A significant number of searchers thus changed

their searching strategy in the course of the search. Two different approaches were adopted. Some searchers

reformulated their query which resulted in a more positive state, as the subsequent duplication of named
countries provided confirmation that there were only a few countries involved. Others however came to a
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similar conclusion but the uncertainty was resolved by a deeper level of engagement with the topic. By
reading and comprehending the actual text, searchers assimilated information about the broader economic

context and the trade embargo and were able to confirm that there were only a few answers to the topic

request.

3. User perceptions of search tasks

Users experienced little difficulty in starting searching namely because as mentioned previously they simply

extracted keywords from topic descriptions. Three quarters of searches were deemed to be easy or

somewhat easy. Tourism and Birth Rates were the easiest and Cuba Sugar, and Robot Technology were

classed as the most difficult. It appears that an inherent feature of a difficult topic is the level of familiarity

and the understanding of the content and context of the issues. For example the technological content of the

Robot technology topic and the economic or geographical issues addressed in the Cuba Sugar topic made it

more difficult for the searchers to absorb the text. Another indicator of a difficult topic was the higher level

of engagement or effort required from searchers. The Robot Technology topic comprised two elements, to

find the latest developments as well as applications. Whilst for the Cuba Sugar topic, the task involved

finding hidden labels and there were many false leads before finding a correct 'instance'.

Perceptions of search ease/difficulty are closely linked with search satisfaction. Hence for the topics

perceived as more difficult (Cuba Sugar and Robot Technology) searchers were more reluctant to rate

search satisfaction very highly because they were uncertain of the scope of the topic. Search satisfacfion is

also a product of the quality of what was found rather than how much is found. Searchers expressed the

lowest level of satisfaction for the Robot Technology topic even though overall they found the highest

number of instances related to it.

In all of the topics, excluding tropical storms, two-thirds of searchers were very or quite confident that they

had idenfified all of the instances. In the case of Cuba Sugar and Tropical Storms they were more confident

because there appeared to be few instances anyway. There is also a clear relationship between how many
instances are identified and searcher perceptions of whether or not they had enough time to do an effective

search. For topics where the most instances were found three quarters of searchers said that they didn't have

enough time. Conversely for topics where more duplicate material was found, searchers indicated that they

did have enough time to carry out the search. The results also reinforce the relationship between searcher

confidence and the amount of time needed. In topics where searchers were most confident that they had

identified all the instances, they were also likely to claim that they had enough time.

4. User perception of the system

There was little difference in the perception of the ease of use or leamability between the two versions of

the system. Both systems were deemed to be easy. In seems that the difficulties that searchers had in

manipulating the working query did not colour the overall perceptions of ease of use or leamability. This is

possibly because after the first or second attempts most searchers abandoned the working query and treated

the experimental system in exactly the same way as the control system.

4.1 Relevance feedback and query expansion

Two-thirds of searchers professed a high level of understanding of both systems. However given that three-

quarters did not perceive any differences between the two, this might suggest that they did not understand

the underlying relevance feedback mechanism and did not readily link the terms of the working query to the

retrieved set of documents. Two-thirds of searchers declared a preference for the control system without

relevance feedback. The most frequently cited reason given was related to the manipulation of the working

query. Searchers confirmed that removing suggested terms individually was a very time-consuming process

which didn't warrant the effort. However the desire for more control over the search process was a deeper

concern. It appeared that searchers were happy for the system to provide suggestions as long as it presented

the candidate terms in a way that didn't threaten to change the direction of the search.
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4.2 Best match ranking

Searchers expressed confidence in the ranking of the hitlist as an overall guide to potential relevant

documents but they also recognised that the ranking was not a guarantee that items would be relevant. The
query term occurrence information was also considered to be useful in providing clues to potential

relevancy.

4.3 Passage retrieval

Passage retrieval was perceived as an efficient way of identifying instances and minimising user effort for

extracting relevant information. However for topics less familiar to the searchers and where they needed to

understand the context of the document, jumping to the highlighted passage was deemed to be procedurally

disorientating and counter intuitive. This generated reservations about the suitability and reliability of best

passage retrieval in terms of a starting point as well as giving the searcher some indication about how far

into the document they were.

At a more conceptual level about two thirds of searchers were sceptical about the support that passage

retrieval offered for making positive relevance judgements. In some ways passage retrieval added to the

cognitive burden and uncertainty in making relevance judgements. The dilemma was clearly expressed by

one searcher as follows:

"All of it is relevant, but then what I actually want to know is in the passage, but then I only know that

because I've looked at it all so it's difficult to decide whether I want to say it's fully or partly relevant".

5. Search outcomes

In this section we present the search outcomes as perceived by the searchers as opposed to the actual results

or system performance in terms of precision and recall measures.

Table 4 shows that the average number of instances found by subjects for all the searches across the

different topics for each of the experimental conditions were comparable, 12.0 instances per search for the

system with relevance feedback and 11.7 for the version without relevance feedback. Equally the average

number of instances for the searches which were not reformulated under both conditions was similar 13.8

and 14.0 respectively. However for searches which were reformulated, the average number of instances

decreased significantly to 10.2 instances for searches using query expansion based on relevance feedback

and 9.9 for searches not using relevance feedback.

Clearly, the conditions which led to reformulation differed for the different topics. Reformulation was

beneficial for three of the topics which required a some degree of interpretation, e.g. Tropical Storms, Cuba

Sugar, Tourism and Violence, whereas it appeared less fruitful for the seemingly more straight forward

topics where the answer to the request was clearer, e.g. declining Birth Rates, Robot Technology

developments, and increases in Tourism. It also appears that query modification is more likely to improve

searches with initial poorer results than those which are already successful.

Although search queries which were expanded by using relevance feedback retrieved marginally more

instances than search queries which were reformulated by searchers generating their own additional query

terms, queries which were in effect expanded automatically (i.e. searchers accepted all the candidate terms

presented by the system in the working query) compared to those expanded interactively (i.e. searchers

added their own query terms to the working query), led on average to more instances, 1 1.2 as opposed to

9.3 (Table 5). Automatic query expansion (AQE) also seemed to be more effective for the topics where

instances could be more easily identified ( Birth Rates, Robot Technology, Tourism), whereas interactive

query expansion (IQE) appeared to be as more productive for more complex topics (Tropical Storms, Cuba

Sugar).

Table 4. Instances retrieved with relevance feedback on and off

i
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Condtition Relevance feedback on Relevance feedback off

No. instances All Searches not Reformulated All Searches not Reformuh
searches reformulated searches searches reformulated searches

Tropical storms 142 54 88 135 54 81 .

Cuba Sugar 77 26 51 108 29 79

Birth rates 173 97 76 156 91 65

Robots 221 165 56 196 137 59

Tourism 167 138 29 170 109 61

Tourism violence 87 20 67 83 29 54

Total no. 867 500 367 848 449 399

instances

No. searches 72 36 36 72 32 40

Average no. 12.0 13.8 10.2 11.7 14.0 9.9

instances

Table 5. Instances retrieved with automatic and interactive query expansion

Condition AQE IQE
Tropical storms 13 75

Cuba sugar 12 39

Birth rates 64 12

Robots 41 15

Tourism 17 12

Tourism violence 44 23

Total no. instances 191 176

No. searches 17 19

Average no instances 11.2 9.3

6. Search results

The comparative performance of searches undertaken with the system which included relevance feedback as

opposed to those on the system without relevance feedback shows that the former led to marginally better

precision but the difference is not significant (Table 6). An analysis by individual topics reveals the poorest

overall performance for TourisnWiolence where searchers had difficulty in filtering out duplicates.

Nevertheless, searches reformulated on the system with relevance feedback did lead to better results than

those reformulated without relevance feedback. By contrast the Cuba sugar topic was the second worst in

terms of precision but achieved the highest recall. It was perceived as difficult with many duplicates leading

to negative relevance judgements and few instances were found. The best precision was achieved for the

most straightforward topic on increase in Tourism. Although the Robot Technology topic required more

effort and engagement, it led to the second best precision results. Both of these topics required little query

reformulation.

Table 6. System Performance with and without relevance feedback

System condition Precision Recall

WithRF 0.759 0.352

Without RF 0.728 0.393

7. Summary and conclusions

The experiment was primarily concerned with searching behaviour in the use of a highly interactive

retrieval system and determining the interaction between the different variables, i.e. searcher, search

task/topic and system characteristics, within the context of the TREC Interactive Track experimental

framework.
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7.1 Siearcher characteristics

The twenty-four test subjects were quite a homogeneous group and there appeared to be no evidence of any

significant individual differences in searcher characteristics in terms of their famiHarity with the topics or

the searching strategies they adopted. Moreover search results reveal no significant difference in search

performance between individual searchers.

7.2 Topic and task characteristics

Searching behaviour was however largely determined by the nature of the different search topics

themselves. Two types of topics and associated search task emerged. On the one hand some topics were

clearly defined and instances could be easily identified from the outset. The search task for those topics

involved scanning documents to spot keywords, e.g. names of countries, which made it possible for

relevance judgements to be readily made. Other topics on the other hand were more complex, requiring

some element of interpretation and they were also characterised by a degree of uncertainty. In such cases

identifying instances was not simply a question of finding keywords, but relevance was more dependent on

establishing the context in which the keywords appeared. Hence searchers had to read the documents,

engage with the content and deliberate. Deliberation or uncertainty was largely concerned with defining the

scope of the topic from the documentary evidence, e.g. whether or not a named storm was a tropical storm

of not. Uncertainty also emerged when few instances could be found.

7.3 System characteristics

Overall the system best match ranking was effective in producing high precision searches rather than

searches with high recall. Relevance feedback came into play in different ways depending on the type of

topic. Automatic query expansion could improve results of simple straightforward topics whereas for more

complex topics, interactive query expansion with contributions from both the searcher and the system

appeared to be more effective. Displaying query term information in the hit list as well as highlighting best

passages and query terms in documents, assisted users in making relevance judgements for the simple topics

but they were less helpful on their own for the more complex topics where searchers had to engage with the

content.

7.4 Experimental design and conditions

The results of the study raises methodological questions with regard to the specification of the interactive

task and the topics. From a system's perspective it could be argued that the TREC interactive task of finding

as many different instances on a topic as possible in twenty minutes is basically a recall task. However from

a searcher's perspective it appears to be perceived as a precision task with the emphasis being on finding

'new evidence' not just more evidence. Having the system discard duplication or documents which covered

known evidence was the most frustrating element of the task. Thus more attention needs to given to

consider other types of retrieval tasks which may be more appropriate for evaluating interactive searching.

The choice of topics also influenced the nature of the search task. Although the experiment included only

six topics, which made it feasible to increase the number of test subjects, fruitful data was collected on the

characteristics of topics. More research however is required not only in identifying different types of search

topics, but also in defining more close what constitutes a simple and more complex topic and determining

how the different elements should be taken into account in the experimental design. In order to deepen our

understanding of interactive searching and its evaluation, a typology of search topics needs to be developed.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the participation of the THISL group at

the TREC-8 Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track. The

THISL SDR system consists of the realtime version of the

Abbot large vocabulary speech recognition system and the

THISlIR text retrieval system. The TREC-8 evaluation as-

sessed SDR performance on a corpus of 500 hours of broad-

cast news material collected over a five month period. The

main test condition involved retrieval of stories defined by

manual segmentation of the corpus in which non-news ma-

terial, such as commercials, were excluded. An optional

test condition required required retrieval of the same stories

from the unsegmented audio stream. The THISL SDR sys-

tem participated at both test conditions. The results show

that a system such as THISL can produce respectable in-

formation retrieval performance on a realistically-sized cor-

pus of unsegmented audio material.

1. INTRODUCTION

The TREC-8 test collection was obtained from the TDT-

2 corpus and consisted of 902 shows (502 hours) of US
broadcast news material covering the period from February

to June 1998. The collection contained 21754 individual

news items (389 hours of material) with the task being to

retrieve the set of stories relevant to each of 50 queries. Two
retrieval conditions were specified:

Story Boundary Known (SBK) The SBK runs used a cor-

pus which had been segmented manually into indi-

vidual news stories, with non-news material being ex-

cluded. The definition of non-news material for this

purpose included fillers as well as commercials.

Story Boundary Unknown (SBU) The SBU runs reflected

the more realistic situation where story boundary in-

formation is not known a priori. Each news broadcast

was to be treated as a continuous audio stream and it

This work was supported by ESPRIT Long Term Research Projects

THISL (23495) and SPRACH (20077).

was the task of the retrieval system to find the location

of the news stories contained within it.

The TREC-8 SDR track was designed to test how SDR
systems perform with a much larger document collection

than they have been evaluated on previously— the TREC-7
SDR track used only 87 hours of broadcast audio data (2866

stories) [I]. A particular concern was that speech recogni-

tion errors would become more dominant as corpus size in-

creased: this problem would be aggravated by a rising out

of vocabulary rate caused by the language model becoming

progressively out of date over the duration of the corpus.

Another concern was to observe the effect automatic seg-

mentation of the corpus would have on retrieval perform-

ance.

The THISL' spoken document retrieval system consists

of the 'real time' version of the ABBOT large vocabulary

continuous speech recognizer [2] and the THISLIR text re-

trieval system [3]. ABBOT is used to transcribe broadcast

audio material into text which can be indexed and retrieved

by thislIR. The Abbot transcriptions can be produced in

the order of real time on standard hardware. thislIR can

index and retrieve both segmented and unsegmented news

broadcasts.

2. ABBOT SPEECH RECOGNITION

Abbot is a hybrid connectionist/HMM system [4] which

estimates the posterior probability of each phone given the

acoustic data at each frame. This differs from traditional re-

cognizers which estimate the likelihood that a phone model

generated the data. Posterior probability estimation is per-

formed by a set of recurrent networks [5] trained to classify

' THISL is an ESPRIT Long Term Research project with the objective

of developing a spoken document retrieval system which integrates speech

recognition, natural language processing and text retrieval technologies.

The main goal of the project is to develop a UK English system suitable

for a BBC newsroom application. The TREC SDR evaluation provides an

ideal framework to evaluate the performance of the system on a closely

related task.
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phones. Direct estimation of the posterior probability dis-

tribution using a connectionist network is attractive since

fewer parameters are required for the connectionist model

(the posterior distribution is typically less complex than the

likelihood) and connectionist architectures make very few

assumptions on the form of the distribution. Additionally,

this approach enables the use of posterior probability based

pruning [6] and is able to provide useful acoustic confidence

measures [7]. Decoding is performed by the CHRONOS de-

coder [8].

THISL produced two sets of speech recognition tran-

scripts for the TREC-8 corpus:

51 The SI transcripts were produced by the Abbot 'real

time' system which was used by the SPRACH con-

sortium in the 1998 DARPA/NIST Hub-4 Broadcast

News evaluation [2].

52 The S2 transcripts were produced with an improved acous-

tic model obtained by merging the acoustic probabil-

ities from the 'real time' system with those produced

by an acoustic model using modulation-filtered spec-

trogram features [10]. These transcripts were not pro-

duced in time to be used as an official entry in the

evaluation but the results obtained with them have

been included here as a contrast condition.

2.1. ACOUSTIC MODELLING

2.1.1. SI REALTIME SYSTEM

The acoustic model used by the ABBOT real time system

consists of two recurrent networks (RNNs) which estimate

a posteriori context-independent (CI) phone class probabil-

ities. The phone set contains 54 classes, including silence.

One network is used to estimate the phone posterior prob-

ability distribution for each frame given a sequence of 12'''

order perceptual linear prediction features [9]. The other

network performs the same distribution estimation but with

features presented in reverse order, since recurrent networks

are time-asymmetric. The probability streams produced by

the two RNNs are averaged in the log domain to produce a

final set of probability estimates. The models were trained

using the 104 hours of broadcast news training data released

in 1997.

2.7.2. S2 SYSTEM

The acoustic model for the S2 system was obtained by log

domain merging of the probability estimates produced by

the RNNs used in the SI system with those produced by an

acoustic model using modulation-filtered spectrogram fea-

tures [2].

Modulation-filtered spectrogram (MSG) features were

developed to be a representation of speech recognition that

is robust to the signal variations caused by reverberation and

noise [10, 11]. The robustness is obtained by using a signal-

processing strategy derived from human speech perception.

The MSG acoustic model used an MLP containing 8000

hidden units trained on all 200 hours of broadcast news

training data downsampled to 4 kHz bandwidth.

2.1.3. LANGUAGEMODELLING

The same backed-off trigram language model [2] was used

by both the SI and S2 systems. Approximately 450 million

words of text data was used to generate the model, using the

following sources:

• Broadcast News acoustic training transcripts (1.6M

words),

• 1996 Broadcast News language model text data (150M),

• 1998 North American News text data:

LA TimesAVashington Post (12M), Associated Press

World Service (lOOM), NY Times (190M).

The models were trained using version 2 of the CMU-
Cambridge Statistical Language Model Toolkit [12] using

Witten-Bell discounting.

The recognition lexicon contained 65432 words, includ-

ing every word that appeared in the broadcast news training

data. The dictionary was constructed using phone decision

tree smoothed acoustic alignments [2].

A fixed language model and lexicon constructed from

material pre-dating the acoustic data were used throughout

the evaluation.

3. TEXT RETRIEVAL

3.1. THISLlR

The THISLlR information retrieval system used for TREC-
8 is essentially a "textbook TREC system", using a stop list,

the Porter stemming algorithm and the Okapi term weight-

ing function. Specifically, the term weighting function CH'(f,<i)

for a term t and a document d given in [13] was used:

CFW{t)*TF{t,d)*{K+ 1)
CW{t,d) = (1)

Kiil-b)+b* NDL{d)) + TF{t4)

TF{t,d) is the frequency of term t in document d, NDL{d)

is the normalized document length of d:

NDL{d) =
DL{d)

DL
(2)

where DL{d) is the length of document d (ie the number of

unstopped terms in d). CFW[t) is the collection frequency

weight of term / and is defined as:

CFW{t) = log
_N_

(3)
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where is the number of documents in the collection and

N{t) is the number of documents containing term t. The

parameters b and K in (1) control the effect of document

length and term frequency as usual.

3.2. QUERY EXPANSION

If a relevant document does not contain any of the query

terms, then the overall query/document weight (computed

using (1)) will be 0, and the document will not be retrieved.

This can be a particular problem in spoken document re-

trieval, owing to the existence of recognition errors, and

out-of-vocabulary (OOV) query words. Query expansion

addresses this problem by adding to the query extra terms

with a similar meaning or some other statistical relation to

the set of relevant documents.

If words are added to a query using relevant documents

retrieved from a database of automatically transcribed au-

dio, then there is the danger that the query expansion may
include recognition errors [14]. One way to avoid this prob-

lem is through the use of a secondary corpus of documents

from a similar domain that does not contain recognition er-

rors. For a broadcast news application, a suitable choice for

such a corpus is contemporaneous newswire or newspaper

text. A query expansion algorithm may then operate on the

relevant documents retrieved from the secondary corpus.

Rather than using a blind relevance feedback approach

to query expansion that maintains the term independence as-

sumption which underlies the probabilistic model used for

retrieval, we have adopted a method based on the considera-

tion of term co-occurrence. Specifically, we have employed

a simplified version of the local context analysis (LCA) al-

gorithm introduced by [15]. The query expansion weight

QEW{Q, e) for a potential expansion term e and a query Q,

across a set ofR (pseudo) relevant documents is defined as:

R

QEW{Q,e) = CFW{e) £ CFW{t) TF{e,di) TF{t,di).

t&Q i=l

(4)

This approach does not consider distractor (non-relevant,

but retrieved) documents. A discriminative term may be

included by computing a similar QE weight over a set of

distractor documents, combining with (4) using a method

such as the Rocchio formula (reviewed by [16]). Experi-

ments have indicated that adding such a discriminative term

has a negligible effect. The QE weight (4) is used for rank-

ing potential expansion terms only. Additional weighting

can take the form of scaling (1) by I /rank.

The query expansion corpus contained about 25 mil-

lion words and 36000 news stories from the following text

sources:

• TREC-7 broadcast news reference transcripts from

June 1997 to January 1998 (0.75M words)

• LA TimesAVashington Post texts from September 1997

to April 1998 (14.9M words)

• NY Times texts from January 1998 to June 1998 (odd

days only) (9.4M words)

After some development work on TREC-7 data, all ex-

periments added a maximum of 15 expansion terms. The
manual segmentation of the QE corpus into stories was re-

tained, rather than employing an automatic segmentation

into fixed length passages. Development work indicated

that there was no significant difference between the schemes,

in terms of average precision, but the manual segmentation

resulted in an order of magnitude fewer documents to index.

3.3. AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION

One of the problems which arises when building a prac-

tical news on demand application is that radio and TV news

recordings do not contain explicit information about when
individual news items begin and end, and so some sort of

automatic segmentation scheme is required. Segmentation

can be attempted at different stages of processing:

1. Prior information from programme scripts, etc. can

be used if such material is available from the broad-

caster. This information is likely to be incomplete

and can't allow for the dynamic nature of a live news

broadcast, such as when a new story breaks during the

programme.

2. Acoustic information can also be used to segment a

news broadcast. It is possible to detect periods of

non-news such as silence, music [17], adverts [18],

etc and exclude these from the material to be decoded.

Segmentation at this stage has the additional advant-

age of reducing the amount of material to be decoded

(which can be extremely time-consuming when it is

non-speech) and reducing the amount of spurious ma-

terial to be indexed.

3. Speech recognition transcriptions are lists of recog-

nized words together with their start and end times.

This information can also be used in the segmenta-

tion process.

In TREC-8, the only available prior information was the

close caption text of the reference transcripts, and the rules

of the evaluation forbade its use. No acoustic segmentation

was tried due to lack of time for development work. Whilst

this decision led to a decoding overhead, experiments on

the TREC-7 evaluation suggested that retrieval performance

was unlikely to be hit drastically [19]. Consequently, the

THISL system in TREC-8 used an automatic segmentation

scheme which relied solely on the information provided by

the speech recognition transcriptions.
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Following the work of Smeaton et al [20, 21], a series of

experiments were conducted on the TREC-7 dataset using

rectangular windows of various lengths and varying degrees

of overlap [19]. Window lengths measured in both time

and number of words were tried. Relatively short windows

worked best but there was not much performance difference

between word and time windows. The latter, however, enjoy

the advantage of ensuring each document has a maximum
time duration and so THISL used 30 second windows with

a 15 second overlap for the SBU runs. The document length

normalization parameter b was set to zero.

3.3.1. DOCUMENT RECOMBINATION

Each broadcast was segmented into a set of overlapping

documents of 30 seconds duration which were then indexed

by THISLIR. These documents obviously bore little relation

to the actual news stories which would have been obtained

by hand segmentation of the corpus, and this created an ad-

ditional problem. For scoring purposes, a document was

identified in terms of a characteristic time within a broad-

cast, and it was considered to be relevant if that charac-

teristic time fell within the time period (defined by manual

segmentation) covered by a relevant news story. One of the

problems with the THISL segmentation scheme is that ad-

jacent overlapping segments are likely to produce similar

scores, causing the list of retrieved documents to contain

several segments from the same news item. Any such ad-

ditional documents would be scored as irrelevant, and so

a document recombination and rescoring scheme was de-

vised.

A simple scheme was used. For each query, the top-

scoring 4000 documents were retrieved initially. Any docu-

ments from the same broadcast which overlapped each other

were recombined into one larger document provided that

their retrieval rank differed by no more than 200 positions.

This 200 rule was introduced to try and prevent low scor-

ing documents from the same broadcast containing 'random

hits' of, say, one relatively unimportant query word from

being included in the recombined document. The value of

200 was arrived at by conducting a series of tuning runs on

the TREC-7 evaluation set which was redecoded (including

the non-news portions) for development work. The optimal

recombination threshold is likely to be highly corpus and

task dependent and merits further empirical examination: a

scheme making use of term weighting would also be worth

investigating.

The problem of how to rescore the combined documents

was also investigated experimentally. Several schemes were

tried including using the maximum score from the set of

documents to be combined:

^^( = "4x^1 (5)

reestimating the Okapi score for the combined document

(updating CFW, but not accounting for the overlap between

adjacent documents), and other m.ethods with less obvious

theoretical justification. On the TREC-7 development data,

the best performing rescoring formula proved to be:

where W is the retrieval score for the combined document,

wi is the original score for document i, n is the number of

document segments to be combined and t and d are the

window length and overlap respectively. This formula —
known locally as the DERB factor— was arrived at some-

what accidentally^ for our UK English system [22] and has

the effect of boosting the score of a combined document

relative to that of a standalone document. It does not re-

quire term frequency information to obtain the new score,

and hence can be implemented by post-processing the raw

retrieval output.

Subsequent experiments on TREC-8 evaluation data showed

that using the maximum score from the set of documents to

be combined produced an improvement in average precision

(see Section 4.2.3).

3.3.2. BROADCASTSEGMENTATION

The THISL automatic segmentation can be summarized as

follows:

1 . Entire news broadcast decoded into a stream of text.

2. Text stream broken into documents using a fixed length

rectangular window of 30 seconds with a 15 second

overlap.

3. Resulting documents are indexed by THISLIR.

4. At retrieval time, the 4000 top-scoring stories are re-

trieved. Overlapping documents from the same show

are combined into stories if retrieval rank difference

< 200.

5. Retrieval score adjusted for each story using Equa-

tion 6.

3.4. PARAMETER SETTINGS

A locally developed 379 word stop list and the Porter stem-

ming algorithm were used.

The term weighting parameter settings for the SBU and

SBK runs are given in Table 1 . The SBK parameters have

been changed slightly from their TREC-7 settings owing to

the larger query expansion database and as a result of ex-

perience with our UK English system [22]. Note that the

^Thanks to Sue Johnson for pointing this out!
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Paramptpr SBK SBU
u 0 7 0 0

K 1.5 1.5

QE-b 0.5 0.5

QE-K 0.25 0.25

QE-nt 15 15

QE-nr 10 10

Process

X real time

SI S2

Feature extraction

Acoustic modelling

Search

0.1 0.2

0.2 0.5

2.8 2.8

Total 3.1 3.5

Table 1 : Parameter settings for TREC-8 SDR SBK and SBU
runs.

Table 2: Average time taken at stages of the decoding pro-

cess.

document length parameter h was set to zero for the SBU
run because the automatic segmentation scheme inherently

performs approximate document length normalization (see

Section 3.3.1).

3.5. QUERY PREPARATION

The text queries were preprocessed before being input to

THISLIR by removing punctuation, converting to lower case

and expanding numbers and abbreviations/acronyms to make

the query more similar to speech recognizer output (eg, 199S

—> nineteen ninety eight, G-7 —> G seven).

4. EVALUATION RESULTS

4.1. SPEECH RECOGNITION

Nominal word error rates (WERs) were estimated on a 10

hour subset of the corpus. The ABBOT SI system pro-

duced a WER of 32.0%, and the S2 system improved this to

29.2%. The 'real time' SI decodings were produced in ap-

proximately 3 X real time on a variety of standard hardware.

Note that this is the overall average figure and the decoding

speed of a given broadcast will vary with machine perform-

ance. Further, entire news shows were decoded, and the

speed of the search phase will have been compromised due

to the decoder having to transcribe material such as com-

mercials which it had not been trained on. Table 2 gives a

breakdown of the time taken for the different stages of de-

coding. The S2 system was slightly slower due to the extra

.processing involved. Dedicated hardware was used at the

S2 acoustic modelling stage.

No multiwords or phrases were used in the recognition

or retrieval process. OOV words were not a significant prob-

lem; as usual, there was one OOV word in the TREC queries

{Filo), together with a text processing problem {Il's (as in

"Pope John Paul IFs") was not expanded to "the second's").

4.2. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

4.2.1. STORYBOUNDARYKNOWN (SBK) CONDITION

Table 3 shows the results for the SBK runs with THiSLlR for

the different sets of transcriptions. Average precision is seen

to decrease slightly as Word Error Rate (WER) increases

(Figure 1). The S2 run did not produce an improvement in

average precision relative so S 1 despite the improved WER.

TREC-8 SDR; SBK Crosa-Racognizer Results

0.6
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WER (%)

Figure 1: thislIR: SBK Average Precision as a function of

WER

4.2.2. STORY BOUNDARY UNKNOWN (SBU) CON-
DITION

Table 4 shows the results for the SBU runs. Once again,

average precision tends to decrease as WER increases. The

improved error rate of the S2 run produced a 1% improve-

ment in average precision. Figure 2 illustrates the trend

graphically.

Average precision for the SBU runs is about 10% lower

(in absolute terms) than for the corresponding SBK runs.

Although this is a considerable loss of performance, the
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SBK Run WER Retrieved AveP

shef-rl 12.2% 1653 0.5596

shef-cr-cuhtk-sl 20.5% 1638 0.5484

shef-cr-limsi-sl 21.5% 1613 0.5375

shef-cr-cuhtk-slpl 26.6% 1621 0.5322

shef-b2 26.7% 1587 0.5335

shef-bl 27.5% 1590 0.5298

shef-s2 29.2% 1609 0.5260

shef-cr-att-sl 29.3% 1622 0.5290

shef-sl 32.0% 1594 0.5262

shef-cr-cmu-sl 64.4% 1299 0.3735

Table 3: Summary of results for Story Boundary Known condition. WER is word error rate, Retrieved is the number of

relevant documents retrieved out of a total of 1818, AveP is the average precision.

information retrieval capability of the system is still quite

respectable with, on average, over 50% of the top 10 docu-

ments retrieved being relevant. This is an encouraging result

at this stage in the development of automatic segmentation

schemes.

TREC-8 SDH SBU Results

0 45 1
1 1 1 [— 1

1

0 445 - *v

,4l 1 1 1 > 1 1

20 22 24 26 28 30 32

WER (%)

Figure 2: thislIR: SBU Average Precision as a function of

WER

4.2.3. EFFECT OF RESCORING METHOD

Table 5 compares the DERB (Equation 6) and MAX (Equa-

tion 5) rescoring methods (see Section 4.2.3). On the TREC-
8 evaluation set, MAX rescoring gives up to a 1% increase

in average precision and a small decrease in the number of

relevant documents retrieved^. It is interesting to note that

the increases vary depending on the speech recognition tran-

'The reverse was true on the TREC-7 data used for tuning experiments.

scripts used (see Figure 3). There is obviously much scope

for experimentation to find the optimum rescoring formula.

0.5| 1 1 1 1 1

0-49 - -

0 48 -

0 47 - : :

I 0 46 -

04 1 1 ' 1 1 1
1

20 22 24 26 28 30 32

WER (%)

Figure 3: thislIR: SBU Average Precision variation with

rescoring method

4.2.4. EFFECT OF NON-NEWS MATERIAL

The segmentation procedure described in Section 3.3 made

no attempt to exclude non-news material. It is interesting to

estimate what effect this had on information retrieval per-

formance. Table 6 compares the performance of the THIS-

LIR SBU system on the shef-sl and shef-sl u transcripts.

The shef-sl run represents the 'perfect case' where all non-

relevant material (and only non-relevant material) has been

removed. The figures show that indexing up non-relevant

material such as commercials, and also fillers, causes a re-

latively modest 1.3% loss in average precision. This sug-

gests that most of the performance loss associated with auto-
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SBU Run WER /Wcr
shef-cru-cuhtk-s 1 u 20.5% n AA'\A

shef-cru-limsi-slu 21.5% 1447 U.'tJ7 1

shef-cru-cuhtk-s 1 p 1 u 26.6% 1455 0.4311

shef-b2u 26.7% 1386 0.4299

shef-blu 27.5% 1393 0.4301

shef-s2u 29.2% 1418 0.4351

shef-slu 32.0% 1393 0.4247

Table 4: Summary of results for Story Boundary Unknown condition. WER is word error rate. Retrieved is the number of
relevant documents retrieved out of a total of 1818, AveP is the average precision.

DERB MAX
SBU Run WER Retrieved AveP Retrieved AveP
shef-cru-cuhtk-s lu 20.5% 1458 0.4454 1443 0.4536
shef-cru-limsi-slu 21.5% 1442 0.4391 1421 0.4406
shef-cru-cuhtk-s 1 p 1 u 26.6% 1455 0.4311 1441 0.4364
shef-b2u 26.7% 1386 0.4299 1374 0.4333
shef-blu 27.5% 1393 0.4301 1375 0.4311

shef-s2u 29.2% 1418 0.4351 1401 0.4451
shef-slu 32.0% 1393 0.4247 1387 0.4351

Table 5: Comparison of document rescoring methods for the SBU task. DERB refers to the equation presented in Sec-
tion 4.2.3. MAX refers simply to the rescoring of a recombined document by giving it the highest score of ail the mdividual
documents.

matic segmentation is due to the mismatch between the real

story boundaries and those defined automatically.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. The TREC-8 SDR track evaluated current SDR tech-

nology on a substantial corpus of broadcast news ma-
terial. The results show that information retrieval per-

formance was not significantly affected by the size of

the corpus or the increased number of out of vocab-

ulary words caused by the language model becoming
out of date. In general, problems caused by transcrip-

tion errors are largely offset by techniques such as

query expansion.

2. Automatic segmentation of the corpus with a very

simple algorithm resulted in a 10% absolute degrad-

ation in average precision. Although this is a consid-

erable loss of performance, the information retrieval

capability of the system is still quite respectable with,

on average, over 50% of the top 10 documents re-

trieved being relevant.
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1 Introduction

The system entered by the University of Sheffield in the question amswering

track of TREC-8 is the resuh of couphng two existing technologies - inform-

ation retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE). In essence the approach

is this: the IR system treats the question as a query and returns a set of top

ranked documents or passages; the IE system uses NLP techniques to parse

the question, analyse the top ranked documents or passages returned by the

IR system, and instantiate a query variable in the semantic representation of

the question against the semantic representation of the analysed documents or

passages. Thus, while the IE system by no means attempts "full text under-

standing" , this approach is a relatively deep approach which attempts to work

with meaning representations.

Since the information retrieval systems we used were not our own (AT&T
and UMass) and were used more or less "off the shelf" , this paper concentrates

on describing the modifications made to our existing information extraction

system to allow it to participate in the Q &: A task.

2 System Description

2.1 Overview

The key features of the system setup are shown in Figure 1. Firstly, the TREC
document collection and each question were passed to two IR systems which

treated the question as a query and returned top ranked documents or passages

from the collection. As one IR system we used the AT&T supplied top docu-
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ments which were made available to all participants by NIST; as the second we
used the passage retrieval facilities of the University of Massachusetts Inquery

system [2] to return top ranked passages. Following this, for eadi question,

the question itself and the top rajiked documents or passages were processed

by a slightly modified version of the LaSIE information extraction system [7],

which we refer to below as QA-LaSIE. This yielded two sets of results which

were entered separately for the evaluation - one corresponding to each of the

IR systems used to filter the initial document collection.

Question

INQUERY

Passage Reirievai

1

QA-LaSETop

Passages

Answer

Question Answer

Question

Figure 1: System Setup for the Q &; A Task

The reasoning behind this choice of architecture is straightforward. The
IE system can perform detailed linguistic axialysis, but is quite slow and could

not process the entire TREC collection for each query, or even realistically pre-

process it in advajice to allow for reasonable question answering performance

during the test run. IR systems on the other hand axe designed to process huge

amounts of data. Thus, the hope was that by using axi IR system as a filter to

an IE system we could benefit from the strengths of each [6]

.

In the next section we describe the basic LaSIE system and then in succeed-

ing sections proceed to describe the modifications made to it for the TREC-8
Q & A task.

2.2 LaSIE

The LaSIE system used to perform the detailed question and text analysis is

largely unchanged from the IE system as entered in the most recent Message Un-

derstanding Conference evaluation (MUC-7) evaluation [7]. The principal com-

ponents of the system are shown in Figure 2 as executed interactively through

the GATE Graphical Interface [4]. The system is essentially a pipeline of mod-
ules each of which processes the entire text before the next is invoked. The
following is a brief description of each of the component modules in the system:
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Figure 2: QA-LaSIE System Modules

Tokenizer Identifies token boundaries (as byte offsets into the text) and text

section boundaries (text header, text body and any sections to be excluded

from processing).

Gazetteer Lookup Identifies single and multi-word matches against multiple

domain specific full name (locations, organisations, etc.) and keyword

(company designators, person first names, etc.) lists, and tags matching

phrases with appropriate name categories.

Sentence Splitter Identifies sentence boundaries in the text body.

Brill Tagger [1] Assigns one of the 48 Penn TreeBank part-of-speech tags to

each token in the text.

Tagged Morph Simple morphological analysis to identify the root form and

infiectional suffix for tokens which have been tagged as noun or verb.

Parser Performs two pass bottom-up chart parsing, pass one with a special

named entity grammar, and pass two with a general phrasal grammar.

A 'best parse' is then selected, which may be only a partial parse, and a

predicate-argument representation, or quasi-logical form (QLF), of each

sentence is constructed compositionally.

Name Matcher Matches variants of named entities across the text.

Discourse Interpreter Adds the QLF representation to a semantic net, which

encodes the system's world and domain knowledge as a hierarchy of con-

cepts. Additional information inferred from the input is also added to the

model, and coreference resolution is attempted between instances men-

tioned in the text, producing an updated discourse model. A repres-

entation of the question is then matched against the model, using the

coreference mechanism.

Question Answer Selects the required answer text using the resolved question

representation in the discourse model.

2.3 QA-LaSIE

The QA-LaSIE system operates by processing an ordered set of texts for each

question with the question itself as the first text. The IR systems' results were

split into a subdirectory for each question, containing, firstly, the question itself,

then, in rank order, a predefined number of texts or passages retrieved for that
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question. For the Inquery data, the top 10 passages were used, and for the

AT&T data, the top 5 full texts. These limits were chosen mainly to restrict

the system's total processing time, but for the Inquery data the limit was based

on a partial analysis of the rankings of texts containing a correct answer for the

training set of questions.

For the evaluation, QA-LaSIE was run in batch mode to process each sub-

directory of question plus retrieved texts. When an answer was found, 50- and

250-byte responses were written out, and processing moved immediately to the

next question, as described below. The system required an average of around

15 minutes to process each question and its corresponding set of retrieved texts

on a SUN Sparc 5 machine, though no effort has been spent on optimisation.

The following subsections detail the modifications required for the original

IE system to operate in a question answering mode.

2.3.1 Question Parsing

An additional subgrammar was added to the phrasal parsing stage for interrog-

ative constructions, which were not handled at all in the original LaSIE system.

The grammar was developed until reasonable coverage on the 37 questions in

the training set was obtained, with only a very limited attempt to cover con-

structions outside this set. Compositional semantic rules on each syntactic rule

are used to build up a 'quasi-logical form' (QLF) representation, in the same

way as the rest of the grammar. A special semantic predicate, qvar (question

variable), is used in the semantics to indicate the 'entity' requested by the ques-

tion. For example, the question Who composed Eugene Onegin? would produce

the following QLF representation:

qvax(el), person(el)

name (e2, 'Eugene Onegin')

compose (e3) , tense (e3, past)

lsubj(e3,el), lobj(e3,e2)

Here, each entity in the question gives rise to a unique identifier of the form

en. The use of the lexical item who causes the addition of person(el) , but the

semantic class of e2 (Eugene Onegin) is unspecified. The relational predicates

Isub j (logical subject) and lob j (logical object) simply link any verb arguments

found in the text, rather than using any subcategorisation information to de-

termine the arguments required for a particular verb.

The QLF representation of each question is stored for use in the subsequent"

processing of each candidate answer text. After parsing, the question is pro-

cessed by the Namematcher and Discourse Interpreter modules, but the res-

ults of these modules are currently unused. Potentially, these modules could

carry out coreference resolution within the question, thus allowing complex,

even multi-sentence, questions to be processed, but this capability was not re-

quired for any of the questions in the training set and was not used for the test

run.
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2.3.2 Question Resolution

The candidate texts for each question are processed exactly as in the standard

LaSIE system, up until the completion of the Discourse Interpreter stage. At

this point, if a stored representation of a question for the current text is found,

this representation is examined and an attempt made to find an answer within

the text's completed discourse model. Each question representation gives rise to

a hypothesised entity (the qvar), and the Discourse Interpreter's general core-

ference mechanism is used to attempt to find an 'antecedent' for the hypothesis

from the text.

Various restrictions are placed on the hypothesised entity from the question's

QLF representation. The entity required to answer the question will be flagged

as having the semantic class qvar, but it may also have other semantic types,

such as person if the question introduces the entity using Who, as in the example

above. The entity may also have other attributes mentioned in the question,

such as name, and attributes linking the qvar entity to other entities from the

question, in particular the verb argument relations Isubj and lobj.

In some cases the question grammar may fail to parse a question as an

interrogative construction, and the parser will produce only a partial QLF rep-

resentation which does not include a qvar. In this case the discourse interpreter

applies a fallback mechanism to force the first text in each question/answer

set to be interpreted as a question, simply treating the first entity in a QLF
representation with no qvcir as the qvar. The first entity is currently chosen ar-

bitrarily, with no analysis of the partial QLF representation, but the mechanism

does allow the system to recover from the incomplete coverage of the question

grammar, and still produce answers even where no question was recognised.

Anaphor Resolution Before attempting to resolve the qvar entity, the gen-

eral coreference mechanism is applied to any other entities from the question.

The coreference mechanism currently only attempts to resolve the classes of ana-

phora defined for the MUC-7 evaluation, i.e. identity relations between proper

names, pronouns, noun phrase heads and noun modifiers. No general attempt

is currently made to resolve multiple descriptions of events in a text, though

this is attempted for question resolution, as described below.

The general coreference mechanism, described fully in [5], acts to compare

pairs of entities to determine a similarity measure. Firstly, the semantic classes

of the two entities are.compared (semantic type compatibility) by testing for a

dominance relation within the system's ontology, or concept hierarchy. Secondly,

if the semantic classes are compatible, the values of all 'immutable' (fixed single-

valued) attributes (e.g. gender, number) are compared (attribute similarity)

to ensure no conflicts exist. Thirdly, an overall similarity score is calculated,

combining the distance between the semantic classes of the two instances, and

the number of shared, non-immutable attributes.

For each potential anaphor, if any comparison pairs are assigned a similarity

score, the entity with the highest score will be merged with the anaphor in the

discourse model. This results in the representation of a single entity in the
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discourse model which hcis multiple realisations in the text, i.e. a coreferential

entity.

Event Similarity For hypothesised qvar question answer entities, an addi-

tional, fourth, comparison stage has been added to the coreference mechanism

to ensure that a candidate antecedent, or answer, shares any relations to event

entities (Isubj, lobj or comp (complement)). This is required to allow the res-

olution of the qvar from a question like Who composed Eugene Onegin with

an entity from a text containing Tchaikovsky wrote Eugene Onegin. The qvar
entity here is the logical subject of the compose event, but to resolve this with

Tchaikovsky, the candidate antecedent must have a Isubj relation with an event

of a compatible class and with the same arguments, lobj in this case, via core-

ference between the question and the text.

This additional stage therefore requires the identification of events of com-

patible classes, testing semantic type similarity within the system's ontology.

However, rather than explicitly extending the ontology to include as many con-

cepts as possible, and introducing all the problems of word sense ambiguity,

a simple high-level general ontology was defined, and then reference made to

WordNet [3] hypernym/hyponym relations during processing. When attempting

to find an antecedent for the qvar above, the compose event would be compared
with the write event using the relations between WordNet synsets. An arbitrary

limit of 3 hypernym/hyponym links was used to constrain the event similarity

test, and, in this case, only a single link is required in WordNet to relate compose

and write. The distance between the two event classes is then combined with

the general coreference mechanism's similarity score for the qvar antecedent, so

preferring antecedents which are arguments of more similar event classes.

The copular verb be was treated specially when comparing it to other event

classes. The grammar treats the copular as any other verb, introducing an event

instance for it, but in the event similarity test it is treated as being compatible

with any other event class, though with a low score.

The general approach to ontology construction in the LaSIE system has

previously been to only include concepts directly relevant to a particular IE

task. The tasks have been fixed and well defined, so a small domain-specific

ontology has been sufficient. For the Q & A task, however, no assumptions

about the domain of each question can be made, and so a more general purpose

ontology is required. Reference to the WordNet hierarchy is currently only made
for comparing event classes. A similar comparison could also be made for object

classes, eflfectively extending the system's object hierarchy as necessary, but this

was not implemented for the Q & A evaluation.

2.3.3 Answer Generation

An additional Q & A task-specific module was added to the LaSIE system,

following the Discourse Interpreter stage. This module simply scanned the final

discourse model for each text to check for an instantiated qvar, i.e. a qvax that

had been successfully resolved with an entity in the text. If found, the realisation
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of that entity in the text (the longest in the case of multiple realisations via

coreference resolution) was used as the central point from which 50- and 250-

byte text windows were extracted to be used as question responses.

A significant feature of the QA-LaSIE system's operation is that once a re-

sponse for a particular question has been produced, no further candidate texts

are processed for that question. This was partly to improve system perform-

ance by avoiding any unnecessary processing of texts once an answer had been

produced. However, this did assume that the IR systems' ranking of the can-

didate texts was accurate. The highest ranked text was processed first, and if

an answer was produced from it, lower ranked texts were not considered. With
hindsight, this approach was really at odds with the Q & A task's intended mode
of operation, where multiple ranked answers for each question were expected.

The QA-LaSIE system could easily be aulapted to return multiple answers, and

re-use the IR systems' rankings, but the single-answer mode reflects the original

IE approach.

3 Results and Analysis

Since the QA-LaSIE system only ever produced a single answer for each ques-

tion, which was arbitrarily assigned a ranking of 1, the official results evaluating

the accuracy of system rankings are not particularly meaningful for QA-LaSIE
^

. Therefore, an initial analysis of the system results has been carried out to

attempt to express performance in the standard recall and precision metrics (in

this context recall is the proportion of questions correctly answered, precision

the proportion of answered questions for which the answer is correct).

The following results were obtained from the individual judgements of ques-

tion answers and an analysis of the system's intermediate outputs for each ques-

tion.

For the NIST-supplied AT&T data, where the top 5 full texts for each ques-

tion were processed, the overall results were:

50-byte answers: 250-byte answers:

Recall = 14 / 198 = 7.07'/. Recall = 19 / 198 = 9.59'/.

Precision = 14 / 60 = 23.33*/. Precision = 19 / 60 = 31.67'/.

For the University of Massachusetts Inquery data, where the top 10 passages

for each question were processed, the overall results were:

50-byte answers: 250-byte answers:

Recall = 16 / 198 = 8.087. Recall = 22 / 198 = 11.11'/.

Precision = 16 / 61 = 26.23*/. Precision = 22 / 61 = 36.06'/.

A more detailed analysis of the QA-LaSIE results alone, separate from the

retrieval system, was then carried out. This involved attempting to determine,

^The adjudicated mean reciprocal rank scores were as follows. For 250-byte answers, .111

for the Inquery supplied top 10 passages, .096 for the AT&T supplied top 5 full texts. For

50-byte answers, .081 for the Inquery data, .071 for the AT&T supplied data.
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for each question, whether the retrieval results used did in fact include a text

containing an answer. To avoid manually judging every text, the Q & A task

judgements of all system results were used. The definition of a correctly retrieved

text is therefore a text from which any system in the evaluation produced a

correctly judged answer, though clearly there may be other retrieved texts which

also contain answers. Using this definition, the top 5 texts from the AT&T data

represented 71.72% recall of correct question answers, and the top 10 passages

from the Inquery data represented 76.26% recall (though no manual test has

been done to ensure the correct passages were selected from the texts).

Analysing the QA-LaSIE results for only those questions for which texts

were correctly retrieved produced the following figures for the AT&T data:

50-byte answers:

Recall = 14 / 141 = 9.87'/.

Precision = 14 / 47 = 29.79'/.

and for the Inquery data:

50-byte answers:

Recall = 16 / 151 = 10.60'/.

Precision = 16 / 49 = 32.65'/.

250-byte answers:

Recall = 19 / 141 = 13.38"/.

Precision = 19 / 47 = 40.43'/.

250-byte answers:

Recall = 22 / 151 = 14.57'/.

Precision = 22 / 49 = 44.90'/.

A further analysis considered system performance for only those questions

which were parsed as interrogative constructions (i.e. where the QLF represent-

ation included a qvar), and where texts containing an answer were correctly

retrieved. This excludes some cases where the system produced answers, some
correct, despite the QLF representation of the question containing no qvax, us-

ing the fallback mechanism described in Section 2.3.2. For the AT&T data, the

results are:

50-byte answers

:

Recall = 13 / 87 = 14.94'/.

Precision = 13 / 42 = 30.95'/.

and for the Inquery data:

50-byte answers:

Recall = 12 / 84 = 14.28'/.

Precision = 12 / 40 = 30.00'/,

250-byte answers:

Recall = 17 / 87 = 19.54'/.

Precision = 17 / 42 = 40.48'/.

250-byte answers:

Recall = 18 / 84 = 21.43'/.

Precision = 18 / 40 = 45.00'/.

These results give a better indication of the performance of the QA-LaSIE
system alone, attempting to exclude the particular IR system used, and also the

current incomplete state of the question grammar.

4 Conclusion

We have not yet carried out detailed failure analysis of the QA-LaSIE system,

and so cannot make many specific claims about where the strengths and weak-

nesses of the approach lie. The performance of the system clearly leaves much
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to be desired, and the results are very low using the reciprocal ranking measure

used in the evaluation. However this measure, and indeed the current Q & A
task methodology, does not allow any useful measure of precision. Answers to

all test questions are known to be available in the test corpus, and the ability

to return negative results where appropriate is not evaluated.

Given the very limited effort that went into tuning the QA-LaSIE system

we believe that the approach performed sufficiently well to warrant further in-

vestigation. The system was assembled in less than two person weeks, and very

little effort was available to adapt the general coreference mechanism to the task

of question resolution.

Several areas where further work or investigation are clearly needed are:

• Question Parsing As only 2/3 of the questions were parsed more effort is

needed to refine and extend the coverage of the question grammar.

• Answer Text Processing Analysis needs to be carried out to see to what
extent the meaning representations computed for the answer texts do or do

not contain the information required to answer the questions. If not, the

source of this inadequacy needs to be identified (faulty parsing, inadequate

lexical or world knowledge).

• QVAR Coreference Analysis of whether the qvax matching in the corefer-

ence mechajiism is too weak or too strong needs to be carried out. Strict

insistence that all attributes associated with the qvar in the question be

matched in a candidate answer text may be too strong a requirement; on

the other hand loosening the match may result in spurious answers.

• General Purpose Ontology The ontology used in the QA-LaSIE system,

while intended to be general purpose, is actually abstracted from a small

number of business domains used in the development of the LaSIE IE sys-

tem. This clearly has only a very limited coverage of the varied domains

represented in an unconstrained set of questions. Considerable further

investigation into ways of extending the coverage is required, including

evaluation of the use of available resources such as WordNet, as imple-

mented here for event classes.

• Multiple Answers As noted, QA-LaSIE halts after returning the first an-

swer it finds for each question. It would be relatively trivial to extend the

system to process aJI the documents passed to it by the IR system and

rank the resulting answers. The impact of this on performance needs to

be assessed.

Such investigations will help to reveal whether the approach we have followed

for the Q & A task is appropriate. More generally they will shed light on the very

interesting questions this task throws up: to what extent are 'deeper' models

of language processing necessary to perform a question answering tcisk against

large text collections.
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Abstract

This paper describes the development of a prototype document retrieval system based on

frequency calculations and corpora comparison techniques. The prototype, WILDER, generated simple

frequency information based on which calculations of document relevance could be made. The prototype

was built to allow the University of Surrey to debut in the U.S. Text Retrieval Competition (TREC).

User queries as specified by the TREC organisers were converted into simple word-frequency lists

and compared against values for the entire corpus. These relative frequency values indicatively produced

document relevance. The application of morphological and empirical heuristics enabled WILDER to

produce the ranked frequency lists required.

Introduction

The ad hoc task of TREC8 investigates the performance of systems in ranking a static set of

documents against novel topics (queries). For each topic, the top 1000 documents satisfying the topic are

submitted. Recall and precision techniques are used on these rankings to determine the results of the

competition overall.

We have used term identification and extraction techniques for identifying topics discussed in a

given text. In this note we focus on the use of single word terms for identifying topics. The techniques are

based on differences between general language texts, texts used in an everyday context, and special

language texts. The special language texts are texts written, for instance, by scientists, engineers, business

persons and hobbyists in their respective languages of physics, chemistry, engineering, business, and

hobbies. English-speaking physicists will use the English rendering of terms of physics and use their

knowledge of English language, which they share with other speakers of English. Similarly a Chinese

speaking physicist writing in Chinese will use the Chinese rendering of terms plus their knowledge of

Chinese which they share with other Chinese speakers. The special language texts can be distinguished

from a collection of general language texts at different linguistic levels including lexical, morphological,

syntactic and semantic. These differences can be measured quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitative

measures at the lexical level include frequency of usage of single and compound terms in special language

texts and their equivalents in general language texts. Morphological differences can also be measured

quantitatively by looking at the differences in the inflectional and derivational variants of terms; specialist

texts comprise a larger number of plurals than used in general language; specialists use nominalised verbs

more extensively than in general language.

The key difference at the lexical level, between specialist and general language texts, is in the

distribution of the so-called open class words, typically nouns and adjectives, and the closed class words,

typically determiners, conjunctions, prepositions and modal verbs. Consider the 100 million-word British
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National Corpus (BNC) which 'was designed to characterise the state of contemporary British English in its

various social and generic uses' (Aston and Bumard 1998); we will use the BNC as a general language

corpus. The TREC 8 corpus in comparison to the BNC corpus can be regarded as specialist text corpus in

that the former comprises financial and political news texts: about 30% of the text in TREC, measured by
the number of documents, is derived from the London Financial Times and the other 45% is based on the

Federal Register and FBIS. The potential general language component of TREC is based largely on the

other 25% of the texts that are obtained from the Los Angeles Times. Tables la and lb show the

similarities and differences between the BNC and TREC-8 corpora in terms of the distribution of the 100

most frequently occurring tokens in the two. Note that the closed class words like determiners,

prepositions and conjunctions have approximately the same distribution. The differences are in the number
and appearance of the open class words. TREC-8 has 13 open class words, whereas the BNC can muster

only 2. In the BNC, the first open class word time is the 79"" most frequently word in the corpus, whereas

in the TREC corpus the first open class word is year which is the 48'*' most used word in the corpus.

Table la. Distribution of 100 most fi-equent tokens in the British National Corpus (BNC comprises 4124
texts with over 100 Million tokens largely written and spoken during the 1970's and 1980's)

Tokens organised in order of frequency in batches of 10 at a time
Cumulative

Relative
Frequency

Number
of Open

Class
Words

the , of , and, a, in, to, it , is , was , to 21.28% 0

i , for, you, he , be, with, on, that , by, at 6.66% 0

are, not, this, but, ' s, they, his, from, had, she 4.35% 0

which, or , we, an, n ' t
,

' s , were, that , been, have 3.25% 0

their , has , would, what , will , there, i f , can, all , her 2.42% 0

as , who , have , do , that, one, said, them, some, could 1.90% 0

him, into, its , then , two, when, up, time, my , out 1 .57% 1

so , did, about
,
your , now, me , no, more , other, just 1.37% 0

these , also
,
people, any, first , only, new, may, very, should 1.18% 1

as , like, her , than, as , how, well , way, our, as 1.02% 0

Total Text (100106029 tokens) 45.01% 2

Table lb. Distribution of 100 most frequent tokens in the TREC-8 Corpus (The corpus comprises 528155

texts with over 600 Million tokens largely written the 1990's)

Tokens organised in order of frequency in batches of 10 at a time
Cumulative

Relative
Frequency

Number
of Open

Class
Words

the, of, to, and, in, a, for, that , is,

s

22.36% 0

on, with, by , be , it , as , at , was , are , from 5.47% 0

this , said, will , has , not , have , he , an, or , which 3 .76% 0

but , its , i , they, we , his , would, year , been, their 2.40% 1

were , who , one , had , more , mr , al 1 , 1 , new
,
per 1 . 88% 2

there , no , also , about , up, than, other, if , hyph, government 1.58% 1

two, cent , may, out , when, after, 2 , last , state,

0

1.34% 2

first ,
pounds

,
people, only, can, you, time, some , over, conqpany 1.21% 4

into, such, market, should, any , under ,
years , so, us, these 1 . 05% 2

what , t , 3 , because, ft , 94 , do , could, most , now 0.93% 1

Total Text (255637339 tokens) 41.98% 13

Table Ic shows the distribution of the open and closed class words in the various sub-corpora of

the TREC -8 corpus. It appears that the Federal Register has the largest number of open class words

amongs its first 100 words, followed by FBIS, and the FT. LA Times behaves differently in that it has only

a 1/3'" of the open class words amongst its 100 most fi'equent words when compared to a similar number in

the Federal Register. Recall that the BNC has only 2 open class words amongst the 100 most frequent

words: A simple % -square test will show that these subcorpora are different from the BNC on the basis of

the frequency of open class words amongst the 100 most frequent words.
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Table Ic. Distribution of open and closed class words in the TREC subcorpora

Group Federal

Register

FBIS Finnri/tl

Times Times

XVUVt 1 ULal

(1) (2) (3) (4) d)

Open Class 33 26 21 11 91

(22.7%)

Closed Class 67 74 79 89 309

(77.3%)

Column Total 100 100 100 100 400

It has been argued elsewhere that there are substantive differences at the morphological level in

the use of keywords and certain verbs in the more formal literature of science and technology when
compared to general language texts (see, for instance, Biber, Conrad and Reppen 1998). In the FBIS
subcorpus the inflected forms countries, elections, and relations, and the derived forms European, Russian,

and Spanish axe, respectively more frequent than country, election, relation, Europe, Russia and Spain.

Similarly in the FT subcorpus pounds, dollars and shares are more frequent than their singular forms; and,

there is little difference in the frequency of company/companies and share/shares. (In the BNC we note

that shares are more frequent than share, but the term dollar is used 4 times more than the plural form).

The LA Times subcorpus, however, does not have the same characteristics in that not only it has only 1

1

open class words amongst the 100 most frequent words, it has no plurals or nominalised verbs either

amongst the 100 most frequently used words.

The lexical and morphological differences can help in filtering closed class words from special

language texts and also certain commonly used open class words. This filtering process, should in

principle, will result in a list of words that may be more closely related to the topic or theme of the paper.

Some of the open class words or terms are usually carriers of meaning in that such words are used

generally as a part of a complex phrase; for instance, the term virus, is used frequently in virology texts but

occurs mostly as a part of a compound like African Green Monkey virus or AIDS virus. The meaning

associated with the stem virus is related to the context of its usage in specialist texts. Similarly, the term

dollar does not convey much information in international finance texts unless the context is examined, for

example, whether the author of a given text was discussing US $, Australian $ or dollar-denominated

bonds. The following example illustrates the point made above. This is especially true if the specialist

lexical item has entered general language vocabulary

We have carried out an experiment in which we removed the first 100 and then first 2000 most

frequently occurring words in the BNC from the frequency lists compiled from the FT, FBIS, LA Times and

the FR subcorpora. Tables Id and le show the filtered wordlists from the Fr subcorpus after the 100 and

2000 words from the BNC were excluded from the FT lists.

Table Id. The residual, frequency ordered wordlist for the FT subcorpus after the first 100 most frequently

words (occuring in the BNC) were removed.

mr,per,cent,pounds,year,ft,company,market,us,last 0.033063322

dolIars,govemment,over,group,uk,yesterday,0,after, 1 .companies 0.016034449

bank,years,most,business,says,such,intemational,shares,world,2 0.010966193

however,news,tax,european,between,94,week,industry,93,share 0.009264547

three,interest,next,against,sales,profits,92,investment,while,Iondon 0.008306062
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Table le. The residual, frequency ordered wordlist for the FT subcorpus after the first 2000 most

frequently words (occuring in the BNC) were removed.

cent,ft,dollars,0,94,93,92,markets,amp,investors 0.015253328

trading,cut,chief,index,finance,eamings,net,fall,tumover,japanese 0.004587571

according,losses,pre,announced,inflation,increased,non,debt,least,operating 0.0035461911

recovery,dividend,average,bond,spending,china,talks,recession,biggest,co 0.002904808

equity,currency,stake,official,analysts,trust,shareholders,assets,businesses,securities 0.002577078

Table Id shows some of the keywords that form the basis of the English variant of the special

language of finance and commerce. FT it appears focuses on dollars, pounds, shares and industry. Table

le shows that when we remove the first 2000 most frequent words from FT's wordlist we are dealing with

more specific issues like markets, investors, earning and losses.

Weirdness of special language texts

The differences in the distribution of certain lexical items, and their variants, in special and

general language texts can be quantified in terms of the relative frequencies of a specialist text (corpus) and

a general language text corpus. We call this ratio an index of weirdness of a specialist text. This weirdness

is used by an accentuated, and perhaps an eccentric, choice of lexical items measured in terms of their

frequency of occurrence. Most weird words in a text will tend to represent it more closely than those that

are not as weird. If the ratio is unity, then the lexical item has the same frequency in both general and

special language; if the ratio is greater than unity then the item is used more frequently in specialist text

then is the case for general language and vice versa. (The anthropologist Bronsilaw Malinowski used the

term weird to describe the language of shamans of South Sea Islands because they were using lots of names

of spirits and objects).

It can be argued that comparison of the frequency distribution of items in special-language and

general-language texts can identify signatures of a specialism. This technique has the advantage of being

language-independent once the general-language corpus - or even a frequency list - has been obtained.

Closed-class' words will tend to have ratios of around 1:1 in this comparison whereas terms or term

carriers - content words rather than form words - will have a much higher ratio since their frequency in

general-language texts will be low or potentially zero.

Weirdness

Where: Wj = frequency of word in specialist language corpus

Wg = frequency of word in general language corpus

ts = total count of words in specialist language corpus

tg = total count of words in general language corpus

Consider the weirdness coefficients of some of the most frequent terms used in the TREC-8

corpus; we have used BNC relative frequencies to compute the ratio.

Freq (BNC) Rel Freq (BNC) Freq (TREC-8) Rel Freq (TREC-8) Weirdness

Dollar 2023 2.02086E-05 30450 0.000119114 5.894233822

Dollars 1677 1 .67522E-05 182147 0.000712521 42.53289129

Government 62163 0.000620972 383115 0.001498666 2.413421274

Governments 4731 4.72599E-05 26413 0.000103322 2.186254565

islam 523 5.22446E-06 4108 1 .60696E-05 3.075846739

Islamic 1290 1 .28863E-05 19410 7.59279E-05 5.892122549
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Market 23719 0.000236939 278277 0.001088562 4.594273903

Markets 3895 3.89087E-05 80749 0.000315873 8.118310106

Recall the differences between the TREC corpus and the BNC. The BNC is a weighted corpus

containing much diversity of general language texts so that no specific topic or domain has dominance. In

the TREC corpus, governmental, financial and personal information are highly fi-equent, evident in the

number of nouns occurring in the top 10 percentiles above. These 100 tokens make up 45% and 42% of the

entire collection of the texts, representing 45,057,724 and 107,324,924 tokens respectively.

An inmiediate consequence of this fact is that analysis of the TREC corpus is considerably varied

in contrast to that of the British National Corpus, biased towards these nouns. This information needs to be

factored out of any contrastive analysis within the data.

Method
In order to compute the relevance of a given text to a query posed in TREC-8, the following steps

shown in figure 7.1 were taken:

The resulting 'Vectors' - text and topic were then compared using the following correlation:
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Relevance was computed over the TREC-8 corpus for each topic and the texts were ranked. The
1000 most relevant texts were selected and submitted.

Consider Topic 444 in TREC-8:

<top>

<num> Number: 444
<title> supercritical fluids

<desc> Description:
What are the potential uses for supercritical fluids
as an environmental protection measure?

<narr> Narrative:
To be relevant, a document must indicate that the
fluid involved is achieved by a process of pressurizaticn
producing the supercritical fluid.

</top>

After removing words with Weirdness <= 100 we obtain the following weirdness-ordered

wordlist:

WORD FREQ ABS
FREQ

WEIRDNESS

achieved 1 0 . 0227 276 . 0000

document 1 0 . 0227 182 .0000

fluid 4 0 . 0910 4780 . 0000

indicate 1 0 . 0227 590.0000
involved 1 0 . 0227 135 . 0000

measure 1 0 . 0227 249 . 0000

Potential 1 0 . 0227 133 . 0000

pressurization 1 0 . 0227 50500.0000
producing 1 0 . 0227 469 . 0000

protection 1 0 . 0227 122 . 0000

relevant 1 0 . 0227 370 . 0000

supercritical 3 0.0682 236000 . 0000

uses 1 0 . 0227 413 . 0000

TREC-8 determined the following texts to be relevant to this topic:

FBIS4-20472 FBIS4-44730
FBIS4-44741 FBIS4-44747
FBIS4-44913 FBIS4-45803
FBIS4-66450 FR940128-2-00102
FR940318-0-0 017 0 FR9403 18 -0-00172
FR9403 18 -0-00173 FR940318-0-00213
FR940607 -0-00 051 FR94072 1-2 -00028
FT932-7115 FT933-14063
FT943-4354

Of these texts, in the first 10 that we selected, we now know that the texts marked in bold were

relevant to this query:
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The WILDER program
In order to participate in this task, a prototype system, WILDER was developed. The system was

built from a combination of existing Java, Perl and C code, and Unix shell scripting and associated utilities

to achieve significant performance and ease of development.

This architecture for WILDER is shown below, which allows for a number of modular elements

which can be developed in parallel and allows for a number of contrast algorithms to be switched in and out

of the model in order to evaluate specific hypotheses.

CDs

Run stats

All processing was done within the Sun Solaris system. Building the original comparison

resources took approximately 4 actual days on a single Sparc Ultra 1 - 140. Subsequently, each query took

approximately 8 hours to satisfy the query from the raw results. There are many available optimisations to

the algorithm used.

Future Direction

We have argued that fully automated extraction system can be created using simple contrastive

frequency techniques for Information Retrieval in order to identify the topic of specific texts. The relative

length of each text - at an average of 3.6K - is indicative of a lack of intra-text synonymy or term variants

as would be true of lengthy narrative reports.

Treatment of simple morphology, acronyms, proper names and abbreviation needs further

consideration within this particular arena, as does the application of techniques such as LSI and raw

synonymy. Potentially, varying the values chosen for the application of the heuristics may make
improvements to this simple methodology. Our goal was to build a system capable of handling such

volumes of text within workable time. It is now our goal, based upon the results we have achieved, to

improve and optimize this system using we have learnt through participation in this competition.
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Abstract

The database group at University of Twente participates in TREC-8 using the Mir-

ror DBMS, a prototype database system especially designed for multimedia and web
retrieval. Prom a database perspective, the purpose has been to check whether we
can get sufficient performance, and to prepare for the very large corpus track in which

we plan to participate next year. Prom an IR. perspective, the experiments have been

designed to learn more about the effect of the global statistics on the ranking.

1 Introduction

The Mirror DBMS [dV99] combines content management and data management in a single

system. The main advantage of such integration is the facility to combine IR with traditional

data retrieval. Furthermore, IR researchers can experiment more easily with new retrieval

models, using and combining various sources of information. This is an important benefit

for advanced IR research; web retrieval, speech retrieval, and cross-language retrieval, each

require the use of several representations of content, which is hard to handle in the traditional

file-based approeich, and becomes too slow in traditional database systems.

In the Mirror DBMS, the IR retrieval model is completely integrated in the database archi-

tecture, emphasizing efficient set-oriented query processing. The support for information

retrieval in our system is presented in detail in [dV98] and [dVW99] . It supports other types

of media as well, which has been demonstrated in the image retrieval system prototype de-

scribed in [dVvDBA99]. The main goal of our participation in TREC is to test if our system

can handle larger data sets without too many problems. Also, we wanted to find out the

effect of global statistics on the ranking.

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 review the design of the Mirror DBMS
and its support for IR, and discuss its use for TREC processing. Section 4 explains the

experimental setup and interprets our results. Section 5 discusses our experience with using

the Mirror DBMS for TREC, followed by conclusions.

2 Design

A complete overview and motivation of all aspects of the design of the Mirror DBMS is pre-

sented in [dV99]. Although following a traditional three-schema architecture, it uses different
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Figure 1: The multi-model DBMS architecture next to the extended relational and E^ADT
DBMS architectures (from left to right).

data models at different levels: we therefore classify its design as multi-model DBMS ar-

chitecture. The crucial architectural difference from other extensible database systems is

that query processing at the logical layer uses only operators that are provided by the physi-

cal layer (see also Figure 1), and, domain-specific query processing (such as an IR extension)

is defined at the logical level primarily. This choice enforces a system-wide physical data

model and algebra spanning all extensions. Of course, the physical algebra can also be ex-

tended if necessary, i.e. when logical operations cannot be expressed efficiently in the physical

algebra. The strict separation between the logical and physical levels allows using algebraic

query optimization techniques, a key property of relational database management systems

but hardly ever used in non-business application areas fike content management.

The multi-model architecture provides the query processor with transparancy through the

layers. Put informally, query evaluation can 'look down' from the original request through all

layers of the architecture. This should enable set-oriented query evaluation for almost every

request, and allow maximal exploitation of parallelization and pipelining. In contrast, the

black-box ADTs of 'object-relational' database systems restrict the DBMS in the possible

manipulations of the query plans. This makes it more complicated to distribute and paral-

lelize the query plans, or change the buffer strategy for iterative query processing as proposed

in [JFS98]. Another alternative, the enhanced ADTs proposed by Seshadri [Ses98], provides

little opportunity for optimizations that cross the bounderies between different extensions.

Figure 1 compares these three architectures schematically.

3 Implementation

The prototype implementation of the Mirror DBMS uses Moa at the logical level, and Monet

at the physical level. Monet is a parallel main-memory database system under development

at the CWI in Amsterdam [BK95, BMK99], that is targeted as a backend system for various

(query-intensive) application domains, such as GIS and data mining.-' Moa is an object

algebra studied in the database group at University of Twente, that is extensible with domain-

specific structures. The Moa tools transform expressions in this algebra into sequences of

operations in MIL, an algebra for the binary relational data model supported by Monet.

For the support of IR, we extended Moa with new structures at the logical level to handle

document representation, ranking, and the computation of co-occurrence statistics. In com-

^Monet is used succesfuUy on a commercial basis by Data Distilleries, a start-up specializing in data

mining applications.
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ti tfij

1 a 2

1 c 3

2 a 1

2 b 2

2 e 2

document collection

intermediate results

qti qtfij qntf ij

1 a 2 0.796578

2 a 1 0.621442

2 b 2 0.900426

Table 1: Representation of content in BATs

bination with Moa's kernel support for collections and tuples, these structures can model a

wide variety of IR retrieval models: the current prototype supports the well-known Okapi

ranking scheme, InQuery's inference network retrieval model, as well as the linguistically

motivated retrieval model (LMM, presented in Section 4.3). To illustrate, the following Moa

expression ranks a collection of documents:

map [sum (THIS)]

(

map [getBL (THIS, query, stats)] ( docs )

);

The first map operation computes term probabilities for the query terms occurring in the

document, using the global statistics specified in structure stats. The subsequent map com-

bines these probabilities using a sum operation. Although this particular expression may not

seem very interesting, the IR ranking operators can be combined with other operators such

as select, resulting in a powerful query language.

The representation of the logical IR structures at the physical level is termed the flattened

representation of the content. It consists of three binary tables (BATs), storing the fre-

quency tf{ti, dj) of term ti in document dj, for each term U occurring in document dj. Table 1

illustrates this for a collection {di, ^2} with documents di = [a, c, c, a, c] and ^2 = [a, e, 6, 6, e].

Computing the probabiUty of relevance of the objects for query q = [a, b] proceeds as follows.

First, a table with the query terms is joined with the document terms in ti (the result is

called qti). Next, (using additional joins) the document identifiers and the term frequencies

are looked up (qdj and qtf ij).^ Finally, the retrieval status values are computed with some

variant of the popular tf idf ranking formula. To support these computations, Monet's

physical algebra has to be extended with new operators, either in C or C-|—|-, or as a IvHL

procedure. The latter is preferrable for easy experimentation; for example, the following

MIL procedure computes the term probabiUties given normalized term frequency and inverse

document fi-equency using the LMM model:

PROC bel( nidfi, ntfij ) := {

RETURN log( 1.0 + nidfi * ntfij * C );

>

An evaluation run processes 50 topics in batch, but the client interfaces of the Mirror DBMS

^Note that these joins are executed very efficiently, because the Moa structures make sure that the BATs
remain synchronized alJ the time.
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have been designed for interactive sessions with an end-user. Also, transferring the data from

Monet to the Moa cUent has not been implemented optimally. Furthermore, optimizations

such as using materialized views are not performed in the current Moa rewriter. These minor

flaws would have inferred an unfair performance penalty to the evaluation of the architecture,

and made logging the results rather cumbersome. Therefore, as a (temporary) solution, the

MIL program generated by the Moa rewriter has been manually edited to loop over the 50

topics, log the computed ranking for each topic, and use two additional tables, one with

precomputed normalized inverse document frequencies (a materialized view), and one with

the document-specific constants for normalizing the term fi-equencies.

4 Experimental setup and results

Collection fusion is the process of merging the results of retrieval runs on seperate, au-

tonomous document collections into an effective combined result [VGJL95] . We have focused

on this problem because large collections will be fragmented (horizontally) in several parti-

tions, each managed by a separate server. Maintaining the exact global statistics induces an

extra overhead, that may not be necessary if the fragments are sufficiently large.

Collection fusion is a trivial task for exact matching retrieval systems like systems using

Boolean retrieval, but more compUcated if a ranked retrieval system is used. In a number
of publications on collection fusion it is argued that simply comparing similaxity measures

accross subcoUections leads to unsatisfactory results because of differences in the collection-

dependent frequency counts [Bau97, CLC95, VF95, VGJL95] . One of the objectives of the

TREC-8 evaluation described in this paper is to question this hypothesis. We feel that simi-

larity measures across subcoUections might in fact be comparable, but show worse evaluation

results because of the evaluation setup.

4.1 Evaluation using the TREC collection

Relevance assessments on the TREC test collections are assembled by the poofing method: a

pool of possibly relevant documents is created by taking the a sample of documents retrieved

by each participating system. This pool is then shown to the human assessors [VH99a].

The sampling method used in TREC takes the top 100 of the retrieved documents of each

participating system.

Since the start of TREC in 1992, the test collections have been used in numerous evaluations

outside the official TREC. For these evaluations, all documents that were not in the top 100

of any of the ofiicial participating systems are assumed to be not relevant. But, evaluations

that did not contribute to the TREC pool probably have unjudged documents in the top 100

making these evaluations less reliable than the official TREC evaluation. This is especially

true for new, previously unexplored approaches to retrieval. If a systems finds relevant

documents that no system was able to find before, then these documents will probably not

be judged in an old TREC collection. The only way to check the relevance of these documents

is by official TREC participation.
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4.2 Conditions for naive collection fusion

Let us define 'naive' collection fiision as the process of merging the search results on the

subcollections based on the document similarities. The first condition for naive collection

fusion is that each subcollection uses the same retrieval model or weighting algorithm for

retrieval. Secondly, we assume that each subcollection uses the same indexing vocabulary

[Bau97]. A third condition is that subcoUections are sufficiently large to allow for the reUable

local estimation of document frequencies. If the subcollections are too small, ineffective

retrieval on the subcollections wiU alffect the merged result.

An evaluation of CaJlan et al. [CLC95] imder these conditions for TREC topics 51-150

showed that naive merging was significantly worse than ranking based on globally estimated

document fi-equencies, causing losses fi-om 10-20% in average precision. But, the results

of naive merging reported by CaUan et al. [CLC95] were not part of an official TREC
participation. It is likely that their merged run has a worse coverage of judgements, because

the TIlEC-2 and 3 pools were (almost) only created by systems that use a central index for

retrieval. Maybe, their merged run was as good as the central index run after all. To check

this hypothesis, we decided to put up a retrieval run using naive merging for judging.

4.3 Some theoretical back-up for naive merging

The Mirror DBMS uses the linguistically motivated probabilistic model of information retrieval

[Hie99, HK99]. The model builds a simple statistical language model for each document in

the collection. The probability that a query Ti,T2, ,Tn of length n is generated by the

language model of the document with identifier D is defined by the following equation:

Ekjuation 1 can be rewritten to a vector product formula by first dividing it by YYi=i i'^i^fiU)

1

5Zt 4f{^))

[Hie99]. This will not afi'ect the rajiking within a subcollection, but it will affect the final

ranking after merging the search results of the seperate subcollections, because we divided

by collection specific document firequencies. It can be shown that the ranking of the vector

product formula in table 2 approximates the ranking defined by the conditional probabUity

P{D\Ti,T2., • •
, Tn) of a document being relevant given a query.

vector product formula: similarity(Q, D)
I

= 'Y^Wgk Wdk

query term weight: Wqk = tfitk,q)

document term weight:
tf{tk,d) a^T^tdfit)

df{tk)j:ttf{t,d) a,
^

Table 2: tf idf term weighting algorithm

From Bayes' rule we know that dividing equation 1 by P{Ti,T2, • • •
,
r„) and multiplying it by

P(D) results in P{D\Ti,T2, • • •
, r„). For a large collection and a query that has a small num-

ber ofhits, <i)=0 for most terms i and documents d. Therefore, (01^/(^1)/ £(f(i))

approximates the marginal probability P{T\,T2, • • •

,

Tn) and the ranking defined by table 2
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approximates the ranking defined by P{D\Ti,T2, •
, Tn). The a-priori probability P{D= d)

of a document d being relevant can be included by adding the logarithm of equation 2 to the

similarities of table 2 as a final step.

We hypothesise that, if the approximation is not too far off, the result after merging is not

significantly worse than what would have been possible with a central index.

4.4 Official results

Table 3 Usts the official TREC runs. Global runs denote runs using the global collection

statistics. Local runs denote the naive collection fusion runs, using local collection statistics

on the four TREC subcollections: Federal Register, Foreign Broadcast Information Services,

Los Angelas Times and Financial Times.

run name description avg. prec.

UT800 global run 0.260

UT803 global run; LCA 0.176

UT803b global run; LCA from F.Times and LA Times 0.260

UT810 local run (judged) 0.043

UT813 local run; LCA from local 0.145

Table 3: official results

Unfortunately, our submitted official runs have been degraded by two bugs, that affected in

particular the naive merging run that was judged by NIST. By our own mistake, the global

runs have used the wrong (local) normalizing constant for the idf;^ an error in Monet's join

implementation resulted in random answers for three of the four local runs. After fixing

these bugs, the results of the global run UT800 improved from 0.260 to 0.275 and the results

of the local run UT810 improved from 0.043 to 0.260. Table 4 lists the results on the four

subcollections. Except for the Federal Register, which has hits for only 19 topics anyway, the

average precision on the subcollections do not differ much at all. Unofficial runs, with these

bugs fixed, are indicated in this paper by a 'u' postfix (so 'UTSOOu' is the fixed 'UT500' run).

run name Fed.Reg. FBIS LATimes F.Times merged

UTSOOu (global) 0.326 0.317 0.279 0.356 0.275

UTSlOu (local) 0.351 0.319 0.276 0.356 0.260

topics w. hits 19 43 45 49 50

Table 4: average precision per subcollection after bug-fix

The merged local run is about 6% worse than the global run. This might be a significant

difference according to some significance test, Uke e.g. the t-test [Hul93]; but, if so, it is still

not valid to draw the conclusion that the global approarih is indeed better than the naive

merging approach. This conclusion would only be valid if both evaluations were done under

identical, controlled, conditions; which they are not, because both runs were not judged

by NIST and we do not control the other systems that contributed to the pool. Almost

all systems that contributed to the TREC-8 pool were systems using the global approach.

^Strange enough, this mistake improves average precision slightly on the TREC-6 topics.
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Therefore, the pool favours central index approaches over distributed index approaches if it

is used to evaluate runs that did not contribute to the pool. This can be shown by looking at

the percentage of documents that are judged for different cut-off levels of the fixed UTSOOu
and UTSlOu runs. The percentage of documents in a run that are judged, wiU be called the

judged fraction.

run name P at 10 P at 30 P at 100 P at R. avg. P
UTSOOu (global) 0.496 0.378 0.234 0.319 0.275

UTSlOu (local) 0.436 0.343 0.222 0.310 0.260

run name J at 10 J at 30 J at 100 J at R.

UTSOOu (global) 1.000 1.000 0.996 0.987

UTSlOu (local) 0.9S4 0.978 0.952 0.947

Table 5: merged results after bug-fix: a) precision; b) judged fraction

Table 5a and b show the precision and the judged fraction of the global and the local run at

different cut-off levels. There is a major difference between the judged fractions of the global

run and the local run. The global run misses 0.4% of the documents in its top 100. The local

run misses 4.8% of the documents in the top 100, some of them are even missing in the top

10.

4.5 Local context analysis

Based on its success on InQuery at previous TREC conferences, we expected a significant

improvement by using topics expanded with LCA [XC96]. Also, investigating the expansion

terms, LCA seemed to do a good job. For example, on topic 311 (which is about industrial

espionage), it finds terms Uke 'spy', 'intelligence', and 'counterintelligence', and from the

financial times sub-collection it even identifies 'Opel', 'Volkswagen', and 'Lopez' as relevant

terms. But, instead of improving the effectiveness of retrieval, the measured performance

turned out to have degraded. Some tweaking of the parameters, reducing the weights of ex-

pansion terms and using fewer of them (N=30), the performance improved upon the baseline,

but only slightly; on the runs submitted for TREC-8, it has degraded performance.

A possible explanation for these disappointing results is that the algorithm has been applied

to documents instead of passages (as done in [XC96]), and the TREC collection itself was

used to find expansion terms instead of another, larger collection. One result was that the

varying length of documents had a large impact on the expansion terms chosen, which is

undesirable. Another explanation is that LMM weighting provides such a high baseline, that

it is very hard to improve upon. A comparison between the (impressive) baseline results of

LMM on TREC-6 favours the latter explanation: because the performance of the Mirror DBMS
with LMM weighting scheme, without LCA, was almost as good as InQuery's performance

after using LCA. With the tweaked LCA, LMM weighting performed better on all reported

precision and recall points, except for the precision at twenty retrieved documents, at which

InQuery performed slightly better. On the TREC-8 topics it did not contribute positively to

the results.
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5 Discussion

Although more of anecdotal than scientific value, the story of our participation in TREC-8
with the Mirror DBMS illustrates the suitability of this architecture for experimental ER. Eight

days before the deadline, it still seemed impossible to participate with this year's TREC, as

Monet kept crashing while indexing the data; until, the seventh day, the new release suddenly

made things work! We decided to try our luck and see how far we could get in a week; and
we should admit, it has been a crazy week. It meant running the topics on TREC-6 first, to

compare the results with the runs performed before; as well as changing the ranking formula

to integrate document length normalization. In the weekend, we implemented the use of

co-occurrence statistics (which has turned out to be not so useful as expected). So, in one

week we managed to index the data, perform various experiments for caUbration, run the

best experiments on TREC-8, and submit five runs, just before the final deadline.

5.1 Efficiency

The machine on which the experiments have been performed is a Sun Ultra 4 with 1 Gb of

main-memory, running SunOS 5.6. The machine is not a dedicated server, but shared with

some other research groups as a 'compute server'. Monet effectively claims one processor

completely while indexing the collection, or processing the fifty topics on each of the sub-

collections. The division of the complete collection in five sub-collections (as it comes on

different compact discs) is maintained. The topics are first run in each sub-collection, and

the intermediate results are merged. Depending on the size of the sub-collection, estimating

the top 1000 ranking takes between 20 seconds and two minutes per topic. How to further

improve this execution performance is discussed below.

Preparation of the five sub-coUections takes about six hours in total. Computing the table

with document-specific term fi-equencies is performed using Monet's module for crosstables.

But, using the grouping operation for all documents at once allocates all available memory,

and eventually crashes the DBMS because it caimot get more, if it is run on the complete set

of documents of any but the smallest sub-collection.'*^ Therefore, the indexing scripts run on

fragments of the sub-collections at a time, and frequently write intermediate results to disk,

obviously slowing down the process more than necessary.

5.2 The road ahead

The execution performance of the Mirror DBMS on TREC is clearly better than a naive

(nested-loop) implementation in any imperative programming language, but, the obtained

efficiency is not fast enough to beat the better stand-alone IR systems that also participate

in TREC. But, compared to the techniques used in systems like InQuery (see [Bro95]), the

current mapping between the logical and physical level is too straightforward: it does not

use inverted files, has not fragmented the terms using their document frequency, and it ranks

all documents even if only the beUefs for the top 1000 are used. Also, Monet should make it

relatively easy to take advantage of parallelism in modern SMP workstations.

The merits of some possible improvements can only be evaluated experimentally. For ex-

'*Notice that such problems are not necessarily solved by using commercial systems; Sarawagi et al. report

similar memory problems with DB2 when using normal SQL queries for mining for zissociations hidden in

large data sets [STA98].
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ample, it is not so clear beforehand whether inverted files are really the way to go. Query

processing with inverted files requires merging the inverted lists before beliefe can be com-

puted, which is hard to perform without trashing the memory caches frequently; which has

been shown a significant performance bottleneck on modem system architectures (see e.g.

[BMK99] for experiments demonstrating this for Monet).

Without experiments, much improvement can be expected from fragmentation of the docu-

ment representation BATs based on the document frequency, in combination with the 'un-

safe' techniques for ranking reported in [Bro95]. Some preliminary experiments indicate a 100

times improvement with only a small loss in precision. Such (domain-specific) optimization

techniques are easy to integrate in the mapping from Moa structures to MIL, thanks to the

declarative nature of the algebraic approach. A similar argument applies to extending the

Mirror DBMS with the buffer management techniques discussed in [JFS98]. In MIL, buffer

management is equivalent to directing Monet to load and unload its tables. By integrating

such directives in the generated MIL programs, it is expected that these improvements can

also be added without many complications.

6 Conclusions

Without any additional algorithms, LMM ranking produces reasonably good results. Unfor-

tunately, due to the bug in our experiments, we cannot yet give conclxisive answers about the

difference between using local or global statistics; but, we may conclude that the difference

is rather small. Our current use of co-occurrence statistics has not unproved our results, but

further research is necessary in this area.

Despite of the flaws in the current implementation, we believe that the Mirror DBMS has

proven to be a useful platform for ER experiments on the TREC data. The true benefits of

its design wUl only be exploited when the system is developed further, and the indexing task

is more challenging. Next year, the Mirror DBMS should be ready to participate in the large

WEB track.
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1 Introduction

TREC-8 represents the fifth year that the MultiText project has participated in TREC [2,

1, 4, 5].

The MultiText project develops and prototypes scalable technologies for parallel infor-

mation retrieval systems implemented on networks of workstations. Research issues are

addressed in the context of this parallel architecture. Issues of concern to the MultiText

Project include data distribution, load balancing, fast update, fault tolerance, document

structure, relevance ranking, and user interaction.

The MultiText system incorporates a unique technique for arbitrary passage retrieval.

Since our initial participation in TREC-4 our TREC work has explored variants of this

technique.

For TREC-8 we focused our efforts on the Web track. In addition, we submitted runs

for the Adhoc tcisk (title and title-hdescription) and a run for the Question Answering task.

2 Arbitrary Passage Retrieval

All our experiments are based on similar passage retrieval techniques. Passages identified by

this technique are used in different ways in different experiments. Versions of the technique

have been described elsewhere [4, 3]. This section provides a brief, up-to-date description of

the technique as used in our TREC-8 experiments.

Each document L> in a database is treated as an ordered sequence of terms

D = di d2 d-i-.-dm,

*Email regarding this article may be sent to mt@plg.uwaterloo.ca. The MultiText project is funded by

Communications and Information Technology Ontario.
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and a query is treated a set of terms

An extent (u, v), with l<w<f;<mis used to represent the subsequence of D beginning

at position u and ending at position v

du du+i du+2---dv

An extent (w, v) satisfies a term set T C Q if the subsequence of D defined by the extent

contains all the terms from T. That is,

\{t\teT and te{d^du+i ...dy}}\ = \T\.

An extent (w, v) is a cover for T if (u, v) satisfies T and the subsequence corresponding to

{u, v) contains no subsequence that also satisfies T. That is, there does not exist an extent

{u', v') with either u < u' < v' < v oi u < u' <v' < v that satisfies T.

We generalize the notion of a cover as follows: An extent (u, v) n-satisfies a term set

T C Q if the subsequence of D defined by the extent contains exactly n terms from T. That

is,

\{t
\
t eT and t G {dy, du+i -..dy}}

\

= n.

An extent (u, v) is an n-cover for T if (u, v) n-satisfies T and the subsequence corresponding

to {u, v) contains no subsequence that also n-satisfies T.

The MultiText System uses a fast algorithm to compute n-covers over all documents

in a collection [3]. Passages are assigned scores based on their lengths and on the weights

assigned to the query terms contained within them. A term t is assigned an IDF-like weight

wt = \og{N/ft),

where ft is the number of times that t appears in the database and is the total number of

term positions in the database (or equivalently, is the sum of the lengths of all the doc-

uments in the database). A standard IDF weight is not used since in-document frequencies

are not stored in the MultiText index.

The weight assigned to a set of terms T C Q is the sum of the weights assigned to each

term in T
• W{T) = Y.^t.

teT

A score is assigned to an extent based on its length

>,
^^'^^

\ 1 [fq-p+l<)C

where /C is a cwioj^ parameter set to values between 1 and 16. If an extent (w, v) is a n-cover

for the term set T then it can be assigned a score combining the length of the extent and

the weight of the terms contained within it

C{T,u,v) = W{T') + \r\\og{I{u,v)) (2)

where T' C T is the set of terms from T contained in term sequence associated with {u, v).
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Method S-stem? Fast Adhoc Small Web Large Web
1

2

2

2*

yes

yes

no

no

0.2143 (0.3410)^

0.2233 (0.3550)

0.2126 (0.3390)

0.2233 (0.3550)

0.3066 (0.3620)2

0.3203 (0.3800)

0.3029 (0.3640)

0.3203 (0.3800)

0.4783 (0.5650)^

0.4869 (0.5720)^

0.4704 (0.5580f

*max. 3 terms ^uwmtSaO ^uwmtSwO ^uwmtSlwO

^uwintSlwl

^uwint81w2

Figure 1: Average Precision (Precision @20) for Web Track and Fast Adhoc Runs.

The main objective of our Web Track participation was to achieve very fast high-precision

retrieval, particularly on the 100 GB Large Web Track Corpus. The general approach is to

derive automatically a tiered query - a sequence of successively weaker sets of search terms,

which are applied in order until a sufficient number of distinct documents are retrieved to

satisfy the task requirements (1000 documents for Adhoc and Small Web; 20 documents for

Large Web).

For efficient retrieval we chose to use very small sets of search terms - three or fewer in

most cases, and never more than five. For the Adhoc and Small Web tasks we used the title

words; for the Large Web task we used only words from the query with stopwords eliminated.

Efficiency (and, serindipitously, precision) is improved when passages are restricted to a

maximum length (128 words) and the set of search terms rarely coincide within a passage.

Thus we avoid typical sources of inefficiency for retrieval methods based on a large num-

ber of weighted terms: we use only a small set of terms in the first place, and we consider

only those passages in which exactly these terms co-occur. In contrast, traditional implemen-

tations based on weighted terms involve computing the score of every document or passage

that contains any of the terms.

In TREC 7, we demonstrated that very good precision and efficiency can be achieved

with manually selected sets of terms. Poorer precision resulted when the sets of terms were

selected automatically. For TREC 8, our objective was to improve the precision of automatic

term selection in tiered queries.

The offical runs for the Adhoc and Small Web tasks were due at NIST several weeks before

those for the Large Web task. During this interval, we refined our approach to automatic

tiering. For this reason, our official fast Adhoc and Small Web runs use the same method

(Method 1) while the Large Web run uses a diflferent method (Method 2).

We later applied Method 2 to the Adhoc and Small Web tasks, using NIST's qrels which

were published after the official runs were judged. Although these runs are at a disadvantage

relative to official runs, Method 2 achieved better precision in all tasks. Average precision

and precision @20 for these runs are summarized in Figure 1.

3 Web Track and Fast Adhoc
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3.1 Tiering Methods

Both tiering methods approximate the ranking formula C(T, u, v) given above as formula 2.

A direct computation of C{T,u,v) was rejected for efficiency reasons: such a computation

would require that all passages containing any subset of the terms be evaluated. Instead we
fix the set of terms in each tier, and compute /(p, q) for each interval of length 128 or less

which contains exactly these terms.

Each tier uses as a set of terms T\ a subset of T, the initial terms. These subsets are

ordered so that those likely to contribute to a high value of the ranking formula C(T, w, v)

are considered first. Method 1 and Method 2 differ in the ordering of tiers.

We note that formula 2 approximates the (logarithm of the) probability that the terms

of T' coincide within a passage of length v — u-\-l, assuming that the term occurrences are

uniformly distributed in the corpus.

Method 1 uses instead the actual number of occurrences of passages containing the terms

in T' . That is, Method 1 is a two-pass method: the query is evaluated for all T' C T. For

each r', we compute N{T'), the number of passages of length 128 or less that contain all the

terms of T'. Tiers are weighted by the formula log2 {N/N{T')). Tiers are ordered by weight,

with tiers having similar weights combined by disjunction. More specifically, the first tier is

the one with the highest weight (it will necessarily have T' = T) and it is combined with

all others whose weight is not more than 1 less. The next tier is chosen and combined with

subsequent tiers whose weight is within 1, and so on. Within tiers, documents are ranked by

formula 1 with /C = 4. Because it requires two passes and examines all passages containing

all combinations of the query terms. Method 1 is not suitable for very fast retrieval from

large corpora. For this reason, we developed Method 2 for the Large Web task.

Method 2 approximates a priori the number of passages containing the terms of T',

assuming the terms are uniformly distributed. This approximation is effected by substituting

in formula 2 representative values of u and v such that u — t; + 1 = 128; that is, the longest

acceptable passage containing the terms of T'. As with Method 1, we use /C = 4 in formula 1,

and combine tiers whose weights differ by less than 1.

For the Large Web task, we used three variants of Method 2: uwmtSlwO takes as T the

set of query words, unstemmed with stopwords removed; uwmtSlwl takes as T only the

three lowest-frequency 3 words from the query; uwmt81w2 uses the set of query words, with

S-stemming applied to those having plural suffixes. For example the query term "goats"

would be expanded to {"goat"," goats"} but the term "cow" would be left unexpanded. This

method of S-stemming was also applied to the Adhoc and Small Web runs.

Method 2, with and without S-stemming, was applied to the Adhoc and Small Web
tasks, yielding the results in Figure 1. The methods used in each row are identical. It was

not feasible to apply Method 1 to the Large Web task - no complete set of judgements is

available with which to evaluate precision. The methods of uwmtSlwO and uwmt81w2 yield

identical results when applied to the other two tasks, as there are at most three terms in the

title field, from which we drew T.

We note that Method 2 outperforms Method 1 in all runs. S-stemming, on the other

hand, improves performance on Adhoc and Small Web, while degrading performance on

Large Web.
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3.2 Large Web Performance

The Large Web runs were accomplished on two P2-350 computers; the exact configuration

was demonstrated at the SIGIR 99 and TREC 8 conferences. Each system runs four copies

of a single-threaded search engine, thus achieving CPU/IO overlap and overlap in access

among the four disk drives. Each tier is sent to all engines, and all engines respond with

the requested number of documents. These are merged by score to produce the combined

result. Our choice of two machines was arbitrary: we wanted to build a portable version

that we could demonstrate and the index and data fit easily on two machines. Had we used

more computers we could have achieved much faster processing times; we have observed

in previous experiments that distributing the data yields a linear improvement in query

speed. Eventually, constant communication and query setup costs dominate retrieval time;

we estimate these costs to be at least an order of magnitude less than the times reported

here.

Execution times for the three Large Web runs are as follows: uwmtSlwO: 0.841 sec/query;

uwmtSlwl: 0.735 sec/query; uwint81w2: LOlO sec/query. These times were bettered only by

AT&T (0.516 seconds/query; 0.354 P@20) and Fujitsu (0.54 sec/query; 0.507 P@20). The

only conclusion that can be drawn is that these times are of the same order, although they

are achieved on very dififerent hardware platforms.

uwmtSlwO and uwnit81w2 achieved the best average precision and precision @20 of all

runs. uwmtSlwl was edged out by a run from Microsoft/City University (1.62 sec/query;

0.561 P@20).

Hawking et al[6] give full comparative results for the Web Tracks.

4 Other Experiments

4.1 Other Adhoc Experiments

One of our Adhoc runs (uwmtSaO) was a repeat of our Small Web Track run using the same

ranking method. This run was discussed in Section 3.

For our two other Adhoc runs, our passage retrieval technique was used for query expan-

sion via local feedback. For ranking we used a variant of the Okapi formula [7] — specifically

BM25 with b = 0.6, ki — 1.5, k2 = 0 and = oo. One of these runs (uwmtSal) was based

on the topic titles only; the other run (uwmt8a2) was based on the title and description.

For each query Q we generated all n-covers for the query for all values of n between 1

and the size of the query |Q|. Each n-cover was scored using equation 2 and the passages

associated with the best 100 n-covers were used for local feedback.

The local feedback processes discarded those n-covers whose length exceeded a threshold

value of 256 words and expanded passages whose length was less than 32 words symmetrically

to 32 words. In addition, a term was only considered for local feedback if it appeared in at

least two diflferent passages. Since passages may overlap, and the same term position may
be part of two different passages, terms were also required to appear in at least two distinct

positions. Stopwords were also eliminated from consideration.
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before expansion after expansion

title-only average precision

precision@5

0.2401

0.5040

0.2673 (+11.3%)^

0.5560 (+10.3%)!

title+desc average precision

precision@5

0.2637

0.5520

0.2671 (+1.2%)2

0.5280 (-4.3%)2

^uwmtSal

^uwint8a2

Figure 2: Effects of query expansion.

A score was computed for each term as the sum of the scores of the passages in which it

was contained. The top 30 terms were used in the final query.

Figure 2 shows the results of query expansion. We were disappointed in the effects

of query expansion. Preliminary experiments with the TREC-7 queries led us to expect

improvements of 20% or better. Five other groups achieved a better average precision on

their official title-only runs. However, uwmtSal achieved the best precision@5 of all title-only

runs.

4.2 Question Answering

We submitted a single run (uwmtSqal) to the Question Answering track. Each question was

treated as a query and run using the passage retrieval technique described in Section 4.1.

The top five passages were filtered to remove tags and to reduce whitespace, truncated to

250 bytes, and submitted as the "answers".

The run achieved a mean reciprocal rank of 0.471, the sixth highest of the 41 runs.
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Abstract

This report describes the Xerox work on the TREC-8 Question Answering Track. We linked

together a few basic NLP components (a question parser, a sentence boundary identifier, and a

proper noun tagger) with a sentence scoring function and an answer presentation function built

specifically for the TREC Q&A task. Our system found the correct 50-byte answer (in the top 5

responses) to 45% of the questions, a quite respectable performance, but with considerable room
for improvement. Based on the failure analysis presented in this paper, we can conclude that the

system would benefit from having access to a broad range of other NLP technologies, including

robust parsing and coreference analysis, or some good heuristic approximations thereof. The
system also has a clear need for some semantic resources to help with certain difficult problems,

such as finding answers that match the semantic class X in What X? questions.

1 Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) techniques have not had a large impact on the information

retrieval community in recent years. While NLP techniques are extremely useful for stemming and

phrase extraction, hnguistic techniques can be easily approximated by adhoc methods which run

faster and work about as well, at least for the Enghsh language. However, there is growing evidence

that this will change as the IR community moves towards methods which analyze document content

in more depth. ^ The Question Answering task is an important step in that direction. Question

Answering is an interesting challenge for NLP researchers because it is new application for many
traditional NLP techniques, such as parsing, coreference analysis, and proper name recognition.

Xerox has a long history of research in information retrieval and natural language processing.

The TREC Q&A track gives us a nice opportunity to apply the techniques in our NLP toolbox

to a new problem. Unfortunately, the author was only able to devote two weeks of time to the

TREC-8 task, so expectations were necessarily modest. Our primary goal this year was to test

our proper name tagger, called ThingFinder, for this task. Given these constraints, we were quite

happy with our TREC-8 performance. The next section introduces the Xerox TREC-8 question

answering system. This is followed by an analysis of the TREC-8 results and a commentary on the

future prospects of the system.

^See: http://www.infotoday.com/searcher/janOO/feldman.htm for a nice survey of future prospect in information

retrieval.
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2 Xerox Question Answering System

The Xerox TREC-8 question answering system consists of the following basic components;

(1) A question parser

(2) A sentence boundary identifier

(3) A sentence scoring function

(4) A proper noun tagger

(5) An answer presentation function

The Xerox Q&A system operates on a set of documents retrieved by an independent information

retrieval system. For convenience, we worked with the top-ranked document set generated by

AT&T's TREC-7 adhoc system and provided as a service by Amit Singhal to Question Answering

Track participants. Initially, the question is parsed and typed according to the semantic category of

the anticipated answer. The documents are divided into sentences, and each sentence is scored by

computing its similarity to the query. The top scoring sentences are then passed to a proper noun

tagger, and the tagged elements are compared to the question type. All sentences which do not

contain an element that matches the question type are removed. The answer presentation function

processes the remaining sentences and generates the final result to be presented to the user.

who < Person>
whose < Person>
whom <Person >

Table 1: Mapping from keyword to answer category

2.1 The Question Parser

The question parser attempts to identify the question type and any secondary arguments which

may be associated with that type. We define the question type as the general semantic class of the

expected answer and attempt to identify the following types:

<Person>, <Place>, <Time>, <Money>, <Nuinber>,

<Quantity>, <Naine>, <How>, <What>, <Unknown>

The latter four types correspond to an incomplete resolution of the question category. There

are two steps to this process. First, we search for the basic keyword which defines the question

type, using the mapping shown in Table 1. The <How>, <What>, and <Number> question

types may have an associated secondary argument. The secondary arguments are used to further

specify the question type. The query is tagged for part of speech and the secondary arguments are

extracted using regular expressions defined over sequences of part of speech tags. For example, we

identify the sequence: <How> Adj (Adj = Adjective). If Adj is long or short, the question type

is <Quantity>. If Adj is rich or poor, the question type is <Money>. If the secondary argument

is not found or not matched, the question type remains <How>. We foUow the same pattern for

<What> questions. For example, "<What> cost" and "<What> is the cost" both get mapped
to <Money>. In hindsight, we realized that who/whom/whose questions should cover both people

where <Place> what <What>
when <Time> which <What>
how <How> why <Unknown>
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and organizations (e.g. Q169: Whom did the Chicago Bulls beat in the 1993 championship? is

clearly looking for a basketball team.).

If the question does not have one of the basic keywords, it is usually mapped to <Unknown>.
However, certain secondary arguments will define the question type without such a keyword. For

example, a request such as: Find the price of a Jaguar XK8, wiU be correctly typed as <MONEY>
due to the presence of the word price. This allows the system to handle some non-standard question

formats. The secondary argument list was created by extracting a few thousand questions from a

large corpus and by using our general background knowledge of the English language, and consists

of 38 elements. The list was constructed in an afternoon and could certainly be enriched. The
current system has no knowledge base and no tools for semantic analysis, so much of the extracted

secondary information cannot be used. For example, for Q118: What two researchers . . ., the

system can recognize that it should be looking for researchers, but doesn't know that a researcher

is a < Person>. There is clearly a need for some semantic resources in the system.

2.2 Identifying Sentence Boundaries

Sentence boundaries are recognized by a tokenizer written in awk. A word token consists of a string

of characters delimited by spaces. A word token which ends in a separator character ("?", ")",

etc.) defines a sentence boundary. The "." character also defines a sentence boundary unless the

word token appears on a list of 206 common abbreviations or satisfies the following awk regular

expression:

/'([A-Za-z]\. ([A-Za-z]\.)+| [A-Z]\. | [A-Z] [bcdfghj-np-tvxz] +\ . )$/

The tokenizing routine is applied to each of the top ranked documents to divide it into "sentences".

For more information on our approach to word and sentence recognition, see Grefenstette [1].

2.3 Sentence Scoring

Each sentence is scored according to the number of words it has in common with the query, using

the following weighting function: proper noun = 1.0, number = 0.8, common noun or unknown
word = 0.4, other content word = 0.1. The raw sentence score is the weighted sum of the number

of unique query words it contains. Each word is counted only once, so a sentence that has aU the

content words contained in the query receives the maximum possible score. The question keyword

(e.g. who, what, etc.) and function words, as identified by the part of speech tagger, are ignored.

The sentence score is normalized by dividing by the maximum observed score. Similarly, the score

of the document which contained the sentence is normahzed by dividing by the score of the top

ranked document. The top ranked document data provided by Amit Singhal for use by the track

contains the score of each document.

The final sentence score is:

5(s, d) = 0.8 * 5n(s) + 0.2 * Snid)

where Sn{s) is the normalized sentence score and Snid) is the normalized document score. Essen-

tially, the document score is used to break ties between sentences containing an equivalent number

of query terms (of which there are often very many). Position is used as a second tie-breaking

criterion for sentences with the same score from the same document. Sentences are ranked in the

same order they appear in the document. The TREC corpus consists almost entirely of newspaper

and newswire texts. News articles tend to be written with the most important information first.

In addition, there are likely to be more proper nouns and fewer references in the early part of the
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text. We realized in hindsight that the sentence is perhaps too small a unit for matching question

words and extracting answers. Since we don't currently have any automatic anaphor or ellipsis

resolution technology, it would probably be better to analyze longer passages.

2.4 Proper Noun Tagging

ThingFinder is a proper name tagger developed at Xerox by Frangois Trouilleux. It identifies nine

different types of proper names, five of which correspond to semantic classes used by our question

answering system: person names <Person>, location names = <Place>, date expressions =
<Time>, monetary expressions — <Money>, and other proper names = <Name>. The other

four, not currently used by our question answering system, are: percentages, organization names,

events, and legal citations (contracts, treaties, etc.). Trouilleux [2] provides a detailed report on

the architecture and specifications of ThingFinder.

The remaining question types: <Number> and < Quantity> are extracted based on regular

expressions applied to sequences of part of speech tags. The <Number> tag is simply a number,

and can have a secondary argument which identifies the item being enumerated. A < Quantity> is

a number followed by a one or more words giving the unit of measure. For example, the question

How many people . . . ?, wiU be parsed to the pair (<Number>, people). A <Quantity> describes

a distance, length, volume, etc, where the exact unit of measurement is not specified. The <Name>
type matches any proper name or unknown word (i.e. a word which does not appear in our lexicon).

The question types <How>, <What>, and <Unknown > are used for incomplete question

parses. Depending on the secondary arguments, acceptable answers wiU include noun phrases, verb

phrases, and/or unknown words. Sentences are analyzed by ThingFinder in decreasing order of

their score. Only sentences with elements which match the question type are retrained. All other

sentences are filtered out. This process continues until five matching sentences have been found or

the ranked list of sentences has been exhausted.

2.5 Answer Extraction

The Q&A track has two participation categories: under 50 bytes (= characters) and under 250

bytes. Xerox participated in both categories and defined a unique answer extraction routine for

each category. The default presentation for the 50 byte category is the proper noun or character

string which was tagged to match the question type. If more than one string was found in a given

sentence, the strings are concatenated to create a multi-part answer. If the concatenated string

is longer than 50 bytes, the answers are split up again, and some may be passed on to the next

lower rank position. Sentences are processed from the top until a set of 5 answer strings has been

generated. Sometimes this requires less than five sentences if one sentence contains a lot of possible

answers.

For example, for (Q3): What does the Peugot company manufacture?^ the second ranked sen-

tence was:

Mr Longuet said Peugeot 's decision to stop manufacturing bodies for its 504 utility

vehicle from the end of November left the fate of the company in Renault's hands.

(FT934-4706)

The question was parsed to (Peugot company, manufacture, <What>). In this case <What>
matches any proper noun or noun phrase, so the system produces the following set of possible

answers:

Mr Longuet, decision, bodies, 504 utility vehicle, end, November, fate, Renault, hands
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The terms Peugot and company are removed from the hst because they are part of the question.

Clearly the concatenation of these strings is longer than 50 bytes, so the answer needs to be pruned.

In such cases, priority is given to proper nouns and multi-word noun phrases, leading to a final

answer of:

Mr Longuet/504 utility vehicle/November/Renault

Given more time, we would have filtering out proper nouns with tags which are less likely to match

the question type. In this way, we might have eliminated Mr Longuet diS a <Person> and November

as a unit of <Time>.

We eventually plan to link answer selection to a robust parse of the target language sentence,

in order to reduce the set of possible answers. We could then search for sentences with the relation

SUBJ(Peugot company, manufacture) and extract <X> from a relation DOBJ(manufacture, <X>).
Parsing might not always find the exact response (likely answer here: bodies), but it would narrow

search region so that the correct response would fall in the 50-byte window. Alternatively, we

could rank answers according to their proximity to the question terms. A 50-byte answer window

is sufficiently generous that parsing may not perform better than more approximate methods.

However, parsing alone is unlikely to provide sufficient recall to substantially improve the system.

The system will also need to be capable of recognizing noun phrase variants and semantically related

verbs. For this example, the response 504 utility vehicle is correct, though perhaps too specific for

the question being asked.

We recognize that squeezing multiple answers into the same text string violates the spirit of the

Q&A track, since the goal is to find the single right answer to the question. However, we would like

to point out that while the system often lacks the world knowledge to make the correct decision, the

same task can be easy for the person who asked the question. A human reader would immediately

recognize that 504 utility vehicle is the only plausible correct answer in the above example. To

give another example, consider question (Q25): Who was the lead actress in the movie "Sleepless

in Seattle"?. The first answer returned by our system is:

Tom Hanks/Meg Ryan/John Grisham (FT933-16459)

An English native speaker knows that Meg Ryan is the only female name in the list, and thus the

only possible correct response. The assessors confirmed this supposition by marking this answer

correct. The alternative solution, coding substantial semantic knowledge into the system, is a

very expensive proposition. However, we do hope to gather some semantic information for future

versions of the system, using resources such as WordNet or thesauri automatically generated from

the corpus.

We made the decision to return multiple responses in a single text string without much knowl-

edge of the assessment process. The assessors were given the following instructions (excerpt-^):

• If the answer string contains the answer plus misc. other stulT, judge YES.

• If the answer string contains the answer plus other text that interferes with recognizing the

answer, probably judge NO.

This means that the assessors had a lot of flexiblility in judging multiple responses. We believe

these instructions are an appropriate and reasonable simulation of user reactions. A partial analysis

of the results suggests that we did not benefit from our decision to return multiple answers. In

fact, it probably hurt our performance. We only returned multiple answers when they were in the

^TREC-8 Question Answering Track Evaluation - presentation by Ellen Voorhess at the TREC-8 Conference
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same sentence. As mentioned previously, the 50-byte limit is sufficiently generous that we would

probably have been better off simply picking the most appropriate sub-string from the sentence.

For the 250 byte category, the default presentation is the sentence containing an answer which

matches the question type. If the sentence is too long, it must be truncated. The simplest way to

do this is to present a 250 byte text string centered on the answer. However, it is quite possible that

important context could be lost in this fashion. In addition, since many sentences contained more
than one possible correct answer, it was often impossible to find a single consecutive 250-character

string which contained all the answers. We chose instead to summarize the sentence by successively

deleting the least important words. Words were ranked from least to most important as follows:

(1) All function words

(2) Adverbs, adjectives, verbs, common nouns (< 5 characters)

(3) Adverbs, adjectives, verbs, common nouns (> 5 characters)

(4) Multi-word noun phrases and proper nouns

(5) Distance from "answers"

Fortunately, the system rarely had to procede further than item (2) in this priority list.

For example, for question (Q116): Which team won the Super Bowl in 1968?, the system

returned:

With Namath as their leader, the AFL's 1968 New York Jets went into Super Bowl III as

an 18-point underdog and won, 16-7, against the NFL champion Baltimore Colts, who,

13-1 that season, had romped past such NFL powers as the Chicago Bears, Vikings,

49ers, Giants and Rams. (LA071790-0057)

which becomes:

Namath _ _ leader _ _ AFL's _ New York Jets _ _ Super Bowl III _ _ 18-point underdog

16-7, against _ NFL champion Baltimore Colts season _ _ romped _ _ NFL
powers _ _ Chicago Bears _ Vikings _ 49ers _ Giants _ Rams

This approach allowed us to keep all the possible correct responses in the answer string in a relatively

readable format. However, we did delete two important words {1968 and won) because they had

fewer than five characters. Oops! In hindsight, we realized that the sentence summary algorithm

should also retain aU words which are part of the question. Our assumption throughout is that

users of the system will always have the option to view the corresponding fuU text with the selected

answer highhghted. Therefore, the Q&A system should try to maximize the probability that the

answer appears in the summary, rather than trying to maximize the chance that the user can verify

that the answer is correct simply by looking at the summary.

3 TREC-8 Results and Failure Analysis

Xerox submitted one run in the 50-byte category and one run in the 250-byte category. The results

are presented in Table 2. The columns of the table are: average reciprocal rank (1/rank if answer

in top 5, 0 otherwise), number/percent of questions with a correct response in the top 5, and the

average rank of the Xerox system compared to aU other participants (based on average reciprocal

rank). In other words, Xerox's 50-byte run averaged between 8th and 9th place out of a total of 20
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Category

50-byte

250-byte

Avg. 1/Rank #/% Correct Avg. Rank

0.317 89 / 45% 8.43 / 20

0.453 117 / 59% 9.96 / 25

Table 2: Xerox TREC-8 Q&A Track results summary

runs. Our system is managing to answer about half the questions correctly, a result which puts us

slightly above average relative to the other TREC-8 Q&A track participants.

Table 3 breaks down the results by question type. Who and what - location questions are easiest

overall, although Xerox also does well on where and what - name questions. Not surprisingly, what

- location questions are much easier than where questions because the type of location is specified.

However, Xerox does about the same on both categories, because the version of ThingFinder used

in these experiments has only one tag for location. In other words, it doesn't distinguish between

cities and countries. We have surprising success with what - name questions relative to the other

participants. We attribute this to the fact that no such questions appear in the training set.

Due to lack of time, we ignored the training set of questions entirely. While this strategy is not

recommended in general, it may have inadvertently helped us write a more general question parser.

This may explain our relative success with the what - money and other questions as well.

Question Num XRCE AU Systems

Type Q's #c %C ARR #c %C ARR
who 48 23 0.48 0.35 18 .0 0.38 0.29

where 21 12 0.57 0.40 7 1 0.34 0.23

when 18 7 0.39 0.31 5 6 0.31 0.21

how - number 19 7 0.37 0.37 6 3 0.33 0.26

how - measure 8 2 0.25 0.07 2 0 0.24 0.16

how - money 4 1 0.25 0.25 0 8 0.21 0.18

what - person 8 3 0.38 0.31 2 2 0.28 0.23

what - time 5 2 0.40 0.20 1 4 0.28 0.21

what - location 16 9 0.56 0.47 7 5 0.47 0.34

what - number 2 0 0.00 0.00 0 3 0.15 0.13

what - money 2 2 1.00 0.50 0 6 0.28 0.19

what - name 13 8 0.62 0.41 4 0 0.31 0.23

what (is) X 23 7 0.30 0.18 5 7 0.25 0.18

other 11 4 0.36 0.16 2 2 0.20 0.14

Total 198 87 0.44 0.32 63 8 0.32 0.24

Table 3: Xerox TREC-8 Q&A Track: question breakdown

We performed a failure analysis on the first 100 questions to learn how the system could be

improved, focusing on the 50-byte task. This process consisted of reading the question, the top-

ranked sentences, the answers returned by our system, and the correct answers. Based on this

information, we tried to determine how our system could be improved or what new technologies

would be needed to answer the question correctly. The results of the failure analysis wiU help us

prioritize future improvements to the system. Table 4 summarizes the results for the 64 questions

for which the system could give a better answer.

The most frequent problem was with our sentence ranking algorithm, with the usual result

being that none of the top-ranked sentences contained a correct answer. Our sentence scoring

I
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Problem /solution freq. Problem/solution freq.

sentence ranking ii tokenization/normalization
r
0

coreference iU question word overlap
A
4

sentence parsing 9 semantic information 3

TTl n!'t'Tr\lO !:iTlC TX70T*Clii UilljJiC ctilo Wcl D q L,\JlLvzL.l cHloWcl 9

no rlpar solntion 8 nnpstioTi nar^iTi P" 1

proper noun tagger 6

Table 4: Failure analysis of first 100 questions

algorithm assigns proper nouns a high weight and verbs a low weight. While verbs are often less

important than nouns in information retrieval, this is much less true in question answering, so the

latter decision turned out to be a mistake. A verb match is often a strong indicator of relevance.

Other than that, it is often difficult to tell what went wrong. In some cases, it may be that the IR

system did not return the necessary documents in its top 200. We did not test this possibility.

Another frequent problem is references. For example, for the question (Q34): Where is the

actress, Marion Davies, buried?, the following passage contains the answer:

Actress Marion Davies, mistress of William Randolph Hearst, has been dead for almost

30 years, but someone remembers. Earlier this week, a fan left a red rose on her

mausoleum in Hollywood Memorial Park.

The system would have had a much better chance of finding the answer if it knew that her refers to

Marion Davies. Of course, extending the passage length of the answer to 2-3 sentences represents

a cheaper solution to this problem. This is an interesting issue to explore in future experiments.

For nine questions, the system could probably find the correct answer with an accurate parse

of the answer sentence. For example:

The price collapse has been particularly painful to Grenada for which nutmeg is the

main commodity export.

The main commodity export of Grenada is nutmeg not price collapse, as we unfortunately suggested^.

This does not necessarily mean that our robust parser would always find the correct solution. Many
TREC-8 participants approximate parsing with a proximity model, and this might well be equally

effective. In addition, there were nine questions where the system returned multiple answers, in-

cluding the correct one, but received no credit from the judges. A good parser would have found

the single correct answer in most of these cases. The issue of sentence analysis has an impact on

18 questions in the first 100, making it the single most important issue to address in future work

on the system.

There are eight questions which are sufficiently difficult that it is unclear how we could answer

them correctly given the current hmitations of the technology. There are six questions where our

proper name tagger either made an error or does not have a sufficiently detailed tagset to find

the correct anaswer. There are five questions where we had problems with word tokenization or

normalization (stemming). For example, we find no overlap between Winter Olympics and Olympic

Games, because Olympics is not lemmatized in the former case.

The system failed on four questions because of an implementation error. We made the obvious

decision to ignore proper names and common nouns in the answer which also appear in the ques-

tion. However, this was implemented in such a way that we also ignored answers which partially

'if the system had a thesaurus which identified nutmeg as a commodity, it could find the correct answer without

parsing.
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overlapped question words. This means that for question (Q51): Who is the president of Stanford

University?, we filtered out Stanford University President Donald Kennedy. It is a not necessarily

trivial to implement this correctly, because many proper noun variants which overlap the question

should be filtered out. For example, if the question had been, Who is the president of Stanford?,

the phrase, the Stanford University President, would not be a correct response. Most likely, one

would want to accept responses where the question words serve as modifiers and not as the head

noun.

There are three questions where the system needed semantic information to find the correct

response. For example, for question (Q85): Which former Ku Klux Klan member won an elected

office in the U.S.?, it helps a lot to know that a Ku Klux Klan member is a person. For two

questions, we disagreed with the assessment, and there was one case where we need to improve the

question parser. Looking at the results as a whole, it is clear that there is stiU a lot of work to do,

which comes as no surprise.

4 Commentary

From the previous section, we can conclude that our system would benefit from having a lot more
NLP technology. This will be our focus in the immediate future. It remains to be seen whether

NLP techniques such as parsing and coreference analysis can be approximated by simpler, more

efficient heuristics for the Q&A task. In general, we need to establish an optimized answer scoring

function which weighs the plausibility of each answer by drawing on many different sources of

information. We did not have time to do this for TREC-8, and it is unclear whether the training

set of questions we were given was large enough to do this effectively anyway. With the 198 new

questions provided in TREC-8, it should definitely be possible to train a good answer ranking

function for TREC-9. Many TREC-8 participants have already developed large, complex scoring

functions. Our current unweighted scoring model is clearly insufficient, since it does not try to

measure the relative correctness of each of many possible answers within the same sentence.

At first glance, it is somewhat astonishing that all TREC-8 Q&A track participants use pretty

much the same techniques. This has almost never been the case in the past for a first-year track.

This means that there is a strong degree of consensus as to how the TREC Q&A task should be

addressed given the current technology. However, we must recognize that the TREC task is a

corpus-based information extraction problem, which is only a special subtask of the more general

question answering problem. In this context, traditional AI solutions which rely on large knowledge

bases are much less appropriate. It is interesting to ask how such systems would perform on the

TREC-8 task. The answer is most likely, quite badly. This is not necessarily a problem with their

technology. Rather, the knowledge bases of these systems are not constructed to answer ques-

tions appropriate to the time period covered by the TREC corpus. As TREC consists primarily

of news articies, much of the information has a short lifespan. In addition, most questions were

constructed directly from the documents, giving corpus-based extraction techniques a huge advan-

tage. In general, our perspective is that corpus-based and knowledge-based techniques are highly

complementary. The former techniques are recaU-oriented and the latter techniques are precision-

oriented. Future open-domain Q&A systems will need to incorporate both kinds of technology in

order to be successful. We can already see this pattern emerging in the evolving market for Web
search engine and directory service technology.
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TREC-8 Results

APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the evaluation results for the TREC-8 runs. The initial pages list each

of the runs (identified by the run tags) that were included in the different tasks/tracks. Associated

with each tag is the organization that produced the run and additional information such as whether

the queries were produced manually or automatically as appropriate. Following the run list is a

description of the evaluation measures used for the main tasks and many of the tracks. When
a track uses different measures, the evaluation measures are described in the track report. The

remainder of the appendix contains the evaluation results themselves, in the order given in the run

list.
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ADHOC RUNS
Query lopic

lag urganiza.iion ivietnou Length
acsys8aln2 A /^C ^ACbys automatic T+D+N
acsysSalo ACbys automatic m 1 T~\ I TVTT+D+N
acsys8alo2 ACbys automatic m 1 T~\ 1 TVTT+D+N
acsysSamn ACSys automatic T+D

O „acsysoasn ACbys automatic T
att99atc AT&T Labs Research automatic T
attyyatac Ai&i Labs Research automatic 1+D
attyyatde Al&i Labs Kesearch automatic i+D
attyyate Ai&i Laos Kesearcn automatic i

weaver1 Carnegie Mellon University automatic 1 +D+JN
weaver2 Carnegie Mellon University automatic 1 +D
pltoahl City University/Microsoft automatic 1

plt8an2 City U niversity/Microsoit automatic
rp 1 T~\T+D

pltSahS City University/Microsoit automatic m 1 T~\ 1 TVTT+D+N
pit8ah4 City University/Microsoit automatic T
plt8ah5 City University/Microsoft automatic T+D
DmSNbnR Dartmouth College automatic T+D
Dm8TFidf Dartmouth College automatic T+D+N
Dm8Tr bn Dartmouth College automatic

nn
1 7~\ , XTT+D+N

Dm8Nbn Dartmouth College automatic
rTp 1 T*v 1 XT
1 +D+N

iub99ti Fondazione Ugo Bordoni automatic
rp

1 1 TVT
1 +D+JN

fub99a l*ondazione Ugo bordoni automatic
rp 1 T\ 1 ATr+D+N

fub99td tondazione Ugo Bordom automatic T+D
fub99tt

T~l 1 • T T T~* 1 '

l^ondazione Ugo Bordoni automatic
m 1 1 TV TT+D+N

Flab8atan Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. automatic
rp 1 T-\ 1 TVT
1 +D+N

Flab8as Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. automatic
rp

1 TVT+D
Flab8atd2 rujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. automatic

rp 1 T-vT+D
FlabSax tujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. automatic

rp 1 P\ 1 TVT1+D+N
Flab8at

TTV "*x T— TxJ
Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. automatic nn

1

CLi/Rutgers/blUb/ Urlelsmki/ Urenn automatic
rp

, ,
XT

GE8ATDN2 CE/Rutgers/blCb/ UHelsinki/ Urenn automatic
rp

r T^ 1 AT
1 +D+N

GE8ATD3 TT* /T^ X /OT/^O /TTTT 1 ' 1 * /TTT^GE/Rutgers/blCS/UHelsinki/UPenn automatic
rp

1
-pvT+D

ibmg99a IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Chong) automatic T+D
ibmg99b

TT~> A 4" rn T TT J T^ _1_ x / /^l \IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Chong) automatic
rp

1 "PvT+D
ibmg99c IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Chong) automatic m 1 T*\T+D
ibms99a

TT^H X m T TTT j_ T^ T. /"I x /T^ \IBM T.J. Watson Research Center (Franz) automatic
rp 1

"pvT+D
ibms99c IBM T.J. Watson Research Center (Franz) automatic D
ibms99b IBM T.J. Watson Research Center (Franz) automatic T
iit99aul IIT/AAT/NCR automatic T+D
iit99au2 IIT/AAT/NCR automatic T+D
ic99dafb Imperial College automatic T+D
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ADHOC RUNS (Continued)
Query Topic

Tag Organization Method Length
MerSAdtdl IRIT/SIG automatic T+D
Mer8Adtd2 IRIT/SIG automatic T+D
Mer8Adtnd3 IRIT/SIG automatic T+D+N
Mer8Adtd4 IRIT/SIG automatic T+D
apl8c221 Johns Hopkins University automatic T+D+N
apl8n Johns Hopkins University automatic T+D+N
apl8c621 Johns Hopkins University automatic T+D+N
apl8p Johns Hopkins University automatic T+D+N
apl8ctd Johns Hopkins University automatic T+D
kuadhoc Kasetsart University automatic T+D+N
kdd8psl6 KDD R&D Laboratories automatic T+D+N
kddSqeOl KDD R&D Laboratories automatic T+D+N
kdd8shl6 KDD R&D Laboratories automatic T+D
okSamxc Microsoft Research Ltd automatic T+D
ok8asxc Microsoft Research Ltd automatic T
okSalx Microsoft Research Ltd automatic T+D+N
MITSLStdn MIT Laboratory for Computer Science automatic T+D+N
MITSLStd MIT Laboratory for Computer Science automatic T+D
uwmtSaO MuliText Project automatic T
uwmt8al MuliText Project automatic T
uwmt8a2 MuUText Project automatic T+D
nttd8aie NTT DATA Corporation automatic T+D+N
nttd8alx NTT DATA Corporation automatic T+D+N
nttdSal NTT DATA Corporation automatic T+D+N
nttdSame NTT DATA Corporation automatic T+D
nttd8am NTT DATA Corporation automatic T+D
pir9Attd Queens College, CUNY automatic T+D
pirQAatd Queens College, CUNY automatic T+D+N
pir9AtdO Queens College, CUNY automatic T+D
pir9Aal Queens College, CUNY automatic T+D+N
pir9AtO Queens College, CUNY automatic T
ric8tpn RICOH Co., Ltd. automatic T
ricSdpn RICOH Co., Ltd. automatic T+D
ric8dpx RICOH Co., Ltd. automatic T+D
ricSdnx RICOH Co., Ltd. automatic T+D
ricStpx RICOH Co., Ltd. automatic T
mds08a3 RMIT automatic T+D+N
mds08a2 RMIT automatic T+D
mdsOSal RMIT automatic T
mds08a4 RMIT automatic T+D
mds08a5 RMIT automatic T
AntHocl Rutgers University automatic T+D



ADHOC RUNS (Continued)

lag \jrgdiiiz citiiJix j-/6ngin
QoKfi A 1 oaDirv, xicsearcn/ L/Orneii universiiy automatic 1

QaKa A 0 oauixv rvcseaxcn/ v^orneii university automatic L)

CoKO A OdUlXV xXtJocdlCll/ ^Ullltill UinVcloliy dUtUIUdllC

OaUXXv lV"ot/Cll Cil / v-'Ul llt/ll ^JlllVCloltji' dLltLfXlldLlC T-4-D

O/^aJQ Ar\hr\rOCdlOrHimjC OcUUl INcltlUIlcil UUlVclolty dlilUIIldllL

TTRQQ9WuxDyyo vv OtdLc U illVcl Ol tjr Ul INcW lUliV dl OUllcLlU dlltUIlldtlC T-l-D

TTROOT oXaie universixy ox ingw lorK at ouiiclio a.Utunia.tlC 1 i-JJ

X WtJllty v-Zllt; cl U, tU111d1 11> T4-DJ- T^i-'

f r>/-\S/-l'iLiiooao 1 weniywne diitunidtic T-i-'n

1 wentywne dUtUllldtlC T
u niiN III 1 oijg T Tti Tir£iT*oi t £i Mon ri o tillUlllVtJibltc tic iNcULllcLtcl dUtUllldtlL T-J-D-l-N

universitc ac iNeucndtei dutumdiic
nmrlQQQ 1 umvcrhity ui ivicLiyicixiu, v^uiicgc i^a-iit dlltUllldtlL 1 tU
TNOfiOl UlllVclalty <J1 iVl<loocLLllU.oct to dlltUllldtlC T
TNr»fin9 UXllVtJlolty Dl IVlcloo<lCllU.oCtto dLLtUlildtlC

iiNV<^DUO university ui iviciobciLiiiiocttD dUtUllldtlL 1 -\-iJ

ilM 'ki^DU'l UlllVcrolty Ul iVlcLoocLC>llUoctt& dUtUXlldtlC

universiLy oi iMorin i^droiiiid ^^iNcWDy^ o T 1 4"/""vm o 4" 1duxomaiic T-i-H

isaSO uinversiLy oi iNortn ^w^droiind, ^^iNewoyj on 4" o 4" 1duxomdiic 1

univerbity oi iNortii ^d,roiiii<i ^iNcwuy^ on r i^'nrt o 4" i /"*dutunidtIC T
ISdOUl UXllVclolty Ul INUltll V^'dlUllllcL ^xNcWUy^ on 4"<^nn o 4* idUtUllldtlC TX

UniVtJIolty Ul i^Ultll V^cUUlllla. ^Idllg^ Qn 4"/^m o 4" 1 r*dutunidtic T-l-D-l-NX ^xJ^L>

uxiivcioity Ul iNuitn v^diuiiiia'
\^
ictugy Q 11 £> 1

1

dlitUllldtlC X ^X-/^iN

univcioity Ul iNuitn v^diuiiiict
^
idiig^ d Li tUllldtIC T4-DX T^X^

1
i umveroity ui iNurtii xcxdo o 1 1 4"/""knn o 4" 1dUtUXXldtlC X-/

dUrialill uuivcioity Ul oLiiicy d litUllldtic X T^X-'T^iN

suriaiiiz universiiy oi ourrey on 4" o 4" 1 *^dUtUllldtlC T-l-DX -TlJ

uiiivcioiiy Ui ouiicy d LitUllldtic X T^XJ

UT810 University of Twente automatic T+D
UT800 University of Twente automatic T+D
UT803 University of Twente automatic T+D
UT803b University of Twente . automatic T+D
UT813 University of Twente automatic T+D
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ADHOC RUNS (Continued)
Query

Tag Organization Method
cirtrc82 Center for Information Research, Riissia manual

CL99XT CLARITECH Corporation manual

CL99SD CLARITECH Corporation manual

CL99SDoptl CLARITECH Corporation manual

CL99SDopt2 CLARITECH Corporation manual

CL99XTopt CLARITECH Corporation manual

8manexT3DlN0 GE/Rutgers/SICS/UHelsinki/UPenn manual

GE8MTD2 GE/Rutgers/SICS/UHelsinki/UPenn manual '

iit99mal IIT/AAT/NCR manual

READWARE2 Management Information Technologies, Inc. manual

READWARE Management Information Technologies, Inc. manual

orcl99man Oracle manual

discol Rutgers University manual
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CROSS-LANGUAGE TRACK
Topic Run

Tag Organization Language Type
CLARITdmwf CLARITECH Corporation english automatic, T+D+N
CLARITrmwfl CLARITECH Corporation english automatic, T+D+N
CLARITrmwf2 CLARITECH Corporation english automatic, T+D+N
CLARITrmwf3 CLARITECH Corporation english automatic, T+D+N
EIT99mta Eurospider Information Technology german automatic, T+D+N
EIT99sal Eurospider Information Technology german automatic, T+D
EIT99sta Eurospider Information Technology german automatic, T+D+N
ibmclSea IBM T.J. Watson (Pranz) english automatic, T+D+N
ibmclSec IBM T.J. Watson (Pranz) english automatic, T+D+N
ibmcISfa IBM T.J. Watson (Franz) french automatic, T+D+N
ibmclSfc IBM T.J. Watson (Franz) french automatic, T+D+N
Mer8Can2x IRIT/SIG english automatic, T+D+N
Mer8Can2xO IRIT/SIG english automatic, T+D+N
Mer8Cfr2x IRIT/SIG french automatic, T+D+N
apbcU Johns Hopkins University english automatic, T+D+N
apbcl2 Johns Hopkins University english automatic, T+D+N
apbcl3 Johns Hopkins University english automatic, T+D+N
apbcl4 Johns Hopkins University english automatic, T+D+N
nmsuil New Mexico State University english manual, T+D
tnoSdis TwentyOne english automatic, T+D+N
tnoSdpx TwentyOne english automatic, T+D+N
tnoBgr TwentyOne english automatic, T+D+N
umd99bl Univ of Maryland, College Park english automatic, T+D+N
umd99b2 Univ of Maryland, College Park english automatic, T+D+N
umd99b3 Univ of Maryland, College Park english automatic, T+D+N
umd99cl Univ of Maryland, College Park english automatic, T
umd99c2 Univ of Maryland, College Park english automatic, T
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CROSS-LANGUAGE TRACK - Alternate Tasks
Tag Organization Task
sleI2Efl Sharp Laboratories Italian topics against English docs

sleI2Etdl Sharp Laboratories Italian topics against English docs

sleI2Etl Sharp Laboratories Italian topics against English docs

TW8F2E TextWise, Inc. French topics against English docs

TW8E2F TextWise, Inc. English topics against French docs

tnoSmx TwentyOne Merged monolingual run

RaliWebE2EF Universite de Montreal English topics against English, French docs

RaliWebF2EF Universite de Montreal French topics against English, French docs

RaliHanE2EF Universite de Montreal English topics against English, French docs

RaliHanF2EF Universite de Montreal French topics against English, French docs
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CROSS-LANGUAGE TRACK - GIRT

Topic

Tag Organization Language Run Type
EIT99geg Eurospider Information Technology English automatic

EIT99gfg Eurospider Information Technology French automatic

EIT99gmt Eurospider Information Technology French automatic

BKCLGROl University of California, Berkeley English automatic

BKCLGR02 University of California, Berkeley English automatic

BKCLGR03 University of California, Berkeley English automatic

BKCLGR04 University of California, Berkeley English automatic

BKCLGR05 University of California, Berkeley English automatic
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FILTERING TRACK
rtun Opt

lag « f~rn 1 r7 O^ i /~v\^rgdiiiZct.iion lype Me.
pltoii City University/Microsoft batch T T?1

pltotz City University/Microsoft oaten T X?t

pltorl City University/Microsoft routing

pltorz City University/Microsoft routing

OLyybiLi L/LAKI i ri;Uil Corporation oaten T T?1Lr 1

ULiAru. i JiL/ri L/Orporation batch Lr z

uLyyaiLiia ULiAru. 1 H/Uii corporation adaptive T T?1Lr 1

r^J QQo-fT 1 v>KjLiifySitLiLD CLiAru. ± H/Cxi ^^orporaiion adaptive Lr i

OT QQofT 1 r- i^IjAivi 1 Cj^n iw^orporaLion aaapiive Lr i

nnr,-fT 1 ^L-LiyyaiL/ia CLAru. 1 HiL-ii corporation adaptive Lr i

OLyyaiLz CLAxli 1 HiCri corporation adaptive T TT'OLr z

ULyyaiJN i CLAKi i EjCn Corporation adaptive JNr i

dsoyyrtl DSO National Laboratories, Singapore routing

dsoyyrtz DSO National Laboratories, Singapore routing

intormatique-CUC routing

kadoiUUl KUU KczU Laboratories adaptive T T?1Lr 1

KdaoiUUz IS.UU ixSzu L/aDoratories adaptive T T?1Lr 1

KddoiUUo j\UjJ sx&cL) L/aDoratories adaptive T T71Lr i

olrSfl 1 9 iviicroooit rvcbtJcircxi xjIiU aClciptlVC ijr 1

OltOIOl i iVilL/rUoOil XVcotJcLH-il J-ilU. diQcljJll VtJ T PI

OKoIOiZ iVllLrUbUll XvcotJclICll IjIU. ijr 1

OKoIl^Z iviicrosoit rtesearcn jjtu T P9ijr z

/-ilrQ-P909OKOIZZZ iViicrosoit itesearcn Lita aaaptive T 179L/r z

OKoioZl Microsort xiesearcn Liiq aaaptive T T?9L/r z

piryLir i Ciiiaa-na Pz-wllarr/a PTTMVlo^ueens college, cuin i aaaptive L/r i

piryL/r ia C\ttaa-r,c; (~*r-.'\^arTa PTTMVv^ueens college, cuin i adaptive T PIL/r i

piryLir z r^iiQQno ^^^^^arra PTTTvrv•queens college, cuin i adaptive T TP9Lr z

piryLir za OiiQQTio P/->ll£irr/i PTTISIVVi^ueens college, cuin i aaaptive T TP9L/r z

pircyjjr i Oi-iQQTio P/->ll£>rrQ PTTMVv^ueens college, cuin i batch L/r i

pircyjjr z OiiQQi-io P/^llofTQ PTTTVrVVi^ueens college, cuin i batch Lr z

pircyrti nilOQTlO PrillofTQ PTTMVVc^ueens college, cuin i routing

pircyrtz Vc^ueens college, cuin i routing T 179Lr z

Antoatcni Rutgers University batch-adaptive T 171Lr i

AntAdaptivel Rutgers University adaptive T T?^Lr i

MerorJaLr 1
TTJTrp /CTOIRli/blC batch T T71Lr i

MeroiDaLr z TDTT' /OTPIrtli /blC batch T 179Lr Z

MerSBaNFl IRIT/SIG batch NFl
MerSRl IRIT/SIG routing LFl

Mer8R2 IRIT/SIG routing LFl

ScaiSFt Seoul National University batch LFl

uttnoSlfl TwentyOne adaptive LFl

uttnoSlflf TwentyOne adaptive LFl

I
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FILTERING TRACK
Run Optimization

Tag Organization Type Measure
uttnoSlflp TwentyOne adaptive LF2

uttno81f2 TwentyOne adaptive LF2

uttno81f2f TwentyOne adaptive LF2

uttno81f2p TwentyOne adaptive LF2

IOWAF992 University of Iowa adaptive LFl

IOWAF993 University of Iowa adaptive LFl

IOWAF991 University of Iowa adaptive LF2

INQ610 University of Massachusetts adaptive LFl

INQ613 University of Massachusetts adaptive LFl

INQ611 University of Massachusetts adaptive LF2

INQ612 University of Massachusetts adaptive LF2

umrlsi University of Maryland, College Park routing

umrqz University of Maryland, College Park routing
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INTERACTIVE TRACK
Tag Organization

nmsui New Mexico State University

ohsui Oregon Health Sciences University

rmiti RMIT
ruti Rutgers University

berki University of California, Berkeley

unci University of North Carolina (Yang)

shefi The University of Sheffield, UK
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QUESTION ANSWERING TRACK
Maximum

Tag Organization Answer Length
attqaSOe AT&T Labs Research 50

attqa250e AT&T Labs Research 250

attqaoOp AT&T Labs Research 50

attqa250p AT&T Labs Research 250

clryys CL Research 250

textract9908 Cymfony Inc. 50

GeFenn GE/Rutgers/SICS/UHelsinki/UPenn 250

CKDBAbbOoO GE/Rutgers/SICS/UHelsinki/UPenn 50

CKDBAbJjjZoO GE/Rutgers/SICS/UHelsinki/UPenn 250

IBMDR995 IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Chong) 50

IBMDR992 IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Chong) 250

IBMVS995 IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Chong) 50

IBMVb992 IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (Chong) 250
T • 'TLimsiLC LIMSI-CNRS 250

MTR990oO MITRE 50

MTR99250 MITRE 250

uwmtSqal MuliText Project 250
MT'TTnnJNiUy9 National Taiwan University 250
/~i'D Ten New Mexico State University 50

CRL250 New Mexico State University 250

nttdSqll NTT DATA Corporation 250

nttd8ql4 NTT DATA Corporation 250

nttdSqsl NTT DATA Corporation 50

nttd8qs2 NTT DATA Corporation 50

mdsUoql RMIT 250
C„„:o/^„ AocaioC4nA Seoul National University 250

bMUJNLFl Southern Methodist University 50
C A /TT TTVTT r>0bMUMLrz Southern Methodist University 250
T TT „ A 1UlowaC^Al University of Iowa 250
TTT /~\ A f\UIowaQA2 University of Iowa 250

UIowaQA3 University of Iowa 50

UIowaQA4 University of Iowa 50

umdqa University of Maryland, College Park 50

INQ634 University of Massachusetts 50

INQ635 University of Massachusetts 250

INQ638 University of Massachusetts 50
T"NT 0/\INQ639 University of Massachusetts 250
TT/^ ITVTT^UOandNRC University of Ottawa 250
TT/^ lXTT%/^P'i~vUOandNRC50 University of Ottawa 50

shefattSO The University of Sheffield, UK 50

shefatt250 The University of Sheffield, UK 250

shefinqSO The University of Sheffield, UK 50

shefinq250 The University of Sheffield, UK 250

xeroxQASIC Xerox Research Centre Europe 250

xeroxQA8sC Xerox Research Centre Europe 50
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SPOKEN DATA RECOGNITION TRACK
T J n 0*1 1 p'P "Roi 1nH 51 T^vA-3 Xj LXXJ-VXCLX V

Tae Organization Model C^onHif.innVw/ XxVX X \J l \JXX

att-bl AT&T Labs Researcli rollinP' KnownXVXXl^W XX

att-cr-cmiis 1 AT&T Labs Research rolling knownXVXXWW XX

att-cr-cuhtks 1 AT&T Labs Research rolling IcnownXVXXV/W XX

att-cr-cuhtkslpl AT&T Labs Research rolling known
att-cr-limsis 1 AT&T Labs Research rolling knownXVXXV/ f * XX

att-rr-shpfs 1 AT&T Labs Research rolling Icnown

att-rl AT&T Labs Research rolling IcnownXVXXW VV XX

att-sl AT&T Labs Research rolling IcnownXVXXVi/W XX

att-s2 AT&T Labs Research rolling known

cuhtk-bl Cambridge University fixed known
cuhtk-blu Cambridge University fixed unknown
cuhtk-cr-att-sl Cambridge University fixed known
cuhtk-cr-b2 Cambridge University fixed known
cuhtk-cr-cmu-s 1 Cambridge University fixed known
cuhtk-cr-lirosi-s 1 Cambridge University fixed known

cuh.tk-cr-shef-s 1 Cambridge University fixed known
cuhtk-cru-limsi-s 1 Cambridge University fixed unknown

ciihtk-cru-iiist-b2 Cambridge University rolling unknown
cuhtk-cru-shef-s 1 Cambridge University fixed unknown
cuhtk-rl Cambridge University fixed known

cuhtk-sl Cambridge University fixed known
cuhtk-slpl Cambridge University fixed known
ruhtk-slDlu Cambridge University fixed unknown
nihtk-s1

u

Cambridge Universitv fixed unknown
rrnn-hl Carripcip MpllnTi TInivprsitv rolling knownXVXXVW XX

cmii-rl Carnppip Mpllon TInivprsitv rolling knownXkXXV/ TT XX

cxxiu. ox (^arnpcip M^plloTi TInivprsitv\yOiX. xxC/gx^ xvxc/Xxv^xx \j xxx v c^x oxv v rolling Icnownrvxxww XX

CJarTipP'ip A/Tpllnn TInivprsitvVyOLXXX^ELX^ IVX^XX^XX WXXXV^XOXvY rolling IcnownXVXXVi/W XX

IBM T J Watson (^Franz) fixed knownJCkXXVy TV XX

ihrns-rl IBM T J Watson fPranz) fixed known
limsi-bl LIMSI-CNRS fixed known
Iinisi-b2 LIMSI-CNRS rolling known
limsi-rr-att 1 LIMSI-CNRS fixed known
limsi-rr-rTnn 1 LIMSI-CNRS fixed knownX»XXV^ » » XX

1 1 Tn Qi-Pr-Pn Vif It 1llXXLoi^l L'U.ULJVX LIMSI-CNRSXJxXVXC/X V^i.lX\/kJ fixed known

iinisi-cr-sfl.eii Ijli.Vloi-v-'iN sXO

limsi-rl LIMSI-CNRS fixed known

limsi-s 1 LIMSI-CNRS fixed known

mds08-bl RMIT fixed known

mds08-rl RMIT fixed known

cedar-bl State Univ of NY at Biiffalo fixed known

cedar-rl State Univ of NY at Buffalo fixed known
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SPOKEN DATA RECOGNITION TRACK
Language Boundsiry

Tag Organization Model Condition
tno8b-bl-limsi TwentyOne fixed known
tno8b-blu-limsi TwentyOne fixed unknown
tnoSb-rl-limsi TwentyOne fixed known

tno8b-sl-limsi TwentyOne fixed known

tno8b-slu-limsi TwentyOne fixed unknown

umass-bl University of Massachusetts fixed known

umcLSS-rl University of Massachusetts fixed known

shef-bl Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-blu Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed unknown

shef-cr-att-sl ShefBeld/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-cr-cmu-sl Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-cr-cuhtk-sl Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-cr-cuhtk-slpl Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-cr-limsi-sl Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-cr-nist-b2 Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-cru-cuhtk-slplu Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed unknown

shef-cru-cuhtk-slu Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed unknown

shef-cru-limsi-slu Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed unknown

shef-cru-nist-b2u Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed imknown

shef-rl Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-sl Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed known

shef-slu Sheffield/Cambridge/SoftSound/ICSI fixed unknown
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SMALL WEB TRACK
Run

Tae Orffanization Tvne
acsysSwni ACSys mntpnt.-onlV

acsysSwinp ACSys content-link

acsysSwmq ACSys content-link

acsysSwmr ACSys content-link

att99wtdc AT&T Labs Research content-only

att99wtde AT&T Labs Research content-onlvV^V^XXUV^XXU V^XXX J

CL99WebH CLARITECH Corporation content-onlv

CL99WebM CLARITECH Corporation content-only

DCU99C01 Dublin City University content-only

DCU99L01 Dublin City University content-link

DCU99L02 Dublin City University content-link

FlabSwtdN Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. content-only

FlabSwtdnN Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. content-only

iit99wtl IIT/AAT/NCR content-only

iit99wt2 IIT/AAT/NCR content-link

iit99wt3 IIT/AAT/NCR content-link

MerSWcil IRIT/SIG content-link

Mer8Wci2 IRIT/SIG content-link

MerSWciS IRIT/SIG content-link

MerSWctd IRIT/SIG content-only

okSwmx Microsoft Research Ltd content-only

uwintSwO MuliText Project content-only

hiol Oslo College content-only

hio2 Oslo College content-link

hio3 Oslo College content-link

hio4 Oslo College content-link

mdsOSwl RMIT content-only

mds08w2 RMIT content-link

mdsORw/lXX l.KA.iDW \J VV tj RMIT content-link\^ \_/XX U XX U XXXXXk,

disro2VXX \a/VdT Arf Rutsrers TlniversitvX Kr IX U VfX Ij \_/ XXX V V/X IJX V J
content-only

disro3\^xu \y Rutffers TlniversitvX V \jL UE^V/X tJ \^ XXX V tJX U T content-link

ScaiSWebl Seoul National University content-only

Scai8Web2 Seoul National University content-link

UniNEWCt Universite de Neuchatel content-only

UniNEW2Ct Universite de Neuchatel content-only

UniNEWLink Universite de Neuchatel content-link

UniNEW2Link Universite de Neuchatel content-link

uiowawebl University of Iowa content-only

uiowaweb2 University of Iowa content-link

INQ620 University of Massachusetts content-only

isw25 University of North Carolina (N(3wby) content-only

isw25t University of North Carolina (Newby) content-only

isw50 University of North Carolina (Newby) content-only

isw50t University of North Carolina (Newby) content-only
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LARGE WEB TRACK
FULL COLLECTION RUNS

Run Collection

Tag Organization Type Size

acsysSlwO ACSys content-only 100 gB
acsys81wO_prl ACSys content-link 100 gB
acsys81wO_prlO ACSys content-link 100 gB
att99vlci AT&T Labs Research content-only 100 gB
att99vlcm AT&T Labs Research content-only 100 gB
flSwlnsb Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. content-only 100 gB
flSwlnsr Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. content-only 100 gB
flSwlsb Fujitsu Laboratories. Ltd. content-only 100 gB
okSvl Microsoft Research Ltd content-only 100 gB
ok8v2 Microsoft Research Ltd content-only 100 gB
LllbO W t J.

lV/Tirm<5nft' l-fptiparrVi T,tH /("lifvTT on fPn f-rin 1 \7\^<J J-l tCU t (J111

V

uwmtSlwO MuliText Project (UWaterloo) content-only 100 gB
uwmtSlwl MuHText Project (UWaterloo) content-only 100 gB
uwmt81w2 MuliText Project (UWaterloo) content-only 100 gB
INQ650 University of Massachusetts content-only 100 gB
iswqdl University of North Carolina content-only 100 gB
iswqd2 University of North Carolina content-only 100 gB

SUBSET RUNS
Run Collection

Tag Organization Type Size

plt8wt2 Microsoft Research Ltd/City

U

content-only 10 gB
plt8wt3 Microsoft Research Ltd/City

U

content-only 1 gB

isblb University of North Carolina content-only IgB
isblqd University of North Carolina content-only IgB
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Evaluation Techniques and Measures

Categories

The results following this section are organized according to the task accomplished by the run:

ad hoc or a track task. Some tracks do not use these evaluation tools. However, the evaluation

tools used are described in the results section for the track.

Ad hoc

Retrieval using an "ad hoc" topic such as a researcher might use in a library environment. In

TREC this implies that the input topic ha^ no training material such as relevance judgments to

aid in the construction of the input query. Systems ran TREC topics against all documents from

TREC Disks 4 (except Congressional Record) and 5.

Evaluation Measures

I. Recall

A measure of the ability of a system to present all relevant items.

„ number of relevant items retrieved
recall =

number of relevant items in collection

II. Precision.

A measure of the ability of a system to present only relevant items.

. . number of relevant items retrieved
precision = —

: r—
total number oi items retrieved

Precision and recall are set-based measures. That is, they evaluate the quality of an unordered

set of retrieved documents. To evaluate ranked lists, precision can be plotted against recall after

each retrieved document as shown in the example below. To facilitate computing average perfor-

mance over a set of topics, each with a different number of relevant documents, individual topic

precision values are interpolated to a set of standard recall levels (0 to 1 in increments of .1).

The particular rule used to interpolate precision at standard recall level i is to use the maximum
precision obtained for the topic for any actual recall level greater than or equal to i. Note that

while precision is not defined at a recall of 0.0, this interpolation rule does define an interpolated

value for recall level 0.0. In the example, the actual precision values are plotted with circles (and

connected by a solid line) and the interpolated precision is shown with the dashed line.
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Example: Assume a document collection has 20 documents, foiir of which are relevant

to topic t. Further assume a retrieval system ranks the relevant documents first, second,

fourth, and fifteenth. The exact recall points are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Using the

interpolation rule, the interpolated precision for all standard recall levels up to .5 is 1,

the interpolated precision for recall levels ,6 and .7 is .75, and the interpolated precision

for recall levels .8 or greater is .27.

u
u

l.O-r

0.8-

0.6-

0.4-

0.2-

0.0 —'
1

'
\

'
1

'
1

'

1

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Recall

System Results Description

Each of the following pages contains the evaluation results for one run. A page is comprised of

header (containing the task and organization name), 3 tables, and 2 graphs.

Tables

Tables are generated by trec.eval coiurtesy of Chris Buckley using the SMART methodology.

I. "Summary Statistics" Table

Table 1 is a sample "Summary Statistics" Table
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Table 1: Sample "Summary Statistics" Table.

Summary Statistics

Run CorTAlclt-automatic, title

Number of Topics 50

Total number of documents over all topics

Retrieved: 50000

Relevant: 4674

Rel_ret: 2621

Run
A description of the run. It contains the run tag provided by the participant, and as

applicable, whether queries were constructed manually or automatically, and whether

the title, description, or narrative of the topic was used.

Number of Topics

Number of topics searched in this run (generally 50 topics are run for each task).

Total number of documents over all topics (the number of topics given in B).

i. Retrieved

Number of documents submitted to NIST. This is usually 50,000 (50 topics x 1000

documents), but is less when fewer than 1000 documents are retrieved per topic.

ii. Relevant

Total possible relevant documents within a given task and category.

iii. Rel_ret

Total number of relevant documents returned by a run over all the topics.

II. "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Table 2 is a sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

A. Precision at 11 standard recall levels

The precision averages at 1 1 standard recall levels are used to compare the performance

of different systems and as the input for plotting the recall-precision graph (see below).

Each recall-precision average is computed by summing the interpolated precisions at the

specified recall cutoff value (denoted by X) Px where Pa is the interpolated precision at

recall level A) and then dividing by the number of topics.

NUM

^ A = {0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,... ,1.0}

NUM
• Interpolating recall-precision

Standard recall levels facilitate averaging and plotting retrieval results.
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Table 2: Sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Recall Level Precision Averages

Recall Precision
n finU.UU U.oioy

0.10 0.4517

0.20 0.3938

0.30 0.3243

0.40 0.2715

0.50 0.2224

0.60 0.1642

0.70 0.1342

0.80 0.0904

0.90 0.0472

1.00 0.0031

Average precision over all

relevant docs

non-interpolated 0.2329

B. Average precision over all relevant documents, non-interpolated

This is a single-valued measure that reflects the performance over all relevant documents.

It rewards systems that retrieve relevant documents quickly (highly ranked).

The measure is not an average of the precision at standard recall levels. Rather, it is

the average of the precision value obtained after each relevant document is retrieved.

(When a relevant document is not retrieved at all, its precision is assumed to be 0.)

As an example, consider a query that has four relevant documents which are retrieved

at ranks 1, 2, 4, and 7. The actual precision obtained when each relevant document

is retrieved is 1, 1, 0.75, and 0.57, respectively, the mean of which is 0.83. Thus, the

average precision over all relevant documents for this query is 0.83.

"Document Level Averages" Table

Table 3 is a sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

A. Precision at 9 document cutoff values

The precision computed after a given number of documents have been retrieved reflects

i
the actual measured system performance as a user might see it. Each document precision

average is computed by summing the precisions at the specified document cutoff value

and dividing by the number of topics (50).

B. R-Precision

R-Precision is the precision after R documents have been retrieved, where R is the

number of relevant documents for the topic. It de-emphasizes the exact ranking of the

retrieved relevant documents, which can be particularly useful in TREC where there are

large numbers of relevant documents.

The average R-Precision for a run is computed by taking the mean of the R-Precisions

of the individual topics in the run. For example, assume a run consists of two topics.
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Table 3: Sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

Document Level Averages

Precision

At 5 docs 0.4280

At 10 docs 0.3960

At 15 docs 0.3493

At 20 docs 0.3370

At 30 docs 0.3100

At 100 docs 0.2106

At 200 docs 0.1544

At 500 docs 0.0875

At 1000 docs 0.0524

R— Precision (precision after

R docs retrieved (where R
is the number of relevant

documents))

Exact 0.2564

one with 50 relevant documents and another with 10 relevant documents. If the retrieval

system returns 17 relevant documents in the top 50 documents for the first topic, and 7

relevant documents in the top 10 for the second topic, then the run's R-Precision would

be ^^-^ or 0.52.
2

Graphs

L Recall-Precision Graph

Figure 1 is a sample Recall-Precision Graph.

The Recall-Precision Graph is created using the 11 cutoff values from the Recall Level Pre-

cision Averages. Typically these graphs slope downward from left to right, enforcing the

notion that as more relevant documents are retrieved (recall increases), the more nonrelevant

documents are retrieved (precision decreases).

This graph is the most commonly used method for comparing systems. The plots of different

runs can be superimposed on the same graph to determine which run is superior. Curves

closest to the upper right-hand corner of the graph (where recall and precision are maximized)

indicate the best performance. Comparisons are best made in three different recall ranges: 0

to 0.2, 0.2 to 0.8, and 0.8 to 1. These ranges characterize high precision, middle recall, and

high recall performance, respectively.
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Recall-Precision Curve

1.0 -T

0.8-

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Recall

Figure 1: Sample Recall-Precision Graph.

II. Average Precision Histogram.

Figure 2 is a sample Average Precision Histogram.

The Average Precision Histogram measures the average precision of a run on each topic

against the median average precision of all corresponding runs on that topic. This graph is

intended to give insight into the performance of individual systems and the types of topics

that they handle well.
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Average Precision

1.0 -I

0.5-
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Topic

Figure 2: Sample Average Precision Histogram.
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TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Years 92-94 (Part 1)

Topic A B C D E F G H I J Maximal

351 28 22 28 21 -14 -14 -2 -3 -949 -957 84

352 -7 -9 -7 -7 -5 -5 -2 -2 -132 -132 741

353 -1 -2 -1 -1 9 12 -2 -2 -611 -613 132

354 -1 4 -1 -1 -5 -5 -2 -18 -1035 -1035 213

355 -8 -14 -8 -8 -20 -20 -2 -2 -142 -142 6

356 -17 0 -13 -13 0 0 -2 -2 -184 -184 69

357 -5 -11 2 0 40 39 -2 -1 -296 -298 255

358 -22 -6 -20 -20 -8 -8 -2 -2 -256 -256 6

359 -16 -12 -12 -12 -97 -97 -2 -509 -365 -369 114

360 -8 -8 -8 -8 -11 -11 -6 -77 -462 -461 42

361 -16 -24 -16 -16 -36 -36 -2 -10 -490 -490 6

362 -13 -14 -13 -13 -4 -4 -2 -2 -249 -251 15

363 -10 -3 -8 -8 -114 -114 -2 -57 -2553 -2563 18

364 -9 -6 -7 -7 -29 -29 1 -1 -15 -15 9

365 27 7 27 23 31 31 2 4 -47 -47 33

366 -3 -5 10 32 3 11 -2 -6 -227 -229 63

367 -3 -10 -3 6 9 9 -2 -8 -895 -903 126

368 -12 1 -10 -10 2 2 -2 -12 -75 -75 15

369 -9 -9 -9 -15 -8 -8 -2 -2 -597 -597 3

370 15 6 -1 2 0 0 -2 -3 -384 -395 159 KEY
371 -12 -8 -8 -8 -154 -154 -2 -40 -2768 -2772 6 A CL99afLlb

372 -7 -18 -5 -5 -12 -10 -6 -2 -229 -229 45 B CL99afLla

373 -19 -8 -15 -15 -27 -27 12 -2 -23 -23 42 C CL99afLlc

374 -5 -1 -5 -5 -17 -17 0 -3 -350 -350 234 D CL99afLld

375 -9 21 -9 -9 -15 -11 2 -14 -250 -252 60 E pir9LFl

376 -5 -5 -5 -5 -103 -121 -2 -87 -2050 -2038 90 F pir9LFla

377 -8 -1 -8 -8 -29 -29 -2 -2 -148 -150 45 G IOWAF992
378 -14 -14 -10 -10 -6 -4 -2 -2 -2165 -2249 285 H IOWAF993
379 -20 -8 -16 -16 0 0 -2 -2 -536 -536 0 I kdd8f003

380 -2 -12 -2 -2 -109 -109 -2 -4 -101 -103 3 J kdd8f001

381 -14 -10 -12 -12 -129 -129 -2 -2 -538 -538 21

382 1 -7 1 -1 0 2 2 -16 -474 -476 18

383 -13 -10 -11 -13 -131 -131 -6 -352 -1320 -1486 246

384 -18 -10 -14 -14 -17 -17 -2 -4 -1057 -1063 12

385 -8 -7 -8 -8 6 6 -2 -10 -857 -873 108

386 -20 -12 -16 -16 -13 -13 -2 -40 -545 -545 21

387 -9 -6 -9 -7 -21 -24 -4 -96 -169 -168 39

388 -1 -3 -1 -1 0 0 -2 -2 -105 -105 51

389 -10 -8 -8 -8 -2 -2 -2 -6 -387 -387 510

390 -3 -3 2 4 -2 -2 3 -183 -777 -782 213

391 46 -6 82 84 1 8 -3 -305 -3475 -4210 549

392 -4 3 -4 2 6 10 13 -15 -165 -165 192

393 -18 -14 -14 -14 -11 -11 -2 -2 -199 -199 27

394 -5 -10 -5 -5 -157 -157 -40 -66 -702 -702 15

395 2 -3 5 -13 0 0 13 -16 -1809 -2074 312

396 3 2 0 3 1 3 9 -9 -553 -575 33

397 -8 -7 -6 -6 -74 -74 -6 -18 -290 -290 21

398 14 20 14 14 19 19 -2 -18 -3030 -3146 60

399 -5 -5 -5 -1 2 2 -2 -4 -810 -810 39

400 48 16 48 50 -16 -16 9 -8 -797 -801 150
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TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Years 92-94 (Part 2)

Topic K L M N 0 P Q R s Maximal
351 -1198 -16 15 13 -93 16 14 -36 -87 84

352 -132 11 21 19 -1002 -6 -11 -23 -70 741

353 -603 -40 -9 -9 -253 18 24 -20 -29 132

354 -1698 -29 -5 -4 -29 1 9 0 0 213

355 -142 -20 -4 -6 -436 -20 -20 -20 -32 6

356 -184 -24 0 0 -322 4 2 12 12 69

357 -294 -8 6 4 -84 -10 -10 -17 -26 255

358 -256 -88 -34 -40 -772 -28 -28 -6 -6 6

359 -365 -137 -56 -56 -622 -29 -29 -8 -8 114

360 -462 -97 -20 -24 -878 -17 -17 3 3 42

361 -490 -186 -68 -68 -1002 -20 -20 -20 -32 6

362 -247 -148 -54 -54 -688 -16 -16 -20 -26 15

363 -2629 -182 -76 -78 -358 -44 -44 -20 -32 18

364 -15 -29 -11 -17 -161 -13 -13 -17 -29 9

365 -65 -2 12 12 -1002 25 25 29 29 33

366 -233 15 37 35 -1002 43 45 16 16 63

367 -983 -47 -31 -47 -62 1 7 -20 -48 126

368 -73 -24 -7 -9 -104 -7 -10 -17 -9 15

369 -603 -6 -4 -4 -6 -14 -14 -17 -29 3

370 -355 -16 8 6 -202 4 3 3 3 159

371 -2760 -122 -48 -53 -1002 -22 -22 -20 -32 6

372 -229 -39 6 2 -974 -4 -4 7 5 45

373 -23 -67 -14 -20 -285 -15 -15 -17 -29 42

374 -322 -13 30 28 -44 15 24 48 48 234

375 -262 -30 -14 -8 -1002 -10 -12 8 8 60

376 -2041 -162 -56 -62 -442 -24 -26 11 11 90

377 -155 -56 -14 -22 -276 -9 -12 -14 -28 45

378 -2232 -172 -56 -61 -1002 -41 -33 -20 -32 285

379 -536 -62 -18 -20 -658 -22 -22 -16 -16 0

380 -119 -123 -43 -47 -1002 -13 -13 -20 -29 3

381 -538 -115 -51 -57 -944 -30 -30 -20 -32 21

382 -486 -32 -4 -8 -533 -2 -2 -17 -29 18

383 -1334 -106 -26 -23 -787 -13 -13 -12 -20 246

384 -1609 -113 -30 -36 -93 -18 -18 -20 -32 12

385 -871 -47 -6 -8 -553 -2 4 -17 -13 108

386 -539 -81 -21 -27 -573 -12 -12 -17 -29 21

387 -173 -129 -53 -51 -323 -18 -21 -17 -26 39

388 -105 -28 1 2 -69 -18 -18 -20 -26 51

389 -389 -154 -49 -55 -81 -19 -17 -20 -32 510

390 -771 -116 -46 -52 -676 -16 -16 -4 -4 213

391 -3260 31 54 48 -130 41 73 59 59 549

392 -333 -35 6 4 -11 2 11 -24 -68 192

393 -235 -90 -24 -28 -399 -16 -11 -6 -6 27

394 -702 -165 -64 -66 -951 -30 -30 -17 -17 15

395 -11045 -55 2 -4 -57 -9 -3 -22 -126 312

396 -557 -26 11 9 -164 -11 -4 -5 -11 33

397 -290 -163 -52 -52 -424 -18 -12 -15 -15 21

398 -2968 -23 0 -4 -257 3 1 4 4 60

399 -816 -63 -20 -21 -321 -16 -16 -20 -29 39

400 -813 17 24 24 -267 -6 8 35 35 150

KEY
K kdd8f002

L ok8fll2

M ok8f311

N ok8f312

O AntAdaptivel

P uttnoSlfl

Q uttnoSlflf

R INQ610
S INQ613
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TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Year 92 (Part 1)

Topic A B C D E F G H I J Maximal
351 13 6 13 11 -17 -17 -2 -2 -266 -266 33

352 -8 -6 -8 -8 -2 -2 -2 -2 -28 -28 171

353 -1 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -227 -227 45

354 -4 4 -4 -4 0 0 -2 -4 -488 -488 66

355 -8 -8 -8 -8 -2 -2 -2 0 -38 -38 3

356 -20 -3 -16 -16 0 0 -2 -2 -52 -52 24

357 -5 -11 -1 -1 10 10 -2 -2 -119 -119 72

358 -18 -6 -16 -16 0 0 -2 -2 -74 -74 0

359 -12 -8 -8 -8 -83 -83 -2 -204 -77 -77 24

360 -8 -6 -8 -8 -6 -6 0 -2 -103 -103 6

361 -12 -18 -12 -12 -6 -6 -2 -2 -164 -164 0

362 -14 -12 -14 -14 -6 -6 -2 -2 -80 -80 0

363 -10 -1 -8 -8 -34 -34 -2 -8 -462 -460 6

364 -9 -6 -7 -7 -29 -29 3 1 -11 -11 3

365 18 11 18 14 22 22 4 6 -20 -20 24

366 -3 -3 0 0 4 4 -2 -2 -35 -35 12

367 -3 -10 -3 -3 5 5 0 -2 -130 -132 36

368 -10 -2 -8 -8 -2 -2 -2 -4 -10 -10 0

369 -9 -9 -9 -9 -2 -2 -2 -2 -101 -101 3

370 17 6 1 1 0 0 0 -3 -81 -83 66 KEY
371 -12 -6 -8 -8 -26 -26 -2 -18 -801 -801 3 A CL99afLlb

372 -7 -18 -5 -5 -13 -13 -4 -2 -76 -76 9 B CL99afLla

373 -20 -14 -16 -16 -18 -18 0 -2 -6 -6 .6 C CL99afLlc

374 -5 -1 -5 -5 -5 -5 0 1 -102 -102 57 D CL99afLld

375 -9 18 -9 -9 -9 -7 3 -1 -69 -69 30 E pir9LFl

376 -5 -8 -5 -5 -63 -63 -2 -31 -978 -978 39 F pir9LFla

377 -8 1 -8 -8 -32 -32 0 -2 -46 -46 15 G IOWAF992
378 -14 -10 -10 -10 -6 -4 -2 -2 -828 -885 153 H IOWAF993
379 -18 -6 -14 -14 0 0 -2 0 -166 -166 0 I kdd8f003

380 -2 -12 -2 -2 -22 -22 -2 -2 -20 -20 0 J kdd8f001

381 -12 -8 -10 -10 -36 -36 -2 -2 -130 -130 15

382 -3 -7 -3 -5 -5 -5 3 -5 -117 -117 6

383 -13 -6 -11 -11 -50 -50 0 -138 -374 -376 45

384 -14 -8 -10 -10 -6 -6 -2 -4 -48 -48 3

385 -8 -10 -8 -8 0 0 -2 -10 -343 -345 27

386 -14 -10 -10 -10 -5 -5 0 -8 -167 -167 3

387 -9 -6 -9 -9 -23 -23 -2 -10 -63 -63 12

388 -4 -6 -4 -4 1 1 -2 -2 -54 -54 9

389 -8 -6 -6 -6 0 0 -2 -4 -108 -108 123

390 -3 -6 -1 1 -1 -1 0 -69 -231 -231 9

391 18 -6 27 29 5 9 2 -77 -1046 -1183 168

392 -4 2 -4 -4 3 5 13 7 -30 -30 96

393 -18 -10 -14 -14 -11 -11 -2 -2 -68 -68 12

394 -8 -8 -8 -8 -54 -54 -22 -8 -234 -234 0

395 2 -3 5 5 2 2 13 3 -933 -971 126

396 3 2 0 3 9 9 9 2 -172 -174 18

397 -8 -7 -6 -6 -61 -61 -2 -2 -90 -90 6

398 8 14 8 12 18 18 -2 -2 -1064 -1096 30

399 -5 -8 -5 -5 -2 -2 -2 -2 -271 -271 12

400 44 7 44 52 -16 -16 9 -4 16 14 102
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TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Year 92 (Part 2)

Topic K L M N 0 P Q R s Maximal

351 -303 -29 0 -2 -93 1 -1 -14 -21 33

352 -28 -12 5 3 -1002 -5 -6 -16 -19 171

353 -225 -37 -11 -11 -112 -4 -2 -20 -29 45

354 -504 -33 -4 -3 -29 0 4 0 0 66

355 -38 -10 0 -2 -136 -16 -16 -20 -24 3

356 -52 -11 3 3 -146 3 3 6 5 24

357 -119 -9 3 1 -84 -12 -12 -17 -26 72

358 -74 -54 -20 -26 -330 -20 -20 -2 -2 0

359 -75 -95 -39 -41 -608 -19 -19 0 0 24

360 -103 -82 -17 -21 -312 -12 -4 4 4 5

361 -164 -140 -56 -56 -718 -18 -18 -20 -32 0

362 -80 -98 -44 -44 -480 -18 -18 -20 -24 0

363 -468 -118 -52 -56 -358 -40 -40 -20 -32 6

364 -11 -25 -11 -13 -27 -14 -14 -15 -15 3

365 -28 -4 8 8 -972 16 16 20 20 24

366 -35 -14 8 6 -736 4 4 0 0 12

367 -132 -42 -26 -40 -46 -4 -4 -20 -25 36

368 -10 -18 -10 -12 -34 -10 -10 -4 -4 0

369 -101 -2 -2 -2 -2 -8 -8 -9 -9 3

370 -73 -15 11 9 -202 3 g 3 3 66

371 -803 -65 -28 -31 -380 -14 -14 -14 -14 3

372 -76 -48 -12 -16 -456 -11 -11 -2 -4 9

373 -6 -63 -17 -21 -285 -12 -12 -17 -29 6

374 -102 -42 -9 -11 -44 -2 2 21 21 57

375 -75 -21 -13 -8 -826 -11 -11 7 7 30

376 -983 -149 -50 -58 -408 -26 -26 5 5 39

377 -46 -60 -20 -28 -278 -13 -14 -14 -17 15

378 -963 -154 -52 -55 -620 -37 -33 -20 -32 153

379 -166 -26 -6 -6 -254 -12 -12 -4 -4 0

380 -20 -82 -26 -30 -534 -12 -12 -6 -6 0

381 -130 -74 -33 -37 -530 -26 -26 -12 -12 15

382 -123 -19 -5 -9 -531 -9 .9 -7 -7 6

383 -370 -95 -20 -23 -774 -15 -15 -6 -6 45

384 -48 -71 -16 -20 -93 -12 -12 -8 -8 3

385 -347 -58 -15 -17 -551 -11 -11 -17 -16 27

386 -165 -39 -11 -15 -573 -10 -10 -11 -11 3

387 -63 -68 -32 -34 -317 -11 -9 -17 -20 12

388 -54 -35 -14 -13 -67 -14 -14 -20 -26 9

389 -108 -108 -31 -37 -81 -13 -11 -20 -32 123

390 -231 -111 -37 -43 -71 -13 -11 1 1 9

391 -942 -37 4 -2 -130 25 31 55 55 168

392 -42 -19 2 0 -11 11 20 -2 -6 96

393 -68 -57 -19 -21 -377 .9 .7 -1 -1 12

394 -234 -124 -42 -46 -712 -26 -26 -10 -10 0

395 -6238 -48 6 0 -57 -11 -4 -22 -35 126

396 -166 -30 9 5 -164 -7 -7 10 10 18

397 -90 -114 -38 -40 -126 -7 -9 -6 -6 6

398 -1038 -25 1 -3 -257 4 2 3 3 30

399 -271 -56 -20 -21 -174 -18 -18 -14 -14 12

400 14 24 33 33 -267 23 33 25 25 102

KEY
K kdd8f002

L ok8fll2

M ok8f311

N ok8f312

O AntAdaptivel

P uttnoSlfl

Q uttnoSlflf

R INQ610
S INQ613

A-201



TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Year 93 (Part 1)

Topic A B C D E F G H I J Maximal

351 10 9 10 6 3 3 0 -3 -344 -344 30

352 1 -3 1 1 0 0 0 0 -28 -28 195

353 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 -325 -327 33

354 3 0 3 3 3 3 0 -6 -441 -441 108

355 0 0 0 0 -8 -8 0 -2 -42 -42 3

356 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 -62 -62 33

357 0 0 0 0 16 16 0 0 -98 -100 93

358 -2 0 -2 -2 -6 -6 0 0 -86 -86 6

359 -2 -2 -2 -2 -12 -12 0 -175 -95 -95 42

360 0 0 0 0 -3 -3 -4 0 -165 -165 9

361 -2 -4 -2 -2 -14 -14 0 -4 -170 -170 3

362 1 -2 1 1 2 2 0 0 -55 -55 12

363 0 -2 0 0 -38 -38 0 -16 -962 -966 3

364 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -6 -6 0

365 6 -4 6 6 6 6 -2 0 -9 -9 6

366 0 0 9 36 16 16 0 0 -49 -51 39

367 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 -2 -310 -310 39

368 -2 3 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 -2 -15 -15 3

369 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -204 -204 0

370 -2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 -126 -134 60 KEY
371 0 0 0 0 -60 -60 0 -8 -959 -961 3 A CL99afLlb

372 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -57 -57 12 B CL99afLla

373 -2 3 -2 -2 -7 -7 3 0 -11 -11 12 C CL99afLlc

374 0 0 0 0 -6 -6 0 -2 -98 -98 66 D CL99afLld

375 0 3 0 0 -1 1 -4 -14 -84 -86 12 E pir9LFl

376 0 0 0 0 -43 -43 0 -27 -932 -920 36 F pir9LFla

377 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 -45 -45 12 G IOWAF992
378 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -722 -738 72 H IOWAF993
379 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -192 -192 0 I kdd8f003

380 0 0 0 0 -37 -37 0 -2 -39 -39 3 J kddSfOOl

381 -2 -2 -2 -2 -60 -60 0 0 -200 -200 0

382 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 -4 -12 -168 -168 3

383 0 -4 0 1 -57 -57 -4 -137 -443 -509 111

384 -2 -2 -2 -2 -9 -9 0 0 -156 -158 6

385 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -234 -238 27

386 -6 -2 -6 -6 -8 -8 0 -16 -186 -186 9

387 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -48 -58 -58 3

388 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 -34 -34 6

389 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 0 0 -127 -127 234

390 0 0 0 0 -4 -4 0 -61 -272 -276 105

391 6 0 17 21 -4 -1 9 -110 -1116 -1327 210

392 0 1 0 6 -1 1 0 0 -40 -40 57

393 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -75 -75 15

394 0 -2 0 0 -80 -80 -8 -28 -239 -239 3

395 0 0 0 -12 -2 -2 -1 -9 -522 -638 90

396 0 0 0 0 -9 -7 0 -3 -210 -226 6

397 0 0 0 0 -9 -9 -2 -2 -90 -90 12

398 6 6 6 4 1 1 0 -10 -969 -1019 12

399 0 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 -247 -247 12

400 1 6 1 -6 0 0 0 -4 -381 -381 21

A-202



TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Year 93 (Part 2)

Topic K L M N 0 P 0 R s A/favimal

351 -448 8 8 8 0 10 10 -10 -44

352 -28 7 4 4 0 0 -1 .3 -49 1*70

353 -319 -7 -2 -2 -125 6 8 0 0

354 -712 4 3 3 0 1 11 0 0 108

355 -42 -4 -2 -2 -158 -2 -2 0 -8 3

356 -62 -7 1 1 -96 3 1 6 6 33

357 -96 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 93

358 -86 -24 -10 -10 -214 -6 -6 -2 -2 6

359 -95 -27 -9 -9 -4 -6 -6 -4 -4 42

360 -165 -18 -4 -4 -274 0 0 -1 -1 9

361 -170 -32 -10 -10 -284 0 0 0 0

362 -55 -24 -8 -8 -208 2 2 0 -2 12

363 -1010 -36 -16 -14 0 -2 -2 0 0 3

364 -6 -6 -4 -6 -8 -2 -2 -2 -10 0

365 -16 4 4 4 -30 6 6 6 6 6

366 -49 21 21 21 -266 39 39 16 16 39

367 -322 -3 -3 -3 -12 2 3 0 -11 39

368 -15 -10 -2 -2 -26 -4 -4 -11 -11 3

369 -208 -2 0 0 0 -2 -2 -8 -16 0

370 -123 -1 -1 -1 0 3 1 0 0 60

371 -955 -37 -12 -16 -260 -2 -2 -6 -10 3

372 -57 -1 7 7 -518 3 3 2 2 12

373 -11 -9 -3 -5 0 1 1 0 0 12

374 -98 4 10 10 0 -5 1 13 13 66

375 -82 -2 -1 0 -176 4 4 4 4 12

376 -926 -11 -4 -2 -24 -1 -1 6 6 36

377 -44 3 3 3 1 1 -1 0 0 12

378 -698 -18 -4 -6 -382 -4 0 0 0 72

379 -192 -16 -4 -4 -184 -4 -4 -4 -4 0

380 -39 -27 -15 -15 -468 1 1 -14 -13 3

381 -200 -40 -16 -18 -310 -4 -4 -8 -20 0

382 -168 -18 -6 -8 -2 0 -2 -10 -16 3

383 -464 -9 -6 0 -13 4 4 -6 -8 111

384 -180 -30 -12 -12 0 -4 -4 -12 -14 6

385 -238 4 3 3 -2 3 3 0 -2 27

386 -184 -36 -6 -8 0 0 0 -6 -18 9

387 -58 -38 -20 -18 -4 -10 -12 0 -6 3

388 -34 -11 -3 -3 -2 -2 -2 0 0 6

389 -129 -28 -12 -12 0 -4 -4 0 0 234

390 -272 -9 -10 -10 -477 -6 -6 -4 -4 105

391 -1088 62 24 24 0 6 20 16 16 210

392 -192 -6 0 0 0 -6 -2 -14 -17 57

393 -81 -15 -1 -3 -12 -1 0 -1 -1 15

394 -239 -30 -20 -18 -231 -4 -4 -4 -4 3

395 -4213 2 1 1 0 4 9 -2 -49 90

396 -214 3 1 1 0 -7 -3 -17 -19 6

397 -90 -29 -10 -10 -124 -5 3 -3 -3 12

398 -947 4 1 1 0 1 1 3 3 12

399 -245 -9 -1 -1 -117 -1 -1 -6 -7 12

400 -387 -4 -6 -6 0 -18 -14 -1 -1 21

KEY
K kdd8f002

L ok8fll2

M ok8f311

N ok8f312

O AntAdaptivel

P uttno81fl

Q uttnoSlflf

R INQ610
S INQ613

A-203



TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Year 94 (Part 1)

Topic A B c D E F G H I J Maximal
351 5 7 5 4 0 0 0 2 -339 -347 21

352 0 0 0 0 -3 -3 0 0 -76 -76 375

353 0 0 0 0 11 14 0 0 -59 -59 54

354 0 0 0 0 -8 -8 0 -8 -106 -106 39

355 0 -6 0 0 -10 -10 0 0 -62 -62 0

356 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -70 -70 12

357 0 0 3 1 14 13 0 1 -79 -79 90

358 -2 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 0 -96 -96 0

359 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 -130 -193 -197 48

360 0 -2 0 0 -2 -2 -2 -75 -194 -193 27

361 .2 -2 -2 -2 -16 -16 0 -4 -156 -156 3

362 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -114 -116 3

363 0 0 0 0 -42 -42 0 -33 -1129 -1137 9

364 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 2 2 6

365 3 0 3 3 3 3 0 -2 -18 -18 3

366 0 -2 1 -4 -17 -9 0 -4 -143 -143 12

367 0 0 0 9 5 5 -2 -4 -455 -461 51

368 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 -6 -50 -50 12

369 0 0 0 -6 -6 -6 0 0 -292 -292 0

370 0 0 -2 -2 0 0 -2 0 -177 -178 33 KEY
371 0 -2 0 0 -68 -68 0 -14 -1008 -1010 0 A CL99afLlb

372 0 0 0 0 1 3 -1 0 -96 -96 24 B CL99afLla

373 3 3 3 3 -2 -2 9 0 -6 -6 24 C CL99afLlc

374 0 0 0 0 -6 -6 0 -2 -150 -150 111 D CL99afLld

375 0 0 0 0 -5 -5 3 1 -97 -97 18 E pir9LFl

376 0 3 0 0 3 -15 0 -29 -140 -140 15 F pir9LFla

377 0 -2 0 0 3 3 0 0 -57 -59 18 G IOWAF992
378 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -615 -626 60 H IOWAF993
379 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 -178 -178 0 I kdd8f003

380 0 0 0 0 -50 -50 0 0 -42 -44 0 J kdd8f001

381 0 0 0 0 -33 -33 0 0 -208 -208 6

382 4 0 4 4 7 9 3 1 -189 -191 9

383 0 0 0 -3 -24 -24 -2 -77 -503 -601 90

384 -2 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 0 -853 -857 3

385 0 3 0 0 6 6 0 0 -280 -290 54

386 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -16 -192 -192 9

387 0 0 0 2 2 -1 -2 -38 -48 -47 24

388 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 -17 -17 36

389 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 0 0 -2 -152 -152 153

390 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 -53 -274 -275 99

391 22 0 38 34 0 0 -14 -118 -1313 -1700 171

392 0 0 0 0 4 4 0 -22 -95 -95 39

393 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -56 -56 0

394 3 0 3 3 -23 -23 -10 -30 -229 -229 12

395 0 0 0 -6 0 0 1 -10 -354 -465 96

396 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -8 -171 -175 9

397 0 0 0 0 -4 -4 -2 -14 -110 -110 3

398 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 -6 -997 -1031 18

399 0 0 0 3 3 3 0 -2 -292 -292 15

400 3 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 -432 -434 27

A-204



TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LFl Measure, Year 94 (Part 2)

Topic K L M N 0 p O R g TV/f aVim al

351 -447 5 7 7 0 5 5 -12 -22 91£j X

-7fi 16 12 12 0 .1 -4 .4 .0 0/0

-5Qviz 4 4 4 -16 16 18 0 n "^4

-489 n -4 -4 0 n -fi n nu oy

ODD -fi~\j _o
id

.0
£i _9 _9 0 nu u

oOO 70 -fi-O -4 -4 -fin -9 9 nu nu

00 /
7Q ~o nu nu 9 9 n u onyu

ooo -1 n -4 -4 _9 J) 9 0 u

-1 ^ -8o -fiU -10xu -4 -4 -4 -4

ouu -1 Q4 'I -292 -1Xu 0 n 97

kJ\J± -14 .2 .2 n .2 .2 0 n -J0

362 -112 -26 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0

363 -1151 -28 -8 -8 0 -2 -2 0 0 Q

2 2 4 2 -126 3 3 0 -4 fi

tJKfO -21 -2 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 x

-14Q~ J.
« & 8 n 0 2 0 0 1 9X

OU 1
.2 .2 -4 -4 X » 0 -1 9X "ilox

OUO -48 4 o -44 7 4 .0 u 1

9

OUi7 .0 .0 .0 -4 -4 -4 nu -4 u

O i u 10I7 n .2 .2 n .0 -fi n n 00

o t X -10(19 -90^u -8 -fi -^69 -fi -fi n -8 u

in 11 0 4 4 7 7 24

373 -6 5 5 5 0 -4 -4 0 0 24

374 -122 25 29 29 0 22 21 14 14 111

375 -105 -7 0 0 0 -3 -5 .3 -3 18

376 -132 -2 -2 _2 -10 3 1 0 0 15

^77 -65 1 3 3 1 3 3 0 -11 18

^78 -571 n n 0 0 0 0 0 0 60

^7Q -178 -90^u -8o -10xu -990 -fiu -fi -8 -8 0

oou -fin -14 .0
it

nu .0 .0
id 0 -10xw 0

"^81 908 .1-X ~ Li -1 04XUt 0 nu 0 nu fi

-1 Q'^ o 7t Q n 7 q 0 -fi Q

ooo -•innuuu .9 nu n n _9 .2 0 -6 90

"^84 -1 "^81 -12 .2 -4 n .2 .2 0 -10 3

385 -286 7 5 5 0 5 12 0 5 54

386 -190 -6 -4 -4 0 -2 -2 0 0 9

387 -52 -23 -1 1 -2 3 0 0 0 24

388 -17 18 18 18 0 -2 -2 0 0 36

-152 -18 -6 -fi 0 -2 -2 0 0 153

0<7\J -968-aUO 4 1 1X -198X^O •IO 1 -1 -1 99

-1 9^n <^u nu 10X u 22 -12 -12 171

o^z QQ 1 n A A
'i u -o .7 -80 -4'iTO

-ou IS A-'± A - iU -4 -4 .4 0

394 -229 -11 -2 -2 -8 0 0 -3 -3 12

395 -594 -9 -5 -5 0 -2 -8 2 -42 96

396 -177 1 1 3 0 3 6 2 -2 9

397 -110 -20 -4 -2 -174 -6 -6 -6 -6 3

398 -983 -2 -2 -2 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 18

399 -300 2 1 1 -30 3 3 0 -8 15

400 -440 -3 -3 -3 0 -11 -11 11 11 27

KEY
K kdd8f002

L ok8fll2

M ok8f311

N ok8f312

O AntAdaptivel

P uttnoSlfl

Q uttnoSlflf

R INQ610

S INQ613

A-205



TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LF2 Measure, Years 92-94

Topic A B C D E F G H I J K L M Maximal

351 40 2 2 -1 17 28 27 34 35 9 18 12 -12 84

352 -2 -2 -2 -1 143 148 146 0 2 0 0 11 64 741

353 1 19 6 7 -11 3 3 30 27 0 0 -10 -13 132

354 1 -3 -3 -1 -3 9 5 39 26 19 16 0 0 213

355 -4 -19 -19 -1 -10 -3 -2 -10 -10 -10 -12 -10 -16 6

356 -5 -2 -2 -1 -9 3 3 4 5 0 0 12 12 69

357 3 37 63 -1 11 13 11 -2 -2 8 11 -7 -10 255

358 -10 -20 -20 -1 -44 -20 -17 -14 -14 -5 -9 -3 -3 6

359 -6 -108 -108 -1 -61 -25 -25 -13 -13 -10 -17 -4 -4 114

360 -4 1 -3 -5 -40 -4 -4 -1 -3 1 1 9 9 42

361 -8 -103 -103 -1 -93 -34 -34 -10 -10 0 0 -10 -16 6

362 -5 -6 -6 -1 -71 -24 -24 -5 -5 6 6 -10 -10 15

363 -4 -56 -56 -6 -91 -39 -38 -22 -22 0 0 -10 -16 18

364 -2 -32 -32 2 -10 -4 -1 -5 -5 -2 -5 -7 -13 9

365 26 32 32 6 10 18 18 29 29 6 6 31 31 33

366 45 17 10 -1 34 36 47 54 53 5 7 23 23 63

367 9 -1 -2 0 -17 -19 -11 19 17 0 0 -10 -15 126

368 -5 0 0 -1 -6 0 1 -2 1 -1 -1 -7 3 15

369 -6 -5 -5 -1 -3 -2 -2 -7 -7 -3 -4 -7 -13 3

370 6 0 0 -4 -1 14 12 9 5 0 0 3 3 159

371 -4 -64 -64 -1 -58 -25 -24 -11 -11 0 0 -10 -16 6

372 -1 -3 -4 -1 -5 10 17 4 4 3 3 17 16 45

373 -6 -10 -10 14 -24 -1 2 -6 -6 0 0 -7 -13 42

374 -1 6 6 6 28 37 54 60 44 0 0 51 51 234

375 -3 5 -2 0 -6 -1 -1 2 2 5 -5 13 13 60

376 -1 -67 -67 -10 -75 -28 -25 -10 -9 0 0 13 13 90

377 -4 1 0 8 -16 -3 1 2 2 20 22 -4 -5 45

378 -5 -8 -9 -2 -80 -26 -23 -15 -17 -7 -18 -10 -16 285

379 -8 -12 -12 -1 -31 -10 -9 -11 -11 0 0 -8 -8 0

380 -1 -133 -133 -1 -60 -22 -20 -5 -5 -7 -15 -10 -13 3

381 -6 -22 -22 -1 -53 -27 -24 -15 -15 -13 -19 -10 -16 21

382 4 3 2 -10 1 4 5 5 5 -3 -7 -13 18

383 -2 -51 -53 -1 -44 -8 -7 -2 -2 6 7 -3 -7 246

384 -7 -20 -20 -1 -55 -18 -15 -9 -9 0 0 -10 -16 12

385 -4 17 13 -1 -11 5 5 11 5 0 0 -7 13 108

386 -8 -18 -18 -1 -39 -12 -9 -6 -6 -3 -4 -7 -13 21

387 0 -25 -25 -6 -57 -22 -19 -7 -5 -1 -6 -7 -10 39

388 4 6 13 -1 0 17 13 -9 -9 -1 7 -10 -10 51

389 -4 4 2 -1 -74 -26 -23 -7 -8 0 0 -10 -16 510

390 4 -3 -3 -2 -49 -23 -20 -5 -5 0 0 1 1 213

391 118 24 20 37 96 106 72 110 84 77 68 154 154 549

392 4 15 22 29 31 39 31 44 38 0 0 12 -4 192

393 -7 -27 -27 -1 -42 -11 -9 -4 -5 0 0 0 0 27

394 -1 -129 -129 -81 -33 -32 -15 -15 0 0 -7 -7 15

395 -1 4 7 20 -10 5 25 34 31 0 0 13 12 312

396 8 13 15 8 -1 13 15 10 5 14 11 11 8 33

397 -3 -85 -85 -5 -80 -26 -26 0 -6 -1 -1 -6 -6 21

398 20 13 11 -1 -1 8 13 11 12 3 3 5 5 60

399 4 1 1 1 -24 -6 -7 -5 -5 0 0 -10 -13 39

400 64 1 1 11 47 48 59 52 48 0 0 43 43 150

KEY
A CL99afL2

B pir9LF2

C pir9LF2a

D IOWAF991
E ok8fl22

F ok8f222

G ok8f321

H uttno81f2f

I uttno81f2

J uttnoSlflp

K uttno81f2p

L INQ612
M INQ611

A-206



TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LF2 Measure, Year 92

Topic A B C D E F G H I J K L M Maximal
351 18 -9 -9 -1 -4 9 9 10 11 -2 3 5 3 33
352 -4 -4 -4 -1 27 31 44 1 2 0 0 10 10 171

353 1 0 0 -1 -17 -4 -4 2 1 0 0 -10 -13 45

354 -2 -4 -4 -1 -6 8 4 17 16 9 5 0 0 66
355 -4 -5 -5 -1 -5 -1 0 -8 -8 -3 -3 -10 -12 3

356 -8 0 0 -1 -4 3 3 3 3 0 0 6 6 24

357 1 4 16 -1 0 5 6 -6 -6 -1 -1 -7 -10 72

358 -8 -7 -7 -1 -27 -13 -10 -10 -10 -4 -6 -1 -1 0

359 -4 -97 -97 0 -43 -19 -18 -8 -8 -10 -16 0 0 24

360 -4 0 0 -3 -38 -9 -7 1 -3 0 0 5 5 6

361 -6 -28 -28 -1 -70 -28 -28 -9 -9 0 0 -10 -16 0

362 -7 -6 -6 -1 -49 -22 -22 -9 -9 0 0 -10 -12 0

363 -4 -51 -51 -3 -59 -28 -26 -20 -20 0 0 -10 -16 6

364 -2 -32 -32 2 -11 -5 -4 -7 -7 -2 -4 -6 -6 3

365 18 23 23 7 7 16 13 20 20 6 6 22 22 24

366 6 2 2 0 -1 9 10 8 8 -1 -1 3 3 12

367 0 -8 -8 -1 -12 -17 -10 4 4 0 0 -10 -8 36

368 -4 -3 -3 -1 -9 -6 -5 -5 -5 0 0 -2 -2 0

369 -3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -4 -4 -1 -1 -3 -3 3

370 2 0 0 0 3 12 13 10 3 0 0 3 3 66

371 -4 -33 -33 -1 -31 -14 -14 -7 -7 0 0 -7 -7 3

372 -1 -11 -11 -1 -21 -5 -3 -4 -4 0 0 2 1 9

373 -8 -9 -9 0 -30 -9 -7 -6 -6 0 0 -7 -13 6

374 -1 5 5 5 0 10 9 24 17 0 0 21 21 57

375 -3 6 3 2 0 1 -2 -1 -1 8 5 8 8 30

376 -1 -53 -53 -1 -73 -29 -25 -13 -13 0 0 7 7 39

377 -4 -2 -2 5 -24 -9 -5 -2 -3 10 9 -4 -4 15

378 -5 -7 -9 -1 -71 -23 -21 -10 -15 -6 -16 -10 -16 153

379 -7 -4 -4 -1 -13 -3 -3 -6 -6 0 0 -2 -2 0

380 -1 -33 -33 -1 -41 -15 -13 -6 -6 -7 -13 -3 -3 0

381 -5 -18 -18 0 -34 -17 -15 -13 -13 -10 -14 -6 -6 15

382 -1 -3 -3 1 -8 -3 -1 -3 -3 0 -7 -2 -2 6

383 -4 -32 -32 0 -43 -7 -7 -6 -6 4 4 -3 -3 45

384 -5 -11 -11 0 -34 -10 -8 -6 -6 0 0 -4 -4 3

385 -4 -1 -1 -1 -23 -4 -3 -4 -4 0 0 -7 -5 27

386 -5 -12 -12 -1 -18 -6 -4 -5 -5 -3 -3 -4 -4 3

387 -3 -21 -21 -3 -31 -14 -13 -3 -4 -4 -6 -7 -7 12

388 -2 1 1 -1 -16 -5 -7 -7 -7 -6 -10 -10 -10 9

389 -3 8 8 -1 -51 -17 -14 -4 -5 0 0 -10 -16 123

390 1 -1 -1 0 -54 -20 -17 -4 -5 0 0 2 2 9

391 34 20 16 26 6 17 20 41 38 33 31 68 68 168

392 1 9 20 20 26 35 26 37 28 0 0 14 15 96

393 -7 -24 -24 -1 -27 -9 -8 -2 -3 0 0 1 1 12

394 -4 -104 -104 -6 -62 -23 -21 -13 -13 0 0 -5 -5 0

395 9 6 9 21 -8 8 17 15 22 0 0 10 11 126

396 9 12 12 9 -6 10 12 4 4 14 14 14 14 18

397 -3 -78 -78 -1 -57 -20 -19 -3 -2 0 0 -3 -3 6

398 19 16 16 -1 -3 7 10 10 11 0 0 3 3 30

399 -1 -1 -1 -1 -25 -9 -10 -9 -9 -3 -3 -7 -7 12

400 56 1 1 5 49 49 45 50 52 0 0 29 29 102

KEY
A CL99afL2

B pir9LF2

C pir9LF2a

D IOWAF991
E ok8fl22

F ok8f222

G ok8f321

H uttno81f2f

I uttno81f2

J uttno81flp

K uttno81f2p

L INQ612
M INQ611
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TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LF2 Measure, Year 93

Topic A B C D E F G H I J K L M Mciximal

351 14 6 6 0 17 15 10 17 17 8 9 7 -10 30

352 2 0 0 0 37 37 32 1 1 0 0 3 1 195

353 0 4 4 2 1 2 2 10 9 0 0 0 0 33

354 3 1 1 0 3 4 3 19 17 15 16 0 0 108

355 0 -6 -6 0 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -4 -5 0 -4 3

356 3 0 0 0 -2 2 2 2 3 0 0 6 6 33

357 0 8 21 0 5 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 93

358 -1 -8 -8 0 -12 -5 -5 -3 -3 -1 -3 -1 -1 6

359 -1 -10 -10 0 -12 -3 -3 -3 -3 0 1 -2 -2 42

360 0 3 0 -1 -6 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 1 9

361 -1 -39 -39 0 -16 -5 -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

362 2 0 0 0 -9 -1 -1 4 4 6 6 0 2 12

363 0 -5 -5 -2 -18 -7 -8 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 3

364 0 0 0 0 -3 -3 -2 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -5 0

365 5 6 6 -1 4 3 5 6 6 0 0 6 6 6

366 36 20 14 0 29 25 29 39 39 6 6 17 17 39

367 0 0 0 -1 -3 0 0 6 7 0 0 0 -1 39

368 -1 1 1 0 -5 -1 -1 -2 -2 0 0 -4 -4 3

369 0 -1 -1 0 -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -4 -8 0

370 3 0 0 -2 0 8 5 2 3 0 0 0 0 60

371 0 -29 -29 0 -17 -8 -6 -1 -1 0 0 -3 -5 3

372 0 4 6 0 4 7 7 3 3 0 0 4 4 12

373 -1 0 0 2 -3 -1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 12

374 0 3 3 1 7 6 14 13 0 0 0 14 14 66

375 0 0 -1 -3 1 3 1 5 6 -2 -4 5 5 12

376 0 -17 -17 -7 -1 2 1 1 1 0 0 6 6 36

377 0 2 2 0 6 4 3 1 2 5 5 0 3 12

378 0 -1 0 -1 -9 -3 -2 -5 -2 -1 -2 0 0 72

379 0 -3 -3 0 -8 -2 -2 -2 -2 0 0 -2 -2 0

380 0 -47 -47 0 -12 -6 -6 2 2 1 -1 -7 -5 3

381 -1 -4 -4 -1 -20 -9 -8 -2 -2 -3 -5 -4 -10 0

382 0 -2 -2 -2 -9 -4 -3 -1 0 0 -1 -5 -8 3

383 2 -18 -19 -3 0 -2 0 5 5 3 1 0 -1 111

384 -1 -8 -8 0 -15 -6 -6 -2 -2 0 0 -6 -7 6

385 0 5 3 0 5 5 2 3 3 0 0 0 5 27

386 -3 -5 -5 0 -18 -4 -3 0 0 0 0 -3 -9 9

387 0 -2 -2 -2 -19 -9 -10 -7 -7 -1 -2 0 -3 3

388 3 2 1 0 -4 0 0 -1 -1 3 1 0 0 6

389 0 -3 -5 0 -14 -6 -6 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 234

390 0 -4 -4 -2 0 -5 -5 -3 -3 0 0 -2 -2 105

391 38 5 6 3 68 67 24 34 21 21 19 53 53 210

392 4 5 0 4 9 8 8 11 12 0 0 -1 -1 57

393 0 -1 -1 0 -6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 15

394 0 -28 -28 -1 -15 -9 -10 -2 -2 0 0 -2 -2 3

395 -7 -1 -2 1 4 4 8 13 8 0 0 -1 -2 90

396 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -2 1 0 -2 0 -2 -7 -8 6

397 0 -7 -7 -2 -13 -5 -5 6 -1 -1 -1 0 0 12

398 2 -1 -3 0 3 2 4 2 2 3 3 3 3 12

399 2 2 2 3 -3 1 1 1 1 3 3 -3 -2 12

400 2 0 0 3 -7 -6 5 -1 -3 0 0 1 1 21

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

J

K
L
M

KEY
CL99afL2

pir9LF2

pir9LF2a

IOWAF991
ok8fl22

ok8f222

ok8f321

uttno81f2f

uttno81f2

uttno81flp

uttno81f2p

INQ612
INQ611
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TREC-8 Adaptive Filtering Results, LF2 Measure, Year 94

Topic A rs u li r
TT
rl i

1J
TV"K TL M Maximal

351 8 5 5 C 4 8 7 3 6 0 -5 21

352 0 2 2 0 79 80 70 -2 -1 0 0 -2 53 375

353 0 15 2 6 5 5 5 18 17 0 0 0 0 54

354 0 0 0 0 0 -3 -2 3 -5 -5 0 0 39

355 0 -8 -8 0 -3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -3 -4 0 0 0

356 0 -2 -2 c -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 12

357 2 25 26 0 6 2 4 4 9 12 0 0 90

358 -1 -5 -5 0 -5 -2 -1 "^ 0 0 -1 -1 0

359 -1 -1 -1 -1 -6 -3 -4 -2 -2 0 -2 -2 -2 48

360 0 -2 -3 -1 4 4 2 -5 -1 -1 -1 3 3 27

361 -1 -36 -36 0 -7 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 3

6b2 U f\V U nu -1 -1 rv
u If (J U U AU 3

6o6 u U 0 -1 -14 -4 A-4 1-1 -1 0 u u u 9

364 0 0 I) U 4 4 5 3
o
d 0 0 A

0 -I 6

365 3 3 3
ri

V -1 -1 r-.

0
o
3 3 0 0 3

o
0 3

366 3 -5 -6 -1 6 2 8 7 6 0 2 3 3 12

367 9 7 6 2 -2 -2 -1 9 6 0 0 0 -6 51

368 0 2 2 0 8 7 5 8 -1 -1 -1 9 12

369 -3 -3 -3 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -1 -2 0 -2 0

370 1 0 0 -2 -4 -6 -6 -3 -1 0 0 0 0 33

371 0 -2 -2 0 -10 -3 -4 -3 -3 0 0 0 -4 0

372 0 4 1 0 12 8 13 5 5 3 3 11 11 24

373 3 -1 -1 12 9 9 9 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 24

374 0 -i I) 21 /I 6i 23 n
U (J 10 10 T T 1111

375 0 -1 -4 1 -7 -5 u -i -3 -1 c-0 U 0 18

376 0 3 3 -2 -1 -1 -1 2 3
A
u

A
u U

A
0 15

377 0 1 0 3 2 2 3 3 3 5 8 0 -4 18

378 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60

379 -1 -5 -5 0 -10 -5 -4 -3 -3 0 0 -4 -4 0

380 0 -53 -53 c -7 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -5 0

381 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

382 5 8 7 4 7 8 8 9 8 5 5 0 -3 9

383 0 -1 -2 2 -1 1 0 -1 -1 -1 2 0 -3 9U

384 -1 -1 -1 -6 -2 -1 -1 -1 0 u U -5 oo

385 0 13 11 A
u 7 4 6 12 c

D u u U io 4
o ocOOD u -1 -1 u -0 -2 -2 -1 -1 n

U -1 U
A
u y

387 6 -2 -2 -1 -
*

A
4 3

c
D

A
4

c\

Z U
n
U Z4

388 3 3 11 0 20 22 20 -1 -1 I lo U
A
U oD

389 -1 -1 -1 0 -9 -3 -3 -1 -1 0 0 u Au
ICOloo

390 3 2 2 0 5 2 2 2 3 0 0 1 99

391 46 -1 -2 s 22 22 28 35 25 23 18 33 33 171

392 -1 1 2 -4 -4' -3 -4 0 0 -1 -18 39

393 0 -2 -2 0 -9 -2 -2 -2 -3 0 0 -2 -2 0

094 o
o Q0

o
0

A
u -4 -1 -1 U A

u U nU AU AU 1 9

395 -3 -1 0 -2 -6 -7 0 6 1 0 0 4 3 96

396 0 2 4 0 5 Lf 2 6 3 0 -1 4 2 9

397 0 0 0 -2 -10 -1 -2 -3 -3 0 0 -3 -3 3

398 -1 -2 -2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 18

399 3 0 0 -1 4 2 2 3 3 0 0 0 -4 15

400 6 c 0 3 5 5 9 3 -1 0 0 13 13 27

KEY
A CL99afL2

B pir9LF2

C pir9LF2a

D IOWAF991
E ok8fl22

F ok8f222

G ok8f321

H uttno81f2f

I uttno81f2

J uttno81flp

K uttno81f2p

L INQ612
M INQ611
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TREC-8 Batch Filtering Results, LFl Measure

Topic plt8fl plt8f2 CL99bfLl pirc9BFl MerSBaLFl AntBatchl ScaiSFt Maximal
351 22 25 20 25 -320 15 0 51

352 82 115 12 130 100 9 149 570

353 32 42 4 28 21 -1001 0 87

354 -9 -9 -2 -7 -15 -261 0 147

355 0 0 0 0 0 -324 0 3

356 7 7 -5 4 -345 0 -2 45

357 47 41 34 59 46 -43 3 183

358 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

359 -5 -5 0 0 0 -992 -8 90

360 0 0 0 0 3 -1002 0 36

361 0 0 -6 0 0 0 0 6

362 0 0 1 0 0 0 -2 15

363 0 0 -2 -4 -4 0 0 12

364 0 0 0 0 -2 -496 0 6

365 -16 -28 -2 4 0 3 0 9

366 0 0 4 3 22 -1002 0 51

367 0 5 0 4 4 -28 0 90

368 0 0 0 0 0 -55 0 15

369 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

370 -20 -20 -2 -13 -4 -389 0 93

371 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

372 3 3 -6 1 0 0 -4 36

373 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 36

374 5 5 -4 -19 12 -152 -2 177

375 -2 1 1 3 3 3 0 30

376 3 3 -9 0 0 -366 0 51

377 6 6 9 2 3 0 0 30

378 -25 -14 -12 -12 -11 -11 5 132

379 0 0 -8 0 0 0 0 0

380 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

381 0 0 -6 0 0 0 0 6

382 -2 -2 7 -2 0 -1002 0 12

383 97 113 -2 72 27 -7 -2 201

384 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9

385 9 14 24 28 19 11 0 81

386 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 18

387 -10 -10 -6 -1 3 -1002 0 27

388 0 0 -3 0 0 -323 0 42

389 145 113 122 76 31 176 218 387

390 -4 -4 0 0 3 -2 -4 204

391 36 -18 57 -35 -16 r22 -138 381

392 -32 -32 -5 2 -5 -21 4 96

393 7 7 -2 1 3 -14 0 15

394 0 0 -8 0 0 0 0 15

395 -8 -1 -6 -50 -1 -115 -9 186

396 1 1 -6 4 0 0 0 15

397 -2 -2 0 0 -6 0 0 15

398 9 9 -1 0 4 -3 0 30

399 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 27

400 -13 -8 3 -9 5 -20 0 48
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TREC-8 Batch Filtering Results, LF2 Measure

Topic CL99bfL2 pirc9BF2 Mer8BaLF2 Maximal

351 24 28 -136 51

352 56 238 185 570

353 5 44 41 87

354 -1 6 0 147

355 0 0 0 3

356 -1 6 -6 45

357 50 69 56 183

358 0 0 0 6

359 0 -1 0 90

360 0 3 3 36

361 -3 0 0 6

362 2 0 0 15

363 -1 -2 -2 12

364 0 0 -1 6

365 -1 5 0 9

366 6 6 23 51

367 0 13 9 90

368 0 0 0 15

369 0 0 0 0

370 -1 -2 -9 93

371 0 0 0 3

372 -3 8 0 36

373 14 0 0 36

374 -3 6 42 177

375 2 6 5 30

376 -3 0 0 51

377 11 6 3 30

378 -6 -12 -19 132

379 -4 0 0 0

380 0 0 0 3

381 -3 0 0 6

382 8 2 0 12

383 0 103 59 201

384 0 0 0 9

385 26 35 31 81

386 0 -1 0 18

387 -3 0 3 27

388 0 1 0 42

389 213 203 32 387

390 0 0 3 204

391 59 39 68 381

392 2 23 15 96

393 1 5 3 15

394 -4 0 0 15

395 -3 16 44 186

396 -3 2 0 15

397 0 0 -3 15

398 2 4 5 30

399 4 5 0 27

400 5 11 9 48
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TREC-8 Routing Filtering Results, Average Precision

Topic plt8r2 pltSrl pirc9Rl pirc9R2 dso99rt2 dso99rtl S2N2 MerSRl Mer8R2 umrlsi umrqz
351 0.664 0.652 0.470 0.586 0.688 0.691 0.589 0.747 0.030 0.524 0.525

352 0.466 0.432 0.533 0.460 0.564 0.565 0.512 0.465 0.201 0.534 0.533

353 0.626 0.495 0.841 0.854 0.805 0.765 0.626 0.641 0.048 0.861 0.861

354 0.170 0.203 0.401 0.191 0.301 0.325 0.069 0.095 0.000 0.004 0.298

355 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.002 0.004 1.000 1.000

356 0.187 0.207 0.380 0.117 0.218 0.096 0.137 0.099 0.111 0.161 0.161

357 0.498 0.437 0.563 0.515 0.647 0.639 0.397 0.527 0.000 0.624 0.635

358 0.000 0.000 0.106 0.150 0.004 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.001

359 0.066 0.066 0.043 0.035 0.124 0.160 0.118 0.067 0.000 0.088 0.089

360 0.314 0.346 0.070 0.061 0.265 0.227 0.154 0.166 0.336 0.000 0.504

361 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.003 0.015 0.001 0.001 0.012 0.012

362 0.242 0.301 0.382 0.424 0.596 0.628 0.034 0.292 0.292 0.516 0.514

363 0.000 0.000 0.364 0.043 0.073 0.078 0.112 0.000 0.007 0.052 0.050

364 0.095 0.191 0.667 0.700 0.583 0.583 0.625 0.000 0.029 0.750 0.750

365 0.041 0.092 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.700 0.656 0.226 0.756 0.756

366 0.373 0.424 0.831 0.810 0.855 0.845 0.922 0.712 0.087 0.866 0.870

367 0.236 0.099 0.514 0.361 0.521 0.461 0.098 0.254 0.019 0.077 0.067

368 0.278 0.301 0.754 0.778 0.853 0.786 0.268 0.335 0.335 0.498 0.498

369 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

370 0.201 0.191 0.239 0.208 0.294 0.327 0.078 0.114 0.043 0.096 0.242

371 0.000 0.001 0.005 0.003 0.024 0.020 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.015

372 0.634 0.648 0.784 0.769 0.806 0.824 0.648 0.680 0.006 0.673 0.673

373 0.315 0.283 0.601 0.213 0.422 0.479 0.245 0.006 0.000 0.589 0.588

374 0.182 0.337 0.511 0.513 0.490 0.542 0.512 0.403 0.000 0.500 0.503

375 0.042 0.123 0.607 0.583 0.420 0.376 0.524 0.314 0.000 0.146 0.277

376 0.121 0.104 0.100 0.095 0.341 0.362 0.056 0.179 0.000 0.061 0.035

377 0.205 0.260 0.606 0.585 0.797 0.644 0.796 0.595 0.475 0.591 0.607

378 0.156 0.113 0.145 0.122 0.225 0.220 0.144 0.110 0.025 0.173 0.170

379 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

380 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

381 0.007 0.009 0.020 0.041 0.016 0.019 0.036 0.026 0.000 0.037 0.019

382 0.074 0.072 0.671 0.710 0.689 0.755 0.532 0.028 0.011 0.575 0.608

383 0.536 0.568 0.618 0.221 0.639 0.625 0.321 0.409 0.000 0.286 0.478

384 0.185 0.132 0.083 0.376 0.105 0.108 0.036 0.001 0.002 0.030 0.031

385 0.546 0.627 0.661 0.508 0.762 0.760 0.422 0.516 0.173 0.550 0.571

386 0.086 0.063 0.090 0.044 0.083 0.029 0.084 0.064 0.059 0.374 0.373

387 0.535 0.612 0.165 0.115 0.492 0.497 0.305 0.126 0.103 0.355 0.352

388 0.376 0.422 0.598 0.543 0.506 0.501 0.127 0.247 0.010 0.595 0.594

389 0.283 0.390 0.856 0.787 0.865 0.844 0.377 0.785 0.000 0.840 0.849

390 0.564 0.540 0.687 0.592 0.790 0.746 0.106 0.061 0.104 .0.669 0.704

391 0.308 0.312 0.288 0.302 0.432 0.469 0.407 0.455 0.255 0.245 0.285

392 0.218 0.274 0.373 0.375 0.389 0.393 0.373 0.253 0.000 0.379 0.381

393 0.352 0.228 0.598 0.241 0.502 0.488 U.046 O.oUl 0.U50 0.210 A OQi^U.Z6o

394 0.036 0.079 0.066 0.055 0.061 0.011 0.051 0.032 0.032 0.000 0.015

395 0.324 0.282 0.278 0.318 0.407 0.357 0.252 0.380 0.205 0.002 0.169

396 0.528 0.276 0.044 0.419 0.540 0.616 0.557 0.239 0.211 0.276 0.276

397 0.390 0.260 0.439 0.830 0.440 0.399 0.180 0.122 0.082 0.163 0.620

398 0.412 0.264 0.547 0.465 0.668 0.647 0.353 0.276 0.378 0.554 0.576

399 0.103 0.168 0.320 0.251 0.233 0.181 0.098 0.007 0.016 0.232 0.239

400 0.419 0.404 0.662 0.580 0.535 0.460 0.325 0.450 0.411 0.667 0.665

Mean 0.288 0.286 0.432 0.399 0.462 0.451 0.307 0.271 0.108 0.364 0.406
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TREC-8 Interactive Track
Topics & assessor-determined instances

Number:
4081

Title:
tropical storms

Description:
What tropical storms (hurricanes and typhoons) have
caused property damage and/or loss of life?

Instances:
In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT storms of
the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
docvunent for EACH such DIFFERENT storm.
If one document discusses several such storms, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT storms of the sort described
above as possible.

Instance*

Instance gloss
I

1 Bangladesh cyclone Apr/May 91
2 Hurricane Huao 1989
3 typhoon 19
4 Hurricane Gilbert 1988
5 Typhoon Mireille 1991
6 Tropical storm Ted 1992
7 Hurricane Andrew 1992
8 Hurricane Iniki hit Kauau 1992
9 Hurricane Betsy 1965

10 Hurricane Calvin 1963
11 Hurricane Lydia 1993
12 Typhoon Vernon 1993
13 Tropical storm Cindy 1993
14 Tropical storm Bret
15 Cyclone Ofa 1992
16 Cyclone Val 1993
17 Bangladesh cyclone 1994
18 Tropical storm Debbie 1994
19 Typhoon Tim 1994
20 Tropical storm Alberto 1994
21 Typhoon Orchid 1994
22 Typhoon Fred 1994
23 Typhoon Doug 1994
24 Typhoon Seth 1994

Number

:

414i

Title:
Cuba, sugar, imports

Description:
What countries import Cuban sugar?

Instcuices

:

In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT covmtries of
the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
document for EACH such DIFFERENT country.
If one document discusses several such countries, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT countries of the sort described
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above as possible.

Instance*

i
Instance gloss

1

1
1

Soviet Union, Russia
2 China
3 Japan
4 Canada
5 Kazakhstan
6 Latvia
7 Iran
8 South Korea
9 Portugal

10 Mexico
11 Indonesia
12 Italy

Number:
428i

Title:
declining birth rates

Description:
What countries other than the US and China have or have had
a declining birth rate?

Instances:
In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT countries of
the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
document for EACH such DIFFERENT country.
If one doc\iment discusses several such countries, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT countries of the sort described
above as possible.

Instance*

I
Instance gloss

I I

1 Scotland
2 Greece
3 Italy
4 Japan
5 Germany
6 Belgium
7 France
8 UK (not a country but near enough)
9 India

10 Ireland
11 Russia
12 Thailand
13 Sri Lanka

' 14 Bulgaria
15 Spain
16 Poland
17 Egypt
18 Tunisia
19 Turkey
20 Singapore
21 Iran
22 Brazil
23 Tanzania
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24
25

26

Namibia
South Africa
East Germany (in 1972 when separate coxintry)

Number:
431i

Title:
robotic technology

Description:
What are the latest developments in robotic technology
and in its use?

Instances

:

In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT developments of
the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
document for EACH such DIFFERENT development.
If one document discusses several such developments, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT developments of the sort described
above as possible.

Instance*

I

I

Instance gloss

I I

1 "clean room" applications for robots in health care (food) (pharmaceutical
2 precision engineering
3 material handling and packaging (chemical) (food)
4 welding robotics
5 glass making
6 palletizing
7 assembling garments
8 robots unload trucks - moves products around in factories
9 robots make robots

10 robot can grasp soft/fragile items like a human hand
11 robotic storage devices and inventory stacking
12 electronic (computer, circuit board) machining, assembly, testing
13 robotic eyes for recognition systems, security, automation
14 robot make, screen and test materials (chemical) (pharmaceuticals)
15 robot telephone operators - speech interactive - office work
16 robotic cranes - remote
17 robot is dual ????? and diagnostic imaging system
18 robot cutting system (water jet)
19 robot traders
20 robotic engine assembly
21 industrialized car assembly and stamping
22 painting, spraying robotics
23 robots helping disabled people
24 deep sea robots / underwater crawlers
25 robotic vision systems
26 wall climbing robots
27 robotic rubber tree tappers
28 robotic vehicles repair oil rig damage underwater
29 medical robots help with human surgery
3 0 robotic nose (detects odors) can detect diseases in cows, contamination
31 robotic arm (space work)
32 robotic system cuts, cleans, washes, dries vehicle panels
33 robotic system helps genetic research
34 robotic trashmen (rubbish collectors)
35 robotic healthcare - hospital work - nursing - moving patients
36 robotic maintenance/ repair work in hazardous area (nuclear)
37 robots for office - mail handling - selflearning
38 humanoid robot interacts with humans, takes care of self - selfexamines
39 robomom - controls time children watch TV
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40 robots make batteries

Number

:

438i

Title:
tourism, increase

Description:
What countries have experienced an increase in tourism?

Instances

:

In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT countries of
the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
document for EACH such DIFFERENT country.
If one document discusses several such countries, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT countries of the sort described
above as possible.

Instance*

1

Instance gloss
1

'
: .

1

1 Poland '

'

2 Singapore ...
-

3 Malaysia
4 Indonesia .

'

5 Johor
6 Brxinei ^ ,

7 England (Cornwall)
8 Greece
9 United Kingdom (UK)

10 Egypt
11 US
12 Kenya
13 Cyprus ( North and South)
14 Santo Domingo - Hispaniola - Dominican Republic
15 Scotland (Glasgow)
16 Jerusalem (Israel-Palestine)
17 Cuba
18 Monaco
19 Madeira
20 Greece 'Ucv:,;..,.,

21 South Africa
22 Austria (Vienna)
23 New Zealand
24 Bahrain
25 Dubai
26 Wales
27 Mauritius
28 Britain
29 Northern Ireland
30 Sri Lanka
31 Ecuador '> •

32 Israel
33 Australia ; ,

. ;i,

;

34 Jordan
35 Portugal i,J

36 Slovenia
37 Czech Republic
38 Germany (Baden-Wurttemberg)
39 Spain
40 Tunisia
41 Shanghai
42 US (Florida)
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43 Bermuda
44 Jamaica
45 Malta
46 India
47 Norway
48 Korea
49 Uganda
50 Ireland
51 Hong Kong
52 Vietnam
53 Sweden
54 Bulgaria
55 Slovakia
56 Zimbabwe

Number

:

446i

Title:
tourists, violence

Description:
In what countries have tourists been subject to
acts of violence causing bodily harm or death?

Instances

:

In the time alloted, please find as many DIFFERENT countries of
the sort described above as you can. Please save at least one
document for EACH such DIFFERENT country.
If one document discusses several such countries, then you need
not save other documents that repeat those, since your goal
is to identify as many DIFFERENT countries of the sort described
above as possible.

Instance*

I

1
Instance gloss

1

1
1

Angola
2 Ivory Coast
3 Kenya
4 Egypt
5 Mexico
6 Turkey
7 Great Britain (GB)

8 USA
9 Jamaica/GB

10 Thailand
11 China
12 Greece
13 Morocco
14 India
15 Cambodia
15 Israel
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Query Track

5 groups participated in the Query Track for TREC 8. Each group submitted one or more querysets

consisting of 50 queries. There were a total of 23 querysets (Table 2) in 4 different categories.

• Short: 2-4 words

• Sentence: 1 sentence, normally less than 1 Une.

• Sentence-Rel: 1 sentence, based on relevant documents only.

• Weighted Terms: A long (about 100 terms) Ust of weighted terms.

Each group then ran one or more retrieval approaches on each of the natural language querysets (the first

3 above) and on the weighted terms if they could do so easily. There were 9 runsets. Two groups did not run

the two weighted term categories, thus there were a total of 203 runs evaluated (9 * 23 - 4). (Table 1).

RunSet Group Approach

APL Johns Hopkins APL system

INQa UMass INQUERY, words only

INQe UMass INQUERY, words + structure + expansion

INQp UMass INQUERY, words + structure

Saba Sabir Research SMART, words only

Sabe Sabir Research SMART, words + full expansion

Sabm Sabir Research SMART, words + modest expansion

acs ACSys PADRE
pir Queens College, CUNY PIRCS

Table 1: 9 Runsets

QuerySet Group Category

INQla UMass Short

INQlb UMass Short

INQlc UMass Short

INQld UMass Short

INQle UMass Short

INQ2a UMass Sentence

INQ2b UMass Sentence

INQ2c UMass Sentence

INQ2d UMass Sentence

INQ2e UMass Sentence

INQ3a UMass Sentence-Rel

INQSb UMass Sentence-Rel

INQ3c UMass Sentence-Rel

INQ3d UMass Sentence-Rel

INQ3e UMass Sentence-Rel

Sabla Sabir Short

Sablb Sabir Short

Sable Sabir Short

Sab3a Sabir Sentence-Rel

acs la ACSys Short

pirla Queens Short

APL5a Johns Hopkins Weighted Terms

APL5b Johns Hopkins Weighted Terms

Table 2: 23 Querysets
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Query Track

For each query, average the scores of the 9 runs. Then for each queryset, average these 50 average query

scores to get a notion of queryset variabihty (whatever that means) . Also report standard deviation of these

average query scores.

Note that runs APL5a and APL5b have low averages since two runsets didn't do them and have 0.0 averaged

in.

QuerySet Average Standard Deviation

INQla 0.1810 0.2091

INQlb 0.2134 0.2111

INQlc 0.2292 0.2190

INQld 0.1923 0.2193

INQle 0.2278 0.2523

INQ2a 0.1655 0.1813

INQ2b 0.1907 0.1722

INQ2c 0.2434 0.2132

INQ2d 0.2054 0.2005

INQ2e 0.2402 0.2079

INQ3a 0.1348 0.1581

INQ3b 0.1215 0.1530

INQ3c 0.1325 0.1544

INQ3d 0.1602 0.1827

INQ3e 0.1791 0.1943

Sabla 0.2405 0.2311

Sablb 0.2520 0.2214

Sable 0.2549 0.2284

Sab3a 0.2389 0.1968

acsla 0.2455 0.2271

pirla 0.2488 0.2058

APL5a 0.2073 0.1608

APL5b 0.2254 0.1230

Table 3: Queryset Averages
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Query Track

Take the average query scores over 9 runs for each quer}^ Then for each topic, average the 23 queryset

average query scores to get a notion of topic variability.

Query Average oianciaru ueviatioD WUci V iiverdgfe StanGard. Deviation

01 n AA&Qu.44oy U.i4yu / 0 All A AfiAOU.UoUz

U.OUOo u.zuyy 77 u.z ( yo
A 1 700

oo U.Z41U A 1 1 /f Q 7C U.4Zol A OOAC

04 U.oooU A 1 /! CI 7fj A 1 "illU.iooi A ACiKn

00 n ATAt U.IOOZ fiA A AftAOU.UDUz A Afil 1U.UOll

00 u.4uy <
A otcot;u.ZOzO CIol All Ac:U.lluO u.UDoy

KTDi n ofiQ/iU.Zoy4 U.loOo 80oz U.44;tjD All OAu. iiyu

Oo U.O / 10 u.iyoo CO A AOQAU.UoOU A nQA4u.uyu'4

oy n noQOu.uyyz A 0997 A 01 OR

DU U.UDDU A A/lOO OO U.ioui. A CMi'yAU.UOZ'i

Di A 1 AKO oO U.i>0'iD A ^ yiA

oz n 070Qu.z / /y R7 A nt;o7u.uoo /
A A7fi7

Do U.14il A Ac;i 1U.UOll ECOO A 1 770u.i / / y A 1 T Q1u.iiyi

04 U.2ioo A A/l/fOU.U44Z sy A A7iR7 A A7BC;U.U 1 OO
fir:OO n 1 KAAU.1044 A A7/1Qu.u /4y OAyu U.OZiO A 1 QA8U.loUc

66 0.1990 0 1539 91 0.0331 0 0391

67 0.0827 0.0933 92 0.0362 0.0324

68 0.0931 0.1084 93 0.4242 0.0996

69 0.2006 0.1374 94 0.1201 0.0811

70 0.6614 0.0584 95 0.0343 0.0282

71 0.0664 0.0692 96 0.0561 0.0435

72 0.0669 0.0826 97 0.0642 0.0249

73 0.0400 0.0626 98 0.1791 0.0254

74 0.0134 0.0231 99 0.3045 0.0842

75 0.0174 0.0141
i
100 0.2156 0.1904

Table 4: Query Averages

Average the queries and querysets to get a notion of runset variabihty.

Runset Average

APL 0.2162

INQa 0.1669

INQe 0.2295

INQp 0.1940

Saba 0.2051

Sabe 0.2440

Sabm 0.2240

acs 0.1470

pir 0.2244

Table 5: Runset Averages
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Explanation of QA Results

The score for an individual question is the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response was

found, or 0 if no correct response was found in the top 5 responses. The score for the run as a whole is the

mean of the reciprocal ranks over the 198 test questions. Also reported is the number of questions for which

no correct response was found.

The graph plots the score for a given run against the median score for each question. The median scores are

computed separately over runs with a majcimum answer length of 50 bytes and runs with a maximum answer

length of 250 bytes. The median score is printed as a cross hatch, and the question ids along the x-ajcis are

sorted by decreasing median score. An arrow runs from the median score to the score for the current run.

If the run's score is greater than the median, the arrowhead is filled; otherwise the arrowhead is empty. K
no arrow appears, then the run's score is identical to the median score for that question.

The order of the questions in the graphs is given below.

Table 1: Question number by decending median for runs with maximum answer length 50 bytes

1 5 14 44 82 112 122 144 147 170 172 178 29 39 71

78 85 90 132 160 185 18 19 24 28 48 63 80 127 155

157 163 171 180 192 3 33 45 51 70 76 84 95 110 137

149 195 35 121 151 2 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

15 16 17 20 21 22 23 25 26 27 30 31 32 34 36

37 38 40 41 42 43 46 47 49 50 52 53 54 55 56

57 58 59 60 61 62 64 65 66 67 68 69 72 73 74

75 77 79 81 83 86 87 88 89 91 92 93 94 96 97

98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 111 113 114

115 116 117 118 119 120 123 124 125 126 128 129 130 133 134

135 136 138 139 140 141 142 143 145 146 148 150 152 153 154

156 158 159 161 162 164 165 166 167 168 169 173 174 175 176

177 179 181 182 183 186 187 188 189 190 191 193 194 196 197

198 199 200

Table 2: Question number by decending median for runs with maximum answer length 250 bytes

1 13 14 16 18 28 29 30 39 44 45 46 48 50 58

63 66 80 82 90 110 112 117 118 122 127 128 139 147 155

163 178 180 5 10 26 35 38 60 65 71 76 78 83 85

99 103 120 124 132 134 140 144 154 160 162 170 172 3 19

24 37 40 41 42 51 57 68 70 79 84 95 100 106 137

151 157 185 190 6 52 88 102 121 145 149 171 183 192 199

33 59 62 130 138 168 188 200 2 4 7 8 9 11 12

15 17 20 21 22 23 25 27 31 32 34 36 43 47 49

53 54 55 56 61 64 67 69 72 73 74 75 77 81 86

87 89 91 92 93 94 96 97 98 101 104 105 107 108 109

111 113 114 115 116 119 123 125 126 129 133 135 136 141 142

143 146 148 150 152 153 156 158 159 161 164 165 166 167 169

173 174 175 176 177 179 181 182 186 187 189 191 193 194 195

196 197 198
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SUMMARY PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
TREC-2 THROUGH TREC-8

Karen Sparck Jones

Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge

December 8, 1999

The context

This comparison series has attempted to illustrate long-term TREC trends, as embodied

in the results for the baseline Adhoc task. As in last year's comparisons, covering TREC-
2 - TREC-7, from TREC-5 onwards there has been a more careful separation of different

versions of the topics, ranging from Very short (titles only) to Long (titles, descriptions and

narratives), and between automatic and manual modes of query formulation: see the detail

given in Table L
While last year's comparisons (Appendix B, TREC-7 Proceedings) gave performance de-

tails for the whole series from TREC-2 onwards, this year's detail is restricted to TREC-7
and TREC-8 only. First, the way the TREC-6 topics were formed could lead to titles and

descriptions that were viewed as complementary rather than as less or more inclusive: this

meant that controlled study of the effects of increasing topic length and detail was impossible.

In TREC-7 and TREC-8 title terms are included in descriptions (so the difference between de-

scriptions and titles-fdescriptions is in term frequency for the queries): TREC-7 and TREC-8
therefore supply two cycles of testing on the same topic basis. At the same time, it is evi-

dent from the detailed results for these two cycles in Table 2 that there is little difference in

performance, whether of best levels or (to a considerable extent) by hardy perennial teams.

The TREC-8 results can therefore be seen as a 'wind-up' on the long programme of Adhoc

evaluations with the 'traditional' TREC data, and the end of a phase that is also signalled

by the fact that evaluation with this type of data is being mothballed for TREC-9.

Table entries

Table 2 follows the same conventions as in previous summaries. Thus the detailed figures

are taken from the Working Notes, and cover only the better performing, not all, the teams.

The conventions are as follows: figures are not rounded; performance is assigned to

'blocks'; teams per block are NOT in merit order, but in in Working Notes results order;

where there is more than one run per team the best is taken, regardless of the particular

strategy used. Simple, hopefully sufficiently identifiable, short names have been given to

the teams (with some streamlining where teams have changed name or composition over the

years).
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TABLE 1 : TOPIC DETAILS

Topic fields available as base for queries, TREC-2 - TREC-7 :

(TREC-1 TREC-2 TREC-3 TREC-4 TREC-5 TREC-6 TREC-7 TREC-8

T= title XXX X X X X

D= description xxxxxxxx
N= narrative x x x x x x x

C= concepts x x

Average topic and field length :

Total 107 4 130 8 103 4 16 3 82 7 88 4 57 6 51 8

T 3 8 4 9 6 5 3 8 2 7 2 5 2 5

D . 17 9 18 7 22 3 16 3 15 7 20 4 14 3 13 8

N 64 5 78 8 74 6 63 2 65 3 40 8 35 5

C 21 2 28 5

TABLE 2 : RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE, TREC-7, TREC-8

TREC ADHOC SEARCH RESULTS FOR PRECISION AT DOCUMENT CUTOFF 30

KEY TO TABLE NOTATIONS :

a = fully automatic searches

m = manual searches

V = very short queries, i.e

S = short queries

M = medium queries

L = long queries

title only from topxcs, a_ka T

description only D

title+description T+D

title+description+narrative T+D+N

/contd



TREC-7 TREC-7 TREC-7 TREC-7 TREC-7 TREC-8 TREC-8 TREC-8 TREC-8 TREC-8
aV aS aM aL mL aV aS aM aL mL

>=60

>=55

>=50

Clarit

Hanlnst

Waterlo

Manlnst

IITetc

Oracle

>=45 GMUetc Clarit

GEetc

>=40 NEC ATT BBN ANU CUNY

Cityetc Cityetc Harris

UMass NEC Berkely

UMass Toronto

ATT FUB

FUB Fujitsu

IBMTJWs Msoft

Msoft MIT

MIT CUNY

CUNY Neuchat

>=35 Cityetc Cornell Lexis

CUNY RMIT

Fuj itsu

ANU GEetc

Cornell Lexis

CUNY

IRIT

TwentyO

Iowa

ATT

Fuj itsu

IBMTJWs

Msoft

MultTxt

RICOH

Sab/Cm

UMass Fuj itsu

GEetc

IBMTJWg

IRIT

MultTxt

NTT

Sab/Crn

TwentyO

Neuchat

UMass

Twente

ACSys

GEetc

IRIT

JHopk

NTT

Sab/Crn

UMass

>=30 ATT

Cornell

CUNY

Fuj itsu

Lexis

NEC

NTTData

RMIT

Waterlo

>=25 ANU

Avignon

GEetc

IBMTJWg

ETH

Berkely

Marylnd

IBMTJWs IBMTJWg GMUetc FS

IRIT NTTData

Rutgers

Berkely

UNC

FUB

ImperC

JHopk

NBA

ACSys IBMTJWs ACSys RMIT

RMIT Sab/Crn CMU

TwentyO IITetc

UMass ImperC

JHopk

RICOH

RMIT

Marylnd

City/M UNCy CMU

Dartmth

B-3



Performance summary

To give a final overview of performance from TREC-2 - TREC-8, Table 3 gives the highest

level of performance reached in each TREC for the various versions and modes.

As this table clearly shows, the early TRECs with 'good' topics reached high levels of per-

formance in both automatic and manual modes; performance in the middle TRECs declined

under the much less favourable data conditions (whether of topic information or relevant

document accessibility); then in TREC-7 and TREC-8 performance for automatic mode in

particular revived. This must be attributed to superior systems, since best manual perfor-

mance has remained on a plateau. More specifically, amplifying on Tables 2 and 3, it is clear

that the better level of performance in the TREC-7 and TREC-8 evaluations was the same.

TABLE 3 : PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Highest level reached, Precision at Document Cutoff 30, TREC-2 - TREC-8

V S . M L L

T D ,
- ' T+D T+D+N T+D+N

a a a a m

>= 65

>= 60 333 333 888

>= 55 222 777

>= 50 222 666

>= 45 444 555

>= 40 888 777 888 444 777 888 777 888

>= 35 777

>= 30 666 : 555 666

>= 25 555 666

>= 20

Key: 222 = TREC-2 highest performance level, 333 = TREC-3 ditto, etc

(TREC-2 included Concept field

TREC-4 manual did not have Narrative field)
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Overall comments

As before, but even more clearly when the evidence of TREC-8 is added in,

1. Many teams obtain similar performance, even at top levels.

2. Manual query formation can give superior performance to automatic, typically reflecting

the amount of effort put in and/or user judgements on intermediate outputs.

3. There has been some convergence, especially in automatic searching, on default strate-

gies; but similar performance is also obtained with very different strategies, presumably

reflecting the dominating influence of the frequency data that strategies share.

4. Results in TREC generally illustrate the way in which estabhshed teams can maintain

and enhance their performance; but it also shows that new teams can take advantage

of published TREC experience and the rich training data that is available to get up to

speed quickly.

5. Performance is broadly correlated with the quality of the topic information available

and the difficulty of the topics.

6. However, as the results for TREC-7 and TREC-8 show, it is possible to do almost as

well in automatic searching with the minimal (the Very short title) topics as with much
longer ones.

7. The best levels of automatic search performance as illustrated by TREC-7 and TREC-
8 are quite respectable, and in particular in many cases are achieved with relatively

simple, albeit well-motivated, methods. It may be noted that at Cutoff 10, several

teams achieved almost 50% Precision in automatic searching even with the Very short

titles in TREC-8, and several reached more than 50% with the Medium length ti-

tles+descriptions. Manual searching without enormous effort can do better, achieving

70%, but the time and attention required is nevertheless not negligible.

U.S. GOVERNMEW PRINTING OFRCE: 2000 -- 472 - 068 / 36459
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Technical Publications

Periodical

Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology—Reports NIST research

and development in those disciplines of the physical and engineering sciences in which the Institute is

active. These include physics, chemistry, engineering, mathematics, and computer sciences. Papers cover a

broad range of subjects, with major emphasis on measurement methodology and the basic technology

underlying standardization. Also included from time to time are survey articles on topics closely related to

the Institute's technical and scientific programs. Issued six times a year.

Nonperiodicals

Monographs—Major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the

Institute's scientific and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes) devel-

oped in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NIST, NIST annual reports, and

other special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical

properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a

worldwide program coordinated by NIST under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public

Law 90-396). NOTE: The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published

bimonthly for NIST by the American Institute of Physics (AIP). Subscription orders and renewals are

available from AIP, RO. Box 503284, St. Louis, MO 63150-3284.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information developed at the Institute on building

materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and

performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety

characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Smdies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of

a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of die

subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NIST under the sponsorship of

other government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce
in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized

requirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of

the characteristics of the products. NIST administers this program in support of the efforts of private-sector

standardizing organizations.

Order the following NIST publications—FIPS and NISTIRs—from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series

collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register serves as the

official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NIST pursuant to

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended. Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.

1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of

Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

NIST Interagency or Internal Reports (NISTIR)—The series includes interim or final reports on work

performed by NIST for outside sponsors (both government and nongovernment). In general, initial

distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is handled by sales through the National Technical

Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in hard copy, electronic media, or microfiche form. NISTIR's

may also report results of NIST projects of transitory or limited interest, including those that will be

published subsequently in more comprehensive form.
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